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b. What are the firm's profit-maximizing output and 
price? What is its profit? 

c. What would the equilibrium price and quantity be 
in a competitive indush'Y? 

d. What would the social gain be if this monopolist 
were forced to produce and price at the competi
tive equilibrium? Who would gain and lose as a 
result? 

6. A firm has two factories, for which costs are given by: 

Factory #1: C1(Q1) lOQi 

Factory #2: C2(Q2) = 20Q~ 

The firm faces the following demand curve: 

P = 700 - 5Q 

where Q is total output-ie., Q = Q1 + Q2' 
a. On a diagram, draw the marginal cost cun'es for 

the two factories, the average and marginal re\'
enue curves, and the total marginal cost curve (Le., 
the marginal cost of producing Q = Q1 + Q2)' 
Indicate the profit-maximizing output for each fac
tory, total output, and price. 

b. Calculate the values of Q1' Q2' Q, and P that maxi
mize profit. 

c. Suppose labor costs increase in Factory 1 but not in 
Factory 2. How should the firm adjust (i.e., raise, 
lower, or leave unchanged) the following: Output 
in Factory I? Output in Factory 2? Total output? 
Price? 

7. A drug company has a monopoly on a new patented 
medicine. The product can be made in either of two 
plants. The costs of production for the two plants 
are MC l 20 + 2Q1 and MC2 = 10 + 5Q2' The 
firm's estimate of demand for the product is 
P = 20 - 3(Q1 + Q2)' How much should the firm 
plan to produce in each plant? At what price should it 
plan to sell the product? 

8. One of the more important antih'ust cases of this cen
tury involved the Aluminum Company of America 
(Alcoa) in 1945. At that time, Alcoa controlled about 
90 percent of primary aluminum production in the 
United States, and the company had been accused of 
monopolizing the aluminum market. In its defense, 
Alcoa argued that although it indeed controlled a 
large fraction of the primary market, secondary alu
minum (Le" aluminum produced from the recycling 
of scrap) accounted for roughly 30 percent of the total 
supply of aluminum, and many competitive firms 
were engaged in recycling. Therefore, Alcoa argued, it 
did not have much monopoly power. 
a. Provide a clear argument ill favor of Alcoa's position. 
b. Provide a clear argument agaillst Alcoa's position, 
c. The 1945 decision by Judge Learned Hand has 

been called U one of the most celebrated judicial 
opinions of our time." Do you know what Judge 
Hand's ruling was? 

9. A monop~list faces th~ demand cun'e P == 11 _ Q 
where P IS measured 111 dollars per unit and Q . ' 
thousands of units. The monopolist has a const In 

, -6' ant a\'erage cost ot '5 per umt 
a. Dra\\' the a\'erage and marginal re\'enue CUrves 

and the a\'erage and marginal cost curves, Wh 
tl 1" f' " , at are 1e monopo 1St s pro It-max1111Izmg price and 

quantity? What is the resulting profit? Calculat 
the firm's degree of monopoly power USing th: 
Lerner index. 

b. A government regulatory agency sets a price ceil
ing of S7 per unit 'What quantity will be produced 
and what will the firm's profit be? What happe~ 
to the degree of monopoly power? 

c. What price ceiling yields the largest level of out
put? What is that lenl of output"? What is the 
firm's degree of monopoly power at this price? 

10. ,Michelle's Monopoly Mutant Turtles (MMMT) has 
the exclusi\'e right to sell Mutant Turtle t-shirts in the 
United States, The demand for these t-shirts is Q := 

1O,000/p2 The firm's short-run cost is SRTC:: 
2000 + 5Q, and its long-run cost is LRTC = 6Q, 
a. What price should MMMT charge to maximize 

profit in the short rL111? What quantity does it sell, 
and how much profit does it make? Would it be 
better off shutting down in the short run? 

b. What price should MMMT charge in the long run? 
What quantity does it sell and how much profit 
does it make? Would it be better off shutting down 
in the long run? 

c. Can we expect MMMT to han lower marginal cost 
in the short run than in the long run? Explain why. 

*11. You produce widgets for sale in a perfectly competi
tin market at a market price of 510 per widget. Your 
widgets are manufactured in two plants, one in 
ivlassachusetts and the other in COlU1ecticut. Because 
of labor problems in Connecticut, you are forced to 
raise wages there, so that marginal costs in that plant 
increase. In response to this, should you shift pro
duction and produce more in your Massachusetts 
plant? 

12. 111e employment of teaching assistants (TAs) by major 
universities can be characterized as a monopsony. 
Suppose the demand for TAs is \AI = 30,000 - 12511, 
where \AI is the wage (as an annual salary) and II is the 
number of TAs hired. The supply of TAs is given by 
\IV = 1000 + 7511, 
a. If the university takes advantage of its monopson

ist position, how many TAs will it hire? What wage 
will it pay? 

b. If, instead, the universitv faced an infinite supply 
of TAs at the annual w~ge lenl of 510,000, how 
many TAs would it hire? 

*13. Dayna'~ Doorstops, Inc. (DD), is a monopolist ~n the 
doorstop indush'y. Its cost is C = 100 3Q + Q-, and 
demand is P = 55 - 2Q. 

a. What price should DO set to maximize profit? 
'What output does the firm produce? How much 
profit and consumer surplus does DD generate? 

b. What would output be if DO acted like a perfect 
competitor and set MC = P? What profit and con
sumer surplus would then be generated? 

c. What is the deadweight loss from monopoly 
pO\\'er in part (a)? 

d. Suppose the government, concerned about the 
high price of doorstops, sets a maximum price at 
527. How does this affect price, quantity, consumer 
surplus, and OD's profit? What is the resulting 
deadweight loss? 

e. Now suppose the government sets the maximum 
price at 523. How does this decision affect price, 
quantity, consumer surplus, DD's profit, and dead
weight loss? 

f. Finally, consider a maximum price of 512 What 
will this do to quantity, consumer surplus, profit, 
and deadweight loss? 

*14. There are 10 households in Lake Wobegon, Milmesota, 
each with a demand for electricity of Q = 50 - P 
Lake Wobegon Electric's (LWE) cost of producing 
electricity is TC = 500 + Q. 
a. If the regulators of LWE want to make sure that 

there is no deadweight loss in this market, what 
price will they force LWE to charge? What will out
put be in that case? Calculate consurner surplus 
and LWE's profit with that price, 

b. If regulators want to ensure that LWE doesn't lose 
money, what is the lowest price they can impose? 
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Calculate output, consumer surplus, and profit Is 
there any deadweight loss? 

c. Kristina knows that deadweight loss is something 
that this small town can do without She suggests 
that each household be required to pay a fixed 
amount just to receive any electricity at all, and 
then a per-unit charge for electricity. Then LWE can 
break e\'en while charging the price calculated in 
part (a). What fixed amOlmt would each household 
have to pay for Kristina's plan to work? Why can 
you be sure that no household will choose instead 
to refuse the payment and go without electricity? 

15. A monopolist faces the follOWing demand CUlTe: 

Q 1.J,.J,/p2 

where Q is the quantity demanded and P is price. Its 
(IL'erage I'ariable cost is 

and its fixed cost is 5. 
a. What are its profit-maximizing price and quantity? 

What is the resulting profit? 
b. Suppose the government regulates the price to be 

no greater than 54 per unit. How much will the 
monopolist produce? What will its profit be? 

c. Suppose the gO\'ernment wants to set a ceiling 
price that induces the monopolist to produce the 
largest possible output What price will accom
plish this goal? 
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s \\'e explained in Chapter 10, market pO'wer is quite com
mon. Many industries have only a few producers, so that 

each producer has some rnonopoly po·wer. And many firms, as 
buyers of ray\' materials, labor, or specialized capital goods, 
have some monopsony power in the markets for these factor 
inputs. The problem faced by the managers of these firms is 
how to use their market power most effectively. They must 
decide how to set prices, choose quantities of factor inputs, 
and determine output in both the short and long run to maxi
mize the finn's profit 

Managers of firms with market pO\'\'er have a harder job 
than those who manage perfectly competitive firms. A firm 
that is perfectly competitive in output markets has no influ
ence over market price. As a result, its managers need worry 
only about the cost side of the firm's operations, choosing out
put so that price is equal to marginal cost But the managers of 
a finn with monopoly power must also worry about the char
acteristics of demand. Even if they set a single price for the 
finn's output, they must obtain at least a rough estimate of the 
elasticity of demand to determine "what that price (and corre
sponding output level) should be. Furthermore, firms can 
often do much better by using a more complicated pricing 
strategy-for example, charging different prices to different 
customers. To design such pricing strategies, managers need 
ingenuity and even more information about demand. 

This chapter explains how firms with market power set 
prices. We begin with the basic objective of every pricing strat
egy: capturing consumer surplus and converting it into addi
tional profit for the firm. TIlen we discuss how this goal can be 
achieved using price discrimination. Here different prices are 
charged to different customers, sometimes for the same prod
uct and sometimes for small variations in the product. Because 
price discrimination is widely practiced in one form or 
another, it is important to understand how it works. 

Next, we discuss the two-part tariff. Here customers must 
pay in advance for the right to purchase units of the good at a 
later time (and at additional cost). The classic example of this 
is an amusement park, where customers pay a fee to enter and 
then additional fees for each ride they go on. Although amuse
ment parks may seem like a rather specialized market, there 
are many other examples of two-part tariffs: the price of a 
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Gillette razor, which gives the owner the opportmuty to pmchase Gillette razOr 
blades; the price of a Polaroid camera, which gives the own~r the opportunity to 
pmchase Polaroid film; or the monthly subscription cost ot a mO.bile telephone, 
which gives users the opportunity to make phone calls from theIr automobiles, 
paying by the message mut as they do so. ., 

We ''.'ill also discuss bllndlillg, a pricing strategy that sImply ll1yolves tYing 
products together and selling them as a package. For example: a personal Corn
puter that comes bundled with several software packages; a one-week vacation 
in Hawaii in which the airfare, rental car, and hotel are bundled and sold at a 
single package price; or a luxmy car, in which the air conditioning, power win
dows, and stereo are "standard" features. 

Finally, vve will examine the use of advertising by firms with market pOWer. 
As we will see, deciding how much money to spend on advertising requires 
information about demand and is closely related to the firm's pricing deciSion. 
We will derive a simple rule of thumb for deterrnining the profit-maximizing 
advertising-to-sales ratio. 

All the pricing strategies that we will examine have one thing in cornman: they 
are means of capturing consumer surplus and transferring it to the producer. 
You can see this more clearly in Figure 11.1. Suppose the firm sold all its output 
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If a firm can charge only one price for all its customers: that price will ?e P* an? 
quantity produced will be Q*. Ideally, th? firm would like. to charge a higher pnce to) 
consumers willinG" to pay more than p"., thereby capturmg some of the consumer· 
surplus Imder region A of the demand cmve. The fir~ w~uld also like to sell ~o con~ 
sumers willing to pay prices lower than P*, but only ~ domg so does not entail low
ering the price to other consmners. In that way, the firm could also capture some of 
the surplus under region B of the demand curve. """ 
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at a single price. To maxinuze profit, it would pick a price P* and corresponding 
output Q* at the intersection of its marginal cost and marginal revenue curves. 
Although the firm would then be profitable, its managers might still wonder if 
theY could make it even more profitable. 

They know that some customers (in region A of the demand curve) 'would 
paY more than P*. But raising price would mean losing some customers, selling 
1e;s, and earning smaller profits. Similarly, other potential customers are not 
buying the firm's product because they will not pay a price as high as PO'. Many 
ofthem, however, would pay prices higher than the firm's marginal cost. (These 
customers are in region B of the demand curve.) By lowering its price, the firm 
could sell to some of these customers. Unfortunately, it would then earn less rev
enue from its existing customers, and again profits would shrink. 

How can the finn captme the consumer surplus (or at least part of it) from its 
customers in region A, and perhaps also sell profitably to some of its potential 
customers in region B? Charging a single price clearly will not do the trick. 
However, the firm might charge different prices to different customers, accord
ing to where the customers are along the demand cmve. For example, some cus
tomers in the upper end of region A would be charged the higher price PI' some 
in region B would be charged the lower price P 2, and some in between would be 
charged P*. This is the basis of price discrimination: charging different prices to 
different customers. The problem, of course, is to identify the different cus
tomers, and to get them to pay different prices. We will see how this can be done 
in the next section. 

The other pricing techniques that we will discuss in tIus chapter-twa-part 
tariffs and blmdling-also expand the range of a firm's market to include more 
customers and to capture more consumer surplus. In each case, we will examine 
both the amount by which the firm's profit can be increased and the effect on 
consumer welfare. (As we will see, when there is a high degree of monopoly 
power, these pricing techniques can sometimes make both consumers and the 
producer better ofL) We turn first to price discrimination. 

11.2 

Price discrimination can take three broad forms, which we call first-, second-, 
and third-degree price discrimination. We vvill examine them in turn. 

First-Degree Price Discrimination 

Ideally, a firm would like to charge a different price to each of its customers. If it 
could, it would charge each customer the maximum price that the customer is 
willing to pay for each Imit bought. We call this maximum price the customer's 
reservation price. The practice of charging each customer his or her reservation 
price is called perfect first-degree price discrimination.1 Let's see how it affects 
the firm's profit. 
. First, we need to know the profit that the firm earns when it charges only the 

smgle price P* in Figure 11.2. To find out, we can add the profit on each incre
mental unit produced and sold, up to the total quantity Q*. This incremental 
profit is the marginal revenue less the marginal cost for each urut. In Figure 11.2, 

We are assuming that each customer buys one unit of the good .. If a customer bought more than 
one umt, the firm would ha\'e to charge different prices for each of the units. 
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price discrimination 
Practice of charging different 
prices to different consumers 
for similar goods. 

reservation price Maximum 
price that a customer is will
ing to pay for a good. 

first-degree price discrim
ination Practice of charging 
each customer her reservation 
price. 
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In §8.1, we explain that a 
firm's profit-maximizing out
put is at the point at which 
marginal revenue is equal to 
marginal cost 

variable profit Sum of prof
its on each incremental unit 
produced by a firm; i.e., profit 
ignoring fixed costs. 

Pm a\. 

S/Q 

Consumer 
single price 

Variable profit when a 
single price P' is charged 

Additional profit from 
perfect price discrimination 

o =AR 

MR 
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Because the firm charges each consumer her reservation price, it is profitable to 
expand output to Q**. When only a single price, P* is charged, the firm's variable 
profit is the area between the marginal revenue and marginal cost curves. With per
fect price discrimination, this profit expands to the area between the demand curve 
and the cost curve. 

this marginal revenue is highest and marginal cost lowest for the first unit. For 
each additional unit, marginal revenue falls and marginal cost rises. Thus the 
finn produces the total output Q*, at 'which point marginal reyenue and mar
ginal cost are equal. 

If we add up the profits on each incremental unit produced, vve obtain the 
firm's variable profit: the firm's profit, ignoring its fixed costs. In Figure 11.2, 
yariable profit is given by the yellow-shaded area between the marginal revenue 
and marginal cost curves. 2 Consumer surplus, ,'\'hich is the area between the 
average revenue curve and the price P* that customers pay, is outlined as a black 
triangle. 

Now, what happens if the finn can perfectly price discriminate? Because 
each consumer is charged exactly what he or she is willing to pay, the marginal 
revenue curve is no longer relevant to the firm's output decision. Instead, the 

2 Recall from Chapter 10 that because total profit" is the difference between total re\'enue Rand 
total cost C, incremental profit is just~" = ~R ~C = MR - Me Variable profit is fOUl:d by sum
min'" all the ~"s and thus it is the area beh,'een the MR and MC cun'es This ignores tixed costs, 
whi~h are indepe~dent of the firm's output and pricing decisions Hence, total profit equals variable 
profit minus fixed cost 

incremental revenue earned from each additional unit sold is simply the price 
aid for that unit; it is therefore given by the demand curve" 

P Since price discrimination does not affect the firm's cost structure, the cost of 
each additional unit is again given by the firm's marginal cost curve. Therefore, 
the additiollol profit frolll producing ond selling Oil incrementol unit is IlOW the d~ffer
ellCC between delllond ond lIIorginol cost. As long as demand exceeds marginal cost, 
the firm can increase its profit by expanding production. It will do so until it pro
duces a total output Q**. At Q**, demand is equal to marginal cost, and produc
inO' any more reduces profit. 

"Variable profit is now given by the area between the demand and marginal 
cost curves.3 Observe from Figure 11.2 how the firm's profit has increased. (The 
additional profit resulting from price discrimination is shown by the purple 
shaded area.) Note also that because every customer is being charged the maxi
Ulum amount that he or she is willing to pay, all consumer surplus has been cap
tured by the firm, 

In practice, perfect first-degree price discrimination is almost never possible. 
First, it is usually impractical to charge each and every customer a different price 
(unless there are only a few customers). Second, a firm usually does not know 
the reservation price of each customer. Even if it could ask how much each cus
tomer would be willing to pay, it probably would not receive honest answers. 
After all, it is in the customers' interest to claim that they would pay very little. 

Sometimes, however, firms can discriminate imperfectly by charging a few 
different prices based on estimates of customers' reservation prices. This prac
tice is often used by professionals, such as doctors, lawyers, accountants, or 
architects, who know their clients reasonably welL In such cases, the client's 
willingness to pay can be assessed and fees set accordingly. For example, a doc
tor may offer a reduced fee to a low-income patient whose willingness to payor 
insurance coverage is low, but charge higher fees to upper-income or better
insured patients. And an accountant, having just completed a client's tax 
returns, is in an excellent position to estimate how much the client is willing to 
pay for the service" 

Another example is a car salesperson, who typically ,vorks with a IS-percent 
profit margin. The salesperson can give part of this margin away to the customer 
by making a "deal," or can insist that the customer pay the full sticker price. A 
good salesperson knows how to size up customers and determine whether they 
will look elsewhere for a car if they don't receive a sizable discount (from the 
salesperson's point of view, a small profit is better than no sale and no profit), 
but the customer in a hurry is offered little or no discount. In other words, a suc
cessful car salesperson knows how to price discriminate! 

Still another example is college and lUuversity hlition. Colleges don't charge dif
ferent hlition rates to different shldents in the same degree programs. Instead, they 
offer financial aid, in the form of a scholarship or subsidized loan, which reduces 
the l1et hlition that the student must pay. By requiring those who seek aid to dis
close information about family income and wealth, colleges can link the amOlmt of 
aid to ability (and hence willingness) to pay. TIms students who are financially well 
off pay more for their education, while shldents who are less well off pay less. 

3 
Incremental profit is again ~" = ~R - ~C, but ~R is given by the price to each customer (Leo, the 

average re\'enue curve), so ~7T AR ?vIC Variable profit is the sum of these ~"s and is given by 
the area behveen the AR and MC cun"es 
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second-degree price discrimi
nation Practice of charging 
different prices per unit for 
different quantities of the 
same good or service. 

S/Q 
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Firms usually don't know the reservation price of every consumer, but sometimes 
reservation prices can be roughly identified. Here, six different prices are charged.:" 
TI:e firm earns higher profits, but some consumers may also benefit With a single; 
pnce P!, there are fewer consumers. The COI1Sl1l11erS who now pay Po or P6 enjoy a>. 

Figure 11.3 illustrates this kind of imperfect first-degree price discrimination. 
Here, if only a single price were charged, it would be P~. Instead, six different 
prices are charged, the lowest of which, Po, is at about the point where marginal 
cost intersects the demand CU1Te. Note that those customers who would not 
ha,"e been willing to pay a price of P ~ or greater are actually better off in this sit
uation-they are now in the market and may be enjoying at least some con
sumer surplus. In fact, if price discrimination brings enough new customers into 
the market, consumer welfare can increase to the point that both the producer 
and consumers are better off 

Second-Degree Price Discri nation 

In some markets, as each consumer purchases many units of a good over any 
given period, his or her demand declines with the number of units purchased. 
Exarnples include water, heating fuel, and electricity. Consumers may each pur
chase a few hundred kilowatt-hours of electricity a rnonth, but their willingness 
to pay declines with increasing consumption. The first 100 kilowatt-hours may 
be worth a lot to the consumer-operating a refrigerator and pro"iding for min
imallighting. Conservation becomes easier with the additional units and may be 
worthwhile if the price is high. In this situation, a firm can discriminate accord
ing to the quantity consumed. This is called second-degree price discrimina
tion, and it works by charging different prices for different quantities of the 
same good or service. 

Quantity discounts are an example of second-degree price discrimination. A 
single roll of Kodak film might be priced at 55, while a box containing four rolls 
of the same film might be priced at 514, making the a,'erage price per roll 53.50. 
Sirnilarly, the price per ounce for breakfast cereal is likely to be smaller for the 
24-ounce box than for the 16-ounce box. 
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Different prices are charged f~r different quantities, or ''blocks,'' of the same good. 
Here, th~re a~e three blocks, WIth corresponding prices Plt P2, and P3• There are also 
econonlles ot scale, and average and marginal costs are declininer. Second-deerree 
price ~iscrirnination can then make COI1Slll1ers better off by exp~ding output ~d 
lowermg cost. 

An.other example o~ second-degree price discrimination is block pricing by 
el~ctnc power, c~mpamesf natural gas utilities, and mlmicipal water companies. 
\~Ith b~?ck pn,~mg, the consumer is charge~ different prices for different quanti
tIes or blocks of a good. If scale economIes cause avera ere and marerinal costs 
~o decline, th~ gowmment agency that controls rates may °encourage block pric
mg .. Because It leads to expanded output and greater scale economies, this policy 
can mcrease consumer welfare while allmviner for erreater profit to the companv : 
WI'l . 0 0 J 
.. 11 e pnces are reduced overall, the savings from the lower lmit cost still per-
mits the company to increase its profit. 

Figure 11A illustrates second-degree price discrimination for a firm with 
declining average and marginal costs. If a single price were charged, it would be 
POf and the quantity produced would be Qo. Instead, three different prices are 
charged, based on the quantities purchased. The first block of sales is priced at 
P]f the second at P2' and the third at P3. 

Third-Degree Price Discrimination 

~vell-known liquor company has wl:at seem~ to be a strange pricing practice. 
e company produces a "odka that It advertises as one of the smoothest and 

best-tasting available. This ,'odka is called "Three Star Golden Crown" and it is 
Sold for about 516 a bottle.~ However, the company also takes some of this same 

ha\'e changed the names to protect the ilU10cent 
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block pricing Practice of 
charging different prices for 
different quantities or 
"blocks" of a good. 
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third-degree price discrimi
nation Practice of dividing 
consumers into hvo or more 
groups with separate demand 
curves and charging different 
prices to each group, 

vodka and bottles it under the name "Old Sloshbucket," 'which is sold for 
58 a bottle. Why does it do this? Has the president of the company been 
ing too much time near the \'ats? 

Perhaps, but this liquor company is also practicing third-degree price 
crimination, and it does it because the practice is profitable, This form of 
discrimination divides consumers into two or more groups with separate 
demand curves for each group. It is the most prevalent form of price discrimina_ 
tion, and examples abound: regular versus "special" airline fares; premium ver.; 
sus nonpremium brands of liquor, canned food or frozen vegetables; discounts 
to students and senior citizens; and so on, . 

In each case, some characteristic is used to 
divide consumers into distinct groups. For many goods, for example, students 
and senior citizens are usually willing to pay less on average than the rest of the 
population (because their incomes are Im,\rer), and identity can be readily estab
lished (via a college ID or driver's license). Likewise, to separate vacationers 
from business travelers (whose companies are usually willing to pay higher 
fares), airlines can put restrictions on special low-fare tickets, such as requiring 
advance purchase or a Saturday night stay. With the liquor company, or the 
premium versus nonpremium (e,g., supermarket label) brand of food, the label 
itself divides consumers; many consumers are willing to pay more for a nam~ 
brand even though the nonpremium brand is identical or nearly identical (and 
is in fact sometimes manufactured by the same company that produced the pre
mium brand). 

If third-degree price discrimination is feasible, how should the finn decide what 
price to charge each group of consumers? Let's think about this in tvyO steps. 

1. We know that however much is produced, total output should be divided 
between the groups of customers so that marginal revenues for each group 
are equaL Otherwise, the firm 'would not be maximizing profit. For example, 
if there are two groups of customers and the marginal revenue for the first 
group, MR1, exceeds the marginal revenue for the second group, MRz, the 
firm could clearly do better by shifting output from the second group to the 
first. It would do this by lo'wering the price to the first group and raising the 
price to the second group. Thus whatever the two prices, they must be such 
that the marginal revenues for the different groups are equaL 

2. We know that total output must be such that the marginal revenue for each 
group of consumers is equal to the marginal cost of production. Again, if 
this were not the case, the firm could increase its profit by raising or lower
ing total output (and lowering or raising its prices to both groups). Fo~ 
example, suppose that marginal revenues were the same for each group at 
consumers but that marginal revenue exceeded the marginal cost of pro
duction. The firm could then make a greater profit by increasing its total 
output. It would lower its prices to both groups of consumers, so that 
marginal revenues for each group fell (but were still equal to each other} 
and approached marginal cost (which would increase as total output 
increased). 

Let's look at this problem al~ebraically. Let P1 be the price charged to the firS! 
group of consumers, P2 the pnce charged to the second group, and C(9r) th. 
total cost of producing output Qr = Q1 + Q2' In this case, total profit is gl\ren by 

11 

The firm should increase its sales to each group of consumers, Q1 and Q2' until 
the incremental profit from the last unit sold is zero. First, we set incremental 
profit for sales to the first group of consumers equal to zero: 

Here, Ll(P1Q1)/i.lQ1 is the incremental revenue from an extra unit of sales to the 
first group of consumers (i.e., MR1)' The next term, LlC/i.lQ1, is the incremental 
cost of producing this extra unit-i.e., marginal cost, Me. We thus have 

Similarly, for the second group of consumers, we must have 

Putting these relations together, we see that prices and output must be set so that 

(11.1) 

AgairJ, marginal revenue must be equal across groups of consumers and must 
equal marginal cost. 

Detennining Prices Managers may find it easier to think in 
terms of the relative prices that should be charged to each group of consumers 
and to relate these prices to the elasticities of demand. Recall from Section 10.1 
that we can write marginal revenue in terms of the elasticity of demand: 

Thus MR1 P1(1 + 1/E1) and MR2 = P2(1 + 1/E2), where E1 and E2 are the elas
ticities of demand for the firm's sales in the first and second markets, respec
tively. Now equating MR1 and MR2 as in equation (11.1) gives the following rela
tionship that must hold for the prices: 

(1 + 1/E2) 

(1 + 1/E1) 
(11.2) 

As you would expect, the higher price will be charged to consumers with the 
~ower demand elasticity. For example, if the elasticity of demand for consumers 
In group 1 is - 2 and the elasticity for consumers in group 2 is - 4, we will have 
PJiP2 = (1 1/4)/(1 - 1/2) = (3/4)/(1/2) = 1.5. In other words, the price 
charged to the first group of consumers should be 1.5 times as high as the price 
charged to the second group. 

Figure 11.5 illustrates third-degree price discrimination. Note that the 
demand curve D1 for the first group of consumers is less elastic than the curve 
for the second group; the price charged to the first group is likewise higher. The 
total quantity produced, Qr = Q1 + Qz, is found by summing the marginal rev
e~ue curves MR1 and MRz horizontally, which yields the dashed curve MRy, and 
finding its intersection with the marginal cost curve. Because Me must equal 
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In our discussion of a rule of 
thumb for pricing in §10.1, 
we explained that a profit
maximizing firm chooses an 
output at which its marginal 
revenue is equal to the price 
of the product plus the ratio 
of the price to the price elas
ticity of demand. 
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Quantitv 

Consumers are divided into two groups, with separate demand curves for each group. T.he optimal prices and qu~, 
tities are such that the marginal revenue from each gTOup is the sa:ne and equal to mar~al cost. Here gr~l:p 1: >llIth 
demand curve D1, is charged PI' and group 2, with the more elastic demand ClUve D2, IS charged the lmveI p~ce 
Marginal cost depends on the total quantity produced QT' Note that Ql and Q2 are chosen so that MRI MR2 -

5 

5/Q 

Q* Quantitv 

Even if third-de\ITee price disclimination is feasible, it does not always pay to 
both a-roups of ~onsumers if mara-inal cost is rising. Here, the first group of 

I:) I:) d I"' sumers, with demand D1, are not willing to pay much for the pro uct. l IS 

itable to sell to them because the would have to be too low to compensate 
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NfRl and MR2, we can draw a horizontal line leftward from this intersection to 
find the quantities Ql and Q2' 

It may not always be worthwhile for the firm to try to sell to more than one 
afOUp of consumers. In particular, if demand is small for the second group and 
~larginal cost is rising steeply, the increased cost of producing and selling to this 
afOUp may ouffi'eigh the increase in revenue. In Figure 11.6, therefore, the firm is 
better off charging a single price P* and selling only to the larger group of con
sumers: The additional cost of serving the smaller market ,,,'ould outweigh the 
additional revenue that might come from the smaller market. 

The producers of processed foods and related consumer goods often issue 
coupons that let customers buy products at discounts. These coupons are 

usually distributed as part of an advertisement for the product They may 
appear in newspapers or magazines or in promotional mailings. For example, a 
coupon for a particular breakfast cereal might be worth 25 cents toward the 
purchase of a box of the cereaL v\Thy do firms issue these coupons? Why not 
just lower the price of the product and thereby save the costs of printing and 
collecting the coupons? 

Coupons provide a means of price discrimination. Studies show that only 
about 20 to 30 percent of all consumers regularly bother to clip, save, and use 
coupons. These consumers tend to be more sensitive to price than those who 
ignore coupons. They generally have more price-elastic demands and lower 
reservation prices. By issuing coupons, therefore, a cereal company can sepa
rate its customers into two groups and, in effect, charge the more price
sensiti\"e customers a 10lver price than the other custOIners. 

Rebate programs work the same way. For example, Kodak ran a program in 
which a consumer could mail in a form together 'with the proof of purchase of 
three rolls of film and receive a rebate of $1.50. Why not just lower the price of 
film by 50 cents a roll? Because only those consumers with relatively price
sensitive demands bother to send in the materials and request rebates. Again, 
the program is a means of price discrimination. 

Can consumers really be divided into distinct groups in this way? Table 11.1 
shows the results of a statistical study in which, for a variety of products, price 
elasticities of demand were estimated for users and nonusers of coupons.s This 
study confirms that users of coupons tend to have more price-sensitive 
demands. It also shows the extent to which the elasticities differ for the hvo 

and hmv the difference varies from one product to 

------
: The study is by Chakra\'arthi Narasimhan, "A Price Discrimination Theory of Coupons," 
:,fnrketlllg Science (Spring 1984). A recent study of coupons for breakfast cereals finds that contrary to 
frtepredictions of the price-discrimination model, shelf prices for cereals tend to be lower during 
pe~ods when coupons are more widely a\·ailable .. This might occur because couponing spurs more 
tncecomjJetition among cereal manufacturers. See iwi\' Ne\'o and Catherine Wolfram, "Prices and 

Poupons to!' Breakfast Cereals," National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper No. 6932, 
ebruary 1999 
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PRICE ELASTICITY 

Users 

Toilet tissue -0.60 0.66 

Stuffing/dressing -0.71 -0.96 

Shampoo -0.84 -1.04 

Cooking/salad oil -1.22 -1.32 

Dry mix dinners -0.88 -1.09 

Cake mix 0.21 -0.43 

Cat food -0.49 -1.13 

Frozen entrees -0.60 -0.95 

Gelatin -0.97 1.25 

Spaghetti sauce -1.65 1.81 

Creme rinse/conditioner -0.82 1.12 

Soups -1.05 1.22 

Hot dogs -0.59 -0.77 

By themselves, these elasticity estimates do not tell a firm ,,,,hat price to set 
and how large a discOlmt to offer because they pertain to market demalld, not to 
the demand for the firm's particular brand. For example, Table 11.1 indicates 
that the elasticity of demand for cake mix is - 0.21 for nonusers of coupons and 
- 0.43 for users. But the elasticity of demand for any of the eight or ten major 
brands of cake mix on the mark~t will be far larger than either of these num
bers-about eight or ten times as large, as a rule of thumb 6 So for anyone 
brand of cake mix, say, Pillsbury, the elasticity of demand for users of coupons 
might be about 4, versus about 2 for nonusers. From equation (11.2), there
fore, we can determine that the price to nonusers of coupons should be about 
1.5 times the price to users .. In other words, if a box of cake mix sells for $1.50, 
the company should offer coupons that give a 50-cent discount. 

M 

ravelers are often amazed at the variety of fares available for a round-trip 
flight from New York to Los Angeles. For example, the first-class fare was 

recently above $3000; the regular (unrestricted) economy fare was about $1800; 

6 This rule of thumb follows if interfirm competition can be described by the Coumot model, which 
we discuss in Chapter 12. 
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Price -0.3 0.4 0.9 
Income 1.2 1.2 1.8 

and special discount fares (often requiring the purchase of a ticket two weeks in 
advance and/ or a Saturday night stay over) could be bought for as little as $400. 
Although first-class service is not the same as economv service with a mini
mum stay requirement, the difference 'would not seem td \varrant a price that is 
four times as high. Why do airlines set such fares? 

These fares provide a profitable form of price discrimination. The aains 
from discriminating are large because different types of customers, withOvery 
different elasticities of demand, purchase these different types of tickets. Table 
11.2 shows price (and income) elasticities of demand for three cateaories of 
service 'within the United States: first-class, unrestricted coach, and discount 
tickets. (A discounted ticket often has restrictions and may be partly non
refundable. ) 

Note that the demand for discounted fares is about two or three times as 
price elastic as first-class or unrestricted coach service. Why the difference? 
While discounted tickets are usually used by families and other leisure h'avel
ers, first-class and lmresh'icted coach tickets are more often bought by business 
tr.avelers, who have little choice about when they h'avel and whose companies 
pIck up the tab. Of course, these elasticities pertain to market demand, and 
with several airlines cOInpeting for customers, the elasticities of demand for 
each airline will be larger. But the relative sizes of elasticities across the three cat
egories of service should be about the same. When elasticities of demand differ 
so Widely, it should not be surprising that airlines set such different fares for 
different categories of service. 

'-:irline price discrimination has become increasingly sophisticated in the 
Umted States. A wide variety of fares is available, depending on how far in 
advance the ticket is bought, the percentage of the fare that is refundable if 
the t_rip is changed or cancelled, and whether the trip includes a weekend 
stayl The objective of the airlines has been to discriminate more finely amona 
~avelers with different reservation prices. As one industry executive puts i~ 
You,,~on't want to .sell a se~t .to a guy for $69 when he is willing to pay 
~400. At the same time, an 3!rlme ,·\,ould rather sell a seat for $69 than leave 
It empty. 

------
~>\irlines also allocate the number of seats on each Hiaht that will be available for each fare cateaorv 
~ e allocation is based on the total demand and mix gf passelwers expected for each fliaht and ca~ 

ange as the departure of the flight nears and estimates of del~and and passenaer mix ~h;nae. 
"Th '" '" e Art of Devising Air Fares," Ncw York Tilllcs, March 4,1987. 
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intertemporal price discrimi
nation Practice of separating 
consumers with different de
mand functions into different 
groups by charging different 
prices at different points in time. 

peak-load pricing Practice 
of charging higher prices dur
ing peak periods when capac
ity constraints cause marginal 
costs to be high. 

11 

Two other closely related forms of price discrimination are important and 
widely practiced. The first of these is intertemporal price di~c~imination: sepa_ 
rating consumers with different demand functions into dIfferent groups 
charo-ino- different prices at different points in time. The second is peak-load 

o 0 h . 
pricing: charging higher prices during peak periods w en capaClty constraints 
cause marginal costs to be high. Both of these strategies involve charging differ
ent prices at different times, but the reasons for doing so are som.evdut different 
in each case. We ,,,,ill take each in turn. 

Price Discrimination 
The objective of intertemporal price discrimination is to divide consumers into 
high-demand and low-demand groups by charging a price that is high at first 
but falls later. To see how this strategy works, think about how an electrOnics 
company might price new, technologically advanced equipment, such as video
cassette recorders during the 1970s, compact disc players in the early 1980s, and, 
more recently, DVD systems. In Figure 11.7, 0 1 is the (inelastic) demand Curve 
for a small o-roup of consumers who value the product highly and do not Want 
to wait to b~y it (e.g., stereo buffs who value high-quality sowld and want the 
latest equipment). O2 is the demand curve for the broa.der gro.up of consumers 
who are more willing to forgo the product if the price IS too hIgh. 1he strategy, 
then, is to initially offer the product at the high price PIt selling mostly to consumers 

Consumers are divided into groups by changing the price over time. Initially, the~ 
price is high. The finn captures surplus from consumers who hav~ a l~gh deman~i 
for the good and who are llilwilling to wait to buy it. Later, the pnce IS reduced t\ 
appeal to the mass market. -4 

* 

1 

J1 demand CUlTe 0 1, Later, after this first group of consumers has bought the 
°roduct, the price is lowered to P2, and sales are made to the larger group of 
~on5umer5 on demand curve O2.

9 

Dlere are other examples of intertemporal price discrimination. One involves 
charging a high price for a first-run movie and then lowering the price after the 
lllovie has been out a year. Another, practiced almost universally by publishers, 
is to charge a high price for the hardcover edition of a book and then to release 
the paperback version at a much lo\\'er price about a year later. Many people 
think that the lower price of the paperback is due to a much lower cost of pro
duction, but this is not true. Once a book has been edited and typeset, the mar
lrinal cost of printing an additional copy, whether hardcov-er or paperback, is 
~uite low, perhaps a dollar or so. The paperback version is sold for much less not 
because it is much cheaper to print but because high-demand consumers have 
already purchased the hardbound edition. The remaining consumers-paper
back buyers-generally have more elastic demands. 

Peak-load Pricing 
Peak-load pricing also involves charging different prices at different points in 
time. Rather than capturing consumer surplus, howevel~ the objective is to 
increase economic efficiency by charging consumers prices that are close to mar
ginal cost. 

For some goods and services, demand peaks at particular times-for roads 
and tunnels during commuter rush hours, for electricity during late summer 
afternoons, and for ski resorts and amusement parks on weekends. Marginal 
cost is also high during these peak periods because of capacity constraints. 
Prices should thus be higher during peak periods. 

This is illustrated in Figure 11.8, ,",'here 0 1 is the demand curve for the peak 
period and O2 the demand curve for the nonpeak period. The firm sets marginal 
revenue equal to marginal cost for each period, obtaining the high price P

1 
for 

the peak period and the lower price P2 for the nonpeak period, selling corre
sponding quantities Q1 and Q2· This strategy increases the finn's profit above 
what it would be if it charged one price for all periods. It is also more efficient: 
The sum of producer and consumer surplus is greater because prices are closer 
to marginal cost. 

The effiCiency gain from peak-load pricing is important. If the firm were a 
regulated monopolist (e.g., an electric utility), the regulatory agency should set 
the prices P1 and P2 at the points where the dell/alld curves, 0 1 and O

2
, intersect 

the marginal cost curve, rather than where the marginal revenue curves intersect 
marginal cost. In that case, consumers realize the entire efficiency gain. 

Note that peak-load pricing is different from third-deo-ree price discrimina-• 0 

lion. With third-degree price discrimination, marginal revenue must be equal for 
each group of consumers and equal to marginal cost. Why? Because the costs of 
serving the different groups are not independent. For exa~ple, with unrestricted 
versus discounted air fares, increasing the number of seats sold at discounted 
fares affects the cost of selling lmrestricted tickets-marginal cost rises rapidly 
as the airplane fills up. But this is not so "I",'ith peak-load pricing (and for that 

------
9 The prices of new electronic products also corne down o\·er time because costs fall as producers 
start to achie\·e greater scale economies and move down the learning curve. But even if costs did not 
!h pr~ducers can make more money by first setting high prices and then reducing them owr time, 

ereb} dlscnmmating and caphmng consumer surplus. 
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In §9 .. 2, we explain that eco
nomic efficiency means that 
aggregate cons~lmer and pro
ducer surplus is maximized. 
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ivlC 

Demands for some goods and services increase .sharply during I;artic.ular times 

h d Charaina a higher price P j dunna the peak penods IS more prof-,_ 
t e ay or year. c '" '" • "'. • 1 . ffi· 
itable for the firm than charging a single pnce at all hmes. It IS a so more e Gent 

because marginal cost is higher during peak periods. 

matter, with most instances of intertemporal price discrimination). S:ll~~ more 
tickets for the ski lifts or amusement park on a weekday do:s not slgmhca~~y 
raise the cost of selling tickets on the weekend. Similarly, selling more el.ectnaty 
during the off-peak period will not significan:ly increase tl:e cost of s~llmg elec
tricitv durina the peak period. As a result, pnce and sales 111 each p.enod can be 
dete;'mined independently by setting marginal cost equal to margmal revenue 

for each period. . 
Movie theaters, 'which charge more for evening shows than for matll:ees, are 

another example. For most movie theaters, the marginal cost of serVl~g cus
tomers during the matinee is independent of tl~e margina.l cost ~un~g :: 
evenin a. The owner of a movie theater can deterrrnne the optlmal pnces .tor ch 
evenin~ and matinee shows independently, using estimates of demand mea 

period ~long with estimates of marginal cost 

P
ublishina both hardbound and paperback editions of a book allows ~t 
lishers t;price discriminate. As they do vdth most goods, consumers dl er 

k F . I orne con
considerably in their willingness to pay for boo s. or examp ~'" s . is 
sumers want to buy a new bestseller as soon as it is released, evel: l± the. p~~e in 

$?5 Otller consumers however, will wait a year until the book IS avalla e. 
'-., r"' 1 . ht pnce 
paperback for $10. But how does a publisher decide that $2::> IS t le ng 
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for the new hardbOlmd edition and $10 is the right price for the paperback edi
tion? And hmv long should it wait before bringing out the paperback edition? 

TIle key is to divide consumers into two groups, so that those who are will
ing to pay a high price do so and only those lmwilling to pay a high price wait 
and buy the paperback. This means that significant time must be allowed to 
pass before the paperback is released. If consumers know that the paperback 
will be available within a fe,Y months, they ,·vill have little incentive to buy the 
hardbound edition.lO On the other hand, if the publisher waits too long to bring 
out the paperback edition, interest will wane and the market will dry up. As a 
result, publishers typically wait 12 to 18 months before releasing paperback 
editions. 

What about price? Setting the price of the hardbound edition is difficult 
because, except for a few authors whose books always seem to sell, publishers 
have little data with which to estimate demand for a book that is about to be 
published. Often, they can judge only horn the past sales of similar books. But 
usually only aggregate data are available for each category of book. Most new 
novels, therefore, are released at similar prices. It is cleaI~ however, that those 
consumers willing to wait for the paperback edition have demands that are far 
more elastic than those of bibliophiles. It is not surprising, then, that paperback 
editions sell for so much less than hardbOlmd ones. 11 

11.4 
The two-part tariff is related to price discrimination and provides another 
means of extracting consumer surplus. It requires consumers to pay a fee up 
front for the right to buy a product Consumers then pay an additional fee for 
each unit of the product they wish to consume. The classic example of this is an 
amusement parkY You pay an admission fee to enter, and you also pay a certain 
amount for each ride. The owner of the park must decide whether to charge a 
high entrance fee and a low price for the rides or, alternatively, to admit people 
for free but charge high prices for the rides. 

TIle two-part tariff has been applied in many settings: termis and golf clubs 
(you pay an annual membership fee plus a fee for each use of a court or round of 
golf); the rental of large mainframe computers (a flat monthly fee plus a fee for 
each unit of processing time consumed); telephone service (a monthly hook-up 
fee plus a fee for message units). The strategy also applies to the sale of Polaroid 
cameras (you pay for the camera, which lets you productively consume the film, 
which you pay for by the package) and safety razors (you pay for the razor, 
which lets you consume the blades that fit only that brand of razor). 

10 
, Some consumers will buy the hardbound edition even if the paperback is already available 
!J€Cause It IS more durable and more attracti\"e on a bookshelf This must be taken into account when 
selling prices, but it is of secondary importance compared with intertemporal price discrimination 

• Hardbound and paperback editions are often published by different companies. The author's 
.gent auctions the rights to the h\'o editions, but the contract for the paperback specifies a delay to 
~rot~ct the sales of the hardbound edition .. The principle still applies, however. The length of the 
"elaj and the prices of the h\'o editions are chosen to price discriminate intertemporally. 

~This pricing strategy was first analvzed by Walter Oi, "A Disnevland Dilemma: Two-Part Tariffs 
lor a Mickey Mouse !v1.onopoly," Qlllll:tcrllJ JO;ll"Ilal of Economics (Feb~uary 1971): 77-96 
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two-part tariff Form of pric
ing in which consumers are 
charged both an entry and a 
usage fee. 
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The consumer has demand curve D. The firm maximizes profit by setting 
cost and fee T to the entire surplus of the 

The problem for the firm is how to set the e/ltry fee (which ,'\'e denote by T) ver
sus the usage fee (which we denote by P). Assuming that the firm has some market 
power, should it set a high entry fee and low usage fee, or vice versa? To see how a 
fum can solve this problem, we need to tmderstand the basic principles involved. 

Single Let us begin with an artificial but simple case. Suppose 
there is only one consumer in the market (or many consumers ,vith identical 
demand curves). Suppose also that the firm knows this consumer's demand 
curve. Novv, remember that the firm wants to capture as much consumer surplus 
as possible. In this case, the solution is straightforward: Set the usage fee P equal 
to marginal cost and the entry fee T equal to the total consumer surplus for each 
consumer. Thus, in Figure 11.9, the consumer pays T* (or a bit less) to use the 
product, and P* = MC per unit consumed. With the fees set ill this way, the fum 
captures all the consumer surplus as its profit. 

Novv, suppose there are two different consumers (or hvo 
groups of identical consumers). The firm, however, can set only aile entry fee 
and one usage fee. It would thus no longer want to set the usage fee equal to 
marginal cost. If it did, it could make the entry fee no larger than the consumer 
surplus of the consumer with the smaller demand (or else it would lose that con
sumer), and this would not yield a maximum profit. Instead, the firm should set 
the usage fee above marginal cost and then set the entry fee equal to the remain
ing consumer surplus of the consumer with the smaller demand. 

Figure 11.10 illustrates this. With the optimal usage fee at P* greater thanMCt 

the firm's profit is 2T* + (p* - MC)(QI + Qz). (There are two consumers, . 
each pays T*.) You can verify that this profit is more than twice the area of tnan
gle ABC, the consumer surplus of the consumer with the smaller demand when 
P = Me To determine the exact values of P* and T*, the firm would need to 
know (in addition to its marginal cost) the demand curves Dl and Dz· It would 
then write down its profit as a nmction of P and T and choose the two p~ices 
maximize this nmction. (See Exercise 10 for an example of how to do tlus.) 

Most firms however face a variety of consumers 
different demands. Unfortunately: there is ~o simple for~ula to calculat~ ed 
optimal two-part tariff in this case, and some trial and error might be reqUlr . 
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.• The profit-maximizing usage fee P* will exceed marginal cost. The entry fee T* is 
equal to the surplus of the consmner with the smaller demand. 111e resulting profit is 
2T* + (P" - MC)(Q] + Qz)· Note that this profit is larger than twice the area of 

ABC. 

But there is always a trade-off: A lower entry fee means more entrants and thus 
more profit fron{ sales of the item. Hovvev~r, as the entry fee becomes smaller 
and the number of entrants larger, the profit derived fro~ the enh'y fee will falL 
The problem, then, is to pick an entry fee that results in the optim~m number of 
entrants-that is, the fee that allows for maximum profit. In principle, we can do 
this by starting with a price for sales of the item P, finding the optimum entry fee 
I, and then estimating the resulting profit. The price P is then changed, and the 
co~responding entry fee calculated, along with the new profit leveL By iterating 
this way, we can approach the optimal hvo-part tariff. 

Figure 11.11 illustrates this principle. The finn's profit Ti is divided into two 
components, each of which is plotted as a function of the entry fee T, assumina a 
fLxed sales price P. The first component, Ti a' is the profit from the entry fee and is 
e~ual to the revenue Il(T)T, where 1l(T) is the number of entrants. (Note that a 
~gh T implies a small II.) Initially, as T is increased from zero, revenue n(T)T 
nses. Eventually, however, further increases in T will make n so small that n(T)T 
falls. ~he second component, Tis, is the profit from sales of the item itself at price 
: and IS equal to (P - MC)Q, where Q is the rate at which entrants purchase the 
~tem. Q will be larger the larger the number of entrants II. Thus Tis falls when Tis 
mcreased because a higher T reduces 110 

Starting with a number for P, we determine the optimal (profit-maximizina) 
I~. We then change P, find a new T*, and determine whether profit is no~v 
higher ?r lower. This procedure is repeated until profit has been maximized, 
ObVlously~ more data are needed to design an optimal two-part tariff than to 

~hoose a single price, Knowing marginal cost and the aaareaate demand curve 
lSnot enough, It is impossible (in most cases) to determi~~ tl~e demand curve of 
every consumer, but one would at least like to know by how much individual 
~ d • man s differ from one another. If consumers' demands for your product are 

w 
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Profit 

Total profit IT is the sum of the profit from the enh'y fee Ii" and the profit from sales 
Ii,. Both Ii" and Ii, depend on T, the entry fee. Therefore: 

IT Ii" + Ii; II(T)T + (P - MC)Q(Il) 

where II is the number of entrants, which depends on the enh;: fee T,. aI:~ Q is the 
rate of sales, which is QTeater the larger is IL Here T* is the profit-m~XlImzmg entry 

f ',P 'T' alculafe optimum values for P and T, we can start WIth a number for 
ee, gl\ en . 10 C , fi P' tl lad d 

P, find the T, and then estimate the resulting pro t. IS len c lanoe an 
the new level. 

t' '''I, ' 'lar' ''au would want to charae a price P that is close to marginal cost au ,SlIm , 0 '1 " , 't f 
and ~make the ~ntrv fee T large. This is the ideal situation fran, t ,e tlrm s pam 0 

\'iew because mo~t of the consumer surplus could then be captured, On the 
other hand if consumers have different demands for your product, you would 
probably \;rant to set P substantially abO\'e margin,~~ C?st and charge a Im:~r 
entry fee T In that case, howe\'er, the two-part tanH IS ~ much less effective 
mea~ls of capturing consumer surplus; setting a single pnce may do almost as 

well, " Fl 'd 1 t· t aristo At Disnevland in California and Dlsne)"Norld 111 on, a, t ~e s Ia eo} 
charae a hia!l entrv fee and charge nothing for the rides. Tl~tls pO,hcy makes ~ense 
beca~lse cO~lsum~rs ha\'e reasonably similar dema:lds tO,r DIsney v,acatlOns, 
Most people visiting the parks plan d~il~ bud~ets (mcludmg expend,ltures, f~ 
food and beverages) that, for the maJonty ot consumers, do not dIffer \e , 

much, , , 'd a few 
Firms are perpetuallv searching for innovative pncmg strategIes, an C T 

. , .. '1 "t' t" tl entrv fee have devised and introduced a two-part tanH \Vlt 1 aWlS - le,. J 

entitles the custorner to a certain number of free units. For example, It you bu~a 
Gillette razor several blades are usually included in the package. And t e 
monthly leas~ fee for a mainframe comput~r usually i,nclu~es s~me free,~sa~~ 
before usaae is charaed. This twist lets the hnn set a lugher entry ~ee T \\ 1:~~ 
losina as n~anv small customers. Because these small custo~ners :mght p~y ~ ,8 

or n~hinO" fo~ usaae under this scheme, the higher entry tee WIll c~pture t e~ 
surplus \\:ithout d~iving them out of the market, while also captunng more 0 

the surplus of the large customers, 
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I n 1971, Polaroid intr'oduced its new SX-70 camera. This camera was sold, not 
leased, to individual consumers, Nevertheless, because film was sold sepa

rately, Polaroid could apply a two-part tariff to the pricing of the SX-70, Let's 
see l~ow this pricing strategy ga\'e Polaroid greater profits than vvould have 
been possible if its camera had used ordinary roll film, and how Polaroid might 
have determined the optimal prices for each part of its two-part tariff Some 
time later, Kodak entered the market with a competing self-developing film 
and camera. We will also consider the effect of Kodak's entry into the market 
on Polaroid's prices and profits. 

Why did the pricing of Polaroid's cameras and film involve a hvo-part tariff? 
Because Polaroid had a monopoly on both its camera and the film, only 
Polaroid film could be used in the camera. Consumers bought the camera and 
film to take instant pictures: The camera was the "entry fee" that provided 
access to the consumption of instant pichlres, which was what consumers ulti
mately demanded.13 In this sense, the price of the camera \\'as like the entry fee 
at an amusement park However, while the marginal cost of allowing someone 
entI-y into the park is close to zero, the marginal cost of producing a camera is 
significantly above zero, and thus had to be taken into accOlmt when designing 
the two-part tariff. 

It was important that Polaroid have a monopoly on the film as well as the 
camera, If the camera had used ordinary roll film, competitive forces would 
have pushed the price of film close to its marginal cost. If all consumers had 
identical demands, Polaroid could still have caphlred all the consumer surplus 
by setting a high price for the camera (equal to the surplus of each consumer), 
But in practice, consumers were heterogeneous, and the optimal two-part tariff 
required a price for the film well above marginal cost (In fact Polaroid got
and still gets-most of its profits from film rather than cameras") Polaroid 
needed its monopoly on the film to maintain this high price, 

Hmv should Polaroid have selected its prices for the camera and film? It 
could have begLUl with some analytical spadework Its profit is given by 

where P is the price of the film, T the price of the camera, Q the quantity of film 
sold, II the number of cameras sold, and C](Q) and C2(1I) the costs of producing 
film and cameras, respectively. 

Polaroid wanted to maximize its profit 17, taking into account that Q and II 

depend on P and T. Given a heterogeneous base of potential consumers, this 
dependence on P and T might only have been guessed at initially, drawing on 
knowledge of related products" Later, a better understanding of demand and of 
how Q and II depend on P and T might have been possible as the finn accumu
lated data from its sales experience, Knowledge of C] and C2 may have been 

., are simplifying here In fact, some consumers obtain utility just from owning the camera, even 
h they take tew or no pictures. Adults, like children, enjoy new toys and can obtain pleasure from the 
mere possession of a teclmologicall)' inno\'ati\'e good 
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easier to come by, perhaps from engineering and statistical studies (as dis-

cussed in Chapter 7), . . 
Gi\'en some initial guesses or estimates for Q(P), 1l(T), C1(Q), and C2(n), 

Polaroid could haw calculated the profit-maximizing prices P and L It Could 
also have determined how sensitive these prices were to uncertainty oVer 
demand and cost. This could ha\"e provided a guideline for trial-and-error 
pricing experiments, O\"er time these exper.iments w?ul~ also have told 
Polaroid more about demand and cost, so that It could rehne Its t\\'o-part tariff 

accordingly.H . 
Did the enhv of Kodak with a competing instant camera and hIm mean that 

Polaroid lost its abilitv to use a two-part tariff to extract consumer surplus? 
No-onlv Polaroid fil~ could be used in Polaroid cameras, and Polaroid still 
had som"e monopoly power to exploit. However, its mono.poly pmver was 
reduced, the amount of consumer surplus that could potentially be extracted 
was smaller, and prices had to be changed. With d:~T"land now n~or~ ~lastict 
Polaroid would have wanted to reduce the price ot Its cameras slgruf!cantly 
(and indeed it did). In 198·:,t the courts ruled th~t Kodak's .camera and film 
involved a patent infringem.ent, and Kodak was torced to \\?th~ra~\" fr~m the 
instant-picture market in 1985. Polaroid took a~vantage ot thIS SItuation by 
inh'oduciner new cameras and films to appeal to dIfferent consumers. 

In 1996tOPolaroidts One Step cameras sold for 535 to $60 and used Polaroid 
600 film, which "was priced at about S14 per pack of 10 pictures, .. Polaro.idts 
higher-end Spectra cameras sold for above S100 and used Spe~tra hIm, pnced 
at about S13 per pack. These film prices were well above margmal costt refle~
iner the considerable heteroaeneity of consumer demands. In 1999 PolarOid 
infroduced its I-Zone camer~ and film, \vhich takes matchbook-size pictures. 

at 525 and the film at 57 per pack. 

M
ost telephone service is priced usin~ a two-part tarif~: a .monthly access 
fee which may include some free mmutes, plus a per-mmute charge for 

addition~l minutes ~f usage, This is also true for cellular phone sen"ice, which 
gre'\\' explosively during the 1990s, both in the United States and around ~e 
world. In the case of cellular servicet providers have taken the two-part tariff 

and turned it into an art form. 
In most parts of the United States, consumers can choose between h,y-o Of 

more cellular providers that offer local service \'iithin the region. In the Boston 
areat for examplet consumers can choose between Bell Atlantic ,and Cellular 
One The service area mierht have a radius of 50 or 100 miles. If a consumer 
plac~s calls outside that °service area, the call is picked up by a different 
provider and the consumer pays so-called "roaming" charges. Alternatively, a 
consumer can choose cellular service with a national provider such as AT&T or 

" "I "I" t " Itt" '''ie haye HSettina prices for a product such as a PolarOId camera 15 c ear) no a SImp e rna el.' t'..,." 
b ' I I ' 'd t" t tall as the tl"" ignored the dYllamic behavior at cost and demand: name y, 10\\ plO uc Ion cos s ,: _ rated, 

mO\'es down its learning cun'e and how demand changes O\'er tIme as the market become" ,atu 
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Sprint With these providers, the service area is most of the United States, so 
there are few or no "roaming" charges, 

Most consumerst thereforet have at least three or four cellular providers to 
choose from. Providers compete among themselves for customers, but each has 
some market p~\:er. This market power arises in part from oligopolistic pricing 
and output deoslons, as will be explained in Chapters 12 and 13. Market power 
also arises because consumers face switching costs: When they sign up for a 
cellular plan, they must typically make a commihnent to stay with it for at least 
one year. 

Because providers have market power, they must think carefully about 
profit-maximizing pricing strategies. The two-part tariff provides an ideal 
means by which cellular providers can capture consumer surplus and turn it 
into profit. 

Table 11.3 shows cellular rate plans (for 1999) for the digital services offered 
by two providers. TIle first, Bell Atlantic, offers local service in the Boston area. 
The second, AT&T, is a national provider. 

Note that each provider offers several different plans. The least expensive 
Bell Atlantic plan has a monthly access charge of just $19.99; it includes 20 min
utes of free air time and a charge of 35 cents per minute beyond the free 20 min
utes. Other Bell Atlantic plans have higher monthly access charges but offer 
larger amounts of free monthly minutes and lower per-minute charges for 
additional minutes. The most expensive plan has a monthly access charge of 
$199.99 but offers 2500 free minutes and charges only 15 cents per additional 
minute. AT&T likewise has several different plans, although the variation in 
prices is not as great as with Bell Atlantic. 

Why do these cellular phone providers offer several different plans? Why 
don't they simply offer a single two-part tariff with a monthly access charere 

d . ° an a per-mmute usage charge? Offering several different plans allows 

A. BELL ATLANTIC DIGITAL CHOICE 

Monthly Access Airtime Minutes Additional 
Plan Charge Included Minutes 

DC20 $19.99 20 $.35 

DC90 29.99 90 .30 

DC500 49.99 500 .25 

DC1000 89.99 1000 .20 

DC2000 149.99 2000 .20 

DC2500 199.99 2500 .15 

B. AT&T DIGITAL ONE RATE 

600 $89.99 600 $.25 

1000 119.99 1000 ,25 

1400 149.99 1400 .25 ~d 
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bundling Practice of selling 
two or more products as a 
package, 

companies to combine third-degree price discrimination with the t:yo-part tar
iff. The plans are structured so that consumers sor~ y~emselves ll:tO groups 
based on their plan choices, A different two-part tanH lS then apphed to each 

group. . ' 
To see hO\\' this 'works, consider some ot the Bell Atlantlc plans, The least 

expensive plan, DC20, is best suited for someon~ who uses a ce~l phone only 
occasionally and wants to spend as little as posslble on the serVlCe, The most 
expensive plan, DC2500, is best suited for a very heavy cellular user, perhaps a 
salesperson who makes calls from a car throughout the day and wants to mini
mize per-minute cost Other plans, such as DC500 or DC1000, are better suited 
for consumers with moderate needs. 

Consumers will choose a plan that best matches their needs, Thus they will 
sort themselves into groups, and the consumers in each group 'will be relatively 
homoaenous in terms of demands for cellular service. Remember that the two
part t~riff 'works best when consumers have identical or very similar ~emands. 
(Recall from Fi£ure 11.9 that with identical consumers, the h\70-part tanff can be 
used to captur~ all consum.er surplus.) Creating a sihiation in \·vhich consumers 
sort themselves into in this way makes best use of the two-part tariff. 

*11.5 
You have probably seen the 1939 film, _Gone witll the Wille/' It is a classic that is 
nearly as popular now as it was then. 1" Yet we ::ould guess that you have not 
seen Gettiw; Gertie's Garter, a nop that the same hIm company (Loews) also pro
duced in 1939. And we would also guess that you did not know that these two 

1 d · . 16 
films were priced in what was then an unusua an nmovatlve way.. . , 

Movie theaters that leased GOlle with the Wind also had to lease Gettlllg Gertws 
Garter. (Movie theaters pay the filrn companies or their distribut~:'s a daily 
or weekly fee for the films they lease.) In other ~vords, these two t:l~s were 
bundled-i.e., sold as a package. Why would the hIm company do thls. 

You miaht think that the answer is obvious: GOlle with the Willd was a great 
film and Gertie was a lousy film, so bundling the two forced movie theaters t,o 
lease Gertie. But this answer doesn't make economic sense. Suppose a theater s 
reservation price (the maximum price it will pay) for GOlle with the Wind is 
$12,000 per week, and its reservation price for Gertie is $3000 per ~veek. .Th~~ the 
most it would pay for both films is $15,000, whether it takes the tilms mdlVldu-

ally or as a package. 
Bundlina makes sense when Cllstolllers have heterogelleolls delllallds and wh:n 

the firm caI~not price discriminate. With films, different movie theaters se~ve dif
ferent groups of patrons and the:'efore different tl~eaters may fac.~ differ~~ 
demands for films. For example, different theaters might appeal to different ao 

aroups who in hIm have different relative film preferences. 
o ' 

15 Adjusted for inflation, GOIIC il'ith the Willd \\'as al~o the large~t gr,9ssing film of~all time., 
released in 1997, made 5601 million. GOlle il'ith thc lVlIId grossed 581,:1 mllhon 111 19,,9 dollals, 
is equivalent to 59-l1 million in 1997 dollars. 
16 For those readers who claim to know all this, our final trivia question is: Who played the 
Gertie in Gettillg Gertie's Garter? 
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To see hOlN a film company can use this heterogeneity to its advantage, sup
pose that there are two movie theaters and that their reservation prices for our 
tWO films are as follows: 

GONE WITH THE WIND GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER 

Theater A $12,000 $3000 

Theater B $10,000 $4000 

If the films are rented separately, the maximum price that could be charged 
for Willd is $10,000 because charging more would exclude Theater B. Similarly, 
the maximum price that could be charged for Gertie is $3000~ Charging these two 
prices 'would yield $13,000 from each theater, for a total of $26,000 in revenue. 
But suppose the films are bllndled. Theater A values the pair of films at $15,000 
($12,000 + 53000), and Theater B values the pair at $14,000 ($10,000 + $4000). 
Therefore, vve can charge each theater $14,000 for the pair of films and earn a 
total revenue of $28,000. Clearly, we can earn more revenue ($2000 more) by 
bundling the films. 

Relative Valuations 
Why is bundling more profitable than selling the films separately? Because (in 
this example) the relative valuations of the two films are reversed. In other words, 
although both theaters would pay much more for Wind than for Gertie, Theater 
A would pay more than Theater B for Wind ($12,000 vs. $10,000), while Theater B 
would pay more than Theater A for Gertie ($4000 vs. $3000). In technical terms, 
we say that the demands are Ilegatively correlated-the customer willing to pay 
the most for Wind is willing to pay the least for Gertie. To see why this is critical, 
suppose demands were positively correlated-that is, Theater A would pay more 
for both films: 

GONE WITH THE WIND GETTING GERTIE'S GARTER 

Theater A $12,000 $4000 

Theater B $10,000 $3000 

The most that Theater A would pay for the pair of films is now $16,000, but the 
most that Theater B would pay is only $13,000~ Thus if we btmdled the films, the 
maximum price that could be charged for the package is $13,000, yielding a total 
revenue of $26,000, the same as by selling the films separately. 

Now, suppose a firm is selling two different goods to many consumers. To 
analy~e the possible advantages of bundling, we will use a simple diagram to 
descnbe the preferences of the consumers in terms of their reservation prices 
an~ their consumption decisions given the prices charged. In Figure 11.12 the 
hOrIzontal axis is 1']1 \vhich is the reservation price of a consumer for good 1, and 
~e vertical axis is 1'2, which is the reservation price for good 2. 111e figure shows 
me ~eservation prices for three consumers. Consumer A is willing to pay up to 
$3.2J for good 1 and up to $6 for good 2; consumer B is willing to pay up to $8.25 
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Reservation prices]"1 and]"2 for h".'o goods are shovvn for three consumers, labeled A, 
B, and C. Consumer A is Ivilling to pay up to $325 for good 1 and up to $6 for 

for good 1 and up to 53.25 for good 2; and consumer C is willing to pay up to $10 
for each of the goods. In general, the reservation prices for any number of con
sumers can be plotted this way. 

Suppose that there are many consumers and that the products are sold sepa
rately, at prices Pi and P2 , respectively. Figure 11.13 shows how consumers can 
be divided into groups. Consumers in region I of the graph ha\-e reservation 
prices that are above the prices being charged for each of the goods, so they will 

II 

Consumers buy 
only good 2 

III 

Consumers buy 
neither good 

Consumers buy 
both goods 

IV 

Consumers buy 
only good 1 

The reservation prices of consumers in region I exceed the prices PI and P2 for , 
hvo goods, so these consumers buy both goods. Consumers in regions II and IV buy 
only one of the goods, and consumers in region III buy neither good. ri"" 

Consumers '-V.lll"""lt: 

bundle Pa' 

II 

Consumers do 
not buy bundle 

Consumers 
buy bundle 
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buy both goods. Consumers in region II have a reservation price for good 2 that 
is above P2, but a reservation price for good 1 that is belm,>' PI; they will buy only 
good 2. Similarly, consumers in region IV will buy only good 1. Finally, con
sumers in region III ha\-e reservation prices below the prices charged for each of 
the goods, and so will buy neither. 

Now suppose the goods are sold only as a bundle, for a total price of PB' We 
can then divide the graph into two regions, as in Figure 11.14. Any given con
sumer will buy the bundle only if its price is less than or equal to the sum of that 
consumer's reservation prices for the two goods. The di\'iding line is therefore 
the equation Ps = ]"1 + ]"2 or, equi\'alently, /"2 = Ps 1'1' Consumers in region I 
have reselYation prices that add up to more than Ps, so thev 'will buy the blmdle. 
Consumers in region II, who have reservation prices that a'dd up to· less than Ps, 
will not buy the bundle. 

.Depending on the prices, some of the consumers in region II of Figure 11.14 
mIght ha\-e bought one of the goods if they had been sold separately. These con
sumers are lost to the firm, however, when it sells the goods only as a bundle. 
The firm, then, must determine whether it can do better by bundling. 

In general, the effectiveness of bundling depends on the extent to which 
demands are negati\-ely correlated. In other words, it works best when con
su:ne1:s who ha\-e a high reservation price for good 1 have a low reservation 
prIce tor good 2, and vice versa. Figure 11.15 sho'ws two extremes. In part (a), 
each point represents the two reservation prices of a consumer. Note that the 
de~ands for the two goods are perfectly positively correlated-consumers with 
a hIgh ~esen-ation price for good 1 also have a high reservation price for good 2. 
If the fIrm bundles and charges a price Ps = PI + Pz, it will make the same 
profit that it would make by selling the goods separately at prices PI and Pz. In 
p~rt (bl, on the other hand, demands are perfectly negatively correlated-a 
hIgher ~'eservation price for good 2 implies a proportionately lower one for good 
;. In. thIs case, ~undling is the ideal strategy. By charging the price Pa shown in 
he figure, the fIrm can capture all the consumer surplus 
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Reservation prices 1"1 and 1'2 for two goods are shO\~rr; ~or three consumers, labeled A, 
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for ~ach of the goods. In general, the reservation prices tor any number of con-

sumers can be plotted this "lyay, . 
Suppose that there are many consumers and that the products ale sold sepa-
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be divided into groups. Consumers in region. I ot the ~raph have reservatl~n 
prices that are above the prices being charged tor each ot the goods, so they \\ill 
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buy both goods. Consumers in region II ha\'e a reservation price for good 2 that 
isabo\'e P2 , but a reservation price for good 1 that is below Pj; they will buy only 
good 2. Similarly, consumers in region IV will buy only good 1. Finally, con
sumers in region III have reservation prices below the prices charged for each of 
the goods, and so will buy neither. 

Now suppose the goods are sold only as a bundle, for a total price of Pa. We 
can then divide the graph into two regions, as in Figure 11.14. Any given con
sumer will buy the bundle only if its price is less than or equal to the sum of that 
consumer's resen'ation prices for the two goods. The dividing line is therefore 
the equation PH = 11 12 or, equi\'alently, 1'2 = Ps - 1'j_ Consumers in region I 
have reserl'ation prices that add up to more than Ps, so they 'will buy the btilldle. 
Consumers in region II, who haye reservation prices that add up to less than PB' 
will not buy the bundle. 

Depending on the prices, some of the consumers in region II of Figure 11.14 
might hal'e bought one of the goods if they had been sold separately. These con
sumers are lost to the firm, howe"l'er, when it sells the goods only as a bundle. 
The firm, then, must determine whether it can do better by bundling. 

In general, the effectiveness of bundling depends on the extent to which 
demands are negati\'ely correlated. In other words, it works best when con
sumers who hal'e a high reserl'ation price for good 1 have a low reservation 
price for good 2, and vice \'ersa. Figure 11.15 shows two extremes. In part (a), 
each point represents the two reservation prices of a consumer. Note that the 
demands for the hvo goods are perfectly positively correlated-consumers with 
a high reservation price for good 1 also have a high reservation price for good 2. 
If the finn bundles and charges a price Pa = P j + P2 , it 'will make the same 
profit that it would make by selling the goods separately at prices P j and P2. In 
part (b), on the other hand, demands are perfectly negatively correlated-a 
higher reservation price for good 2 implies a proportionately lower one for good 
1. In this case, bundling is the ideal strategy. By charging the price Fa sho'wn in 
the figure, the finn can caphlre all the consumer surplus. 
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In (a), demands are perfectly positively correlated, so the firm does not gain by bundling. It \~oul~ earl: the same 
profit selling the goods In (b), demands are perfectly negatively correlated. Bundlmg IS the Ideal strat-

Figure 11.16, 'which shows the movie example that we introduced at the 
beainnina of this section, illush'ates hov\' the dernands of the tvvo movie theaters 

o 0 - G ./ h are neaatively correlated. (Theater A will pay relatively more tor aile wit 1 t e 
Willd, but Tl~eater B 'will pay relatively more for Gettillg Gertie's Gllrter.) This 
makes it more profitable to rent the films as a bundle, priced at $14,000. 

(Gertie) 
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Consumers A and B are two movie theaters. The diagram shows their reservation 
prices for the films GOlle witiz tlze Willd and Getti1lg Gertie's Gllrter. Since the demands 
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So far, we have assumed that the firm has two options: to sell the goods either 
separately or as a bundle. But there is a third option, called mixed bundling. As 
the name suggests, the firm offers its products both separately and as a blmdle, 
with a package price belO"w the sum of the individual prices. (We use the term 
pure bundli~g t~ ref:r to the. strategy of selling the products ollly as a bW1dle.) 
Mixed bundlmg IS otten the Ideal strategy 'when demands are only somewhat 
negatively correlated and/or when marginal production costs are significant. 
(ThuS far, ,,'\'e have assumed that marginal production costs are zero.) 

In Figure 11.17, mixed bundling is the most profitable strategy. Although 
demands are perfectly negatively correlated, there are significant marginal costs. 
(TI1e marginal cost of producing good 1 is $20, and the marginal cost of produc
ing good 2 is $30.) We ha\-e foUl' consumers, labeled A through D. Now, let's 
compare three strategies: 

1. Selling the goods separately at prices P 1 = $50 and P2 = $90 

2. Selling the goods only as a bundle at a price of $100 

3. Mixed bundling, whereby the goods are offered separately at prices 
P1 = P2 = $89.95, or as a bundle at a price of $100. 

Table 11.4 shows these three strategies and the resulting profits. (You can try 
other prices for P1, P2 , and PB to verify that those given in the table maximize 
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With positive marginal costs, mixed bundling may be more profitable than pure 
bundling. Consumer A has a reservation price for good 1 that is below marginal cost 
cl '. and consun1er D has a reservation price for good 2 that is below marginal cost C2' 

~lth mixed bW1dling, consluner A is induced to buy only good 2, and consumer D is 
:duced to buy only good 1, thus reducing the firm's cost. 
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P1 Pz PB 

Sell separately $50 $90 $150 

Pure bundling $100 $200 

Mixed bundling $89.95 $89.95 $100 $229.90 

profit for each sh·ategy.) When the goods are sold separately, only consumers Bf 

C, and D buy good I, and only consumer A buys good 2; total profit is 
3($50 - $20) + 1($90 - $30) = $150. With pure bundling, all four consumers 
buy the bundle for $100, so that total profit is -1($100 520 $30) = 5200. As 
we should expect, pure bundling is better than selling the goods separately 
because consumers' demands are negatively correlated. But what about mixed 
bundling? Now consumer D buys only good 1 for $89.95, consumer A buys only 
good 2 for $89.95, and consumers Band C buy the bundle for $100. Total profit is 
now ($89.95 $20) + ($89.95 $30) + 2($100 - $20 - $30) = $229.90. 

In this case, mixed bundling is the most profitable strategy, even though 
demands are perfectly negatively correlated (i.e., all four consumers have reser
vation prices on the line 1"2 = 100 - 1"1)' Why? For each good, marginal produc
tion cost exceeds the reservation price of one consumer. For example, consumer 
A has a reservation price of $90 for good 2 but a reservation price of only $10 for 
good 1. Since the cost of producing a unit of good 1 is $20, the firm would prefer 
that consumer A buy only good 2, not the btmdle. It can achieve this by offering 
good 2 separately for a price just below consumer A's reservation price, while 
also offering the btmdle at a price acceptable to consumers Band C 

Mixed bundling would /lot be the preferred strategy in this example if mar
ginal costs were zero, because then there vwuld be no benefit in excluding con
sumer A from buying good 1 and consumer D from buying good 2 .. We leave it 
to you to demonstrate this (see Exercise 12)Y 

If marginal costs are zero, mixed bundling can still be more profitable than 
pure bundling if consumers' demands are not perfectly negatively correlated. 
(Recall that in Figure 11.17, the reservation prices of the four consumers are per
fectly negatively correlated.) This is illustrated by Figure 11.18, in which we have 
modified the example of Figure 11.17. In Figure 11.18, marginal costs are zero, 
but the reservation prices for consumers Band C are now higheL Let's once 
again compare three strategies: selling the two goods separately, pure bundling, 

and mixed bundling. 
Table 11.5 shows the optimal prices and the resulting profits for each strategy. 

(Once again, you should try other prices for PIt P2, and PB to verify that those 
given in the table maximize profit for each strategy.) When the goods are sold 
separately, only consumers C and D buy good I, and only consumers A and B 
buy good 2; total profit is thus $320. With pure bundling, all four consumers buy 
the bundle for $100, so that total profit is $400. As expected, pure bundling is 
better than selling the goods separately because consUIners' demands are nega
tively correlated. But mixed bUIldling is better still. With mixed bundling, con-

17 Sometimes a firm with monopoly power will find it profitable to bundle its product \,'ith the prod
uct of another firm; see Richard L Schmalensee, "Commodity Bundling by Single-Product 
Monopolies," !oumal of Law alld Ecollol1lics 25 (April 1982): 67-71 Bundling can also be profitable 
when the products are substitutes or complements. See Arthur Lewbel, "Bundling of Substitutes or 
Complements," I1ztenwtiollal !oumal onlltillstrial Orgalli:atiolz 3 (1985): 101-107. 
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!f marginalc~sts are zero, .mixed bLmdling is s~ll more profitable than pure blU1dling 
if consumers deman~s .are not perfectly negatively correlated. In this example, con
sum~rs Band Care w111mg to pay 520 more for the btmdle than are consumers A and 
D. With pure btmdling, the price of the bundle is $100. With mixed bundlina the 

of the J:mndle can be increased to 5120 and consumers A and D can stiil be 
590 tor a single good. 

slImer A buys only good 2, consumer D buys only good I, and consumers Band 
C buy the bundle at a price of 5120. Total profit is novv 5-120. 

Why does mixed bundling gi\'e higher profits than pure bundlirw even 
though marginal costs are zero? The reason is that demands are not pe~fectlv 
negatl\'ely correlated: The two consumers who ha\'e hiah demands for both 
goods (B and C) are willing to pay more for the bundle tl1an are consumers A 
a~1d D~ Hence, with mixed bundling, we can increase the price of the bundle 
(trom 5100 to 51,20), s~ll this bundle to hvo consumers, and charge the remaining 
consumers 590 tor a smgle good. 

Bundling in Practice 

B~nd,ling is a widely used pric~1g strategy. When you buy a new car, for exam
p e,)ou can purchase such optIOns as povver windows, power seats, or a sun
root separately, or }:ou can pu:'chase a "luxurv package" in \vhich these options 
are bundled, Manutacturers at luxury cars (such as Lexus, BMW, or Infiniti) tend 

P1 P2 PB PROFIT 

Sell separately S80 $80 $320 

Pure bundling $100 $400 

Mixed bundling $90 $90 $120 $420 

Pricing with Market Power 399 
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to include such" options" as standard equipment; this is pure bundling. For 
more moderately priced cars, howeyer, these items are optional but are USually 
offered as part of a bundle. Automobile companies must decide which items to 
include in such bundles and hmv to price them. 

Another example is vacation trayeL If you plan a vacation to Europe, you 
might make your ovvn hotel reservations, buy an airplane ticket, and order a 
rental car. Alternatively, you might buy a \'acation package in 1,vhich the airfare, 
land arrangements, hotel, and even meals are all bundled together. 

Still another example is cable television. Cable operators typically offer a 
basic service for a low monthly fee, plus individual "premium" channels, such 
as Cinemax, Home Box Office, and the Disney Charmel on an individual basis 
for additional monthly fees. However, they also offer packages in 'shieh hvo or 
more prernium charmels are sold as a bundle. Bundling cable channels is prof
itable because demands are negatively correlated. How do vve know that"? Given 
that there are only 24 hours in a day, the time a consumer spends watching RBO 
is time tha t caml~t be spent wa tching the Disney Channel. Thus consumers with 
high reSeIYation prices for some channels will have relatively low reservation 
prices for others. 

Hmv can a company decide whether to bundle its products, and determine 
the profit-maximizing prices? Most companies do not know their customers' 
reservation prices. However, by conducting market surveys, they may be able to 
estimate the distribution of reservation prices, and then use this information to 
design a pricing strategy. 

III-Buy 
• Only" 

Good 2 

• 

I-Bm' 

• 
Nothing 

• 
• • 

• 

P1 

lI-Bu\' 
Bundle 

• 

• 
• 

• 
IV-Bm' 
Only Good 1 

The dots in this figme are estinlates of reservation prices for a representative sample 
of consmners. A company could first choose a price for the blmdle, P B, such that a 
diagonal line connecting these prices passes roughly midway through the do~s. The 
company could then try individual prices P1 and P2• Given P1, Pc, and PB, profits can 
be calculated for this sample of consumers. One can then raise or lower P 1, P 2' and . 
and see whether this leads to higher profits. TIus is done repeatedly until total profit 

11 

This is illustrated in Figure 11.19. The dots are estimates of resen'ation prices 
for a representative sample of consumers (obtained, say, from a market sUlTey). 
The company might first choose a price for the bundle, PB, such that a diagonal 
line connecting these prices passes roughly midway through the dots in the fig
ure. It could then try individual prices P 1 and Pc· Given Pi' P2, and PB, 'we can 
separate consumers into four regions, as sho1,vn in the figure. Consumers in 
Region I buy nothing (because 1"1 < Pi' 1"2 < Pc, and 1"1 + 1"2 < PB). Consumers in 
Region II buy the bundle (because '] + I"c> Ps). Consumers in Region III buy 
only good 2 (because 1"2> Pc but r] < Ps - P2). Likewise, consumers in Region 
IV buy only good 1. Given this distribution, we can calculate the resulting prof
its. We can then raise or lo'wer P1, Pc, and PH and see whether doing so leads to 
higher profits. This can be done repeatedly (on a computer) until prices are 
found that roughly maximize total profit. 

M any restaurants offer both complete dumers and a la carte menuso Why? 
Most customers go out to eat knowing roughly how much they are will

ing to spend for dumer (and choose the restaurant accordingly). Diners, how
ever, have different preferences. For example, some value appetizers highly but 
could happily skip dessert. Others attach little value to the appetizer but regard 
dessert as essential. And some customers attach moderate values to both appe
tizers and desserts. What pricing strategy lets the restaurant capture as much 
consumer surplus as possible from these heterogeneous customers? The 
answer, of course, is mixed bundlulg. 

For a restaurant, mixed bundlu'lg means offering both complete dinners (the 
appetizer, main course, and dessert come as a package) and an a la carte menu 
(the customer buys the appetizer, main course, and dessert separately). This 
strategy allows the a la carte menu to be priced to capture consumer surplus 
from customers who \'alue some dishes much more highly than others. (Such 
customers would correspond to consumers A and 0 in Figure 11.17.) At the 
same time, the complete dimler retains those customers who ha\'e lower varia
tions Ul their reservation prices for different dishes (e.g., customers \vho attach 
moderate \'alues to both appetizers and desserts)., 

For example, if the restaurant expects to attract customers willing to spend 
about 520 for dinner, it might charge about $5 for appetizers, about $14 for a 
typical main dish, and about $4 for dessert. It could also offer a complete dUl
ner, which ulcludes an appetizer, maUl course, and dessert, for $20. Then, the 
customer who loves dessert but couldn't care less about an appetizer will order 
only the main dish and dessert, and spend $18 (saving the restaurant the cost of 
preparing an appetizer). At the same time, another customer who attaches a 
moderate value (say, 53 or 53.50) to both the appetizer and dessert v,'ill buy the 
complete dirmer. 

You don't ha\'e to go to an expensive French restaurant to experience mLxed 
bundling. Table lL6 shows the prices of individual items at a Boston-area 
~.1cDonald's, as well as the prices of "super meals" that include meat or fish 
Items along with a large order of French fries and a large soda. Note that you 
can buy a Big Mac, a large fries, and a large soda separately for a total of $5.47, 
or you can buv them as a bundle for 54.19. You say vou don't care for fries? 

~ ~ -
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INDIVIDUAL ITEM 

Grilled Chicken 

Filet-O-Fish 

Cheeseburger 

Double Cheeseburger 

Big Mac 

Quarter Pounder 

Large French Fries 

Large Soda 

tying Practice of requiring 
a customer to purchase one 
good in order to purchase 
another. 

MEAL 
(INCLUDES SODA UNBUNDLED PRICE OF 

PRICE AND FRIES) PRICE BUNDLE 

S2.79 Grilled Chicken S5.87 S4.78 $1.09 

S2.09 Filet-O-Fish $5.17 $4.38 

SO.99 Two Cheeseburgers S5.06 $3.78 

Sl.95 Double Cheeseburger S5.03 $3.78 Sl.25 

$2.39 Big Mac S5.47 $4.19 $1.28 

S2.39 Quarter Pounder S5.47 $4.19 $1.28 

S1.79 

Sl.29 

Then just buy the Big Mac and large soda separately, for a total of 53.68, which 
is 5.51 less than the price of the bundle. 

Unforhmatelv, for consumers, perhaps, creative pricing is sometimes more 
irnportant thar; creatiye cooking for the financial success of ~ ~·estaurant. 
Successful restaurateurs know their customers' demand charactenstics and use 
that knowledge to design a pricing strategy that extracts as much consumer 
surplus as possible. 

Tying 
Tying is a general term that refers to any requirement that prod~lCt~ be bough: or 
sold in some combination. Pure bundling is a common form ot tymg, but tymg 
can also take other forms. For example, suppose a firm sells a product (such asa 
copying machine) that requires the consumption of ~ secondary, product (such 
as paper). The consumer who buys the first product,ls also ,requlled ,to buy the 
secondary product from the same company T~lls reC1Ulrement IS usually 
irnposed through a contract Note that this is difterent trom tl":e examples of 
bundlirw discussed earlier. In those examples, the consumer 111lght have been 
happy t~ buy just one of the products, In this case, howe\'er, the first product is 
useless without access to the secondarv product. 

Wlw miaht firms use this kind of pl:icing practice? One of the main benefits,of 
tyina i~s tha~ it often allows a finn to lIletcr dClIlalld and thereby practice price dIS
~ril1~nation more effectively. During the 1950s, for example, when Xerox had a 
monopoly on copyirw machines but not on paper, customers \\'ho leased Xe:ox 
copiers also had t~ b~y Xerox paper, This allowed Xerox to meter consumptiO~ 
(customers who used a machine intensively bought more paper), and_thereby 
apply a two-part tariff to the pricing of i~s machines, Also during the 1960S, IBM 
required customers who leased its maintrarne computers to u:e paper compu!er 
cards made only by IBM, Bv pricina cards well aboye margmal cost, IBM 'was 

~ ~ • ° tJ '1 1 raer effectiyelv chara-ina hiaher prices tor computer usage to customers WIt 1 a 0 
• tJtJ tJ 

demands. 1s 

Ii; Ho\\'e\'er. antitrust actions forced IB:vI to discontinue this pricing practice 

Tying can also be used to extend a firm's market power, As "lve discussed in 
Example 10.6, in 1998 the Department of Justice brought suit against fvIicrosoft, 
laiming that the company had tied its Internet Explorer Web browser to its 
~,yindows 98 operating system in order to maintain its monopoly power in the 
market for PC operating systems, 

Tying can have other uses, An important one is to protect customer goodwill 
coru"1ected with a brand name. This is why franchises are often required to pur
chase inputs from the franchiser. For example, Mobil Oil requires its sen-ice sta
tions to sell only Mobil motor oil, Mobil batteries, and so on, Similarly, until 
recently, a McDonald's franchisee had to purchase all materials and supplies
from the hamburgers to the paper cups-from McDonald's, thus ensming prod
uct uniformity and protecting the brand name.19 

\Ale ha\Oe seen how firms can utilize their market power when making pricing 
decisions. Pricing is important for a firm, but most firms with market power 
have another important decision to make: how much to advertise, In this sec
tion, we will see how firms with market power can make profit-maximizing 
advertising decisions, and how those decisions depend on the characteristics of 
demand for the firm's product.2o 

For simplicity, we will assume that the firm sets only one price for its product. 
We will also assume that having done sufficient market research, it knows how 
its quantity demanded depends on both its price P and its ad\'ertising expendi
tures in dollars A; that is, it knows Q(P,A). Figure 11,20 shows the firm's demand 
and cost curves with and without advertising, AR and MR are the firm's average 
and marginal revenue cunoes when it does not advertise, and AC and MC are its 
average and marginal cost curves, It produces a quantity Qo, where MR = Me, 
and recei\Oes a price Po. Its profit per unit is the difference between Po and a\Oer
age cost, so its total profit "0 is giv-en by the gray-shaded rectangle, 

Now suppose the firm ad\Oertises. This causes its demand curv-e to shift out 
and to the right; the new average and marginal revenue cun'es are gi\'en by AR' 
and MR'. Advertising is a fixed cost, so the firm's average cost Cl.uve rises (to 
AC'), Marginal cost, howe\'er, remains the same, With advertising, the firm pro
duces Q1 (where MR' = MC) and receiYes a price P1, Its total profit "lt given by 
the purple-shaded rectangle, is now much larger. 

While the finn in Figure 11.20 is clearly better off advertising, the figure does 
not help us determine how IIllidl advertising it should do. It must choose its price 
P and advertising expenditme A to maximize profit, 'which is now gi\-en by: 

" = PQ(P,A) - C(Q) - A 

, cases, the courts ha\'e ruled that tying is not necessary to protect customer good\\'ill and is 
anticompetiti\'e. Today, a McDonald's franchisee can buy supplies from any McDonald's appro\'ed 
SOurce. For a discussion of some of the antitrust issues im'oh'ed in franchise tying, see Benjamin 
Klem and Lester F Saft, "The La\\" and Economics of Franchise Tying Contracts," JOllrlllli of LIIW IIlld 

28 (;'vIa\" 1985): 345-61 
liJ " 
, A perfectly competiti\'e firm has little reason to ad\'ertise, since by definition it can sell as much as 
It produces at a market price that it takes as gi\'en That is \\"hy it \\'ould be unusual to see a producer 
of corn or soybeans ad\'ertise 

Pricing with Market Power 

In §7.2, marginal cost-the 
increase in cost that results 
from producing one extra 
unit of output-is distin
guished from a\'erage cost
the cost per unit of output. 
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S/Q 

:VlC 

AR' 

MR 
Quantity 

AR and MR are average and marginal revenue when the finn doesn't a?ver~se,. and AC and .MrC are average c:d 

marginal cost. 111e firm produces Qo and receives a price Po. Its total profit 11 0 l~ gwen by. the gIay -~haded rectc;nole. 
If the firm advertises, its average and marginal revenue curves shIft to ;he ng~1t. Aver.age. ~ost ns~s (to AC ) b~ 

cost remains the same. The firm now produces QI (where MR = Me), and recel\ es a pnce Pl' Its to 

Given a price, more ad\'ertising will result in more sales and .thus m~re re:enue. 
But 'what is the firm's profit-maximizing adve~·tising ex~e:ldlture? 'w,u Imght b: 
tempted to say that the firm .shoul~ incr~ase Its ad\,~Iysmg expe~1d,It.ur~s Lmtil 
the last dollar of advertising Just bnngs torth an additlOnal dolla~ ~t re\ enue 
that is until the mara-inal re\'enue from advertising, ~(P, Q)/ ~A, IS Just equal to 
L Bu; as Figure 11~20 5ho'ws, this reason~ng omits a~1 impor,tan: elemen~~ 
Remember that aducrtlslIz,<; lcads to 1I1L1ca~cd output (m the frgure, outp 
increased from Qo to Q1)' B~lt increased output in turn means i~1Creased produc
tion costs, and this must be taken into account when companng the costs and 
benefits of an extra dollar of ad\'ertising. 

The correct decision is to increase ad\"ertising until the marginal re\'enue from 
an additional dollar of adwrtising, MR-'\ds' just equals the full margin~l cos: of 
that ad\'ertisina-. That full mara-inal cost is the sum of the dollar spent dll'ectly and 

o 0 1 . f 1" ease the advertisina- and the mara-inal production cost resu tmg rom t1e mcr 
o 0 '. ld d" .' to the sales that advertising brings about. Thus the tum shou a \ eltise up 

point that 

~Q ~Q 
P-= 1 +MC-
~A ~A 

(11.3) 

= full mara-inal cost of advertising 
, 0 

11 

This rule is often ignored by managers, who justify advertising budgets by com-
aring the expected benefits (i.e" added sales) only 'with the cost of the advertis

flO". But additional sales mean increased production costs that must also be 
U 1:1 "1 
taken into account.-

Like the rule MR = Me, equation (11.3) is sometimes difficult to apply in prac
tice. In Chapter 10, we saw that MR = MC implies the following rule of thumb 
for pricing: (P - MC)/P = -l/EI" where EI' is the firm's price elasticity of 
demand. We can combine this rule of thumb for pricing 'with equation (11.3) to 
obtain a rule of thumb for advertising. 

First, rewrite equation (11.3) as follows: 

~Q 
(P - MC)- = 1 

~A 

Now multiply both sides of this equation by A/PQ, the advertising-to-sales ratio: 

P - MC 

P 

A 

PQ 

The term in brackets, (A/Q)(~Q/~A), is the advertising elasticity of demand: 
the percentage change in the quantity demanded that results from a I-percent 
increase in advertising expenditures. We will denote this elasticity by E'I' 
Because (P MC)/P must equal l/EI" we can re'write this equation as fol1o"ws: 

A/PQ = - (E.dEI') (11.4) 

Equation (11.4) is a rule of thumb for ad\'ertising. It says that to maximize 
profit, the firm's advertising-to-sales ratio should be equal to minus the ratio of 
the advertising and price elasticities of demand. Gi\'en information (from, say, 
market research studies) on these two elasticities, the firm can use this rule to 
check that its advertising budget is not too small or too large. 

To put this rule into perspective, assume that a firm is generating sales re\"
enue of 51 million per year while allocating only 510,000 (1 percent of its re\'
enues) to advertising. The finn knows that its advertising elasticity of demand is 
.2, so that a doubling of its ad\"ertising budget from 510,000 to $20,000 should 
increase sales by 20 percent The firm also knovvs that the price elasticity of 
demand for its product is - 4. Should it increase its advertising budget, knowing 
that with a price elasticity of demand of 4, its markup of price over marginal 
cost is substantial? The answer is yes; equation (11.4) tells us that the firm's 
advertising-to-sales ratio should be - (.2/ - --1,) = 5 percent, so the firm should 
increase its advertising budget from 510,000 to 550,000. 

This rule makes intuitive sense. It savs firms should advertise a lot if (i) 
demand is very sensitive to ad\"ertising CE.~ is large), or (ii) demand is not very 
price elastic (EI' is small)o Although (i) is obvious, why should finns advertise 

deri\'e this result using calculus, differentiate ,,(Q,A) with respect to A, and set the deriyatiw 
€qual to zero: 

(1,,/(1...1 P(iIQ)/iIA) MC((IQ/aA) - 1 0 

R.earranging giyes equation (lL3) 

Pricing with Market Power 

In equation (10.1), we offer a 
rule of thumb for pricing for 
a profit-maximizing firm
the markup o\'er marginal 
cost as a percentage of price 
should equal minus the 
im'erse of the price elasticity 
of demand. 

advertising-to-sales ratio 
Ratio of a firm's advertising 
expenditures to its sales, 

advertising elasticity of 
demand Percentage change 
in quantity demanded result
ing from a I-percent increase 
in ad\"ertising expenditures. 
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more -when the price elasticity of demand is small? A s11l_all el~sticity of demand 
implies a large markup of price o\'er marginal co~~ Ther~t?re, the marginal 
profit from each extra unit sold i.s high. !~1 this case, It ad\'ertlsmg can help sell a 
fev\' more units, it will be ",\'orth ItS cost.--

I n Example 10.2, we looked at the use of markup pricing by supermarkets, 
convenience stores, and makers of designer jeans. We saw in each case how 

the markup of price o\'er marginal cost depended on the firm's price elasticity 
of demand. Now let's see why these firms, as well as producers of other goods, 
advertise as much (or as little) as they do. 

First, supermarkets. We said that the price elasticity of demand for a typical 
supermarket is around -10. To determine tl:e ad\'ertisin~-to-sales ratio, We 
also need to know the advertising elasticity ot demand. nus number can vary 
considerably depending on what part of the country the supermarket is located 
in and "vhether it is in a city, suburb, or rural area. A reasonable range, however, 
would be 0.1 to 0.3. Substituting these numbers into equation (11.-1), we find 
that the manager of a typical supermarket should have an ad\'ertising budget 
of around 1 to 3 percent of sales-which is indeed what many supermarkets 
spend on advertising. ,_ 

Convenience stores have lower price elasticities ot demand (around - j), but 

their advertisina-to-sales ratios are usually less than those for supermarkets 
1:) -

(and are often zero), 'vVhy? Because convenience stores mostly sen'e customers 
who live nearby; they may need a few items late at night or may simply not 
want to drive t~ the -supe~'market. These customers already know about the 
convenience store and are unlikely to change their buying habits if the store 
advertises. Thus is verv small, and advertising is not worthwhile 

Advertising is quite in~portant for makers of designer jeans, \.d~o will have 
advertisina-to-sales ratios as high as 10 or 20 percent. Advertlsmg helps to 
make cons~llners aware of the label and gives it an aura and image. \~e said 
that price elasticities of demand in the range of - 3 to - -1 are typical tor ~he 
major labels, and advertising elasticities of demand can range from 3 to as hIgh 
as 1. So, these levels of adv'ertising would seem to make sense. 

Laundry detergents have among the highest advertising-to-sales ,ratiOS of all 
products, sometimes exceeding 30 percent, even though demand tor anyone 
brand is at least as price elastic as it is for designer jeans. Wl-:at justities all the 
advertising? A very large advertising elasticity. The demand tor anyone brand 
of laundry detergent depends crucially on advertising; v;:ithout it, consumers 
would have little basis for selecting that particular brand.-o 

22 Ad\-ertising often affects the price elasticity of demand, and this must be taken into account. 
some products, adwrtising broadens the market by attracting a large range ot customer:'_,or . 
atin" a bandwa"on effect. This is likel\" to make demand more pnce elastic than It \\ ould na\ e 
oth:r,,-ise (But E _. is likeh- to be lar"e, 'so that ad\-ertising will still be \\"ortlm-hile ) Sometimes 
tising is used to differentiate a product from others (by creating an image, allure, or brand 
tion), making the product's demand less price elastic than It \\'ould other\nse be 

23 For an O\-en'ie,,- of statistical approaches to estimating the ad\'ertising elasticity o~ demand, 
Ernst R. Berndt, The Practice of Ecollometrics (Reading, :V1A: AddIson-Wesley, 1990), ch 8 
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SALES ADVERTISING RATIO(%) 

Tylenol 855 143.8 17 

Advil 360 91.7 26 

Bayer 170 43.8 26 

Excedrin 130 26.7 21 

Antacids 

Alka-Seltzer 160 52.2 33 

Mylanta 135 32.8 24 

Tums 135 27.6 20 

Cold Remedies (decongestants) 

Benadryl 130 30.9 24 

Sudafed 115 28.6 25 

Cough Medicine 

Vicks 350 26.6 8 

Robitussin 205 37.7 19 

Halls 130 17.4 13 

SOllrce: New York Times, September 27,199·4. 

Finally, Table 11.7 shows sales, advertising expendihues, and the ratio of the 
two for leading brands of over-the-counter drugs. Obsen'e that overall, the 
ratios are quite high. As with 181mdry detergents, the advertising elasticity for 
name-brand drugs is very high. Alka-Seltzer, Mylanta, and Tums, for instance, 
are all antacids that do much the same thing. Sales depend on consumer identi
fication with a particular brand, which requires advertising. 

1. Finns -with market power are in an em'iable position 
because they have the potential to earn large profits. 
Realizing that potential, howe,,'er, may depend criti
cally on pricing strategy E\'en if the firm sets a single 
price, it needs an estimate of the elasticitv of demand 
for its output. More complicated strategi~s, which can 
im'olve setting se\'eral different prices, require even 
more information about demand._ 

2. A pricing strategy aims to enlarge the customer base 
that the firm can sell to and capture as much con
Sumer surplus as possible. There are a number of 

ways to do this, and they usually involve setting more 
than a single price_ 

3. Ideally, the firm would like to price discriminate 
perfectly-i.e_, to charge each customer his or her 
reservation price. In practice, this is almost always 
impossible. On the other hand, various forms of im
perfect price discrimination are often used to increase 
profits_ 

4. The two-part tariff is another means of capturing con
sumer surplus. Customers must pay an "entry" fee 
that allows them to buy the good at a per-unit price. 
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The t\\'o-part tariff is most effective when customer 
demands are relatively homogeneous 

5. When demands are heterogeneous and negatively 
correlated, bundling can increase profits .. With pure 
bundling, two or more different goods are sold only 
as a package. With mixed bundling, the customer can 
buy the goods individually or as a package. Mixed 
bundling can be more profitable than pure bundling if 
marginal costs are significant or if demands are not 
perfectly negati\'ely correlated. 

1. Suppose a firm can practice perfect, first-degree price 
discrimination. What is the lowest price it will charge, 
and what will its total output be? 

2. How does a car salesperson practice price discrimina
tion? How does the ability to discriminate correctly 
affect his or her earnings? 

3. Electric utilities often practice second-degree price dis
crimination. vVhy might this improve COl15lill1er welfare? 

4. Giw some examples of third-degree price discrimina
tion. Can third-degree price discrimination be effec
tive if the different groups of consumers h3\'e differ
ent levels of demand but the same price elasticities? 

5. Show why optimal, third-degree price discrimination 
requires that marginal revenue for each group of con
sumers equals marginal cost Use this condition to 
explain how a firm should change its prices and total 
output if the demand CLUTe for one group of con
sumers shifted outward, so that marginal re\'enue for 
that group increased 

6. When pricing automobiles, American car companies 
typically charge a much higher percentage markup 
O\'er cost for "luxury operation" items (such as 
leather trim, etc) than for the car itself or for more 
"basic" options such as power steering and automatic 
transmission. Explain ·why. 

7. How is peak-load pricing a form of price discrin1ination? 
Can it make consumers better off? Give an example. 

1. Price discrimination requires the ability to sort cus
tomers and the ability to prevent arbitrage. Explain 
how the following can function as price discrimina
tion schemes and discuss both sorting and arbitrage: 
a. Requiring airline tra\'elers to spend at least one 

Saturday night away from home to qualify for a 
low fare. 

6. Bundling is a special case of tying, a requirement that 
products be bought or sold in some combination 
Tying can be used to meter demand or to protect cu ' 
tomer goodwill associated with a brand name. s-

7. Achertising can further increase profits. The profit_ 
maximizing ad\'ertising-to-sales ratio is equal in ma",_ 
nitude to the ratio of the ad\'ertising and price elasti~_ 
ities of demand. 

-

8. How can a firm determine an optimal two-part tariff 
if it has two customers with different demand curves? 
(Assume that it knows the demand curves) 

9. Why is the pricing of a Gillette safety razor a formofa 
two-part tariff? Must Gillette be a monopoly producer 
of its blades as well as its razors? Suppose you were 
advising Gillette on how to determine the two parts 
of the tariff. What procedure would you suggest? 

10. Why did Loe\\'s bundle GOlle witiz the Wind and 
Gettillg Gertie's Garter? What characteristic of 
demands is needed for bundling to increase profits? 

11. How does mixed bundling differ from pure 
bundling? Under what conditions is mixed bundling 
preferable to pure bundling? Why do many restau
rants practice mixed bundling (by offering a complete 
dinner as well as an a la carte menu) instead of pure 
bundling? 

12. How does tying differ from bundling? Why might a 
firm want to practice tying? 

13. Why is it incorrect to advertise up to the point that the 
last dollar of ad\'ertising expenditures generates 
another dollar of sales? What is the correct rule for the 
marginal advertising dollar? 

14. How can a firm check that its ad\'ertising-to-sales 
ratio is not too high or too low? What information 
does it need? 

b. Insisting on delivering cement to buyers and bas
ing prices on buyers' locations. 

c. Selling food processors along with coupons that can 
be sent to the manufacturer to obtain a 510 rebate. 

d. Offering temporary price cuts on bathroom tissue 
e. Charging high-income patients more than low

income patients for plastic surgery 

2. If the demand for dri\'e-in movies is more elastic for 
~ouples than for single individuals, it will be optimal 
tor theaters to charge one admission fee for the driver 
of the car and an extra fee for passengers. True or 
false? Explain. 

3. In Example ILl, we saw ho,"v producers of processed 
foods an? related consumer goods use coupons as a 
means ot pn~e dlscri:l1ination. Although coupons are 
WIdely used 111 the Umted States, that is not the case 
in other countries. In GermanJ~ coupons are illeaal 
a. Does prohibiting the use of coupons in Ger~l1anv 

make German COIlSlllllers better off or worse off? ~ 
b. Does prohibiting the use of Coupons make German 

producers better off or worse off? 
4. Suppose that BMW can produce any quantity of cars 

~t a constant marginal cost equal to S15,000 and a 
fixed cost of 520 million. You are asked to advise the 
CEO as to what prices and quantities BMW should set 
for sales in Europe and in the United States. The 
demand for BMWs in each market is aiwn bv 

b • 

and 

QE = 18,000 - 400PE 

Qu = 5500 - 100Pu 

where the sub:c~ipt E denotes Europe, the subscript U 
den?tes the Umted States, and all prices and costs 
are 111 thousands of dollars. Assume that BMvV can 
restrict U.s. sales to authorized BMW dealers onlv. 
a. lA/hat quantity of BMWs should the firm s~ll in 

each market, and what will the price be in each 
ll:arket? What will the total profit be? 

b. It BMW were forced to charge the same price in 
each market, what would be the quantity sold in 
each market, the equilibrium price, and the com
pany's profit? 

5. A monopolist is deciding hO\\· to allocate output 
between t:\'O markets. The two markets are separated 
geograplucally (East Coast and Midwest). Demand 
and marginal re\'enue for the t,,·o markets are 

Pl = 15 - Ql 

p, 25 - 2Q2 

MR1 = 15 - 2QJ 

MR2 = 25 4Q2 

The monopolist's total cost is C = 5 + 3(Q + Q,). 
What.. . J_ are pnce, output, profits, marainal revenues 
and .~e~dweigl:t :?SS (i) if the mono;olist can pric~ 
dlscllmmate? (u) It the law prohibits charaina differ-
ent prices in the two reaions? b b 

*6 Er . . b . 
. lzabeth AU'lmes (EA) Hies only one route: Chicaao-
Hon<:.lulu. The demand for each' Hight on this rout~ is 
Q = :l00 P. EA's cost of runnina each fliaht is 
530,000 plus S100 per passenger. b b 

a. What is the profit-maximizing price EA will 
cl:arge? How many people will be on each fliaht? 
What is EA's profit for each Hight? b 
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b. ~A learns that the fixed costs per Hight are in fact 
5·11,000 ll1stead of 530,000 Will the airline stay in 
business long? Illustrate your answer using a gl:aph 
ot the demand curve that EA faces, EA's av-eraae 
cost cun'e when fixed costs are 530,000, and EA\ 
a\'erage cost curve when fixed costs are 541 000. 

c. Wait! EA finds out that two different types of people 
Hy to Honolulu. Type A is business people with a de
mand of Q..! = 260 - OAP. Type B is students whose 
total demand is QB = 240 - 0.6P. The students are 
easy' to spot, so EA decides to charge them differ
ent pnces. Graph each of these demand curves and 
their horizontal sum. What price does EA charae 
the students? What price does it charge other Cl~
to.111ers? How many of each type are on each Hiaht? 

d. What would EA's profit be for each Hiaht? W~uld 
the airline stay in business? Calculafe the con
sumer surplus of each consumer group. What is 
the total consumer surplus? 

e. Before EA started price discriminating, how much 
c~nsumer surplus was the Type A demand getting 
hom all' travel to Honolulu? Type B? Why did 
total consumer surplus decline with price di;crim
mahon, even though total quantity sold remained 
unchanged? . 

7. ~1any retail video stores offer two alternati\'e plans 
tor renting films: 

II A two-part tlll'~(f' Pay an annual membership fee 
(e.g., S40) and then pay a small fee for the dailv 
rental of each film (eg., 52 per film per day). . 

II A stfmght reilta/fee: Pa~· no membership fee, but pay 
i a hIgher dmly rental tee (e.g., 54 per film per day) 

v\ hat IS the logiC behmd the two-part tariff in this 
~ase? Why offer the customer a choice of two plans 
lather than s1l11ply a two-part tariff? 

8. Sal's satellite company broadcasts TV to subscribers 
~n Los Angeles and New York. The demand functions 
tor each of these h\'o groups are 

Q\) = 50 (1/3)P\) 

QLl 80 - (2/3)PL\ 

wl.1ere Q is in thousands of subscriptions per year and 
P.lS the subscnF:tlOIl price per year. The cost of pro
ndmg Q umts ot sen'ice is <riven by 

b • 

C = 1000 + 30Q 

where Q = Q.\) Qu. 
a. \A/ha.t are the profit-maximizing prices and quanti

ties tor the New York and Los Angeles markets? 
b. As a consequence of a new satellite that the 

~en~a?on r~cer:tly deployed, people in Los Angeles 
l~Cel\e Sal s New York broadcasts and people in 
New York receive Sal's Los Angeles broadcasts. As 
a result, anyone in New York or Los Anaeles can 
receive Sal's broadcasts by subscribing in either 
City Thus Sal can charge only a single price. What 
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price should he charge, and what quantities will he 
sell in New York and los Angeles? 

c. In which of the abon situations, (a) or (b), is Sal 
better off? In terms of consumer surplus, which sit
uation do people in New York prefer and which do 
people in los Angeles prefer? v\Thy? 

*9. You are an executii'e for Super Computer, Inc (SC), 
which rents out super computers. SC receives a fixed 
rental payment per time period in exchange for the 
right to unlimited computing at a rate of P cents per 
second. SC has two types of potential customers of 
equal number-10 businesses and 10 academic insti
tutions. Each business customer has the demand func
tion Q = 10 - P, where Q is in millions of seconds per 
month; each academic institution has the demand 
Q = S V The marginal cost to SC of additional 
computing is 2 cents per second, regardless of volume. 
a. Suppose that you could separate business and aca

demic customers. What rental fee and usage fee 

would you charge ead1 group? What are your profits? 
b. Suppose you were unable to keep the two types of 

customers separate and charged a zero rental fee. 

What usage fee maximizes your profits? What are 
your profits? 

c. Suppose you set up one two-part tariff-that is, 
vou set one rental and one usage fee that both busi
;1ess and academic customers pay. What usage and 
rental fees will you set? What are your profits? 
Explain why price is not equal to marginal cost 

10. As the owner of the only tennis club in an isolated 
wealthy community, you must decide on membership 
dues and fees for court time. There are two types of 
termis players "Serious" players have demand 

where Ql is court hours per week and P is the fee per 
hour for each indh'idual player. There are also "occa
sional" players with demand 

Q2 = 3 (1/2)P 

Assume that there are 1000 players of each type. 
Because you ha\'e plenty of courts, the marginal cost 
of court time is zero. You have fixed costs of 55000 per 
week. Serious and occasional players look alike, so 
you must charge them the same prices. 
a. Suppose that to maintain a "professional" atmos

phere, you want to limit membership to serious 
players. How should you set the a111111a/ member
ship dues and court fees (assume 52 'weeks per 
year) to maximize profits, keeping in mind the 
~onstraint that only serious players choose to join? 
What are profits (per week)? 

b. A friend tells you that you could make greater 
profits by encouraging both types of players to 
join. Is your friend right? What annual dues and 

court fees \\'ould maximize weekly profits? What 
\\'ould these profits be? 

c. Sup~ose that O\'er the years, young, UPWardly 
mobile profeSSIOnals move to your community, aU 
of \\'hom are serious players. You belie\'e there are 
now 3000 serious players and 1000 occasional play
ers. Is it still profitable to cater to the occasional 
player? What are the profit-maximizing annual 
dues and court fees? What are profits per week? 

11. look again at Figure 1L12 (p. 394), which shows the 
resen'ation prices of three consumers for hvo gOods. 
Assuming that marginal production cost is zero for 
both goods, can the producer make the most money 
by selling the goods separately, by using pure 
bundling, or by using mixed bundling? What prices 
should be charged? 

12. look again at Figure 1117 (p. 397). Suppose the mar
ginal costs Cl and C2 were zero. Show that in this case, 
pure bundling, not mixed bundling, is the most prof
itable pricing strategy, What price should be charged 
for the bundle? What will the firm's profit be? 

13. Some years ago, an article appeared in the New York 
Tillles about IBM's pricing policy. The previous day, 
IBM had announced major price cuts on most of its 
small and medium-sized computers. The article said: 

14. 

IBM probably has no choice but to cut prices peri
odically to get its customers to purchase more and 
lease less. If they succeed, this could make life 
more difficult for IBlvl's major competitors. 
Outright purchases of computers are needed for 
ever larger IBM revenues and profits, says Morgan 
Stanle\"s Ulric Weil in his ne\\' book, Illformation 
SI/stCI/l's ill the 'SO's NiL Weil declares that IBM can
not re\'ert to an emphasis on leasing. 

a. Prm'ide a brief but clear argument in sllpport of the 
claim that IBM should try "to get its customers to 
purchase more and lease less." 

b. Pro\'ide a brief but clear argument agaillst this 
claim. 

c. What factors determine whether leasing or selling 
is preferable for a company like IBM? Explain 
briefl\'. 

You are 'selling two goods, 1 and 2, to a market con
sisting of three consumers with reseri"ation prices as 
follows: 

RESERVATION PRICE ($) 

Consumer 

A 

B 

c 

For 1 

10 

40 

70 

For 2 

70 

40 

10 

The unit cost of each product is 520. 
a, Compute the optimal prices and profits for (i) sell

ing the goods separately, (ii) pure bundling, and 
(iii) mixed bundling. 

b. Which strategy is most profitable? Why? 
15, Your firm produces two products, the demands for 

which are independent Both products are produced 
at zero marginal cost. You face four consumers (or 
groupS of consumers) with the following resen'ation 
prices: 

Consumer Good 1 ($) Good 2 ($) 

A 30 90 

B 40 60 

c 60 40 

D 90 30 

a. Consider three alternati\'e pricing strategies: (i) 
selling the goods separately; (ii) pure bundling; 
(iii) mixed bundling. For each strategy, determine 
the optimal prices to be charged and the resulting 
profits Which strategy is best? 

b. Now suppose that the production of each good 
entails a marginal cost of 535. Hmv does this infor
mation change your answers to (a)? Why is the 
optimal strategy now different? 

rl 
II. X 

PB 
x X X 

X X 
X X 

X X x 
x x x x x 
x x x x x 

x 
PI 

x X 

PB-P2 

Pe-P1 
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16. A cable TV company offers, in addition to its basic ser
\'ice, two products: a Sports Chalmel (Product 1) and 
a Movie Chalmel (Product 2). Subscribers to the basic 
sen'ice can subscribe to these additional sen'ices indi
\'idually at the monthly prices p] and Pc, respecti\'ely, 
or they can buy the two as a bundle for the price Pa, 
where PE < PI + Pc· They can also forgo the addi
tional sen'ices and simply buy the basic sen'ice. The 
company's marginal cost for these additional services 
is :ero. Through market research, the cable company 
has estimated the resen'ation prices for these two ser
\'ices for a representati\'e group of consumers in the 
company's sen'ice area. These resen'ation prices are 
plotted (as x's) in Figure 11.21, as are the prices p], P2, 

and Pa that the cable company is currently charging. 
The graph is dh'ided into regions I, II, III, and IV 

x 

X 

X 

X 

a. Which products, if any, will be purchased by the 
consumers in region I? In region II? In region III? 
In region IV? Explain briefly 

b. Note that the reseri"ation prices for the Sports 
Charmel and the Movie Channel, as drawn in the 
figure, are negatively correlated. Why would you, 
or why would you not, expect consumers' reserva
tion prices for cable TV chalmels to be negatively 
correlated? 

c. The company's vice president has said: "Because 
the marginal cost of providing an additional chan
nel is zero, mixed bundling offers no adi'antage 
over pure bundling. Our profits would be just as 
high if we offered the Sports Channel and the 
Mm'ie Chalmel together as a bundle, and only as a 
bundle." Do you agree or disagree? Explain why. 

M¥%& 

IV. 

X 
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X 
X 

X 
X 

X X 
X 

X X X 

X X x III. 
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17. 

d. Suppose the cable company continues to use mixed 
bundlino- to sell these two services Based on the 
distribution of reselTation prices shown in Figure 
lL2l, do you think the cable company should alter 
any of th~ prices it is now charging? If so, l:ow? 

Consider a firm with monopoly power that taces the 
demand curve 

P = 100 3Q + .. lAIc 

and has the total cost function 

C= +A 

where A is the level of adxertising expenditures, and 
P and Q are price and output 
a. Find the \'alues of A, Q, and P that maximize the 

firm's profit 
b. Calculate the Lerner index of monopoly POWer 

L = (P - MC)IP, for this firm at its profit-maXi~ 
mizing levels of A, Q, and P. 

Chapter 11 

in rm 
50 far we ha\'e studied the firm's pricing decision assuming that it sells its out
put in an outside I/larket, i.e., to consumers or to other firms. Many firms, how
ever, are I'crtically illtegrated-they contain several divisions, with some divi
sions producing parts and components that other divisions use to produce the 
finished product. 1 For example, each of the major US automobile companies 
has "upstream" divisions that produce engines, brakes, radiators, and other 
components that the "downstream" divisions use to produce the finished prod
ucts, Trallsfer pricillg refers to the \'aluation of these parts and components 'within 
the firm. Transfer prices are internal prices at which the parts and components 
from upstream divisions are "sold" to downstream di\'isions. Transfer prices 
must be chosen correctly because they are the signals that divisional managers 
use to determine output le\'els. 

This appendix shows how a profit-maximizing firm chooses its transfer prices 
and di\'isional output levels, We will also examine other issues raised by \'ertical 
integration. For example, suppose a computer finn's upstream division pro
duces memory chips used by a dovmstream division to produce the final prod
uct. If other firms also produce these chips, should our firm obtain all its chips 
from the upstream division, or should it also buy some on the outside market? 
Should the upstream division produce more chips than the downstream divi
sion needs and sell the excess in the market? How should the firm coordinate its 
upsh'eam and dmvnstream. divisions? In particular, can we design incentives for 
the divisions that help the firm to maximize its profits? 

We begin 'with the simplest case: There is no outside market for the output of 
the upstream division-i.e., the upstream division produces a good that is nei
ther produced nor used by any other firm. Next we consider what happens 
when there is an outside market for the upstream division's output. 

Transfer Pricing When There Is No Outside Market 
Consider a firm with three di\'isions: Two upstream di\·isions produce inputs to 
a downstream processing division. The two upstream divisions produce quanti
ties QI and Q::. and have total costs (I(QI) and (::.(Q:;.). The dovvnstream division 
produces a quantity Q using the production function 

where K and L are capital and labor inputs, and QI and Q::. are the intermediate 
inputs from the upstream di\'isions. Excluding the costs of the inputs QI and Q2' 
the downstream division has a total production cost (d(Q). Total revenue from 
sales of the final product is R(Q). 

:;----------
, A firm is izori:olltllllil illtcgrntcd when it has se\"eral di\'isions that produce the same or closely 
related products ivlany firms are both \'erticallv and horizontally integrated 
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transfer prices Internal 
prices at which parts and 
components from upstream 
divisions are "sold" to down
stream di\'isions within a firm 
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In §10.1, we explain that a 
firm maximizes its profit at 
the output at which marginal 
revenue is equal to marginal 
cost. 

We assume there are 110 outside lIlarkets for the intermediate inputs Q1 and Q 
(They can be used only by the dOv\'llstream division.) Then the firm has tw~ 
problems: 

1. What quantities Q1' Q2' and Q maximize its profit? 

2. Is there an incentive scheme that \'1·ill decentralize the firm's management? 
In particular, is there a set of h'ansfer prices P1 and P2, so that !f eilC!z division 
maximizes its OWIl divisiollal profit, the profit of the ovemll firlll will illso be maxi
lIlized? 

To solve these problems, note that the finn's total profit is 

(All.l) 

Now, what is the level of Ql that maximizes this profit? It is the level at which the 
cost of the last unit ofQ1 is just equal to the additiollal revellue it brings to the finn. The 
cost of producing one exh'a unit of Q1 is the marginal cost ~C1/6.Q1 = MC1. How 
much extra revenue results from that one extra unit? An extra unit of Q1 allows 
the firm to produce more final output Q of an am01mt 6.Q/ ~Q1 = MP 1, the mar
ginal product of Q1' An extra unit of final output results in additional revenue 
~R/~Q = MR, but it also results in additional cost to the downstream diVision, 
of an amount 6.Cd/~Q = MCd. Thus the Ilet marginal revelllle NMR1 that the firm 
earns from an extra unit of Q1 is (MR - MCd)MP 1. Setting this equal to the mar
ginal cost of the unit, \'1'e obtain the following rule for profit maximization:2 

(All.2) 

Going through the same steps for the second intermediate input gives 

(All.3) 

Note from equations (All.2) and (Al1.3) that it is incorrect to determine the 
firm's final output level Q by setting marginal revenue equal to marginal cost for 
the downstream division-i.e., by setting MR = MC d• Doing so ignores the cost 
of producing the intermediate input. (MR exceeds MCd because this cost is posi
tive.) Also, note that equations (All.2) and (All.3) are standard conditions of 
marginal analysis: The output of each upstream division should be such that its 
marginal cost is equal to its marginal contribution to the profit of the overall 
firm. 

Now, what transfer prices P1 and P2 should be "charged" to the downstream 
division for its use of the intermediate inputs? Remember that if each of the 
three divisions uses these transfer prices to maximize its own divisional profit, 
the profit of the overall firm should be maximized. The h"lO upstream divisions 
will maximize their divisional profits, 'iT1 and 'iT2, which are given by 

2 Using calculus, we can obtain this rule by differentiating equation (All.1) with respect to Qj: 

drr/dQl = (dR/dQ)(iJQ/iJQ1) - (dCd /dQ)(aQ/dQl) - dC1/dQl 

= (MR - MCd)MPI - :VIC1 

Setting drr/dQ = 0 to maximize profit gives equation (A11.2) 
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and 

Since the t~stream di\'isions take ~i a.nd P2 as given, they will choose Q1 and Qo 
50. that PI - MC1 and P2 = MC2. Smularly, the downstream division will maxi~ 
nuze 

Since the downstream division also takes P1 and P2 as given, it 'will choose Q1 
and Q2 so that . 

(All.4) 

and 

(All.S) 

Note that by setting the transfer prices equal to the respective mara-inal costs 
(p = MC and P = MC ) tl f't .... ° 1 . 1 2. 2, le pro 1 -maxlmlzmg condItions a-iven bv equations 
(Al1.2) an~ (~11.3) WIll be satisfied. We therefore have a sim~le sol~tion to the 
transf~_~ ,PllCll:g pr~~~em: Set each trallsfer price equal to the margillal cost of the 
respechce ~lpshenJll dZUISlOll. Then ·when each division is required to maximize its 
own profit: the quantities Q1 and Q2 that the upstream divisions will \vant to 
frod~~ce WIll be t~e sam~ quantities that the downstream division will want to 
'bu;: an~ they WIll maXImize the firm's total profit. 

We can Illustrate this graphically with the followina- example. Race Car' Mot . 
In 1 t d'" TI ° ors, c., 1as. wo IVlSlOns. .le. t:psh'eam Engine Division produces engines, and the 
downsheam Assen:bly DIVIsIon puts together automobiles, usina- one engine (and 
a few other parts) 1 h I F' ° n eac car. n Igure All.I, the averaa-e revenue curve AR is 
Race Car Motors' demand curve for cars (Note that the h"rom 1 1 . h' . - las monopo V power 
~~.t, e at~tomoblle .mar~et.) MCA is the marginal cost of assembling auto~obiles, 
6lUel~ the ellgl/les .(l.e., It does not include the cost of the engines). Since the car 
reqUlres one eng me, the marginal product of the ena-ines is one. Therefore the 
CUrve labeled MR - MC . 1 h . ° , 

A IS a so tenet margmal revenue curve for engines: 

NMRE = (MR - MCA)MPE = MR MC
A 

Ihe1?e profi~-maximizing number of engines (and number of cars) is given by 
mtersectl~n of the net marginal revenue curve NMRE with the mara-inal cost 

:~~or .~ng~les ~~~. Having determined the number of cars it wilt produce, 
O\ung ItS dlVlslOnal cost functions, the manaa-ement of Race Car Motors 

~:~ n.aw set the.tr~nsfer price PE that correctly valu~s the engines used to pro
rOf~ Its cars. TI1lS1S the transfer p~ic.e .that should be used to calculate divisional 

P It (and year-end bonuses for dlvlslOnal managers). 

1iOran~fer Pricing with a Competitive 
utslde Market 

Now sup th" . . . 
d d pose ere IS a coJllpetltzue outSIde market for the intermediate a-ood pro-
uce bv an upstrear d' " S' 1 ° sin Ie • . n l\?SlOn. mce t 1e outside market is competitive, there is a 
g market pnce at which one can buy or sell the good. Therefore, the margi/lal 
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S/Q \ 

P., -- --

The firm's upsh'eam division should produce a quantity of engine~ 9~ th,at equates 
its manrinal cost of en!tine production MC[ with the downsh'eam dl\'ISlOn s netma:
!tinal r:'venue of en~s NMRE. Since the firm uses one engine 111 every car, ~MRElS 
fhe difference between the marginal revenue from selling cars an~ th~ marglI,ml cost 
of assembling them, i.e" MR - Me\. The optimal transfer pnce tor engmes PE 

Finished cars are sold at P.\, 

cost of till' iJlterJIlediate good is simply the Illi1rket price. Because tl-:e, optimal h'an~fer 
price' must equal marginal cost, it must al:~ equal the compehtl\'e, market pnce. 

To see this, suppose there is a competitive market for the engmes that Race 
Car Motors produces, If the market price is 10':'" ~a.ce ~ar l\~otors m~y want to 
buv some or all of its enaines in the market; It It IS hIgh, It may want to sell 
en';'ines in the market. Fia~lre AIL2 illustrates the first case. For quantities below 
Q 0, the upstream divisi~n's marginal cost of producing engines MC t i~ below 
thE~l rnarket price P

Cd
; for quantities above QE,l, it is above the m.ar,ket ~nce. Th: 

finn should obtain enaines at the least cost, so the marginal cost at engmes MCE 

will be the upstream division's marginal cost for quantities up to Qu and the 
market price for quantities above QE.1' Note that Race Car Motors uses m?re 
enaines and produces more cars than it would have had there been no outsIde 
en~ine market. The downstream division now buys QE.2 engines and prod~ces 

o "1 H 't "1. ",1\, Q of these enames an equal number at automobl eST owe\'er, 1 ouys on ~ E.1 0 

from the upstream division and the rest on the open market. 
It miaht seem stranae that Race Car Motors must go into the open market .t~ 

o 0 '.. d 11 f' .' however Its buv erwines that it can make itselt It It ma e a 0 ItS own engmes, ~ 
m~rain~l cost of producina them would exceed the competiti\'e market pr:cei, Alth~ugh the profit of the ~lpstream di\'ision would be higher, the total profIt 0, 

the firJll ,uould be imua . . ut-
Fiaure All.3 shO\'\'s the case where Race Car Motors sells engmes 111 ~he 0. 

side ~narket. Now the competiti\'e market price PE .. II is abo\'e the transter pnce 

S/Q 

P; -- ---- --, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(MR-MC,\) 

11 

AR 

Me .. \ 

Quantity 

Race Car Motors' marginal cost of engines MCE is the upstream division's marginal 
cost for quantities up to QE,I and the market price PLA1 for quantities above QE,1' The 
downsh'eam division should use a total of QE.2 engines to produce an equal number 
of cars; then the marginal cost of engines equals net marginal revenue, QE,2 - QE.J of 
these engines are bought in the outside market. The upsh'eam division "pays" the 
downsh'eam division the transfer price PUI for the remaining QE.J engines. -

that the firm would have set had there been no outside market. In this case, 
although the upstream Engine Division produces QE,l engines, only QE,2 engines 
are used by the downstream division to produce automobiles. The rest are sold 
in the outside market at the price PUI' 

Note that compared with a situation in which there is no outside engine mar
ket, Race Car Motors is producing more engines but fewer cars. Why not pro
duce this larger number of engines but use all of them to produce more cars? 
Because the engines are too \'aluable. On the margin, the net revenue that can be 
earned from selling them in the outside market is higher than the net revenue 
from using them to build additional cars. 

Transfer Pricing with a Noncompetitive 
Outside Market 

Now suppose there is an outside market for the output of the upstream division, 
but that market is not competiti\'e-the firm has monopoly power. The same 
principles apply, but we must be careful when measuring net marginal revenue. 

Suppose the engine produced by the upstream Engine Division is a special 
one that only Race Car Motors can make, There is, however, an outside market 
for this engi~le. Race Car Motors, therefore, can be a monopoly supplier to that 
market while also producing engines for its own use. vVhat is the optimal transfer 

Pricing with Market Power 7 
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p," .' !:...IJ 

Q £2 = Q
A 

Quantity 

NICJ Quantity 

TIle optimal transfer price for Race Car Motors is again the market price PL;<I:us' 
price is above the point at which MCE intersects NMRE, so thee :lpstream dlVlSlOU 
sells some of its encines in the outside market. TIle upstream dIVISIon produces 
engines, the quanti;' at which MCE equals PE,,\I' TIle downstream division uses 
QE,2 of these engines, the quantity at which NMRE equals ,PE,M' CO:l1pared 
Figure AllJ, in which there is no outside market, more engmes but tewer cars are 

P
rice for use of the erwines bv the downstream di\'ision, and at \\'hat price (if 

o ' 
any) should enaines be sold in the outside rnarket? 

\AJe rnust fil~d the firm's net marainal revenue from the sale of engines, In 
oR' 

Figure All,4, DUI is the outside market demand cun'e for engines and M E.MIS 

the correspondina marainal re\'enue curye, Race Car Motors thus has two 
sources of margil~al re\~enue from the production and sale of an additional 
engine: marginal reyenue MRE,.\I from sales in the outside market and net n:a~· 
ginal reyenue (MR - MC,"I) from the use of the engines by the downstream d~Vl' 
sion. By sumrning these two CUlyeS horizontally, we obtain the toto! net /1largma/ 

Wl'enlle CUfue for engines; it is the green line labeled NMRE, • 

TIle inters~ction of the marginal cost and total net marginal reyenue curves gIV~ 
the quantity of engines Qu that the upstream dil'ision should produce ~d theoptl
mal h'ansfer price Pi:~ Again, th~ optimal h'ansfer price is equal to mar:~~lal cost. :~! 
note that only QE.2 ot these engmes are used by the downstream dl\ l~Ion to m 
cars. TIus is the quantity at which the downsh'eam division's net margmal revenu~, 
MR MC,' is equal t~ the transfer F1rice Pi:, The remairring engines QE3 are sold ll1d 

,,' ' 'P* Instea 
the outside market. Howeyer, they are not sold at the transter pnce E' 

the firm exercises its monopoly p~wer and sells them at the higher,pric~ PE,M', a 

Why pay the upstream diyision only Pi: per engine when the hrm IS sellino 
. • ,," 1 streaJl1 

engines in the outside market at the hIgher pnce Because It t 1e up 

(MR ;VIC,,) 

DE,M ~s the outside market demand curve for engines; MRE,AI is the corresponding 
mar,gmal revenue curve; (MR MC A ) is the net marginal revenue from the use of 
engmes by the downstream division, TIle total net IIUl!,ai1lal reVe1llle C/lrue for Ciwilles 
f\J~IRE is the horizontal sum of these two marginal re~enues, The optin{al trill~sfer 
pnce and the quantity of engines that the upstream division produces, QE.V are 
f~und where M~E = NMRE, QE.2 of these engines are used by the dovmstream divi
SIOn, the qu~ntity at which the downstream division's net marginal revenue, 
MR - MC A, IS equal to the h'illlsfer price p'r The remainina encines, QE' are sold in 
the outside market at the 0 0 ,," 

division is paid more than Pi: (and therebv encouraaed to F1roduce more 
, • 0 

engmes), the marginal cost of engines will rise and exceed the net marainal rev-
, , 0 

enu~ trom then use by the downstream division, And if the price charged in the 
outSIde market were lowered, the marainal re\'enue from sales in that market 
would fal,l belovv marginal cost At the

O 

prices Pi: and PUI' marginal revenues 
and margmal cost are equal: 

Sometimes a vertically integrated firm can buv components in an outside 
market in which it has 1l1011Opsony povver. Suppos~, for example, that Race Car 
Motor l,t ' , . , : scan 00 am engmes trom Its upstream Engine Division, or can purchase 
!h~m as il lIlonopsonist in an outside market. Although we have not illustrated 
thl: case graphically, you should be able to see that in this case the transfer price 
raId to the Engine Di\'ision will be aboue the price at which enaines are bOlraht 
m the outside market. Why "pay" the upstream division a pri~e that is higher 

Pricing with Market Power 
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In §10.5, we explain that 
when a buyer has monop
sony power, its marginal 
expenditure curye lies aboye 
its average expenditure cun'e 
because the decision to buv 
an extra unit of the good . 
raises the price that must be 
paid on all units, 

than that paid in the outside market? With monopsony power, purchasing one 
additional engine in the outside market incurs a 1I1l1rgill111 expellditure that is 
greater than the achlal price per engine paid in that market. The marginal expen_ 
dihlre is higher because purchasing an additional unit raises the ayerage expen_ 
diture paid for I1Il units bought in the outside market. 

Suppose Race Car Motors has the following demand for its automobiles: 

p = 20,000 Q 

Its marginal revenue is thus 

MR = 20,000 2Q 

The dm'l'nstream division's cost of assembling cars is 

(:\(Q) = 8000Q 

so that the division's marginal cost is MC,,\ = 8000. The upstream division's cost 

of producing engines is 

The division's marginal cost is thus MCE(QE) = 4QE' 
First, suppose there is 110 outside Illl1rket for the engines, Hmv many engines 

and cars should the firm produce? What should be the transfer price for 
engines? To solve this problem, ,,\'e set the net marginal revenue for engines 
equal to the marginal cost of producing engines, Since each car has one engine, 
QE = Q, The net marginal revenue of engines is thus 

NMRE = MR Me\ = 12,000 2QE 

Now set NMRE equal to MCE: 

Thus 6QE 12,000 and QE = 2000, The firm should therefore produce 2000 
engines and 2000 cars. The optimal transfer price is the marginal cost of these 

2000 engines: 

Second, suppose that engines can be bought or sold for $6000 in an outside 
colllpetitive Illl1rket. This is belmv the $8000 transfer price that is optimal when 
there is no outside market, so the firm should buy some engines outside, Its mar
ginal cost of engines, and the optimal transfer price, is now $6000, Set this $6000 
marginal cost equal to the net marginal revenue of engines: 

6000 = NMRE 12,000 - 2QE 

Thus the total quantity of erwines and cars is now 3000. The company now pr<: 
- 1:) • • S 1S 

duces more cars (and sells them at a lower price) because its cost ot engme 

1 

lower. Al~o~ ~ince the transfer price for the engines is now 56000, the upstream 
Engine DIVlSlOn supplies only 1500 engines (because MCd1500) = 56000), The 
ren1aining 1500 engines are bought in the outside market. 

Finally, suppose Race Car Motors is the only producer of these engines but 
can sell them in an outside market Demand in the outside market is 

B1e marginal revenue from sales in the market is therefore 

MRUJ = 10,000 - 2QE 

To determine the optimal transfer price, we find the totl11 net maro-inal revenue 
by horizontally summing MRE.,\J with the net marginal re\'enue fr~m "sales" to 
the downstream division, 12,000 - 2QE' as in Figure AllA, For outputs QE 
qreater than 1000, this is 
o 

NMRu'lidl = 11,000 

Now set this equal to the marginal cost of producing engines: 

11,000 

Therefore the total quantity of engines produced should be QE = 2200, 
HOIv many of these engines should go to the downstream division and how 

ma~y to the outside 1:1arket? Note that the marginal cost of producing these 2200 
engmes-and theretore the optimal transfer price-iS 4QE = $8800, Set this 
price equal to the marginal revenue from sales in the outside market: 

8800 = 10,000 - 2QE 

or Qf = 600, Therefore, 600 engines should be sold in the outside market 
Finally, set this $8800 transfer price equal to the net marginal revenue from 
lfsales" to the downstream division: 

8800 = 12,000 2QE 

orQf = 1600. Thus 1600 engines should be supplied to the downstream division 
for use in the production of 1600 cars, 

Pricing with Market Power 

1. Reyiew the numerical example about Race Car 
Motors. Calculate the profit earned by the upstream 
division, the downstream division, and the firm as a 
whole in each of the three cases examined: (a) there is 
~o outside market for engines; (b) there is a competi
tive market for engines in which the market price is 
56000; and (c) the firm is a monopoly supplier of 
engines to an outside market In vvhich case does Race 
Car Motors earn the most profit? In which case does 
the upstream dh-ision earn the most? The down
stream division? 

2. Ajax Computer makes a computer for climate control 
in office buildings, The company uses a microproces
sor produced by its upstream division, along with 
other parts bought in outside competitive markets" 
The microprocessor is produced at a constant mar
ginal cost of 5500, and the marginal cost of assembling 
the computer (including the cost of the other parts) by 
the downstream division is a constant 5700, The firm 
has been selling the computer for $2000, and until 
now there has been no outside market for the micro
processor, 
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a. Suppose an outside market for the microprocessor 
develops and Ajax has monopoly power in that 
market, selling microprocessors for 51000 each. 
Assuming that demand for the microprocessor is 
unrelated to the demand for the Ajax computer, 
what transfer price should Ajax apply to the micro
processor for its use by the downstream computer 
division' Should production of computers be 
increased, decreased, or left unchanged? Explain 
brietly 

b. How would your answer to (a) change if the 
demands for the computer and the microproces
sors were competitive; i.e., if some of the people 
who buy the microprocessors use them to make 
climate control systems of their own? 

3. Reebok produces and sells running shoes. It faces a 
market demand schedule P = 11 LSQ" where Q, is 
the number of pairs of shoes sold (in thousands) and 
P is the price in dollars per thousand pair of shoes. 
Production of each pair of shoes requires 1 square 
yard of leather The leather is shaped and cut by the 
Form Division of Reebok. The cost function for 
leather is 

where QL is the quantity of leather (in thousands of 
square yards) produced. Excluding leather, the cost 
function for !"Luming shoes is 

TC, = 2Q, 

a. What is the optimal transfer price? 
b. Leather can be bought and sold in a competitive 

market at the price of PF = 1.S. In this case, ho\\" 
much leather should the Form Division supply 
internally? How much should it supply to the out
side market? Will Reebok buy any leather in the 
outside market? Find the optimal transfer price 

c. Now suppose the leather is unique and f 
extremely high quality. Therefore, the 0 

Division may act as a monopoly supplier to 
outside market as well as a supplier to the dow _ 
stream division. Suppose the outside demand ~ 
leather is given by P = 32 - QL' What is the OPti~ 
mal transfer price for the use of leather bv th 
downstream di\"ision? At \\"hat price, if any, shoul~ 
leather be sold to the outside market' \Vhat quan
tity, if any, will be sold to the outside market? 

4. The House Products Division of Acme Corporation 
manufactures and sells digital clock radios A major 
component IS supplied by the electrol1lcs diVision of 
Acme. The cost functions for the radio and the elec
tronic component divisions are, respectiwly, 

TC, = 30 -i- 2Q, 

TCc = 70 + 6Qc + Q~ 

Note that IC, does not include the cost of the compo
nent. Manufacture of one radio set requires the use of 
one electronic component Market studies show that 
the firm's demand cun"e for the digital clock radio is 
ah"en bv o , 

P, = 108 Q, 

a. Assuming no outside market for the 
how many of them should be produced to 
mize profits for Acme as a whole? What is the 
mal transfer price? 

b. If other firms are willing to purchase in the 
market the component manufactured by the 
tronics division (which is the only supplier of this 
product), what is the optimal transfer price? vVhy? 
What price should be charged in the outside mar
ket? Why? How many units will the electronics 
division supply internally and to the outside mar
ket? Why? (Note: The demand for components 
the outside market is Pc = 72 - LSQ. ) 

I 

I n the last two chapter~, we saw how firms with monopoly 
power can choose pnces and output levels to maximize 

~rofit. We also saw that monopoly power does not require a 
hrm to b.e a pure monopolist In many industries, even though 
se\'eral hrms compete each has at least some monopoly po·wer: 
It has control over price and will charge a price that exceeds 
marginal cost. 

In this chapter, we examine market structures other than 
pur~ mo.nopoly that can give rise to monopoly power. We 
begm \:,~th monopolistic competition. A monopolistically 
competItIve market is similar to a perfectly competitive market 
in hvo key respects: There are many firms and entry by new 
firms is not restricted. But it differs from perfect competition in 
that the product is dzf!elClztiated: Each firm sells a brand or ver
sio:1 of the prodL:~t tl:at differs in quality, appearance, or repu
tatlOn, and each hrm IS the sole producer of its mvn brand. The 
amount of monopoly power the firm has depends on its suc
cess in differentiating its product from those of other finns. 
Examples of monopolistically competitive industries abound: 
toothpaste, laundry detergent, and packaged coffee are a few. 

The second form of market structure we will examine is 
oligopoly: a market in which only a few firms compete ''\'ith 
one anot~1er> and entry by new firms is impeded. The product 
that the tinns produce might be differentiated, as with auto
mobiles, or it might not be, as with steel. Monopoly power and 
profitability in oligopolistic industries depend in part on how 
the ~irms interact. For example, if the interaction is more coop
eratrve than competitive, the finns could charge prices ,veIl 
above marginal cost and earn large profits. 

In some oligopolistic industI'ies, firms do cooperate, but in 
others firms compete aggressively, even though this means 
l~w~r profit:. To see why, we need to consider how oligopolis
tIc fmns deCIde on output and prices. These decisions are com
plic~ted because each firm must operate strategically-when 
makmg a decision, it must weigh the probable reactions of its 
competitors. To understand oligopolistic markets, we must 
therefore introduce some basic concepts of gaming and strat
egy. We develop these concepts more fully in Chapter 13. 
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monopolistic competition 
Market in which firms can 
enter freely, each producing its 
own brand or yersion of a dif
ferentiated product 

oligopoly Market in \\'hich 
only a few firms compete with 
one another, and entrv b\' new 
firms is impeded ' ' 

cartel Market in which some 
or all firms explicitly collude, 
coordinating prices and out
put levels to maximize joint 
profits. 

In §10.2, we explain that a 
seller of a product has some 
monopoly power if it can 
profitably charge a price 
greater than marginal cost. 

The third form of market structure we examine is a cartel. In a cartelized mar. 
ket, some or all firms explici,tly collude: they co?r~inate their prices and output 
levels to maximize Joillt protits. Cartels can anse 111 markets that would other~ 
wise be competitive, as with OPEC, or oligopolistic, as with the international 
bauxite carteL 

At first glance, a cartel may seem like a pure monopoly. After all, the firms in 
a cartel appear to operate as though they 'were parts of one big company. But a 
cartel differs from a monopoly in two important respects. First, since cartels 
rarely control the entire market, thev must consider how their pricing deCisions 
will ~ffect noncartel production lev~ls. Second, because the members of a cartel 
are Ilot part of one big company, they may be tempted to "cheat" their partners 
bv undercuttino- prices and o-rabbing bigger shares of the market. As a result 

.. tJ b /! 

many cartels tend to be unstable and short-lived. 

12al 
In many industries, the products are differentiated. For one reason or another! 
consum.ers vie\\' each firm's brand as different from other brands. Crest tooth
paste, for example, is perceived to be different from Colgate, Aim, and a dozen 
other toothpastes. The difference is partly flavor, partly consistency, and partly 
reputation-the consumer's image (correct or incorrect) of the relative decay
preventing efficacy of Crest. As a result, some consumers (but not all) will pay 
more for Crest. 

Because Procter & Gamble is the sole producer of Crest, it has monopoly 
power. But its monopoly power is limited because consumers can easily substi
tute other brands if the price of Crest rises. Although consumers who prefer 
Crest will pay more for it, most of them. will not pay much more. The typical 
Crest user might pay 25 or even 50 cents a tube more, but prob~?ly not a dollar 
more. For most consumers, toothpaste is toothpaste, and the ditterences among 
brands are small. Therefore, the demand curve for Crest toothpaste, though 
downward sloping, is fairly elastic (A reasonable estimate of the elasticity of 
demand for Crest is -7.) Because of its limited monopoly power, Procter & 
Gamble will charge a price that is higher, but not much higher, than marginal 
cost. The situation is similar for Tide detergent or Scott paper towels. 

The Makings of Monopolistic Competition 

A monopolistically competitive market has two key characteristics: 

1. Firms compete by selling differentiated products that are highly sub~
tutable for one a~other but not perfect substitutes. (In other words, e 
cross-price elasticities of demand are large but not infinite.) 

2. There is free elltnj IIlld exit.: it is relatively easy for neyv finns to enter the mar
ket witl~ their O~\'Il brands and for existing firms to leave if their products 
become unprofitable. 

To see wIw free entry is an important requirement, let's compare the mark~~ 
for toothpa;te and at;tomobiles. The toothpaste market is monopolistica Y 
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competiti,'e, but the automobile market is better characterized as an oligopoly, It 
is reiati,'ely easy for other firms to introduce ne'w brands of toothpaste, and this 
limits the profitability of producing Crest or Colgate, If the profits 'were large, 
other firms would spend the necessary money (for development, production, 
advertising, and promotion) to introduce new brands of their own, which would 
reduce the market shares and profitability of Crest and Colgate, 

The automobile market is also characterized by product differentiation. 
However, the large scale economies invoh'ed in production make entry by ne-w 
firms difficult. Thus, until the mid-1970s, when Japanese producers became 
ill1portant competitors, the three major US automakers had the market largely 
to themselves. 

There are many other examples of monopolistic cornpetition besides tooth
paste. Soap, shampoo, deodorants, shaving cream, cold relnedies, and many 
other items found in a drugstore are sold in monopolistically competitive mar
kets. The markets for bicycles and other sporting goods are likewise monopolis
tically competitive. So is most retail trade, because goods are sold in many dif
ferent stores that compete \vith one another by differentiating their services 
according to location, availability and expertise of salespeople, credit terms, etc 
Entry is relatively easy, so if profits are high in a neighborhood because there are 
only a few stores, new stores will enter. 

EquilibriUlm in the Short RUIn and the long RUIn 

As with monopoly, in monopolistic competition firms face downward-sloping 
demand curves. Therefore, they have monopoly power, But this does not mean 
that monopolistically competitive firms are likely to earn large profits. Monop
olistic competition is also similar to perfect competition: Because there is free 
entry, the potential to earn profits will attract new firms with competing brands, 
driving economic profits dOl'\'n to zero. 

To make this clear, let's examine the equilibrium price and output level for a 
monopolistically competiti,'e finn in the short and long run. Figure 12.1(a) 
shows the short-run equilibrium. Because the firm's product differs from its 
competitors', its demand CLUTe DSR is dmvnward sloping. (This is the firl/l's 
demand curve, not the market demand curve, which is more steeply sloped.) 
The profit-maximizing quantity QSR is found at the intersection of the marginal 
revenue and marginal cost curves, Because the corresponding price PSR exceeds 
average cost, the firm earns a profit, as shown by the shaded rectano-Ie in the 
fi 

"0 
gure. 
In the long run, this profit will induce entry by other firms. As they introduce 

competing brands, our firm will lose market share and sales; its demand curve 
will shift down, as in Figure 12,l(b). (In the long run, the average and marginal 
cost curves may also shift. We have assumed for simplicity that costs do not 
change.) The long-run demand curve Du\ will be just tangent to the firm's aver
age cost curve. Here profit maximization implies the quantity Qw and the price 
PLR• It also implies :ero profit because price is equal to average cost. Our firm still 
?as monopoly power: Its long-run demand curve is downward sloping because 
Its particular brand is still unique. But the entry and competition of other firms 
have driven its profit to zero. 

More generallv, firms mav have different costs, and some brands will be more 
distinctive than ~thers. In t11is case, firms may charo-e slio-htly different prices 
and some will earn a small profit. "0 0 ~ , 

In §10 . .1, we explain that a 
monopolist maximizes profit 
by choosing an output at 
which marginal revenue is 
equal to marginal cost. 

Recall from tiS.6 that with 
the possibility of entry and 
exit, firms will earn zero 
economic profit in long-run 
equilibrium. 
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S/Q 

QSR 

(a) 

;VIC 

S/Q 

Quantity 

:VIC 

AC 

Quantity 

(b) 

Because the firm is the only producer of its brand, it faces a downward-sloping demand curve: Price exceeds mar
ginal cost and the fum has monopoly power. In the short nUl, described in part (a), price also exceeds average cost, 
and the firm earns profits shown by the yellow-shaded rectangle. In the long nUl, these profits attract new firms with 
,..",-y,",af-i",.,. brands, TI1e firm's market share falls, and its demand curve shifts dmvnward. In long-run equilibrium, 

In §92, we explain that com
petitive markets are efficient 
because thev maximize the 
sum of consumers' and pro
ducers' surplus 

so the firm earns zero it has monopoly power, 

Monopolistic Competition 
and Economic Efficiency 
Perfectly competitiw markets are desirable because they are economically effi
cient: As long as there are no externalities and nothing impedes the workings of 
the market, the total surplus of consumers and producers is as large as possible. 
Monopolistic competition is similar to competition in some respects, but is it an 
efficient market structure? To ansvver this question, let's compare the long-run 
equilibrium of a monopolistically competitive industry to the long-run equilib
rium of a perfectly competitive industry. 

Figure 12.2 shows that there are two sources of inefficiency in a monopolisti-
cally competitive industry. 

1. Unlike perfect competition, with monopolistic competition the equilibrium 
price exceeds marginal cost. This means that the value to consumers of addi
tional units of output exceeds the cost of producing those units. If output 
were expanded to the point where the demand curve intersects the marginal 
cost curve, total surplus could be increased by an amount equal to the 
yellow-shaded area in Figure 12.2(b), This should not be surprising, We saw 
in Chapter 10 that monopoly power creates a deadweight loss, and monopoly 
power exists in monopolistically competiti\'e markets. 

2. Note in Figure 12.2 that the monopolistically competiti\'e firm operates 
with excess capacity: Its output is belo'lN that 'which minimizes a\'erage cost. 
Entry of new firms dri\'es profits to zero in both perfectly competitive and 
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Qc 

(a) 

:VIC ,-\C 

Quantity 

AC 

Quantity 

(b) 

Unde,r perfect competi~on, as in (~), price equals marginal cost, but lUlder monopolistic competition, price exceeds 
margmal cost, so there IS a deadweIght loss as shown by the yellmv-shaded area in (b). In both types of markets, entry 
occurs \.mtil profits are driven to zero. Under perfect competition, the demand cmve facing the firm is horizontal, so tl{e 
zero-profit point occurs at the point of minimum average cost Under monopolistic competition the demand curve is 
d~w,nward-sl~~ing, so th~ zer,o~pro~t point is to the left of the point of minimum average cost. In evaluating monop
olIstic competition, these mefflClenCles must be balanced against the gains to consumers from product diversity 

monopolistically cornpetiti\'e markets. In a perfectly competiti\'e market, 
each firm faces a horizontal demand CUlye, so the zero-profit point occurs at 
minimum a\'erage cost, as Figure 12.2(a) shows. In a monopolistically com
petiti\'e market, howe\'er, the demand cun'e is downward sloping, so the 
zero-profit point is to the left of minimum a\'erage cost. Excess capacity is 
inefficient because a\'erage cost would be lower with fewer finns .. 

These inefficiencies make consumers worse off, Is monopolistic competition 
then a socially undesirable market structure that should be regulated? The 
answer-for two reasons-is probably no: 

1. In most monopolistically competiti\'e markets, market power is smalL 
Usually, enough firms compete, with brands that are sufficientlv substi
tutable for one another, so that no single firm has substantial mark~t power. 
Any deadweight loss from market power will therefore be small. And 
because firms' demand cun'es will be fairly elastic, excess capacity will also 
be small. 

2. Any inefficiency must be balanced against an important benefit that monop
olistic competition provides: prodllct r1i'ucrsitIj. Most consumers value the 
ability to choose among a wide \'ariety of c0l11peting products and brands 
that differ in \'arious ways. The aains from product di\'ersitv can be larae ~ 0 _ 0 

and may easily outweigh the inefficiency costs resulting from downward
sloping demand CUl'\'es 

i' 
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he markets for soft drinks and coffee illustrate the characteristics of 
monopolistic competition. Each market has a v'ariety of brands that differ 

sliahtlv but are close substitutes for one another. Each brand of cola, for exam. 
pl~, ta~tes a little different from the next. (Can you tell the difference between 
Coke and Pepsi? Between Coke and Royal Crown Cola?) And ,ea~h brand of 
around coffee has a sliahtlv different flav'or, fragrance, and catfeme content o 0 , . ' • 

Most consumers develop their own preferences; you mIght prefer Maxwell 
House coffee to other brands and buy it regularly. Brand loyalties, however, are 
usually limited. If the price of Maxwell House were to rise substantially above 
those ~f other brands, you and rnost other consumers who had been buying it 
would probably switch brands. 

Just how much monopoly power does General Foods, the producer of 
Maxvvell House, have \vith this brand? In other words, how elastic is the 
demand for Maxwell House? Most large companies carefully study product 
demands as part of their market research. Company estimates are usually pro
prietary, but one Shldy of the demands for various brands of ~olas and ground 
coffees used a simulated shopping experiment to detenmne how market 
shares for each brand would change in response to specific changes in price. 
Table 12.1 summarizes the results by shm'\'ing the elasticities of demand for 
several brands. 

First, note that among colas, Royal Crown is much less price elastic than 
Coke. Although it has a small share of the cola market, its taste is more dis
tinctiv'e than that of Coke, Pepsi, and other brands, so consumers who buy 
it hav'e stronaer brand lovaltv. But because Royal Crown has more monopoly 
power than Coke does l;ot ~nean that it is more pro~i,t~ble. Profits dep~n.d 
on fixed costs and yolume, as well as price. Even It Its av'erage profIt 15 

smaller, Coke will generate more profit because it has a much larger share of 
the market 

Second, note that coffees as a group are more price elastic than colas. There is 
less brand lovalt\' amona coffee buyers than among cola buyers because the 
differences al;'lOng coffee; are less pe~rceptible than the differences among colas. 

BRAND 

Colas: Royal Crown -2.4 

Coke - 5.2 to - 5.7 

Ground coffee: Hills Brothers 7.1 

Maxwell House 8.9 

Chase & Sanborn 5.6 

1 The Shld," was bv John R ~e\·in. "Laboratorv Experiments for Estimating Consumer Demand.:: 
Validation 'Stud,"," !01l/'ll111 or lvIllrkctillg Rcsclln:/z 11 (.,\ugust 1974): 261-68 In simulated shopP:: 

• . 1,. d I f:l t' . '"et" ot prep need brands, trips. consumers had to choose the oran s t 1ey pre errec rom a ,an , 
trips were repeated several times. with different pnces each tnne 
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Compared with different brands of colas, fewer consumers no~ice or care about 
the differences between Hills Brothers and Maxwell House coffees. 

With the exception of Royal Crown, all the colas and coffees are quite price 
elastic. With elasticities on the order of - 5 to - 9, each brand has only limited 
monopoly power. This is typical of monopolistic competition. 

In oligopolistic markets, the products mayor may not be differentiated. What 
matters is that only a few firms account for most or all of total production. In 
some oligopolistic markets, some or all firms earn substantial profits m'er the 
lana run because barriers to el1try make it difficult or impossible for new firms to 
ent~r. Oligopoly is a prevalent form of market structure. Examples of oligopolis
tic industries include automobiles, steel, aluminum, petrochemicals, electrical 
equipment, and computers. . 

Wlw miaht barriers to entry arise? We discussed some of the reasons m _ 0 ~ 

Chapter 10. Scale economies may make it unprofitable for more than a few firms 
to coexist in the market; patents or access to a technology may exclude potential 
competitors; and the need to spend money for name recognition and market rep
utation may discourage entry by new firms. These are "nahlral" entry barriers
they are basic to the structure of the particular market. In addition, incumbent 
firms may take strategic actiol1s to deter entry. For example, they might threaten 
to flood the market and drive prices down if entry occurs, and to make the threat 
credible, they can consh'uct excess production capacity. 

Managing an oligopolistic finn is complicated because pricing, output, adver
tising, and investment decisions involve important strategic considerations. 
Because only a few firms are competing, each firm must carefully consider how 
its actions "will affect its riv'als, and how its rivals are likely to react. 

Suppose that because of sluggish car sales, Ford is considering a la-percent 
price cut to stimulate demand. It must think carefully about how GM and 
Chrysler will react. They might not react at all, or they might cut their prices 
only slightly, in which case Ford could enjoy a substantial increase in sales, 
largely at the expense of its competitors. Or they might match Ford's price cut, in 
which case all three automakers will sell more cars but might make much lower 
profits because of the lower prices, Another possibility is that GM and Chrysler 
will cut their prices by even more than Ford. They might cut price by 15 percent 
to punish Ford for rocking the boat, and this in turn might lead to a price war 
and to a drastic fall in profits for all three firms. Ford must carefully weigh all 
these possibilities. In fact, for almost any major economic decision a firm 
makes-setting price, determining production levels, undertaking a major pro
motion campaign, or investing in new production capacity-it must try to deter
mine the most likely response of its competitors. 

TI1ese strategic considerations can be complex. "When making decisions, each 
firm must weigh its competitors' reactions, knowing tllat tl1ese competitors will also 
weigh its reactions to their decisions. Furthermore, decisions, reactions, reactions to 
reactions, and so forth are dynamic, evolving over time. "When the managers of a 
firm evaluate the potential consequences of their decisions, they must assume 
that their competitors are as rational and intelligent as they are. Then, they must 
put themselves in their competitors' place and consider how they would react. 
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In §8.6, we explain that long
run equilibrium occurs when 
no firm has an incentive to 
enter or exit because firms are 
earning zero economic profit 
and the quantity demanded 
is equal to the quantity 
supplied. 

Nash equilibrium Set of 
strategies or actions in which 
each firm does the best it can 
given its competitors' actions 

duopoly Market in which 
two firms compete with each 
other. 

Equilibrium an 
When \'\'e study a market, we usually want to determine t~e price, and quantity 
that will prevail in equilibrium. For example, we sa\\~ that 111 a. pert~ctly compet~ 
itiw market, the equilibrium price ~quates the quantlty su~~h~d with the quan
tity demanded. Then we say\' that tor a monopoly, an eqUlhbnum occurs when 
m.arginal revenue equals marginal cost. Finally, when we studied monopolistic 
competition, we saw how a long-run equilibrium results as the entry of new 

firms drives profits to zero. 
In these markets, each firm could take price or market demand as given and 

largely ignore its competitors. In an oligopolistic market, however, a firm sets 
price or output based partly on strategic considerations regarding the behaVior 
of its competitors. At the san1e time, competitors' decisions depend on the first 
firm's decision. How, then, can we figure out vd1at the market price and output 
will be in equilibrium, or whether there will even be an equilibrium? To answer 
these questions, we need an underlying principle to describe an equilibrium 
when firms make decisions that explicitly take each other's behavior into 

account. 
Remember how we described an equilibrium in competitive and monopolis-

tic rnarkets: Whell a market is ill equilibrium,fimls are doing the best they call and have 
no reason to change their price or output. Thus a competitive market is in equilib
rium when the quantity supplied equals the quantity demanded: Each firm is 
doing the best it can-it is selling all that it produces and is maximizing its 
profit. Likewise, a monopolist is in equilibrium when marginal revenue equals 
marginal cost because it, too, is doing the best it can and is maxirnizing its profit. 

With some modification, we can apply this same princi
ple to an market. Now, however, each firm will \,>'ant to do the best 
it can given what its competitors are doing. And what should the firm assume that 
its competitors are doing? Because the firm will do the best it can gi\'en what its 
competitors are doing, it is natural to assume that these competitors will do the best 
thel! wn oi7.'en what that finn is doin~. Each finn, then, takes its competitors into 

~ c., ~ c 

account, and assumes that its competitors are doing likewise. 
This mav seem a bit abstract at first, but it is logical, and as we will see, it 

gives us a basis for determining an equilibrium in an oligopolistic market. The 
concept was first explained clearly by the mathematician John Nash in 1951, so 
we call the equilibrium it describes a Nash equilibrium. It is an important con-

cept that we will use repeatedly: 

Nash Equilibrium: Each firm is doing the best it can given what its competitors 
are doing. 

We discuss this equilibrium concept in more detail in Chapter 13, where we 
show how it can be applied to a broad range of strategic problems. In this chap
ter, we will apply it to the analysis of oligopolistic markets. 

To keep things as uncomplicated as possible, this chapter will focus largely on 
markets in which two firms are competing with each other. We call such a rna.r
ket a duopoly. Thus each firm has just one competitor to take into account In 

making its decisions. Although we focus on duopolies, our basic results will also 
apply to markets with more than two firms, 

2 Monopolistic Competition and Oligopoly 

We will begin 'with a simple model of duopoly first introduced by the French 
economist Augustin Cournot in 1838. Suppose the firms produce a homoge
neous good and know the market demand curve. Each firm mllst decide how lIluch 
to produce, and the two finlls iIlake their decisiolls at the same time. When makinO' its 
productiOl: de~ision, eac:1 !inl1 takes its competitor into account. It knmvs ~hat 
its competltor IS also deCldmg how much to produce, and the market price will 
depend on the total output of both firms. 

The essence of the Coumot model is that each firm treats the output leuel of its 
competitor 115 fixed alld thell decides izow much to produce. To see hmv this wo'rks, 
let'S consider the output decision of Firm 1. Suppose Firm 1 thinks that Finn 2 
will produce nothing. In that case, Firm l's demand curve is the market demand 
curve. In Figure 12.3 this is sho'wn as 0 1(0), 'which means the demand curve for 
Firm 1, assuming Firm 2 produces zero. Figure 12.3 also shows the correspond
ing marginal re\'enue cun'e MR1(0). We have assumed that Finn l's marO'inal 

C 
. b 

cost M 1 IS constant As shown in the figure, Firm l's profit-maximizing output 
is 50 units, the point where MR1(0) intersects MC1· 50 if Finn 2 produces zero, 
Firm 1 should produce 50. 

W M&j 

Firm l'syro!it-ma:amizing output depends on how much it thinks Firm 2 will pro
duce. If It thinks Flrn1 2 will produce nothing, its demand curve, labeled 0 1 (0), is the 
:narket demand curve. The corresponding marginal revenue curve, labeled MR1(0), 
u;tersects Firm l's marginal cost curve MC1 at an output of 50 milts. If Firm 1 thinks 
FIrm 2 will produce 50 units, its demand curve, 0](50), is shifted to the left bv this 
an:ount: Profit ~1aximization now implies an output of 25 units. Finally, if Firm 1 
~hinks Fll'ln 2 WIll produce 75 units, Firm 1 will produce only 12.5 units. 

Recall from 1':l8.8 that when 
firms produ~e homogeneous 
or identical goods, consumers 
consider only price when 
making their purchasing 
decisions, 

Cournot model Oligopoly 
model in which firms produce 
a homogeneous good, each 
firm treats the output of its 
competitors as fixed, and all 
firms decide simultaneoush' 
how much to produce. . 
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reaction curve Relationship 
between a firm's profit
maximizing output and the 
amount it thinks its competi
tor will produce, 

Suppose, instead, that Firm 1 thinks Firm 2 will produce 50 ,units, Then Firtn 
l's den:and cur:'e is the mar~et demand CllI\'e shifte~ to the l~tt by SO, In Figure 
123, thIS CUl"\-e IS labeled 0 1(')0), and the correspondmg margmal re\'enue curv 
is labeled MR1(SO). Firm l's profit-maximizing output is now 2S units, the pOin~ 
where MR1(SO) MC1, Now, suppose Firm 1 thinks Firm 2 will produce 
units. Then Firm l's demand C1.Irve is the market demand CUl"\"e shifted to the 
left by 7S, It is labeled D1 (7S) in Figure 12.3, and the corresponding marginal rev
enue curve is labeled MR1(75). Firm l's profit-maximizing output is now 
units, the point where MR1(75) = MC1· Finally, suppose Firm 1 thinks Firm 2 
will produce 100 units. Then Firm l's demand and marginal revenue curves 
("which are not shown in the figure) would intersect its marginal cost curve on 
the vertical axis; if Firm 1 thinks that Firm 2 will produce 100 units or more, it 
should produce nothing .. 

To sUl1ul1arize: If Firm 1 thinks Firm 2 'Nill produce noth
ing, it will produce 50; if it thinks Firm 2 'will produce SO, it will produce 25; Hit 
thinks Firm 2 will produce 75, it will produce 12.S; and if it thinks Firm 2 will 
produce 100, then it 'will produce nothing. Firm 1 's profit-l11aximi::illg Olltput is 
thus a decreasillg schedule of izOLt' muclz it thillks Finn 2 will prodllce, We call this 
schedule Firm l's reaction curve and denote it by Q1(Q2)' This curve is plotted in 
Figure 12.4, where each of the four output combinations we found above is 
sho'wn as an x. 

75 

50 

25 

12.5 

Firm 2's Reaction 
Curve Q;(Q1) 

Firm 1'5 Reaction 
CUf\'e Q>j(Q2) 

Cournot 
Equilibrium 

Firm l's reaction curve shows how much it will produce as a function of how much: 
it thinks Firm 2 will produce. (The XS, at Q2 0,50, and 75, correspond to the exam-, 
pIes shown in Figure 12.3.) Firm 2's reaction curve shows its output as a hmction of 
how much it thinks Firm 1 will produce. In Coumot equilibrium, each firm correctly 
assumes the amount that its will produce and thereby maxinuzes its own 
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We can go through the same kind of analvsis for Firm 2; that is, we can deter
I1line Firm 2's profit-maximizing quantity gi~ven various assumptions about how 
I11uch Firm 1 will produce. The result will be a reaction curve for Firm 2-i.e., a 
schedule Q~(Q1) that relates its output to the output it thinks Firm 1 will pro
dilCe. If Firm 2's marginal cost curve is different from that of Firm 1, its reaction 
curve will also differ in form. For example, Firm 2's reaction curve might look 
like the one drawn in Figure 12.4. 

Hovv much will each firm produce? Each firm's reac
tion curve it how much to produce, gi\'en the output of its competitor. In 
equilibrium, each firm sets output according to its O\·vn reaction curve; the equi
librium output levels are therefore found at the illtersectioll of the two reaction 
curves, We call the resulting set of output levels a Cournot equilibrium. In this 
equilibrium, each firm correctly assumes how much its competitor will produce, 
and it maximizes its profit accordingly. 

Note that this Coumot equilibrium is an example of a Nash equilibrium,2 
Remember that in a Nash equilibrium, each firm is doino- the best it can o-iven v v 
what its competitors are doing .. As a result, no firm \vould individually want to 
change its behavior, In the Cournot equilibrium, each duopolist is producing an 
amount that maximizes its profit givell what its cOlllpetitor is producillg, so neither 
would want to change its output 

Suppose the two firms are initially producing output levels that differ from 
the Cournot equilibrium .. Will they adjust their outputs until the Coumot equi
librium is reached? Unfortunatelv, the Cournot model says nothino- about the J ~ v 
dynamics of the adjustment process. In fact, during any adjushnent process, the 
model's central assumption that each firm can assume that its competitor's out
put is fixed will not hold. Because both firms would be adjusting their outputs, 
neither output would be fixed. We need different models to understand 
dynamic adjushnent and we will examine some in Chapter 13. 

When is it rational for each firm to assume that its competitor's output is 
fixed? It is rational if the two firms are choosing their outputs only once because 
then their outputs cannot change. It is also rational once they are in Cournot 
equilibrium because then neither firm will have anv incentive to chano-e its out-

~ v 
put. VVhen using the Cournot model, we must therefore confine ourselves to the 
behavior of firms in equilibrium, 

The linear Demand Curve-An Example 
let's work through an example-two identical firms facing a linear market 
demand curve, This will help clarify the meaning of a Cournot equilibrium and 
let us compare it with the competitive equilibrium and the equilibrium that 
results if the firms collude and choose their output levels cooperatively. 

Suppose our duopolists face the following market demand curve: 

P = 30 Q 

where Q is the total production of both firms (i.e., Q Q1 + Q2)' Also, suppose 
that both finns have zero marginal cost: 

2 Thus it is sometimes called a COllmoi-Nasiz eqllilibrilllll. 

Coumot equilibrium Equilib
rium in the Cournot model, 
in which each firm correctly 
assumes how much its con1-
petitor will produce and sets 
its own production level 
accordingly. 
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Then vve can determine the reaction curve for Firm 1 as follows. To maximize 
profit, it sets marginal revenue equal to marginal cost Its total re\"enue R] is 
o-iven bv" b ~ 

R] = PQ1 = (30 - Q)Q1 

= 30Q] - (Q1 + Q2)Q1 

Its marginal revenue MR1 is just the increm.ental revenue ::'R1 resulting from an 
incremental change in output ::'Q1: 

Now, setting MR] equal to zero (the finn's marginal cost) and solving for Qlt we 
find: 

Firm 1 's reactioll curve: (12.1) 

The same calculation applies to Firm 2: 

Firm 2's reactioll curve: (12.2) 

The equilibrium output levels are the values for Q1 and Q2 that are at the 
intersection of the two reaction curves-Le., the levels that solve equations (12.1) 
and (12.2). By replacing Q2 in equation (12.1) with the expression on the right
hand side of (12.2), you can verify that the equilibrium output levels Me 

COUrilot equilibrium: 

The total quantity produced is therefore Q = Q1 + Q2 = 20, so the equilibrium 
market price is P = 30 - Q = 10. 

Figure 12.5 shows the Cournot reaction curves and this Cournot equilibrium. 
Note that Firm l's reaction curve shO\""s its output Q1 in terms of Firm 2's output 
Q2. Likewise, Firm 2's reaction curve shows Q2 in terms of Q1' (Because the firms 
are identical, the two reaction curves have the same form. They look different 
because one gives Q1 in terms of Q2 and the other gives Q2 in terms of QJ.) The 
Coumot equilibrium is at the intersection of the two curves. At this point, each 
firm is maximizing its own profit, gi\·en its competitor's output 

We have assumed that the tvvo firms compete with each otheL Suppose! 
instead, that the antitrust laws vvere relaxed and the two firms could collude. 
They would set their outputs to maximize total profit, and presumably they 
would split that profit evenly. Total profit is maximized by choosing total.output 
Q so that marginal revenue equals marginal cost, which in this example IS zero. 
Total revenue for the tvvo firms is 

R = PQ = (30 - Q)Q = 30Q - Q2 
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30 

Firm 2's Reaction Cun'e 

15 
Competitive Equilibrium 

Cournot Equilibrium 

10 ~~_-:-- Collusive Equilibrium 

75 

The demand curve is P = 30 - Q, and both finns have zero marginal cost. In 
(oumot equilibrium, each firm produces 10. The collusion curve shows combina
tions of Q1 and Q2 that maximize total profits. If the firms collude and share profits 

each will 75. Also shown is the competitive equilibrium, in which 
cost and is zero. 

Marginal re\"enue is therefore 

MR = ::'R/::'Q = 30 2Q 

Setting MR equal to zero, we see that total profit is maximized when Q 15. 
Any combination of outputs Q1 and Q2 that add up to 15 maximizes total 

profit. The curve Q1 + Q2 = 15, called the collusion Cllrue, therefore gives all pairs 
of outputs Q1 and Q2 that maximize total profit This curve is also shown in 
Figure 12.5. If the firms agree to share profits equally, each will produce half of 
the total output: 

As you would expect, both firms now produce less-and earn higher 
profits-than in the Cournot equilibriurn. Figure 12.5 shows this collusive equi
li?rium and the cOlIlpetitiI1e output levels found by setting price equal to mar
ginal cost (You can \'erify that they are Q1 = Q2 = 15, which implies that each 
~rm makes zero profit) Note that the Cournot outc0l1l.e is much better (for the 
hrms) than perfect competition, but not as good as the outcome from collusion. 
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Stackelberg model Oligo
poly model in which one 
firn1 sets its output before 
other firms do. 

We ha\"e assumed that our two duopolists make their output decisions at the 
same time. Now let's see what happens if one of the firms can set its output first. 
There are two questions of interest. First, is it adxantageous to go first? Second, 
hovv much will each firm produce? 

Continuing with our example, we assume both firms have zero marginal cost, 
and that the market demand CUIye is given by P = 30 - Q, where Q is the total 
output Suppose Finn 1 sets its output first i1Ild then Firm 2, after obSenl~i1g Firm 1's 
output, makes its output decisiOiL In setting outpu~, Firm 1 /I~ust .t!~erejorc. cOllsider 
how Firm 2 will react. This Stackelberg model ot duopoly IS dltterent trom the 
Cournot model, in which neither finn has any opportunity to react. 

Let's begin with Firm 2. Because it makes its output decision after Firm I, it 
takes Firm l's output as fixed. Therefore, Firm 2's profit-maximizing output is 
G"iven bv its Cournot reaction curve, which we found to be o 0 

Firm 2'5 retJction curuc; Q2 = 15 (12.2) 

What about Firm I? To maximize profit, it chooses Q1' so that its marginal rev
enue equals its Inarginal cost of zero. Recall that Firm l's re\'enue is 

(12.3) 

Because Rl depends on Q2' Firm 1 must anticipate how much Finn 2 will pro
duce. Firm 1 knO\'\'s, however, that Firm 2 will choose Q2 according to the reac
tion curve (12.2). Substituting equation (12.2) for Q2 into equation (12.3), we find 
that Firm l's revenue is 

1 0 

= 15Ql - -Q1 
2 

Its marginal revenue is therefore 

(12.4) 

SettinG" MR1 = 0 gi\'es Q1 = 15. And from Firm 2's reaction curve (12.2), we 
find thatQ2 = 75. Firm 1 produces twice as much as Finn 2 and makes twi~e as 
much profit. Going first giues Firm 1 Il/l advillitage. This may a~pear ~ountenn~
itive: It seems disadvantageous to announce your output hrst. Why, then, IS 

going first a strategic advantage? . . . 
The reason is that announcing first creates a j{1lt accompli: No matter what 

VOlE competitor does, vour output will be large. To maximize profit, your COln
• • . 1 "1 f tp It petitor mus! take your lar?e output level as given and set a low .e\e 0 on . ~e 
for itself. (It your competltor produced a large level of output, It would ~nv 
price down and you would both lose money. So unless your com~etit~r viewS 
"G"ettinG" even" as more important than making money, it would be IrratIOnal for 
itto pr~duce a large amount.) As we will see in Ch~pter 13, this kind of "first 
mover advantaG"e" occurs in many strategic situations. b • ~ 
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The Cournot and Stackelberg models are alternative representations of oli
cropolistic behavior. Which model is the more appropriate depends on the indus
fry. For an industry cornposed of roughly similar finns, none of which has a 
st~ong operating advantage or leadership position, the Cournot model is proba
blv the more appropriate. On the other hand, some industries are dominated by 
a large firm that usually takes the lead in introducing new products or setting 
price; the mainframe computer market is an example, 'with IBM the leader. Then 
the Stackelberg model may be more realistic. 

1 
We have assumed that our oligopolistic firms compete by setting quantities. In 
many oligopolistic industries, howe\"er, competition occurs along price dimen
sions. For example, for Glvl, Ford, and Daimler-Chrysler, price is a key strategic 
variable, and each firm chooses its price with its competitors in mind. In this sec
tion we use the Nash equilibrium concept to study price competition, first in an 
industry that produces a homogeneous good and then in an industry with some 
degree of product differentiation. 

Price Competition with Homogeneous 
Products-The Bertrand Model 
The Bertrand model was developed in 1883 by another French economist, 
Joseph Bertrando Like the Cournot model, it applies to firms that produce the 
same homogeneous good and make their decisions at the saIne timeo In this case, 
however, the firms choose prices instead of quantities. As we will see, this change 
can dramatically affect the market outcome. 

Let's return to the duopoly example of the last section, in which the market 
demand CUl'\"e is 

P = 30 Q 

where Q = Ql + Q2 is again total production of a homogeneous good. This time, 
we will assume that both firms have a marginal cost of 53: 

As an exercise, you can show that the Cournot equilibrium for this duopoly, 
which results when both firms choose output simultaneously, is Q1 = Q2 = 9. 
You can also check that in this Cournot equilibrium, the market price is $12, so 
that each firm makes a profit of 581. 

Now suppose that these two duopolists compete by simultaneously choosing 
a price instead of a quantity. What price will each firm choose, and hovv much 
profit will each earn? To answer these questions, note that because the good is 
homogeneous, consumers will purchase only from the lowest-price seller. Thus, 
if the two firms charge different prices, the lower-priced firm will supply the 
entire market and the higher-priced firm will sell nothing. If both finns charge 
the same price, consumers will be indifferent as to which firm they buy from and 
each firm will supply half the market. 

What is the Nash equilibrium in this case? If you think about this a little, 
you will see that because of the incentive to cut prices, the Nash equilibrium is 
the competiti\'e outcome-i.e., both firms set price equal to marginal cost: 

Bertrand model Oligopoly 
model in which firms produce 
a homogeneous good, each 
firm treats the price of its com
petitors as fixed, and all firms 
decide simultaneouslv what 
price to charge. -

" 1 
r 
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P l = P2 = 53. Then industry output is 27 units, of which each firm pr~Jduces 13.5 
units. And since price equals marginal cost, both firms earn zero protit To check 
that this is a Nash equilibrium, ask whether either firm would ha\'e any incen_ 
ti\'e to change its price. Suppose Firm 1 raised its price. It would then lose all of 
its sales to Firm 2 and therefore be no better off. If instead it lowered its price, it 
would capture the entire market but would lose money on every unit it pro
duced; aaain, it would be worse off. Therefore, Firm 1 (and likewise Firm 2) has o .. _" 
no incentive to de\-iate: It is doing the best it can to maXllmze proht, glven what 
its competitor is doing. _ 

Why couldn't there be a Nash equilibrium in which the tirms charged the 
same price, but a higher one (say, 55), so that each made some profit? Because in 
this case, if either firm lowered its price just a little, it could capture the entire 
market and nearly double its profit. Thus each firm would want to undercut its 
competitor. Such undercutting would continue until the price dropped to 53. 

Bv chanaina the strateaic choice variable from output to price, we get a dra-
• 0 0 0 . 

matically different outcome. In the Cournot model, because each £1rm produces 
only 9 L{nits, the market price is 512. Now the market price is 53. In the Cournot 
model, each firm made a profit; in the Bertrand model, the firms price at mar
ginal cost and make no profit 

The Bertrand model has been criticized on se\-eral counts. First, when firms 
produce a homogeneous good, it is more natural to compete by setting quanti
ties rather than prices. Second, even if firms do set prices alld choose the same 
price (as the model predicts), what share of total sales :vill go to each .one? We 
assllllled that sales would be divided equally among the £1rms, but there 1S no rea
son why this must be the case. But despite these shortcomings, the Bertrand 
model i~ useful because it shows how the equilibrium outcome in an oligopoly 
can depend crucially on the firms' choice of strategic variable. 3 

Price Competition with Differentiated 
Oligopolistic markets often have at least some degree of product,~i_ifferenti~tion.4 
Market shares are determined not just by prices, but also by d1tterences 111 the 
desian perform,ance and durabilitv of each firm's product In such cases, it is 

tJ ' I .. 

natural for firms to compete by choosing prices rather than quantities. 
To see hov\' price competition with differentiated products can work, let's go 

throuah the follovving simple example. Suppose each of two duopolists has 
fixed ~osts of $20 but zero variable costs, and that they face the same demand 
curves: 

Firlll 1'5 delllalld: 

Firlll 2'5 delllalld: 

(12.5a) 

(12.5b) 

3 Also, it has been shown that if firms produce a homogeneous good and compete by first setting 
output capacities and then setting price, the Cournot equilibrium in quantities again results. ,S~~ 
Da\-id Kreps and Jose Scheinkman, "Quantity Prec0I11Imtment and Bertrand CompetltlOI1 Yle 
Cournot Outcomes," Bell /olll'llal of Ecollolllics 1-1 (1983):326-38 
~ Product differentiation can exi~t e\-en for a seemingly homogeneous product Consider gasoline, 
for examnle Althouah aasoline itself is a homoaeneous good, sen' ice stations differ in terms ot loea-

C b " , " , d'" - .. ' - t t' . another. tion and sen-ices pro\'ided, As a result, gasolme pnces may It,er trom one sen lee 5 a IOn to , 
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where P1 and P2 are the prices that Firms 1 and 2 charge, respectively, and Q1 
and Q2 are the resulting quantities that they selL Note that the quantity that each 
firm can sell decreases when it raises its own price but increases when its com
petitor charges a higher price. 

If both firms set their prices at the same time, we can use the Cournot model 
to determine the resulting equilibrium. Each firm will choose its own price, tak
ings its competitor's price as fixed, Now consider Firm 1. Its profit TIl is its rev
enue PIQlless its fixed cost of $20_ Substihlting for Q1 from the demand curve of 
equation (125a), we have 

At 'what price P1 is this profit maximized? The answer depends on P2, which 
Finn 1 assumes to be fixed. However, whatever price Firm 2 is charging, Firm l's 
profit is maximized when the incremental profit from a very small increase in its 
own price is just zero. Taking P2 as fixed, Firm l's profit-maximizing price is 
therefore given by 

This equation can be rewritten to give the following pricing rule, or reaction 
Cl/rve, for Firm 1: 

F irlll 1's reaction curve: 

This tells Firm 1 what price to set, given the price P2 that Firm 2 is setting. We 
can similarly find the following pricing rule for Firm 2: 

Finll 2's reactioll Cllrve: 
1 

P, = 3 + -P1 - 4 

These reaction curves are drawn in Figure 12.6. The Nash equilibrium is at the 
point where the hvo reaction curves cross; you can verify that each firm is then 
charging a price of $4 and earning a profit of $12. At this poillt, becallse each finn is 
doing tlze best it call given the price its competitor has set, neither firm has al1 incentive 
to challge its price. 

Now suppose the hvo firms collude: Instead of choosing their prices indepen
dently, they both decide to charge the same price, which will be the price that 
maximizes both of their profits. You can verify that the firms would then charge 
$6, and that they would be better off colluding because each would now earn a 
profit of $16.5 Figure 12.6 shows this collusive equilibrium, 

, The firms have the same costs, so they will charge the same price P. Total profit is given by 

77T = 771 71', = 2JP - JP2 + 2p2 ,10 = UP - 2p2 - ,10. 

This is maximized when :::'77r/:::'P O. :::'77r/:::'P = 2,1 - JP, 50 the joint profit-maximizing price is 
p = 6, Each firm's profit is therefore 

771 "2 = 12P - p2 20 72 - 36 - 20 = 516 

1 
! 
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P1 I Firm 2's Reaction Cun'e 

Collusi\'e Equilibrium 

56 

'-. Firm l's Reaction Curve 

• Nash Equilibrium 

Here two firms sell a differentiated product, and each firm's demand depends both 
on its own price and on.its ~ompetitor~s p;ice .. The h"'? firms. choo,se thei~ prices at 
the same time each takilw ItS competitor s pnce as glVen. FIrm 1 s reaction curve 
cives its profit~maximizin~ price as a fLmction of th~ price th.at Firm 2 sets, and s~
larlY for Firm 2. The Nash equilib:'ium is a~ :he l~tersechon ?f the t.\~O l:eact!on 
curves; when each firm charges a pnce of $4, It IS domg the best:t can grven.lts con::
petitor's price and has no inc~ntive to ch.ange price. Also shown.ls the collUSIve eqUI
librium: If the firms cooperatively set pnce, they would choose $6. 

Finally, suppose Finn 1 sets its price first and, after observing Fi:'m 1'~ deci
sion, Firm 2 makes its pricing decision Unlike the Stackelbe~g ~10del m whIch the 
firms set their quantities, in this case Firm 1 wou~~ be at. a ~l:tmct ~11sndlln~ztnge.by 
moving first. (To see this, calculate Firm l's proht-maXl11:1zmg pnce, tn/wig Fm~l 
2'5 renctioll curI'e illto nccoll1zL) \Vhy is moving first now a dIsadvantage? Because It 
gives the finn that moves second an opportunity to underc~lt slightly and thereby 
capture a larger market share. (See Exercise 10 at the end ot the chapter.) 

When Procter & Gamble (P&G) plarmed to enter the Japanese market for 
Gypsy Moth Tape, it knew its production C?sts and ~mderst.ood the m~~ 

ket demand curve but found it hard to detenmne the nght pnce to charo 

because two other firms-Kao Soap, Ltd., and Unilever, Ltd.-were also plan-
nina to enter the market. All three firms vwuld be choosing their pr~ces .at 
abo~lt the same time, and P&G had to take this into account when settmg Its 

own price." 

o This example is based on classroom material developed by Professor Jolu1 Hauser of MIT :0 :::n 
tect P&G's proprietary interests, some of the facts about the product and the market ha\ e 
altered The fundamental description of P&G's problem, hO\\'e\'er, 15 accurate 
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Because all three firms were using the same technoloav for nroducina Gvpsv o. r 0.. 

Moth Tape, they had the same production costs. Each firm faced a fixed cost of 
£480,000 per month and a \·ariable cost of 51 per unit. From market research, 
P&G ascertained that its demand curve for monthly sales was 

where Q is monthly sales in thousands of units, and P, Pu, and PI-: are P&G's, 
Unilever's, and Kao's prices, respectively. Nm'\', put yourself in P&G's position. 
Assuming that Unilever and Kao face the same demand conditions, with what 
price should you ellter the IIlnrket, alld how IIllldz profit should YOll expect to earn? 

You might begin by calculating the profit you would earn as a function of 
the price you charge, under alternative assumptions about the prices that 
Unilever and Kao will charge. Using the demand curve and cost numbers 
given above, we have done these calculations and tabulated the results in Table 
12.2. Each entry shows your profit, in thousands of dollars per month, for a 
particular combination of prices (while assuming in each case that Unilever 
and Kao set the same price). For example, if you charge $1.30 and Unilever and 
Kao both charge 51.50, you will earn a profit of $15,000 per month. 

Remember that in all likelihood, the managers of Unilever and Kao are mak
ing the same calculations that you are and probably have their ovvn versions of 
Table 12.2. Now suppose your competitors charge 51.50 or more. As the table 
shows, you would want to charge only $1.40 because that price gives you the 
highest profit. (For example, if they charged $1.50, you would make 529,000 per 
month by charginoG $1.40 but onlv 520,000 bv charaina 51.50 and 515 000 by, 

~ . .-' tJ b· I ,/ .I 

charging $1.30.) Consequently, you would not want to charge $1.50 (or more). 
Assuming that your competitors have followed the same reasoning, you 
should not expect them to charge $1.50 (or more) either. 

What if your competitors charge $1.30? In that case, you will lose money, but 
you will lose the least amolmt of money (56,000 per month) by charging 51.40. 
Your competitors would therefore not expect vou to charae 51.30 and bv the .. b·'.1 

same reasoning, you should not expect them to charge a price this low. What 
price lets you do the best you can, given your competitors' prices? It is $1.40. 

P&G's 
COMPETITOR'S (EQUAL) PRICES ($) 

Price ($) 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.BO 

1.10 226 215 -204 -194 -183 -174 165 -155 

1.20 -106 89 -73 - 58 -43 28 -15 -2 

1.30 -56 -37 -19 2 15 31 47 62 

1.40 -44 -25 6 12 29 46 62 78 

1.50 -52 -32 -15 3 20 36 52 68 

1.60 -70 -51 -34 -18 -1 14 30 44 

1.70 93 -76 - 59 -44 -28 -13 1 15 

1.80 118 102 -87 -72 -57 44 -30 -17 
fl 
1 

" , 
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This is also the price at ·which your competitors ar~ doin? .th~ best tlley can, so it 
is a Nash equilibrium.7 As the table shows, in thIS eqUilIbnum you and your 
competitors each make a profit of 512,000 per month. 

If you could collllde with your competitors, you could make a larger profit. 
You {,'ould all agree to charge 51.50, and each of you would ear~l 520,000. But 
this collusive aareement might be hard to enforce: You could mcrease your 
profit further a~ your competitor's expense by dropping. your price below 
theirs, and of course your competitors could do the same thmg to you. 

1 

A Nash equilibrium is a noncooperative equilibrium: Ead.l firm ,I~,akes the ?eci
sions that aive it the hiahest possible profit, given the actIOns ot ItS competitors. 
As we hav~ seen, the re~ulting profit earned by each finn is higher than it would 
be under perfect competition but lower than if the firms ,colluded. . . 

Collusion is, however, illegal, and most managers preter to stay out of JaIl. But 
if cooperation can lead to higher profits, why don't firm~ cooperate wi!!zollt 
explicitly colluding? In particular, if you and your competlto!-' can both fIgure 
out the profit-maximizing price you vvould agree to chaI~ge If you were to col
lude, why not jllst set that price and hope YOllr colllpetltor WIll do the sallie? If your 
competitor does do the same, you will both make more money. 

The problem is that your competitor probabl~ won't choose to set price a~ the 
collusive level. Why not? Becallse 110m cOlllpetltor would do better by choosmg a 
lower price, even if it knew that YOli were going to set price at, the col/usiu,e ,leveL 

To understand this, let's go back to our example of pnce competItIOn from the 
last section. The firms in that example each have a fixed cost of 520, have zero 
variable cost, and face the following demand curves: 

Firlll 1 '5 dellland: 

Firlll 2's dellland: 

Q1 = 12 2P1 + P2 

Q2 = 12 - 2P2 + P1 

(12.6a) 

(12.6b) 

We found that in the Nash equilibrium each firm will charge a price o~ $4 a~d 
earn a profit of $12, whereas if the firms collude, yley will charge a pnce of $6 
and earn a profit of $16, Now suppose that the hrrns do not collude, but that 
Firm 1 charaes the $6 collusive price, hoping that Firm 2 will do the same. If 
Firm 2 does do the same, it will earn a profit of 516. But what if it charges the $4 
price instead? In that case, Firm 2 would earn a profit of 

712 = P2Q2 - 20 = (4)[12 (2)(4) + 6J - 20 = $20 

Firm I, on the other hand, will earn a profit of only 

711 = P IQ1 - 20 = (6)[12 - (2)(6) + 4J - 20 = 54 

7 This Nash equilibrium can also be deri\'ed algebraically from the demand cun'e and cost data 
abO\'e We lea\'e this to you as an exercise 
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FIRM 1 
Charge $4 

Charge $6 

FIRM 2 

Charge $4 Charge $6 

$12,$12 $20,$4 

$4,$20 $16,$16 

So if Firm 1 charges 56 but Firm 2 charges only 54, Firm 2's profit will increase 
to 520. And it will do so at the expense of Firm l's profit, which will fall to $4. 
Clearly, Firm 2 does best by charging only $4. And similarly, Firm 1 does best by 
charging only $4. If Firm 2 charges 56 and Firm 1 charges $4, Firm 1 will earn a 
520 profit and Firm 2 only $4. 

Table 12.3 summarizes the results of these different possibili
ties. In deciding what price to set, the two firms are playing a noncooperative 
game: Each firm independently does the best it can, taking its competitor into 
accolUlt. Table 12.3 is called the payoff matrix for this game because it shows the 
profit (or payoff) to each firm given its decision and the decision of its competi
tor. For example, the upper left-hand cornel' of the payoff matrix tells us that if 
both firms charge $4, each will make a $12 profit. The upper right-hand corner 
tells us that if Firm 1 charges S4 and Firm 2 charges $6, Firm 1 will make $20 and 
Firm 2 $4. 

This payoff matrix can clarify the answer to our original question: Why don't 
firms behave cooperatively, and thereby earn higher profits, even if they can't 
collude? In this case, cooperating means both firms charging $6 instead of $4 and 
thereby earning $16 instead of 512. The problem is that each firm always makes 
more money by charging $4, 110 II/atter what its colI/petitor does. As the payoff 
matrix shows, if Firm 2 charges $4, Finn 1 does best by charging $4. And if Firm 
2 charges $6, Firm 1 still does best by charging S4. Similarly, Firm 2 always does 
best by charging $4, no matter what Firm 1 does. As a result, unless the two 
firms can sign an enforceable agreement to charge $6, neither firm can expect its 
competitor to charge $6, and both will charge $4. 

The A classic example in game theory, called the pris
~ners' dilemma, illustrates the problem faced by oligopolistic firms. It goes as 
~ollows: Two prisoners have been accused of collaborating in a crime. They are 
In separate jail cells and cannot communicate with each other. Each has been 
asked to confess. If both prisoners confess, each will receive a prison term of five 
years. If neither confesses, the prosecution's case will be difficult to make, so the 
prisoners can expect to plea bargain and receive terms of hvo years. On the other 
hand, if one prisoner confesses and the other does not, the one who confesses 
will receive a tenu_ofonly one year, while the other will go to prison for ten 
years. If you were one of these- prisoners, what would you do-confess or not 
confess? 

The payoff matrix in Table 12.4 summarizes the possible outcomes. (Note that 
the "payoffs" are negative; the entry in the lower right-hand corner of the payoff 
m~trix means a two-year sentence for each prisoner.) As the table shows, our 
pnsoners face a dilemma. If they could both agree not to confess (in a way that 

noncooperative game Game 
in which negotiation and 
enforcement of binding con
tracts are not possible, 

payoff matrix Table showing 
profit (or payoff) to each firm 
given its decision and the 
decision of its competitor, 

prisoners' dilemma Game 
theory example in which two 
prisoners must decide sepa
rately whether to confess to a 
crime; if a prisoner confesses, 
he will receive a lighter sen
tence and his accomplice will 
receive a heavier one, but if 
neither confesses, sentences 
will be lighter than if both 
confess. 
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PRISONERB 

Confess Don't confess 

Confess 5, -5 -1, 10 
PRISONER A 

Don't confess -10, 2, -2 

v"ould be binding), then each 'would go to jail for only two years. But they Can't 
talk to each other, and even if they could, can they trust each other? If Prisoner A 
does not confess, he risks being taken advantage of by his former accomplice. 
After all, 110 IIlntter wlznt Prisol1er A does, Prisol1er B cOllles Ollt nlzend btl collfessing. 
Likewise, Prisoner A al'ways comes out ahead by confessing, so Prisoner B must 
worry that by not confes;ing, she will be taken ad\'antage ot Therefore, both 
prisoners will probably confess and go to jai~ for fi\:e years,' . 

Oligopolistic firms often find themselves 111 a pnsoners dIlemma. They must 
decide whether to compete aggressively, attempting to caphlre a larger share of 
the market at their competitor's expense, or to "cooperate" and compete more 
passively, coexisting with their competitors an~ sett!.ing for their cUlTeI:t market 
share, and perhaps even implicitly colluding. It the hrn:s compet~ passIve~y, set
ting high prices and limiting output, they will make higher profIts than If they 

compete aggressively. -. .." '. " 
Like our prisoners, hovvever, each hnn has an 111cenhve to hnk and under-

cut its competitors, and each knows that its competito~s have the same incen~v~. 
As desirable as cooperation is, each firm worrieS-WIth good reason-:-that If It 
competes passively, its competitor might decide to compet~ aggressIv.ely and 
seize the lion's share of the market. In the pricing problem Illustrated 111 Table 
12.3, both firms do better by "cooperating" and charging a high price. But the 
firms are in a prisoners' dilemma, ,,,,here neither can trust its competitor to set a 
high price, 

I n Example 12.2, we examined the problem that arose \'\'hen P&G, Unilevert 

and Kao Soap all plalUled to enter the Japanese market for Gypsy Moth Tape 
at the same time. They all faced the same cost and demand conditions, and 
each firm had to decide on a price that took its competitors into ac.coun~. In 
Table 12.2, we tabulated the profits to P&G corresponding to alternahve pnc~ 
that it and its competitors mia-ht chara-e. We ara-ued that P&G should expect I 

b b b , 

competitors to charge a price of $1.40 and should do the same.' . , 
P&G 'would be better off if it nl1d its competitors all charged a pnce of $1.50. 

This is clear from the payoff matrix in Table 12.5. This payoff matrix is the por
tion of Table 12.2 corresponding to prices of $1.40 and $150, ,vith the payoffs to 

S As in Example 12.2, some of the facts about the product and the market ha\'e been altered to pnr 
tect P&G's proprietary interests 

P&G 
Charge$1.40 

Charge $1.50 
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UNIlEVER AND KAO 

Charge $1.40 Charge $1.50 

$12,$12 $29, $11 

$3, $21 $20,$20 

P&G's competitors also tabulatedY If all the firms charge $1.50, each will make 
a profit of $20,000 per month, instead of the $12,000 per month they make by 
charging $1.40. Then 'why don't they charge $1.507 

Because these finns are in a prisoners' dilemma. No matter what Unilever 
and Kao do, P&G makes more money by charging $1.40. For example, if 
Unilever and Kao charge $1.50, P&G can make $29,000 per month by charging 
Sl.40, versus 5120,000 by charging $1.50. TIlis is also h'ue for Unilever and Kao. 
For example, if P&G charges $1.50 and Unilever and Kao both charge $1.40, 
P&G's competitors will each make $21,000, instead of $20,000. 10 As a result, 
P&G knows that if it sets a price of $1.50, its competitors will have a strong 
incentive to tmdercut and charge $1.40. P&G will then have only a small share 
of the market and make only $3000 per month profit. Should P&G make a leap 
of faith and charge $1.50? If you were faced vvith this dilemma, what would 
you do? 

12.5 

Does the prisoners' dilemma doom oligopolistic firms to aggressive competi
tion and low profits? Not necessarily. Although our imaginary prisoners have 
only one opportunity to confess, most firms set output and price over and over 
again, continually observing their competitors' behavior and adjusting their 
own accordingly. This allows firms to develop reputations from which trust can 
arise. As a result, oligopolistic coordination and cooperation can sometimes 
prevail. 

Take, for example, an indush"y made up of three or four firms that have coex
isted for a long time. Over the years, the managers of those firms might grow 
tired of losing money because of price wars, and an implicit understanding 
might arise by which all the firms maintain high prices and no firm h"ies to take 
market share from its competitors .. Although each firm might be tempted to 

, This payoff matrix assumes that Unile\'er and Kao both charge the same price. Entries represent 
profits in thousands of dollars per month. 

lDlfP&G and Kao both charged 51.50 and [lilly Unile\'er undercut and charged 51.40, Unile\'er would 
make 529,000 per month It is especially profitable to be the only firm charging the low price -.1" 
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price rigidity Characteristic 
of oligopolistic markets by 
which firms are reluctant to 
change prices even if costs or 
demands change. 

kinked demand curve model 
Oligopoly model in which 
each firm faces a demand 
curve kinked at the currently 
prevailing price: at higher 
prices demand is very elastic, 
whereas at lower prices it is 
inelastic. 

undercut its competitors, the managers know that the resulting gains will be 
short lived: Competitors .. vill retaliate, and the result ,,,,ill be renewed warfare 
and lower profits over the long rill1. 

This resolution of the prisoners' dilemma occurs in some industries, but not 
in others. Sometimes managers are not content with the moderately high profits 
resulting from implicit collusion and prefer to compete aggressively in order to 
increase market share. Sometimes implicit lmderstandings are difficult to reach. 
For example, firms with different costs and different assessments of market 
demand might disagree about the "correct" collusive price. Firm A might think 
the "correct" price is $10, while Firm B thinks it is $9. When it sets a $9 price, 
Firm A might view this as an attempt to undercut and retaliate by lowering its 
price to $8. The result is a price war. 

In many industries, therefore, implicit collusion is short lived. There is often a 
hmdamentallayer of mistrust, so warfare erupts as soon as one firm is perceived 
by its competitors to be "rocking the boat" by changing its price or increasing 
advertising. 

Price Rigidity 
Because implicit collusion tends to be fragile, oligopolistic finns often have a 
strong desire for stability, particularly with respect to price. This is why price 
rigidity can be a characteristic of oligopolistic industries. Even if costs or 
demand change, firms are reluctant to change price. If costs fall or market 
demand declines, they fear that lower prices might send the wrong message to 
their competitors and set off a round of price warfare. And if costs or demand 
rises, they are reluctant to raise prices because they are afraid that their competi
tors may refuse to raise theirs. 

This price rigidity is the basis of the kinked demand curve model of oligop
oly. According to this model, each firm faces a demand curve kinked at the cur
rently prevailing price P*. (See Figure 12.7.) At prices above P*, the demand 
curve is very elastic. The reason is that the firm believes that if it raises its price 
above P*, other firms will not follow suit, and it will therefore lose sales and 
much of its market share. On the other hand, the finn believes that if it lowers its 
price below P*, other firms will follow suit because they will not want to lose 
their shares of the market In that case, sales will expand only to the extent that a 
lower market price increases total market demand. . . . 

Because the firm's demand curve is kinked, its marginal revenue curve IS dIS
continuous. (The bottom part of the marginal revenue curve corresponds to the 
less elastic part of the demand curve, as shown by the solid portions of ea~l 
curve.) As a result, the firm's costs can change without resulting in a change m 
price. As shown in the figure, marginal cost could increase but still equal mar
ginal revenue at the same output level, so that price stays the same. . 

Although the kinked demand curve model is attractively simple, It d~es not 
really explain oligopolistic pricing. It says nothing about how ~in11S ar~IVed ~t 
price P* in the first place, and why they didn't arrive at some different ~nce. ~t1S 
useful mainly as a description of price rigidity rather than as an explanatlOll of It. 
The explanation for price rigidity comes from the prisoners' dilemma and from 
firms' desires to avoid mutually destructive price competition. 

l1ln addition, the model has not stood up well to empirical tests; there is evidence that rival firms do 
match price increases as well as decreases 
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Ea~h firm ?elieves that if it raises its price above the current price P*, none of its com
petitors WIll follow suit, so it will lose most of its sales. Each firm also believes that if 
it lowers price, e\·ery~ne will follow suit, and its sales will increase only to the extent 
that market demand mcreases. As a result, the fiml's demand curve 0 is kinked at 
p:ice P*, ~d its marginal re\'enue curve MR is discontinuous at that point. If mar
gmal C?st mereases from Me to Me', the firm will still produce the same output 
level Q-- and the same P*. 

Price Signaling and Price leadership 

~I:~ of th,e m~in impediments to implicitly collusi\'e pricing is the fact that it is 
dlthcult tor hrms .to a?ree (without talking to each other) on ·what the price 
should be. CoordmatlOn becomes particularly problematic vvhen cost and 
demand conditions-and thus the "correct" price-are chanaina. Priee sianal
ing is a forn: of imr,licit collusion that sometimes gets around this problen~ For 
example, a fIrm mIght armounce that it has raised its price (perhaps throlwh a 
press release) and hope that its competitors will take this aIU10uncement as aOsia
~al that they should also raise prices. If competitors follow suit, all of the firn~s 
(In at least the short run) will earn higher profits. 

.Sometimes a pattern i: established whereby one firm regularly announces 
pr~ce changes ~nd other:. hm:s in the industry follow suit. This pattern is called 
pnce l.~adershlp: One fIrm IS implicitly recognized as the "leader," while the 
other turns, the "price followers," match its prices. This behavior soh'es the 
problem of coordinating price: Evervone simply charaes what the leader is 
Charging. - - ° 

Suppose, for example, that three oliaopolistic firms are currentlv cluraina S10 
for tl .. . d (I· I. . ° , ° ° , 1eu pIO uct. t t ley all know the market demand curve, this miaht be the 
~ash equilibriUl:1 price.) Suppose that by colluding, they could all setOa price of 
:'2~ and greatly mcrease their profits. Meeting and agreeing to set a price of S20 
IS IllegaL But suppose instead that Firm A raises its price to S15, and announces 

price signaling Form of 
implicit collusion in which 
a firm armounces a price 
increase in the hope that other 
firms will follow suit. 

price leadership Pattern of 
pricing in which one firm 
regularly announces price 
changes that other firms then 
match. 
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to the business press that it is doing so because higher prices are needed to 
restore economic vitality to the industry, Firms Band C might v"iew this as a 
cl~ar message:-namely, ~hat F~rm A is .seekin~ ~he~r coope.ration in raising 
pnces. They rmght then raIse then own pnces to Sb. FIrm A mIght then increase 
price further-say, to Sl8-and Firms Band C might raise their prices as well. 
Whether or not the profit-maximizing price of S20 is reached (or surpassed), a 
pattern of coordination and implicit collusion has novv been established that 
from the firm's point of vie-w, may be nearly as effectiv"e as meeting and formaU; 
agreeing on a price. I2 . 

This example of signaling and price leadership is extreme and might lead to 
an antitrust la.wsuit. But in ~ome in~u~tries, a large finn migl:t :1aturally emerge 
as a leader, wIth the other fmns deCldmg that they are best otf Just matching the 
leader's prices, rather than trying to undercut the leader or each other. An exam
ple is the US. automobile industry, where General Motors has traditionally been 

the price leader. 
Price leadership can also serve as a way for oligopolistic firms to deal with the 

reluctance to change prices, a reluctance that arises out of the fear of beine> o 
undercut or "rocking the boat" As cost and demand conditions change, firms 
may find it increasingly necessary to change prices that have remained rigid for 
some time. In that case, they might look to a price leader to signal when and by 
how much price should change. Sometimes a large firm will naturally act as 
leader; sometimes different finns will act as leader from time to time. The exam
ple that follows illustrates this. 

C
ommercial banks borrow money from individuals and companies who 
deposit funds in checking accounts, savings accounts, and certificates of 

deposit. They then use this money to make loans to household and corporate 
borrowers. By lending at an interest rate higher than the rate they pay on their 

deposits, they earn a profit. 
The largest commercial banks in the United States-BankAmerica, Chase 

Manhattan, Citicorp, and First Chicago Corp, among others-compete with 
each other to make loans to large corporate clients. The main form of competi
tion is over price-in this case the interest rates that banks charge corporate 
clients. If competition becomes aggressive, the interest rates falL and so do 
profits. The incentiv-e to avoid aggressiv"e competition leads to price rigidity, 

and a form of price leadership. 
The interest rate that banks charge large corporate clients is called the prime 

fate. Because it is widely cited in newspapers, it is a convenient focal point for 
price leadership. Most large banks charge the same or nearly the same prime 
rate; they avoid making frequent changes in the rate that might be destabilizing 
and lead to competitive warfare. The prime rate changes only \\"hen money 
market conditions cause other interest rates to rise or fall substantially. When 

12 For a iorrnal model oi how such price leadership can iacilitate collusion, see Julio J. RLltemberg and 
Garth Sa loner, "Collusi\'e Price Leadership," JOllrnal of II/dllstrial Ecol/olllics, 1990 
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DATE BANK RATE CHANGE 

March 23, 1994 Major cornrnercial banks 6 -,)0 6~ 

April 18, 1994 Banc One, Citicorp, 6~ -,)0 6% 
Chernical Bank, 
Bank of New York 

May 17,1994 Citicorp, First Chicago, 6~ -,)0 7~ 
Bank of New York 

August 16,1994 Citicorp, BankArnerica, 7~ -,)0 7~ 
Chernical Bank, Chase 
Manhattan, Norwest 

Novernber 15, 1994 First Chicago 7~ -,)0 8~ 

February 1,1995 Major cornrnercial banks 8~ -,)0 9 

July 6, 1995 Banc One, Bank of Arnerica 9 -,)0 8~ 

Decernber 20, 1995 Banc One 

January 31,1996 Citicorp, NationsBank, 8~ -,)0 8~ 
Chase Manhattan 

March 25, 1997 Banc One, KeyCorp, 8~ -,)0 8~ 
Norwest 

Septernber 30, 1998 Norwest, U.S. Bank of 8~ -,)0 8~ 
Nebraska, First Chicago 

October 15,1998 Banc One Corp., First 8~ -,)0 8 
Chicago 

Novernber 18, 1998 KeyCorp, TCF Bank 8 -,)0 71 

June 30, 1999 Fleet Bank, Bank of 7~ -,)0 8 
Arnerica, KeyCorp, 
Wells Fargo Bank 

that happens, one of the major banks announces a chanae in its rate and other 
banks quickly follow suit. Different banks act as leader from time to time, but 
when one bank announces a change, the others follow within two or three 
days. 

Table 12.~ shows the e\"olution of the prime rate from March 1994 throuah 
h~ne 1999. Not~ that when the prime rate changed, sev'erallarge banks rais~d 
or lower~d theIr rates at about the same tiIne, and other banks quickly fol
lowed SUlt. In most cases, all banks changed their rates within the sam~ da\'. 
The table also shows that changes in the prime rate were relativelY infr~
que.nt. Other market interest rates were fluctuatina considerablv durina this 
peno.d, but the prime rate changed only after oth~r rates had ~hanaedo sub
sitanhally Figure IL8 shows this patter'n bv comnarina the prime l~te with 
t 1e' t t. I . I' - r 0 meres rate on 11g l-grade (AAA) long-term corporate bonds during the 
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10 -

9 

AA,-\ Corporate 
Bond Rate 

I I I II I I I I I I II I I I I I I 

5 I I 

1/01/93 12/17/93 12/02/9-± 11/17/95 11/01/96 10/17/97 10/02/98 

The prime rate is the rate that major banks charge large corporate customers for short-term loans. It changes only 
infrequently because banks are reluctant to w1dercut one another. W11en a change does occur, it begins with one bank, 
and other banks quickly follow suit. The corporate bond rate is the rehlI11 on long-term corporate bonds Because 
tl1ese bonds are widely h'aded, this rate fluctuates with market conditions. 

dominant firm Finn \\'ith a 
large share of total sales that 
sets price to maximize profits, 
taking into account the supph' 
response of smaller firms 

same period. Obsen'e that although the corporate bond rate fluctuated con
tinually, there were extended periods during which prime rate did not 

The Dominant rm Model 
In some oligopolistic markets, one large firm has a major share of total sales 
while a group of smaller firms supplies the remainder of the market. The large 
finn might then act as a dominant firm, setting a price that maximizes its own 
profits. The other finns, which individually could ha\'e little influence owr price 
anyway, would then act as perfect competitors; they take the price set by the 
dominant firm as gi\'en and produce accordingly. But what price should the 
dominant firm set? To maximize profit, it must take into account ho\\' the output 

of the other firms depends on the price it sets. 
Figure 12,9 shov\'s how a dorninant firm sets its price. Here, D is the market 

demand curve, and SF is the supply curve (i.e., the aggregate marginal cost curve 
of the smaller fringe firms). The dominant finn must determine its demand 
cun'e Do. As the figure shows, this cun'e is just the difference bet\\'een market 
demand and the supply of fringe firms. For example, at price P 1 the supply of 
fringe firms is just equal to market demand; thus the dominant firm can sell 
nothing at this price At a price P2 or less, fringe firms will not supply any of the 
good, so the dominant firm faces the market demand cun·e. At prices betw'een 

P
1 

and P
2

, the dominant firm faces the demand cur\'e Do· 
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Price o 

n~e dominant f~rm set~ pr~ce, and the other finns sell as much as they want at that 
pnce. The dommant fIrm s demand curve D l'S t1 d'ff b 
d d D d 

' . ,0, 1e 1 erence etween market 
eman an the suppl)! ot fnno-e firms S Tl d' fir' 

Q 
l' . b F' 1e ommant m produces a quantity rt at t1e pomt :vhere Its marginal revenue MRo is equal to its marQinal cost MC 

. 1
Q
e _correspondmg price is P*. At this price, fringe firms sell QF' s(; that total sal~~ 

15 ! . 

Correspondino- to 0 is tl d ,,' , t'" . MC', ? ~,le on.llnant 1rm s margmal revenue curve MR . 
, D. IS th~. dommant fum s margrnal cost curve. To maximize its rofit the 
dommant ±Inn produces quantity Qo at the intersection of MR and ~C F' 
Qth~d tlematnhd cUl"\l'e Do, ~ve find ~rice P*. At this price, fringe fir~s sell a q~al~~~)T 

F, 1US e tota quantrtv sold IS Q = Q ..L Q _ TO' F' 

ier:e~uceirs in a cartel explicitly agree to cooperate in setting prices and ou ut 

t I 
.s. Not all the producers in an industry need to J'oin the cartel and mosttpca 

e s m\"olve 011 . b t f dO' rcart' 0-' 1 Y a su s~ 0 pro ucers. But if enough producers adhere to the 
dr' ~l s ~breements, and If mar~e.t demand is sufficiently inelastic, the cartel may 

1\ e pnces well above compet1t1ve levels, 
Carte.ls are often international. While U.s. antitrust laws prohib't A . 

comparues fr 11 d' I 1 mencan tim om ~o u mg, t 'lose of other cOlmh'ies are much weaker and are some-
es poorly entorced., Furthermore, nothing prevents countries, or companies 
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Recall from §102 that monop
oly power refers to market 
power on the part of a 
seller-the ability of a firm 
to price its prodlict above its 
marginal cost of production. 

owned or controlled by foreign governments, from forming cartels. For example 
the OPEC cartel is an international agreement among oil-producing cOUntrie' 
which, for over a decade, succeeded in raising world oil prices far above com~ 
petitive levels. 

Other international cartels have also succeeded in raising prices. Durino- the 
mid-1970s, for example, the International Bauxite Association (IBA) quadn~pled 
bauxite prices, and a secretive international uranium cartel pushed up uranium 
prices. Some cartels had longer successes: From 1928 through the early 1970s, a 
cartel called Mercurio Europeo kept the price of mercury cl?se to monopoly levels, 
and an international cartel monopolized the iodine market h"om 1878 through 1939. 
HO'wever, most cartels have failed to raise prices. An international copper cartel 
operates to this day, but it has never had a significant impact on copper prices. 
Cartel attempts to drive up the prices of tin, coffee, tea, and cocoa ha\'e also failed. 

Why do some cartels succeed while others 
fail? There are two conditions for cartel sl{ccess. First, a stable cartel organization 
must be formed ,,,,hose members agree on price and production levels and then 
adhere to that agreement. Unlike our prisoners in the prisoners' dilemma, cartel 
members can talk to each other to formalize an agreement. This does not mean, 
hmvever, that agreeing is easy. Different members may have different costs, dif
ferent assessments of market demand, and even different objecti\'es, and they 
may therefore 'want to set price at different levels. Furthermore, each member ~f 
the cartel will be tempted to "cheat" by lovvering its price slightly to capture a 
laro-er market share than it was allotted. Most often, only the threat of a long
ter~l return to competitive prices deters cheating of this sort. But if the profits 
from cartelization are large enough, that threat may be sufficient. 

The second condition is the potential for monopoly power. Even if a cartel can 
solve its organizational problems, there 'will be little room to raise price if it faces 
a hiGhlv elastic demand curve. Potential monopoly power may be the most 
OJ. " " 

important condition for success; if the potential gams trom. cooper~tlO~ are 
larGe cartel members will have more incentive to solve then orgamzatlOnal 

o ' 
problems. 

Analysis of Cartel Pricing 
Only rarely do nIl the producers of a good combine to form a cartel A cartel usu
ally accounts for only a portion of total production and must take ~nto acco~nt 
the supply response of competitive (noncartel) produce~ when It se~s pnce. 
Cartel pricinG can thus be analyzed bv usirw the dominant £1rm model discussed 

o ., 0 d h 
earlieL We will apply this model to two cartels, the OPEC oil cartel an t e 
CIPEC copper carteLH This will help us understand why OPEC was successful 
in raising price ''''hile CIPEC was not. 

Figure 12.10 illustrates the case of OPEC Tota~ ?emand 
TD is total world demand curve for crude oil, and 5" is the competitive (non
OPEC) supply curve. The demand for OPEC oil DoPEc is the difference between 

13 See Jeffre\" K NlacKie-!vlason and Robert S. Pind\"Ck, "Cartel Theon" and Cartel E;;perience ill 
. . I . (C 1:'"" '1-\' MIT Press, International ~\'linerals Markets," in EIIL'/'gv: lv!arkcls alld Regu allOlI am 1!luge, .\ . " , 

1986) 
1~ CIPEC is the French acronym for International Council of Copper E;;porting Countries 
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Price TO 

TD is the total world demand curve for oil, and Sc is the competitive (non-OPEC) 
supply curve. OPEC's demand DoPEC is the difference between the two. Because 
both total demand and competitive supply are inelastic, OPEC's demand is inelastic. 
OPEC's profit-ma~irnizing quantity QOPEC is fOlmd at the intersection of its marginal 
revenue and margmal cost curves; at this quantity, OPEC charges price P*. If OPEC 
producers had not cartelized, price would be Pc, where OPEC's demand and mar
ginal cost curves intersect. 

t~tal demand and competitive supply and MRoPEc is the corresponding mar
gmal revenue curve. MCoPEC is OPEC's marginal cost curve; as you can see, 
OPE~ has much lower production costs than do non-OPEC producers. OPEC's 
margl~al revenue and marginal cost are equal at quantity QoPEC' which is the 
quantity that OPEC will produce. We see from OPEC's demand curve that the 
price will be P*, at which competitive supply is Qc 
, Suppose petroleum-exporting countries had not formed a cartel but had 
mstead produced competitively. Price would then have equaled marginal cost. 
We can therefore determine the competitive price from the point where OPEC's 
demand curve intersects its marginal cost curve. That price, labeled PC! is much 
lo\V~r thar~ the cartel price P* Because both total demand and non-OPEC supply 
are melashc, the demand for OPEC oil is also fairly inelastic; thus the cartel has 
substantial monopoly power. In the 1970s, it used that power to drive prices well 
above competitive levels. 

In Chapter 2 we stressed the importance of distinguishing between short-run 
~nd long-run supply and demand. That distinction is important here. The total 
,emand and non-OPEC supply curves in Figure 12.10 applv to a short- or 
Intermediate-run analysis. In the long run, both demand and supply will be 
mUch more elastic, which means that OPEC's demand curve 'will also be much 
more elastic. We would thus expect that in the long run, OPEC would be unable 
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to maintain a price that is so much abm-e the competiti\-e _le\-el. Indeed, dUring 
1982-1989, oil prices fell in real terms, largely because ot the long-run adjust
ment of demand and non-OPEC supply 

Figure 12.11 provides a similar analysis of CIPEC CIPEC 
consists of four copper-producing countries: Chile, Pem, Z.ambia, and Congo 
(formerly Zaire), that collecti\-ely accow1t for less than half ot world. COpper pro
duction. In these countries, production costs are lower than those ot non-CIPEC 
producers, but except for Chile, not much lower. In Figure 12.11, CIPEe's mar
ginal cost curve is therefore dra'wn only a little below the non-CIPEC supply 
curve. ClPEe's demand curve DcrPEc is the difference between total demand T6 
and non-CIPEC supply 5(' ClPEe's marginal cost and marginal re\"enue curves 
intersect at quantity QCIPEC' with the corresponding price P*. Again, the compet
itive price Pc is found at the point where CIPEe's demand cur\"e intersects its 
marginal cost curve. Note that this price is very close to the cartel price P*. 

Why can't CIPEC increase copper prices much? As Figure 12.11 shows, the 
total demand for copper is more elastic than that for oiL (Other materials, such 
as aluminum, can easily be substituted for copper.) Also, competitive supply is 
much more elastic. Even in the short run, non-CIPEC producers can easily 
expand supply if prices should rise (in part because of the availability of supply 
from scrap metal). Thus CIPEC's potential monopoly pmver is smalL 

As the examples of OPEC and CIPEC illustrate, successful cartelization 
requires two things. First, the total demand for the good must not be very price 
elastic. Second, either the cartel must control nearly all the 'world's supply or, nit 

Price TO 

Quantity 

TD is the total demand for copper and Sc is the competitive (non-CIPEC) supply. 
CIPEC's demand DcrPEc is the difference behveen the h-vo. Both total demand and 
competitive supply are relatively elastic, so ClPEC's demand curve is elastic, and 
CIPEC has very little monopoly power. Note that CIPEC's optimal price P* is close to 
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does not, the supply of noncartel producers must not be price elastic. Most inter-
national commodity cartels have failed because few world markets meet both 
conditions. 

M
an~ people think of intercol~egia~e athletics as an extracurricular activity 
for college students and a dIVerSIOn for fans. They assume that universi

ties support athletics because it not only gives amateur athletes a chance to 
develop their skills and play football or basketball before larae audiences but 
also provi~es entertainme~t an~ promotes school spirit and °alumni support. 
Although It does these thmgs, mtercollegiate athletics is also a bia-and an 
extremely profitable-indushy. ° 

Like any industry, intercollegiate athletics has firms and consumers. The 
"firn:s" are the universities that support and finance teams. The inputs to pro
ductron are the coaches, student athletes, and capital in the form of stadiums 
and playing fields. TIle consumers, many of whom are current or former col
lege students, are the fans who buy tickets to games and the TV and radio net
works that pay to broadcast them. There are many firms and consumers, which 
~u~gest~ t~at the in~u~try is ~ompetitive. But the persistently high level of prof
Its 111 thIS mdustry IS mconslstent with competition-a large state university 
can regylarly earn more than $6 million a year in profits from football aames 
aloneY This profitability is the result of monopoly power, obtain:d via 
carteliza tion. 

The cartel organization is the National Colleaiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA). TIle NCAA restricts competition in a nur:ber of important activities. 
To reduce bargaining power by student athletes, the NCAA creates and 
enforces rules regarding eligibility and terms of compensation. To reduce com
petition by universities, it _limits the number of games that can be played each 
season and the number ot teams that can participate in each division. And to 
limit price comp.e~tion, the NCAA has, until 1984, been the sole negotiator for 
all football teleVISIOn contracts, thereby monopolizing one of the main sources 
of industry revenues. 16 

Has the NCAA been a successful cartel? Like most cartels, its members have 
occasionally broken its rules and regulations. But until 1984, it had increased 
the monopoly power of this industry well above what it would have been oth
~nvi.se. In 1984, howev~r,. the Supreme Court ruled that the NCAA's monopo
~ation of football teleVISIOn contracts 'was illegal and that individual universi
~es could negotiate their own contracts. The ensuing competition led to a drop 
ill contract fees. As a result, more colleae football is shown on television but 
because of the lower fees, the revenues t~ the schools have dropped somewhat: 
But altl:ou~h the S~p~eme ~ourt's ruling reduced the NCAA's monopoly 
power, It dId not elrmmate It. Thanks to the cartel, intercollegiate athletics 
remains very profitable. 

-
!5-----
15 See "In Big~Time College Athletics, the Real Score Is in Dollars," New York Times, March 1, 1987 

,SeeJames V Koch, "The Intercollegiate Athletics Industrv" in Walter Adams The Strllctllre of 
fl1rlenca I d t - I d ('U ~ , , d' n 11 liS 1'1/, It1 e .. ,..Jew York: Macmillan, 1986). Koch provides a detailed and informative 

lSCuSslOn of the nature of this industry and the behavior of the NCAA cartel. 
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T
he us government has supported the price of milk since the Great 
Depression and continues to do so today. The government, however, has 

been scaling back price supports during the 1990s, and ~s. a result, wholesale 
prices of milk have fluctuated more ,,,ridely. Not surpnsmgly, farmers have 

been complaining. . 
In response to these complaints, the federal gov.ernment has allowed milk 

producers in the six New England states to cart.el:ze. The cartel-call:d the 
Northeast Interstate Dairv Compact-sets a mmllnum wholesale pnce for 
milk, and is exempt from the antitrust laws. . . . 

In 1999, Congress responded to the lobbying e.ftorts of.fanners 111 other states 
by attempting to expand the milk cartel. Legislation was 111troduced that would 
allow dairy fanners in Nevv York, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, and 
Permsylvartia to join the New England ~tates and thereby form a cartel cover
ina most of the northeast United States.]' 

°Studies have suggested that the original cart:l (covering only the New 
England states) has caused retail prices of milk to nse by onl~ a fe,v cents a gal
lon. Why so little? The reason is that the New England cart~l1s ~urrOlmded bya 
fringe of noncartel producers-narnely, dairy fanners. m N.ew York, New 
Jersey, and other states. Expanding the cartel, however, w111 shnnk th: compet
itive fringe. 111is action is likely to enable the cartel to have a greater lffipact on 

milk prices. . ' 
Not wanting to be left out, dairy farmers 111 the South also 10bb1ed C~ngress 

for higher milk prices. As a result, the 1999 legislat~on also author~zes 16 
Southern states, including Texas, Florida, and Georg1a, to ~reate the1r O\-\'n 
regional cartel. Unfortunately for consumers in the South, thls can only result 

milk 

1. In a monopolistically competitive market, firms com
pete by selling differentiated products, whic.h are 
highly substihttable. New firms can enter or eXit eas
ily. Firms have only a small amount of monopoly 
power. In the long run, entry will occur UI:til profits 
are driven to zero. Firms then produce With excess 
capacity (Le., at output levels below those that mini
mize average cost). 

2. In an oligopolistic market, only a few firms account 
for most or all of production. Barriers to entry allow 
some firms to earn substantial profits, even over the 

long run. Economic decisions invol\·e stra~egic :on
siderations-each firm must consider how Its actiOns 
will affect its rivals, and how they are likely to reac:. 

3. In the Coumot model of oligopoly, firms make thel! 
output decisions at the same time, each taku:g u:e 

other's output as fixed. In equilibrium, each firm ~ 
maximizing its profit, given the output ~f its competi~ 
tor, so no firm has an ince~tive to c~~n~e Its output: ~s 
firms are therefore in a Nash eqUlhbnum. Each fir . 
profit is hi aher than it would be under perfect competi
tion but le;s than what it would eam by colluding. 

17 "Cono-ress Weio-hs an Expanded Milk Cartel That Would Aid Farmers by Raising pr~ce\' o-islatioll. 
Tillles, Mav 2, 1999. At the time this book went to Congress had not yet passed us eo 
For an update, go to the following Web site: 

4. In the Stackelberg model, one firm sets its output first. 
That firm has a strategic advantage and earns a higher 
profit. It knows it can choose a large output and that 
its competitors will have to choose small outputs if 
they want to maximize profits. 

5. The Nash equilibrium concept can also be applied to 
markets in which firms produce substitute goods and 
compete by setting price. In equilibrium, each firm 
maximizes its profit, given the prices of its competi
tors, and so has no incentive to change price. 

6. Firms would earn higher profits by collusively agree
ing to raise prices, but the antitrust laws usually pro
hibit this. They might all set a high price without col
luding, each hoping its competitors will do the same, 

-

1. What are the characteristics of a monopolistically 
competitive market? What happens to the equilib
rium price and quantity in such a market if one firm 
inh'oduces a new, improved product? 

2. vVhy is the firm's demand curve flatter than the total 
market demand curve in monopolistic competition? 
Suppose a monopolistically competitive firm is mak
ing a profit in the short run. What will happen to its 
demand curve in the long nm? 

3. Some experts have argued that too many brands of 
breakfast cereal are on the market. Give an argument 
to support this view. Give an argument against it. 

4. Why is the Cournot equilibrium stable (Le .. , why don't 
firms have any incentive to change their output levels 
once in equilibrium)? Even if they can't collude, why 
don't firms set their outputs at the joint profit-maxi
mizing levels (i.e., the levels they would have chosen 
had they colluded)? 

1. Suppose all firms in a monopolistically competitive 
industry were merged into one large firm. Would that 
new firm produce as many different brands? Would it 
produce only a single brand? Explain. 

2. Consider two firms facing the demand curve 
p = 10 Q, where Q = Q! + Q2' The firms' cost 
hmctions are C!(Q!) 4 + 2Q! and C2(Q2) = 3 + 3Q2' 
a. Suppose both firms have entered the industry. 

What is the joint profit-maximizing level of out
put? How much will each firm produce? How 
would your answer change if the firms have not 
yet entered the industry? 
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but they are in a prisoners' dilemma, which makes this 
w1likely. Each firm has an incentive to cheat by lower
ing its price and caprnring sales from competitors. 

7. The prisoners' dilemma creates price rigidity in oli
gopolistic markets .. Firms are reluctant to change 
prices for fear of setting off price warfare. 

8. Price leadership is a form of implicit collusion that 
sometimes gets around the prisoners' dilemma. One 
firm sets price and other firms follow suit. 

9. In a cartel, producers explicitly collude in setting 
prices and output levels .. Successful cartelization 
requires that the total demand not be very price elas
tic, and that either the cartel control most supply or 
else the supply of noncartel producers be inelastic. 

5. In the Stackelberg model, the firm that sets output 
first has an advantage Explain why. 

6. Explain the meaning of a Nash equilibrium when 
firms are competing with respect to price. Why is the 
equilibrium stable? Why don't the firms raise prices 
to the level that maximizes joint profits? 

7. The kinked demand curve describes price rigidity. 
Explain how the model works. What are its limita
tions? Why does price rigidity arise in oligopolistic 
markets? 

8. Why does price leadership sometimes evolve in oli
gopolistic markets? Explain how the price leader 
determines a profit-maximizing price. 

9. Why has the OPEC oil cartel succeeded in raising 
prices substantially while the CIPEC copper cartel has 
not? What conditions are necessary for successful 
cartelization? What organizational problems must a 
cartel overcome? 

b. What is each firm's equilibrium output and profit 
if they behave noncooperativel),? Use the Cournot 
model. Draw the firms' reaction curves and show 
the equilibrium. 

c. How much should Firm 1 be willing to pay to pur
chase Firm 2 if collusion is illegal but the takeover 
is not? 

3. A monopolist can produce at a constant average (and 
marginal) cost of AC MC = 5. It faces a market 
demand curve given by Q = 53 - P 
a. Calculate the profit-maximizing price and quantity 

for this monopolist Also calculate its profits. 
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b. Suppose a second firm enters the market Let Ql be 
the output of the first firm and Q2 be the output of 
the second, Market demand is now gi\'en by 

Assuming that this second firm has the same ~osts 
as the first, write the profits of each firm as tunc
tions of Ql and Q2' 

c. Suppose (as in the Coumot model) that each firm 
chooses its profit-maximizing level of output 0:' 
the assumption that its competitor's output lS 
fixed. Find each firm's "reaction curve" (Le" the 
rule that gives its desired output in terms of its 
competitor's output), 

d. Calculate the Coumot equilibrium (Le., the \'alues of 
Ql and Q2 for which both firms are doing as well as 
they can given their cO~lpetitor's o~tpu~), Wha: ar~ 
the resultina market pnce and protits ot each firm. 

*e. Suppose th~re are N firms in the industry, all with 
the same constant marginal cost, MC = 5. Find the 
Coumot equilibrium. How much will each firm 
produce, what will be the market price, and how 
much profit will each firm eam? Also, show that 
as N becomes large, the market price approaches 
the price that would prevail under perfect com
petition, 

4. This exercise is a continuation of Exercise 3. We return 
to two firms with the same constant average and mar
ainal cost, AC = MC = 5, facing the market demand 
~urve Ql + Q2 = 53 p, Now we will use the 
Stackelberg model to analyze what will happen if one 
of the firms makes its output decision before the other, 
a. Suppose Firm 1 is the Stackelbe~g lead~r (i.e" 

makes its output decisions before Flrm 2), Fmd the 
reaction curves that tell each firm how much to 
produce in terms of the output of its competitor .. 

b. How much will each firm produce, and what wlll 
its profit be? 

5. Two firms compete in selling identical widgets. They 
choose their output levels Ql and Q2 simultaneously 
and face the demand curve 

p = 30 - Q 

where Q = Ql + Q2' Until recently, botl, firms had zero 
maraillal costs. Recent environmental regulations have 
incr~ased Firm 2's marginal cost to $15, Firm l's mar-
2:inal cost remains constant at zero. True or false: As a 
~esult, the market price will rise to the mOllopoly leveL 

6. Suppose that two identical firms produce widge~s 
and that thev are the onlv firms in the market Thelr 
costs are giv~n by C1 30Ql and C2 = 30Q2, where Ql 
is the output of 'Firm 1 and Q2 the output of Firm 2, 
Price is determined by the following demand curve: 

p = 150 - Q 

a. Find the Coumot-Nash equilibrium. Calculate the 
profit of each firm at this equilibrium, 

b. Suppose the two firms form a cartel to maximize 
joint profits, How many \:idgets will be produced? 
Calculate each firm's protit 

c. Suppose Firm 1 were the only firm in the industry. 
How \\'ould market output and Firm l's profitdif_ 
fer from that found in part (b) abow? 

d. Returning to the duopoly of part (b), suppose Finn 
1 abides bv the agreement but Firm 2 cheats 
increasing' production, How many Widgets 
Firm 2 produce? What will be each firm's profits? 

7. Suppose that two competing firms, A and B, produce 
a homogeneous good, Both firms have a marginal cost 
of MC = $50. Describe what would happen to output 
and price in each of the following situations if the 
firms are at (i) Cournot equilibrium, (ii) collusive 
equilibrium, and (iii) Bertrand equili~rium. . 
a. Firm A must increase wages and ltS MC mcreases 

to S80. 
b. The marginal cost of both firms increases. 
c. The demand curve shifts to the right 

8. Suppose the airline industry consisted of only two 
firms: American and Texas Air Corp, Let the two 
firms have identical cost functions, C(q) = 40q. 
Assume the demand curve for the industry is given 
bv p 100 Q and that each firm expects the other 
t~ behave as a Cournot competitor 
a. Calculate the Cournot-Nash equilibrium for each 

firm, assuming that each chooses the output level 
that maximizes its profits when taking its rival's 
output as given What are the profits o~ ,each firn:? 

b. What would be equilibrium quantIty lf Texas Air 
had constant marginal and average costs of 25 and 
American had constant marginal and average costs 
of40? 

c. Assuming that both firms have the original co:t 
function, C(q) = JOq, how much should Texas AIr 
be willina to invest to lower its marginal cost from 
JO to 25,oassuming that American will not follow 
suit? How much should American be willin~ to 
spend to reduce its marginal cost to 25, assummg 
that Texas Air will have marginal costs of 25 regard
less of American's actions? 

*9. Demand for light bulbs can be characterize~ 
Q = 100 - p, where Q is in millions of boxes of lights 
sold and P is the price per box. There are two p:odu:
ers of lights, Ewrglow and Dimlit. They ha\'e Identi
cal cost functions: 

C, = 10Q, + lQT (i = E, 0) 

Q = QE + Qo 
. 11' the a. Unable to recoanize the potenhal for co USIO~, 

° , t mpetltors. two firms act as short-run pertec co d P? 
What are the equilibrium values of QE' Qo, an 
What are each firm's profits? 

b. Top management in both firms is replaced, Each 
new manager independently recognizes the oli
gopolistic nature of the light bulb industry and 
plays Cournot. What are the equilibrium values of 
QE' Qo, and P? What are each firm's profits? 

c. Suppose the E\'erglow manager guesses correctly 
that Dimlit has a Cournot conjectural variation, so 
Ewrglow plays Stackeiberg, What are the equilib
rium values of Qfo Qo, and P? vVhat are each firm's 
profits? 

d. If the managers of the two companies collude, 
what are the equilibrium values of Qfo Qo, and P? 
What are each firm's profits? 

10. Two firms produce luxury sheepskin auto seat co\'ers: 
Western Where (WW) and RRB. Sheep (BBBS). Each 
firm has a cost function given by 

C(q) = 20q + q2 

The market demand for these seat covers is repre
sented by the inverse demand equation 

P = 200 2Q 

where Q = ill + 'b total output 
a. If each firm acts to maximize its profits, taking its 

rival's output as given (Le., the firms behave as 
Cournot oligopolists), what will be the equilibrium 
quantities selected by each firm? What is total out
put, and what is the market price? What are the 
profits for each firm? 

b. It occurs to the managers of WW and BBBS that 
they could do a lot better by colludirlg, If the two 
firms collude, what will be the profit-maximizing 
choice of output? The industry price? The output 
and the profit for each firm in this case? 

c. The managers of these firms realize that explicit 
agreements to collude are illegaL Each firm must 
decide on its own whether to produce the Coumot 
quantity or the cartel quantity. To aid in making 
the decision, the manager of WW constructs a pay
off mah-ix like the one below_ Fill in each box with 
the profit of WW and the profit of BBBS. Given this 
payoff matrix, what output strategy is each firm 
likely to pursue? 

PROFIT PAYOFF MATRIX 
(WW PROFIT, BBBS 
PROFIT) 

WW 

Produce 
Cournot q 

Produce 
Cartel q 

BBBS 

Produce Produce 
Cournot q Cartel q 
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d. Suppose WW can set its output le\'el before BBBS 
does, How much will WW choose to produce in 
this case? How much will BBBS produce? What is 
the market price, and what is the profit for each 
firm? Is WW' better off by choosing its output first? 
Explain why or why not. 

*11. Two firms compete by choosing price, Their demand 
fWlCtions are 

and 

Q2 = 20 + PI P2 

where P1 and P2 are the prices charged by each firm, 
respectively, and Ql and Q2 are the resulting 
demands, Note that the demand for each good 
depends only on the difference in prices; if the (\\'0 

firms colluded and set the same price, they could 
make that price as high as they wanted, and earn infi
nite profits, Marginal costs are zero. 
a. Suppose the two firms set their prices at the sallie 

till/e. Find the resulting Nash equilibrium. What 
price will each firm charge, how much will it sell, 
and what will its profit be? (Hint: Maximize the 
profit of each firm with respect to its price,) 

b. Suppose Firm 1 sets its price first and then Firm 2 
sets its price, What price will each firm charge, 
how much will it sell, and what will its profit be? 

c. Suppose you are one of these firms, and there are 
three ways you could play the game: (i) Both firms 
set price at the same time, (ii) You set price first. 
(iii) Your competitor sets price first, If you could 
choose among these options, which 'would you 
prefer? Explain why 

*12. The dominant firm model can help us tmderstand the 
behavior of some cartels. Let's apply this model to the 
OPEC oil cartel. We will use isoelastic curves to describe 
world demand ];V and noncartel (competitive) supply 
5, Reasonable numbers for the price elasticities of 
world demand and noncartel supply are -1/2 and 
1/2, respectively Then, expressing ];V and 5 in mil
lions of barrels per day (mb/d), we could write 

W = 160P- 1/2 

and 
5 = (31;j)pI/2 

Note that OPEC's net demand is D = W - 5. 
a. Draw the world demand curve W, the non-OPEC 

supply curve 5, OPEC's net demand curve 0, and 
OPEC's marginal re\'enue curve, For purposes of 
approximation, assume OPEC's production cost is 
zero. Indicate OPEC's optimal price, OPEC's optimal 
production, and non-OPEC production on the dia
gram, Now, show on the diagram how the various 
curves will shift and how OPEC's optimal price 
will change if non-OPEC supply becomes more 
expensive because reserves of oil start rmming out. 
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b. Calculate OPEC's optimal (profit-maximizing) 
price. (Hillt: Because OPEC's cost is zero, just \vrite 
the expression for OPEC revenue and find the 
price that maximizes it) 

c. Suppose the oil-consuming countries were to mute 
and form a "buyers' cartel" to gain monopsony 
power. What can we say, and what can't we say, 
about the impact this action would have on pnce? 

*13. A lemon-growing cartel consists of four orchards. 
Their total cost fmlctions are 

TC l = 20 + 5Qt 

TC z = 25 + 3Q~ 

TC3 = 15 + 4Q~ 

TC4 = 20 + 6Q} 

TC is in hlmdreds of dollars, and Q is in cartons per 
month picked and shipped. 
a. Tabulate total, average, and marginal costs for each 

firm for output levels between 1 and 5 cartons per 
month (i.e., for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cartons). 

b. If the cartel decided to ship 10 cartons per month 
and set a price of $25 per carton, how should out
put be allocated among the firms? 

c. At this shipping level, which firm has the most 
incentive to cheat? Does any firm not have an 
incentive to cheat? 

Chapter 12, we began to explore some of the strategic out-
and pricing decisions that firms must often make. We 

sa,'\' how a firm can take into account the likely responses of its 
competitors when it makes these decisions. However~ there are 
many questions about market structure and firm behavior that 
we have not yet addressed. For example, why do firms tend to 
collude in some markets and to compete aggressively in oth
ers? Hoy" do some firms manage to deter entry by potential 
competitors? And how should firms make pricing decisions 
when demand or cost conditions are changing or new com
petitors are entering the market? 

To answer these questions, we will use game theory to 
extend our analysis of sh'ategic decision making. The application 
of game theory has been an important development in micro
economics. This chapter explains some key aspects of this the
ory and shows how it can be used to understand how markets 
evolve and operate, and how managers should think about the 
strategic decisions they continually face. We vvill see, for exam
ple, what happens when oligopolistic firms must set and adjust 
prices strategically over time, so that the prisoners' dilemma, 
which we discussed in Chapter 12, is repeated over and over. We 
''>'ill show how firms can make strategic moves that give them 
advantages over competitors or an edge in bargaining situa
tions, And we 'will see how firms can use threats, promises, or 
more concrete actions to deter entry by potential competitors. 

First, we should clarify what gaming and strategic decision 
making are all about. A game is any situation in which players 
(the participants) make strategic decisions-i.e., decisions that 
take into account each other's actions and responses. 
Examples of games include firms competing with each other 
by setting prices, or a group of consumers bidding against 
each other at an auction for a work of art. Strategic decisions 
result in payoffs to the players: outcomes that generate 
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game Situation in which 
players (participants) make 
strategic decisions that take 
into account each other's 
actions and responses 

payoff Outcome of a game 
that generates rewards or 
benefits for the player. 

strategy Rule or plan of 
action for playing a game. 

optimal strategy Strategy 
that maximizes player's 
expected payoff. 

cooperative game Game in 
which participants can negoti
ate binding contracts that 
allow them to plan joint 
strategies. 

noncooperative game Game 
in which negotiation and 
enforcement of binding con
tracts between players is not 
possible. 

rewards or benefits. For the price-setting firms, the payoffs are profits; for the 
bidders at the auction, the winner's payoff is her consumer surplus-i.e., the 
value she places on the artwork less the amount she must pay. 

A key objective of game theory is to determine the optimal strategy for each 
player. A strategy is a rule or plan of action for playing the game. For Our price
setting firms, a strategy might be: ''I'll keep my price high as long as my com
petitors do the same, but once a competitor lm-vers his price, I'lllo"wer mine even 
more." For a bidder at an auction, a strategy might be: "I'll make a first bid of 
$2000 to convince the other bidders that I'm serious about winning, but I'll drop 
out if other bidders push the price above $5000." The optimal strategy for a 
player is the one that maximizes her expected payoff. 

We will focus on games involving players vvho are rational, in the sense that 
they think through the consequences of their actions. In essence, we are con
cerned with the following question: If I believe tlzat 1Il1) competitors are rational and 
act to maximize tlzeir own payoffs, how slzould I take tlzeir behavior into account when 
maki1lg 1111) decisions? Of course in real life you may encoul1ter competitors who 
are irrational, or are less capable than you of thinking through the consequences 
of their actions. Nonetheless, a good place to start is by assuming that your com
petitors are just as rational and just as smart as you are.

1 
As we will see, taking 

competitors' behavior into account is not as simple as it might seem. 
Determining optimal strategies can be difficult, even under conditions of com
plete symmetry and perfect information (i.e., my competitors and I have the 
same cost structure and are fully informed about each others' costs, about 
demand, etc.). Moreover, we will be concerned with more complex situations in 
which firms face different costs, different types of information, and various 
degrees and forms of competitive "advantage" and "disadvantage." 

Noncooperative versus Cooperative Games 
The economic games that firms play can be either cooperative or n01lcooperative. In 
a cooperative game, players can negotiate binding contracts that allow them to 
plan joint strategies. In a noncooperative game, negotiation and enforcement of 
binding contracts are not possible. 

An example of a cooperative game is the bargaining between a buyer and a 
seller over the price of a rug. If the rug costs $100 to produce and the buyer val
ues the rug at $200, a cooperative solution to the game is possible: An agreement 
to sell the rug at any price betw"een $101 and $199 will maximize the sum of the 
buyer'S consumer surplus and the seller's profit, while making both parties bet
ter off. Another cooperative game would involve two firms negotiating a joint 
investment to develop a new technology (assuming that neither firm wo~ld 
have enough know-how to succeed on its own). If the firms can sign a bindmg 
contract to divide the profits from their joint investment, a cooperative outcome 
that makes both parties better off is possible." . 

An example of a noncooperative game is a sihlation in which two co~petm? 
firms take each other's likely behavior into account when independently setting thel! 

1 When we asked, 80 percent of our students told us that they were smarter and more capable ~~ 
most of their classmates. We hope that you don't find it too much of a stram to Imagme compe " 
against people who are as smart and capable as you are. 
2 Baraainina O\"er a rua is called a COllstalli slim crame because no matter what the selling price, the 

b b b b. . . " "101ICOIl-
sum of consumer surplus and profit will be the same Neaotlatmg over a Jomt venture 15 a I 

b . t"1 neO"O-
stmli SlIlll game: the total profit that results from the venture w111 depend on the outcome a t 1e " 
tiations (for instance, the resources that each firm devotes to the venture). 
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prices. Each firm kr1~'NS that. by undercut~~1g its competitor it can caphlre more 
market share, but domg so nsks setting ott a price 'war. Another noncooperative 
!.Tame is the auction mentioned above; each bidder must take the likely behavior of 
~e other bidders into accOlmt when determining an optimal bidding s-h·ategy. 

Note that the fundamental difference between cooperative and noncoopera
tive games lies in the contracting possibilities. In cooperative games, binding 
contracts are possible; in noncooperative games, they are not. 

We will be concerned mostly with noncooperative O'ames. In anv O'ame how-_ 0 _ 0 ' 

ever, the most important aspect of strategic decision making is llIzdel'stal1dil1O" 
your opponent's point of view, and (assulIling yOlll' opponent is ratio1Zal) deducing his o~· 
her likely responses to yOlll' I1ctiol1s. This may seem obvious-of course, one must 
nnderstand an opponent's point of view. Yet e\'en in simple gaming sihlations, 
people often ignore or misjudge opponents' positions and the rational responses 
those positions imply. 

As an example, consider the following game de
vised by Martin Shubik.3 A dollar bill is auctioned, but in an unusual way. The 
highest bidder receiws the dollar in return for the amount bid. However~ the s~cond
highest bidder must also hand over the amount he or she bid-and O'et nothinO' 

v 0 0 

in return. If YOll were playil1g this game, lzow 111llc/Z would 1)ou bid for the dollar bill? 
Clas:,room experience shO'.vs that students often end up bidding more than a 

dollar tor the dollar. In a typical scenario, one player bids 20 cents, and another 
30 cents. The lower bidder now stands to lose 20 cents but figures he can earn a 
dollar by raising his bid, and so bids 40 cents. The escalation continues lmtil hvo 
players carry the bidding to a dollar against 90 cents. Now the 90-cent bidder has 
to choose between bidding S1.10 for the dollar or paying 90 cents to get nothing. 
Most often, he raises his bid, and the bidding escalates further. In some experi
ments, the "winning" bidder has ended up paying more than $3 for the dollar! 

HOlY could intelligent shldents put themselves in this position? By failing to 
think through the likely response of the other players and the sequence of events 
it implies. How much would you bid for the dollar? We hope nothing. 

In the rest of this chapter, we will examine simple games that irwolve pricinO', 
adi'ertisir1g, and im'estment decisions. The games are simple in that, givel1 sOIl~e 
behm'ioral aSSlllllptions, we can determine the best strateO'v for each firm. But even _ OJ 

tor these simple games, we will find that the correct behavioral assumptions are 
not always easy to make, and will depend on how the game is played (e.g., how 
IO~1g the firms stay in busir1ess, their reputations, etc.). Therefore, when readir1g 
thlS chapter, you should try to understand the basic issues involved in makinO' 
strategic decisions. You should also keep in mind the importance of carefull~ 
assessing YOl~r opponent's position and rational response to your actions, a-s 
Example 13.1l11ustrates. 

you represent Company ~ (the acquirer), i"rhich is conside.ring acquiring 
Company T (the target).' You plan to offer cash for all of Company T's 

shares, but you are unsure what price to offer. The complication is this: The 

------
~ Nlartin Shubik, Game Theory ill Ihe Social Scieilces (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1982). 

> TI1is is a re\"ised \"ersion of an example designed by :vIax Bazerman for a course at ~\"IIT. 
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dominant strategy Strategy 
that is optimal no matter what 
an opponent does, 

In §125, we explain that a 
payoff matrix is a table show
ing the payoffs to each player 
given her decision and the 
decision of her competitor. 

value of Company T -indeed, its viability-depends on the outcome of 
major oil exploration project. If the project fails, Company T under curren~ 
management 'will be worth nothing, But if it succeeds, Company T's value 
under current management could be as high as $lOO/share. All share values 
betvveen $0 and $100 are considered equally likely 

It is 'well known, hovve\'er, that Company T will be worth much more under 
the progressive management of Company A than under current management. 
In fact, whate\'er the ultimate value under current management, Company Twill 
be worth 50 percent more llnder the IIwlwgelllel1t of Company A. If the project fails 
Company T is wo~th S;O/share lUlder either management. If the exploration proj~ 
ect generates a $jO/share value under current management, the value under 
Company A 'will be $75/share. Similarly, a $lOO/share value under Company T 
implies a $150/share value under Company A, and so on. ' 

You must determine 'what price Company A should offer for Company T's 
shares, This offer must be made 110w-before the outcome of the exploration 
project is known. From all indications, Company T would be happy to be 
acquired by Company A-for the right price, You expect Company T to delava 
decision on your bid until the exploration results are in and then accept' or 
reject your offer before news of the drilling results reaches the press, 

Thus, YOll (Compa1l1j A) will not know the resllits of the explorntioll project when 
sllblllittil1g Y0ll/' price offer, bllt Compally T will know tlze resllits whel1 deciding 
whetller to accept YOllr offer. Also, Company T will accept allY offer by COlllpallY A that 
is greater thall the (per share) wIlle of the compal1y lIllder Cllrrent lIlallagelllel1t. As the 
representative of Company A, you are considering price offers in the range 
SO/share (i.e., making no offer at all) to $150/share. What price per share should 
YOll offer for Company T's stock? 

Note: The typical response-to offer between $50 and $75 per share-is 
wrong. The correct answer to this problem appears at the end of this chapter, 
but we urge you to try to answer it on your own. 

& * 

13m2 

How can we decide on the best strategy for playing a game? How can we deter
mine a game's likely outcome? We need something to help us determine how 
the rational behavior of each player will lead to an equilibrium solution. Some 
stTategies may be successful if competitors make certain choices but fail if they 
make other choices. Other strategies, hmvever, may be successful regardless of 
what competitors do, We begin with the concept of a dominant strategy-aile 
that is optilllaillo 1Ilatter what all OppOllel1t does. 

The following example illustrates this in a duopoly setting. Suppose Firms A 
and B sell competing products and are deciding whether to lUldertake advertising 
campaigns, Each finn will be affected by its competitor's decision. The possible 
outcomes of the game are illustrated by the payoff matrix in Table 13.1. (Recall 
that the payoff matrix summarizes the possible outcomes of the game; the first 
number in each cell is the payoff to A and the second is the payoff to B.) Observe 
that if both firms decide to advertise, Firm A will make a profit of 10 and Firm B 
a profit of 5. If Firm A advertises and Firm B does not; Firm A will earn 15 and 
Firm B zero. The table also sho'ws the outcomes for the other two possibilities. 
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FIRMA 
Advertise 

Don't advertise 

Advertise 

10,5 

6, 8 

FIRMB 

Don't advertise 

15,0 

10,2 

What strategy should each firm choose? First consider Firm A. It should 
clearly ad\'ertise because no matter what firm B does, Firm A does best bv 
advertiSing. If,Firm B ad\'ertises, A earns a profit of 10 if it ad\'ertises but only '6 
if it doesn't. It B does not advertise, A earns 15 if it advertises but onlv 10 if it 
doesn't Thus advertising is a dominant strategy for Firm A. The same i; true for 
Firm B; no Inatter what firm A does, Firm B does best bv advertisina. Therefore 
assuming that both firms are rational, we know that the ~utcome forO this aame i~ 
that both firl/ls will advertise, This outcome is easy to determine becau~e both 
firms have dominant strategies, ' 

When every player has a dominant strateay, we call the outcome of the aame 
an equilibrium in dominant strategies. Such' games are straightforward toO ana
lyze because each player's optimal strategy can be determined \vithout worry
ing about the actions of the other players. 

ynfo;·tunately, not every game has a dominant strategy for each player. To see 
tl~IS, .let s change o.ur advertising exarnple slightly. The payoff matri"x in Table 
b,2 l~ the same ~s 1Il ~able 13.1 except for the bottom right-hand corner-if nei
theI~.tmn advertlses, Fmn B will again earn a profit of 2, but Finn A vvill earn a 
p;OtIt ~f 20. Perhaps Fin:1 A's ads are largely defensive, designed to refute Firm 
B s claIms, and expenSIve; by not advertising, Firm A can thus reduce its 
expenses considerably. 

. Now Finn A.has no dominant strategy Its optimal decisioll depends 011 what 
Firm B does, If FIrm B advertises, Firm A does best by advertisina; but if Firm B 
?~es not advertise, F~rm A. a.lso does best by not adv~rtising. NOv~r suppose both 
turns must make theu deClsions at the same time, What should Firm A do? 
. To a:1swer this, Firm A must put itself in Firm B's shoes. What decision is best 
tr.om FIrm B's point of view, and what is Finn B likely to do? The answer is clear: 
F:r111 B has a ~ominant strategy-advertise, no Inatter what Finn A does. (If 
FIrm ~ advertlses, B ~arns 5 by advertiSing and 0 by not advertisina; if A doesn't 
advertIse, B earns 8 it it advertises and 2 if it doesn't.) Therefore, Fi;m A can con
clude that Firm .B will ad:'ertise. This means that Firm A should advertise (and 
~hereby earn 10 mstead ot 6), The equilibrium is that both firms will advertise. It 
l~ the logical outcome of the game because Firm A is doina the best it can aiven 
FIrm B's decision; and Firm B is doing the best it can, give~ Firm A's deci~i~n, 

FIRMA 
Advertise 

Don't advertise 

Advertise 

10,5 

6, 8 

FIRMS 

Don't advertise 

15,0 

20, 2 

equilibrium in dominant 
strategies Outcome of a 
game in which each firm is 
doing the best it can reaard
less of what its competitors 
are doing, 
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In §12.2, we explain that the 
Cournot equilibrium is a 
Nash equilibrium in which 
each firm correctly assumes 
how much its cOI~petitor will 
produce. 

1 
To determine the likely outcome of a ganle, we have been seeking "self
enforcing," or "stable" strategies, Dominant s~rategies are sta~le, but in many 
games, one or more players do not have a dommant strategy, We therefore need 
a more general equilibrium concept. In Chapter 12 we introduced the concept oia 
Nash eqllilibrillm and sa,\, that it is widely applicable and intuitiwly appealing.5 

Recall that a Nash equilibrium is a set of strategies (or actions) such that each 
player is doing the best it can giLlen the actions of its opponents, Because each player 
has no incentive to deviate from its Nash strategy, the strategies are stable. In the 
example shown in Table 13.2, the Nash equilibrium is that both firms advertise: 
Given the decision of its competitor, each firm is satisfied that it has made the 
best decision possible, and so has no incentive to change its decision, 

In Chapter 12, we used the Nash equilibrium to study OUtpl~t and pricing by 
oligopolistic firms, In the Cournot rHode!, for example, each firm sets its own 
output while taking the outputs of its competitors as fixed. We saw that in a 
Cournot equilibrium, no firm has an incentive to change its output unilaterally 
because each firm is doing the best it can given the decisions of its competitors. 
Thus a Cournot equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium,6 We also examined models in 
which finns choose price, taking the prices of their cornpetitors as fixed. Again, 
in the Nash equilibrium, each firm is earning the largest profit it can given the 
prices of its competitors, and thus has no incentive to change its price. 

It is helpful to compare the concept of a Nash equilibrium with that of an 

equilibrium in dominant strategies: 

Dominallt Strategies: I'm doing the best I can 110 matter what YOll do, 
You're doing the best you can no matter what I do. 

Nash Equilibrillm: I'm doing the best I can given what YOll are doillg, 
You're doing the best you can given what I aJll doing. 

Note that a dominant strategy equilibrium is a special case of a Nash equi

librium. 
In the advertising game of Table 13.2, there is a single Nash equilibrium-

both firms adv'ertise. In general, a game need not have a single Nash equi
librium. Sometimes there is no Nash equilibrium, and sometimes there are 
several (i.e., several sets of strategies are stable and self-enforcing). A few more 
examples will help to clarify this. 

Consider the follo'wing "product choice" 
problem. Two breakfast cereal companies face a market in which two new varia
tions of cereal can be successfully introduced-provided that each variation is 

5 Our discussion of the Nash equilibrium, and of game theory in general, is at an introductory level. 
For a more in-depth discussion of game theory and its applications, see James W Friedman, Game 
Theon! with Applicatiolls to ECOllOlllics (New York: Oxford UniYersity Press, 1990); Drew Fudenberg 
and Jean Tirole, Ga/lle Theory (Cambridge, :vlA: :v1IT Press, 1991); and Asinash Dixit and Susan 
Skeath, Ga/lles of Strnte,(lj (New York: Norton, 1999) 
6 A Stacke/berg ~qllilibr;I;'l1 is also a Nash equilibrium In the Stackelberg model, hm,"e\'er, the lules of 
the game are different: One firm makes its output decision before its competitor does Under these 
rules, each firm is doing the best it can giyen the decision of its competitor 

FIRM 1 
Crispy 

Sweet 10,10 
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FIRM 2 

Sweet 

10,10 

-5, -5 

introduced by only one firm. There is a market for a nev,' "crispv" cereal and for 
a new "sweet" cereal, but each firm has the resources to introdl{ce only one new 
product. TIle payoff matrix for the two firms might look like the one in Table 13.3, 

In th~s game, ea~h firm is indifferent about which product it produces-so 
long as It does not mtroduce the same product as its competitor. If coordination 
were possible, the firms 'would probabl.y agree to divide the market. But what if 
the firms must behave llollcooperatively? Suppose that somehow-perhaps 
through a news release-Firm 1 indicates it is about to introduce the sweet 
ce.real, and Fi:-m ~ (aft:r he~ring this) indicates it 'will introduce the crispy one. 
GIven the achon It belIev"es Its opponent is taking, neither firm has an incentive 
to devi~t~ from. its proposed action. If it takes the proposed action, its payoff is 
10: but If I~ devlat~s-and its opponent's action remains unchanged-its payoff 
WIll be - J, Theretore, the strategy set given by the bottom left-hand corner of 
t~~ payoff matrix is st~ble ~nd ~onstitutes a Nash equilibrium: Given the sh'ategy 
OtitS opponent, each frrm IS domg the best it can and has no incentive to deyiate. 

Note that the upper right-hand corner of the pavoff matrix is also a Nash 
e~uilibrium, which might occur if Firm 1 indicated it was about to produce the 
CrISpy cereaL Each Nash equilibrium is stable because ollce the strateoies are cilO
sell, no player will unilaterally dev'iate from them. HO'wever, without ~nore infor
mation, .we h~\'~ no way of knowing '[clziciz equilibrium (crispy/sweet v's. 
sweet/cnspy) IS lIkely to result-or if eitlzer will result. Of course, both firms 
~la\'e a strong incentiv'e to reach olle of the t'wo Nash equilibria-if they both 
mtroduce the same type of cereal, they will both lose money. The fact that the 
two firms are not allowed to collude does not mean that th~v ,,,,ill not reach a 
Nash equilibrium. As an industry dev'elops, understandinC:s often ev'o!v'e as 
firms "signal" each other about the paths the industry is to take. 

The. ' Suppose that you (Y) and a competitor (C) are 
plannmg to sell soH drinks on a beach this summer. The beach is 200 yards long, 
~nd sunbath~rs ~.re spread evenly acr.oss its length. You an~ your con~petitor sell 
he same soH drInks at the same pnces, so customers WIll walk to the closest 
\·e~dor. \;Yhere on the beach will you locate, and where do vou think vour com-
petitor will locate? " " 
. If you think about this for a minute, you 'will see that the only Nash equilib
~um calls for both you and your competitor to locate at the same'spot in the cen
::r of the beacl: (see Fig~lre .13.1). To see \vhy, suppose your competitor located at 

me other pomt A, whIch IS three quarters of the way to the end of the beach. In 
that case you would no longer want to locate in the center; vou would locate 
near your co ft·' ttl 1 f Y 1 ' " _ mpe 1 or, JUs 0 leI' e t. 01.1 wou d thus capture nearly three-
fOurths ot all sales, while your competitor (Tot onlv the remainino fourth. This 
out. . ',' . 0,. 0 
In ~ome IS not an eqUIlIbrIUm because your competrtor would then want to 

Ove to the center of the beach, and you would do the same. 

~ 
, I 
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200 yards 

Beach 

You (Y) and a competitor (C) plan to sell soft drinks on a beach. If slmbathers are 
spread evenly across the beach and will w~lk to the clos~s~ vendor, ~h~ hvo of y?u 
will locate next to each other at the center ot the beach. 11us IS the only Nash equilib. 
rium. If vour competitor located at point A, you would want to move lmtil you were 
just to h~r left, where you could capture three-fourths of all sales. But your competi_ 
tor would then want to move back to the center, and would do the same. 

The "beach location game" can help us understand a variety of phenomena. 
Have vou ever noticed hmv, along a tv\'O- or three-mile stretch of road, hvo 
or thr~e gas stations, or several car dealerships, will be located close t~ each 
other? Likewise, as a US. presidential election approaches, the Democratic and 
Republican candidates typically mo\'e close to the center as they' define their 
political positions. 

Maximin Strategies 

The concept of a Nash equilibrium relies hea\'ily on individ~lal r~tionality. Each 
plaver's choice of strategy depends not only on its own ratlOnahty, but also on 
that of its opponent. This can be a limitatio~1, aS"the examp~e in T~ble 13.4 shows, 

In this game, two firms compete in sellmg !,lle-encryptlon sottwar~. B~cause 
both firms use the same encryption standard, hIes encrypted by one fmn s soft
\,,'are can be read bv the other's-an ad\'antage for consumers. Nonetheles,s, 
Firm 1 has a much l~raer market share (it entered the market earlier and its sott
ware has a better usel:' interface). Both firms are nO'w considering an investment 
in a new encryption standard. , . ., 

Note that investing is a dominant stl'ategy tor Fm11 2 because by ~omg so, It 
will do better (earning $10 million rather than 0) regardless of what Fm111 does. 
Thus Firm 1 should expect Firm 2 to invest. In this case, Firm 1 would d~ better 
bv also ilwestina (and earning $20 million) than by not im'esting (and los~g $~O 
n~illion). Clearl~ the outcome (invest, im'est) is a Nash equilibrium tor this 
aame, and you ~can verify that it is the only Nash equilibrium. But note that 
Firm l's managers had better be sure that Firm 2's managers understand the 

FIRM I 
Don't invest 

Invest 

Don't invest 

0,0 

-100, ° 
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(Tame and are rational. If Firm 2 should happen to make a mistake and fail to 
?j1\'est it would be extremel\' costlv to Firm 1. (Consumer confusion oyer incom-1 ' • ~ 

patible standards ,w.auld arise, and Firm 1, with its dominant market share, 
would lose $100 rmlhon.) 

If vou were Firm 1, what would you do? If you tend to be cautious, and if you 
are c~ncerned that the managers of Firm 2 might not be fully informed or ra
tional, you might choose to play "don't im'est." In that case, the worst that can 
happen is that you will lose S10 rnillion; you no longer have a chance of losing 
5100 million. Such a strategy is called a maximin strategy because it JIlaxiJllizes 
tile miniJlluJIl gain tizat can be eamed. If both firms used maximin strategies, the 
outcome would be that Firm 1 does not im'est and Firm 2 does. A maximin strat
e(TY is conservative, but it is not profit-maximizing (Firm 1, for example, loses 
510 million rather than earning $20 million). Note that if Firm 1 knew for certain 
that Firm 2 was using a maximin strategy, it would prefer to invest (and earn $20 
million) instead of follmving its OIvn maximin strategy of not im'esting .. 

The maximin strategy is consen'ative. 
If Firm 1 is unsure about what Firm 2 will do but can assign probabilities to each 
possible action for Firm 2, it could instead use a strategy that IIl{lXilllizes its 
expected payoff Suppose, for example, that Firm 1 thinks that there is only a 10-
percent chance that Firm 2 will not invest. In that case, Firm l's expected payoff 
from investing is (.1)(-100) + (.9)(20) = $8 rnillion. Its expected payoff if it 
doesn't invest is (.1)(0) + (.9)( -10) = - $9 million. In this case, Finn 1 should 
invest. 

On the other hand, suppose Firm 1 thinks that the probability that Firm 2 will 
not im'est is 30 percent. In this case, Firm l's expected payoff from investing is 
(.3)( -100) + (.7)(20) = $16 million, while its expected payoff from not invest
ing is (.3)(0) + (.7)( - 10) = - $7 million. Thus Firm 1 will choose not to invest. 

You can see that Firm. l's strategy depends critically on its assessment of the 
probabilities of different actions by Firm 2. Determining these probabilities may 
seem like a tall order. However, firms often face uncertainty (over Inarket condi
tions, future costs, and the beha\'ior of competitors), and must make the best 
decisions they can based on probability assessments and expected values. 

The What is the Nash equilibrium for the prisoners' 
dilemma discussed in Chapter 12? Table 13.5 shows the payoff matrix for the pris
oners' dilemma. Recall that the ideal outcome is one in which neither prisoner con
fesses, so that they both get two years in prison. Confessing, howevel~ is a dominant 
strategy for each prisoner-it yields a higher payoff regardless of the strategy of the 
other prisoner. Dominant stl'ategies are also maximin stl'ategies. Therefore, the out
come in which both prisoners confess is both a Nash equilibrium and a maximin 
solution. 111US, in a very stl'ong sense, it is rational for each prisoner to confess. 

PRISONER A 
Confess 

Don't confess 

PRISONERB 

Confess Don't confess 

-5, 5 -1, -10 

-10, 2, -2 

maximin strategy Strategy 
that maximizes the minimum 
gain that can be earned. 

For a review of expected 
\'alue, see §5.1, where it is 
defined as a weighted aver
age of the payoffs associated 
with all possible outcomes, 
,\"ith the probabilities of each 
outcome used as weights. 
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pure strategy Strategy in 
which a player makes a spe
cific choice or takes a specific 
action 

mixed strategy Strategy in 
which a player makes a ran
dom choice among two or 
more possible actions, based on 
a set of chosen probabilities o 

In all of the games that we examined so far, 'we haye considered strateo-ies i" , 1:> u, 
which players make a specific choice or take a specitic action: adv'ertise or don't 
adYertise, set a price of S4 or a price of 56, and so on, Strategies of this kind are 
called pure strategies. There are games, however, in which pure strategies are 

not the best 'way to play. 

An example is the game of "Matching Pennies," In this 
game, player chooses heads or tails and the two players reyeal their coins 
at the same time. If the coins match (i,e., both are heads or both are tails), 
Player A wins and receives a dollar from Player B, If the coins do not match, 
Player B 'wins and receives a dollar from Player A. The payoff matrix is shown in 

Table 13,6. 
Note that there is no Nash equilibrium in pure strategies for this game, 

Suppose, for example, that Player A chose the strategy of playing heads, Then 
Player B would want to play tails, But if Player B plays tails, Player A would also 
want to play tails. No combination of heads or tails leaves both players 
satisfied-one player or the other will al'ways want to change strategies, 

Although there is no Nash equilibrimn in pure strategies, there is a Nash 
equilibrium in mixed strategies: strategies ill which plnyers IIIn/ce randolll choices 
nl1lOllg two or more possible nctiolls, bnsed 011 sets of chosell probnbilitics. In this game, 
for example, Player A might simply Hip the coin, thereby playing heads with 
probability 1/2 and playing tails with probability 1/2. In fact, if Player A follows 
this strategy and Player B does the same, we will haye a Nash equilibrium; both 
players will be doing the best they can given what the opponent is doing, Note 
that the outcome of the game is random, but the expected pnyofJ is 0 for each 

player, 
It may seem strange to playa game by choosing actions randomly. But put 

yourself in the position of Player A and think what would happen if you fol-
10'wed a strategy otizer than just Hipping the coin. Suppose, for example, you 
decided to play heads. If Player B kno'ws this, she 'would play tails and you 
would lose. Even if Player B didn't knovv your strategy, if the game \\'ere played 
over and oyer again, she could eventually discern your pattern of play and 
choose a strategy that countered it. Of course, you would then want to change 
your strategy-which is why this would not be a Nash equilibrium. Only if you 
and your opponent both choose heads or tails randomly 'with probability 1/2 
would neither of you have any incentive to change strategies, (You can check 
that the use of different probabilities, say 3/4 for heads and 1/4 for tails, does not 

generate a Nash equilibrium.) 

PLAYER A 
Heads 

Tails 

PLAYERB 

Heads Tails 

1, -1 T 1,1 

-1,1 I 1, -1 
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One ,reason ~o consider mixed strategies is that some o-ames (such as 
I/Matchmg Perm1es") do not have any Nash equilibria in pure ~trateo-ies, It can 
be shown, however, that once we allow for mixed strateo-ies everJl o-~me has t 

N 1 Tb ' - H 1:>' :; 1:> a 
least one ~ as 1 equ,l 1 ~'l~lm,' ence, mixed strategies provide solutions to games 
when pUle strateg1es tall. Of course, whether solutions uwolvino- mixed strate
gies ar~ reasOl:able ,vill depend on the particular game and ;layers, Mixed 
strateg1es are hkely to ,be very reasonable for "Matching Pennies," poker, and 
oth,er such ~ames, A f,mn, ~n the other hand, might not find it reasonable to 
beheve that 1tS competltor ,v111 set its price randomly. 

The, " S?me games have Nash equilibria both in pure 
strateg1es and m m1xed strateg1es. An example is "The Battle of the Sexes" a 
game that you mi?ht find familiar. It goes like this. Jim and Joan would lik~ to 
spend S,aturday 111ght together bU,t have ,different tastes in entertainment. Joan 
would hke to go to the opera, but J1m preiers mud wrestling. (Feel free to reverse 
these preferences,) As the payoff matrix in Table 13.7 shows, Joan would most 
prefe: to go to the opera with Jim: b~t prefers watching mud wrestlu1g 'with Jim 
to g?mg to the opera alone, and smularly for Jim, 

Fll'St, note t~at th~re a,re two Nash equilibria in pure strategies for this 
?ame-:-the one m wh1ch Jm1 and Joan both watch mud wrestling, and the one 
Ifl wh1ch they both go to the opera, Jim, of course, would prefer the first of 
t~ese outcomes and Joan the second, but both outcomes are equilibria-neither 
Jlll1 nor Joan would want to change his or her decision, given the decision of 
the other, 
,.rhis, gam~ ~lso l~as an equilibr~um in mixed strategies: Jim chooses wrestling 

\\~th plObab~l~ty 2/~ and opera w1~h probability 1/3, and Joan chooses wrestling 
WIth p~obab1hty 1/~ and opera WIth probability 2/3, You can check that if Joan 
uses th1s strat~gy, J1m carmot do better with any other strategy, and vice versa,s 
Th~ ?utcome 1S random, and Jim and Joan ,,{ill each have an expected payoff 
of -h 
, Sho,uld ,v~ expe~t Jim and Joan to use these mixed strategies? Unless they're 
:e? ns~ lo~'m~ or m some ~ther way a str~nge couple, probably not. By ag~ee
Inb to eltller fOlm of entertamment, each w111 have a payoff of at least 1, which 

JIM 
Wrestling 

Opera 

JOAN 

Wrestling 

2,1 

0, ° 
Opera 

0,0 

1,2 

;o:;~roenpr~~iSeIIY, e\'elr'b" game with a finite number of players and a finite number of actions has at 
, e has 1 eqUl I num For a proof 0 "d '1 K ' " (Princeton "iJ' P . U:' ' , see a\ I]\' reps, A Course III Ivflcroecollo11lic Theon! 
• ,]'" nnceton TIl\'erslt\' Press 1990) p 409 . , S· .' , . 
GPe~~P~i~~ Jllr randomizes, lettin~.p be the probability of wrestling, and (1 p) the probabilitv of 
bOth wi ce oan I,S usmg proba~lhtzes of 1/3 tor wrestling and 2/3 for opera, the probability that 
Hence JIl c,hoose \\ restlmg IS (1/ ,,)p~ and the probability that both will choose opera is (2/3)({ - p) 
Denden~m s expected payoff IS 2(1/ :»p 1(2/3)(1 p) = (2/3)p + 2/3 - (2/3)p = 2/3 This is inde-
, of p, so Jim calmot do better in terms of expected payoff no matter what he chooses. 
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repeated game Game in 
which actions are taken and 
payoffs received over and 
over again 

exceeds the expected payoff of 2/3 from randomizing. In this game as.in many 
others, mixed strategies provide another solution, but not a yery re~hstic one. 
Hence, for the remainder of this chapter \\'e will focus on pure strategIes. 

1 
We saw in Chapter 12 that in oligopolistic markets, f~n:ns ofter: ~ind thems~lves 
in a prisoners' dilemma \yhen making O1,:tput ~r ~nClng ?eCl.slOns. Can fIrms 
find a way out of this dilemma, so that ohgopohstlc coordrnatlOn and coopera-
tion (vvhether explicit or implicit) could prevail? ., . 

To answer this question, we must recognize that the l?nsoners dIlemma, as 
we have described it so far, is lirnited: Although some pnsoners may have only 
one opportunity in life to confess or not, most firms set ou~ut an~ price over 
and over again. In real life, finns play repeated games: ActlOns. are taken and 
payoffs received oyer and over a.gain. In repea~e~ games, str~.tegIes, c,an.become 
more complex. For example, WIth each repetitron of the. pnsoners dIlemma, 
each firm can develop a reputation about its own behaYlOr and can study the 

behavior of its cornpetitors. . 
Hmv does repetition change the likely outcorne ot the game? S~lppose you are 

F 'm 1 in the prisoners' dilemma illustrated by the payoff matnx m Table 13.8.1£ 
y~u and your competitor both charge a high price, you will botl: l~lake a higher 
profit th~n if you both charged a Imv price. However, y?u are atr~Id to charge a 
high price because if your competitor d~arges.a low ~nce, you wIlllose.money 
and, to add insult to injury, your competitor \vIll get nch. But suppose. thIS ?ame 
is repeated over and over again-for exa~lple, you ~nd your competrtor slmtrl
taneouslv announce your prices on the hrst day ot every mo.nth. Shou~d y~u 
then play the game differently, perhaps changing your pnce O\'er time m 

response to your competitor's behavior?. . r' 
In an interesting study, Robert Axelrod asked game :heoIlsts to come up v~lth 

the best sh'ateay they could think of to play this game m a repeated manner .. (A 
possible stratebgy mi~ght be: ''I'll sta~t of~ wit~ a r~igh p.rice: t~len ;o.,,ver my pnc;~ 
But then if my competitor lowers hIS pnce, I ll.rarse 1~11l1e for a \\ hl1e be,fore 1m 
ering it again, etc.") Then, in a compute~' slmulatlOn, Axelrod pia} ed these 

Strateaies off aaainst one another to see whIch worked best. 
b b 

As you 'would expect, any given strategy would work 
. h Tl 1: . ective how-

better aaainst some sh'ateaies than it would agamst ot ers. 1e 0 '1 ' 
e\'er, \-\,;s to find the stratebgy that was most robust, i.e., that would work best on 

FIRM 1 
Low price 

High price 

FIRM 2 

Low price High price 

10, 10 100, - 50 

- 50, 100 50,50 

9 See Robert Axelrod, The EI'oiutioll oFCoopcrntioll (Ne\\' York: Basic Books, 198-4L 
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average against ali, or almost all, other strategies. The result was surprising. The 
strategy that worked best was an extremely simple "tit-for-tat" strategy: I start 
out with a high price, 'which I maintain so Ion a as you continue to "cooperate" b ~ 

and also charge a high price. As soon as you lower your price, however, I follow 
suit and lo.wer mine. If you later decide to cooperate and raise your price again, 
I'll immedIately raise my price as well. 

Why do.es ,n1is tit-for-tat strategy work best? In particular, can I expect that 
using the tIt-tor-tat strategy will induce my competitor to behave cooperativel',r 
(and charge a high price)? ~ 

Suppose the game is illfillitely repeated. In other words, my competitor and I 
repeatedly set price month after month, forever. Cooperative behavior (i.e., 
charging a high price) is then the rational response to a tit-for-tat strategy. (This 
assumes that my competitor knows, or can figure out, that I am using a tit-for-tat 
strategy.) To see why, suppose that in one month my competitor sets a low price 
and tmdercuts me. In that month he will make a large profit. But my competitor 
knows that the following month I will set a low price, so that his profit will fall 
and will remain low as long as we both continue to charge a low price. Since the 
game is infinitely repeated, the cumulative loss of profits that results must out
weigh any short-term gain that accrued during the first month of lUldercutting. 
Thus, it is not rational to undercut. 

In fact, with an infinitely repeated game, my competitor need not even be sure 
that I am pl~ying t~t-for-tat to :nake cooperation its own rational strategy. Even if 
my CO~lp.~tIto.r bel~eves there IS only sOllie chance that I am playing tit-for-tat, he 
wlll stIll tmd It ratronal to start by charging a high price and maintain it as Ion a 

as I .do. ~hy? Witl: infinitel:epetition of the game, the expected gains from coop~ 
er~~on WIll outweIgl: tho~e trom undercutting~ This will be tl'ue e\'en if the prob
abilIty that I am playmg tIt-for-tat (and so will continue cooperating) is smalL 

Now suppose the game is repeated a fillite number of times-say, N months. 
(N can be large as long as it is finite.) If my competitor (Firm 2) is~ rationalalld 
~elieve5 that. I alii ratiollal, he will reason as follovvs: "Because Firm 1 is playing tit
tor-tat, I (Fum 2) cam10t undercut-that is, ulltil tlze last 1II01ltlz. I slzould undercut 
in the last month because then I can make a large profit that month, and after
ward the game is over, so Firm 1 cannot retaliate~ Therefore, I 'will charae a hiall 

. '1 h 1 b b pnce untI t east month, and then I will charge a low price," 
However, since I (Firm 1) have also figured this out, I also plan to charae a 

low ~rice in the last month. Of course, Firm 2 can figure this out as well, ~nd 
there tore knows that I will charge a low price in the last month~ But then what 
about the next-to-last month? Because there will be no cooperation in the last 
month, anyway, Firm 2 figures that it should undercut and charae a low price in 
the next-to-last r:'0n.th. But, of course, I have figured this out too~ so I also plan to 
charge a low pnce m the next-to-last month. And because the same reasonina 
applies to each preceding month, the only rational outcome is for both of us t~ 
charge a low price every month. 
, Since most of us do not expect to live forever, the tit-for-tat strategy seems of 
httle value; once again we are stuck in the prisoners' dilemma~ Howe~er, there is 
way out if my competitor lzas evell a sliglzt doubt about 11I!/ "mtiollalihr" 

", Suppose my competitor thillks (and he need not be ce~·tain) that I' am playina 
~'-for-tat. He also thinks that perhaps I am playina tit-for-tat "blindlv" or with 
lunited rationality, in the sense that I have failed tobwork out the loai;~l implica
~ons of a finite time horizon as discussed abo\'e. My competit~r thinks, for 
"xample, that perhaps I have not figured out that he will undercut me in the last 

so that I should also charge a low price in the last month, and so on. 

tit-for-tat strategy Repeated
game strategy in which a 
player responds in kind to an 
opponent's previous play, 
cooperating with cooperative 
opponents and retaliating 
against uncooperative ones. 
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"Perlznps," thinks mv competitor, "Firm 1 will play tit-for-tat blindly, charging a 
high price as long ~s I charge a high price"" T~1en yf th~ time .horizo.n is long 
enough), it is rational for my competitor to mamtam a hIgh pnce until the last 
month (when he \",ill undercut me). . 

Note that we ha\'e stressed the word "perhaps." My competItor need not be 
sure that I am playing tit-for-tat "blindly," or e\'en that I am playing tit-for-tat at 
all. Just the possibility can make cooperative behavior a good strategy (until near 
the end) if the time horizon is long enough. Although my competitor's conjec
ture about how I am plaYino- the o-ame might be wrong, cooperative behavior is _ b b 

profitable ill expected unille terllls" With a long time horizOl:, the sl:m of Current 
and future profits, weighted by the probability t~1~t the conJec~ure IS cOlTe~t, can 
exceed the sum of profits from warfare, e\'en It the competltor IS the hrst to 
lmdercut After all, if I am wrong and my competitor charges a low price, I can 
shift my strateo-y at the cost of only one period's profit-a minor cost in light of 
the substantiatprofit that I can make if we both cho?se to set a hi~h pric.e. 

Most managers don't kno'w how long they ,,\,111 be competmg WIth their 
rivals and this also sen'es to make cooperati\'e behavior a good strategy. If the 
end ~oint of the repeated game i~ unknown~ the. unravelling argument that 
beo-ins with a clear expectation ot undercuttmg m the last month no longer 
ap~lies. As with an infinitely repeated game, it will be rational to play tit~for-tat. 

Thus, in a repeated game, the prisoners' dilemma can ha\'e a cooperative out
come. In most markets, the game is in fact repeated over a long and uncertain 
leno-th of time, and manao-ers have doubts about how "perfectly rationally" they 
and their competitors op~rate. As a result, in some industries, particularly those 
in which onlv a few firms compete over a long period under stable demand and 
cost conditidns, cooperation prevails, even though no contractual arrangements 
are made" (The water meter industry, discussed below, is an example.) In many 
other industries, hm,\'ever, there is little or no cooperative behavior. 

Sometimes cooperation breaks down or never begins beca,use ~here ar.e :00 
many firms. More often, failure to cooperate is the result ot rapldl~T s~lf.ting 
dem~d or cost conditions. Uncertainties about demand or costs make It dIfficult 
for the firms to reach an implicit understanding of what cooperation ~hould enta.il. 
(Remember that an explicit understanding, arrived at through meetmgs and d~
cussions, could lead to an antitrust violation.) Suppose, for example, that cost dIf
ferences or different beliefs about demand lead one firm to conclude that coopera
tion means charo-ino- S50 while a second firm thinks it means S40" If the second 
firm charges 540, tl~e first firm might view that as a grab for market share and 
respond in tit-for-tat fashion with a $35 price. A price war could then develop. 

F
or more than 30 years, almost all the water meters sold in the United ~tates 
have been prodl~ced bv four American companies: Rockwell InternatIOnal, 

Bado-er Meter Nephme ,,vater Meter Company, and Hersey Products. Rockwell 
C b ,- ' ", have 

has had about a 35 percent share of the market, and the other three tnms 
together had about a 50 to 55 percent share"lO 

" k 11 I t' 1 "H "ard Business JOnus example is based in part on \Jancy Taubenslag, Roc '\\'e nterna lOn3 . a1\, . d bv 
School Case No 9,383,019, Jul\' 1983 In 1979, r.;eptune Water ivleter Company \\'a, acqUIre , 
Wheelabrator-Frye. Hersey products is a small pri\'ately held company 
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Most buyers of water meters are municipal ,vater utilities, who install the 
Ineters in residential and commercial establishments in order to measure water 
consumption and bill consumers accordingly. Since the cost of meters is a small 
part of the total cost of providing water, utilities are concerned mainly that the 
meters be accurate and reliable. Price is not a primary issue, and demand is 
very inelastic. Demand is also verv stable; because every residence or commer
cial establishment must ha\'e a w~ter meter, demand o-;'ows slowly alono- with b ~ b 

the population, 
In addition, utilities tend to have long-standing relationships with suppliers 

and are reluctant to shift from one to another. Because anv new entrant will 
find it difficult to lure customers from existing firms, this ~reates a barrier to 
entry. Substantial economies of scale create a second barrier to enhy To caphlre 
a significant share of the market, a new entrant must invest in a large factory. 
This requirement virhlally precludes entry by new firms" 

With inelastic and stable demand and little threat of enh'V by new firms the 
existing four firms could earn substantial monopoly profits if they set p;'ices 
cooperatively If, on the other hand, they compete aggressively, with each firm 
cutting price to increase its own share of the market, profits 'would fall to nearly 
competitive le\·els. TI1e firms thus face a prisoners' dilemma. Can cooperation 
prevail? 

It can and hns prevailed" Remember that the same four firms have been play
ing a repented gnllle for decades. Demand has been stable and predictable, and 
over the years, the firms have been able to assess their own and each other's 
costs. In this sihlation, tit-for-tat strategies work well; it pays each finn to coop
erate, as long as its competitors are cooperating. 

As a result, the four finns operate as though they were members of a COLUltry 
club. There is rarely an attempt to lmdercut price, and each firm appears satis
fied with its share of the market. While the business may appear dull, it is cer
tainly profitable. All four firms have been earning returns on their inveshnents 
that far exceed those in more competitive indush'ies. 

I n March 1983, American Airlines, whose president, Robert Crandall, had 
become notable for his use of the telephone (see Example 10.5), proposed 

that all airlines adopt a uniform fare schedule based on mileage, The rate per 
mile would depend on the length of the trip, with the lowest rate of 15 cents per 
mile for trips over 2500 miles, higher rates for shorter trips, and the highest 
r~te, 53 cents per mile, for h'ips lmder 250 miles. For example, a one-way coach 
ticket from Boston to Chicago, a distance of 932 miles, would cost 5233 (based 
on a rate of 25 cents per mile for h'ips between 751 and 1000 n1iles), 

This proposal would have done away with the many different fares (some 
heaVily discounted) then available, The cost of a ticket from one city to another 
would depend only on the number of miles between those cities: As a senior 
vice-president of American Airlines said, "TIle new sh'eamlined fare sh'uchlre 
will help reduce fare confusion," Most other major airlirles reacted favorably to 
the plan and began to adopt it. A vice-president of TWA said, "It's a good 
move. It's very businesslike." United Airlines quickly almolmced that it would 
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sequential game Game in 
which players move in turn, 
responding to each other's 
actions and reactions" 

adopt the plan on routes 'where it competes vv~th American, which includes 
most of its system, and TWA and Continental smd that they would adopt it 
all their routes" 11 

Why did American Airlines propose this fare structure, and what made it so 
attractive to the other airlines? Was it really to "help reduce fare confusion"? 
No, the aim was to reduce price competition and achie:~ a collusive pricing 
arrangement. Prices had been driven down by competitlve undercutting, as 
airlines competed fm market share" And as Robert Cra:,"d.all had learned less 
than a vear earlier, fixing prices over the telephone IS IllegaL Instead, the 
compacies would implicitly fix prices by agreeing to use the same fare-setting 

fmmula" 
The plan failed, a victim of the prisoners' dilemma. Only two ,.veeks after the 

plan ,,,'as armounced and adopted by most airlines, Pan AI~, v~hich was dissat
isfied with its small share of the US market, dropped ItS tares. American! 
United, and TWA, afraid of losing their own shares of the market, quickly 
dropped their fares to match Pan Am. The price-cutting continued, and fortu
nately for consumers, the plan was soon dead. 

Tl~s episode exemplifies the problem of oligop~listic ~ri:ing. One e.conomist 
summarized it accurately: "You can't blame Amencan AIrl.mes fO.r trymg. After 
all, it is the American Way to try to cartelize prices with a SImple to~·mula. But it 
is also in the o-reat tradition of open competition in this cOl.mh·{ to frustrate any 
such establisl~ment of cartel prices by competitive chiseling .. "L _ 

American Airlines introduced another simplified, four-tier tare structure in 
April 1992, 'which was quickly adopted by most major carriers_ But it, to~, s.oon 
fell victim to competitive discounts. In May 1992, Northwest AIrlines 
annOl.mced a "kids fly free" program, and American responded \:i~h a .summer 
half-price sale, which other carriers matched. As a result, the mI"lme mdustry 
lost billions of dollars in 1992" 

Why is airline pricing so intensiwly competitive? Airlin~~ plan r~u~e capaci
ties two or more years into the future, but they make pncmg deCISIOns over 
short horizons-~onth by month or even week by week In the short run, the 
marginal cost of adding passengers to a flight is very low-essenti~lly th~ cost 
of a soft drink and a bag of peanuts. Each airline, therefor~, has an mc:~tive to 
lower fares in order to caphlre passengers from its competltms" In addItion, the 
demand for air travel often fluctuates unpredictably. Such factors as these stand 

in the of 

13.5 
In most of the o-ames we have discussed so far, both players move at the same 

o . I b 1 f' - t tput at the time" In the Coumot model of duopoly, for examp e, ot 1 llms se 01.1 

same time" In sequential games, players move in tum. The Stackelberg mod:! 
discussed in Chapter 12 is an example of a sequential game; one finn sets o~tJ? 

I d ·, deCISIon 
before the other does" There are many other examp es: an a verhsmg 
by one finn and the response by its competitor; entry-deterring inveshnent 

11 . "". v k 'T' - "1 I 1- 198"' "Most Bia A.irlines Bade . "American to Base Fares on MIleage, 1'('11' lor 1111(,', 1v arC1:J, J, - "'-

American's Fare Plan," Neil' York Tillles, March 17, 1983 
1:! Paul W. NlacA\-oy, "A Plan That Won't Endure Competition," Neil' York Tillles, April 3, 1983. 
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FIRM 2 

FIRM 1 
Crispy 

Sweet 

Crispy 

-5, -5 

20, 10 

Sweet 

10,20 

- 5, 5 

an incu:11bent finn and the decision whether to enter the market by a potential 
competItor; or ~ new gO\-ernment regulatory policy and the investment and out
put response ot the regulated firms. 

We wi~llook at a \"ariety of sequential games in the remainder of this chapter. 
As we WIll see, they are often easier to analyze than games in which the players 
move at.the same time. In a sequential game, the key is to think through the pos
sible actIOns and rational reactions of each player. 

As a simple example, let's return to the product choice problem first dis
cussed in Section 13.3" This problem im"olves two companies facina a market in 
which two new variations of breakfast cereal can be successfully i~troduced as 
lo_ng as ~ach. firm introduces only one variation. This time, let's ~hange the pay
offmatnx slIghtly. As Table 13.9 shows, the new s'weet cereal will inevitably be a 
better seller than the new crispy cereal, earning a profit of 20 rather than 16 (per
haps because consumers preter sweet things to crisp v thinas). Both new cereals 
will still be profitable, however~ as long as each is introduc~d bv onlv one firm. 
(Compare Table 13.9 with Table 133). - -

Suppose that both firms, in ignorance of each other's intentions, must 
announce their decisions independently and simultaneouslv. In that case both 
will probably introduce the sweet cereai-and both will lose-money. ' 

Now suppose that Firm 1 can gear up its production faster and- introduce its 
new cereal first. We now ha\-e a sequential game: Firm 1 introduces a new cereal 
and then Finn 2 introduces one" What will be the outcome of this o-ame? Wher~ 
making its decisio~l, Firm 1 must consider the rational response of it~ competitor. 
It knows that whIchever cereal it introduces, Firm 2 will introduce the other 
~.d. Thus ~t will int~'oduce the sweet cereal, knOWing that Firm 2 will respond 
by mtroducmg the cnspy one, 

The Extensive Form of a Game 

Althou~h this outcome can be deduced from the payoff matrix in Table 13.9, 
sequen~lal ga~1es ar~ sometimes easier to visualize if we represent the possible 
moves 111 the form ot a decision tree, This representation is called the extensive 
!or~ of a ga.me, and is shown in Figure 13.2. The figure shovvs the possible 
hOlces of FIrm 1 (introduce a crispy or a sweet cereal) and the possible 

responses of Firm 2 to each of those choices" The resultino- payoffs are aiven at 
end of each branch. For example, if Finn 1 produces a ~rispy cereal a~d Firm 

2r~sp~nds by also producing a crispy cereal, each firm will have a payoff of - 5" 
o,fmd the solutIon to the extenSIve form game, work backward from the end. 
FIrm 1, the best sequence of moves is the one in which it earns 20 and Firm 2 

Fir . ~O. Thus it can ~educe that it should produce the sweet cereal, because 
m 2 s best response IS then to produce the crispy cereal. 

extensive form of a game 
Representation of possible 
mm'es in a game in the form 
of a decision tree. 
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In §12.3, we explair: that tl-:e 
Stackelbera model IS an olI
gopoly moodel in vVhid.l one 
firm sets its output betore 
other firms do. 

Recall that in §122, we 
explain that in the Cournot 
model, each firm treats the 
output of its competitors as 
fixed and that all firms slmul
taneouslv decide how much 
to produ"ce. 

Finn 1 
{

Crispy - Firm 2 -[ 

Sweet - Firm 2 -[ 

Crispy 

Sweet 

Crispy 

Sweet 

-S,-5 
10,20 

20,10 

-S, -S 

The Advantage of Moving First 
. d '1' me there is a clear advantage to moving first: By intro-

In tIus pro uct-c 10lCe ga , . 1. F' . 2 l' 1 1 F 1 creates a fait accomplI that ea\ es lIm Itt e 
ducing the s,:,eet cderea t'l lIn: \' one This is much like the first-mover advan-
choice but to mtro uce 1e cnsp / . d 1 1 fi 

. th St cke1bera model in Chapter 12. In that mo e, t 1e rm 
tage that we .. saw m Ie a 1 'aeo1eve1 of output, thereby giving its competitor 
that moves hrst can c 100se a aro 
little choice but to choose a small leveL ., fl' , 

f 1· f' t mover advantaae It Will be use u to reVle.~ 
To clarify the nature 0 t 11S Irs - 0' d l' h' ch both firms 

d 1 and com are it to the Cournot mo e m WI· 
the Stacke1berg mo e. 1 p 1 T As in Chapter 12, we will use the example 
choose their outputs Slmu taneous }' 
in which two duopolists face the market demand curve 

p = 30 - Q 

d '.' Q = Q + Qo. As before, we will also 
where Q is the t~ta1 pro uctl~n, L~;. 1 t1 Rec~i1 that the Cournot equilib-
assume that both firms_have zer~ ~1~~~0 ~~d' each firm earns a profit of 100. 
rium is then Q = Q2 - 10, so t 1a _ Q - 7 r th t 

1. '0 firms colluded they would set Q1 - 2 - .J, so a 
Recall also that 1£ t~e t\\ ft f 112 50 Finally recall from Section 12.3 
p = 15 and each fll'ln earns a pr~ 1 O. . . . . ~o~.es first, the outcome is 
that in the Stacke1~:.rg mode1,/~ \;~~Ch F~r~el firms' profits are 112.50 and 
Q1 = 15 and Q2 = I.J, so that - .J an 

56.25, respec
d
th.e1t ther possible outcomes are summarized in the payoff 

These an a ew 0 . 1 T th nlv solution to the 
.' f T bl 1" 10 If both firms move SImultaneous}, eo J .., 

matrIX 0 a e -:>. f . d 10 and earn 100. In this Cournot eqmhbnum, 
game is that both lrms pro uce. h t't om etitor is doina. If Firm 1 
each firm is doing the best it can gl\:endw .a. I s c'ill ~onstrain Firmo 2'5 choice. 
moves first, however, it knows that Its eClslOn \\ 

FIRM 1 

7.5 

10 

15 

75 

112.50, 112.50 

125,93.75 

112.50, 56.25 

FIRM 2 

10 15 

93.75, 125 56.25, 112.50 

100, 100 50, 75 

75,50 0,0 
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obselTe from the payoff matrix that if Firm 1 sets Q1 I.':), Finn 2's best 
response will be to set Q2 10. This ,,,,ill gi,'e Firm 1 a profit of 93.75 and Firm 2 
a profit of 125. If Firm 1 sets Q1 = 10, Firm 2 will set Q2 = 10, and both firms will 
earn 100. But if Firm 1 sets Q1 = 15, Firm 2 will set Q2 = 7.5, so that Firm 1 earns 
112.50, and Firm 2 earns 56.25. Therefore the most that Firm 1 can earn is 112.50, 
and it does so by setting Q1 = 15. Compared to the Coumot outcome, when 
Firm 1 mO\'es first, it does better-and Firm 2 does much "worse. 

1 

The product choice problem and the Stackelberg model are two examples of 
how a finn that moves first can create a fait accompli that gives it an advantage 
over its competitor. In this section we'll take a broader look at the advantage a 
firm can have by moving first, and also consider what determines LL'hiclz firm 
goes first. We will focus on the following question: What actions cml a firm take to 
gaill advantage ill the IIwrketplace? For example, how might a firm deter entry by 
potential competitors, or induce existing competitors to raise prices, reduce out
put, or leave the market altogether? Or how might a firm reach an implicit 
agreement with its competitors that is heavily weighted in its o\vn favor? 

An action that gives a firm this kind of advantage is called a strategic move. A 
good definition of a strategic move was given by Thomas Schelling, who first 
explained the concept and its implications: "A strategic move is one that intlu
ences the other person's choice in a manner favorable to one's self, by affecting 
the other person's expectations of how one's self will behave. One constrains the 
parh1er's choice by constraining one's own behavior."13 

The idea of constraining your own behavior to gain an advantage may seem 
paradoxical, but we'll soon see that it is not. Let's consider a few examples. 

First, let's return once more to the product-choice problem shown in Table 
13.9. The firm that introduces its new breakfast cereal first will do best. But which 
firm will introduce its cereal first? Even if both firms require the same amount of 
time to gear up production, each has an incentive to COlIll/zit itselffirst to the sweet 
cereal. The key word is "commit." If Firm 1 simply announces it will produce the 
sweet cereal, Finn 2 will have little reason to belie,'e it. After all, Finn 2, know
ing the incenti\"es, can make the same announcement louder and more vocifer
ously Firm 1 must constrain its own behavior in some wav that convinces Firm 2 
that Firm 1 has /10 choice but to produce the sweet cereal. Firm 1 might laLmch an 
expensive advertising campaign describing the new sweet cereal well before its 
introduction, thereby putting its reputation on the line. Firm 1 might also sign a 
contract for the forward delivery of a large quantity of sugar (and make the con
tract public, or at least send a copy to Firm 2). The idea is for Firm 1 to commit 
itself to produce the sweet cereal. Cormnitment is a strategic move that will 
induce Firm 2 to make the decision that Firm 1 ,,,'ants it to make-namely, to 
produce the crispy cereal. . 

~lThomas C Schelling, The Strategy of COllj7ict (Ne\\" York: Oxford Uni\"ersity Press, 1960), p 160 
,1980 edition published by Han"ard University Press) For a general discussion of strategic mO\"es in 
bUSiness planning, see Michael E. Porter, COlllpetitil.'e Strategll (New York: Free Press, 1980). 

strategic move Action that 
gi\"es a player an ad\"antage 
by constraining his beha\'ior 
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FIRM 1 
High price 

Low price 

FIRM 2 

High price Low price 

100,80 80, 100 

20,0 10,20 

Why can't Firm 1 simply tlzreaten Firm 2, vo\ving to produce the sweet cereal 
even if Firm 2 does the same? Because Finn 2 has little reason to believe the 
threat-and can make the same threat itself A threat is useful only if it is credi· 
ble. The following example should help make this clear. 

Suppose Firm 1 produces personal computers that can be used both as word 
processors and to do other tasks. Firm 2 produces only dedicated word processors. 
As the payoff matrix in Table 13.11 shows, as long as Firm 1 charges a high price 
for its computers, both firms can make a good deal of money. Even if Firm 2 
charges a low price for its word processors, many people will still buy Firm 1's 
computers (because they can do so many other things), although some buyers will 
be induced by the price differential to buy the dedicated v·vord processor instead. 
However, if Firm 1 charges a low price, Firm 2 \vill also have to charge a low price 
(or else make zero profit), and the profit of both firms will be significantly reduced. 

Firm 1 would prefer the outcome in the upper left-hand corner of the matrix. 
For Firm 2, hmvever, charging a Im'\' price is clearly a dominant strategy. Thus 
the outcome in the upper right-hand corner will prevail (no matter which firm 
sets its price first). 

Firm 1 would probably be vie"wed as the "dominant" firm in this industry 
because its pricing actions "will have the greatest impact on overall industry prof
its. Can Firm 1 induce Firm 2 to charge a high price by tizreatellillg to charge a 
low price if Firm 2 charges a low price? No, as the payoff matrix in Table 13.11 
makes clear: Wlzatever Firm 2 does, Firm 1 will be much worse off if it charges a 
low price. As a result, its threat is not credible. 

Commitment and Credibility 
Sometimes finns can make threats credible. To see how, consider the following 
example. Race Car Motors, Inc., produces cars, and Far Out Engines, Ltd., pro
duces specialty car engines. Far Out Engines sells most of its engines to Race S~ 
Motors, and a few to a limited outside market. Nonetheless, it depends heavily 
on Race Car Motors, and makes its production decisions in response to Race 

Car's production plans. 
We thus have a sequential aame in which Race Car is the "leader." It 

decide "vhat kind of cars to blrild, and Far Out Engines will then decide wh~t 
kind of engines to produce. TIle pavoff matrix in Table 13.12(a) shoWS the pOSS}
ble outcomes of this game. (Profits ~are in millions of dollars.) Observe that Race 
Car will do best by deciding to produce small cars. It knows that in response to 
this decision, Far Out will produce small engines, most of which Ra,c~ Car 
then buy, As a result, Far Out 'will make $3 Inillion and Race Car $6 1111111on. 

FAR OUT ENGINES 
Small engines 

Big engines 
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RACE CAR MOTORS 

Small cars Big cars 

3, 6 3,0 

1, 1 8,3 

Far Out, ho\\,e\'er, would much prefer the outcome in the lower riaht-hand 
corner o~ the payoff matr~x. If it could produce big engines, alld if RacebCar pro
duced bIg cars and theretore bought the big engines, it would make S8 million. 
(Race Cal', however, would make only $3 million). Can Far Out induce Race Car 
to produce big cars instead of small ones? 

Suppose Far Out threatells to produce big engines no matter what Race Car 
does; suppose, too, that no other engine producer can easilv satisfy the needs of 
Race Cal'. If Race Car believed Far Out's threat, it would produce bia cars: 
Otherwise, it would have trouble finding engines for its small cars and ~ould 
earn only $1 million instead of $3 million. But the threat is not credible: Once 
Race Car responded by aIU10uncing its intentions to produce small cars, Far Out 
would have no incentive to carrv out its threat 

Far Out can make its threat cl:edible by visiblv and irreversibly reducina some 
of its own payoffs in the m~trix, s~.tha.t its choic~s become const;ained, In ~artic
utar, F_ar Out m:lst red~lCe ItS proUts trom small engines (the payoffs in the top 
row ot the matnx). It rmght ~o this by sizuttil1g d07.ull or destroyillg sOllie of its slIIall 
ei~gllle productlOll capaCltl(. Thls would result in the payoff matrix shown in Table 
b.l2(b). ~ow Ra.ce Car.'OIows that whatever kind of car it produces, Far Out will 
produce bIg engmes. It Race Car produces the small cars, Far Out will sell the 
hi? ~ngines as ~lest it can to other car producers and settle for making only 51 
mtlhon. But tl~s is l:etter than making no profits by producing small engirles. 
Because Rac.e ~ar w:ll hav'e to look elsewhere for engines, its profit ''>'ill also be 
lower (~1rmlhon). ~ow it is clearly in Race Car's interest to produce large cars. 
~Y makmg a strateglC mo_ve that seemil1gly puts itself at a disadunl1tage, Far Out has 
improved the outcome ot the game. 

Although strategic commitments of this kind can be effective, they are riskv 
~nd depend heavily _on ha\-ing accurate knowledge of the payoff rnat~'ix and th~ 
In~~stry. SU'ppose, .. tor exar~ple, that Far Ol~t commits itself to producing big 
enomes but IS surpnsed to fmd that another fmn can produce small enaines at a 
low co t Tl . 1 b . s. 1.e comn:ltment may hen lead Far Out to bankruptcy rather than to 
continued lugh protits. 

FAR OUT ENGINES 
Small engines 

Big engines 

RACE CAR MOTORS 

Small cars Big cars 

0,6 0, 0 

1, 1 8,3 
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De\'eloping the right kind of repl!tlltion can als 
gi\"e one a strategic advantage. Again, consider Far Out Engines' desire to pro~ 
duce big engines for Race Car Motors' big cars. Suppose that the managers of 
Far Out Engines dewlop a reputat.ion fo~ being irrational-perhaps downright 
crazy They threaten to produce b1g engmes no matter 'what Race Car Motors 
does. (Refer to Table 13.12a.) Now the threat might be credible without any fur
ther action; after all, you can't be sure that an irrational manager will always 
make a profit-maximizing decision. In gaming situations, the party that is 
knovvn (or thought) to be a little crazy can have a significant advantage. 

Developing a reputation can be an especially important strategy in a repeated 
game. A firm might find it ad\"antageous to behave irrationally for several plays 
of the game. This might give it a reputation that will allow it to increase its long-

run profits substantially. 

W
al-Mart Stores, Inc., is an enormously successful chain of discount retail 
stores started bv Sam Walton in 1969.14 Its success was unusual in the 

industry. During the 1960s and 1970s, rapid expansion by existing firms and 
the entry and expansion of new fin11s m.ade discount retailing increasingly 
competitive. During the 1970s and 1980s, industrywide profits fell, and large 
discount chains-including such giants as King's, Korvette's, Mammoth Mart, 
W. T Grant, and Wooleo-went bankrupt. Wal-Mart Stores, however, kept on 
growing (from 153 stores in 1976 to 1009 in 1986) and became ewn more prof
itable. By the end of 1985, Sam Walton was one of the richest people in the 

United States. 
How did Wal-Mart Stores succeed where others failed? The key is in Wal-

Mart's expansion sh'ategy. To charge less than ordinary department stores and 
small retail stores, discount stores rely on size, no frills, and high inventory 
turnover. Through the 1960s, the conventional wisdom held that a discolmt 
store could succeed only in a city with a population of 100,000 or more. Sam 
Walton disagreed and decided to open his stores in small Southwestern tovvns; 
bv 1970, there were 30 Wal-Mart stores in small towns in Arkansas, Missouri, 
a~d Oklahoma. The stores succeeded because Wal-Mart had created 30 "local 
monopolies," Disc01.mt stores that had opened in larger towns and cities we~e 
competing 'with other discount stores, which drove dO'wn prices and profIt 
margins. These small to\vns, hO"we\'er, had room for only one disc01.mt opera
tion, Wal-Mart could undercut the nondiscount retailers but never had to 
worry that another discount store would open and compete with it. 

Bv the mid-1970s, other discount chains realized that Wal-Mart had a prof
itable strategy: Open a store in a small town that could support only on,e dis
count store and enjoy a local monopoly. There are a lot of small towns ill the 
United States, so the issue became \vho would get to each town first. Wal-Mart 
novv found itself in a preemption gllllle of the sort illustrated by the payoff 
matrix in Table 13.13. As the matrix shows, if Wal-Mart enters a town but 
Company X does not, Wal-Mart ,,,,ill make 20 and Company X will make O. 

14 This example is based in part on information in pankaj Ghema\\"at, "Wal-:vlart Stores' 
Operations," Han'ard Business SchooL 1986 
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COMPANYX 

Enter Don't enter 

-10, 10 20, 0 Enter 
WAL-MART 

Don't enter 0,20 0, 0 

Similarly, if Wal-Mart doesn't enter but Company X does, Wal-Mart makes 0 
and Company X makes 20. But if Wal-Mart and Company X botJz enter tizel! 
both lose 10. " -

This .game has tvvo Nash equilibria-the lower left-hand corner and the 
upper nght-hand corner. '\Vhich equilibrium results depends on who moves first. 
It Wal-Mart m.m·es first, it can enter, knowing that the rational response of 
Company X w111 be not to enter, so that Wal-Mart will be assured of eamina 20. 
The trick, tlzer~fore, IS to preempt-to set up stores in other small to'wns qui~klV' 
before Company X (or Company Y or Z) can do so, That is exactly 'what Wal
Mart did, By 1986, it had 1009 stores in operation and \vas earnil{a an annual 
profit of $450 million. And while other discount chains were aoina ~der Wal
Mart contin~ed to grovv. By 1993, it had over 1800 stores and vv~s eam~a an 
a:u:ual proflt of o\'er 51.5 billion. By 1999, Wal-Mart had 2454 stores inOthe 
Umted States and another 729 stores in the rest of the world and had annual 
sales of $138 billion. ' 

13.1 
~arrie:'s to e~~ry, which are an important source of monopoly power and profits, 
,ometllnes a!l~e. nat~lI'ally. For example, economies of scale, patents and licenses, 
or access t.a cnhcal mputs can create entry barriers. However, firms themselves 
can sometimes deter entry by potential competitors. 

~o _deter entry, .ole incllmbelZt finll JIlllSt cOlZvince ilIly potelZtial competitor thllt 
e~ltry (~'Ill b: 1lI1projltllble. To see ~lOW t~1is might be done, put yourself in the posi
tion ot an u:cum~ent mono.pohst fa~mg a prospectiye enh'ant, Firm X Suppose 
tha.t to enter the mdustry, Fu'm X ''\'111 haw to pay a (sunk) cost of $80 million to 
?Ulld a plant. You, of course, would like to induce Firm X to stay out of the 
illdustry. If X ~tays out, you can continue to charge a high pric~ and enjoy 
;nonopoly prohts. As shown in the upper right-hand comer of the payoff matri~ 
ill Table 13.14(a), you would earn 5200 million in profits. " 

INCUMBENT 
High price (accommodation) 

Low price (warfare) 

POTENTIAL ENTRANT 

Enter Stay out 

100,20 200,0 

70, -10 130,0 

In §7 . .l, we explain that a 
sunk cost is an expenditure 
that has been made and can
not be recovered. 
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If Firm X does enter the market, you must make a decision, You can be 
"accommodating," maintaining a high price in the hope that X will do the same. 
In that case, vou will earn only S100 million in profit because you will have to 
share the ma~'ket New entrant X will earn a I1Ct profit of 520 million: 5100 mil
lion minus the S80 million cost of constructing a plant (This outcome is shown 
in the upper left-hand corner of the payoff matrix.) Alternati\'ely, you can 
increase your production capacity, produce more, and lower. Y?lU .price. The 
100Ner price will give you a greater market share and. a 520 n~Illlo~l ~ncrease in 
revenues. Increasing production capacity, however, wll1 cost SjO 1111111on, reduc_ 
ing your net profit to 570 million. Because 'warfar~ will a~s~ reduce. the entrant's 
revenue by $30 million, it 'will have a net loss ot 510 rmlhon. (ThIS outcome is 
shown in the lower left-hand comer of the payoff matrix.) Finally, if Firm X stays 
out but you expand capacity and 10'wer price nonetheless, your net profit will 
fall bv 570 million (from $200 million to 5130 million): the 550 million cost of the 
extra" capacity and a $20 million reduction in re\'enu~ from the lo~\'er price with 
no aain in market share. (Clearly this choice, shown 111 the lower nght-hand cor-o . 
ner of the matrix, ,,,'ould make no sense.) 

If Firm X thinks you will be accommodating and maintain a high price after it 
has entered, it will find it profitable to enter and will do so. Suppose you 
threaten to expand output and wage a price war in order to k,eep X out. If X 
takes the threat seriously, it will not enter the market because It can expect to 
lose 510 million, The threat, hOlvever, is not credible. As Table 13,14(a) shows 
(and as the potential competitor knov·/s), OI1CC cntry hns OCClIj'rcd, it will be in your 
bcst intcrcst to nccollllllOdntc nlld IIlnintnill n high pricc. Firm Xs rational move is to 
enter the market; the outcome 'will be the upper left-hand corner of the matrix. 

But what if you can make an irrevocable commitment that will alter your incen
tives once entry occurred-a commihnent that will give you ~ittle choice but ~o 
charae a low price if entrv occurs? In particular, suppose you lllvest the $50 mil
lion ~IOW, rather than lat~r, in the extra capacity needed to increase output and 
engage in competitive vvarfare should entry occur. Of cO~lrse, if you later maintain 
a high price (whether or not X enters), this added cost wll1 reduce your payoffs. 

We now have a new payoff matrix, as shown in Table 13.14(b). A~ a result~f 
vour decision to invest in additional capacity, your threat to engage 111 competi
tive warfare is colllpictely crcdiblc. Because you already have the add~tional capac
ity \vith which to wage war, you will do better in competiti\'e wartare than you 
,,,;ould bv maintainina a hiah price. Because the potential competitor now 

" 0 0 , 1 
knows that entry will result in warfare, it is rational for it to stay out ot t 1e mar-
ket. Meanwhile: having deterred entry, you can maintain a high price and eama 

profit of 5150 million. . ', 
Can an incumbent monopolist deter entry WIthout makmg the costly n:ove of 

installing additional production capacity? Earlier we saw t~at a reputa~lOn for 
irrationality can bestow a strategic advantage, Suppose the mcumbent frrm has 

INCUMBENT 
High price (accommodation) 

Low price (warfare) 

POTENTIAL ENTRANT 

Enter Stay out 

50,20 150, ° 
70, 10 130,0 
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such a reput~t~on. Suppose also th~t with vicious price-cutting this firm has 
eventually drl\en out e\'ery entrant m the past, e\'en though it incurred (ratio
nally unwarranted) losses in doing so. Its threat might then indeed be credible. 
In this case, the incumbent's irrationality suggests to the potential competitor 
that it might be better off staying avvay. 

Of course, if the game described abo\'e were to be iJl(l~fillitcly rcpcnted, then the 
incumbent might have a rntiollni incentive to carr\' out the threat of warfare 
whenever entry actually occurs, Why? Because sho~,t-term losses from warfare 
might be outweighed by longer-term gains from preventing entry. Under
standing this, the potential competitor might find the incumbent's threat of war
fare credible and decide to stay out Now the incumbent relies on its reputation 
for being rational-and in particular for being far-sighted-to provide the cred
ibility needed to deter entry. The success of this strategy depends on the time 
horizon and the relative gains and losses associated with accommodation and 
warfare. 

We have seen that the attractiveness of entry depends largely on the vvay 
iI1cum,ben~s can be expected to react. In general, incumbents carmot be expected 
to mamtam output at the preentry level once entry has occurred, Eventually, 
they may back off and reduce output, raising p~rice to a new joint profit
maximizing level. Because potential entrants know this, incumbent firms must 
create a credible threat of warfare to deter entry, A reputation for irrationality 
can help do this" Indeed, this seems to be the basis for much of the entry
preventmg beha\'Ior that goes on in actual markets, The potential entrant must 
~onsi~er that. rntiollnl ir:dus~ry discipline can break down after entry occurs. By 
toste~mg an Im~ge of IrratIOnality and belligerence, an incun~bent firm might 
conVll1ce potenhal entrants that the risk of warfare is too high,b 

Strategic Trade Policy and 
International Competition 

We have seen ho'w a preemptive ilwestment can aive a firm an advantaae by cre-
. 0 0 ~ 

~ting a credible th~e~t to potential competitors. In some situations, a preemptive 
mvestment-subsidized or otherwise encouraaed bv the aovernment-can aI'\le 

o " 0 0 
a COlllltry an advantage in international markets and so be an important instru-
ment of trade policy. 

Does this conflict with what you have learned about the benefits of free trade? 
In Chapter 9, for example, we saw how trade restrictions such as tariffs or quotas 
lead to deadweight losses, In Chapter 16 we go further and show how, in a gen
e:al 'y~y, free tra?e between people (or between countries) is mutually benefi
~lal. Cl\'en the VIrtues of free trade, how can government intervention in an 
International market ever be warranted? An emerging literature in international 
~ade t~e.ory suggests that in certain sihlations, a country can benefit by adopt
Ing polICIes that give its domestic industries a competitive advantage. 

LiThere is an analogy here to lIuclear deterrellce Consider the use of a nuclear threat to deter the for. 
;:r SO\'iet Union fr~m im'a~ing Western Europe during the Cold War If it im'aded, would the 
kinJ;d States actually react \vI~hnuclear \\'eapons, knowmg that the Sonets would then respond in 
ihle, BIt is not ratronal for the, Umted States to react thIS \\'ay, so a nuclear threat might not seem cred. 
Dnit ut thIS assumes ,that e\ ery one is ratronal; there is a reason to fear an IImlzonal response by the 
give~d States, E\ en It an llratronal r,esponse IS newed as \'ery Improbable, it can be a deterrent, 
:.,' the costlmess of an error. The Umted States can thus a-am bv promotina- the idea that it mia-ht 
0" rrraho 11, tl t . 1 . b, b b 
1" . na y, or 1a e\'ents mIg 1t get out of control once an invasion occurs This is the "rational . 
• 1) of Irratronality" See Schelling, The 51mteglf of COllflict 
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1 ' '1 t OCCUI' consider an industry with substantial econOmies 
To see how t11S mW1, - fL" 1 

, '1 ' 01 a t'e'\' larae firms can produce much more e 11Clent y than 
ot scale-one m vV' 1lC 1 , 0 'b k '1 

S t1' at by arantina subsidIes or tax rea s, r 1e govern-
anY small ones, uppose 1 " 0 0 Id h ' 

m _ d t' t" 'ms to expal'd faster than they wou ot erWlse raae on1es 1C 11 ,c - ' 

me:1t c~nl enco~'e1~t firms in other countries from entering the world market, so 
ThIs mIg 1t pre, 'd ' ' 'ov hiaher prices and areater sales. Such a pol-
that the domestlc m usby can en) - 0 ,0 L 'a d ' 
, _, ' , d'ble threat to potentIal entrants. aloe omeshc 
ICY works by creatmg a Clef 1 Ie ecol'omies would be able to satisfy world 
f' t k' a advantaae 0 sca c , ,-

ums, a mo '~'t' t1 'f1'rms entered price would be dnven below the 
demand at a low p1'1ce, 1 0 1eI , ' 
point at which they could make a proht. 

As an example, consider the intema
, 1 '. . t't The development and production of a new 

ti nal market for commerCla alICIa . "ld -
l' 0 f'" ft are subject to substantial economies ot scale; ,It wou not pay to 
m~ 0 alICIa w aircraft l.mless a firm expected to sell many of them. Suppose that 
dey ~lop a ne , E consortium that includes France, Germany, 
Boemg and All',bus (a l.11rOpea,ld

1 
er1'na developina a new aircraft (as indeed they 

B 't ' d Spam) are eac 1 cons1 0 0 ," 
1'1 am, an d '1 '1980s) The ultimate payoff to each fum depends 

were in the late 1970s an ~al y . ose it is only ~conomical for one film to 
in part on what the other fum does, Supp 'ah -I k like those in Table 13.15(a},16 
'd t1 e new aircraft Then the payoffs lllio t 00 

PIO uce ,1 d'.t' th development process, the outcome of the 
If Boema has a hea stal me. '11 d 

o , h 1 d ' of the payoff matrix. Boemg WI pro uce a a'S the upper n a t- 1an cornel -, ill 
oame ~ . 0 ,1" a tl t it v\,illlose money it it does the same, w 
new' aucraft, and AIrbus, rea 1zmo 1a " 

B ' "11 then earn a profit of 100. 
not, oemg \\ 1 f _ 'ould prefer that Airbus produce the new 

European gm'ernments, 0 course, \\ . ? Su ose thev commit to 
aircraft. Can they change th: o~~come of,~~:;t~:~~re l~eina ha~ committed 
subsidizing Airbus and Ina e t 15 commi t omml't to a ~ubsidv of 20 to 

If t1 E . pean aovernmen S C , 
~~~~u~o J~:i~~l~:' pro~~lce~\~le pla~e rega~'d~ss of what Boeing does, the payoff 

matrix 'would change to the one in Table b,b(b). 

AIRBUS 

Produce Don't produce 

Produce -10,-10 100, ° J 
BOEING Don't produce 0, 100 0,0 

AIRBUS 

Produce Don't produce 

Produce - 10, 10 100,0 

BOEING Don't produce 0, 120 0,0 

." '/" EClllOmic 
K· "Is Free Trade Passe? f01ll1111 0, U 

l0This example is drawn from Paul R rugman, ' 
Perspectires 1 (Fall 1987): 131--W 
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NO'w Airbus will make money from a nevV' aircraft whether or not Boeing pro
duces one, Boemg knows that even if it commits to producmg, Airbus will pro
duce as well, and Boeing will lose money, Thus Boeing will decide not to pro
duce, and the outcome will be the one in the lower left-hand corner of Table 
13.15(b), A subsidy of 20, then, changes the outcome from one m which Airbus 
does not produce and earns 0 to one m which it does produce and earns 120, Of 
this, 100 is a transfer of profit from the United States to Europe. From the 
European point of view, subsidizing Airbus yields a high return, 

European governments did commit to subsidizing Airbus, and during the 
1980s, Airbus successfully introduced several new airplanes, The result, how
ever, was not quite the one reflected in our stylized example. Boeing also mtro
duced new airplanes (the 757 and 767 models) that were extremely profitable, 
As commercial air travel grew, it became clear that both companies could prof
itably develop and sell a new generation of airplanes, Nonetheless, Boeing's 
market share would have been much larger without the European subsidies to 
Airbus, One study estimated that those subsidies totalled $25.9 billion during 
the 1980s and found that Airbus would not have entered the market without 
themF 

This example shows how strategic trade policy can transfer profits from one 
country to another. Bear ill mind, however, that a country which uses such a pol
iey may provoke retaliation from its h'ading partners. If a trade war results, all 
countries can end up much worse off. The possibility of such an outcome must 
be considered before a nation adopts a strategic trade policy, 

T itanium dioxide is a whitener used m paints, paper, and other products. In 
the early 1970s, DuPont and National Lead each accounted for about a 

third of U.S. titanium dioxide sales; another seven firms produced the rem am
del', In 1972, DuPont was considering whether to expand capacity, The mdustry 
was changing, and with the right strategy, those changes might enable DuPont 
to capture more of the market and domirlate the mdustry,18 

Three factors had to be considered, First, although future demand for tita
Ilium dioxide was uncertam, it was expected to grO'lv substantially. Second, the 
government had announced that new environmental regulations would be 
imposed, Third, the prices of raw materials used to make titanium dioxide 
were rising. The new regulations and the higher input prices would have a 
major effect on production cost and give DuPont a cost advantage, both 
because its production teclmology was less sensitive to the change in input 
prices and because its plants were in areas that made disposal of corrosive 
wastes much less difficult than for other producers. Because of these cost 
changes, DuPont anticipated that National Lead and some other producers 
would have to shut down part of their capacity. DuPont's competitors would m 
effect have to "reenter" the market by building new plants, Could DuPont 
deter them from taking this step? 

,.-----
::"Aid to Airbus Called Unfair in U.s Study," New York Times, September 8,1990 

"This example is based on Pankaj Ghemawat, "Capacity Expansion in the Titanium Dioxide 
lndustry," JOll/'lla/ of Indllstrial Economics 33 (December 198'!'): 1'!'5-63; and P. Ghemawat, "DuPont in 
ntanium Dioxide," Han'ard Business School. Case No. 9-385-1'!'0, June 1986 
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In 1972, DuPont considered the following strategy: U1vest nearly $400 mil
lion in u1Creased production capacity to try to capture 64 percent of the market 
by 1985. The production capacity that would be put on line would be much 
more than what was actually needed. The idea was to deter colilpetitors from 
illvestillg. Scale economies and moyement down the learnu1g curye would give 
DuPont a cost advantage. This would not only make it hard for other firms to 
compete, but would make credible the implicit threat that U1 the future, DuPont 
would fight rather than accommodate. 

The sh"ategy was sensible and seemed to ,york for a few years. By 1975, how
ever, thmgs began to go awry. First, because demand grew by much less than 
expected, there was excess capacity industry-wide. Second, because the envi
ronmental regulations were only \veakly enforced, competitors did not have to 
shut down capacity as expected. Finally, DuPont's strategy led to antitrust 
action by the Federal Trade Commission u11978. The FTC claimed that DuPont 
was attempting to monopolize the market. DuPont won the case, but the 
declme m demand made its victory moot. 

For more than a decade, the disposable diaper indush'y U1 the United States 
has been dominated by tvw finns: Procter & Gamble, with an approxi

mately 50-60 percent market share, and Kimberly-Clark, with another 30 per
cent.19 How do these firms compete? And why haven't other firms been able to 
enter and take a significant share of this $4 billion per year market? 

Even though there are only two major firms, competition is intense. The 
competition occurs mostly in the form of cost-reducillg ill1lOl'ntioll. The key to 
success is to perfect the manufacturu1g process so that a plant can manufac
ture diapers U1 high volume and at low cost. This is not as simple as it might 
seem. Packing cellulose fluff for absorbency, adding an elastic gatherer, and 
binding, folding, and packaging the diapers-at a rate of about 3000 diapers 
per minute and at a cost of about 8 to 10 cents per diaper-requires an innov
atiYe, carefully designed, and finely hmed process. Furthermore, small tech
nological improvements in the manufacturing process can result in a signifi
cant competitive advantage. If a firm can shave its production cost even 
slightly, it can reduce price and capture market share. As a result, both firms 
are forced to spend heavily on research and development (R&D) in a race to 
reduce cost 

The payoff mah'ix U1 Table 13.16 illush'ates this. If both firms spend aggres
sively on R&D, they can expect to mamtam their current market shares. P&G 
'will earn a profit of 40, and Kimberly-Clark (with a smaller market share) will 
earn 20. If neither firm spends money on R&D, their costs and prices will 
remaU1 constant and the money sayed {vill become part of profits. P&G's profit 
will increase to 60 and Kimberlv-Clark's to 40. However, if one firm continues 
to do R&D and the other does1~'t, the u1l10vating firm will eventually capture 
most of its competitor's m.arket share. For example, if Kimberly-Clark does 

lQProcter & Gamble makes Pampers, ultra Pampers, and Lu\·s. Kimberly-Clark has only one 
brand, Huggies 
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KIMBERLY-CLARK 

R&D No R&D 

P&G 
R&D 40,20 80, 20 
No R&D - 20,60 60,40 

R&J?, and P&G doesn't, P&G can expect to 1 ?O T '. 

proht increases to 60 The t f' .. o~e - \\ hIle Klmberly-Clark's 
. . wo 1I ms are there tore i .' ,. 

Spendmg money on R&D is ad' n a pllsoners dIlemma: 
Wl l' .' ommant strategy for each firm 

1y 1asn t cooperative behavior evolved? Af .. . '. 
c.ompeting in this market for yea dId' ter all, the hvo hrms have been 

~ rs, an t 1e emand fo .. d' . f . 
For several reasons a prisoner's' d'l . . r 1apers IS a1dv stable. , 1 emma mvol\'mo- R&D' . . ~ 
resolve. First, it is difficult for at". '. b IS particularly hard to 

c 11m to mom tor ltS comp ht 'R&D . the way it can monitor price S d' e or s ,. activities . econ ,It can take seve 1 . 
R&D program that leads to a ma'or' . ra years to complete an 
tat sh'ategies, m \,\'hich both firm J PIO~uCt l11:provement. As a result, tit-for
likely to work A firm may not Sf' co doper a tIe lmtil one of them "cheats," are less 

. o· 111 OU t t 1a tits co t' t . l' 
domg R&D wltil the con1pet't .. mpe 1 or las been secretly! 

1 or annolU1ces a new d' 
then it may be too late to o-ear up a R&D . . an. Improved product. By 
Tl' ben program of ItS own 

1e ongomg R&D expendihll'es b P&G . d K" . 
deter entry. In addition to brand y a~l. 1mberly-Clark also serve to 

1 name reCOlrl1lhon these rn' fi 1 mu ated so much technoloo-l'c 1 kn l' b " 0 1'n1S 1ave accu-b a ow- lOW and r f tu' 
they would have a substantial cost d. nanu ac rmg proficiency that 
market. Besides buildmo- new fact.~ vantage Over any firm just entering the 
sider-able amount on R&D t t ones, an entrant would have to spend a Con
began producing, a new fin~ ~~l~~'~ e\:en a sma.ll share of the market. After it 
to reduce its costs over time E. 1a\ e to continue !? spend heavily on R&D 
Kimberly-Clark stop douw R&D ntrY

h 
would be probtable only if P&G and 

tually gain a cost adva11tbao-e B' St
O 

t at the entrant could catch up and even-
C b' U as we have se . expect this to happen.2o en, no ratIOnal firm \-vould 

13.8 

In analyzino- the" , d' , b pnsoners 11emma and related .. bl 
mat collusion was limited b . b'l' pro ems, we have assumed 

1 . Y an 111a 1 1ty to make enforceabl 0-' 
, a ternahve outcomes ar'e ~oss'l:: 1 (' d . , e abreements. c , 1) e an . T' '. ' •• 

make promises that can be e f . F d . lIkely) If turns or md1v1duals can 
pricing problem sho'wn in Ta~t~~ 8 The pns.oners' dilemma illustrated by the 
Were no antitrust laws and boeth fJ:. p, 472

l
)d1S a good example of this. If there 

. . lIms cou make an f·· bl 
t pncmg, they would both charo-e h'o-h'.' en orcea. e agreement 

bargaining problem is simple. b a 1b pnce and make profits of 50. Here, 

Ie 15.3 in Chapter 15 examines il d' . 
entrant in the diaper market 1 more etall the profItability of capital im'estment by a 
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FIRM 1 
Produce A 

Produce B 

FIRM 2 

Produce A Produce B 

40,5 50, 50 

60,40 5,45 

Other bargaining sihlations are more complicated, however, and the outcome 
can depend on the ability of either side to make a strategic mo\-e that alters its 
relative bargaining position. For example, consider two firms that are each plan
ning to introduce one of t\,,'O products, which happen to be complementary 
goods. As the payoff matrix in Table 13.17 ShOlVS, Firm 1 has a cost advantage 
over Firm 2 in. producing A Therefore, if both firms produce A, Firm 1 can main
tain a 10lver price and earn a much higher profit. Similarly, Finn 2 has a cost 
advantage over Firm 1 in producing product B. As should be clear from the pay
off matrix, if the two £inns could agree about who will produce what, the ra
tional outcome would be the one in the upper right-hand comer: Firm 1 pro
duces A, Firm 2 produces B, and both firms make profits of 50. Indeed, even 
without cooperation, this outcome will result, whether Firm 1 or Firm 2 moves first 
or both firms move simultaneously. Why? Because producing B is a dominant 
strategy for Finn 2, so (A, B) is the only Nash equilibrium. 

Firm 1, of course, would prefer the outcome in the lower left-hand comer of 
the payoff matrix. But in the context of this limited set of decisions, it cannot 
achieve that outcome. Suppose, ho'wever, that Firms 1 and 2 are also bargaining 
over a second issue-'whether to join a research consortium that a third firm is 
trying to form. Table 13.18 sho'ws the payoff matrix for this decision problem. 
Clearly, the dominant strategy is for both firrns to enter the consortium, thereby 

obtairling increased profits of 40. 
NOIv suppose that Firm 1lillks the two bargaining problems by a1U10uncing that 

it will join the consortium ollly if Finn 2 agrees to produce product A. In this 
case, it is indeed in Finn 2's interest to produce A (with Finn 1 producing B) in 
return for Firm l's participation in the consortium. This example illustrates how 
a strateo-ic move can be used in baro-aininbo-, and \vhv combinino-b issues in a bar-

b b ~ 

o-ainino- ao-enda can sometimes benefit one side at the other's expense. b b b . f 
As another example, consider two people bargaining over the pnce 0 a 

house. Suppose 1, as a potential buyer, do not want to pay more than $200,000 
for a house that is actually worth $250,000 to me. The seller is willing to part 
with the house at any pric~ above $180,000 but would like to recei\'e the highest 
price she can. If I am the only bidder for the house, how can I make the seller 
think that I will walk away rather than pay more than 5200,000? 

FIRM 2 

Work alone Enter consortium 

Work alone 10, 10 10,20 
FIRM 1 

Enter consortium 20,10 40,40 
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I might declare that I will ne\'er, ewr pay more than 5200,000 for the house. But 
is such a promise credible? It is if the seller kJwws that I have a strong reputation 
for toughness and steadfastness and that I have never broken mv word on a 
promise of this sort. But suppose I have no such reputation. TI1en the'seller knows 
that I have every incentive to make the promise (making it costs nothino-) but little 
incentive to k~ep it (t~s will probably be our only business transactio; together). 
As a result, t~s promIse by itself is not likely to improve my bargaining position. 

The pronuse can work, however, if it is combined with a strategic move that 
giv~S it credibility. Such a strategic move must reduce my flexibility-limit my 
optIOns-so that I have no choice but to keep the promise. A possible move 
would be to make an enforceable bet with a third party-for example, "If I pay 
more than S200,000 for that house, I'll pay you $60,000." Alternatively, if I am 
buying the house on behalf of my company, the company might insist ~n autho
rization by the Board of Directors for a price above 5200,000, and annOlmce that 
the board wil.l not meet again for several months. In both cases, my promise 
becomes credIble because I have destroyed my ability to break it. The result is 
less flexibility-and more bargaining power. 

In this section we examine auction markets-markets in 'which products are 
bought and sold through formal bidding processes.21 Auctions come in all sizes 
~d shapes. They ar~ often used for differentiated products, especially lmique 
Items such as art, antiques, and the rights to produce oil from a piece of land. In 
recent years, for example, the U.S. Treasury has relied on auctions to sell 
Treasury bills, the Federal Communications Commission has used auctions for 
t~e sale of portions of the electromagnetic spectrum for cellular telephone ser
VIces, and the Department of Defense has used auctions to procure military 
equipment. Auctions like these haye important advantages: They are likely to b~e 
less time consuming than one-on-one baro-ainino-, and they enc;urao-e co~peti-. b b ~ b 
lion among buyers in a way that increases the seller's revenue. 

The design of an auction, which involves choosing the rules under which it 
operates, greatly affects its outcome. A seller will usuallv want an auction format 
that maximizes the re\-enue from the sale of the product. A buyer collectino- bids 
from a group of potential sellers, on the other hand, will wa~t an auctio~ that 
minimizes the expected cost of the product to be purchased. 

Auction Formats 
We will see that the choice of auction format can affect the seller's auction rev
enue. Several different kinds of auction formats are widely used: 

1. ~raditi~nal Er:glish (or oral) auction: The seller actively solicits progres
SIvely hIgher bIds from a group of potential buyers. At each point, all partici
p~n~s are aware of the current high bid. The auction stops when no bidder is 
wIlhng to surpass the current high bid; the item is then sold to the hio-hest 
bidder at a price equal to the amount of the high bid. b 

21 

P ~here is a \'ast literature on auctions; for example, see Paul ~!il"'rom "Auctions and Biddin"" A 
run n J . I {E·" 0 ' o· , er, Oil! /la A.' COIWIIlIC Perspecln'es (Summer 1989): 3-22; John Mdvlillan, GallIes, Slmlc"ies a/ld 

~lmiagers (New York: Oxford Unh'ersity Press, 1992); and Asinash Dixit and Susan Skeath Game- of 
~tralegy (Ne\\' York: Norton, 1999) ~ , ' , 

auction markets Markets in 
which products are bought 
and sold through formal bid
ding processes. 

English (or oral) auction 
Auction in which a seller 
actively solicits progressively 
higher bids from a group of 
potential buyers. 
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Dutch auction Auction in 
which a seller begins by offer
ing an item at a relatively high 
price, then reduces it by fixed 
amounts until the item is sold, 

sealed-bid auction Auction 
in which all bids are made 
simultaneously in sealed 
envelopes, the winning bidder 
being the individual who has 
submitted the highest bid 

first-price auction Auction 
in which the sales price is 
equal to the highest bid, 

second-price auction Auction 
in which the sales price is 
equal to the second-highest bid, 

Recall from ti1L5 that the 
reservation price is the maxi
mum amount of money that 
an individual will pa;':for a 
product 

private-value auction 
Auction in which each bidder 
knows his individual valua
tion of the object up for bid, 
with valuations differing from 
bidder to bidder. 

common-value auction 
Auction in which the item has 
the same \'alue to all bidders, 
but bidders do not know that 
value precisely and their esti
mates of it vary-

2. Dutch auction: The seller begins by offering the item at a relatively high 
price, If no potential buyer agrees to that price, the seller re~uces the price 
by fixed amounts. The first buyer that accepts an offered pnce can buy the 
item at that price. 

3. Sealed-bid auction: All bids are made simultaneously in sealed envelopes, 
and the winning bidder is the individual who has submitted the highest bid. 
The price paid by the wim1ing bidder will vary, however, .de~ending on the 
rules of the auction. In a first-price auction, the sales pnce IS equal to the 
highest bid, In a second-price auction, the sales price is equal to the second
highest bid. 

Valuation and Information 
Suppose you want to sell a distinctive and valuable product such as a painting or 
a rare coin. Which type of auction is best for you? The answer depends on the 
preferences of the bidders and the information available to them, We consider 
two cases: 

1. In private-value auctions, each bidder knows his or her individual valua
tion or reservation price, and valuations differ from bidder to bidder. In addi
tion, each bidder is uncertain about the value that other bidders place on the 
product. For example, I might value a signed 0ark M~Gwire home run 
baseball very highly but not knmv that you value It less highly. 

2. In common-value auctions, the item to be auctioned has approximately the 
same value to all bidders. Bidders, hm"rever, do not know precisely what the 
value is-thev can only estimate it, and bidders' estimates will vary. For 
example, in at; auction of an offshore oil reserve, the value of th~ r~s~rve is 
the price of oil minus the extraction cost, times the amount ot 011. m the 
reserve. As a result, the value should be about the same for all bIdders. 
However, bidders will not knovv the amount of oil or the extraction cost
thev can onlv estimate these numbers. Because their estimates will differ, 
they might bid very different amounts to get the reserve, 

In principle, auctions can have both private-value and commo~1-value ~leme~ts. 
However, to simplify matters we will separate the two. We begm ol:r dISCUSSIOn 
with private-value auctions and then move on to common-value auctIons. 

Private-Value Auctions 
In private-value auctions, bidders have different. reservati~n prices f~r the 
offered item. We might suppose, for example, that m an auctlOn for the SIgned 
Mark McGwire baseball, individuals' reservation prices range from 51 (some?ne 
who doesn't like baseball but is bidding just for hm) to 5600 (a St. Louis Cardmal 
fan), Of course, if you are bidding for the baseball, you don't know how many 
people will bid aaainst you or what their bids will be. . 

Whatever the I:>aucti~n format, each bidder must choose his or her biddl~g 
strategy, For an open English auc~on, this strategy,is a cho~~e of a ~r~ce at w:u~ 
to stop biddina. For a Dutch auctlOn, the sh'ategy IS the pnce at wInch the m _ 

1:>. 'd 1 d b'd t' tl e stratel!V vidual expects to make hIS or her only bl ,For a sea e - 1 auc lOn, 1 0, 

is the choice of bid to place in a sealed envelope. 
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What are the payoffs in this bidding game? The payoff for winning is the dif
ference between the 'wilmer's reselTation price and the price paid; the payoff for 
losing is zero. Given these payoffs, let's examine bidding strategies and out
comes for different auction formats. 

We will begin by showing that English oral auctions and second-price sealed
bid auctions generate nearly identical outcomes. Let's begin with the second
price sealed-bid auction, In this auction, bidding truthfully is a dominant 
strategy-there is no advantage to bidding belmv your reservation price. Why? 
Because the price you pay is based on the valuation of the second highest bidder, 
not on your own valuation. Suppose that your reSelTation price is 5100. If you 
bid below your reservation price-say, S80-you risk losing to the second-high
est bidder, who bids 585, when wirming (at, say, 587) would ha\'e given you a 
positive payoff. If you bid above your reservation price-say 5105-you risk 
winning but recei\·ing a negative payoff. 

Similarly, in an English auction the dominant strategy is to continue bidding a 
small amount-say 51-above the highest bidder llntil the biddillg reaches YOllr 
reserl'ation price. Why? Because if you stop bidding at a point below your reser
vation price, you risk losing a positive payoff; if you continue beyond your 
reservation price, you will be guaranteed a negative payoff. How high will the 
bidding go? It will continue until the winning bid is 51 above the reservation 
price of the second highest bidder. Likewise, in the sealed-bid auction the win
ning bid will equal the reservation price of the second highest bidder. Thus, both 
auction formats generate nearly identical outcomes (the outcomes should differ 
in theory only by a dollar or hVo). 

You know that as a seller~ you should be indifferent between an oral English 
auction and a second-price sealed-bid auction, because bidders in each case have 
pri\'ate values. Suppose that you plan to sell an item using a sealed-bid auction. 
Which should you choose, a first-price or a second-price auction? You might 
think that the first-price auction is better because the payment is given by the 
highest rather than the second-highest bid. Bidders, hO'wever, are aware of this 
reasoning and will alter their bidding strategies accordingly: They will bid less 
in anticipation of paying the winning bid if they are successfuL 

The second-price sealed-bid auction generates revenue equal to the second
highest reSeIYation price. However, the revenue implications of a first-price 
sealed-bid auction for the seller are rnore complicated because the optimal strat
egy of bidders is more complex. The best strategy is to choose a bid that you 
believe will be equal to or slightly abo\'e the reservation price of the individual 
with the second-highest reservation price,22 Why? Because the wirmer must pay 

"n' d - us iscussion assumes that the resen'ation prices of the bidders are statistically independent of 
one another. Suppose you and 11 other bidders ha\'e reselTation prices that range uniformly from 0 to 
H-ie, H/(Il + 1), :?H/(Il + 1), (11 - I)H/(1l 1), IIH/(11 .;- 1), and H.. Statistical theon' (\\'hich is 
beyond the scope of this book) tells us that the expected \'alue of the second-highest reser\"ation 
price is equal to [(11)/(11 1)]H. If your own reser\"ation price is equal to F, your bid should be 
[(Il)/(il + 1)]F Here's why Each bidder wishes to maximize his expected profit, \\'hich is the prod
uct of (1) the probability of winning, p; and (2) Ii - b, the difference between the bidder's resen'ation 
price (\1) and the bid (/7). To e\'aluate p, consider the perspecti\'e of one bidder Then, the probability 
that b will be a winning bid is the probabilih' that b \\'ill be greater than the second-highest bid, 
which is equal to b/[IlH/(ii + 1)]. The probability of wilming falls as the number of bids increases 
SpeCifically, the probability that bid b will be a winning bid if there are 11 other bidders is 
P'" {b/[IlH/(1l 1)l}" Differentiating the expected profit, (l' b)(p) with respect to /7, equating 
to 0, and soh'ing for b yields the rule of thumb, b = [11/(11 + 1)]\1 More generally, if the bidding 
range \'aries between a 10\\' of L and a high of H, the equilibrium bidding strategy is to bid 
b", {U(1l + 1) + [IIH/(Il + I)]} 
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winner's curse Situation 
in which the winner of a 
common-value auction is worse 
off as a consequence of over
estimating the value of the 
item and thereby overbidding, 

his or her bid, and it is never 'North paying more than the second-highest reser
vation price. Thus, 'we see that the first-price and second-price sealed-bid auc
tions generate the same expected revenue, 

Remember that 'while the expected revenue is the same l.mder both auction for
mats, the revenue obtained can differ considerably in practice. We will see "vhy 
when we study the common-value auction. . 

Common-Value Auctions 
Suppose that you and four other people participate in an oral auction to pur
chase a large jar of pennies, which will go to the '''''inning bidder at a price equal 
to the highest bid. Each bidder can examine the jar but cannot open it and count 
the pennies. Once you have estimated the number of pennies in the jar, what is 
your optimal bidding strategy'? This is a classic common-value auction, because 
the jar of permies has the same value for all bidders. The problem for you and 
other bidders is the fact that the value is unknown. 

You might be tempted to do what many novices would do in this situation-bid 
up to your own estimate of the number of pennies in the jar, and no higher. This, 
however, is not the best way to bid. Remember that neither you nor the other bid
ders know the number of pennies for certain. All of you have independently made 
estimates of the number, and those estimates are subject to error-some will be too 
high and some too low. Who, then, will be the winning bidder? If each bidder bids 
up to his or her estimate, the winning bidder is likely to be the persall with the largest 
positive error-Le., the person with the largest overestimate of the number of pennies. 

Curse To appreciate this possibility, suppose that there are 
actually 620 pennies in the jar. Let's say the bidders' estimates are 540, 590,615, 
650, and 690. Finally, suppose that you are the bidder whose estimate is 690, and 
that you win the auction with a bid of $6.80. Should you be happy about win
ning? No-you will have paid $6.80 for $6.20 worth of pennies. You will have 
fallen prey to the winner's curse: The winner of a common-value auction is 
often worse off than those who did not ,vin because the winner was overly opti
mistic and, as a consequence, bid more for the item than it was actually worth. 

The winner's curse can arise in any common-value auction, and bidders often 
fail to take account of it. Suppose, for example, that your house needs to be 
painted, so you ask five painting companies to give you cost estimates for the 
job, telling each that you will accept the lowest estimate. Who will wiTt the job? It 
will probably be the painter who has most seriously underestimated the amount 
of work involved. At first, that painter might be happy to have won the job, only 
later to realize that much more work is required than was anticipated. The same 
problem can arise for oil companies bidding for offshore oil reserves 'when the 
size of the reserve and cost of extraction are uncertain (so that the value of the 
reserve is uncertain). Unless the companies take the winner's curse into account, 
the winning bidder is likely to have won by overestimating the value of the 
reserve and will thus have paid more than the reserve is worth. 

How should you take the winner's curse into account v,Then bidding for an 
item in a common-value auction? You must not only estimate the value of the 
item you are bidding for, but also account for the fact that your estimat:-an~ 
the estimates of the other bidders-are subject to error. To avoid the wmner s 
curse, you must reduce your maximum bid below your value estimate by.an 
amount equal to the expected error of the winning bidder. The more preCIse 
your estimate, the less you need to reduce your bid. If you can't accurately 
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assess the precision of your estimate directly, you can estimate the variation in 
the estimates of the other bidders. If there is a lot of disaareement amona these 
bidders, it is likely that your estimate will be similarly im;recise. To meas~lre the 
variation in bids, you can use the standard deviation of the estimates, which can 
be calculated using statistical methods. 

Oil companies have been bidding for oil reserves for years, and thus are able 
to estimate this standard de\"iation quite \\'ell. Thev can therebv take the win
ner's curse into account by reducing their maximu~ bids bela-vv their value esti
mates by an amount equal to the expected error of the winning bidder. As a 
result, o~l companies rarely feel they have made a mistake after wuming an auc
tion. Pamters, on the other hand, are often less sophisticated in their biddina 
decisions and suffer from the wilmer's curse. 1:) 

Maximizing ue 
Now let's return to the question of auction design from the point of vie\\' of the 
seller, Here are some useful tips for choosing the best auction format. 

1. In a private-value auction, you should encourage as many bidders as possi
ble: Additional bidders increase the expected bid of the winner and the 
expected valuation of the second-highest bidder as well. 

2. In a common value auction, you should (a) use an open rather than a sealed-bid 
auction because as a general rule, an English (open) common-value auction 
will generate greater expected revenue than a sealed-bid auction; and (b) reveal 
information about the hue value of the object beu1g auctioned to reduce con
cern about the ,,,,,irmer's curse, and consequently to encourage more bidding. 

W"hy then use an open auction? Recall that in order to avoid the winner's 
curse, each bidder in a common value auction will bid below his individual val
uation. The greater the uncertainty about the true value of the object, the greater 
the likelihood of an overbid, and therefore the greater the incentive for the bid
der to reduce hi~ bid. (If the bidder is risk-averse, this effect will be magnified.) 
HO'wever, the bIdder faces less uncertainty in an English auction than in a 
sealed-bid auction because he can observe the prices at 'which other bidders 
drop out of the competition-an advantage that provides information about 
their valuations. In short, 'when you provide more information to bidders, risk
averse bidders >,vill be encouraged to bid more because they will be more confi
dent that they can account for the possibility of a ,\vllmer's ~UI'se. 

The popularity of auctions has skyrocketed in recent years with the growth 
of the Internet. Many Internet sites are now devoted to auctions at which 

participants can buy and sell a 'wide variety of items. Let's see how these 
Internet auctions work. 

One of the most popular Internet auction sites is It conducts 
many auctions each day for items ranging from antiques al~d automobiles to 
Beanie Babies and Pokemon cards. In 1998, over 34 million irldividual auctions 
took pla~e: and the average winning bid was 540. Any person over the age of 18 
can pa~tlC1pate as a buyer at no cost; sellers typically pay a percentage of the 
sale pnce to eBay. Two auction formats are used on eBay: (1) an increasing-bid 
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auction for a single item in which the highest bidder at the close of the auction 
wins and pays a price equal to the second-highest bid. to the s~ller; and (2) an 
increasina-bid auction for se\'eral identical items in wluch the lughest Il bidders 
win the I~items sold. In both auctions, ties are broken by a'warding the item to 
the buver who bid first. Notice that neither of these auctions corresponds pre
ciselv to anv of the four auction formats discussed above. The first approxi
mat~s the standard Enalish auction, but the existence of a fixed and known 
stopping time can causeobidders to place bids strategically ~t_ the ~nd of the auc
tion. The second is called a "Dutch" auction by eBay but differs trom a conven
tional Dutch auction in two respects: bids are increasing rather than decreasing 
and the auction has a fixed and known stopping time. In both auction formats, 
sellers can impose a minimum acceptable bid-called a reserve price-and 
although buyers know a reserve price exists, they generally are not told what 

it is. 
Many Internet auctions are dominated by pri\-~te-\-alue items. (H~wever, 

because anyone can put an item up for sale, there IS a common-value ISSue
hm'\' reliabl~ is the seller?) The private-value emphasis of these auctions is espe
ciallv true of unique antiques that may ha\-e considerable value to particular 
bidders. With private-value auctions you needn't worry s~ muc_h about the 
prior history of bidding: The bids of others tell you about their preterences, but 
the value that you place on the object is personal t~ you. Alth~ugh you "':rant ~o 
vvin the bidding at a price as far below your valuation as ~~sslble, the wmner s 
curse needn't be a concern: You can't be disappointed It your value for the 

object is more than what you paid for it ..' . 
Finally, a few caveats are in order when buy:ng l~ems .na Internet auctio~. 

Unlike traditional auction houses, lm'\'-end auction Sites hke eBay only proVide 
a forum for buyers and sellers to interact; they provide no quality-c_onti'ol func
tions. While m.anv sites, including eBay, make available feedback trom buyers 
for each seller, this is usually the only evidence of a seller's r.eliabil~ty t~1at b.uy
ers receive. Furthermore, there is obviously no feedback avmlable tor hrst-time 
sellers (or for sellers who have recently changed their e~ay user name~). In 
addition, the possibility of bid manipulation looms large 111 .Inter_net auctions. 
At eBav, for example, a \-alid e-mail address is all that is reqUlred tor a buyer to 
bid on "an item, Given the relative ease of obtaining e-mail addresses (hundreds 
of Internet sites now offer free e-mail for the price of registering with the site), 
sellers may file spurious bids in order to manipulate the bidding process_ ~or 
example, a seller of a common-value item could actually exacer~late the wu:
ner's curse problem by filing fictitious bids that cause bu~ers to 111crease the~ 
valuations for an item. Thus, caveat emptor is a sOUl1d phIlosophy when buy-

on the Internet. 

1. A game is cooperative if the players can communicate 
and arrange binding contracts; otherwise it is nonco
operative. In either kind of game, the most important 

aspect of strateo-v design is understanding your oppo
nent's position~~nd (if your opponent is rational). cor
rectly deducing the likely response to your actlO!1S-

:vlisjudging an opponent's position is a common mis
take, as Example 13 . .1, "Acquiring a Company," illus
trates.23 

2. A Nash equilibrium is a set of strategies such that all 
players are doing their best gi\-en the strategies of the 
other players. An equilibrium in dominant strategies is 
a special case of a Nash equilibrium; a dominant sh'at
egy is optimal no matter what the other players do. A 
Nash equilibrium relies on the rationality of each 
player A maximin strategy is more conservative 
because it maximizes the minimum possible outcome. 

3. Some games have no Nash equilibria in pure strate
gies but have one or more equilibria in mixed strate
gies. A mixed strategy is one in which the player 
makes a random choice among two or more possible 
actions, based on a set of chosen probabilities. 

4. Strategies that are not optimal for a one-shot game 
may be optimal for a repeated game Depending on 
the number of repetitions, a "tit-for-tat" strategy, in 
which you play cooperatively as long as your com
petitor does the same, may be optimal for the 
repeated prisoners' dilemma. 

5. In a sequential game, the players move in turn. In 
some cases, the player who moves first has an advan
tage Players may then ha\'e an incentive to try to pre
commit themselves to particular actions before their 
competitors can do the same. 

1. What is the difference between a cooperative and a 
noncooperati\'e game? Give an example of each. 

2. What is a dominant strategy? Why is an equilibrium 
stable in dominant strategies? 

3. Explain the meaning of a Nash equilibrium How does 
it differ from an equilibrium in dominant strategies? 

4. How does a Nash equilibrium differ from a game's 
maximin solution? In what situations is a maximin 
solution a more likely outcome than a Nash equilib
rium? 

5. What is a "tit-for-tat" strategy? Why is it a rational 
strategy for the infinitely repeated prisoners' 
dilemma? 
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6. An empty threat is a threat that one has no incenth'e 
to carry out If one's competitors are rational, empty 
threats are of no \·alue. To make a threat credible, it is 
sometimes necessary to make a strategic mO\-e to con
strain one's later beha\-ior, thereby creating an inc en
ti\'e to carry out the threat 

7. To deter entry, an incumbent firm must convince any 
potential competitor that entry will be unprofitable. 
This may be done by investing, and thereby gi\-ing 
credibility to the threat that entry will be met by price 
warfare. Strategic trade policies by governments 
sometimes have this objecti\'e. 

8. Bargaining situations are examples of cooperative 
games. As in noncooperative games, in bargaining 
players can sometimes gain a strategic ad\-antage by 
limiting their own tlexibility. 

9. Auctions can be conducted in a number of formats, 
including English (oral with increasing bids), Dutch 
(oral with decreasing bids), and sealed bid. The 
opportunity for a seller to raise re\'enue and for a 
buyer to obtain an object at a reasonable price de
pends on the auction format, and on whether the 
items being auctioned ha\'e the same \'alue to all bid
ders (as in a common-value auction) or different val
ues to different bidders (as in a private-value auction). 

6. Consider a game in which the prisoners' dilemma is 
repeated 10 times and both players are rational and 
fully informed. Is a tit-for-tat strategy optimal in this 
case? Under what conditions would such a strategy 
be optimal? 

7. Suppose you and your competitor are playing the 
pricing game shown in Table 13.8. Both of you must 
announce your prices at the same time. Can you 
improve your outcome by promising your competitor 
that you will announce a high price? 

8. What is meant by "first-mover ad\-antage"? Gi\'e an 
example of a gaming situation with a first-mover 
advantage. 

" - Here is the solution to Company A's problem: It sirollid offer Ilotirillg for COll/pall1f Ts stock Re-
member that Company T will accept an offer only if it is greater than the per-share \-alue under cur
rent management. Suppose you offer 550 Thus Company T will accept this offer only if the outcome 
of the exploration project results in a per-share value under current management of 550 or less. Any 
\'alues beh\-een SO and 5100 are equally likely. Therefore the expected ['aille of Company T's stock, 
gn'cil lirat il accepts tire offer-i.e., gi\'en that the outcome of the exploration project leads to a \'alue 
les,: than 5S0-is 523, so that under the management of Company A the value would be 
(b)(S25) 537.5, which is less than 550 In fact, for any price p, if the offer is accepted, Company A 
can expect a nlue of only (3/-!)P. 
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9. What is a "strategic move"? How can the de\"elop
ment of a certain kind of reputation be a strategic 
mO\"e? 

10. Can the threat of a price war deter entry by potential 
competitors? What actions might a firm take to make 
this threat credible? 

1. In many oligopolistic industries, the same firms com
pete over a long period of time, setting prices and 
obsen"ing each other's behavior repeatedly. Gh"en 
that the number of repetitions is large, why don't col
lusi\"e outcomes typically result? 

2. Many industries are often plagued by owrcapacity
firms simultaneously make major investments in 
capacity expansion, so that total capacity far exceeds 
demand. This happens not only in industries in 
which demand is highly volatile and unpredictable, 
but also in industries in which demand is fairly sta
bleo What factors lead to overcapacity? Explain each 
brieflvo 

3. Two ~omputer firms, A and B, are plarming to market 
network systems for office information management 
Each firm can develop either a fast, high-quality sys
tem (High), or a slower, low-quality system (low). 
Market research indicates that the resulting profits to 
each firm for the alternati,"e strategies are given by 
the following payoff mah'ix: 

FIRMA 
High 

Low 

FIRMB 

High Low 

30,30 50,35 

40,60 20,20 

a. If both firms make their decisions at the same time 
and follow maximin (low-risk) strategies, what will 
the outcome be? 

b. Suppose both firms try to maximize profits, but 
Firm A has a head start in planning and can com
mit first Now what will the outcome be? What 
will the outcome be if Firm B has the head start in 
planning and can commit first? 

c. Getting a head start costs money (you have to gear 
up a large engineering team). Now consider the 
two-stage game in which first, each firm decides 
how much money to spend to speed up its plan
ning, and second, it announces which product (H or 
L) it will produceo Which firm will spend more to 

11. A strategic mow limits one's flexibility and yet gives 
one an ad\"antage. Why? How might a strategic move 
give one an ad,"antage in bargaining? 

12. Why is the winner's curse potentially a problem for a 
bidder in a common-,"alue auction but not in a private_ 
value auction? -

speed up its plmming? How much ,\"ill it spend? 
Should the other firm spend aill/thing to speed up 
its pla!u1ing? Explaino 

4. 1wo firms are in the chocolate market. Each can 
choose to go for the high end of the market (high 
quality) or the low end (low quality). Resulting profits 
are given by the following payoff matrix: 

FIRM 2 

Low High 

Low -20, -30 I 900,600 
FIRM 1 

High 100,800 1 50, 50 

a. What outcomes, if any, are Nash equilibria? 
b. If the managers of both firms are conservative and 

each follows a maximin strategy, what will be the 
outcome? 

c. What is the cooperath"e outcome? 
d. Which firm benefits most from the cooperative 

outcome? How much would that firm need to offer 
the other to persuade it to collude? 

5. Two major networks are competing for vie\\"er ratings 
in the 8:00-9:00 P.:..r. and 9:00-10:00 p"r. slots on a 
given weeknight Each has two shO\\"s to fill this time 
period and is juggling its lineup. Each can choose to 
put its "bigger" show first or to place it second in the 
9:00-10:00 P.:..r. slot The combination of decisions 
leads to the following "ratings points" results: 

NETWORK 1 
First 

Second 

NETWORK 2 

First Second 

18,18 I 23,20 

4,23 I 16,16 

a. Find the Nash equilibria for this game, assuming 
that both networks make their decisions at the 
same time. 

b. If each network is risk-averse and uses a maximin 
sh'ategy, what will be the resulting equilibrium? 

c. What will be the equilibrium if Network 1 makes 
its selection first? If Network 2 goes first? 

d. Suppose the network managers meet to coordinate 
schedules and Network 1 promises to schedule its 
big show first. Is this promise credible? What 
would be the likely outcome? 

6. Two competing firms are each planning to introduce a 
new product. Each will decide whether to produce 
Product A, Product B, or Product C They will make 
their choices at the same timeo The resulting payoffs 
are shown below. 

FIRM 2 

A B C 

A -10,-10 I 0,10 I 10,20 

FIRM 1 B 10,0 I 20, - 20 I -5,15 

C 20, 10 I 15, - 5 I -30, -30 

a. Are there any Nash equilibria in pure strategies? If 
so, what are they? 

b. If both firms use maximin strategies, what out
come will result? 

c. If Firm 1 uses a maximin strategy and Firm 2 
knows this, what will Firm 2 do? 

7. We can think of U.S. and Japanese trade policies as a 
prisoners' dilemma. The two countries are consider
ing policies to open or close their import markets. The 
payoff matrix is shown below. 

JAPAN 

Open Close 

u.s. 
Open 

Close 

10, 10 

-100,5 

5, 5 

1,1 

a. Assume that each country knows the payoff matrix 
and belie,'es that the other country will act in its 
own interest. Does either countrv h~,'e a dominant 
strategy? What will be the equilibrium policies if 
each countrv acts rationallv to maximize its wel-
fare? ~ , 

b. Now assume that Japan is not certain that the 
United States will behave rationallyo In particular, 
Japan is concerned that U.S. politicians may want 
to penalize Japan even if that does not maximize 
U.s. welfareo How might this affect Japan's choice 
of strategy? How might this change the equilib
rium? 
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8. You are a duopolist producer of a homogeneous 
good. Both you and your competitor have zero mar
ginal costs. The market demand cun"e is 

P = 30 - Q 

where Q = Ql + Q2' QJ is your output and Q2 your 
competitor's output Your competitor has also read 
this book. 
a. Suppose you will play this game only once If you 

and your competitor must annmmce your outputs 
at the same time, how much will 'lOU choose to 
produce? What do you expect you~r profit to be? 
Explain. 

b. Suppose you are told that you must announce 
your output before your competitor does. How 
much will you produce in this case, and how much 
do you think your competitor will produce? What 
do you expect your profit to be? Is announcing 
first an ad,"antage or a disadvantage? Explain 
brieflyo How much would you pay to be given the 
option of annowKing either first or second? 

c. Suppose instead that you are to play the first 
rOllld of a series of 10 rounds (with the same com
petitor). In each round, you and your competitor 
arUlOlllce your outputs at the same timeo You want 
to maximize the sum of your profits over the 10 
rounds. How much will you produce in the first 
rOlUld? How much do you expect to produce in the 
tenth round? In the ninth round? Explain briefly. 

d. Once again you will playa series of 10 rounds. 
This time, however, in each round your competitor 
will announce its output before you announce 
yours 0 How ,vill your answers to (c) change in this 
case? 

9. You play the following bargaining game. Player A 
moves first and makes Plaver B an offer for the divi
sion of 5100. (For exampl~, Player A could suggest 
that she take 560 and Player B take 540), Player Bean 
accept or reject the offer. If he rejects it, the amount of 
money available drops to 590, and he then makes an 
offer for the division of this amOlUlt. If Player A rejects 
this offer, the amount of money drops to 580 and 
Player A makes an offer for its divisiono If Plaver B 
rej~cts this offer, the amount of money drops· to O. 
Both players are rational, fully informed, and want to 
maximize their payoffs. vVhich player will do best in 
this game? 

*10. Defendo has decided to introduce a revolutionary 
,"ideo gameo As the first firm in the market, it will 
have a monopoly position for at least some time. In 
deciding what type of manufacturing plant to build, it 
has the choice of two technologies. Technology A is 
publicly available and will result in annual costs of 

C1(q) = 10 + 8q 
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Technology B is a proprietary technology de\"eloped 
in Defendo's research labs. It inyolYes higher fixed 
cost of production but lower marginal costs: 

CB(q) = 60 + 2'1 

Defendo must decide which technology to adopt 
l'vlarket demand for the new product is P = 20 - Q, 
where Q is total industry output 
a. Suppose Defendo were certain that it would main

tain its monopoly position in the market for the 
entire product lifespan (about fi\"e years) without 
threat of entry. Which technology would you 
advise Defendo to adopt? What would be 
Defendo's profit giYen this choice? 

b. Suppose Defendo expects its arclu'iva!, Offendo, to 
consider entering the market shortly after Defendo 
introduces its new product Offendo will have access 
only to Technology A If Offendo does enter the mar
ket, the two firms will playa Coumot game (in, qUaIl
tities) and arrive at the Coumot-Nash equilibrium. 

i. If Defendo adopts Technology A and Offendo 
enters the market, what will be the profit of 
each firm? Would Offendo choose to enter the 
market gi\"en these profits? 

ii. If Defendo adopts TeclulOlogy Band Offendo 
enters the market, what will be the profit of 
each firm? Would Offendo choose to enter the 
market giYen these profits? 

iii. vVhich technology would you advise Defendo to 
adopt giYen the threat of possible entry? What 
will be Defendo's profit gi\'en this choice? What 
will be consumer surplus gh'en this choice? 

c. What happens to social welfare (the sum of con
sumer surplus and producer profit) as a result of the 
tlueat of enh'}' in this market? What happens to equi
libritul1 price? W1lat might tlus imply about the role 
of potentilll competition in limiting market power? 

11, Three contestants, A, B, and C, each ha\"e a balloo 
and a pistoL From fixed positions, they fire at eac~ 
other's balloons When a balloon is hit, its Owner' 
out When only one balloon remains, its owner is tl: 
,,"inner ot a 51000 prize At the outset, the player 
decide by lot the order in which they \\'ill fire, ·an~ 
each player can choose any remaining balloon as his 
target. Everyone knO\\"s that A is the best shot and 
ah\'ays hits the target, that B hits the target with prob
ability .. 9, and that C hits the target with probability .8. 
Which contestant has the highest probability of win
ning the 51000? Explain why. 

12. An antique dealer regularly buys objects at home
town auctions whose bidders are limited to other 
dealers. Ivlost of her successful bids turn out to be 
financially \\'orthwhile, because she is able to resell 
the antiques for a profit On occasion, however, she 
tra\"eI5 to a nearby town to bid in an auction that is 
open to the public She often finds that on the rare 
occasions in which she does bid successfully, she is 
disappointed-the antique carmot be sold at a profit. 
Can you explain the difference in her success between 
the two sets of circumstances? 

13. You are in the market for a new house and have 
decided to bid for a house at auction. You believe that 
the value of the house is between 5123,000 and 
5150,000, but you are uncertain as to \\'here in the 
range it might be. You do know, ho\\"e\er, that the 
seller has reseryed the right to withdra\\' the house 
from the market if the winning bid is not satisfactory. 
a. Should you bid in this auction? Why lOr why not? 
b. Suppose you are a building contractor You plan to 

improye the house and then to resell it at a profit. 
How does this situation affect your answer to (a)? 
Does it depend on the extent to \\"hich your skills 
are uniquely suitable to improYing thi5 particular 

house? 

o far vve have concentrated on output lIlarkets: markets for 
g.oods and services that firms sell and consumers purchase. 

In thIS chapter, we discuss factor lIlarkets: markets for labor ray\' 
n:aterials, and other inputs to production. Much of our ~ate
nal will be fa~1iliar because the same forces that shape supply 
and demand m output markets also affect factor markets. 

We have seen that some output markets are perfectly or 
almost perfectly competitive, while producers in others l~ave 
market power. The same is true for factor markets. We will 
examine three different factor market structures: 

1. Perfectly competitive factor markets; 

2. Markets in \·vhich buyers of factors have monopsony 
power; 

3. Markets in which sellers of factors have monopoly pov\'er. 

We will also point out instances in which equilibrium in the 
factor market depends on the extent of market power in output 
markets. 

14J 

A competitive factor lIlarket is one in which there are a laro-e 
number of sellers and buyers of a factor of production, such ~s 
labor or raw materials. Because no sino-Ie seller or buyer can 
affec~ t~le r:ri~e of a given factor, each is ~ price taker. For exam
ple, If mdlvldual firms that buy lumber to construct homes 
purchase a small share of the total volume of lumber available 
tl:eir pur~~asing decision will have no effect on price: 
LIkeWIse, It each supplier of lumber controls a small share of 
th~ market, no individual supplier's decision \vill affect the 
pnce of the lumber that he sells. 

We begin by analyzing the demands for a factor by individ
ual firms. ~hese demands are added to get market'demand. 
We then ShIft to the supply side of the market and sho\'\' how 
market price and input le\'els are determined. 
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derived demand Demand 
for an input that depends on, 
and is derived from, both the 
finn's level of output and the 
cost of inputs. 

marginal revenue product 
Additional revenue resulting 
from the sale of output created 
by the use of one additional 
unit of an input. 

Recall that in §8.2, marginal 
revenue is defined to be the 
increase in revenue resulting 
from a one-unit increase in 
output. 

In §8.2, we explain that 
because the demand facing 
each firm in a competitive 
market is perfectly elastic, 
each firm will sell its output 
at a price equal to its average 
revenue and to its marginal 
revenue. 

Demand a 
One Input Is 
Like demand curves for the final goods that result from the production process 
demand cun-es for factors of production are dovvnward sloping. Gnlike con~ 
sumers' demands for goods and services, how eyer, factor demands are derived 
demands: they depend on, and are derived from, the firm's lewl of output and 
the costs of inputs. For example, the demand of the Microsoft Corporation for 
computer programmers is a derived demand that depends not only on the cur
rent salaries of programmers, but also on how much software Microsoft expects 

to sell. 
To analvze factor demands, we will use the material from Chapter 7 that 

shows hO\~' a firm chooses its production inputs. We will assume that the firm 
produces its output using two inputs, capital K and labor L, that can be hired at 
the prices r (the rental cost of capital) and w (the wage rate), respectively.l We 
will also assume that the firm has its plant and equipment in place (as in a short
run analysis) and must only decide ho\'\' much labor to hire. 

Suppose that the firm has hired a certain number of workers and wants to 
know whether it is profitable to hire one additional worker. This will be prof
itable if the additional revenue from the output of the worker's labor is greater 
than its cost. The additional revenue from an incremental unit of labor, the 
marginal revenue product of labor, is denoted MRPL· We will show that the 
firm should hire more labor if the MRPL is at least as large as the wage rate w. 

How do we measure the MRP L? It's tile additio/1al output obtained from tile addi
tionalunit of tilis labor, multiplied by the additional revenue from an extrn llnit of out
put. The additional output is given by the marginal product of labor MPL and the 
additional revenue by the marginal revenue MR. 

How do we measure the MRPL? MRPL is measured by the additiol1al output 
obtained from tile additiol1allinit of this labor, lIlultiplied by tile addition!?l reI'Clllle from 
{/II extrn unit of output. Formally, the marginal revenue product is ~R/~L, whereL 
is the number of lmits of labor input and R is revenue. The additional output per 
unit of labor, the MPL, is given by ~Q/~L and marginal revenue, MR, is equal to 
~R/~Q. Because ;'lR/~L = (~R)/(~Q)(~Q/~L), it follows that 

MRPL = (MPd(MR) (14.1) 

This important result holds for any competitive factor market, whether the 
output market is competitive or not. HO'wever, to examine the characteristics of 
the MRPL, let's begin 'with the case of a perfectly competitive output (and input) 
market. In a competitive output market, a firm will sell all its output a~ the ma~
ket price P. The marginal revenue from the sale of an additional unit ot output 15 

then equal to P. In this case, the marginal revenue product of labor is equal to the 
marginal product of labor times the price of the product: 

MRPL = (MPd(P) 
(14.2) 

The hiaher of the two curves in Figure 14.1 represents the MRPL curve for a 
firm in a ~ompetitive output market. Note that because there are diminishing 

1 We implicitly assume that all inputs to production are identical in quality Differences in ,,"orkers' 
skills and abilities are discussed in Chapter 17 

Wage 
(dollars per 

hour) 
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§ 

Competitive Output Market 

Monopolistic Output 
Market 

MRPL MPL·P 

MRPL = MPL MR 

Hours of Work 

... 

In a competitiv~ facto:; m~rket in which the producer is a price taker, the buyer's 
demand for an lIlput is glVen by the marginal revenue product curve. The MRP 
curve falls because the marginal product of labor falls as hours of work increase. 
When. the producer of the product has monopoly power, the demand for the input is 
also glVen by the MRP curve. In this case, however, the MRP curve falls because both 
the marginal product of labor and marginal revenue fall. 

marginal returns to labor, the marginal product of labor falls as the amount of 
labor increases. The marginal revenue product curve thus slopes downward, 
even though the price of the output is constant. 

The low~r curve in Figure 14.1 is the MRPL curve when the firm has monop
oly power m the output market When firms have monopoly power, they face a 
dO~\'Ilward-sloping ~emand curve, and therefore must lower the price of all 
umts of the product m order to sell more of it. As a result, marginal revenue is 
always less than price (MR < P). This explains why the monopolistic curve lies 
~elow the competitive curve, and why marginal revenue falls as output 
mcreases. Thus the marginal revenue product curve slopes downward in this 
case because the marginal revenue curve mId the marginal product curve slope 
downward. 

Note that the marginal revenue product tells us how much the firm should be 
willing to pay to hire an additional unit of labor. As long as the MRPL is greater than 
the wage rate, the firm should hire an additional unit of labor. If the marginal rev
enue product is less than the wage rate, the firm should layoff workers. Only when 
the marginal revenue product is equal to the wage rate will the firm have hired the 
profit-maximizing amount of labor. The profit-maximizing condition is therefore 

[ MRPL = w (14.3) 

Figure 14.2 illustrates this condition. The demand for labor curve DL is the 
MRPL· Note that the quantity oflabor demanded increases as the wage rate falls. 
Because the labor market is perfectly competitive, the firm can hire as many 
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Price of 
Labor 

iL'; b====~~====== 

L' Quantity of Labor 

fi' f s a erfectly elastic supplv of labor 5L and 
In a competitive labor marke~, a 1m ace., ~e rate '10*, The firm's clemand for labor 
can hire as many workers as It wants at a \\ ao fib MRP The profit-maximizing 

b . . l'evenue product a a or L' 
DL is given y Its margma I 1 . t" ,here the marainal revenue product of 
firm will hire L * units of labor at t 1e pam \ 0 

, . - 1* The supplv of labor cun'e facing the 
workers as it wants ~t the m~Ike~~\'age'~~i~.maximiZiI~g amount of labor that the 
firm, 5L, is thu~ a honz?ntallm~. 1~ ~l~e su ")lv and demand cun'es. 
finn hires, L"', IS at the mtersectlOn a . f I~Go~' demanded changes in response 

Figure 14.3 shows how the qua:1trty _0 t _ Tl~e waae rate miaht decrease if 
k t , rate trOln LUI a tL'o.' 0 0 

to a drop in the mar' e \\ age, . 1 k-' a t'or J' obs for the first time (as 
. tl labor torce are 00 mo ' 

more neople entenng 1e b' me of aae) The quantity ot 
r, 1 ,I all babY oomers ca 0 . 

happened, tor exanlp e, :: 1el: . 'f 117 L at the intersection of MRPL and 51' 
labor demanded by the tum IS 1m la) \. ft from 5 to 50 the wage falls from 
Howe\"er when the supply of labor cun'e s 11 . S I, -'L t Lo 

, . fib' demanded lIlcreases tram 1 a .' 
WI to w:: and the quantrty a a Ol t k ts 1'1'1 ITlanV ways. For example, the 

k .' ilar to OUh1U mar e " ' 
Factor mar ets ale san 't 't' tl' t tl'le l11arainal re\"enue product ot '. " 'zina condl IOn la 0 ., h 

factor market protrt-maXllnl '? 1 t the output market condItion t at 
labor be equal to the wage rate IS an.a °lgous ~ " 'h\7 this is true, recall that 

1: 1 to marama cost. 10 see \ , ' 1 
marainal revenue Ie equa o. d f fan (14 3) by the margma 
IVIRP

L 
= (MPL)(MR) and di\'ide both SI es a equa 1 '-

product of labor. Then, 

MR = w/MPL 
(14.4) 

. ' . t tl e riaht-hand ., 1 t ut per umt at mpu, 1 0 

Because MPL measures addltrona ou.p t of an additional unit of output 
side of equation (14.4) measures the marglIl~ c~~ ")roduce one unit of output}, 
(the wage rate multiplied by the lab~~. nee ~ ~;Lt clzoices of the firlil follOW the 
Equation (14.4) shows th~t b~tlI tl:~ lz~;I;ta~I::zn~!'~i~al revellue (froll/' tlle sale of Oll.t. 

same rule: lIlputs or output~ aiL cllO:,W - If' d This principle holds m 
put) is equal to lI1argillal cost (froll1. t!le purc.znse 0, 1IlpU :, . 
both competitive and noncompetitive markets. 

IE 
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When the supply of labor facing the firm is 5It the firm hires LI units of labor at wage 
WI' But when the market wage rate decreases and the supply of labor shifts to 52' the 
fim1 maximizes its profit by moving along the demand for labor curve until the new 
wage rate W2 is equal to the marginal revenue product of labor. As a result, Lz units of 
labor are hired. 

Demand for a Factor Input When Several 
Inputs Are Variable 

When the firm simultaneously chooses quantities of two or more variable 
inputs, the hiring problem becomes more difficult because a change in the price 
of one input will change the demand for others. Suppose, for example, that both 
labor and assembly-line machirlery are variable inputs to producing farm equip
ment. Let's say that we 'wish to determine the firm's demand for labor curve. As 
the wage rate'falls, more labor will be demanded, even if the firm's investment 
in machinery is unchanged. But as labor becomes less expensive, the marginal 
cost of producing the farm equipment falls. Consequently, it is profitable for the 
firm to increase its output. In that case, the firm is likely to invest in additional 
machinery to expand production capacity. Expanding the use of machinery 
causes the marginal revenue product of labor curve to shift to the right; in turn, 
the quantity of labor demanded increases. 

Figure 14.4 illustrates this. Suppose that when the wage rate is $20 per hour, 
the firm hires 100 worker-hours, as shown by point A on the MRPLl curve. Now 
consider what happens when the \,vage rate falls to $15 per hour. Because the 
marginal revenue product of labor is now greater than the wage rate, the firm 
will demand more labor. But the MRPLl curve describes the demand for labor 
When the use of machinery is fixed. In fact, a greater amolmt of labor causes the 
marginal product of capital to rise, which encourages the firm to rent more 
machinery as well as hire more labor. Because there is more machinery, the mar
ginal product of labor will increase (with more machinery, workers can be more 
productive). The marginal revenue product curve will therefore shift to the right 
(to MRPd, Thus, when the wage rate falls, the firm will use 140 hours of labor. 
This is shown by a new point on the demand curve, C, rather than 120 hours as 
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----------------------~ 

Recall from §4.3 that the mar
ket demand curve for a prod
uct shows how much of the 
product consumers are will
ing to buy as the price of the 
product changes. 

\Nage 
(dollars per 

hour) 

15 

10 

5 

When two or more in uts are variable, a firm's demand for one in~ut dep~nds on 
. p d ·t of both inputs. When the wage rate IS $20, A repre-

the mannnal revenue pro uc t f II t o. h fi 's demand for labor curve. 'When the wage ra e a s 0 
sents one pornt on term .' . a h firm to rent more machin-
$15 the marcinal product of capItal nses, encouragrno t.e fr MRP t MRP 

" d hireo more labor. As a result, the MRP curve shifts om 1 L1 0 1 L2, 
er} an . . t C the firm's demand for labor curve. Thus A and C are on 
aeneratina a new porn on 
tl1e demru~d for labor curve, but B is not. 

aiven by B A and C are both on the firm's demand for labor curve (with mac~
° .' bl' ) D . B l'S not Note that as constructed, the demand for labor curve IS 
erv vana e L' . - fib' .. (,1 'ch pre
m~re elastic than either of the two marginal product 0 a 01 CUI\~S '.\ U , 

1
. . the amount of machinery). Thus, when capItal 111pUtS are 

sume no c lange 111 '.. . d db se firms can 
\'ariable in the long run, there is a greater.elastlClty ot eman ecau 
substitute capital for labor in the productlOn process. 

The Market Demand Curve 
When we aaareaated the individual demand curyes of con~umer:, tOI O?t~in ~ 
market der:~ndocurve for a product, we were concerned \vl.th a ~111g e ll~ :~fer~ 
However, a factor input like skilled labor is demande~ by firms 111 l:nan~ ~ust 
ent industries. To obtain the total market demand for labor c~r~ e, \\a~d the 
therefore first determine each industry's demand for labo~, an . ~~~forward. 
industry demand cun'es horizontally. The sec?nd steP

k 
I
t
s
d
stralod Cllr\Te for 

, f 'I 1: . t obta111 a mar e eman Addina industl'y demand curves or a 101 0 1: . tl market 
labor i~ 'ust like" adding indi\'idual product demand CUl'Yes to 0 ~ta111 1e ore 
demand curye for that product. So let's concentrate our attentlOn on the m 

difficult first step. 

The first step-determining 

demand-takes into account the fact that both ~he level of. output produced 
the finn and its product price change as the pnces of the ,ll:putS. t~le 
h alt 's easiest to determine market demand when there IS a srno canoe. 1 
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In that case, the marginal revenue product curve is the industry demand curve 
for the input. When there are many firms, hm\,ever, the analysis is more complex 
because of the possible interaction among the firms. Consider, for instance, the 
demand for labor when output markets are perfectly competitive. Then, 
the marginal revenue product of labor is the product of the price of the good and 
the marginal product of labor (see equation 14.2), as shm'\'n by the curve MRPu 
in Figure 14.5. 

Suppose initially that the wage rate for labor is $15 pel' hour and that the firm 
demands 100 'worker-hours of labor. Now the wage rate for this firm falls to $10 
per hour. If no other firms could hire workers at the lower wage, then our firm 
would hire 150 1Norker-hours of labor (by finding the point on the MRPLJ curve 
that corresponds to the $10-per-hour wage rate). But if the wage rate falls for all 
firms in an industl-y, the industry as a whole will hire more labor. This will lead 
to more output from the industry, a shift to the right of the industry supply 
curve, and a lower market price for its product. 

In Figure 14.5(a), when the product price falls, the original marginal revenue 
product curve shifts downward, from MRPLJ to MRPLl. This shift results in a 
lower quantity of labor demanded by the firm-120 worker-hours rather than 
150. Consequently, industry demand for labor will be lower than if only one firm 
were able to hire workers at the lower wage. Figure 14.5(b) illustrates this. The 
lighter line shows the horizontal sum of the individual firms' demands for labor 
that ,,,'ould result if product price did not change as the wage falls. The darker 
line shmvs the industry demand curve for labor, which takes into account the 
fact that product price will fall as all firms expand their output in response to 
the lower wage rate. When the wage rate is $15 per hour~ industry demand for 
labor is La worker-hours. When it falls to $10 per hour, industry demand 
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In §4.4, we define the price 
elasticity of demand as the 
percentage change in quan
tity demanded resulting from 
a l-percent change in the 
price of a good. 

increases to L1. Note that this is a smaller increase than L2, which vvould OCClirjf 

the product price were fixed. The aggregation of industry demand curves into 
the market demand curve for labor is the final step: To complete it we Simply 
add the labor demanded in all industries. 

The derivation of the market demand curve f?r labor (or f~r. any other input) 
is essentially the same when the output market IS noncompetltive. The only dif
ference is that it is more difficult to predict the change in product price in 
response to a change in the wage rate because each firm in the market is likely to 
be pricing stTategically rather than taking price as given. 

T hroughout the 1970s and the early 1980s, fuel costs for US. airlines increased 
rapidly, in tandem with rising world oil prices. For example, whereas fuel 

costs made up 12.4 percent of total operating costs in 1971, its share of operat
ing costs rose to about 30 percent in 1980. As we would expect, the amount of 
jet fuel used by airlines during this period fell as its price rose. Thus the output 
of the airline industry, as measured by the number of ton-miles, rose by 29.6 
percent, while the amount of jet fuel consumed increased by only 8.8 percent. 
(One ton-mile is short for one ton of passengers, baggage, or freight tl'ansported 
one mile.) Jet fuel's share of operating costs fell during the late 1980s as oil 
prices fell, but it remained significant, still topping 15 percent during the 1990s. 

Understanding the demand for jet fuel is important to managers of oil 
refineries, who must decide how much jet fuel to produce. It is also crucial to 
managers of airlines, who must project fuel purchases and costs ,'\'hen fuel 
prices rise.2 

The effect of the increase in fuel costs on the airline industry depends on the 
ability of airlines either to cut fuel usage by reducing weight (by carrying less 
excess fuel) and flying slower (reducing drag and increasing engine efficiency) 
or to pass on their higher costs in customer prices. Thus the price elasticity of 
demand for jet fuel depends both on the ability to conserve fuel and on the elas
ticities of demand and supply of travel. 

To measure the short-run elasticity of demand for jet fuel, we use as the 
quantity of fuel demanded the number of gallons of fuel used by an airline in 
all markets within its domestic route network. The price of jet fuel is measured 
in dollars per gallon. A statistical analysis of demand must control for factors 

AIRLINE ELASTICITY AIRLINE ELASTICITY 

American -.06 Delta -.15 

Continental -.09 TWA - .10 

Northwest -.07 United - .10 

2 This example is drawn in part from Joseph I'll. Cigliano, "The Demand for Jet Fuel by the U.S. 
Domestic Trunk Airlines," Bllsilless Ecollomics (September 1982): 32-36. 
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Price 

Quantity of Jet Fuel 

The short-nm demand for jet fuel MRP SR is more inelastic than the lono--nm demand 
M~Pl~' In the short run, airlines cannot reduce fuel consumption m~ch when fuel 
pnces mcrease. In the long nm, however, they can take longer, more fuel-efficient 
routes and more fuel-efficient 

other than price that can explain why some firms demand more fuel than oth
ers. Some airlines, for example, use more fuel-efficient jet aircraft than others. A 
second factor is t~e length of the flights: The shorter the flight, the more fuel 
consumed per rmle of travel. Both these factors 'were included irl a statistical 
analysis that relates the quantity of fuel demanded to its price. Table 14.1 shows 
some short-run price elasticities. (They do not accolmt for the introduction of 
new types of aircraft.) 

The jet fuel price elasticities for the airlines range in value from - .06 (for 
American).to .15 (for Delta). Overall, the results show that the demand for jet 
~el .as a.n mput to the production of airline Hight-miles is very inelastic. This 
fmdmg IS not surprisir~~: in ~he short run, there is no good substitute for jet 
fueL TIle long-run elaStiCIty at demand is higher, however, because airlines can 
eventually introduce more energy-efficient airplanes. 

Figure 1...1:.6 shov\'s the short- and long-run demands for jet fuel. The short
run demand CUlTe, MRPSR' is much less elastic than the lOfw-nm demand 
curve because it takes time to substitute newer, more fuel-efficie~t airplanes for 
other planes when the price of fuel 

The Supply of Inputs to a Firm 

When the market for a factor input is perfectly competitive, a firm can purchase 
as n:uch of t1:at input as it wants at a fixed market price, which is determined by 
~he lIltersect~on of the market dem~nd an~ su.pply curves, as shown in Figure 
~.7(a). The mput supply curve facmg a fum IS then perfectly elastic. Thus, in 

Figure 1...1:.7(b), a firm is buying fabric at $10 per yard to sew into clothing. 
B~cause the firm is only a small part of the fabric market, it can buy all it wants 
Without affecting the price. 
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In a competitive factor market, a firm can buy any anlOi1l1t of the input it wants without affecting the price. Therefore 
the firm faces a perfectly elastic supply curve for that input. As a result, the quantity of the input purchased by the 
producer of the product is determined by the intersection of the input demand and supply curves. In (a) the industry 
quantity demanded and quantity supplied of fabric are at a price of $10 per yard. h1 (b) the firm faces a hori-
zontal curve at a of $10 of fabric, and chooses to buy 50 yards. 

average expenditure curve 
Supply curve representing the 
price per unit that a firm pays 
for a good, 

marginal expenditure curve 
Curve describing the incre
mental cost of purchasing one 
additional unit of a good 

Recall from Section 105 that the supply curve AE facing the finn in Figure 
14.7(b) is its average expenditure curve (just as the demand ClU've facing a firm 
is its average revenue curve), because it represents the price per unit that the firm 
pays for the good. On the other hand, the marginal expenditure curve repre
sents the firm's expenditure on an additional unit that it buys. (The marginal 
expenditure curve in a factor market is analogous to the marginal revenue curve 
in the output market.) When the factor market is competitive, the average 
expenditure and marginal expenditure curves are identical horizontal lines, just 
as the marginal and average revenue curves are identical (and horizontal) for a 
competitive firm in the output market. 

How much of the input should a firm facing a competitive factor market pur
chase? As long as the marginal revenue product curve lies above the marginal 
expenditure curve, profit can be increased by purchasing more of the input 
because the benefit of an additional unit (MRP) exceeds the cost (ME). However, 
when the marginal revenue product curve lies below the marginal expenditure 
curve, some units yield benefits that are less than cost. Therefore, profit maxi
mization requires that marginal revenue product be equal to marginal expellditure: 

[ ME = MRP (14.5) ] 
When we considered the special case of a competitive output market, we saw 

that the firm bought inputs, such as labor, up to the point at which the marginal 
revenue product is equal to the price of the input w, as in equation (14.3). In the 
competitive case, therefore, the condition for profit maximization is that the 
price of the input be equal to marginal expenditure: 
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[ ME=w U~~ 
------------------~~ 
In ol:r. exampl,e, the price of the fabric (£10 pel' yard) is determined in the 

competItlve fabnc market shown in Figure 14.7(a) at the intersection of the 
demand ~nd ,supply cU.rves. Fi~ure 14.7(b) sho'ws the amount of fabric pur
chased by a fum at the mtersectlOn of the marginal expenditure and marainal 
revenu~ product cu~yes. When 50 yards of fabric are purchased, the mar~inal 
expendIture of £10 IS equal to the marginal revenue from the sale of clothina 
made~ possible by th~ increased use of fabric in the production process. If les~ 
tI:an ;)0 yards of f~~nc were x::urchased, the finn would be forgoing an opportu
nIty to make addltlonal proht from clothing sales. If more than 50 yards were 
rurchased, the cost of the fab~ic would be greater than the additional revenue 
tram the sale of the extra clothmg, 

The Market Supply of Inputs 

The market supply curve for a factor input is usually upward sloping. We saw in 
Chapter 8 that the. market supply for a good sold in a competitive market is usu
ally _~pward. slopm.g ~ecause the marginal cost of producing the good is typi
cally mcreasl~lg. T~s IS also the case for fabric and other raw material inputs, 

V:~1en the m~ut IS labor, hovvever, people rather than firms are making supply 
d~ClSl?nS, In :ms case, uti~ity maximization by workers rather than profit maxi
ffilZatl?n b~ fIrms determmes supply. In the discussion that follows, we use the 
analYSIS of mcome and substitution effects from Chapter 4 to show that althouah 
t~e market supply curve for labor can be upward sloping, it may also, as in 
Figure 14.8, be backward bending. In other \vords, a maher waae rate can lead to 
less labor being supplied. (:) (:) 

(dollars per 
hour) 

Supply of Labor 

Hours of Work Per Day 

~en the :vage rate inc~ea:e:, the hours of "work supplied increase initially but can 
entually decrease .as mdlvlduals choose to enjoy more leisure and to work less. 

The backwar~-bendmg portion of the labor supply curve arises when the income 
eff~ct of the lugher wage (which encourages more leisure) is greater than the substi

.... tution effect (which encourages more work). 

In §8.5, \ve explain that the 
short-run market supply 
curve shows the amount of 
output that will be produced 
by firms in the market for 
every possible price. 

In §4.2, we explain that an 
increase in the price of a good 
has hvo effects: the real pur
chasing power of each con
sumer decreases (the income 
effect) and the good becomes 
relatively expensive (the sub
stitution effect). 
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To see why a labor supply curve may be bacb'\'ard bending, divide the day 
into hours of work and hours of leisure. Leisllre is a term. that describes enjoyable 
nonwork activities, including sleeping and eating. Work benefits the worker only 
through the income that it generates. We also assume that a worker has the flexi
bility to choose how many hours per day to work. 

The 'wage rate measures the price that the worker places on leisure time, 
because his or her wage measures the amount of money that the vvorker gives 
up to enjoy leisure. As the wage rate increases, therefore, the pr~ce of leisure also 
increases. This price change brings about both a substitution etfect (a change in 
relative price with utility held constant) and an income effect (a change in utility 
with relative prices unchanged). There is a substihltion effect because the higher 

Price of leisure encouraaes workers to substitute work for leisure. An income 
o , h' effect occurs because the higher wage rate increases the worker s purc asmg 

power. With higher income, the worker can buy more of many goods" one of 
which is leisure. If more leisure was chosen, it is because the income eftect has 
encouraaed the worker to work fewer hours. Income effects can be large because o 
wages are the primary component of most people's income. When t~1e income 
effect outweighs the substitution effect, the result is a backward-bendmg supply 
curve. 

Figure 14.9 illustrates how a backward-bending supply curve for labor can 
result from the work-leisure decision for a typical weekday. The horizontal axis 

Income 
(dollars per 

day) 

-0180 R 

w S20 

8 12 16 20 24 Hours of Leisure 

-«----- Substitution Effect 

When the waae rate increases from 510 to $20 per hour, the worker's budget line 
shifts from PQ to RQ, In response, the worker moves from A to B while decreasing 
work hours from 8 to 4. The reduction in hours worked arises because the income 
effect outweighs the substitution effect. In this case, the supply of labor curve is back-
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shoWS hours of leisure per day, the \'ertical axis income generated by work. (We 
assume there are no o~her. sources of income.) Initially the wage rate is $10 per 
hour, and the budget Ime IS gi\'en by PQ. Point P, for example, shows that if an 
indi\'idual vvorked a 24-hour day he would earn an income of $240. 

TI:e \'Vorker maxin:izes utility by choosing point A and by enjoying 16 hours 
of leIsure per day (WIth 8 hours ot work) and earning $80. lA/hen the wage rate 
inCl:eases to $20 per hoUl~ th~ bL.ldget line rotates about the horizontal intercept 
to lme RQ. (Only 24 hours ot leIsure are possible.) Novv the 'worker maximizes 
utility at B by choosing 20 hours of leisure per day (with 4 hours of work), while 
earning S80. If only the substihltion effect came into play, the higher wage rate 
would en~?urage the worker to \york 12 hours (at C) instead of 8. Howeyer~ the 
income etiect \yorks in the opposite direction. It overcomes the substitution 
effect and lowers the work dav from 8 hours to 4. 

In real life,. a back:vard-bel~ding labor supply cun'e might apply to a college 
student workmg dunng the summer to earn living expenses for the school year. 
As soon as a target level of earnings is reached, the shldent stops workin; and 
allocates more time to leisure. An increase in the wage rate will then le~d to 
fewer hours worked because it enables the student to reach the taraet level of 

. ' 0 earnrngs taster. 

One of the most dramatic changes in the labor market in the twentieth cen
tury has been the increase in 'women's participation in the labor force. 

:'\lomen mad~ up only 29 percent of the labor force in 1950 but over 60 percent 
~ 1999. MarrIed women account for a substantial portion of this increase. The 
mcre~sed role of women in the labor market has also had a major impact on 
housmg marke~:: Wh.e~·e to live and work has increasingly become a jOint 
husband-and-wlte deClslOn. 

The complex nature of the work choice \vas analyzed in a study that com
pared the work decisions of 94 unrnarried females \~ith the work decisions of 
heads of households and Spouses in 397 families. 3 One \vav to describe the 
:,:ork decisions .o~ the variOLls family groups is to calculate lab"or supply elastic
Ities. Each elaStiClty relates the numbers of hours worked not only to the waae 
earned by the head of the household but also to the wage of the ~ther memb~r 
of two-earner households. Table 14.2 summarizes the results. 

Wh.en a higher 'wage rate leads to fewer hours 'worked, the labor supply 
curve IS backward bending: The income effect, which enCOLlraaes more leisur~, 
o~nveighs the s.ubstitution ~ffect, which encourages more wo~k. The elastiCity 
? labor supply IS then negative. Table 14.2 shows that heads of one-earner fam
IlIes with children and nvo-earner families (with or without children) all have 
bac~ward-bending labor supply curves, with elasticities ranging from - .002 to 
-: .0/8. Mo~t single-earner heads of households are on the upward-sloping por
tion of then- labor supply curve, with the largest elasticity of .106 associated 

Janet E Kohlha "L I: . S I . d H' . 
" Re-'i ,,', c , ,se,." a 101

, upp} an OUSl11i?, Demand lor One- and Two-Earner House-
"Expl .. ' Lei OT ECOIlOl/ilL' alld S,ntlsizes 68 (1986): -018-;:16; and Rav C Fair and Diane J. MaCLl11o\'ich mmno the Labo F· P .. . '" , 

b ,r Olce artICIpatIOn 01 Women 20-2-01" (unpublished, February 1997) 
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GROUP 

Unmarried males 
(no children) 

Unmarried females 
(with children) 

Unmarried females 
(no children) 

One-earner family 
(with children) 

One-earner family 
(no children) 

Two-earner family 
(with children) 

Two-earner family 
(no children) 

In §9,2, we explain that in a 
perfectly competitive market, 
efficiency is achieved because 
the sum~of aggregate con
sumer and producer surplus 
is maximized. 

HEAD'S HOURS 
WITH RESPECT TO 

HEAD'S WAGE 

.026 

,106 

,all 

- .078 

.007 

- ,002 

- ,107 

SPOUSE'S HOURS 
WITH RESPECT TO 
SPOUSE'S WAGE 

.086 

- ,028 

HEAD'S HOURS 
WITH RESPECT 
SPOUSE'S WAGE 

- .004 

- .059 

with single women with children, Married \\'om,en (listed as spouses of heads 
of households) are also on the backward-bending portion of the labor supply 

of - ,028 and ,086. 

A cornpetitiye factm market is in equilibrium 'when the price of the input equates 
the quantity demanded to the quantity supplied FiguIe 1-:I:.10(a) shows such an equi
librium fm a labor market, At point A, the equilibriurn wage rate is [('c and the 
equilibrium quantity supplied is Because they are well informed, all workers 
recei\'e the identical wage and generate the identical marginal re\'enue product of 
labm wherever they are employed. If any wmker had a 'wage lower than her mar
ginal product, a firm would find it profitable to offer that worker a higher wage. 

If the output market is also perfectly competitive, the demand curve for an 
input measures the benefit that consumers of the product place on the additional 
use of the input in the production process, The wage rate also reflects the cost ~o 
the firm and to society of using an additional unit of the input rhus, at A In 
Figure 1-:I:,10(a), the marginal benefit of an hour of labm (its marginal revenue 
product MRPd is equal to its marginal cost (the wage rate [u). 

'Alhen output and input markets are both perfectly competiti\'e, resources a~e 
used efficiently because the difference between total benefits and total costs 15 

maximized, Efficiency requires that the additional re\'enue generated 
employing an additional unit of labm (the marginal re\'enue product of l~bor! 
MRPd equal the benefit to consumers of the additional output, which is gIVen 
by the price of the product times the m,arginal product of labm, (P)(MPL)· 
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- Sr*¥§ i k frM 

Competiti\'e Output .\lilrket \lonopolistic Output ~larket 

LCc 

Number of workers L~l Number of workers 

In a competitive labor market in which the output mark t . . . , .. . 

:~~:~~~~~\~fp~~~~:anp~!~r(~)a~~~I~~1~~~I:ealpraeI~te(bnl)leSlpr~d ~tCl~)t~K.l~:~th· ~ ~~~ s~~~f)~~~;~~~a(~~,~~~~: ~~;:~~?tu~:~ 
. 0' 10WS 1a w len . e producer has I I 

gmal value of a worker V'\l is o-reater than the waoe -u Tl t f k monopo y pmvel~ t 1e mar-
of labor that the' finnohires and the °ra't~\l' 1US 00 ew wor ers are employed. (Point B determines the 

"Wh~1 the output market is not perfectly competiti\'e, the condition 
M~L :: (P)(~lPLl no l~nger h~ld~. Note in Figure H.IO(b) that the CU1'\'e repre
s.ent111o t,he product.puce multIplIed by the marginal product of labor [(P)(MPL)] 

lIes abo\ e the margmal reyenue product cun'e [(MR)(MP)] P . t B' tl . n . - L' om IS 1e eqUl-
t~l:lU~l wag~ W\l and the el1uilibrium labor supply L\!. But because the price of 

p oduct IS a meaSUle ot the \'alue to consumers of each additional unit of 
~~~ut ,that t~ley buy, (P)(MPLl is the \'alue that consumers place on additional 
1 ~ at lab~L Therefore, when L\! laborers are emploved, the maro-inal cost to 
~sle fm~1 [[:,\1. IS l~ss ~har:. th~ marginal ,benefit to consum~rs L',\l' Altho~gh the firm 
th maXIml~~.n? ItS profIt, ItS output IS below the efficient level and it uses less 

an the ethClent le\'el of the input. Economic efficiency would be increased if 
more laborers were h" d d ' t . lIe a~1 ,consequently, more output produced (The O'ains 
o consumers would outweIgh the firm's lost profit.) ° 

Economic 

:s~~ncept of economiC, rent helps explain how factor markets work. When dis
as th g O~ltput mark~ts m the long run, in Chapter 8, we defined economic rent 

e payments receIved b\' f·o '. db" in" 't - -' a lIm mel an a' ave the mmlmum cost of produc-
t> 1 S output For a factor market ,- '. t' J j' ,. mel t . _ ( , LWIIOlillC tCII IS tie L IttcrcllCc bct[('cCII tlic 11t1I/-

I 5 made to {7 "act,1' f 'j -t' j I ,," I' , 

tl 
_ :J C 0, PUh lie 1011 0111 tiC 111111111111111 OliIOUllt tliot Illust be SpCllt to 

Ie lbC of tliat foctor FiO' l' 11 '11 1 ' applied ' . .. ' oure""±. 1 ustrates t 1e concept ot economic rent as 
the to. a cO~11petltlye labor market. The equilibrium price of labor is w* and 
Slopt~lantrt.y ot labor supplied is L* The supply of labor cun'e is the up,;'arci-

u,o- averaae e' dOt . ° ° xpen 1 ure CU1'\'e, and the demand for labor is the downward-

In §S 6, \\'e explain thilt eco
nomic rent is the amount that 
firms are willing to pay for an 
ll1put less the minimum 
amount necessary to buy it. 
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Y*% & ?§i i&¥ #3 §§iii " """"' 
Wage I 

I Ewnnmic Rent 

W·~----------------
y 

o Number 

The economic rent associated with the employment of labor is the excess of wages 
paid above the minimum amolmt needed to hire workers. The equilibrium wage is 
given by A, at the intersection of the labor supply and labor demand curves. Because 
the supply curve (AE) is up'Nard sloping, some workers would have accepted jobs 
for a 'wage less than W*. The green-shaded area AB1:(1* is the economic rent received> 

all workers. 

Price 
(dollars per 

acre) 

Supply of Land 

When the supply of land is perfectly inelastic, the market price of land is 
at the point of intersection with the demand curve. The entire \'alue of the 
then an economic rent. vVhen demand is given by D 1, the economic rent per 
given by 5]1 and when demand increases to O2, rent per acre increases to 52' 
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sloping marginal revenue product CUlTe. Because the supply curve tells us hO\'\' 
mllch labor will be supplied at each wage rate, the minimum expenditure 
needed to employ L* units of labor is gi\'en by the tan-shaded area AL*OB, below 
the supply curve to the left of the equilibrium labor supply L*. 

In perfectly competiti\'e markets, all workers are paid the wage w*. This wage 
is required to get the last "marginal" worker to supply his or her labor, but all 
other workers earn rents because their wage is greater than the wage that 'would 
be needed to get them to work. Because total wage payments are equal to the 
rectangle Ow* AL*, the economic rent earned by labor is given by the area ABw*. 

Note that if the supply curve 'were perfectly elastic, economic rent would be 
zero. Rents arise only when supply is somewhat inelastic. And when supply is 
perfectly inelastic, all payments to a factor of production are economic rents 
because the factor will be supplied no matter what price is paid. 

As Figure 14.12 shows, one example of an inelastically supplied factor is land. 
The supply cun'e is perfectly inelastic because land for housing (or for agricul
ture) is fixed, at least in the short run. With land inelastically supplied, its price is 
determined entirely by demand. The demand for land is given by 0 1, and its 
price per unit is 51' Total land rent is given by the green-shaded rectangle. But 
when the demand for land increases to O2, the rental value per unit of land 
increases to 52; now total land rent includes the blue-shaded area as well. Thus, 
an increase in the demand for land (a shift to the right in the demand curve) 
leads both to a higher price per acre and to a higher economic rent. 

The u.s. Army has had a personnel problem for many years. During the 
Civil War, roughly 90 percent of the armed forces were unskilled workers 

involved in ground combat. But since then the nahlre of warfare has evolved. 
Ground combat forces now make up only 16 percent of the armed forces. 
Meanwhile, changes in technology have led to a severe shortage in skilled tech
nicians, trained pilots, computer analysts, mechanics, and others needed to 
operate sophisticated military equipment. Why has such a shortage developed? 
Why has the military been unable to keep skilled personnel? An economic 
study provides some ans,vers.~ 

The rank struchlre of the army has remained essentially l.mchanged over the 
years. Among the officer ranks, pay increases are determined primarily by the 
number of years of service. Consequently, officers with differing skill levels and 
abilities are usually paid similar salaries. Moreover, some skilled workers are 
ur:derpaid relative to what they could receive in the private sector. As a result, 
skilled workers who join the army because of ath"active salaries find that their 
marginal revenue products are eventually higher than their wages. Some 
remain in the army, but many leave. 
~s study of army pay applies to all of the armed forces. Figure 14.13 shows 

the mefficiency that can result from the military pay policy. The equilibrium wage 
:ate w* is the wage that equates the demand for labor to the supply. Because of 
~exibility in its pay structure, hO\\'e\'er, the military pays the wage wo, which 
!Sbelow the equilibrium wage. At wo, demand is greater than supply, and there 

y. Oi, "Paying Soldiers: On a Wage Structure for a Large Internal Labor Market" (unpub
undated paper). 
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In §10.5, we explain that a 
buyer has monopsony power 
when his purchasing decision 
can affect the price of the 
product. 

\\' age 

When the wage w* is paid to military persOlmel, the labor market is in equilibri~i; 
vVhen the wage is kept below w*, at Wo, there is a shortage of personnel because th~11" 
quantity of labor demanded is O'reater than the quantity supplied. ," _ ° 

H 

is a shortage of skilled labor. By contrast, competitive labor markets pay more 
productive ... vorkers higher wages than their less productive counterparts. But 
how can the m,ilitarv attract and keep a skilled labor force? 

The militarv's d~oice of ,vaae structure affects the nation's ability to main
tain an effecti;'e fighting forceoin response to its personnel problenl.s, the ~. 
tarv has beO'un to chanae its salarv structure bv expanding the nurnber and SIZe 

of its reenlistment bor~lses. Sele~tive reenlist~nent bonuses targeted at skilled 
jobs for vd1ich there are shortages can be an effective recruitin? device: The 
immediate bonuses create more of an incenti\'e than the uncertaIn prormse of 
hiO'her waaes in the future. As the demand for skilled military jobs increases, ° 0. '. ' I' . t bonuses we can expect the armed torces to make greater use ot reen Istrnen 

incentives, 

1 

In some factor markets individual buvers of factors have monopsony 
For example, we saw in Chapter 10 that-US autOInobile companies have 
erable monopsony power as buyers of parts and compone,nts. GM, Ford, 
Daimler-Chrysler buy large quantities of brakes, radiators, tl:es, and other 
and can neaotiate lower prices than smaller purchasers mIght pay, ° 1:: ",..r'rlrt" ..... IBM has monopsony pmver in the market for disk drives lecause It 
many drives for its computers. 
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Throughout this section, we will assume that the output market is perfectly 
competitive. Also, because a single buyer is easier to visualize than several buy
ers who all have some monopsony po'wer, we will restrict our attention to pure 
monopsony. 

Recall from Section 10.5 that when you are deciding how much of a good to pur
chase, you keep increasing the number of units purchased until the additional 
value from the last unit purchased-the margi1lal value-is just equal to the cost 
of that unit-the lIlargi1lal expenditure. In perfect competition, the price that you 
pay for the good-the average expenditure-is equal to the marginal expendihlre. 
However, when you have monopsony power, the marginal expenditure is 
greater than the average expenditure, as Figure 14.14 shows. 

The factor supply curve facing the monopsonist is the market supply curve. 
(It shows how much of the factor suppliers are willing to sell as its price 
increases.) Because the monopsonist pays the same price for each unit, the sup
ply curve is its average expenditllre curve. The average expenditure curve is 
upward sloping because the decision to buy an extra unit raises the price that 
must be paid for all units, not just the last one. For a profit-maximizing firm, 
however, the marginal expenditure Cllrve is relevant in deciding how much to buy. 
Recall from Chapter 10 that the marginal expenditure curve lies above the aver
age expenditure curve: When the firm increases the price of the factor to hire 
more units, it must pay all units that higher price, not just the last unit hired. 

Price 
(per unit 
of input) 

20 

15 
We 

zu* 13 

10 

5 

SL = Average 
Expenditure (AE) 

the buyer of an input has monopsony power, the marginal expenditure curve 
the average expendihlre curve because the decision to buy an extra unit 

th~ price that must be paid for all units, not just for the last one. The number of 
rnput purchased is given by L *, at the intersection of the marginal revenue 
and marginal expenditure curves, The corresponding wage rate w* is lower 

the competitive wage We. 
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rm 

How much of the input should the firm buy? As we sa,\, earlier, it should buy up 
to the point where marginal expenditure equals marginal revenue product. Rere 
the benefit from the last unit bought (MRP) is just equal to the cost (ME). Figure 
14.14 illustrates this principle for a labor market. Note that the monopsonist 
hires L* l.mits of labor; at that point, ME = MRPL The wage rate w* that workers 
are paid is given by finding the point on the average expenditure or SUpply 
curve with L* units of labor. ' 

As we showed in Chapter 10, a buyer ,,\,ith monopsony power maximizes net 
benefit (utility less expenditure) from a purchase by buying up to the point 
where marginal value (MV) is equal to marginal expenditure: 

MV=ME 

For a firm buying a factor input, MV is just the marginal revenue product of the 
factor MRP. Thus, we have (as in the case of a competitive factor market) 

ME = MRP (14.7) J 
Note from Figure 14.14 that the monopsonist hires less labor than a finn or group of 
firms with no monopsony power. In a competitive labor market, Le workers would 
be hired: At that level, the quantity of labor demanded (given by the marginal rev
enue product curve) is equal to the qUaIltity of labor supplied (given by the average 
expenditure cUlve). Note also that the monopsonistic firm will be paying its workers 
a wage w* that is less than the wage We that would be paid in a competitive market 

Monopsony power can arise in different ways. One source can be the special
ized nature of a firm's business. If the firm buys a component that no one else 
buys, it is likely to be a monopsonist in the market for that component. Another 
source CaIl be a business's location-it may be the only major employer within an 
area. Monopsony power can also arise when the buyers of a factor forn, a cartel to 
limit purchases of the factor, so they can buy it at less than the competitive price. 
(But as we explained in Chapter 10, this is a violation of the antitrust laws.) 

Few firms in our economy are pure monopsonists. But firms (or individuals) 
often have some monopsony power, because their purchases account for a large 
portion of the market. lIte government is a monopsonist when it hires volunteer 
soldiers or buys missiles, aircraft, and other specialized military equipment. A 
mining firm or other company that is the only major employer in a comm1.ll1ity 
also has monopsony power in the local labor market. Even in these cases, hm'l
ever, monopsony power may be limited because the government competes to 
some extent with other firms that offer similar jobs. Likewise the mining firm 
competes to some extent with companies in nearby communities. 

I n the United States, major league baseball is exempt from the antitrust laws, 
the result of a Supreme Court decision and the policy of Congress not to 

apply the antitrust laws to labor markets.s This antitrust exemption allowed 

5 ntis example builds on an analysis of the structure of baseball players' salaries by Roger Noll, whO 
has kindly supplied us with the relevant data. 

baseball team owners (before 1975) to operate a monopsonistic carteL Like all 
cartels, it depended on an agreement among owners. This agreement involved 
an annual draft of players and a reserue clause that effectively tied each player to 
one team for life, thereby eliminating most interteam competition for players. 
Once a player was drafted by a team, he could not play for another team lmless 
rights were sold to that team. As a result, baseball m·\,ners had monopsony 
power in negotiating new contr.acts with their players: T~le onl)~ altemativ~ to 
signing an agreement was to give up the game or play It outSide the Umted 
States. 

During the 1960s and early 1970s, baseball players' salaries were far belm,>' 
the market value of their marginal products (determined in part by the incre
mental attention that better hitting or pitching might achieve). For example, if 
the players' market had been perfectly competitive, those players receiving a 
salary of about $42,000 in 1969 would have instead received a salary of $300,000 
in 1969 dollars (which is $1.5 million in year 2000 dollars). 

Fortunately for the players, and unfortunately for the owners, there was a 
strike in 1972 follo'wed by a lawsuit by one player (Curt Flood of the St. Louis 
Cardinals) and an arbitrated labor-management agreement. This process 
eventually led in 1975 to an agreement by which players could become free 
agents after playing for a team for six years. The reserve clause "vas no longer 
in effect, and a highly monopsonistic labor market became much more 
competitive. 

The result was an interesting experiment in labor market economics. 
Between 1975 and 1980, the market for baseball players adjusted to a new 
post-reserve clause equilibrium. Before 1975, expenditures on players' con
tracts made up approximately 25 percent of all team expenditures, but by 
1980 those expenditures had increased to 40 percent. Moreover, the aver
age player's salary doubled in real terms. By 1992, the average baseball player 
was earning $1,014,942-a very large increase from the monopsonistic wages 
of the 1960s. In 1969, for example, the average baseball salary was approxi

. mately 542,000. Adjusted for inflation, this is about $200,000 in year 1999 
dollars. 

Salaries for baseball players continued to grow during the 1990s. Average 
salaries in 1997 were 51,383,578, and some players earned far more. In 1999, for 
example, Mo Vaughan and Randy Johnson, the two highest-paid players, 
earned $13,333,333 and 513,250,000, respectively. 

Increases in the national minimum wage rate (which was $4.50 in early 1996 
and 55.15 in 1999) were controversial, raising the question of whether the 

cost of any lmemployment that might be generated would be outweighed by the 
benefit of higher incomes to those whose wage has been increased.6 A Shldy of 

Example 1.3 for an initial discLlssion of the minimum wage, and Section 9.3 for an analysis of 
on employment 
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In §9.3, we explain that set
ting a minimum wage in a 
perfectly competitive market 
can create unemployment 
and a deadweight loss. 
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the effects of the minimum wage on ~mployment in fast-food restaurants 
New Jersev added to that controversv.' 

Some states have minimum ",,'ages above the Federal leveL In April 
the Nevv Jersey minimum wage was increased from $4.25 to $5.05 per ho 
Using a survey of 410 fast-food restaurants, David Card and Alan Krue;' 
found that employment had actually ill creased. by 1~ perceI:t. after the ~~ 
mum wage went up. What is the explanation tor thIS surpnslng result? 
possibility is that restaurants responded to the higher minim.um Wao-e b 
reducing fringe benefits, which usually take the forn1. of free and red~cel 
price meals for employees. A related explanation is that ernployers 
sponded by providing less on-the-job training and by offering lower wages 
those with experience who had previously been paid more than the minimum 

wage. 
An alternative explanation for the increased New Jersey employment 

that the labor market for teenage (and other) unskilled workers is not 
competitive. If so, the analysis of Chapter 9 does not apply. If the LU1.skilled 
food labor market were monopsonistic, for example, we would expect a 
ent effect from the increased minimum wage. Suppose that the wage of 
was the wage that fast-food employers with monopsony power in the 
market would offer their workers even if there were no minimum 
Suppose also that $5.10 would be the wage enjoyed by workers if the 
market were fully competitive. As Figure 14.14 shows, the increase in the 
mum wage would not only raise the wage, but would also increase the enlpJloY;':·· 

ment level (from L* to Le). 
Does the fast-food Shldy show that employers have monopsony 

this labor market? The evidence suggests no. If firms do have 
power but the fast-food market is competitive, then the increase in the 
mum wage should have no effect on the price of fast food. Because the m,u-ket> 
for fast food is so competitive, firms paying the higher minimum wage 
be forced to absorb the higher wage cost themselves. The study 
however, that prices did increase after the introduction of the higher 

mum wage. 
The Card-Krueger analysis of the minimum wage remains hotly debated. 

number of authors have argued that the New Jersey study was atypical; 
point out that most shldies do show that a higher minimum reduces 
ment, as we suggested in Chapter 9.8 Where do we go from here? Perhaps a 
ter characterization of low-wage labor markets requires a lTIOre 
theory (e.g., the efficiency wage theory discussed in Chapter 17). In any 
new empirical analyses should shed more light on the effects of the . 

wage. 

7 David Card and Alan Krueger, "Minimum Wages and Employment: A Case Study of the 
Industrv in New Jersev and Permsvh'ania," Qllnrtcrll/ JOllrlwl of Ecollomics, 1998. See also 
and Al~n Krueger, "AReanalysis of the Effect of the New Je(sey Minimum Wa?e on the. 
Industry with Representative Payroll Data," Working Paper No 6386, Cambr:dge, ~A. 
Bureau of Economic Research, 1998; and Madeline Zadodvy, "Why Minimum Wage Hikes 
Reduce Employment," Federal Resen·e Bank of Atlanta, Economic Review, Second Qua 

S For example, see Donald Deere, Kevin M Murply, and Finis Welch, "EmploX
ment 

and 
1991 Minimum Wage Hike," AlIlcricnll Economic Rwic1l' Pnpcrs alld Proccedl/lgs 8::> . 
and David Neumark and William Wascher, "The New Jersev-PennsylyaI1la . 
Experiment: A Reevaluation Using Payroll Records," Amcricnn ECL;llolllic RCI'ieH'. forthcommg. 
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as buyers of inputs can have monopsony power, sellers of inputs can have 
. power. In the extreme, the seller of an input may be a monopolist, as 

a hrm has a patent to produce a computer chip that no other firm can 
t~. Because the m~st important example of monopoly power in factor 
mvol~'es labor UIllons, ·we will concentrate most of our attention there. 

. e subsectIOns that foll?w, we. sho~v how a labor union, which is a monopo
m the sale ~f labor serVIces, mIght mcrease the well-beina of its members and 

J!>lCllLLLCU'y aifect nommionized workers. 1:> 

poly Power over the Wage Rate 

14.15 shows a deman~ for labor curve in a market with no monopsony 
. It aggregates the margmal rev~nue products of firms that compete to buy 
.The lab~r supply curve descnbes how union members would supply 
if the U1110n exerted no monopoly power. In that case, the labor market 
be competitive, and L* workers would be hired at a wage of w*, where 

DL equals supply SL' 

Wage 
per 

Worker 

alabo . . . . r uruon IS a monopolist, It chooses among points on the buver's demand 
curve,DL• The ~eller can maximize the number of workers ltired, at L*, by 
that \\ orkers will work at wage w*. The quantity of labor L that maximizes 
~amed by employees is determined by the intersection of the mar£inal rev
'f supply of labor curves; union members will receive a waae raOte of-u 
1 the . ,. h . . 1:> L l' 

me uruon V, IS es to maxnllize total wages paid to workers, it should allow 
t thmber~ to b~ employed at a wage rate of cU2: At that point, the marginal 
o e l.li1lOn will be zero. 

In §10.2, we explain that a 
seller of a product has some 
monopoly power if it can 
profitably charge a price 
greater than marginal cost . 
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In §7.1, we explain that 
opportunity cost is the cost 
associated with opportunities 
that are forgone by not 
putting a firm's resources to 
their highest-value use. 

Because of its monopoly power, however, the union can choose any Wa 
and the corresponding quantity of labor supplied, just as a Ill.onopolist s g~ rat{! 
output chooses price and the corresponding quantity of output. If thee erof 
wanted to maximize the number of vvorkers hired, it would choose the co . 
tive outcome at A However, if the union wished to obtain a higher than c mpeti_ 
itive vvage, it could restrict its membership to Ll workers. As a result, t~::et
would pay a wage rate of Wl' "While union melubers who \york would be tIn 

off, those who carmot find jobs would be worse off. 
Is a policy of restrictive union membership worthwhile? If the union 

to maximize the economic rent that its workers receive, the answer is y 
restricting membership, the union would be acting like a monopolist, es. 
restricts output in order to maximize profit. To a firm, profit is the reven 
receives less its opportur:ity costs. ~o a .union, ren~ represents the wage~e 
members earn as a group 111 excess ot thelr opportunity cost. To maxirnize 
the union must choose the number of workers hired so that the marginal 
enue to the union (the additional wages earned) is equal to the extra cost 
inducing workers to work. This cost is a mnrginnl opportunity cost because 
measure of what an employer has to offer an additional worker to get him 
t? work for the firm. However, the wage that is necessary to encourage 
tiona I workers to take jobs is given by the supply of labor curve 5L· 

The rent-maximizing combination of wage rate and number of 
given by the intersection of the MR and 5L curves. We have chosen the 
employment combination of WI and LI with the rent-maximization ,~~~-.;-
mind. The shaded area below the demand for labor curve, above the c".,~ .... _£ 

labor curve and to the left of L
l
, represents the econOluic rent that alllArr',.l';.. .. ~ 

receive. 
A rent-maximizing policy might benefit nonunion workers if they can 

nonunion jobs. However, if these jobs are not available, rent maximization 
create too sharp a distinction behc\'een winners and losers. An alternative 
tive is to maximize the aggregate wages that all union members receive. 
again at the example in Figure 14.15. To achieve this goal, the number "Ti~,.1rc;';" 
hired is increased from LI until the marginal revenue to the union is 
zero. Because any further employment decreases total wage payments, 
gate wages are maximized when the wage is equal to W2 and the 

workers is equal to L2· 

Unionized and Nonunionized 
When the union uses its monopoly power to increase members' wages, 
unionized workers are hired. Because these workers either move to 
nonunion sector or choose initially not to join the union, it is important to 
stand what happens in the nonunionized part of the economy. 

Assume that the total supply of unionized and nonunionized 
fixed. In Figure 14.16, the market supply of labor in both sectors is given 
The demand for labor by firms in the unionized sector is given by 
demand in the nonunionized sector by DNu. Total rnarket demand is the 
zontal sum of the demands in the two sectors and is given by DL· 

Suppose the union chooses to increase the wage rate of its workers 
competitive wage c:u*, to wv. At that wage rate, the number of workers 
the unionized sector falls by an amount 6.Lv , as shown on the horizontal 
these workers find employment in the nonunionized sector, the "wage rate 

Number of 

a monopolistic union raises the waae in the unionized sector of tl _ * _ I' 1:J le economy 
'v to (U~' emp oyment m that sector falls, as shown by the movement alona tlle 

curve Du. For the total suppl'\] of labor £iven by 5 to rema' ch 1:J d . 1 .. J , 1:J L, 111 1m 811ae, 
wage m t 1e nonumomzed sector must fall from w* to -u .. as h b 1:J h 

I tl d 
'NU, sown y t e 

a ong 1e em811d curve DNt.'. . 

. sector adjusts l111til the labor market is in equilibrium. At the new 
.rate 111 the n?n~nionized sector, WNc, the additional number of ,,"vorkers 

Lt. 111 t!~e n.anumornzed sector, .lL"l.:r is equal to the number of workers who 
ULe ul11ol1lzed sector. 

Figure ~4 .. 16 sho.ws an adverse consequence of a union strateay directed 
ra:sm~ umon ~~ages: Nonun~onized wages falL Unioni~ation can 
\\ orkmg condItIOns and proVIde useful information to workers and 

"'''''Cll,, e.! t But when the demand for labor is not perfectly inelastic, union 
are helped at the expense of nonunion workers. 

as Monopoly in the Market 
adverse eff t f . t ec s 0 muon wage policies by a monopolistic union depend to 

ex ent ~n our assumption that the input market is otherwise competitive 
~~~~ . f . . all. consequences 0 muon \vage policies when the buyers of 

so 121\ e monopsony power. 

l
\l"e saw in Chapter 10, a biinternilllollopoil/ is a market in which a monopo-
s to a 1110 . I" . . 

r 
I:opsomst n a labor market, a bIlateral monopol'\] miaht arise 

epresentahves fro . . . ) 1:J ace t'. m a un~on meet to negotIate wages with companies that 
r;;n type of worker. FIgure 14.17 shows a typical bilateral baraainina 

1~ SL curve r.epresents the supply curve for skilled labor. Th~ firm,os 
cune for lab . b h the' or IS gIven y t e marginal revenue product curve D 
umon had niL' on tl b .0 m?nopo y.pm'\'er, the monopsonist would make its hirina 

1e aSIS of ItS margmal expenditure curve ME, choosing to hire 20 
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In §10.6, we explain that a 
bilateral monopoly is a mar
ket in which there is only one 
buyer and one seller. 
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vVage 
(S per 

worker) 
ME 

When the seller of labor is a monopolist and the buyer a monopsonist, the 
wage rate will be between a high of $19 (determined by the intersection of 
ginal revenue and average expenditure curves) and a low of $10 (determined 
intersection of the marginal revenue product curve and marginal 

workers and paying them $10 per hour. When 20 workers are hired, the 
ginal revenue product of labor is equal to the marginal expenditure of the 

The seller of labor faces a demand curve DL that describes the firm's 
plans as the wage rate varies. The union chooses a point on the demand 
that maximizes its members' wages" Remember that the wage paid to all 
ers falls as the number hired increases. The marginal revenue cun'e MR, 
fore, describes the additional "wages that the union gets for its members as 
number of employees hired increases. 

The supply curve SL tells the union the minimum payment necessary 
encourage workers to offer their labor to firms in the industry Suppose 
lmion wishes to maximize the economic rent of its members" To do so, it 
the supply curve as the marginal cost of laboL To maximize the rent 
earned, the union chooses a wage of 519 because $19 is the wage that equates 
marginal revenue (the marginal increase in wages) to the marginal cost 
increase in the minimum wages needed to hire the labor). At $19, £inns W 

hire 25 workers" 
In summary, firms are willina to nav a waae of 510 and hire 20 workers, _ 0 roO 

the union is demanding a "wage of $19 and \vants the firm to hire 25 
What happens in this case? The result depends on the bargaining s 
the two parties. If the union can make a credible threat to strike, it Il,ight 
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,,{age closer to 519 than to 510" If the firms can make a credible threat to hire 
nonunion labor, they might secure a \vage closer to 510" If both parties can make 
credible threats, tl:e resulting agreement might be close to the competitive out-
come (wage we) ot about 515 in Figure 14.17.9 

For ~everal ,decades, b~tl:th~o memb~rsl:ip al:d bargaining pov.ver of labor 
W:lOns ha, e been declmlllg. A declme m tlIUOn monopoly power can lead 

to ditferent responses by union negotiators and can also affect the wage rate 
and level of employment. During the 1970s, most of the impact was on tmion 
wages: Although le,'els of employment did not change much, the differential 
between union and nonunion "wages decreased substantially" We \vould have 
expected the same pattern to occur in the 1980s because of 11eavily publicized 
wage freezes and the rapid growth of two-tier \vage provisions in which newer 
union members are paid less than more experienced cotmterparts. 

Surprisingly, however, the union-management baraainina process chanaed 
during ;his period. From 1979 to 1984, the level of unionized employment fell 
from 2/.8 percent to 19"0 percent. Yet the union-nonunion waae differential 
re~ained stable-:-and. iI.I fact. grew 'Nider in some industries. Fo~ example, the 
unron .wage rate m mmmg, torestry, and fisheries declined only from 25 per
cent hIgher than the nonunion wage in 1979 to 24 percent higher in 1984. On 
the other hand, the union wage rate in manufacturina increased sliahtly from 

. I 0 0 
~pproxImat~ y 14 percent higher than the nonunion wage in 1979 to 16 percent 
m 198.:,L ThIs same pattern has continued throughout the 1990s. As Fiaure 
14.18 shows, by 1998 unionized employment had fallen to 14 percent of ~otal 
employment. The union-nonunion wage differential remained essentially 
unchanged" -

One .expl~nation for this pattern of wage-employment responses is a 
change 111 umon strategy-a move to maximize the wage rate for its members 

than the total wages paid to all union members. However, the demand 
unionized employees has probably become increasinalv elastic over time 

as £inns find it e~sier to sub.stitute capi!al for skilled lab~r- in the production 
.. "vu:,., .... Faced WIth an elastIC demand tor its services, the union vwuld have 

choice but to m~intain the \"vage rate of its members and allow employ
levels to fall. Ot course, the substihltion of nonunion for union workers 

no " that monopoly po\\"er and monopsony power will cancel each other, or that 
the I ot workers hired \\'ill be near the competiti\'e le\·el. Why? Because both the monop

ReviCl:oll;oPsol1lstwant to lImit t!~e nur:1ber ot workers hired. In "Unions and Monopoly 
hiahl LJ. EUl{lO//UC' alld Statistics bl (198::»: 3-1--12, Thomas Karier shows that unions reduce 

b ) concentJated II1dustlles but have lIttle or no eftect on profIts 111 more competitive 

xample is based on Richard Edwards and Paul Swaim, "Union-Nonunion Earninas 
and the Decline ot" PI"I"\'ate St· T'" . ""\ "E· " R " - - 0 , - ec 01 ul1lOl1lsm, ,mCr/call CO/WIlIlC \C1'leW /b (May 1986): 
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The percentage of workers that are muonized has been declining steadily over the 
past two decades. 

SOLlrce: BLlreaLl of Labor Statistics, "Employment and Earnings," January issue; The Ecollomist, 
1999. 

may cause further losses in the bargaining power of labor unions. How this 
will affect the differential between union and nonunion 'wages remains to be 
seen. 

I n Example 2.2, we explained how the rapid gro'wth in the demand for skilled 
relative to unskilled labor has been partly responsible for the growing 

inequality in the dish'ibution of income in the United States. What is the under
lvirw source of that charwe in relative demand? Is it the decline in private-

J 0 0 h' fl sector unionism and the failure of the minimum wage to keep up wit ill a-
tion? Or is it the increasing role that computers nm'\' play in the labor market? A 
recent study which focuses on the wao-es of college relative to high school 

.. ' 0 '--' 

d 'd 11 gra uates, provl es some answers. " 
From 1950 to 1980, the relative wages of college graduates (the ratio of therr 

averao-e wao-es to those of hio-h school o-raduates) hard Iv changed. In conh"ast, the o 0 0 0 0 ~ "h 
relative wao-e o-rew rapidly from 1980 to 1995. TIus pattern is not consistent WIt o 0 _ " " 

what one would expect if the decline of muonism (and/or changes in the mnu-
mum wage) was the primary reason for the gwwing inequality. A clue to what 
happened is given by the dramatic increase in the use of computers by workers 

11 Da\'id H. Autor, La\nence Katz, and Alan B Krueger. "Computing Inequality: Ha\"e Co:np~t~: 
Changed the Labor Market?" National Bureau of Economic Research, Working Paper No. :>9_ , 
March,1997 
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during the past 20 years. In 198-1,25.1 percent of all workers used computers; that 
figure increased to -16.6 percent by 1993 (and is now closer to 60 percent). 

While computer use increased for all workers, the largest increases were reg
istered by workers with college degrees-an increase from -12 to 70 percent For 
those without a high school degree, the increase was only 5 percentage points 
(from 5 to 10 percent); for those with high school degrees, the increase was 16 
percentage points (from 19 to 35 percent). 

A further analysis of data on jobs and wages confirms the importance of 
computers. Education and computer use have gone hand-in-hand to increase 
the demand for skilled workers. The '",ages of college graduates who use com
puters (relative to high school graduates) grew by about 11 percent from 1983 
to 1993; for noncomputer users, wages grew by less than -1 percent. A statistical 
analysis shows that, O\"erall, the spread of computer technology is responsible 
for nearly half the increase in relative wages during this period. Furthermore, 
the growth in the demand for skilled workers has occurred primarily within 
industries where cOIllputers have become increasingly usefuL 

Is this increase in the relative wages of skilled ,Yorkers necessarily a bad 
thing? At least one economist suggests that the answer is noY It is true that the 
growing inequality can disad\'antage low-\vage workers, whose limited oppor
tunities might lead them to drop out of the labor force; in the extreme, they 
might even turn to crime. However, it can also motivate workers, 'whose oppor
tunities for upward mobility through high-wage jobs have never been better. 

Consider the circumstances facing men and women who are deciding 
whether to complete high school or college, Again, we'll take the a\'erage wage 
of someone who completed high school as the norm. First, the bad nevvs. In the 
period 1993 to 1997, high school dropouts who had been out of school less than 
10 years earned 29 percent less than high school graduates. Although their real 
wages have increased, high-school dropouts are relati"l:ely worse off today than 
they were 30 years ago, when the comparable differential was 19 percent The 
good news is that over the 1993 to 1997 period, the average weekly wage for 
college graduates (out of school less than 10 years) was 96 percent higher than 
for high school graduates, The college graduation wage premium has more 
than doubled O\"er the past 30 years and provides strong motivation for college 
shldents to finish their shldies. 

-

In a competitive input market, the demand for an 
input is gi\'en by the marginal re\'enue product, the 
product of the firm's marginal revenue, and the mar
ginal product of the input. 

2. A firm in a competitive labor market will hire workers 
to the point at which the marginal revenue product of 
labor is equal to the wage rate. This principle is analo
gous to the profit-maximizing output condition that 
production be increased to the point at which mar
ginal re\'enue is equal to marginal cost. 

3. The market demand for an input is the horizontal 
sum of industry demands for the input But industry 
demand is not the horizontal sum of the demands of 
all the firms in the industry, To determine industry 
demand, one must take into account the fact that the 
market price of the product will change in response to 
changes in the price of an input 

4. \<Vhen factor markets are competitive, the buyer of an 
input assumes that its purchases \vill ha\'e no effect 
on its price .. As a result, the firm's marginal expendi-

" Welch, "In Defense of Inequality," .-\lllcriCllIl [c['llo/llic /\",;c'cialioll Paper" alld Proceedillgs 89, 
"0,2 (May 1999): 1-17 
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ture and ayerage expenditure cun-es are both per
fectlyelastic. 

5. The market supply of a ractor such as labor need not 
be upward sloping_ A backward-bending labor sup
ply C1..lrye can result if the income effect associated 
with a higher wage rate (more leisure is demanded 
because it is a normal good) is greater than the substi
tution effect (less leisure is dernanded because its 
price has gone up) 

6. Economic rent is the difference between the payments 
to factors of production and the minimum payment 
that would be needed to employ them_ In a labor 
market, rent is measured by the area below the wage 
level and abo\-e the marginal expenditure CUlTe 

1. vVhy is a firm's demand for labor curve more inelastic 
when the firm has monopoly power in the output 
market than when the firm is producing competi
tively? 

2. Why might a labor supply Cllrye be backward bend
ing? 

3. How is a computer company's demand for cornputer 
programmers a derived demand? 

4. Compare the hiring choices of a monopsonistic and a 
competitiye employer of workers .. Which will hire 
more workers, and which will pay the higher wage? 
Explain. 

5. Rock musicians sometimes earn several million dol
lars per year. Can you explain such large incomes in 
terms of economic rent? 

1. Assume that workers whose incomes are less than 
510,000 currently pay no federal income taxes. 
Suppose a new government program guarantees each 
worker 55000, whether or not he or she earns any 
income. For all earned income up to 510,000, the 
worker must pay a 50-percent tax. Draw- the budget 
line facing the worker lmder this new program. How 
is the program likely to affect the labor supply curve 
of workers? 

2. Using your knowledge of marginal revenue product, 
explain the following: 
a. A famous termis star is paid 5200,000 for appearing 

in a 30-second teleyision commercial. The actor 
who plays his doubles partner is paid 5500. 

7. When a buver of an input has rnonopsony POWer 
marginal ~xpenditure curve lies abo,-e the ' 
expenditure curTe, which reflects the fact that 
monopsonist must pay a higher price to attract mOre 
of the input into employm_ent. 

8. When the input seller is a monopolist such as a lab 
1 1 - ~l or union, the seller ClOoses t 1e POlIlt <?n lle nlargmal 

re\-enue product curye that best SUItS l~S objective. 
Maximization of emplo:Vll1ent, econon11C rent, 
wages are three plausible objectives for labor unions. 

9. When a monopolistic union bargains with a mono~ 
sonistic employer, the wage rate depends on the 
nahue of the bargaining process. There is little reason to 
beliew that the competitive outcOlne will be achieVed; 

6. What happens to the demand for one input when 
use of a complementary input increases? 

7. For a monopsonist, what is the relationship hp1,,,,,,,,";, 

the supply of an input and the Inarginal ex:pE~nclihrre 
on it? 

8. Currently the National Football League has a 
for draftino- co11eo-e nlavers bV which each b b r _ -
picked by only one team. The player 111USt sign 
that team or not play in the league_ What would 
pen to the wages of newly drafted and more 
enced football players if the draft system were reTJealed, 
and all teams could compete for college players? 

9. Why are wages and employment levels n(iel:erjm.iJnat~G 
when the union has monopoly power and the 
has monopsony power? 

b. The president of an ailing savings and loan is 
110t to stay in his job for the last two years 
contract. 

c. A jumbo jet carrying 400 passengers is 
higher than a 250-passenger rnod~l even 
both aircraft cost the same to 111anuracture-

3. The demands for the factors of production 
below ha\-e increased. What can vou conclude 
chanaes in the demands for th~ related 
good~? If demands for the consurner_ goodS 
unchanaed what other eXDlanation IS there 

o ' r .? 
increase in derived demands for these Items-
a. Computer memory chips 
b. Jet fuel for passenger planes 

c. Paper used for newsprint 
d. Aluminum used for beverage cans 
suppose there are two groups of workers, unionized 
and nonunionized. Congress passes a law that 
requires all workers to join the union .. What do you 
expect to happen to the wage rates of formerly 
nonunionized workers? Of those \\-orkers who were 
originally Lmionized? What haye you assumed about 
the union's beha\-ior? 
Suppose a f~rr:1.'s production function is given by 
Q =' 12L - L -, tor L = 0 to 6, where L is labor input per 
da\' and Q is output per day Derive and draw the firm's 
de~1and for labor CUITe if the firm's output sells for S10 
in a competiti\-e market. How many workers will the 
firm hire when the wage rate is 530 per day? 560 per 
day? (Hint.: The marginal product of labor is 12 - 2L) 

6. The only legal employer of military soldiers in the 
United States is the federal government. If the go v-
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ernment uses its knowledge of its monopsonistic 
position, what criteria will it employ when figuring 
how many soldiers to recruit? What happens if a 
mandatory draft is implemented? 

7. The demand for labor by an industry is gi\-en by the 
cun-e L = 1200 - lOw, where L is the labor 
demanded per day and 1t' is the wage rate. The supply 
cun-e is given by L 2011'. What is the equilibrium 
wage rate and quantity of labor hired? What is the 
economic rent earned bv workers? 

8. Using the same information in Exercise 7, suppose 
now that the only labor available is controlled by a 
monopolistic labor union that wishes to maximize the 
rent earned by union members. What will be the 
quantity of labor employed and the wage rate? How 
does your answer compare with your answer to 
Exercise 7? Discuss. (Hillt The union's marginal re\-
enue curve is giwn by L = 1200 - lOW.) 



I n Chapter 14 we saw that in competitive 111arkets, firms 
decide how much to purchase each month by comparing the 

marginal revenue product of each factor to its cost The deci
sions of all finns determine the market demand for each factor, 
and the market price is the price that equates the quantity 
demanded 'with the quantity supplied. For factor inputs such 
as labor and raw materials, this picture is reasonably complete, 
but not so for capitaL The reason is that capital is durable: it can 
last and contribute to production for years after it is purchased. 

Finns sometimes rent capital much the way they hire \vork
ers. For example, a finn might rent office space for a monthly 
fee, just as it hires a worker for a monthly wage. But more 
often, capital expenditures involve the purchases of factories 
and equipment that are expected to last for years. This intro
duces the element of tillle. When a firm decides whether to 
build a factory or purchase machines, it must compare the out
lays it would have to Inake ILOW vvith the additional profit that 
the new capital will generate ill the future. To make this com
parison, it must address the following question: HaLL' IIIUc!l are 
future profits wort!l today? This problem does not arise when 
hiring labor or purchasing raw materials. To make those 
choices, the firm need only compare its Cllrrellt expendihlre on 
the factor-e.g., the wage or the price of steel-''\'ith the fac
tor's currellt marginal revenue product. 

In this chapter, we will learn how to calculate the current 
value of fuhue Hows of money. This is the basis for our shldy 
of the firm's investment decisions. Most of these decisions 
involve comparing an outlay today with profits that will be 
received in the future; we will see how firms can make this 
comparison and determine whether the outlay is warranted. 
Often, the future profits resulting from a capital investment 
may be higher or lower than anticipated. We will see how 
finns can take this kind of uncertainty into account. 

We will also examine other intertemporal decisions that 
finns sometimes face. For example, producing a depletable 
resource, such as coal or oil, now means that less will be avail
able to produce in the fuhlre. Hovv should a producer take this 
into account? And how long should a timber company let trees 
grow before harvesting them for lumber? 
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In §14,1, we explain that in a 
competitiye factor market, 
the demand for each factor is 
giyen by its marginal reyenue 
product-i.e., the additional 
re\'enue earned from an 
incremental unit of the factor 

Recall from §6.1 that a firm's 
production function im'oh'es 
tlows of inputs and outputs: 
It turns certain amounts of 
labor and capital each year 
into an amount of output that 
same year. 

interest rate Rate at which 
one can borrow or lend money 

The answers to these im'estment and production decisions depend in part on 
the interest mte that one pays or receives 'when borrovving or lending money, We 
\vill discuss the factors that determine interest rates and explain why interest 
rates on gm'ernment bonds, corporate bonds, and savings accounts differ. 

1 
Before proceeding, we must be clear about how to measure capital and other factor 
inputs that firms purchase, Capital is measured as a stock, Le., as a quantity of plant 
and equipment that the finn owns. For example, if a firm ovvns an electric motor 
factory worth 510 million, we say that it has a capital stock worth $10 million. Inputs 
of labor and raw materials, on the other hand, are measured as flows, as is the out
put of the firm,. For example, this same firm might use 20,000 worker-hours of labor 
and 50,000 pounds of copper per Illontlz to produce 8000 electric motors per IllOllth. 
(The choice of monthly units is arbitrary; we could just as well ha\'e expressed 
these quantities in weekly or ammal terms-for example, 240,000 worker-hours of 
labor per year, 600,000 pounds of copper per year, and 96,000 motors per year.) 

Let's look at this producer of electric rnotors in more detaiL Both \'ariable 
cost and the rate of output are flows, Suppose the wage rate is 515 per hour 
and the price of copper is 80 cents per pound. Then the variable cost is 
(20,000)(515) + (50,000)($0.80) = 5340,000 per 1Il0lltlz, Average variable cost, on 
the other hand, is a cost per ullit: 

5340,000 
$42.50 per unit 

8000 units per month 

Suppose the firm sells its motors for 552,50 each. Then its average profit is 
552.50 - $42.50 = $10,00 per unit, and its total profit is $80,000 per Illontlz. (Note 
that total profit is also a flow.) To make and sell these motors, howe\'er, the firm 
needs capital-namely, the factOl"V that it built for $10 million. Thus the firm's . . 
510 Illillion capital stock allows it to enm a }low of profit of 580,000 per I/lOlItll 

Was the $10 million im'estrnent in this factory a sound decision? To answer 
this question, we must translate the 580,000 per 1{10nth profit flow into a number 
that we can compare with the factory's 510 million cost. Suppose the factory is 
expected to last for 20 years, Then, simply put, the problem is: What is the value 
today of S80,000 per month for the next 20 years? If that value is greater than 
$10 million, the invesh11ent was a good one. 

A profit of $80,000 per month for 20 years comes to (580,000)(20)(12) = $19.2 
million. That would make the factorv seem like an excellent investment. But is 
$80,000 five vears-or 20 years-fr~m now worth 580,000 todav? No, because 
money toda~ can be ilwe~ted-in a bank account, a bond, orOother interest
bearil~g asse'ts-to yield more money in the future, As a result, 519.2 million 
received over the next 20 years is worth less than $19.2 million today. 

We will return to our 510 million electric motor factorv in Section 15.4, but first 
we must address a basic problem: Hozu I/ll/ell is 51 paiLt ill the jilture worth today? 
The answer depends on the interest rate: the rate at which one can borrovv or 
lend money. 
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Suppose the annual interest rate is R. (Don't WOlTY about which interest rate 
this actually is; later, we'll discuss the various types of interest rates,) Then $1 
today can be invested to yield (1 + R) dollars a year from now .. Therefore, 1 + R 
dollars is the future value of 51 today. Now, what is the value today, i.e" the pres
ent discoullted value (POY), of $1 paid one year from nm"\'? The answer is easy: 
Because 1 + R dollars one year from now is worth (1 + R)/(l + R) = $1 today, 
51 a lfemfrolll /lOW is wortiz $1/(1 R) today, This is the amount of money that will 
vielcl $1 after one year if invested at the rate R. 
. VVhat is the value today of Sl paid tLUO years from now? If Sl were invested 
todav at the interest rate R, it would be worth 1 + R dollars after one year, and 
(1 + ° R)(l + R) = (1 + Rf dollars at the end of hvo years .. Because (1 + R)2 dol
lars two years from now is worth $1 today, $1 two years from now is worth 
$1/(1 + R)2 today. Similarly, $1 paid three years from now is worth 51/(1 + R)3 
today, and Sl paid /l years from now is worth $1/(1 + Rt today.1 

Vie can summarize this as follows: 

POY of $1 paid after 1 year 

POY of $1 paid after 2 years 

$1 

(1 + R) 

$1 

(1 + R)2 

$1 
POY of $1 paid after 3 years = (1 + 

$1 
POY of $1 paid after 11 years = (1 + R)" 

Table 15.1 shows, for different interest rates, the present value of 51 paid after 
1,2,5, 10, 20, and 30 years, Note that for interest rates above 6 or 7 percent, $1 
paid 20 or 30 years from now is worth very little today, But this is not the case for 
low interest rates. For example, if R is 3 percent, the POY of 51 paid 20 years 
from now is about 55 cents. In other words, if 55 cents were invested now at the 
rate of 3 percent, it '.'.'Quld yield about 51 after 20 years, 

Valuing Payment Streams 
We can now determine the present value of a stream of payments over time, 
For example, consider the two payment streams in Table 15.2. Strearn A comes 
to $200: S100 paid now and $100 a year from now. Stream B comes to $220: 
$20 paid now, 5100 a year from now, and S100 h\'o years from now. Which pay
ment stream would you prefer to receive? The answer depends on the inter
est rate, 

a~e assuming that the annual rate of interest R is constant from year to year Suppose the 
~nnual mterest rate were expected to change, so that R j is the rate in year 1, R: is the rate in year 2, 
$~d so ~~rth. After h\'o rears, 51 invested today would be \:'orth (1 + Rj )(1 -'- R,:): so that the rDY of 
fr received two years trom nO\\' is 51/(1 Rj )(1 + R:l. SlImlarly, the rDY ot Sl received /I years 
'Offinow is SI/(1 + R\)(1 + R:)(1 -:- R,) (1 -:- R,,) 
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RATE 1 YEAR 

0.01 $0.990 

0.02 0.980 

0.03 0.971 

0.04 0.962 

0.05 0.952 

0.06 0.943 

0.07 0.935 

0.08 0.926 

0.09 0.917 

0.10 0.909 

0.15 0.870 

0.20 0.833 

2 YEARS 5 YEARS 10 YEARS 20 YEARS 

$0.980 $0.951 $0.905 $0.820 $0.742 

0.961 0.906 0.820 0.673 0.552 

0.943 0.863 0}44 0.554 0.412 

0.925 0.822 0.676 OA56 0.308 

0.907 0.784 0.614 0.377 0.231 

0.890 0}47 0.558 0.312 0.174 

0.873 0}13 0.508 0.258 0.131 

0 .. 857 0.681 OA63 0.215 0.099 

0.842 0.650 OA22 0.178 0.075 

0.826 0.621 0.386 0.149 0.057 

0}56 OA97 0.247 0.061 0.015 

0.694 OA02 0.162 0.026 0.004 

TODAY 1 YEAR 2 YEARS 

Payment Stream A: $100 $100 o 
Payment Stream B: $ 20 $100 $100 

To calculate the present discounted value of these two streams, we compute 
and add the present \'alues of each year's payment: 

5100 
PDV of Stream A = 5100 + (1 + R) 

5100 5100 
PDV of Stream B = 520 + (1 + R) T (1 

Table 15.3 shows the present values of the two streams for interest rates of 5, 10, 
15, and 20 percent. As the table shows, the preferred stream depends on the 
interest rate. For interest rates of 10 percent or less, Stream B is worth morei for 
interest rates of 15 percent or more, Stream A is \\'orth more. vVhy? Because less 
is paid out in Stream A, but is paid out sooner. 

R = .05 R= .10 R = .15 

PDV of Stream A: $195.24 S190.91 $186.96 

PDV of Stream B: 205.94 193.55 182.58 
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In legal cases involving accidents, victims or their heirs (if the victim is killed) 
sue the injuring party (or an insurance company) to recover damages. In 

addition to compensating for pain and suffering, those damages include the 
future income that the injured or deceased person would have earned had the 
accident not occurred. To see how the present value of lost earnings can be cal
culated, let's examine an actual 1996 accident case. (The names and some of the 
data have been changed to preserve anonymity.) 

Harold Jemlings died in an automobile accident on January 1, 1996, at the age 
of 53. His family sued the driver of the other car for negligence. A major part of 
the damages they asked to be awarded was the present value of the earnings 
that Jemlings 'would have received from his job as an airline pilot had he not 
been killed. The calculation of present value ,vas typical of cases like this. 

Had he worked in 1996, Jermings' salary would have been $85,000. TIle nor
mal age of retirement for an airline pilot is age 60. To calculate the present value 
of Jennings' lost earnings, we must take several things into account. First, 
Jennings' salary would probably have increased over the years. Second, \,>'e 

cannot be sure that he would have lived to retirement had the accident not 
occurred; he might have died from some other cause. The PDV of his lost earn
ings until retirement at the end of 2003 is, therefore, 

Wo(1 + Ill)) Wo(l + g)2(1 - 1112) 
PDV = Wo + -----''--'---- + (1 -l- R)2 

(1 + R) , 

Wo(1 + 1117) 

+ '" + (1 + 

where W 0 is his salary in 1996, g is the annual percentage rate at which his salary 
is likely to have grown (so that \V 0(1 + g) would be his salary in 1997, W 0(1 + gf 
his salary in 1998, etc), and Ill), 111 2, ... , Ill; are lIlortality rates, i.e., the probabili-
ties that he would have died from some other cause by 1997, 1998, ... , 2003. 

To calculate this PDY, we need to knmv the mortality rates 111]1 ... , 1117, the 
expected rate of growth of Jelmings' salary g, and the interest rate R. Mortality 
data are available from insurance tables that provide death rates for men of 

(1 - mt) 11f1 + Rl Wafl + yjl(1 - mt)I(1 + RJf 

.991 1.000 $84,235 

91,800 .990 .917 83,339 

99,144 .989 .842 82,561 

107,076 .988 .772 81,671 

115,642 .987 .708 80,810 

124,893 .986 .650 80,044 

134,884 .985 .596 79,185 

145,675 .984 .547 78,409 
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bond Contract in which a 
borrower agrees to pay the 
bondholder (the lender) a 
stream of money. 

perpetuity Bond paying out 
a fixed amount of money each 
year, forever. 

similar age and race." As a value for g, 'we can use 8 percer:t, the ~verage. rate of 
arowth of waaes for airline pilots over the past decade. Fmally, tor the mterest 
00. 
rate vve can use the rate on aovernment bonds, whlch was about 9 percent. (We 
will say more about how or~e chooses the correct interest rate to discount future 
cash n;ws in Sections 15.4 and 155.) Table 15.4 shov,'s the details of the present 

value calculation. 
By sununina the last column, vve obtain a rOY of S650,254. If Jelmings' fam-

ily were succe;sful in proving that the defendant was at fault, and ~f there were 
no other damage issues involved in the case, they could recover thIS amount as 

3 

A bond is a contract in which a borrower agrees to pay the bondholder (the 
lender) a sh'eam of moneT For example, a corporate bond (a bond issued by a 
corporation) might make "coupon" payments of S100 per year for the nex~ te~ 
years, and then a principal payment of $1000 at the end of the ten-year penod.~ 
How much would you pay for such a bond? To find out how much the bond is 
worth, we simply compute the present value of the payment strear-n: 

Sl100 $100 $100 S1000 
rOY = (1 + R) + (1 + R)" + ... + (1 + R)10 + (1 + R)lO 

(15.1) 

Again, the present value depends on the interest rate. Figure 15:1 shows the 
value of the bond-the present value of its payment stream-for mterest rates 
up to 20 percent. Note that the higher the interest rate, the lmver the value of the 
bond. At an interest rate of 5 percent, the bond is 'worth about Sl1386, but at an 
interest rate of 15 percent, its value is only $749. 

Perpetuities 
A perpetuity is a bond that pays out a fixed amount of money each year, forever. 
How much is a perpehlity that pays S100 per year worth? The present value of 
the navment stream is aiven bv the infinite summation: 

r " 0" 

$100 $100 Sl100 $100 
rOY = (1 + R) + (1 + Rf + (1 + R)3 + (1 + R)~ + ... 

Forhmately, it isn't necessary to calculate and add up all these terms to ~d 
the value of this perpetuity; the summation can be expressed in tern,s of a sun-

pIe formula:" 

2 See, for example, the Statistical Abstract of the Ullitcd Statcs, 1998, Table 130. 
, f J . .' "I . I " Id have bee!! 
o Actually, this sum should be reduced by the amount 0 elU1ll\gs wages. \\ llC 1 \\ o~, or ~hildren. 
spent on his own consumptIOn and whIch would not therefore ha\ e benehtted hIS \\ I,e 

d d · mianntla1 
4 In the United States, the coupon payments on most corporate bon s are ma e 111 se 
installments To keep the arithmetic simple, we will assume that they are made alU1ualk 

5 Let x be the PDV of Sl per year in perpetutity, so x = 1/(1 + R) + 1/(1 + R)2 ~ 
x(l + R) = 1 1/(1 + R) + 1/(1 + R)2 + ,so x(l + R) = 1 + x, xR 1, and x L R 
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o 0.05 0.10 0 . .15 0..20 

Interest Rate 

Because most of the bond's payments occur in the fuhlre, the present discounted 
value declines as the interest rate increases. For example, when the interest rate is 
5 percent, the PDV of a 10-year bond paying $100 per year on a principal of $1000 is 
$1386. 

roy = SIOO/R (15.2) 

So if the interest rate is 5 percent, the perpetuity is ,,,'orth $100/(.05) = $2000, but 
if the interest rate is 20 percent, the perpehlity is worth only $500. 

The Effective Yield en a Bend 

Many corporate and most government bonds are traded in the b011d market The 
value of a h'aded bond can be determined directlv bv lookina at its market price J./ tJ / 

since this is what buyers and sellers agree that the bond is worth.6 Thus we usually 
~~w the \"alue of a bond, but to compare the bond with other inveshnent opportu
mtIes, we would like to determine the interest rate consistent with that value. 

Equations (15.1) and (15.2) show how the values of two dif
ferent bonds depend on the interest rate used to discount future payments. 
These equations can be "hlrned around" to relate the interest rate to the bond's 
va:ue. This is particularly easy to do for the perpetuity. Suppose the market 
pnce-and thus the value-of the perpetuity is P. Then from equation (15.2), 
P '" $100/R, and R $100/P. So if the price of the perpetuity is $1000, we know 
that the interest rate is R = $100/$1000 = 0.10, or 10 percent This interest rate is 
call~d the effective yield, or rate of return. It is the percentage return that one 
receIves by im"esting in a bond, which in this case is a perpetuity. 

prices of acti\'elv traded corporate and US aovernment bonds are shown in newspapers 
as the Wall Strcci JOl!nIal and NCiL' York TiIllC~, and on financial market Web sites such a~ 

and 

effective yield (or rate of 
return) Percentage return 
that one receives by investing 
in a bond. 
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For the ten-year coupon bond in equation (15.1), calculating the effective yield 
is a bit more complicated. If the price of the bond is P, we write equation (15.1) as 

P = $100 5100 5100 
(1 + R) + (1 + Rf + (1 + R)3 + ' 

$100 --'- $1000 
-l- I -

, (1 + R)lO (1 + R)IO 

Given the price P, this equation must be solved for R. Although there is no 
simple formula to express R in terms of P in this case, there are Iuethods (some
times available on hand-held calculators) for calculating R numerically. Figure 
15.2, 'which plots the sanle curve that is in Figure 15.1, shows how R depends on 
P for this ten-year coupon bond. Note that if the price of the bond is $1000, 
effective yield is 10 percent. l~ the price rises to $1300, tl:e eff~ctive yield drops 
to about 6 percent. If the pnce falls to $700, the effectlve YIeld rIses to aver 

16 percent 
Yields can differ considerably among different bonds. Corporate bonds gen-

erally yield more than government bonds, and as Example 15.2 shows, 
bonds of some corporations yield much more than the bonds of others. One 
the most important reasons for this is that different bonds carry different U.C;J"Lt:~~S 
of risk. TIle US govenunent is less likely to default (fail to make interest or 
cipal payments) on its bonds than is a private corporation. And some ""'''~r._''': 
tions are financially stronger and therefore less likely to default than others. 
we saw in Chapter 5, the more risky an investment, the greater the return that 
investor demands. As a result, riskier bonds have higher yields. 
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The effective yield is the interest rate that equates the present value of the 
payment stream with the bond's market price. The figure shows the present 
the payment stream as a function of the interest rate. 111e effective yield can 
found by drawing a horizontal line at the level of the bond's price. For 
the price of this bond were $1000, its effective yield would be about 10 
price were $1300, the effective yield would be about 6 percent; if the 
it would be 16.2 percent. 
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To see how corporate bond yields are calculated-and how they can differ 
from OI:e corporation to another-let's examine the yields for two coupon 

bo~ds: one Issued by IB~ and the other by the Polaroid Corporation. Each has 
ajllce vallie of 5100, ,vhlch means that when the bond matures the holder 
recei:'es a principal payment of that amount Each bond makes 'a "coupon" 
(i.e., ll1terest) payment every six months. 

We calcul~te the bond yields using the closing prices on Julv 23, 1999. The 
following intormation on the bonds appeared on the bond page'of the newspa
pers on July 24. 

For IBM: 

IBM 5~ 09 5.8 30 92 -l~ 

For Polaroid: 

Polaroid 11~ 06 10.8 80 106 5 -s 

What do these numbers mean? For IBM, 5~ refers to the coupon payments 
o~er aile year. The .bond pays 52.6875 every six months, for a total of 55.375 per 
year. The .numbe.l 09 means that the bond matures in 2009 (at 'which time the 
holder wI.ll.reCel\·e $100 in principal). The next number, 5.8, is the annual 
coupon dl\'lded by the bond's closing price (i.e., 5.375/92). The number 30 
refe:s to tl:e number of these IBM bonds traded that day. The number 92 is the 
c10smg pnce for th~ bond. Finally, the - 1.5 means that the closing price ,vas 
one and one half pomts lower than the precedinG' day's close.' 

What is the yield on this bO~ld? For simplicit)~ we"ll assume that the coupon 
fayments ~re made almually mstead of every six months, (The error that this 
mtroduces IS small.) Because the bond matures in 2009, pavments will be made 
for 2009 1999 = 10 years. TIle yield is given by the follo~ving equation: 

92 
= __ 5_.3_7_5_ 5375 50375 + -L I 

(1 + R) (1 + Rf ' (1 + R)3 --;-
5.375 100 

--;- (1 + R)l11 + (1 + R)lLl 

equation must be solved for K You can check (by substitutinG' and seeinG' 
whether .the equation is satisfied) that the solution is R* = 65 perc~nt 0 

The YIeld on the ~olaroid bond is found in the same way. TI1is bond makes 
. payments of 51150 per year, mahlres in the veal' 2006, and had a clos

~nc~ of 106. Because the bond has seven years t; mahlre, the equation for 
YIeld IS: -

106 = 11.5 ..L 11.5 , 11.5 
(1 + R) , (1 + R)" --;- (1 + R? 

11.5 100 -L -L ___ _ 

, (1 + Rf ' (1 + 

solution to this equation is R* 10.2 percent. 

bonds actualh' ha\'e f I ' '1000 ' thOllah tl ' 0 a ace \'a ue ot :; , not 51000 The prices and coupon pavments are 
the ;um~e tatcle \'alue were 5100 to save space. To get the actual prices and pa\:ments, j~st 

ers 1at appear 111 the newspaper by 100 0 
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In §7.1, we explain that a 
sunk cost is an expendihlre 
that has been made and can
not be recovered. 

net present value (NPV) crite
rion Rule holding that one 
should invest if the present 
value of the expected future 
cash flow from an investment 
is larger than the cost of the 
investment 

discount rate Rate used to 
compare the value of a dollar 
received in the future to the 
value of a dollar received 
today. 

opportunity cost of capital 
Rate of return that one could 
earn by investing in an alter
nate project with similar risk 

Why was the yield on the Polaroid bond higher than that on the IBM bond? 
Because it was riskier. In 1999, Polaroid's sales and profits had been shrinkin ' 
the company was burdened by co.nsid~rable. de~t, aI:d it~ future was highl~ 
uncertain. Given Polaroid's more nsky hnanoal sltuatlOn, Investors reqUired~ 
higher return before they 'would buy its bonds. 

One of the most common and important decisions that finns make is to 
in new capital. Millions of dollars may be invested in a factory or machines 
that will last-and affect profits-for many years. The future cash flows 
the investment will generate are often uncertain. And once the factory 
been built, the firm usually cannot disassemble and resell it to recoup 
investment-it becomes a sunk cost. 

How should a firm decide whether a particular capital investment is 
while? It should calculate the present value of the future cash flows that 
expects to receive from the iIwestment, and compare it with the cost of 
investment. This method is known as the net present value (NPV) criterion: 

NPV criterion: Invest if the present value of the expected future 
from an investment is larger than the cost of the investment. 

Suppose a capital inveshnent costs C and is expected to generate profits over 
next 10 years of amounts ")' 712, .. < , "10' We then write the net present value 

NPV = - C + (1 + R) + (1 :2Rf + 
71 10 . + --~-:-::: 

(1 + R)10 

where R is the discount rate that we use to discolmt the future stream of 
(R might be a market interest rate or some other rate; we will discuss 
choose it shortly.) Equation (15.3) describes the net benefit to the firm fr~ 
inveshnent. The firm should make the investment only if that net benefit 1S 

tive-i.e., olJly !fNPV > O. 

What discount rate should the firm 
The answer depends on the alternative ways that the firm could use its 
For example, instead of this investment, the firm might invest in anoth~r 
capital that aenerates a different sh'eam of profits. Or it rnight invest ill a 
that yields a

O 

different return. As a result, we can think of R as the firm's 
tunity cost of capital. Had the firm not invested in this project~ it c~uld 
earned a return bv investina in somethinoa else. The correct value for R lS 

~ 0 

the retllm that the firm cOllld eam all a "similar" illvestlllCllt. 
By "similar" investment, vve mean one with the same risk. As we 

Chapter 5, the more risky an investment, the greater the return one . 
receive from it. Therefore, the opportunity cost of investin.g in this project 
return that one could earn from another project or asset of similar 
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We'll see how to e\'aluate the riskiness of an investment in the next section. 
noW, let's assume that this project has 110 risk (i.e., the firm is sure that the 

future profit 11o\\:s will be 71 1, 712, etc.). Then the opportunity cost of the invest-
J}1ent is the risk-free return-e.g., the return one could earn on a aovernment 
bond. If the project is expected to last for 10 years, the firm could us~ the alU1ual 
interest rat~ on ':-\O-r~r gO\~ernl~1ent bond to compute the NPV of the project, 
as in equahon (1::> . .)). It the NPV IS zero, the benefit from the im-estment would 

equal the opportunity cost, so the firm should be indifferent between im'est-
and not investing. If the NPV is greater than zero the benefit exceeds the 

opportunity cost, so the im-estment should be made." 

Section ~5.L we disCL:ss~d a decision to im'est S10 million in a factory to pro
electnc motors, This tactory would enable the firm to use labor and copper 

produce 8000 motors per month for 20 years at a cost of 54250 each. The 
c~Llld. be sold for S5250 each, for a profit of 510 per unit, or S80,000 per 
We WIll assume that after 20 years, the factorv will be obsolete but can be 

for scrap for S1 million. Is this a good ilwestme;1t? To find out, we must cal
its net present value. 

We will assume for now that the $42.50 production cost and the $52.50 price at 
the motors can be sold are certain, so that the firm is sure that it will 
~8~,000 per month, ?r 5960,000 per year, in profit. We also assume that 

$1 mIllIon scrap value ot the factory is certain. The finn should therefore use 
isk-f!ee interest rate to discount future profits. Writing the cash Hows in mil

ot dollars, the NPV is 

NPV = 10 + .96 + 96 
+ (1 + R) (1 + 

.96 1 + .+ + (15.4) (1 + Rfo (1 , 
-;-

Figure 15.3 shows the NPV as a function of the discount rate R. Note that at 
ra:e R*, w~1ich is about 7.5 percent, the NPV is equal to zero. (The rate R* is 

reterre~:o as the internal mte of refilm on the investment.) For dis
rates below I.':J percent, the NPV is positi\'e, so the firm should invest in 

factory. For discount rates above 7.5 percent, the NPV is neaative and the 
should not invest. 0 ' 

I versus Nominal Discount 

example above, we assumed that future cash Hows are certain, so that the 
~ate R should be a risk-free interest rate, such as the rate on U.s. gov-

, on~is. Suppose that rate happened to be 9 percent. Does that mean the 
IS negative and the firm should not invest? 

is an approximaf T b . 1-' th ., IOn 0 e preCIse, t 1e tlfIn should use the rate on a one-vear bond to dis-
e rate on a two-year bond to discount "" etc ' 

N~ I . . -
F ru e IS lI1correct \\"hen the investment is irre\'ersible, subject to uncertain tv, and can be 
l~l~d~. trea~ment ot irre\'ersib!e im-estment, see A\'inash Dixit and Robert Pindyck, 

LI lined Imnll! (Pnnceton, NJ: Pnnceton Ul11versity Press, 199-i) 
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10 

TI1e NPV of a factory is the present discOlmted value of all the cash flo~s involved in 
buildinG" ill1d operatinG" it. Here it is the PDV of the flow of fuhlre profits less the cur
rent co~ of constructign. The i\JPV declines as the interest rate increases. At interest 

10 answer this question, we must distinguish between ;eal al.1d n?minal dis
count rates, and between real and nominal cash flows. Let s begm wIth the cash 
flows. In Chapter L we discussed real versus nominal ~ric~s. We ex~lain~d that 
whereas the real price is lIet L:f illj7atioll, the nominal pnce mcludes ll"lflahon. In 
our example, \\'e assumed that the electric motors comin.g out ~f our factory 
could be sold for 552.50 each O\'er the next 20 years. We saId nothmg, however, 
about the effect of inflation. Is the 55250 a real price, i.e., net of inflation, or does 
it include inflation? As we will see, the answer to this question can be critical. . 

Let's assume that the 55250 price-and the 54250 production cost-are ill 
real terms. This means that if we expect a 5-percent annual rate of inflation, the 
nominal price of the motors will increase from 55250 in the first year. to 
(1.05)(52.50) = 555.13 in the second year, to (1.05)(55.13) 557.88 in the thud 
vear, and so on. Therefore, our profit of 5960,000 per year is also in real ter.ms. 
. Now let's turn to the discount rate. If the cash jl~ws are ill real. terms, the dlSCOt:~ 
rate IIlllst also be ill real terllls. vVlw? Because the dIscount rate IS the opportunI, 
cost of the ilwestment. If inflatiOl:l is not included in the cash flows, it should not 
be included in the opportunity cost either.. . 

In our example, the discount rate should theretore be the real mterest rate ~1} 
G"O\"ernment bonds. The nominal interest rate (9 percent) is the rate that we se.em 
tl1e newspapers; it includes inflation. The real illterest rate is the /lOlllillal rate mmttS 
the eX1)cctcd rate of illt7atioll. 1O If we expect inflation to be 5 percent per ~ear o~ 

, " . . ,.. - . . Tl" tl dlSCOlll1' a\"erage, the real mterest rate would be 9 :J - 4: percent. 11S IS le 

Jl1 People may ha\"e different \"ie\,"s about future intlation and may therefore ha\"e different 
of the real interest rate 
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rate that should be used to calculate the NPV of the im"estment in the electric 
motor factory Note from Figure 15.3 that at this rate the NPV is clearly positiYe, 
SO the im"estment should be undertaken" 

Wl1en the NPV rule is used to e\'aluate im"esh11ents, the numbers in the calcula
tions may be in real or in nominal terms, as long as they are consistent. If cash flows 
are in real terms, the discOlmt rate should also be ill real terms. If a nominal discOLUlt 
rate is used, the effect of fuhlre inflation must also be included ill the cash flows. 

Negative 
Factories and other production facilities can take several years to build and 
equip. The cost of the investment will also be spread out O\"er several years, 
instead of occurring only at the outset. In addition, some investments are 
expected to result in losses, rather than profits, for the first fe\'\' years. (For exam
ple, demand m~y be low until consumers learn about the product, or costs may 
start high and tall only when managers and workers ha\"e ITlOved down the 
learning CLUye.) Negati\"e future cash 110ws create no problem for the NPV rule; 
they are simply discounted, just like positi\'e cash 11ows. 

For example, suppose that our electric motor factory will take a year to build: 
$5 million is spent right away, and another 55 million is spent next year. Also, 
suppose the factory is expected to lose 51 million in its first year of operation and 
$0.5 million in its second yeaL Aftenvard, it will earn $0.96 million a year until 
vear 20, when it will be scrapped for 51 million, as before. (All these cash flows 
~re in real terms.) Now the net present value is 

NPV = 
5 .5 .96 ----c+ ----

(1 + R)3 (1 + R)~ 
1 

(1 + R) (1 + 

+ 
.96 1 + ~ ------~ 

(1 + R)"o ' (1 + R fO (15.5) 

Suppose the real interest rate is 4 percent. Should the firm build this factory? 
You can confirm that the NPV is positive, so this project is a good irwestrnent. 

We have seen that a risk-free interest rate is an appropriate discount rate for 
future cash 110ws that are certain .. For most projects, hovvever, future cash flows 
are far from certain. At our electric motor factory, for example, we would expect 
uncertainty over future copper prices, over the future demand and the price of 
motors, and even over future wage rates .. Thus the firm cannot know what its 
profits from the factory will be over the next 20 years" Its best estimate of profits 

be 5960,000 per year, but actual profits may turn out to be higher or lower. 
should the firm take this uncertainty illtO account when calculating the net 

value of the project? 
A common practice is to increase the discount rate bv adding a risk premium 

to the risk-free rate. The idea is that the owners of the finn are risk averse, which 
future cash flows that are riskv worth less than those that are certain. 

the discount rate takes this into account by reducing the present 
.of those future cash 11ows. But how large should the risk premium be? As 

will see, the answer depends on the nature of the risk 

risk premium Amount of 
money that a risk-a\"erse 
indh·[dual will pay to a\"oid 
taking a risk 
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diversifiable risk Risk that 
can be eliminated either by 
investing in many projects or 
by holding the stocks of many 
companies 

nondiversifiable risk Risk 
that cannot be eliminated Lw 
investing in many projects 'or 
by holding the stocks of many 
companies 

Addina a risk premium to the discount rate must be done with care. If the firm's 
rnanaatJers are operatina in the stockholders' interests, thev must distinguish tJ v ,~ 

betvveen two kinds of risk-diL'ersiflllble and Ilolldiversifillble. ll Diversifiable risk 
can be eliminated by investing ir~ many projects or" by holding the stocks of 
many companies. Nondiversifiable risk carmot be elirninated in this way. Only 
1l0lldiL1ersifillbie risk Ilffects tlze opportunity cost of cilpitllllllld slzould ellter illto tile risk 

premiu1l1. 
To understand this, recall from Chapter 5 that diversifying can eliminate 

m.any risks. For example, I cannot know whether the result of a coin Hip will be 
heads or tails. But I can be reasonably sure that out of a thousand coin flips, 
roughly half will be heads. Similarly, an insurance company that sells me life 
insurance caml0t know how lona I will live. But bv selling life insurance to thou-v "~ 

sands of people, it can be reasonably sure about the percentage of those who will 

die each veal'. 
Much~the same is true about capital investment decisions. Although the profit 

How from a sinale irwestment mav be \'erv risky, overall risk will be much less if 
o ".I '" 

the firm invests in dozens of projects (as rnost large firms do). Furthermore, even 
if the company irwests in only one project, stockholders can easily diwrsify by 
holding the stocks of a dozen or more different companies, or by holding a 
rnutual fund that invests in many stocks. Thus stockholders-the owners of the 
firm-can eliminate diversifiable risk. 

Because investors can eliminate diversifiable risk, they carmot expect to earn a 
return higher than the risk-free rate by bearing it: No one will pay you for bear
ing a risk that there is no need to bear. And indeed, assets that have only diversi
fiable risk tend on averaae to earn a return close to the risk-free rate. Now, tJ 
remember that the discount rate for a project is the opportunity cost of investing 
in tllllt project mtiler tilllll ill some otlzer project or Ilsset witlz similllr risk cllll]'(1ctel'istics. 
Therefore, if the project's only risk is di\'ersifiable, the opportunity cost is the 
risk-free rate. No risk premiulll slzould be Ildded to tlze discoullt mte. 

What about nondiversifiable risk? First, let's be clear about how it can arise. 
For a life insurance company, the possibility of a major ,val' poses nondiversifi
able risk. Because a war may increase mortality rates sharply, the company can
not expect that an "average" number of its customers will die each year, no mat
ter how many customers it has. As a result, most insurance policies, whether for 
life, health, o~ property, do not cover losses resulting from acts of w~r. . 

For capital investments, nondiversifiable risk arises because a hrm's prohts 
tend to depend on the overall economy. 'When economic growth is strong, cor
porate profits tend to be higher. (For our electric motor factory, the dem~nd for 
motors is likely to be strong, so profits increase.) On the other hand, })l"oflts .t:nd 
to fall in a recession. Because future economic growth is uncertain, di\'ersIfica
tion cannot eliminate all risk. Investors should (and indeed can) earn higher 

returns bv bearing this risk. -
To the~ extent that a project has nondiversifiable risk, the opportunity co~t at 

investina in that project is hiaher than the risk-free rate, and a risk premIum 
must be included in the disc~unt rate. Let's see how the size of that risk pre-

mium can be determined. 

11 Diversifiable risk is also called 1I0llSIISIcIIIIllic risk and nondi\'ersifiable risk is called :'llSil'lI:iltic 15
: 

Adding a simple risk premium to the discount rate may not always be the correct wa\' ot l:e
a 

Jl'I" 
with risk. See, for example, Richard Brealey and Stewart Nlyers, PrlllCipies of Corporate Fill!lllCL 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1999). 
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The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) measures the risk premium for a cap
ital il1\'estment by comparing the expected return on that investment with the 
expected rehUTl on the entire stock rnarket To Lmderstand the model, suppose, 
first, that you invest in the entire stock market (say, through a muhlal fund). In 
that case, your investment would be completely diversified and you 'would bear 
no diyersifiable risk. You would, howe\'er, bear nondiversifiable risk because the 
stock market tends to move with the O\'erall economy. (The stock market reflects 
expected fuhlre profits, which depend in part on the economy.) As a result, the 
expected return on the stock market is higher than the risk-free rate. Denoting 
the expected rehm1 on the stock market bv r , and the risk-free rate bv r, the risk -' 11. ~ J f 

premium on the market is r11/ - rr' This is the additional expected rehll'n you get 
for bearing the nondiversifiable risk associated with the stock market. 

Now consider the nondiversifiable risk associated with one asset, such as a 
company's stock. We can measure that risk in terms of the extent to which the 
return on the asset tends to be correillted with (i.e., move in the same direction as) 
the return on the stock rnarket as a whole. For example, one company's stock 
might l-:ave almost no conelation with the market as a whole. On average, the 

Price ot that stock would n:love independentlv of chanaes in the market so it 
o tJ ' 

would have little or no nondiversifiable risk. The return on that stock should 
therefore be about the same as the risk-free rate. Another stock, however, might 
be highly correlated with the market. Its price changes might even amplify 
changes 111 the market as a whole. That stock would have substantial nondiversi
fiable risk, perhaps more than the stock market as a \'\'hole. If so, its return on 
average will exceed the market return 1"11/' 

The CAPM summarizes this relationship between expected returns and the 
risk premium by the following equation: 

(15.6) 

w~ere ri is the expected return on an asset. The equation says that the risk pre
mru~l on the .asset (its expected return less the risk-free rate) is proportional to 
the nsk premmm on the market. The constant of proportionality, f3, is called the 
asset beta. It measures the sensitivity of the asset's rehlrn to market movements 
and, therefore, the asset's nondiversifiable risk. If a I-percent rise in the market 
~ends to result in a 2-percent rise in the asset price, the beta is 2. If a I-percent rise 
m th~ market tends to result in a I-percent rise in the asset price, the beta is 1. 
And If a I-percent rise in the market tends to result in no change in the price of 
the asset, the beta is zero. As equation (15.6) shows, the larger beta, the greater 
~e expected rehll'll on the asset. Why? Because the asset's nondiversifiable risk 
IS greater. 

Given beta, we can determine the correct discount rate to use in computina an 
asset's net present value. That discOLmt rate is the expected return on the ass;t or 
on ar:other asset with the same risk. It is therefore the risk-free rate plus a risk 
premIUm to reHect nondiversifiable risk: 

Discount rate = rr + f3(r11/ - }'r) (15.7) 

Ovb'er the past 60 years, the risk premium on the stock market (r - 1") has been 
a out 8 . . ' . '11/ r , 

percent on average. If the real rIsk-free rate were 4 percent and beta were 
the correct discount rate would be 0.04 + 0.6(0.08) = 0.09, or 9 percent 

Capital Asset Pricing Model 
(CAPM) Model in which the 
risk premium for a capital 
investment depends on the 
correlation of the invesbnent's 
return with the return on the 
entire stock market 

asset beta A constant that 
measures the sensitivity of an 
asset's return to market move
ments and, therefore, the 
asset's nondiyersifiable risk. 
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company cost of capital 
vVeighted average of the ex
pected return on a company's 
stock and the interest rate that 
it pays for debt 

If the asset is a stock, its beta can usually be estimated statistically12 \\hen the 
asset is a new factory, howe\'er, determining its beta is more difficult, Many 
firms therefore use the company cost of capital as a (nominal) discount rate. The 
company cost of capital is a weighted average of the expected return on the 
company's stock (which depends on the beta of the stock) and the interest rate 
that it pays for debt This approach is correct as long as the capital im'estment in 
question is typical for the company as a whole. It can be misleading, however, if 
the capital ilwestment has much more or much less nondi\'ersifiable risk than 
the company as a whole, In that case, it may be better to make a reasoned guess 
as to how much the revenues from the in.Yestment are likely to depend on the 

O\'erall economy. 

I
n Example 13.6, we discussed the disposable diaper industry, which has been 
dominated by Procter & Gamble, with about a 60-percent market share, and 

Kimberly-Clark, with another 30 percent. We explained that their continuing 
R&D (research and development) expenditures have given these firms a cost 
advantage that deters entry. Now we'll exam,ine the capital im'estment decision 

of a potential entrant. 
Suppose you are considering entering this industry. To take ad\'antage of 

scale economies, both in production and in advertising and distribution, you 
would need to build three plants at a cost of $60 million each, 'with the con
struction cost spread over three years. When operating at capacity, the plants 
would produce a total of 2.5 billion diapers per year. These would be sold at 
wholesale for about 16 cents per diaper, yielding revenues of about 5400 mil
lion per year. You can expect your variable production costs to be about $290 
million per year, for a net revenue of $110 million per year. 

You 'Nill have other expenses, however. Using the experience of P&G and 
Kimberly-Clark as a guide, you can expect to spend about 560 million in R&D 
before start-up to design an efficient manufachlring process, and another $20 
million in R&D during each year of production to maintain and improve that 
process. Finally, once you are operating at full capacity, you can expect to spend 
another $50 million per year for a sales force, advertising, and marketing, for a 
net operating profit of 540 million per year. The plants \\'illlast for 15 years and 

will then be obsolete. 
Is the im'estment a good idea? To find out, let's calculate its net present 

\'alue. Table 15.5 sho'ws the relevant numbers. We assume that production 
begins at 33 percent of capacity when the plant is completed in 2001, takes two 
years to reach full capacity, and continues through the year 2016. Given the net 

cash flows, the NPV is calculated as 

NPV = -120 
93.-:1: 56.6 -:1:0 

+ 
(1 + R) (1 , 

T 

-:1:0 -:1:0 
+ + """ + 

(1 + (1 + 

12 v 'b' b '\' " I I k 't the excess 'au can estimate era y rlllu;mg a mear, regreSSIOn at t 1e return on t 1e stoe . agams 'on l~ 
return on the market, 1',,, - r, lOU would tmd, tor example, that the beta tor Intel Corpora~ 
about 1,-4, the beta for Eastman Kodak is about 08, and the beta for General 0:10tor5 is ,1bout 0.::>, 
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PRE-20m 2001 2002 2003 

Sales 133.3 266.7 400.0 
LESS 

Variable cost 96.7 193.3 290.0 

Ongoing R&D 20.0 20.0 20,0 

Sales force, ads, 
and promotion 50.0 50,0 50.0 

Operating profit - 33.4 3.4 40.0 
LESS 

Construction cost 60.0 60.0 60.0 

Initial R&D 60.0 

NET CASH FLOW -120.0 - 93.4 - 56.6 

Discount Rate,' 0.05 0,10 

NPV" 80.5 -16.9 

Table 15.5 shows the NPV for discount rates ot' ~ 10 ..:] 1~ , ..' c ='" anu =' percent. 
f .N?te that ~he NPY IS pos.:,h\'e tor a discount rate of 5 percent, but it is neaati\'e 
or Tdl~COUl:t r~tes ot 10 or b per,cent. What is the correct discount rate? FiI~t, we 

hay e Igll~le~ ll;tlat~on, ~o the, dIscount rate should be in rca! terms. Second, the 
c.a~h t10~\ s ~le.I,l~ky -\\ e don t ~now how efficient our plants will be, how effecti: e OUI ad\ ~lhsmg a:1d promohor: will be, or e\'en what the future demand for 
~lseosable dIapers w~ll be. Some ot this risk is nondi\'ersifiable. To calculate the 
ns p~el:11um, w~ w.1ll use a t:eta of 1, which is typical for a producer of con
sumer plO,d~lCtS o~ this sort: Usmg -± percent for the real risk-free interest rate and 
8 percent tor the nsk premIUm on the stock market, our discount rate should be 

R = 0,0-:1: 1(0,08) = 0.12 

m ~t this discount l:ate, the NPV is clearly negati\'e, so the im'estment does not 
b a :h sens:. W~ WIll not enter the industry; P&G and Kimberlv-Clark can 

rea e a SIgh ot relief. You should not be sl;rprised howe\'er t11at" tl'lese t" . 
can make ,'1 . , "C II 111S 
earl' R&~oney 111 t 11S market whIle we cannot. Their experience, years of 
plaI~~:) and ~:hey need l:ot sp~l:d 56? million on R&D before bUilding new 
new e;trant \~an~dnf~nd1ellecdogmhon gl\'e them a competiti\'e advantage that a 

, ou III 1ar to oyercome. 

have seen how f . '1' . it110 1" llms, \ a ue tuture cash Hows and thereby' decide whether to 
no--l\ed cap tIC' " . . durabt 0- c I a. onsumers tace sl11111ar decisions when they pur-

f ~ ooods, s,uch as cars or major appliances. Unlike the deci;ion to 
"''','''«_, co~~ ,e,ntertammer~t: or clothing, the decision to buy a durable o-ood 

1pallno- a flow ot flit' t t" . 1 . 0 o ,Ill[ lene ItS WIt 1 the ClIrrel1t purchase cost. 

2016 

400,0 

290.0 

20.0 

50.0 

40.0 

40.0 
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Suppose you are deciding whether to buy a new caL If you keep the car for six or 
se\-en vears, most of the benefits (and costs of operation) 'will occur in the future. 
You n{ust therefore compare the future How of net benefits from owning the car 
(the benefit of ha\-ing transportation less the cost of insurance, maintenance, and 
gasoline) with the purchase price. likewise, when deciding whether to buy a new 
air conditioner, you must compare its price with the present yalue of the How of net 
benefits (the benefit of a cool room less the cost of elech'icity to operate the lmit). 

These problems are analogous to the problem of a firm. that must compare a 
future How of profits with the current cost of plant and equipment when making 
a capital irn-estm.ent decision. We can therefore analyze these problems just as 
we analyzed the finn's inyestment problem. Let's do this for a consumer's deci-

sion to buv a car. 
The ma'irl benefit from OIvning a car is the HOI\' of transportation services it pro-

vides. The value of those sen-ices differs from consumer to consum.er. Let's assume 
our consumer \-alues the sen-ice at 5 dollars per year. Let's also assume that the 
total operating expense (insurance, maintenance, and gasoline) is E dollars per 
veal', that the car costs 520,000, and that after six vears its resale yalue 'will be 54000. 
The decision to buy the car can then be framed i~l net present yalue terms: 

- E) 
NPV = -20,000 + (5 - E) + (1 + R) 

(5 - 4000 

,. (1 + R)6 + (1 + R)6 + 

(5 -
+ -'-(1---: -R-j" 

(15.8) 

\Afhat discount rate R should the consumer use? The consumer should apply 
the same principle that a finn does: The disCOlmt rate is the opportunity cost of 
money. If the consumer already has 520,000 and does not need a loan, the correct 
disco{mt rate is the return that ~ould be earned by i.rlYesting the money in another 
asset-sav a sayinas account or a aovernment bond. On the other hand, if the 

~I 0 0 
consumer is in debt, the discolU1t rate would be the borrowing rate that he or she 
is already paying. Because this rate is likely to be much higher than the interest 
rate on a bond or savings aCCOl.U1t, the NPV of the irlxeshllent will be smaller. 

Consumers must often make trade-offs between up-front \'ersus future pay
ments. An example is the decision of whether to buy or lease a new car. Suppose 
vou can buy a new Tovota Corolla for 515,000 and after six years, sell it for 
56,000, Alte;nati\'ely, y~U could lease the car for 5300 per month for three years, 
and at the end of th~ three years, return the car. \Afhich is better-buying or leas
ing? The ans\ver depends on the interest rate. If the interest rate is very low, bu~
ing the car is preferable because the present value of the future lease paymentslS 
hiah If the interest rate is hiah leasina is preferred, because the present value of 

o ' 0 ' 0 . 
the future lease payments is low. You will have an opportunity to examirle this 
problem in more detail in Exercise 15.9. 

B
UVirla a new air' conditioner irwolves maki.rlg a h·ade-off. Some air conditio

n
-

e;s c~st less but are less efficient-thev consume a lot of electricitv relative to 
their COOli.rlg power. Others cost more but are more efficient. Should 'you buy ~ 
irlefficient air conditioner that costs less now but will cost more to operate ~ 
the future, or an efficient one that costs more now but v.'ill cost less to operate. 
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Let's assume you are comparing air conditioners of equivalent coolina 
power, so, that they yield the same HOIv of benefits, We can then compare th~ 
present dIscounted values of their costs. Assumina an eiaht-year lifetime and 
no resale, the PDV of the costs of buying and operating ai~ conditioner i is 

OC OC 
PDV = C + OC + I + I + 

, ! (1 + R) (1 + Rf 

OC j .. +--:....,.. 
(1 + R)8 

'where Cj is the purchase price of air conditioner i and OC is its averaae ammal 
• I 0 

operating cost. 
, The preferred air conditioner depends on your discount rate. If you have 

httle free ~ash and must borrow, you should use a high discount rate. 
Because thIS would make the present value of the future operating costs 
sm,aller, you would probably choose a less expensive but relatively inefficient 
umt. If you have plenty of free cash, so that your opportunity cost of money 
(and t~us YO,ur discount rate) is low, you ,".'ould probably buy the mor~ 
expenSIve umt. 

An economeh'ic study of household pmchases of air conditioners shows that 
cO~1Smners tend to trade ?ff capital costs and expected future operating costs in just 
t1~s way, altho~lgh the dlSCOl.~t rates t~at people use are high-about 20 percent 
for the p~pulatiO~l as a whole. (Amencan consmners seem to behave myopically 
by overdlscounting future savings.) The study also shows that consumers' dis
COlmt ra~es vary invers:ly with their incomes. For example, people with above
average mcomes used discount rates of about 9 percent, while those in the bottom 
quarter of the income distribution used discount rates of 39 percent or more. 
We would expect ~his result because higher-mcome people are likely to have 
more ~ee cash avaIla~le and ther:fo:e have a lower opportmuty cost of money. 

Buymg a new car mvolves a s11111lar h'ade-off. One car might cost less than 
another but offer lower fuel efficiency and require more maintenance and 
r~pail's, so that expected future operating costs are higher. As with air condi
~oners, a cons~lmer can compare two or more cars by calculating and compar
mg the PDV ot the pur~hase price and expected average ammal operating cost 
for each. An economeh'IC study of automobile purchases found that consumers 
indeed trade off the p~rchase price and expected operating costs in this way,14 
It found the average dIscount rate for all consumers to be irl the ranae of 11 to 
17 percent. These discount rate estimates are somewhat lower than th~se for air 
conditioners, and probably reflect the widespread availability of auto loans. 

*15.7 

Production d:cisions often have illtertelllpomi aspects-production today affects 
:ales or costs m the future. The learning curve, which we discussed irl Chapter 7 
15 an example of this. By producing today, the firm gains experience that lower~ 

Us' Jerry A. ~~usman, "Individual Discount Rates and the Purchase and Utilization of Ener"\'-
mg Durablb, Bell JOllrnal of EconOIlIICS 10 (Spring 1979): 33-54. tJ~ 

Auto:ark K. Dr~yfus and W. Kip Vis,;:usi, "Rates of Time Preference and Consumer Valuations of 
obile Safe!:) and Fuel EfflClency, JOllnIal of Law and Economics 38 (April 1995): 79-105. 

Recall from Ei7.6 that with a 
learning cur~e, the firm's cost 
of production falls over time 
as managers and workers 
become more experienced 
and, more effective at l~Sing 
available plant and eqUlpment. 
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future costs. In this case, production today is partly an investment in future cost 
reduction, and the \'alue of this must be taken into account vvhen comparing 
costs and benefits. Another example is the production of a depletable resource. 
\Alhen the owner of an oil \yell pumps oil today, less oil is available for future 
production. This must be taken into acc01mt when deciding how much to produce. 

Production decisions in cases like these involve comparisons between costs 
and benefits today \\'ith costs and benefits in the future. We can make those com
parisons using tl~e concept of present discounted value. We'll look in detail at 
the case of a depletable resource, although the same principles apply to other 
intertemporal production decisions. 

Production Decision 
Resource 

Suppose your rich uncle gives you an oil well. The well contains 1~00 barrels of 
oil that can be produced at a constant average and marginal cost ot S10 per bar= 
reI. Should you produce all the oil today, or should you save it for the tuture?b 

You miaht think that the answer depends on the profit you can earn if you 
remove th~ oil from the ground. After all, why not remove the oil if its price is 
greater than the cost of extraction? However, this ignores the opporhlnity cost of 
usina up the oil todav so that it is not available for the future. 

tJ " 
The correct ans\'\'er, then, depends not on the current profit level but on how 

fast you expect the price of oil to rise. Oil in the ground is like money ~n the 
bank vou should keep it in the around onlv if it earns a return at least as hIgh as 

/ .I tJ..I 

the market interest rate. If you expect the price of oil to remain cor:s.tant or rise 
verv slovvlv vou would be better off extractina and selling all ot It now and 

.I ,,' ) 0 

investing the proceeds. But if you expect the price of oil to rise rapidly, you 
should leave it in the ground. 

How fast must the price rise for you to keep the oil in the ground? The value 
of each barrel of oil in vour well is equal to the price of oil less the S10 cost of 
extracting it (This is th~ profit you can obtain by extracting and selling each bar
rel.) This value must rise at least as fast as the rate of interest for you to keep the 
oiL Your production decision rule is therefore: Keep all YOllr oil ~f YOII expect i.t~ 
price less its extraction cost to rise faster thal1 the rate of interest. Extract ond sell all of It 
if !fOil expect price less cost to risd ot less thol1 the late of interest. What if yO~l e~pect 
price less cost to rise at exactly the rate of interest? Then you woul~ be mdiffer
ent between extractina the oil and leaving it in the ground. Lettmg Pt be the 
price of oil this year, P: 1 the price next year, and c the cost of extraction, we can 
write this production rule as follows: 

If (P!~1 c) > (1 + R)(P t c), keep the oil in the ground. 

If (P t ~ 1 - c) < (1 + R)(P t - c), sell all the oil now. 

If (Pt~l - c) = (1 + R)(P t c), makes no difference. 

Given our expectation about the growth rate of oil prices, we can use this ru1~ 
to determine production. But how fast should we expect the market price of at! 
to rise? 

1" .. . d' . ld b extren1e1y . For most real Oll wells, margmal and a\'erage cost are not constant, an It \\ au e 
costly to extract all the oil in a short time. We will ignore this complication. 
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In (a), the price is shown rising over time. Units of a resource in the ground must earn a rehlrn commensurate with 
that on other assets. Therefore, in a competitive market, price less marginal production cost will rise at the rate of 
interest. Part (b) shows the movement up the demand curve as price rises. 

The 

Suppose there were no OPEC cartel and the oil market consisted of many com
petitive producers with oil wells like our own. We could then determine how fast 
oil prices are likely to rise by considering the production decisions of other pro
ducers. If other producers want to earn the highest possible return, they will fol
low the production rule we stated abm'e. This means that price less marginol cost 
must rise at e.-.... actly the mte of interest. 16 To see why, suppose price less cost were to 
rise faster than the rate of interest. In that case, no one would sell anv oil. 
Inevitably, this \",'ould drive up the current price. If, on the other hand, pric~ less 
cost were to rise at a rate less than the rate of interest, everyone would try to sell 
all of their oil immediately, which would drive the current price down. 

Figure 15.4 illustrates how the market price must rise. The marginal cost of 
extraction is c, and the price and total quantity produced are initially Po and Qo. 
Part (a) shows the net price, P - c, rising at the rate of interest. Part (b) shows 
that as price rises, the quantity demanded falls. This continues until time T, when 
all the oil has been used up and the price PT is such that demand is just zero. 

User 

w: sa~' in Chapter 8 that a competitive firm always produces up to the point at which 
pnce IS equal to marginal cost However, in a competiti\"e market for an exhaust
Ible r~source, price e: .... ceeds marginal cost (and the difference between price and 
tnargmal cost rises over time). Does this con1:1ict with what we learned in Chapter 8? 

result is called the Hotelling rule because it was first demonstrated by Harold Hotelling in 
EconomIcs 01 Exhaustible Resources," Joumal oj Political Ecollomy 39 (April 1931): 137-75 

ri 5§# 
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user cost of production 
Opportunity cost of producing 
and selling a unit today and so 
making it unavailable for pro
duction and sale in the futureo 

In §10.1, we explain that a 
monopolist maximizes its 
profit by choosing an output 
at which marginal revenue is 
equal to marginal cost. 

No, once we recognize that the total marginal cost of producing an ex
haustible resource is greater than the marginal cost of extracting it from the 
grow1d. There is an additional opportunity cost because producing and selling a 
unit today makes it unavailable for production and sale in the future. We call 
this opportw1ity cost the user cost of production. In Figure 15.4, user cost is the 
difference behveen price and marginal production cost It rises O\-er time 
because as the resource remain.ing in the gr01md becomes scarcer, the opportu
nity cost of depleting another lmit becomes higher. 

Resource Production by a Monopolist 
What if the resource is produced by a mOllopolist rather than a competith-e indus
try? Should price less marginal cost still rise at the rate of interest? 

Suppose a monopolist is deciding behveen keeping an incremental unit of a 
resource in the ground, or producing and selling it. The value of that unit is the 
marginal reVell1le less the marginal cost. The lmit should be left in the ground if its 
value is expected to rise faster than the rate of interest; it should be produced 
and sold if its value is expected to rise at less than the rate of interest. Since the 
monopolist controls total output, it will produce so that marginal revenue less 
marginal cost-i.e., the value of an incremental unit of resource-rises at exactly 
the rate of interest: 

(MRt + 1 - c) = (1 + R)(MR t - c) 

Note that this rule also holds for a competitive firm. For a competitive firm, 
however, marginal revenue equals the market price p. 

For a monopolist facing a dowmvard-sloping demand curve, price is greater 
than marginal revenue. Therefore if marginal revenue less marginal cost rises at 
the rate of interest, price less marginal cost will rise at less than the rate of inter
est. We thus have the interesting result that a monopolist is more conservationist 
than a competitive industry. In exercising rnonopoly power, the monopolist 
starts out charaina a hiaher price and depletes the resource more slmvlv. o 0 0 . 

Resources like oil, natural gas, coal, uranium, c~pper: i~on, lead, zin~, nick:l, 
and helium are all depletable: Because there IS a fuute amolmt ot each m 

the earth's crust, the production and consumption of each will ultimately cease. 
Nonetheless, some resources are more depletable than others. 

For oil, natural gas, and helium, known and potentially discoverable in-ground 
reserves are equal to only 50 to 100 years of current consumption. For these 
resources, the user cost of depletion can be a significant component of the market 
price. Other resources, such as coal and iron, have a proved and potential reserve 
base equal to several hW1dred or even thousands of years of current cons1ID1P~ 
tion. For these resources, the user cost is very small. . 

The user cost for a resource can be estimated from geological infonnatiO
n 

about existing and potentially discoverable reserves, and from knowledge.of 

demand curve and the rate at vl'luch that curve is likely to shift out over tIme 
response to economic grmvth. If the market is competitive, user cost can be 
mined from the economic rent earned by the owners of resource-bearing 
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RESOURCE USER COST/COMPETITIVE PRICE 

Crude oil .4 to .5 

Natural gas .4 to .5 

Uranium .1 to .2 

Copper .2 to.3 

Bauxite .05 to .2 

Nickel .1 to .2 

iron ore .1 to .2 

Gold .05 to .1 

Table 15.6 shows estimates of user cost as a fraction of the competitive price for 
crude oil, natural gas, uraniwn, copper, bauxite, nickel, iron ore, and goldY Note 
that only for clUde oil and natural gas is user cost a substantial component of pl1ce. 
For the other resources, it is small and in some cases almost negligible. Moreover, 
although most of these resources have experienced sharp price fluctuations, user cost 
had alrnost nothing to do with those fluctuations. For example, oil prices changed 
because of OPEC and political turmoil in the Persian Gulf, natural gas prices 
because of changes in govemment price conh'ols, uranilun and bauxite because of 
cartelization during the 1970s, and copper because of major changes in demand. 

Resource depletion, then, has not been very important as a determinant of 
resource prices over the past few decades. Much more important have been 
market structure and changes in market demand. But the role of depletion 
should not be ignored. Over the long term, it will be the ultimate determinant 
of resource prices, 

We have s.een hm'\' market interest rates are used to help make capital invest
ment and mtertemporal production decisions. But ·what determines interest rate 
levels? ~Vhy do they fluctuate over time? To answer these questions, remember 
tt:at an mterest rate is the price that borrowers pay lenders to use their funds, 
L~e any market price, interest rates are determined by supply and demand-in 
thlS case the supply and demand for loanable ftmds. 
~: s1lpply of 10(/}J(/ble f1lllds comes from households that wish to save part of 

th~lr mcomes in order to consume more in the future (or make bequests to their 
heIrS). For example, some households have high incomes now but expect to 
earn less after retirement. Saving lets them spread their consumption more 

)~umb':.rs ~r~ based on Mid1ael J . .\IlueUer, "Scarcity and Ricardian Rents for Cmde Oil," Ecollomic 
A (1;8J): /0.0-2-1; K:nneth R Stollery, ",,":lineral Depleti~n with Cost as the Extraction Limit: A 

lVlI1'IUlZemPc."Pf ed to the Beha\ lor of Pnces m the l\hckel Indust!y, JOllnlal of Em'lrGllll1elltal Ecollomics alld 
10 (1983): 151-65; Robert S Pindyck, "On Monopoiv Power in Extracti\-e Resource Markets," 

t;:lVlrllllmclltal EC~l/oll1ics al/d Alal/agclI/cl/i 1-1,,(1987): 128--12; an~ Martin L Weitzman, 
LUI1![s to Grmvth trom :vlmeral DepletlO!1, Qllarterll/ JOllrnal oj Ecol/oII/ICS (May 1999). 
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evenly over time. In addition, because they receive ~nterest on the money they 
lend, they can consume more in the fuhue in rehm1 tor consuming less now. As 
a result, the higher the interest rate, the greater the incentive to save. The SUPply 
of loanable funds is therefore an upward-sloping curve, labeled 5 in Figure 15.5. 

The de/lllllld for loanable funds has two components. First, some households 
want to consume more than their current incomes, either because their incomes 
are lmv nmv but are expected to grow, or because they want to make a large pur
chase (e.g., a house) that must be paid for out of future income. These house
holds are willing to pay interest in return for not having to wait to consume. 
However, the higher the interest rate, the greater the cost of consuming rather 
than 'waiting, so the less willing these households will be to borrm,\'. The house
hold demand for loanable funds is therefore a declining function of the interest 
rate. In Figure 15.5, it is the curve labeled DH . 

The second source of demand for loanable funds is firms that 'want to make 
capital investments. Remember that firms 'will invest in projects with NPVs that 
are positive because a positive NPV means that the expected rehlrn on the project 
exceeds the opporhmity cost of funds. That opportunity cost-the discount rate 
used to calculate the NPV -is the interest rate, perhaps adjusted for risk. Often 
firms borrow to invest because the How of profits from an investment comes in 
the future 'while the cost of an investment must usually be paid now. The desire 
of firms to invest is thus an important source of demand for loanable funds. 

As we saw earlier, hmvever, the higher the interest rate, the lower the NPV of a 
project. If interest rates rise, some investment projects that had positive NPVs 
will novv have negative NPVs and will therefore be cancelled. Overall, because 
firms' willingness to invest falls when interest rates rise, their demand for loanable 

w ii5 

R 

Interest 
Rate 

R* ----- ------

5 

Market interest rates are determined by the demand and supply of loanable 
Households supply ftmds in order to consume more in the fuhlre; the higher 
interest rate, the more they supply. Households and firms both demand funds, 
the higher the interest rate, the less they demand. Shifts in demand or supply 
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funds also falls. The demand for loanable funds by firms is thus a dmvnward
sloping curve; in Figure 15.5, it is labeled OF' 

The total demand for loanable funds is the sum of household demand and 
firm demand; in Figure 15.5 it is the cun'e This total demand cur\'e together 
with the supply cun'e determine the equilibrium interest rate .. In Figure 15.5, 
that rate is R*. 

Figure 15.5 can also help us understand why interest rates change. Suppose 
the economy goes into a recession. Firms will expect 10'wer sales and lower 
future profits from new capital inYestments. The NPVs of projects will fall, and 
firms' willingness to invest will decline, as 'Nill their demand for loanable funds. 
DFf and therefore OJ, will shift to the left, and the equilibrium interest rate will 
fall. Or suppose the federal government spends much more money than it takes 
through taxes-i.e., that it runs a large deficit It \vill have to borrow to finance 
the deficit, shifting the total demand for loanable funds OJ to the right, so that R 
increases. The monetary policies of the Federal Reserve are another important 
determinant of interest rates. The Federal Reserve can create money, shifting the 
supply of loanable funds to the right and reducing R. 

A Variety of Interest 

Figure 15.5 aggregates individual demands and supplies as though there were a 
single market interest rate. In fact, households, firms, and the government lend 
and borrow under a variety of terms and conditions. As a result, there is a wide 
range of "market" interest rates. Here we briefly describe some of the more 
important rates that are quoted in the newspapers and sometimes used for capi
tal investment decisions_ 

II Treasury Bill Rate A Treasury bill is a short-term (one year or less) bond 
issued by the U.S. government. It is a pure discollllt bond-i.e., it makes no 
coupon payments but instead is sold at a price less than its redemption value 
at maturity. For example, a three-month Treasury bill might be sold for S98. In 
three months, it can be redeemed for S100; it thus has an effective three-month 
yield of about 2 percent and an effective alUmal yield of about 8 percent.]" The 
Treasury bill rate can be \'iewed as a short-term, risk-free rate. 

II Treasury Bond Rate A Treasury bond is a longer-term bond issued by the 
U.S. government for more than one year and typically for 10 to 30 years. Rates 
vary, depending on the maturity of the bond_ 

II Discount Rate Commercial banks sometimes bOlTO'.,\' for short periods from 
the Federal Resen'e. These loans are called discollnts, and the rate that the 
Federal Reserve charges on them is the discount rate. 

II Commercial Paper Rate Commercial paper refers to short-term (six months 
or less) discount bonds issued by high-quality corporate borrowers. Because 
commercial paper is only slightly riskier than Treasury bills, the commercial 
paper rate is usually less than 1 percent higher than the Treasury bill rate. 

• Prime Rate This is the rate (som.etimes called the refercllce ratc) that larae 
banks post as a reference point for short-term loans to their biggest corpora~e 
borrowers. As we saw in Example 12A, this rate does not Huctuate from dav 
to day as other rates do. ~ 

exact, the three-month \'ield is (100/98) 1 = 0 .. 020~, and the annual yield is (100/98)~ 
or 8.42 percent -
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II Corporate Bond Rate Ne,,,'spapers and government publications report th 
average annual yields on long-term (typically 20-year) corporate bonds in dif~ 
ferent risk categories (e.g., high-grade, medium-grade, etc.). These averag 
yields indicate hOlY much corporations are paying for long-term debt. Bow~ 
ever, as we saw in Example 15.2, the yields on corporate bonds can vary con
siderably, depending on the financial strength of the corporation and the tUne 
to maturity for the bond. 

1. A firm's holding of capital is measured as a stock, but 
inputs of labor and raw materials are flows. Its stock 
of capital enables a firm to earn a flow of p:'ofits over 
time. 

2. When a firm makes a capital investment, it spends 
money now in order to earn profits in the future. To 
decide whether the investment is worthwhile, the 
firm must determine the present value of future prof
its by discolmting them. 

3. The present discOlmted value (PDV) of 51 paid one year 
from now is $1/(1 + R), where R is the interest rate. 
The PDV of $1 paid 11 years from now is $1/(1 + R)H 

4. A bond is a contract in which a lender agrees to pay 
the bondholder a stream of money. The value of the 
bond is the PDV of that sh·eam. Tl{e effective yield on 
a bond is the interest rate that equates that value with 
the bond's market price. Bond yields differ because of 
differences in riskiness and time to maturity. 

5. Firms can decide whether to undertake a capital 
inveshnent by applying the net present value (NPV) 
criterion: Invest if the present value of the expected 
future cash flows from an investment is larger than 
the cost of the inveshnent. 

6. The discount rate that a firm uses to calculate the 
NPV for an investment should be the opportunity 
cost of capital-Le., the return the firm could earn on 
a similar inveshnent. 

7. When calculating NPVs, if cash flows are in nominal 
terms (Le., include inflation), the discount rate should 

1. A firm uses cloth and labor to produce shirts in a fac
tory that it bought for 510 million. Which of its factor 
inputs are measured as flows and which as stocks? 
How would your answer change if the firm had 
leased a factory instead of buying one? Is its out
put measured as a flow or a stock? What about its 
profit? 

also be nominal; if cash flows are in real terms (i.e., are 
net of inflation), a real discount rate should be used. 

8. An adjushnent for risk can be made by adding a risk 
premium to the discolmt rate. However, the risk pre
mium s~10uld reflec: ~nly nondiversifiable risk. USing 
the CapItal Asset Pncmg Model (CAPM), the risk pre
mium is the "asset beta" for the project multiplied bv 
the risk premium on the stock market as a whole. Th~ 
"asset beta" measures the sensitivity of the project's 
return to movements in the market. 

9. Consumers are also faced with investment decisions 
that require the same kind of analysis as those of 
firms. When deciding whether to buy a durable good 
like a car or a major appliance, the consumer must 
consider the present value of future operating costs. 

10. An exhaustible resource in the grolUld is like money 
in the bank and must earn a comparable return. 
Therefore, if the market is competitive, price less mar
ginal extraction cost will grow at the rate of interest. 
The difference between price and marginal cost is 
called lIser cost-it is the opportunity cost of depleting 
a unit of the resource. 

11. Market interest rates are determined bv the demand 
and supply of loanable funds. Hous~holds supply 
funds so thev can consume more in the future. 
Households, firms, and the government demand 
funds. Changes in demand or supply cause changes 
in interest rates. 

2. Suppose the interest rate is 10 percent. If $100 
invested at this rate today, how much 'will it be 
after one year? After two vears? After fh'e vears? 
is the value today of $100 paid one year: from 
Paid two years from now? Paid five years from 

3. You are offered the choice of two payment stre 
5100 paid one year from now and $100 paid twO 

from nO\\'; (b) 580 paid one year from nO\\' and 5130 
paid two years from no\\' Which payment stream 
\\'ould y'ou prefer if the interest rate is 5 percent? If it 
is 15 percent? 

4. How do im'estors calculate the present \'alue of a bond? 
If the interest rate is 5 percent, what is the present \'alue 
of a perpehlity that pays 51000 per year fore\'er? 

5. What is the e{tectic'c yield on a bond? HO\\' does one 
calculate it? Why do some corporate bonds ha\'e 
higher effective yields than others? 

6. What is the net present \'alue (NPY) criterion for 
investment decisions? How does one calculate the 
NPY of an investment project? If all the cash HO\\'s for 
a project are certain, what discount rate should be 
used to calculate NPY? 

7. What is the difference between a real discount rate 
and a nominal discOlUlt rate? When should a real dis
count rate be used in an NPY calculation and \\'hen 
should a nominal rate be used? 

8. How is a risk premium used to accolUlt for risk in NPY 
calculations? What is the difference between diversifi
able and nondiversifiable risk? Why should only non
di\'ersifiable risk enter into the risk premium? 

Suppose the interest rate is 10 percent What is the 
value of a coupon bond that pays 580 per year for 
each of the next five years and then makes a principal 
repayment of 51000 in the sixth year? Repeat for an 
interest rate of 15 percent 

2. A bond has two years to mature. It makes a coupon 
payment of 5100 after one year and both a coupon 
payment of 5100 and a principal repayment of 51000 
after two years. The bond is selling for 5966 \Vhat is 
its effecti\'e yield? 

3. Equation (i55) shows the net present \'alue of an 
investment in an electric motor facton'. Half of the 
$10 million cost is paid initially and the other half 
after a year. The factory is expected to lose money dur
ing its first two years of operation. If the discount rate 
is 4 percent, what is the NPY? Is the im'estment 
worthwhile? 
The market interest rate is 10 percent and is expected 
to stay at that level. Consumers can borrow and lend 
all they want at this rate. Explain your choice in each 
of the following sihlations: 
a. Would you prefer a 5500 gift today or a 5540 gift 

next year? 
b. Wouid you prefer a 5100 gift now or a 5500 loan 

without interest for four years? 
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9. What is meant by the "market return" in the Capital 
,-\sset Pricing Model (CAP?v1)? Why is the market 
return greater than the risk-free interest rate? What 
does an asset's "beta" measure in the c-\p~n Why 
should high-beta assets haye a higher expected return 
than 100\'-beta assets? 

10. Suppose you are deciding whether to im'est 5100 mil
lion in a steel mill. You kILo"- the expected cash Hows 
for the project, but they are risky-steel prices could 
rise or fall in the fuhlre .. How would the CAPM help 
\'OU select a discount rate for an NPY calculation? 

11. HO\\' does a consumer trade off current and future 
costs \\'hen selecting an air conditioner or other major 
appliance? How could this selection be aided by an 
NPY calculation? 

12. What is meant by the "user cost" of producing an 
exhaustible resource? Why does price minus extrac
tion cost rise at the rate of interest in a competiti\-e 
exhaustible resource market? 

13. What determines the supply of loanable funds? The 
demand for loanable funds? What might cause the 
supply or demand for loanable funds to shift, and 
how would that affect interest rates? 

c. Would you prefer a 5250 rebate on an 58000 car or 
one year of financing for the full price of the car at 
5 percent interest? 

d. You haye just won a million-dollar lottery and will 
receiYe 550,000 a year for the next 20 \'ears. How 
much is this worth to you today? 

e. You win the "honest million" jackpot. You can 
ha\'e 51 million today or 550,000 per year for eter
nity (a right that can be passed on to your heirs) .. 
Which do you prefer? 

f. In the past, adult children had to pay taxes on gifts 
of o\'er 510,000 from their parents, but parents 
could loan money to their children interest-free. 
Why did some people call this unfair? To whom 
were the rules unfair? 

5. Ralph is trying to decide whether to go to graduate 
schooL If he spends two years in graduate school, 
pay'ing 510,000 tuition each year, he will get a job that 
will pay 550,000 per year for the rest of his working 
life If he does not go to school, he will go into the 
workforce immediately. He will then make 520,000 
per year for the next three years, 530,000 for the fol
lowing three years, and 550,000 per year every year 
after that. If the interest rate is 10 percent, is graduate 
school a good financial investment? 
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6. Suppose your uncle ga\'e you an oil \\'elllike the one 
described in Section 15] (Marginal production cost is 
constant at 510.) The price of oil is currently 520 but 
is controlled by a cartel that accounts for a large frac
tion of total production. Should you produce and sell 
all your oil now or wait to produce? Explain your 
ans\\'er. 

*7. You are planning to invest in fine wine. Each case 
costs 5100, and you know from experience that the 
\'alue of a case of wine held for t years is 100t1

:
2 One 

hundred cases of wine are a\'ailable for sale, and the 
interest rate is 10 percent. 
a. How many cases should you buy, how long should 

you wait to sell them, and how much money will 
you receive at the time of their sale? 

b. Suppose that at the time of purchase, someone 
offers you 5130 per case immediately. Should you 
take the offer? 

c. How would your answers change if the interest 
rate were only 5 percent? 

8. Reexamine the capital im'estment decision in the 
disposable diaper industry (Example 15.3) from 
the point of view of an incumbent firm If P&G or 
Kimberly-Clark were to expand capacity by building 
three new plants, they would not need to spend 
560 million on R&D before start-up. How does this 
ad\'antage affect the NPV calculations in Table 15.5? 

Is the iiwestment profitable at a discount rate of 
12 percent' 

9. Su,Ppose you can ~uy a new, Toyc:ta CorOlla for 
Sb,OOO and sell it tor 56,000 ~tter SiX years. Alter~ 
nath'ely, you can lease the car tor 5300 per month 
three years and return it at the end of the three Year 
For simplification, assum.e that lease payments as. 
made vearh' instead of monthlv-ie, that they are , , ~ re 
53600 per year for each of three years. . 
a. If the interest rate, r, is 4 percent, is it better to lease 

or buy the car? 
b. Which is better if the interest rate is 12 percent? 
c. At what interest rate would you be -'''~u,.CH:nr 

between buying and leasing the car? 
10. A consumer faces the following decision: She can 

a computer for 51000 and pay 510 per month 
Internet access for three years, or she can receiy 
5400 rebate on the computer (so that its cost is 
but agree to pay 525 per month for three years 
Internet access. For simplification, assume that 
consumer pays the access fees yearly (Le., $10 
month = 5120 per year). 
a. What should the consumer do if the interest rate 

3 percent? 
b. What if the interest rate is 17 percent? 
c. At what interest rate is the consumer indifferent 

between the two options? 

MUCH of the analysis of the first three parts of this book has 
focused on positi\'e questions-hov\' consumers and firms 
beha\'e and how that beha\'ior affects different market struc

tures. Part IV takes a more normative approach. Here we will 
describe the goal of economic efficiency, show when markets 
generate efficient outcomes, and explain when they fail and 

thus require government intervention. 
Chapter 16 discusses general equilibrium analysis, in \·vhich 

the interactions among related markets are taken into account. 
This chapter also analyzes the conditions that are required for 
an economy to be efficient and shows when and why a per

fectly com.petiti\'e market is efficient. Chapter 17 examines an 
important source of market failure-incomplete information. 
We show that when some economic participants have better 
information than others, markets mav fail to allocate aoods 

~ 0 

efficiently or may not e\'en exist. We also show how sellers can 
avoid Flroblems of asymmetric information bv aivina potential _ ~ 0 0 

buyers signals about product quality. Finally, Chapter 18 dis
cusses two additional sources of m.arket failure: externalities 

and public goods. We sho,\' that although these failures can 
sometimes be resoh'ed through private bargaining, at other 

times they require gO\'ernment intervention. We also discuss a 
number of remedies for market failures, such as pollution 

taxes and tradeable emission permits. 
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For the most part, we haye studied individual markets in 
isolation. But markets are often interdependent: Conditions 

in one can affect prices and outputs in others either because 
one good is an input to the production of another good or 
because two goods are substitutes or complements. In this 
chapter, we see how a general eqllilibriulI1 nllIllysis can be used 
to take these interrelationships into account. 

We also expand the concept of economic efficiency that we 
introduced in Chapter 9, and we discuss the benefits of a com
petitive market economy. To do this, we first analyze economic 
efficiency, begim1ing '\'ith the exchange of goods among people 
or countries. We then use this analysis of exchange to discuss 
whether the outcomes generated by an economy are equitable. 
To the extent that these outcomes are deemed inequitable, 
government can help redistribute income. 

We then go on to describe the conditions that an economy 
must satisfy if it is to produce and distribute goods efficiently. 
We explain ,\'hy a perfectly competitive market system satisfies 
those conditions. We also show why h'ee international h'ade can 
expand the production possibilities of a country and make its 
consumers better off. Most markets, however, are not perfectly 
competitive, and many de\'iate substantially from that ideal. 
In the final section of the chapter (as a preview to our detailed 
discussion of market failure in Chapters 17 and 18), \ve discuss 
some key reasons why markets may fail to work efficiently. 

So far our discussions of market behayior have been largely 
based on partial equilibrium analysis. When deterrnining the 
equilibrium prices and quantitites in a market using partial 
equilibrium analysis, we presume that acti\'ity in one market 
has little or no effect on other markets. For example, in 
Chapters 2 and 9, we presumed that the wheat market was 
largely independent of the markets for related products, such 
as corn and soybeans. 
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partial equilibrium analysis 
Determination of equilibrium 
prices and quantities in a mar
ket independent of effects 
from other markets 

general equilibrium analysis 
Simultaneous determination 
of the prices and quantities in 
all relevant markets, taking 
feedback effects into account 

In §2.3, we explain that two 
goods are substitutes if an 
increase in the price of one 
leads to an increase in the 
quantity demanded of the 
other, 

Often a partial equilibrium analysis is sufficient to understand market behav_ 
iOL Howe\'er, market interrelationships can be important. In Chapter 2, for 
example, we saw how a change in the price of one good can affect the demand 
for another if they' are complements or substitutes, In Chapter 8, we saw that an 
increase in a firm's input demand can cause both the market price of the input 
and the product price to rise, 

Unlike partial equilibrium analysis, general equilibrium analysis determines 
tlze prices a!1d qualltities ill a/l lIlarkets sillluitalleousil/, and it explicitly takes feed
back effects into account Afeedback effect is a price or quantity adjustment in one 
market caused by price and quantity adjustments in related markets, Suppose, 
for example, that the US government taxes oil imports, This would immedi
ately shift the supply CLUTe for oil to the left (by making foreign oil more expen
sive) and raise the price of oiL But the effect of the tax would not end there. The 
higher price of oil would increase the demand for and then the price of natural 
gas. The higher natural gas price \\'ould in turn cause oil demand to rise (shift to 
the right) and increase the oil price even more. The oil and the natural gas mar
kets would continue to interact until e\'entually an equilibrium \\'ould be 
reached in which the quantity dem,anded and quantity supplied were equated in 
both markets, 

In practice, a complete general equilibrium analysis, which evaluates the effects 
of a change in one market on all other markets, is not feasible. Instead, we confine 
ourseh'es to two or tlu'ee markets that are closely related. For example, when look
ing at a tax on oil, we l11ight also look at markets for nahlral gas, coal, and electriCity. 

Two Interdependent Markets-Moving 
to General Equilibrium 
To study the interdependence of markets, let's examine the competiti\'e markets 
for videocassette rentals and mo\'ie theater tickets. The two markets are closely 
related because the widespread ovvnership of videocassette recorders has given 
most consumers the option of watching movies at home as \,\fell as at the theater. 
Changes in pricing policies that affect one market are likely to affect the other, 
which in tum causes feedback effects in the first market 

Figure 16.1 shows the supply and demand curves for videos and movies. In 
part (a), the price of mov'ie tickets is initially $6.00; the market is in equilibrium 
at the intersection of D\l and S\l' In part (b), the video market is also in equilib
rium with a price of $3.00. 

Now suppose that the government places a tax of $1 on each mO\'ie ticket 
purchased. The effect of this tax is determined on a partial equilibrium basis by 
shifting the supply curve for movies upward by $1, from 5,\1 to S'tl in Figure 
16.1(a). Initially, this shift causes the prices of movies to increase to $6.35 and the 
quantity of mo\'ie tickets sold to fall from Q,\l to Q;\l' This is as far as a partial 
equilibrium analysis takes us" But we can go further with a general equilibrium 
analysis by doing tvvo things: (1) looking at the effects of the mO\'ie tax on the 
rnarket for videos, and (2) seeing whether there are any feedback effects from the 
video m,arket to the movie market. 

The movie tax affects the market for videos because movies and \'ideos are 
substitutes. A higher movie price shifts the demand for videos from 0\ to OJ; in 
Figure 16,I(b), In turn, this shift causes the rental price of videos to increase from 
53.00 to $3.50. Note that a tax on one product can affect the prices and sales of 
other products-something that policymakers should remember when design
ing tax policies. 
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When markets are interdependent, the prices of all products must be simultaneously determined. Here a tax on 
movie tickets shifts the supply of movies upward from SAl to SAl, as shown in (a). The higher price of movie tickets 
(56.35 rather than $6.00) initially shifts the demand for videocassettes upward (from Ov to 0;;), causing the price of 
\'ideos to rise (from $3.00 to 53.50), as shown in (b). The higher video price feeds back into the movie ticket market, 
causing demand to shift from 0,\1 to 0;\1 and the price of movies to increase from $6.35 to $6.75. This continues until a 
general equilibrium is reached, as shown at the intersection of OAI and SAl in (a), with a movie ticket of $6.82, and the 
intersection of Ot· and SF in (b), with a video price of $3.58. 

What about the market for mo\'ies? The original demand cun'e for mO\'ies 
presumed that the price of \'ideos was unchanged at $3.00. But because that 
price is now 53.50, the demand for mO\'ies will shift upward, from D\l to 0\1 in 
Figure 16.1(a). The new equilibrium price of movies (at the intersection of SAl 
and U\l) is 56.75, instead of 56.35, and the quantity of mO\'ie tickets purchased 
has increased from Q\l to Q::I. Thus a partial equilibrium analysis would ha\"e 
underestimated the effect of the tax on the price of movies, The video market is 
so closely related to the market for movies that to determine the tax's full effect, 
we need a general equilibrium analysis. 

The Attainment of General Equilibrium 

Our analysis is not yet complete. The change in the market price of mo\·ies will 
generate a feedback effect on the price of videos that, in turn, will affect the price 
of movies, and so on. In the end, we must determine the equilibrium prices and 
quantities of both mO\'ies and videos sillluitalleously. The equilibrium movie price 
of $6.82 is given in Figure 16.1(a) by the intersection of the equilibrium supply 
and demand Clln'eS for movie tickets (SAl and 0AI)' The equilibrium video price 
of 53.58 is given in Figure 16.1(b) by the intersection of the equilibrium supply 
and demand cun'es for \"ideos (5\ and On These are the correct general equilib
rium prices because the video market supply and demand curves have been 
drawn Oil the assulllptioll that tlze price (:f JllOuie tickets is $6.82, Likevvise, the movie 
ticket curves have been drawn Oil the assulllPtion that the price of uideos is 53.58. In 

f 7 
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Recall from §23 that two 
aoods are complements if an 
increase in the price of one 
leads to a decrease in the 
quantity demanded of the 
other. 

other words, both sets of curves are consistent "with the prices in related matke 
and we have no reason to expect that the supply and demand curves in e'th

ts, 
market will shift further1 1 et 

Note that even if we ,\'ere only interested in the market for mm'ies, it 
be important to account for the videocassette market when determinino
impact of a movie tax. In this example, partial equilibrium analysis \\'ould lt~ld _ 

state the effect on the tax, leading us to conclude that the tax \\'ill increase er 
price of mm,ie tickets fr:OIn 56.00, to 56.35. A gener.al eq:lilibr~un: analysis, how
ever, shows us that the Impact ot the tax on the pnce ot mone tickets is o-reat 
It v,'ould in fact increase to 56.82. b er: 

Movies and videocassettes are substitute goods, By drawing diagrams analo_ 
gous to those in Figure 16,1, you should be able to com'ince yourself that if 
goods in question are complemellts, a partial equilibrium analysis will Ovcrstat 
the impact of a tax, Think about gasoline and automobiles, for example. A tax o~ 
gasoline ,,,ill cause its price to go up, but this v"ill reduce demand for automo
biles, which in turn reduces the demand for gasoline, causing its price to fall 
somewhat. 

Because Brazil and the United States compete in the world soybean market, 
Brazilian regulation of its own soybean market can significantly affect 

u.s. market, which in hlrn can have feedback effects on the Brazilian market. 
This led to lmexpected results when Brazil adopted a regulatory policy aimed 
at increasing short-nm domestic supplies and long-nm exports of soybeans.2 

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Brazilian government limited the 
export of soybeans, causing the price in Brazil to fall. It hoped that making soy
beans cheaper in Brazil would both encourage the domestic sale of soybeans 
and stimulate the domestic demand for soybean products. E\'entually the 
export controls were to be removed, and Brazilian exports were expected to 

increase. 
This expectation was based on a partial equilibrium analysis of the Brazilian 

soybean market In fact, the reduction in Brazilian exports increased the price 
and production of soybeans in the United States, and U5. exports as well. This 
made it more difficult for Brazil to export soybeans, even after the controls 
were removed. 

Figure 16.2 shows the consequences of the program. The bottom two lines 
show Brazilian soybean exports; the top two lines refer to U5. exports. Actual 
exports are shown as purple and blue lines. The estimated le\'e!s of US. and 
Brazilian exports had the Brazilian govel"lllllellt regulatiolls IlOt gOIlC illtO effect are 
shown as red and green lines, respectively. (The lines diverge from approxi
mately 1970 forward because that is v\"!1en the major export controls were put 
into effect.) The figure shows that soybean exports from Brazil would have 

i To find the general equilibrium prices (and quantities) in practice, we must Simultaneously find 
h\"o prices that equate quantity demanded and quantity supplied in all related markets For our twO 
markets, this would mean finding the solution to four equations (supply of mmie tickets, 
for mO\'ie tickets, supply of videos, and demand for \'ideos) 
2 This example presents a simplified \'ersion of the analysis in Gary \ \' William; and Robert t 
Thompson, "Brazilian Soybean Policy: The International Effects of Inten"ention," AIi!c'iicilll 

AgriclIltllral Ecollolllics 66 (1984): 488-98 
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World competiti0r; ~ t:he soybean market makes the Brazilian and u.s. export markets highly interactive. As a 
?f the general equih~r;um nature of these markets, regulations to stimulate Brazil's market were counterproductive 
ill the long run. BraZIl s actual exports of soybeans were lower (and U.S. exports higher) than they would haVe been 
without the Brazilian regulation. 

been higher, and exports from the United States lower, without the regulatory 
program. In 1977, for example, Brazilian soybean exports were 73 percent 
lower than they "would have been had the government not intervened. Between 
1973 and 1978, hov·:ever, US. soybean exports were over 30 percent higher than 
they would otherwise have been. 

Thus Brazilian soybean policy was misguided and hurt Brazil in the lona 
nm. Policymakers failed to take into account the effect of their actions on th~ 
US. production and export of soybeans. 

18.2 
In Chapter 9 ,ve saw that a competitive market is efficient because it maximizes 
~onsllmer and producer surplus, To examine the concept of economic efficiency 
In more detail, we begin "with an exchange economy, analyzing the behavior of 
two consumers who can trade either of two aoods between themselves. (The 
a I . b 
ana'y~l~ also applies to trade between two countries.) Suppose the two goods 
re ~Ihally allocated so that both consumers can make themselves better off by 

tradmg with each other. In this case, the initial allocation of aoods is economi
:~l1y inefficient. III all efficient allocation of goods, 110 olle cm~ be made better off 
tVztizOllt making someone else worse ofl The term Pareto efficiel1cy is sometimes used 

exchange economy Market 
in which two or more con
sumers trade two goods 
among themselves. 

efficient allocation Alloca
tion of goods in which no one 
can be made better off unless 
someone else is made worse 
off. 
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In §3.1, we explain that the 
marginal rate of substitution 
is the maximum amount of 
one good that the consumer 
is willing to give up to obtain 
one unit of another good. 

synonymously, to credit Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto, 'who developed the 
concept of efficiency in exchange. In the subsections that follow, we show why 
mutually beneficial h"ades result in an efficient allocation of goods. 

As a rule, voluntary trade bet-ween hvo people or two countries is mutually 
beneficiaL3 To see how trade makes people better off, let's look in detail at a 
two-person exchange. Our analysis is based on two important assumptions: 

1. Both people kno'w each other's preferences. 

2. Exchanging goods is costless. 

Suppose James and Karen have 10 units of food and 6 units of clothing 
between them. Table 16.1 shmvs that initially James has 7 units of food and 1 
unit of clothina and Karen 3 units of food and 5 units of clothinoa . To decide 

0' 
"whether a trade would be advantageous, \'\'e need to know their preferences for 
food and clothing. Suppose that because Karen has a lot of clothing and little 
food, her marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of food for clothing is 3: To get 
1 unit of food, she will give up 3 units of clothing. However, James's MRS of 
food for clothing is only 1/2: He will give up only 1/2 a unit of clothing to get 
1 unit of food. 

There is thus room for mutually advantaaeous trade because James values 
• 0 

clothina more hiahly than Karen does, whereas Karen values food more highly o 0 • 

than James does. To get another unit of food, Karen v>'Quld be willing to trade up 
to 3 units of clothing. But James will give up 1 unit of food for 1/2 unit of cloth
ing. The actual terms of the trade depend on the bargaining process. Among the 
possible outcomes are a trade of llmit of food by James for anywhere behveen 
1/2 and 3 units of clothing from Karen. 

Suppose Karen offers James 1 unit of clothing for 1 unit of food, and James 
agrees. Both will be better oft James will have more clothing, which he values 
more than food, and Karen 'will have more food, which she values more than 
clothing, \Afhenever two consumers' MRSs are different, there is room for mutu
ally beneficial h'ade because the allocation of resources is inefficient: trading will 
make both consumers better off. Conversely, to achieve economic efficiency, the 
two consumers' MRSs must be equaL 

INDIVIDUAL INITIAL ALLOCATION TRADE FINAL ALLOCATION 

James 7F,lC -IF,+lC 6F,2C 

Karen 3F,5C +IF,-lC 4F,4C 

3 There are several situations in which trade may not be advantageous. First, limited information 
may lead people to believe that trade will make tl~em better off when in fact it will not. Second, pe~ 
PIe" may be" coerced into makino- trades, either by physical threats or bv the threat of fuhlre econom;c 

, 0 • " "'"d t teo-Ie reprisals Third, as we saw in Chapter l3, barriers to free trade can sometimes pron e a 5 ra " 
advantage to a country 

General Equilibrium and Economic Efficiency 

This important result also holds when there are many goods and consumers: 
All allocation of goods is ~fficient only {f the goods are distributed so that the IIlmgillal 
rate of sllbstitlltion between any pair of goods is the saille for all cOllsumers. 

If trade is beneficial, which trades can occur? \Afhich of those trades will allocate 
aoods efficiently amonoa customers? Hmv much better off will consumers then 
1:) • 

be? We can answer these questions for any two-person, two-good example by 
using a diagram called an Edgeworth box named after political economist F. Y. 
Edgeworth. 

Figure 16.3 shows an Edgeworth box in \'\'hich the horizontal axis describes 
the number of units of food and the vertical axis the units of clothing. The length 
of the box is 10 units of food, the total quantity of food available; its height is 6 
units of clothing, the total quantity of clothing available. 

In the Edgeworth box, each point describes the market baskets of both con
sumers. James's holdings are read from the origin at OJ and Karen's holdings in 
the reverse direction from the origin at OK' For example, point A represents the 
initial allocation of food and clothing. Reading on the horizontal axis from left to 
right at the bottom of the box, we see that James has 7 units of food, and reading 
up-ward along the vertical axis on the left of the diagram, we see that he has 1 
unit of clothing, For James, therefore, A represents 7F and 1e This leaves 3F and 
5C for Karen. Karen's allocation of food (3F) is read from right to left at the top of 
the box diagram beginning at OK; we read her allocation of clothing (5C) from 
top to bottom at the right of the box diagram 

§i@@ k¥§h 

-- ---- -- -- - Karen's Food 

Edgeworth box Diagram 
showing all possible alloca
tions of either two goods 
behveen two people or of hvo 
inputs between hvo produc
tion processes. 

IOF ,IF 3F OK 
6Cr----------------------------.----~------------~ 

James's 
Clothing 

2C 

IC 

Karen's 
Clothing 

4e 

5C 

L-____________________________ ~ ____ ~ ____________ ~6C 

0, 6F 7F IOF 

u""ov("),-rh box simultaneously represents James's and Karen's market baskets of food and 
has 7 units of food and 1 unit of and Karen 3 units of food and 5 units of 
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We can also see the effect of trade between Karen and James" James gives up 
IF in exchanae for Ie movina from A to B Karen gives up Ie and obtains IF 0

'
0 . ~ f 

also moving from A to B. Point B thus represents the market baskets of both 
James and Karen after the mutuallv beneficial trade" 

Efficient Allocations 
A trade from A to B thus made both Karen and James better ofL But is B an effi
cient allocation? The answer depends on whether James's and Karen's MRSs are 
the same at B, 'which depends in tum on the shape of their indifference curves. 
Figure 16.4 shows several indifference curves for both James and Karen" Because 
his allocations are measured from the origin OJ' James's indifference curves are 
drawn in the usual way. But for Karen, we have rotated the indifference curves 
180 degrees, so that the origin is at the upper right-hand comer of the box. 
Karen's indifference curves are convex, just like James's; -we simply see them 
from a different perspective. 

Now that we are familiar with the hvo sets of indifference curves, let's exam
ine the curves labeled UJ and uk that pass through the initial allocation at A. 
Both James's and Karen's MRSs give the slope of their indifference nm-es at A. 
James's is equal to 1/2, Karen's to 3. The shaded area beh,yeen these h,yo indiffer
ence curves represents all possible allocations of food and clothing that would 
make both James and Karen better off than at A. In other words, it describes all 
possible muhlally beneficial trades. 

Starting at A, any trade that moved the allocation of goods outside the shaded 
area would make one of the h,yo consumers worse off and should not occur. The 
move from A to B was mutually beneficiaL But in Figure 16.4, B is not an efficient 
point because indifference curves Ur and Uk intersect. In this case, James's and 

lOF <----- Karen's Food OK 
6Cr--------------------------------------------, 

James's 
Clothing 

0, 

Karen's 
Clothing 

____________________________ ~ ____ ~6C 

James's Food ----------'J>-
lOF 

The Edgeworth box illustrates the possibilities for both consumers to increase their satisfaction by trading goodS. If A i 
gives the initial allocation of resources, the shaded area describes all mUhlally beneficial trades. __ 
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Karen's MRSs are not the same and the allocation is not efficient. This illustrates 
an important point: Even if a tmde from (liZ inefficient alloention makes both people bet
ter off, the new alloention is /lot llecessarill! efficient, 

Suppose that from B an addition~(trade is made, with James giving up 
another unit of food to obtain another unit of clothina and Karen aivina up a 1:> 1:> 1:> 

unit of clothing for a unit of food" Point C in Figure 16.4 gives the new allocation. 
At C, the MRSs of both people are identical, which is why the indifference curves 
are tangent there. '.;\Then the indifference curves are tangent, one person cannot 
be made better off v,'ithout making the other person worse off. Therefore, C rep
resents an efficient allocation. 

Of course, C is not the only possible efficient outcome of a baraain behveen • 1:> 

James and Karen" For example, if James is an effective bargainer, a trade might 
change the allocation of goods from A to 0, where indifference curve UJ is tan
gent to indifference curve lll. This allocation would leave Karen no worse off 
than she was at A and James much better off. And because no further trade is 
possible, 0 is an efficient allocation. Thus C and 0 are both efficient allocations, 
although James prefers 0 to C and Karen C to O. In general, it is difficult to pre
dict the allocation that will be reached in a bargain because the end result 
depends on the bargaining abilities of the people involved. 

The Contract Curve 
We have seen that from an initial allocation many possible efficient allocations 
can be reached through mutually beneficial h"ade. To find all possible efficient allo
cations offood and clothing behveen Karen and James, we look for all points of tan
gency between each of their ind~fference Cllrves. Figure 16.5 shows the curve drawn 
through all such efficient allocations; it is called the contract curve. 

contract curve Curve show
ing all efficient allocations 
of goods between two con
sumers, or of nvo inputs 
between two production 
functions" 

<---------- Karen's Food 
,-_________________________ ~OK 

James's 
Clothing 

Karen's 
Clothing 

The c~nh·~~t.curve contains all allocations for which consumers' irtdifference curves are tangent. Every poirtt on the 
_curve IS effiCIent because one person carmot be made better off without making the other person worse off. 

*§ri 
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The contract curve shows all allocations from 'which no mUhlally beneficial 
trade can be made. These allocatiolZs are efficielZt if there is no way to real/oente goods 
to make someone better ofl wit/lOut making someOlZe else worse oJf In Figure 165 three 
allocations labeled E, F, and G are Pareto efficient, although each inYolHS a dif
ferent dish'ibution of food and clothing, because one person could not be made 
better off without making someone else worse off. 

Several properties of the contract curve may help us understand the concept 
of efficiency in exchange. Once a point on a contract curve, such as E, has been 
chosen, there is no way to move to another point on the contract cun'e, say F, 
without making one person worse off (in this case, Karen). Without making fur
ther comparison betw'een James's and Karen's preferences, we cannot compare 
allocations E and F. We simply knovv that both are efficient. In this sense, Pareto 
efficiency is a modest goal: It says that we should make all mutually beneficial 
exchanges, but it does not say which exchanges are best. Pareto efficiency can be 
a powerful concept, however. If a change ,·vill improve efficiency, it is in every-
one's self-interest to support it. 

We can frequently improve efficiency eyen when one aspect of a proposed 
change makes someone worse off. We need only include a second change, such 
that the combilled set of changes leaves someone better off and no one worse 
off. Suppose, for example, that we propose to eliminate a quota on auto
mobile imports into the United States. Although U.s. consumers would then 
enjoy lower prices and a greater selection of cars, some US. autoworkers 
would lose their jobs. But what if eliminating the quota were combined with 
federal tax breaks and job relocation subsidies for autoworkers? In that case, 
U.s. consumers would be better off (after accounting for the cost of the job 
subsidies) and US. autoworkers no worse off, and the result would increase 

efficiency. 

urn a 
In a two-person exchange, the outcome can depend on the bargaining power of 
the two parties. Competitive markets, however, have many actual or potential 
buyers and sellers. Thus, if people do not like the terms of an exchange, they can 
look for another seller who offers better terms. As a result, each buyer and seller 
takes the price of the goods as fixed and decides how much to buy and sell at 
those prices. We can show how competitive markets lead to efficient ~xchange 
by usina the Edaeworth box to mimic a competitive market. Suppose, tor exam
ple, tha~ there a~'e many Jameses and many Karens. This allows us to thin~ of 
each individual James and Karen as a price taker, even though we are working 
with only a two-person box diagram. . 

Figure 16.6 shows the opporhmities for h'ade when we start at the allocatIon 
given by point A and when the prices of both food and clothing are equal to 1. 
(The achlal prices do not matter; what matters is the price of food relative to. the 
price of clothing.) When the prices of food and clothing are e~ual: each ~t of 
food can be exchanged for 1 unit of clothing. As a result, the pnce lme PP ill the 
diagram, which has a slope of 1, describes all possible allocations thai 

exchange can achieve. . .. . d 
Suppose each James decides to buy 2 umts ot clothmg and sell 2 umts of f~o 

in exchange. This would move each James from A to C and increase satisfactIon 
from indifference curve uj to Uy. Meanwhile, each Karen buys 2 units of food 
and sells 2 units of clothing. This would move each Karen from A to C as well, 
increasing satisfaction from indifference curve Uk to Uk· 
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Clothing 
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0, 
James's Food 
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~. ~ competi~ve market the prices o~ th~ two g?ods determine the terms of exchange among consumers. If A is the 
lilltial allocation of goo~s and the pnce line P P represents the ratio of prices, the competitive market will lead to an 

at C, the pomt of tangency of both indifference cwves. As a result, the competitive equilibrium is efficient. 

We choose prices for the two goods so that the quantity of food demanded by 
each Karen is equal to the quantity of food that each James wishes to sell; like
w.ise, the quantity of clothil:g demanded by each James is equal to the quantity 
ot food that each Karen WIshes to selL As a result, the markets for food and 
clothing are in equilibrium. An equilibriulIl is 11 set of prices I1t which the qUnlztit!/ 
d.elll.nlzded equals tlze qUillltity supplied ill euert/lIlarket. This is also a competitive equi
lzbrzzllll because all suppliers and demanders are price takers. 

Not all prices are consistent with an equilibrium. For example, if the price of 
food is 1. and the price of clothing 3, food must be exchanged for clothing on a 3-
to-l baSIS. But then each James will be um·villina to trade anv food to aet addi-
ti· 1 1 1:1. 1:1 ona c othing because his MRS of clothing for food is only 1/2. Each Karen, on 
the other hand, would be happy to sell clothing to get more food, but has no one 
to trade wi.th. The market is therefore in disequilibriul/l because the quantity 
dema~ded IS not equal to the quantity supplied. 

YhlS disequilibrium should only be temporary. In a competitive market, 
pnces will a.djust if there is excess demand in SOllle markets (the quantity 
~emanded ot one good is greater than the quantity supplied) and excess supply 
m others (the quantity supplied is greater than the quantity demanded). In our 
eX,a~ple, each Karen's quantity demanded for food is greater than each James's 
wIllmgness to sell it, whereas each Karen's willirwness to trade clothina is 1:1 1:1 

greater than each James's quantity demanded. As a result of this excess quantity 
de?landed for food and excess quantity supplied of clothing, we can expect th~ 
pr.Ice of food to increase relati,'e to the price of clothina. As the price chanaes so 
w111 tl . . . 1:1 1:1 ' . le quantItles demanded bv all those m the market. Eventually the prices 
w111 d' . ..,.~ , a Just untll an equIhbnum IS reached. In our example, the price of both food 

In §S.7, we explain that in a 
competitive equilibrium, 
price-taking firms maximize 
profit, and that the price of 
the product is such that the 
quantity demanded is equal 
to the quantity supplied, 

excess demand Wllen the 
quantity demanded of a good 
exceeds the quantity supplied. 

excess supply When the 
quantity supplied of a good 
exceeds the quantity 
demanded. 
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welfare economics Norma
tive evaluation of markets and 
economic policy. 

and clothing might be 2; we knovv from the previous analysis that when the 
price of clothine- is equal to the price of food, the market will be in competitive 
equilibrium. (R~call that only relative prices matter; prices of 2 for clothing and 
food are equivalent to prices of 1 for each.) 

Note the important difference between exchange with tvvo people and an 
economy with many people. When only two people are involved, bargaining 
leaves an indeterminate outcome. However, when many people are involved, 
the prices of the goods are determined by the combined choices of demanders 
and suppliers of goods. 

The Economic Efficiency of Competitive Markets 
We can now understand one of the fundamental results of microeconomic analy
sis. We can see from point C in Figure 16.6 that the allocrztion in a competitive equi
librium is economically efficient. The key reason why this is so is that C must occur 
at the tangency of tvV'O indifference curves. If it does not, one of the J ameses or 
one of the Karens will not be achieving maximum satisfaction; he or she will be 
willing to trade to achieve a higher level of utility. 

This result holds in an exchange framework and in a general equilibrium set
ting in which all markets are perfectly competitive. It is the most direct way of 
illustrating the workings of Adam Smith's famous invisible hand, because it tells 
us that the economy will automatically allocate resources efficiently without the 
need for regulatory controL It is the independent actions of consumers and pro
ducers, who take prices as given, that allows markets to function in an economi
cally efficient manner. Not surprisingly, the invisible-hand result is often used as 
the norm against which the workings of all real-world markets are compared. 
For some, the invisible hand supports the normative argument for less govern
ment intervention; they argue that markets are highly competitive. For others, 
the invisible hand supports a more expansive role for government; they reply 
that intervention is needed to make markets more competitive. 

Whatever one's view of government intervention, most economists consider 
the invisible-hand result important. In fact, the result that a competitive equilib
rium is economically efficient is often described as the first theorem of welfare 
economics. (Welfare economics involves the normative evaluation of markets 
and economic policy.) Formally, the first theorem states the followlll.g: 

If everyone trades in the competitive marketplace, all mutually beneficial 
trades will be completed and the resulting equilibrium allocation of resource:] 
will be economically efficient. .:.: 

Let's summarize what we know about a competitive equilibrium from 
consumer's perspective: " 

1. Because the indifference curves are tangent, all marginal rates of substitu;;'; 
tion beween consumers are equal. 

2. Because each indifference curve is tangent to the price line, each 
MRS of clothing for food is equal to the ratio of the prices of the two 

Formally, if Pc and PF are the &0 prices 

(16.1) 
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To achieye an efficient allocation when there are many consumers (and many 
producers) is not easy. It can be done if all markets are perfectly competitive. 
But efficient outcomes can also be achieyed by other means-for example, 
through a centralized system in which the government allocates all goods and 
services. The competiti\'e solution is often preferred because it allocates 
resources with a minimum of information. All consumers must know their own 
preferences and the prices they face, but they need not know what is being pro
duced or the demands of other consumers. Other allocation methods need 
more information, and as a result they become difficult and cumbersome to 
manage. 

18.3 
We have shOlvn that different efficient allocations of goods are possible, and 'vve 
have seen how a perfectly competitive economy generates an efficient allocation. 
But some allocations are likely to be more fair than others. How do we decide 
what is the most eq1litable allocation? That is a difficult question-economists 
and others disagree both about how to define eq1lity and how to quantify it. Any 
such view ,yould involve subjective comparisons of utility, and reasonable peo
ple could disagree about how to make these comparisons. In this section, we dis
cuss this general point and then illustrate it in a particular case by showing that 
there is no reason to believe that the allocation associated with a competitive 
equilibrium 'will be equitable. 

The Utility Possibilities Frontier 
Recall that e\'ery point on the contract curve in our two-person exchange econ
omy shows the levels of utility that James and Karen can achieve. In Figure 16.7 
we put the information from the Edgeworth box in a different form. James's util

is measured on the horizontal axis and Karen's on the vertical axis. Any point 
the Edgeworth box corresponds to a point in Fie-ure 16.7 because everv alloca-

. 0 0 

lion generates utility for both people. Every movement to the right in Figure 16.7 
:epresents an increase in James's utility, and every upward movement an 
mcrease in Karen's. 

The utility possibilities frontier represents all allocations that are efficient. It 
the levels of satisfaction that are achieved when the two individ~als have 

the contract curve. Point 0, is one extreme at which James has no aoods 
therefore zero utility, 'while point OK is the opposite extreme at which Karen 
no goods. All other points on the frontier, such as F, and G, correspond to 

on the contract curve, so that one person camlOt be made better off with-
making the other worse off. Point H, however, represents an inefficient 

because any trade within the shaded area makes one or both parties 
.off. At L, both people would be better off, but L is not attainable because 
IS not enough of both goods to generate the levels of utility that the point 

Itrnight seem reasonable to conclude that an allocation must be efficient to be 
. Compare poirlt H with F and E. Both F and E are efficient, and (rela

t~ H) each makes one person better off without making the other worse off, 
nught agree, therefore, that it is inequitable to James or Karen or both for an 

to yield allocation H as opposed to F or E 

utility possibilities frontier 
Curve showing all efficient 
allocations of resources mea· 
sured in terms of the utility 
levels of h\'o individuals. 
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social welfare function 
Weights applied to each indi
vidual's utility in determining 
what is socially desirable. 

Karen's I 
utiliiY 

, OJ 

0[; 

James's Utility 

The utility possibilities frontier shows the levels of satisfaction that each of two 
pIe achieve when they have h'aded to an efficient outcome on the con::r.act 
Points E, F, and G correspond to points on the conh'act curve and are effiCIent. 
H is inefficient because any trade within the shaded area will make one or both 

better off. 

But suppose Hand G are the only possible allocations. Is G more equitable 
than H? Not necessarily. Compared \vith H, G yields more utility for James and 
less for Karen. Some people may feel that G is more equitable than H; others 
feel the opposite, We can conclude, therefore, that aile ille.fficiellt Illlocl1tion 
resources //lily be //lore equitllble thllll I11l0ther ~fficiellt IllloCl1tio11.. . 

The problem is hmN to define an equitable allocation. Even If we restrIct our~ 
seh'es to all points on the utility possibilities frontier, ,·ve can still as~ which of 
these points is the most equitable. The I1llswer depellds all '(['hl1t aile tll/Ilks. 
elltl1ils and, therefore, on the interpersonal comparisons of utility that one IS 

ing to make. 

Social In economics, vve often use a social welfare 
function to describe the particular weights that are applied to each , 
utility in determining what is socially desirable. One social welfare h~c~on, 
lItiWllriml, ,".'eights everyone's utility equally and consequently maXimizes 
total utility of all mernbers of society. Each social welfare function can be 
ated with a particular view about equity. But some views do not . 
weiaht individual utilities and cannot therefore be represented by a soc131 o 
fare function, For example, a market-oriented vie'w argues that the ou 
the competitive market process is equitable because it rewards t~10~e who 
most able and who ""ork the hardest. If E is the competitive equihbnum 
tion, for example, E would be deemed to be more equitable than F, even 
goods are less equally allocated. . " d 

\<\Then more than two people are 1I1,'01ved, the rneamng of the ,,". or 
becomes even more complex, The Rilw/simi view" emphasizes t~1at because 
wealth they achieve will be taxed away, an equal distribution at resources 
remove the incentive that spurs the most productive people to \\'ork hard. 

~ See John Rawls, A Tizeory of JlIstice (New York: Oxford uni\-ersity Press, 1971), 
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1. Egalitarian-all members of society receive equal amounts of goods 

2. Rawlsian-maximize the utility of the least-well-off person 

3. Utilitarian-maximize the total utility of all members of society 

4. Market-oriented-the market outcome is the most equitable 

view allows inequalities, if they make the least-well-off person in society better 
off. According to Rawls, the JIlost equitllble IllloCl1tioll 1I11l):illli:es the utility o!' the 
least-tuell-otT' persoll ill society. The Rawlsian perspecti,'e could be eglllitllril1ll
involving an equal allocation of goods among all members of society-but it 
need not be. Suppose that by rewarding more productive people more highly 
!han less producti,'e people, we can get the most producti,'e people to 'work 

This could produce more goods and services, some of which could then 
reallocated to make the poorest members of society better off. 
The four views of equity in Table 16.2 mO\'e roughly from most to least egali

The egalitarian view explicitly requires equal allocations, while the 
Rawlsian puts a hea,'y 'weight on equality (otherwise some would be much 

off than others). The utilitarian is likely to require some difference 
the best- and ,vorst-off members of society. Finally, the market-oriented 

view may lead to substantial inequality in the allocations of goods and services. 

ity and Perfect Competition 
A competiti\'e equilibrium leads to a Pareto efficient outcome that mayor may 

be equitable. In fact, a competitive equilibrium could occur at any point on 
contract curve, depending on the initial allocation. Imagine, for example, 

that the initial allocation gave all food and clothing to Karen. This 'would be at OJ 
in Figure 16], and Karen would ha,'e no reason to trade. Point 0/ would then be 

competitive equilibrium, as would point OJ; and all intermediate points on the 
contract CUlTe. 

Because efficient allocations are not necessarily equitable, society must rely to 
extent on government to achie,-e equity goals by redistributing income or 
among households. These goals can be reached thl'Ough the tax system. For 

a progressive income tax whose hmds are used for programs that benefit 
proportionally to income 'will redistribute income from the wealthy to 

poor. The goyenunent can also provide public services, such as medical aid to the 
(Medicaid), or it can transfer funds through such programs as Food Stamps. 

he result that a competiti\'e equilibrium can sustain e\'ery point on the con
urve is a fundamental result in microeconomics, It is important because it 

an answer to a basic nonnative question: Is there a trade-off between 
and efficiency? In other words, must a societv that wishes to achieve a 

equitable allo~ation of resources necessarily operate in an economically 
manner? The answer, which is given by the secolld t1zeoreJll of we~{t1re 
tells us that redistribution need not conflict with economic efficiencv. 
the second theorem states the following: ~ 

preferences are convex, then every efficient allocation (every 
on the contract curve) is a competiti\'e equilibrium for some initial allo
of goods. 
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In §6.2, we explain that an 
isoquant is a curve showing 
all possible combinations of 
inputs that yield the same 
output. 

Literally, this theorem tells us that any equilibrium deemed to be equitable 
can be achieved by a suitable distribution of resources among indi\"iduals and 
that such a distribution need not in itself generate inefficiencies. Unfortunatelv 
all programs that red.istl:i~ute income in our society ~re economically costl;; 
Taxes may encourage mdlvlduals to work less or cause hrms to deyote resources 
to a\"oiding taxes rather than to producing output. So, in effect, there is a trade_ 
off between the goals of equity and efficiency, and hard choices must be made. 
Welfare economics, which builds on the first and second theorems, provides a 
useful framework for debating the normative issues that surround the equity_ 
efficiency issue in public policy. 

Having described the conditions required to achieve an efficient allocation in the 
exchange of nyo goods, \ve nmv consider the efficient use of inputs in the pro
duction process. We assume there are fixed total supplies of h'l'o inputs, labor 
and capital, that are needed to produce the same two products, food and cloth
ing. Instead of only two people, however, ,,\Te now assume that many consumers 
own the inputs to production (including labor) and earn income by selling them. 
This income, in tum, is allocated behveen the n,\To goods. 

This framework links the various supply and demand elements of the econ
omy. People supply inputs to production and then use the income they earn to 
demand and consume goods and services. When the price of one input 
increases, the individuals who supply a lot of that input earn more income and 
consume more of one of the hvo goods. In turn this increases the demand for the 
inputs needed to produce the good and has a feedback effect on the price of 
those inputs. Only a general equilibrium analysis can find the prices that equate 
supply and demand in every market. 

Production in the Edgeworth Box 
We 'will continue to use the Edgevwrth box diagram, but rather than measure 
goods on each axis as we did before, we will novv measure inputs to the produc
tion process. Figure 16.8 sho'ws a box diagram in which labor input is rneasured 
along the horizontal axis and capital input on the verticaL Fifty hours of la~or 
and 30 hours of capital are available for the production process. In our earlier 
analysis of exchange, each origin represented an individual; now each origin 
represents an output. The food origin is OF' and Oc is the clothing origin. ?:e 
only difference between our production analysis and our exchange analYSiS 15 

that now we Ineasure inputs rather than outputs in the diagram and we focus on 
two outputs rather than nyo consumers. 

Each point in the diagram represents the labor and capital inputs to the pro
duction of food and clothing. For example, A represents the input of 35 hours of 
labor and 5 hours of capital in the production of food and the input of 15 hou:s 

of labor and 25 hours of capital in the production of clothing. Eyery way 111 

which labor and capital can be combined to produce the two goods is repre
sented by a point in the diagram. 

A series of production isoquants shows the levels of output produced 
various input combinations. Each isoquant represents the total production of a 
good that can be obtained, 'without distinguishing the finn or firms that pr.<r 
du~ed it. We have dr.awn three food isoquan~s rep~'esentir~g 50, 60, and 80 u~: 
of tood output. The lsoquants for food look Just lIke the lsoquants ,ye work 
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In an Edgeworth production box with nvo fixed inputs and nyo goods, an efficient use of inputs occurs when the iso
quants for the hvo goods are tangent. If production initially uses the inputs described by A, the shaded area shows the 
region in which more of both outputs can be produced by rearranging input use. Points B, C, and D are on the pro-
duction contract curve and involve efficient use. 

with in Chapter 6, but we have rotated the clothing isoquants by 180 degrees so 
that they can be read from the point of Yie\N of the origin Oc. For example, the 
isoquant 50F represents all combinations of labor and capital that combine to 
produce 50 units of food, while 25C represents all combinations of labor and 
capital that combine to produce 25 units of clothing. 

We haye also drawn three isoquants representing 10, 25, and 30 lmits of cloth
ing. These isoquants increase in output as we moye from upper right to lower 
left, again because one or both inputs haye increased. Now we can see that A 
simultaneouslv represents 50 units of food and 25 units of clothina each associ-" 0' 
ated with a different cornbination of production inputs. 

Input Efficiency 

To see how inputs can be combined efficiently, we must find the various combi
nations of inputs that can be used to produce "each of the two outputs. A partiCll
lar allocation of inputs into the production process is technically efficient if the 
output of one good cannot be increased without decreasing the output of 
another good. Efficiency in production is not a new concept; in Chapter 6 we 
sa~ that a production function represents the maximum output that can be 
achieved with a gh'en set of inputs. Here we extend the concept to the produc

of nyo goods rather than one. 
Figure 16.8 shows that inputs are allocated inefficientlv if reallocatina them 

generates more of one or both goods. For example, an inefficient allocatio~, such 
as that shown at point A, miaht arise if a labor union market has effecti,"ely 
enfo~ced inefficient vvork rule~ TIle allocation at A is clearly inefficient becaus"e 

mput combination in the shaded area generates mo;e of both food and 

technical efficiency Wl\en 
firms combine inputs to 
produce a giyen output as 
inexpensi\"ely as possible 
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production contract curve 
Curve showing all technically 
efficient combinations of 
inputs. 

In §6.4, we explain that the 
mawinal rate of technical 

o " 
substitution of labor tor capI-
tal is the amount bv which 
the input of capital can be 
reduced when one extra unit 
of labor is used, so that out
put remains constant 

Recall from §73 that an iso
cost line includes all possible 
combinations of labor and 
capital that can be purchased 
for a given total cost 

clothing. Thus, we can move from A to B by svvitching som: labor from the pro
duction of food to the production of clothing and some capItal tron, the prOduc_ 
tion of clothing to the production of food. This switch generates the same 
amount of food (50 units), but a larger amount of clothing (from 25 to 30 units). 

Points Band C in Figure 16.8 are both efficient 
allocations, as are all points lying on the curve that connects OF to 0c· Each of 
these points is a point of tangency of tvvo isoquants, just as every point on the 
exchanGe contract curve represents a point of tangency of two indifference 
curves. The production contract curve represents all teclu,ically efficient combi
nations of inputs. Every point that does not lie on this production c~ntr.act curve 
is inefficient because the two isoquants that pass through the pomt mtersect. 
\;\Then two isoquants intersect, as at point A, labor and capital can be reallocated 
to increase the output of at least one of the two goods. From A, we have seen that 
any allocation within the shaded area increases the production of both goods; 
th~refore, A is technically inefficient. 

Producer Equilibrium in a 
Competitive Input Market 
If input markets are competitive, a point of efficient production will 
achieved. Let's see why. If the labor and capital Inarkets are perfectly competi
tive, then the wage rat~ w will be the same in all industries. Likewise, the rental 
price of capital r will be the same whether capital is use~ in the food o~ clot~? 
industry. We know from Chapter 7 that if producers of toad and clothmg mlTIl
mize p;oduction costs, they \·vill use. combina~ions o~ labor and capita~ so that 
the ratio of the rnarginal products ot the two lTlputs IS equal to the ratIo of the 
input prices: 

But we also showed that the ratio of the marginal products of the two inputs is 
equal to the marginal rate of teclmical substihltion of labor for capital MRTStI::· 

As a result, 

MRTSu: wi} (16.2} 

Because the MRTS is the slope of the firm's isoquant, a competitive equiIib~ 
rium can occur in the input market only if each producer must use labor and 
capital so that the slopes of the isoquants are equal to or:e anotl:er ~nd t? _the 
ratio of the prices of the two inputs. As a ~·e.sult, tlz~ cO.lIlpetltru~ ~qllll~brlllJlllteb on 
the prodllctioll COil tract Cllrue, IIlld the cOlllpctztrue eqllllLbnzllllls efflcleJ1t III 

Where we end up on the production contract curve depends on 
demands for the two goods. For example, suppose consumers tend to 
food rather than clothing. One possible competitive equilibrium occurs at D 
Figure 16.8. Her~, the food. producer minimizes t.he cost o~ producing 80. 0' 

food by employmg 43 umts of labor and 20 umts of capItaL The ~lothlllo 
ducer Generates 10 units of clothinG with 7 units of labor and 10 Ull.lts of 
Becau;e the wage rate is equal to tl~e rental price of capital, the isocostynes 
a slope of 1 in the diagram. At these prices neither producer will WIsh to 
chase additional production inputs. 
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It is easy to check that if we begin at a point off the production contract cun'e, 
both producers will find it advantageous to hire labor or ren! capital so. that th~y 
'an reallocate their inputs to minimize costs. It is also clear trom the dIagram 111 

~icrure 16.8 that the input market has no unique cornpetitive equilibrium. 
Efficiency in the use of inputs can u1volve the production of much food and little 
clothu1g, or vice versa. 

The Production Possibilities 
The production possibilities frontier shows the various combinations of food 
and clothu1g that can be produced with fixed inputs of labor and capital, holding 
technology constant. The frontier in Figure 16.9 is derived from the production 
conh'act curve in Figure 16.8. Each point on both the contract cun'e and the pro
duction possibilities frontier describes an efficiently produced lewl of both food 
and clothu1g. 

We have labeled the points on the frontier to correspond to the points on the 
production contract curve. POU1t OF represents one ext~eme, .in which.only.cloth
ing is produced, and Oc represents the other extreme, m whIch onl~ tOO? IS pro
duced, Points B, C, and 0 correspond to the three other labeled pomts trom the 

curve of Figure 16.8. 
Point A, representu'lg an inefficient allocation, lies u1side the production pos

sibilities frontier. All points within the triangle ABC im'olve the complete utiliza
of labor and capitalu1 the production process. However, a distortion in the 

labor market, perhaps due to a rent-maximizing union, has caused the economy 
as a whole to be productively inefficient. 

Why is the production possibilities frontier downward sloping? In order to 
more food efficiently, one must switch inputs from the production of 

clothing, which in turn lowers the clothing production level. Because all points 
lying within the frontier are inefficient, they are off the production contract curve. 

Clothing 
(units) 

60 OF 

a 100 

Enlarged 
areas 

Food 

production possibilities frontier shows all efficient combinations of outputs. 
B, C, and 0 are taken from comparable points on the production contract 

in Figure 16.8. The production possibilities frontier is concave because its slope 
. rate of transformation) increases as the level of production of food 

production possibilities 
frontier CUlTe showing the 
combinations of two goods 
that can be produced with 
fixed quantities of inputs, 

Recall from §1-±..± that a rent
maximizing union attempts 
to maximize the wages that 
members earn in excess of 
their opportunity cost 
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marginal rate of transforma
tion Amount of one good 
that must be given up to pro
duce one additional unit of a 
second good 

The production possibilities frontier' IS 
concave (bowed in)-i.e., its slope increases in magnitude as ITIOre food is pro-
duced. To describe this, vve define the marginal rate of transformation of food 
for clothing (MRT) as the magnitude of the slope of the frontier at ea~h point. The 
MRT lIleasures how much c/otllillg iIlust ~e !Sivell up to produce olle addztzonal unit of 
food. For example, the enlarged areas ot FIgure 16.9 shovv that at B ?n the frontier, 
the MRT is 1 because 1 unit of clothing must be given up to obtain 1 additional 
unit of food. At 0, hO\\'e\'e1', the MRT is 2 because 2 units of clothing must be 
gi\'en up to obtain 1 more unit of food., . 

Note that as we increase the production ot ~ood by movmg along the produc
tion possibilities frontier, the MRT increases. o Th~s increase occurs b~cause the 
productivity of labor and capital differs dependmg on w~ether the mputs are 
used to produce more food or clothing. Suppose we begIn at OF, where only 
clothing is produced. Now we remove some labor and capital fronl. clothing pro
duction, where their marginal products are relatively low, and put them into 
food production, \A"here their marginal products are high. Then, t? obtain the 
first unit of food, \'ery little clothing production is lost (the MRT IS much less 
than 1). But as we move along the frontier and produce less clothing, the pro
ductivities of labor and capital in clothing production rise and the productivities 
of labor and capital in food production fall. At B, the productivities are equal 
and the MRT is 1. Continuing along the frontier, we note that because the input 
productivities in clothing rise more and the productivities in food decrease, the 

MRT becomes greater than 1. . .. . " 
We can also describe the shape of the production posSIbIlItIes frontIer m terms 

of the costs of production. At OF' where very little clothing output is lost to pro
duce additional food, the marginal cost of producing food is very low (a lot of 
output is produced with \'ery little input); cOlwersely, the marginal cost of pr<:
ducina clothina is very hiah (it takes a lot of both inputs to produce another urut 
of cloB.ling). Thus, wl;en ~he MRT is low, so is the ~atio of t~l.e marginal cost of 

P
roducina food MC to the marainal cost of producmg clothmg MCc· In fact, tile 

1:) F 1:) • f d' 
slope of the productioll possibilities frolltier measures tlze lIlargZl1aZ cost 0. pro ucmgo1!e 
good relative to tlze l/1argillal cost of producillg tlze otlzer. The curvature of t~le produc
tion possibilities frontier follows directly from the fact that the .ma~·g~nal co~t of 
producing food relatiye to the marginal cost of prod~l~ing clothmg IS mcreasmg, 
At every point along the frontier, the following condltlOn holds: 

MRT = MCr/MCc 

At B, for example, the MRT is equal to 1. Here, 'v"hen inp~ts a:'e switched 
clothing to food production, 1 unit of output is lost and. 1 IS gamed. If .the 
cost of producing 1 unit of either good is $100, the ratlO of the margmal 
would be 5100/$100, or 1. Equatio~l (16.3) also holds at 0 (and ~t every d 
point on the frontier). Suppose the mputs needed to produc~ 1 Ull.lt of foo 
5160. The marginal cost of food \-\'ould be $160, but the margmal C?st of 
would be only $80 ($160/2 units of clothing). As a result, the ratlO of the 
ginal costs, 2, is equal to the MRT 

5 The production possibilities frontier need not haye a continually increasing Iv~RT. Suppose. 
I · 1 d t' • 'ood In example that there were stronal\' decreasina returns to sca e ill t 1e pro uc IOn 01 1 • b 

' , , '" , . '" . I f I tl' a that must e as inputs were moyed from clothmg to food productIOn, t 1e amount 0 c 0 11110 
up to obtain one more unit of food would decline 
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output 
for an economy to be efficient, goods must not only be produced at minimum 
cost; goods must also be produced ill combinatiolls tlzat II/atciz people's willillglless to 
pay for them. To understand this principle, recall from Chapter 3 that the mar
'erinal rate of substitution of clothing for food (MRS) measures the consumer's 
~vi1lingness to pay for an additional unit of food by consuming less clothing. But 
the marginal rate of transformation measures the cost of an additional unit of 
food in terms of producing less clothing. An economy produces output effi
dently only if, for each consumer, 

MRS = MRT (16.4) 

To see why this condition is necessary for efficiency, suppose the MRT equals 
1, while the MRS equals 2. In that case, consumers are willing to giye up 2 units 
of clothing to get 1 unit of food, but the cost of getting the additional food is only 
1 unit of lost clothing. Clearly, too little food is being produced. To achieve 
efficiency, food production must be increased, so that the MRS falls and the 
r.1RT increases until the two are equal. The outcome is efficient only when 
r.1RS = MRT for all pairs of goods. 

Figure 16.10 shows this important efficiency condition graphically. Here, we 
have superimposed one consumer's indifference curve on the production possi

frontier from Figure 16.9. Note that C is the only point on the production 
possibilities frontier that maximizes the consumer's satisfaction. Although all 
points on the production frontier are technically efficient, not all involve the 
most efficient production of goods from the consumer's perspective. At the 
point of tangency of the indifference curve and the production frontier, the MRS 
(the slope of the indifference curve) and the MRT (the slope of the production 

. ) are equal. 

Clothing 
(units) 

60 

o 

Production 
Possibilities 
Frontier 

:-'IRS = MRT 

Indifference 
Curve 

100 Food 
(units) 

efficient combination of outputs is produced when the marginal rate of transfor
between the two goods (which measures the cost of producing one good rel

to the other) is equal to the consumer's marginal rate of substitution (which 
the marginal benefit of consuming one good relative to the other), 
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In §3.3, we explain that utility 
maximization is achie\'ed 
when the marginal benefit of 
consuming an additional unit 
of each product is equal to its 
marginal cost 

If vou were a planner in charge of managing an econorny, you ,\yould face a 
diffi~ult problem. To achie\'e efficiency you must e9-uate ~he .m.argina~.rate of 
transformation with the consumer's m.arginal rate ot substltutlOrL But It differ
ent consumers ha\'e different preferences for food and clothing, how can you 
decide what levels of food and clothing to produce and what arnount of each to 
give to e\'ery consumer, so that all consumers ha\'e. the same MRS? The informa_ 
tional and logistical costs are enormous. That IS one reason 'why centrally 
planned economies, like that of the fonner Soviet Union, perforn~ed so poorly. 
Fortunatelv, a well-functioning cOlnpetitive market system can aclne':e the same 
efficient o~tcome as an ideal managed economy 

Efficiency in Output Markets 
vVhen output markets are perfectly competitive, all consumers allocate their 
budaets so their marainal rates of substitution between two goods are equal to 

u u 
the price ratio. For our two goods, food and clothing, 

MRS 

At the same time, each profit-maximizing firm will produce its output up to the 
point at 'which price is equal to marginal cost. Again, for our two goods, 

PF = MC F and Pc = MCc 

Because the marginal rate of transformation is equal to the ratio of the marginal 

costs of production, it follows that 

(16.5) 

When output and input markets are competitive, production will b~ efficient 
in that the MRT is equal to the MRS. This condition is just another verSion of the 
marainal benefit-marainal cost rule discussed in Chapter 4. There vve saw that 

u 0 • I 
consumers buv additional units of a aood to the point at which the margma 

" 0 1 
benefit of consumption is equal to the marginal cost. Here 'I've s.~e t~lat t le p.ro-
duction of food and clothing is chosen so that the marginal beneht ot consumm,g 
another unit of food is equal to the marginal cost of producing food; the same lS 

true for the consumption and production of clothing. . . d 
Figure 16.11 shows that efficient competitive output markets are achIeve 

when production and co~sumptio:l choices are sepa~·ate~. Suppo~~ .the ~a~:: 
aenerates a price ratio ot p}J Pi:. If producers are usmg Inputs eftlClently, Y 
u . . 1'" 1 to the MRT~ will produce tood and clothmg at A, 'where t le pnce ratlO IS equa . 
the slope of the production possibilities frontier. When faced \vith thIS budg:

t 

constraint, however, consumers will consume at B, where they rnaximize therr 
level of satisfaction (on indifference curve Ll2)' Because the producer wants to 
produce F1 units of food, while consumers want to buy F2, t~lere will be an 'ts 
demand for food. Correspondingly, because consumers WIsh to buy C2 Ufll 

clothina while producers wish to sell C1, there will be an excess supply of 
? . . ' .' f f d '11" nd that ina. Pnces m the market WIll then adjust: The pnce 0 00 WI Ilse a 

u 1 . l' '11 love clothing 'will falL As price ratio Pd Pc increases, t le pnce me WI n . 

the production frontier. 
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Clothing 
(units) Pi/Pc 

F* F, Food 
(units) 

we 

In a competitive ouput market, people consume to the point where their manrrnal 
rate of substitution is equal to the price ratio. Producers choose outputs so tha~ the 
marginal rate of trru~s~ormation is equal to the price ratio. Because the :NIRS equals 
the MRT, the competitive output market is efficient. Any other price ratio will lead to 
an excess demand for one good and an excess supply of the other. 

An equilibrium results when the price ratio is Prj Pc at C. Here, producers 
want to sell F* units of food and C* units of clothing; consumers want to buv the 
same amounts. At this equilibrium, the MRT and the MRS are equal, so aga~l the 
competitive equilibrium is efficient. 

18.5 
Cle~rly there are gains from international trade in an exchange economy. We 
have seen that two persons or two countries can benefit bv tradina to reach a 

• " U 
pomt on the contract cun'e. Howeyer, there are additional aains from trade 
when the economies of two countries differ so that one countr/has a colllpnrati-ue 
Ildv~lltnge i:l producing one good, \'\'hile a second country l~as a comparative 
advantage 111 producing another. 

Comparative Advantage 
COlllltry 1 izllS Il comparative advantage ouer eOlilltnj 2 ill 1Jrodllcilla a aood if the 
cost or 'd . . ,-. roo . 

] plO lICl/zg that r;;ood, reiatzI'e to the cost of 1JrodllCllw other aood, ill 1 is lower tl c. w t () L' - , 
ze cost of prociliCIIZ,? the '1ood ill 2, reilltiue to the cost of l)rodllCiwl' other aood" 'N. COwl 0 0-

-,late that cornparati\'e advantage is not the same as absoilite advantage. A 
~as an absolute advantage in producing a good if its cost is lower than 

cost 111 another country. A comparative advantage, on the other hand, 
that a counhfs cost, reilltiue to the costs of other goods it prodllces, is lower 

the other country's. 

comparative advantage Situ
ation in which country 1 has 
an advantage over co~mtry 2 
in producing a good because 
the cost of producing the good 
in L relative to the cost of pro
ducing other goods in 1, is 
lower than the cost of produc
ing the good in 2, relative to 
the cost of producing other 
goods in 2. 

absolute advantage Situa
tion in which country 1 has an 
advantage over cou~try 2 in 
producing a good because the 
cost of producing the good in 
1 is lower than the cost of pro
ducing it in 2 
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Holland 

Italy 

CHEESE 
(1 LB.) 

6 

WINE 
(1 GAL.) 

2 

3 

When each of two countries has a comparative advantage, they are better off 

Producino what they are best at and purchasing the rest. To see this, suppose o 0 

that the first country, Holland, has an nbsoillte advantage in producing both 
cheese and wine. A ,~'orkel' there can produce a pound of cheese in 1 hour and a 
gallon of wine in 2 hours. In Italy, on the other hand, it takes a worker 6 hours to 
produce a pomed of cheese and 3 hours to produce a gallon of wine. The produc
tion relationships are summarized ill Table 16.3.° 

Holland has a cOlllpnrntive advantage over Italy in producing cheese: 
Holland's cost of cheese production (in terms of hours of labor used) is half its 
cost of producing wine, 'vvhereas Italy's cost of producing cheese is h'lice its cost 
of producing vvine. Likevvise, Italy has a comparative advantage in producmg 
wine, which it can produce at half the cost at 'which it can produce cheese. 

The comparative advantage of each country determines what happens when 
they trade. The outcome will depend on the price of each good relative to the 
other when trade occurs. To see how this might work, suppose that with trade 
one gallon of wine sells for the same price as one pound of cheese in both 
Holland and Italy 

Without h'ade, Holland could, with 24 hours of labor input, produce 24 pounds 
of cheese, 12 gallons of vvine, or a combination of the tvw, such as 18 pounds of 
cheese and 3 gallons of wille. But Holland can do better. For every hour of la?or 
Holland can produce 1 pound of cheese, 'which it can trade for 1 gallon of wme; 
if the wine were produced at home, 2 hours of labor would be required .. It . 
therefore, ill Holland's illterest to specialize in the production of cheese, which It 
will export to Italv in exchanoe for wine. If, for example, Holland produced 
24 pounds of che~se and trad~d 6, it would be able to consume 18 pounds of 
cheese and 6 gallons of wine-a definite improvement over the 18 pounds of 
cheese and 3 oallons of wine available ill the absence of trade. 

Italy is als~ better off '""ith trade. Note that without trade, Italy can, with the 
same 24 hours of labor illpUt, produce 4 pounds of cheese, 8 gallons of. w~e, or a 
combination of the two, such as 3 pounds of cheese and 2 gallons ot wme. 
the other hand, with every hour of labor Italy can produce one-thi~~ of a gallod 
of wine, which it can trade for one-third of a pound of cheese. It It pr?duce 
cheese at home, twice as much time would be involved. Specialization m 
production, therefore, is advantageous for Italy Suppose that Italy 
8 oallons of wine and traded 6; in that case, it would be able to 

1:> 
6 pounds of cheese and 2 gallons of wine, likewise an intprovement over 
3 pounds of cheese and 2 gallons of wine available without trade. 

6 This example is based on "World Trade: Jousting for Ad\'antage," The Ecollomist 
1990): 5-40. 
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An 
When there is comparative advantage, illternational h'ade has the effect of allowmg 
a c01.Ulh-y to COnS1.U1le outside its production possibilities frontier. This can be seen 
crraphically in Figure 16.12, which shows a production possibilities frontier for 
Bolland. Suppose initially that Holland has been pre\'ented from trading with Italy 
because of a protectionist trade barrier. ,,'\That is the outcome of the competitive 
process ill Holland? Production is at POillt A, on mdifference curve Llv where the 
JviRT and the pre-h'ade relative price of wille and cheese is 2. If Holland were able to 
trade, it would want to export 2 p01.mds of cheese ill exchange for 1 gallon of wme. 

Suppose now that the trade barrier is dropped and Holland and Italy are both 
open to trade. Suppose also that as a result of differences in demand and costs in 
the two counh'ies, trade occurs on a one-to-one basis. Holland will find it advan
tageous to produce at point B, the point of tangency of the 1/1 price line and 
Holland's production possibilities frontier. 

That is not the end of the story, however. Point B represents the production 
decision in Holland (Once the trade barrier has been removed, Holland will pro
duce less wine and more cheese domestically). With trade, however, consump
tion will occur at point 0, at which the hioO"her indifference curve Ll, is tanoent to - 1:> 

the trade price line. Thus trade has the effect of expanding Holland's consump-
tion choices beyond its production possibilities frontier. Holland will import 
WD - WBunitsofwineandexportCB - Co units of cheese. 

With trade, each country will undergo a number of important adjustments. 
As Holland imports wine, the production of domestic wine will fall, as will 

Cheese 
(pounds) 

World 

& & 

Pre-trade 
Prices 

-+----------

<~---------_J> Wo 
Imports 

Wine 

trade, production and consumption are at point A, corresponding to a relative price of cheese to wine of 2 to 
F trade at a relative price of 1 cheese to 1 wine, domestic production is now at B, wIllie domestic consumption is 
tee trade has allowed utility to increase from U 1 to U 2' 
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employment in the wine industry" Cheese production will increase, however, as 
will the number of jobs in that industry Workers with job-specific skills may 
find it difficult to change employment Thus not everyone will gain as the result 
of free trade, Although consumers will clearly be better off, producers of wine 
and workers in the wine industry are likely to be worse off, at least tenl.porarily. 

G overnments. can use ~uotas and tariffs t.a discourage. imports and stimu
late domeshc produchon" But these de\'lces can resh'lCt or alter consumer 

choices and thereby generate substantial output inefficiencies. One example is 
the US imposition of quotas on imports of Japanese automobiles" 

During the past three decades, the US automobile industry has faced 
increasing world competition" In 1965, for example, imports accounted for only 
6"1 percent of total domestic sales. This figure increased, hovve\'er, to 2R8 per
cent in 1980, when the industry earned a negative profit rate of -9.3 percent on 
its investment Part of the industry's difficulty was due to higher-quality, 
lower-priced Japanese cars" To deal with these competiti\-e problems, the auto
mobile industry convinced the government to negotiate a voluntary export 
restraint (VER) agreement with the Japanese in 1981. The VER limited Japanese 
exports to the United States to 1.68 million cars per year, as compared -with the 
25 million cars imported in 1980" US automobile manufacturers argued that 
the quotas would give time to retool their machines and restruchlre their mlion 
agreements to compete effecti\-ely in the world market. 

Hovv did these quotas affect the world market? Did they help or hurt 
American consumers and producers? Answers to these questions require a 
general equilibrium analysis of the Japanese and US automobile indush-ies, as 
well as analyses of the markets for labor, materials, and other inputs to the pro
duction process. 

The evidence suggests that the quotas did little to help the industry retooL U.S. 
manufachlrers had already begun to reshuchlre their production toward smaller 
and more fuel-efficient cars during the late 1970s. (Realllweshnent expendirures 
increased by 88 percent from 1975-1976 to 1979-1980, for example") Although 
the quotas initially forced the Japanese to sell fewer cars, Japanese prices rose 
nearly $1000 per car lll. 1981-1982 and lll.later years, causing a $2 billion per year 
increase in revenues" In tum, higher Japanese prices ll1Creased the demand for 
u.s. cars, which allowed the U.s. auto llldustry to ll1Crease its prices, wages, and 
profits. Over the entire period of their imposition, the quotas increased US. auto 
profits by 510 billion. Finally, US. consumers were made worse off by about $3 
billion because US automobile prices were approxllnately 5350 to 5400 per car 
higher than they would have been without export resh-ictions"1 

The quotas initially benefitted US. automobile workers" Without quotas, 
domestic sales \vould have been about 500,000 units lower III the early 1980s, 
which h'anslates into about 26,000 jobs. But higher prices cost consumers well 
over $4.3 billion dollars. Each job that was retained cost approximately 
5160,000 ($4.3 billion/26,000). TIle VER was thus an extremely inefficient way 
to safeguard domestic employment. 

7 See Ste\'en Berry, James Le\'ind~hn, and Ariel Pakes "Voluntary Export Re~traints on A~~~ 
mobtles: E\"aluatmg a Trade PollC\·.' AlllerlCnll EC01l01ll1C RePleil' (June 1999): ·400-:>0; and Rober, 
Crandall, "Import Quotas and the Automobile Industry: The Costs of Protectionism," The BrookIl1g> 
Repicw (Summer 1984): 8-16. 
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In the early 1990s, the \'oluntary quota program had little effect on automo
bile imports" In 1991. for example, Japan exported 1.8 million cars to the United 
States, e\'en though the \'oluntar;: quota was 23 million.. By 1V1arch 1992 Japan 
opted to lower the limit \'oluntarily to 1.65 million, and by April 1992 the pro
gram was eliminated" Yet, despite the reduction in imported cars, Japan's share 
of the US automobile market increased from 205 percent in 1981 to 30.3 per
cent in 1991. and has remained between 25 percent and 30 percent throughout 
the 1990s" The explanation for the increase in market share is simple: The pro
duction of Japanese automobiles in US plants has increased substantially O\'er 
the past decade. Today, Japanese automobiles are being produced in ~many 
states, including Termessee and California" 

The demands for protectionist policies increased steadily during the 1980s 
and into the 1990s. They remain a subject of debate, whether out of concern 

for trade \vith various Asian countries or in relation to the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Protectionism can take many forms; they include 
tariffs and quotas of the kind that we analyzed in Chapter 9, regula~tory hur
dles, subsidies to domestic producers, and controls on the use of foreign 
exchange, Table 16A highlights the findings of one recent study of US
imposed trade restrictions," 

PRODUCER GAINSa CONSUMER LOSSESb 

INDUSTRY ($ MILLIONS) (S MILLIONS) 

Book manufacturing 305 500 

Orange juice 390 525 

Textiles and apparel 22,000 27,000 

Carbon steel 3,800 6,800 

Color televisions 190 420 

Sugar 550 930 

Dairy products 5,000 5,500 

Meat 1,600 1,800 

'Producer gains in this tariff case are defined as the area of trapezoid A in Figure 9J5. 

"Consumer losses are the sum of areas A, B, C, and D in Figure 9,15. 

'These are gh"en by triangles Band C in Figure 9J5" 

l' d example is based on Cletus Coughlin, K Alec Chrystal, and Geoffrey E Wood, "Protectionist 
Ora e POhCles: .0\ Sun-ey of Theon", E\'idence and Rationale," Federal RcserI'e Balik of 51. LOllis 
s:~?arY/Febr~ary 1988): 12-30. The data in the table are taken from Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Diane T 

r/~:r, and Knnberly Ann Elliott, "Trade Protection in the Cnited States: 31 Case Studies," Illstitllte 
1/ €rnntwl/al Ecoi/oll/ICS (1986) 

EFFICIENCY LOSSESc 

($ MILLIONS) 

29 

130 

4,850 

330 

7 

130 

1,370 

145 
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In §9.1, we explain that con
sumer surplus is the total 
benefit or value that con
sumers receive beyond what 
they pay for a good; producer 
surplus is the analogous 
measure for producers 

Recall from §3.3 that con
sumer satisfaction is maxi
mized when the marginal 
rate of substitution of food 
for clothing is equal to the 
ratio of the price of food to 
that of clothing. 

Because one of the major purposes of protectionism is to protect jobs in par
ticular indush'ies, it is not surprising that these policies create gains to producers. 
The costs, hmve\'er, in\'olve losses to consumers and a substantial reduction :in 
economic efficiency. These efficiency losses are the sum of the loss of producer 
surplus resulting from inefficient excess domestic production and the loss of 
consumer surplus resulting hom higher domestic prices and lower consurnption. 

As the table shovvs, the textiles and apparel industry is the largest SOurce of 
efficiency losses. Although there were substantial gains to producers, consumer 
losses are larger in each case. In addition, efficiency losses from excess (ineffi
cient) domestic production of textiles and reduced domestic consumption of 
imported textile products were also large-an estimated 54.85 billion. The sec
ond largest source of inefficiency was the dairy industry, where losses 
amounted to 51.37 billion. 

Finally, note that the efficiency cost of helping domestic producers varies 
considerably across industries. In textiles the ratio of efficiency costs to pro
ducer gains is 22 percent and in dairy products 27 percent; only orange juice is 
higher (33.3 percent). However, much lower ratios apply to color televisions 
(3.7 percent), carbon steel (8.7 percent), and book manufacturing (9.5 percent). 

18m8 

Our analysis of general equilibrium and econo111ic efficiency is now complete. In 
the process, we have obtained two remarkable results. First, \ve hm'e shown that 
for any initial allocation of resources, a competitive process of exchange among 
individuals, whether through exchange, input markets, or output markets, will 
lead to an econOlnicallv efficient outcome. The first theorem of welfare econom~ 
ics tells us that a comp~titive system, building on the self-interested goals of c?n
sumers and producers and on the ability of market prices to convey information 
to both parties, ,·"ill achieve an efficient allocation of resources. 

Second, we have shm'"n that with consumer preferences that are convex, 
efficient allocation of resources can be achieved by a competitive process 
suitable redistribution of those resources. The second theorem of welfare 
nomics tells us that under certain (admittedly ideal) conditions, issues of 
and efficiency can be treated distinctly from one another. . 

Both theorems of welfare economics depend crucially on the assump~on 
markets are competitive. Unfortunately, neither of these results necessanly 
when for some reason markets are no longer competitive. In the next two 
ters, we will discuss ways in 'Nhich markets fail and what government 
about it. Before proceeding, however, it is essential to revie"w our 
of the \vorkings of the competitive process. We thus list the condition~ 
required for economic efficiency in exchange, in input l1'larkets, and m 
markets. These conditions are important; in each of these three cases, you 
review the explanation of the conditions in this chapter and the 
building blocks in prior chapters. 

I, Efficiellcy ill exchange: All allocations must lie on the exchange contract 
so that every consumer's marginal rate of substitution of food for 
the same: 
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A competitive market achie\'es this efficient outcome because for consumers 
the tangency of the budget line and the highest attainable indifference CUlTe 
assure that 

Ivmstc = l}/Pc = rvIRS~c 

2. Efficiency ill .ole lise of inputs ill prodliCtioll: All input combinations must lie on 
tl:e produc.hO~ conh'act cU:'w, so that every producer's marginal rate of tech
nical subshtution of labor tor capital is equal in the production of both goods: 

MRTSfK = MRTStK 

A c~:n~etiti\'~ n.1arket achi~\'es this efficient outcome because each producer 
:nax1l11l~es p:oflt by choosmg labor and capital inputs so that the ratio of the 
l11put pnces IS equal to the marginal rate of technical substitution: 

MRTSfK w / r = MRTStK 

3. Efficie.llcy in the O~ItPlit lI~arket: The mix of outputs must be chosen so that the 
marg:nal rate o~ transformation between outputs is equal to consumers' 
margmal rates ot substitution: 

MRT FC = MRSFC (for all consumers) 

A c~m.p~titi\'e market achieves this efficient outcome because profit
maX1l11lZmg p.roducers increase their output to the point at which mar~tinal 
cost equals pnce: tJ 

As a result, 

MRTFC = MCr/MCc = PF/Pc 

But consumers maximize their satisfaction in competitive markets only if 

PF/Pc = MRSFC (for all consumers) 

Therefore, 

MRSFC = MRTFC 

and the output efficiency conditions are satisfied. Thus efficiencv requires 
th,at.goods are produced in combinations and at costs that matd; people's 
wl11mgness to pay for them. 

can o-ive two dl'ff . t' t . f 
tJ" elen 111 erpretatlOns 0 the conditions required for effi-

The £lrst stresses that competitive markets work. It also tells us that we 

ff' t? ensure that the prerequisites for competition hold so that resources can 
lClently all t d TL ' .' oca e . lle second stresses that the prerequisites for competi-

a~ehunhkely to hold. It tells us that we ought to concentrate on ways of deal-
WIt market f·l· Th' 1 -the re' al meso us tar we 1ave focused on the first interpretation. 
. n:~lIlder of the book, we concentrate on the second. 
om~:t~l~lve. markets fail ~or four basic reasons: market power, incomplete infor-

. nalztzes, and publzc goods. We will discuss each in tum. . 

Recall from §7.3 that profit 
maximization requires that 
the marginal rate of technical 
substitution of labor for capi
tal be equal to the ratio of the 
wage rate to the cost of capitaL 

In §S . .3, we explain that 
because a competitive firm 
faces a horizontal demand 
cun'e, choosing its output so 
that marginal cost is equal to 
price is profit-maximizing, 
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In §10.2, we explain that a 
seller of a product has mo
nopoly power if it can prof
itably charge a price greater 
than marginal cost; similarly, 
§10.5 explains that a buyer 
has monopsony power when 
its purchasing decision can 
affect the price of a good. 

We have seen that inefficiency, arises when a producer or supplie,r of c: factor input 
has market power. Suppose, tor example, that th~ producer of tood m. our Edge_ 
worth box diagram has monopoly power. I: the~'etore chooses H:e output quantity 
at which marginal revenue (rather than pnce) lS equal to marginal cost and sells 
less output at a price higher than in a competitive market. The lower output Will 
m.ean a lower marginal cost of food production. Meanwhile, the freed-up pro
duction inputs will be allocated to produce clothing, \\'hose marginal cost will 
increase. As a result, the marginal rate of transformation will decrease because 
MRTFc = MCF/MCc. We might end up, for example, at A on the production pos
sibilities frontier in Figure 16.9. Pr?ducin~ too little food and too nl..1..lCh clothing 
is an output inefficiency because tirms wlth market power use a different price 
in their output decisions than consumers use in their consumption decisions. 

A similar argument would apply to market power in an input market. Suppose 
that unions gave workers market power over the supply of their labor in the pro
duction of food. Too little labor 'would then be supplied to the food industry at too 
high a wage (WF) and too much labor to the clothing industry at too Iowa wage (wd. 
In the clothing industry, the input efficiency conditions 'would be satisfied because 
MRTStK wcir. But in the food industry, the wage paid would be greater than 
the wage in the clothing industry. Therefore, MRTSLK = LUFlr > Weir = MRTSfIc. 
The result is input inefficiency because efficiency requires that the marginal rates 
of teclmical substitution be equal in the production of all goods. 

Incomplete Information 
If consumers do not have accurate information about market prices or product 
quality, the market system will not operate efficiently. This lack of information 
may give producers an incentive to supply too much of some products and too 
little of others, In other cases, 'while some consumers may not buy a product 
even though they would benefit from doing so, others buy products that leave 
them worse off For example, consumers may buy pills that guarantee weight 
loss only to find that thev have no medical value. Finally, a lack of information 
ma\; pre~"ent some markets from e\'er de\'eloping. It may,~for exarnple, be imp os
sibie to purchase certain kinds of insurance because suppliers of insurance lack 
adequate information about consumers likely to be at risk. . 

Each of these informational problems can lead to competitive ncarket ineffl
ciencv. We will describe informational inefficiencies in detail in Chapter 17, and 
see \\:hether government intervention rnight cure them. 

External ities 
The price system works efficiently because market prices convey information 
both producers and consumers. Sometimes, however, market prices do 
reflect the activities of either producers or consumers. There is an 
when a consumption or production activity has an indirect effect on other 
sumption or production activities that is not reflected directly in market 
As we explained in Section 9.2, the word "externality" is used because the 
on others ("whether benefits or costs) are external to the market. 

Suppose, for example, that a steel plant dumps effluent in a ri\'er, thuS 
ing a recreation site downstream unsuitable for s'Nimming or fishing. There 
externality because the steel producer does not bear the true cost of w cn'vv",'" 

and so uses too much wastewater to produce its steel. This causes an input 
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ficiency. If this externality pre\'ails throughout the industry, the price of steel 
(which is equal to the marginal cost of production) will be lower than if the cost 
of production reHected the effluent cost As a result, too much steel will be pro
duced, and there will be an output inefficiency. 

We will discuss externalities and ways to deal with them in Chapter 18. 

public Goods 
The last source of market failure arises when the market fails to supply goods that 
many consumers value. A public good can be made a\'ailable cheaply to many con
stUuers, but once it is provided to some consumers, it is very difficult to pre\'ent 
others from consuming it. For example, suppose a firm is considering vvhether to 
undertake research on a new technology for which it cam-lOt obtain a patent. Once 
the invention is made public, others can duplicate it. As long as it is difficult to 
exclude other firms from selling the product, the research will be unprofitable. 

public good NonexclusiYe, 
nonri\"al good that can be 
made 3\"ailable cheaply but 
which, once a\"ailable, is diffi
cult to prevent others from 
consuming. 

Markets therefore undersupply public goods. We will see in Chapter 18 that 
government can sometimes resoh'e this problem either by supplying a good 
itself or by altering the incenti\'es for private firms to produce it. 

Partial equilibrium analyses of markets assume that 
related markets are unaffected. General equilibrium 
analyses examine all markets Simultaneously, taking 
into account feedback effects of other markets on the 
market being studied. 

2, An allocation is efficient when no consumer can be 
made better off by trade without making someone 
else worse off When consumers make all mutually 
ad\"antageous trades, the outcome is Pareto efficiel~t 
and lies on the contract curve. 

3, A competitive equilibrium describes a set of prices 
and quantities: When each consumer chooses her 
most preferred allocation, the quantity demanded is 
equal to the quantity supplied in e\'ery market. All 
competitive equilibrium allocations lie on the exchange 
contract CUlTe and are Pareto efficient. 

4. The utility possibilities frontier measures all efficient 
allocations in terms of the levels of utility that each 
person aclueves. Although both individuals prefer some 
allocations to an inefficient allocation, not cr.'en! efficient 
allocation must be so preferred. Thus an i;wfficient 
allocation can be more equitable than an efficient one. 

S. Because a competiti\"e equiliblimn need not be equitable, 
the government may wish to help redistribute wealth 
from rich to poor.. Because such redistribution is costly, 
there is some conflict between equity and efficienc}'. 

6. ~n allocation of production inputs is technically effi
Clent if the output of one good cannot be increased 
w.ithout decreasing the output of another .. All points 
ot technical efficiency lie on the production contract 
CllrVe and represent points of tangency of the iso
qllants for the two 

7. A competitive equilibrium in input markets occurs 
when the marginal rate of technical substitution 
between pairs of inputs is equal to the ratio of the 
prices of the inputs 

8. The production possibilities frontier measures all effi
cient allocations in terms of the le\"els of output that 
can be produced with a given combination of inputs. 
The marginal rate of h'ansformation of food for doth
ing increases as more food and less clothing are pro
duced .. The marginal rate of transformation is equal to 
the ratio of the marginal cost of producing food to the 
marginal cost of producing clothing. 

9. Efficiency in the allocation of goods to consumers is 
achieved only when the marginal rate of substitution 
of one good for another in consumption (which is the 
same for all consumers) is equal to the marginal rate of 
transformation of one good for another in production. 

10. When input and output markets are perfectly compet
itiYe, the marginal rate of substitution (which equals 
the ratio of the prices of the goods) will equal the mar
ginal rate of transformation (which equals the ratio of 
the marginal costs of producing the goods). 

11. Free international trade expands a country's produc
tion possibilities frontier.. As a result, consumers are 
better off. 

12. Competitive markets may be inefficient for four rea
sons. First, firms or consumers may have market pO\\"er 
in input or output markets. Second, consumers or pro
ducers may have incomplete information and may 
therefore err in their consumption and production deci-
sions. Third, externalities may be present. Fourth, some 

desirable not be 
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1. W11y can feedback effects make a general equilibrium 
analysis substantially different from a partial equilib
rium analysis? 

2. In the Edgeworth box diagram, explain how one 
point can simultaneously represent the market bas
kets owned by two consumers, 

3. In the analysis of exchange using the Edgeworth box 
diagram, explain why both consumers' marginal rates 
of substihltion are equal at every point on the contract 
CUlTe, 

4. "Because all points on a contract cun'e are efficient, 
they are all equally desirable from a social point of 
\"i.ew," Do you agree with this statement? Explain, 

5. How does the utility possibilities frontier relate to the 
contract cun'e? 

6. In the Edgeworth production box diagram, what 
conditions must hold for an allocation to be on the 

1. In the analysis of an exchange between two people, 
suppose both have identical preferences. Will the con
tract curve be a straight line? Explain. (Can you think 
of a c01.mterexample?) 

2. Give an example of conditions when the production 
possibilities frontier might not be concave. 

3. A monopsonist buys labor for less than the competi
tin wage. What type of inefficiency will this use of 
monopsony power cause? How would your answer 
change if the monopsonist in the labor market were 
also a monopolist in the output market? 

4. Jane has 8 liters of soft drinks and 2 sandwiches. Bob, 
on the other hand, has 2 liters of soft drinks and 4 
sandwiches. With these endowments, Jane's marginal 
rate of substitution (MRS) of soft drinks for sand
wiches is three; Bob's tvlRS is equal to one. Draw an 
Edgeworth box diagram to show whether this alloca
tion of resources is efficient. If it is, explain why. If it is 
not, explain what exchanges will make both parties 
better off. 

5. The Acme Corporation produces x and y units of 
goods Alpha and Beta, respecti\'ely. 
a. Use a production possibility frontier to explain 

how the willingness to produce more or less Alpha 
depends on the marginal rate of transformation of 
Alpha for Beta. 

production contract cun'e? Why is a competitive 
equilibrium on the contract curve? 

7. How is the production possibilities frontier related to 
the production contract cun'e? 

8. What is the marginal rate of transformation (MRT)? 
Explain why the MRT of one good for another is equal 
to the ratio of the marginal costs of producing the two 
goods. 

9. Explain \\'hy goods will not be distributed efficiently 
among consumers if the MRT is not equal to the con
sumers' marginal rate of substitution. 

10. W11y can free h'ade between two countries make con
sumers of both coUl1tries better off? 

11. What are the four major sources of market failure? 
Explain briefly why each prevents the competitive 
market from operating efficiently. 

b. Consider two cases of production extremes: Acme 
produces (i) zero l.mits of Alpha initially or (ii) zero 
units of Beta initially. If Acme always tries to stay 
on its production possibility frontier, describe the 
initial positions of cases (i) and (ii). What happens 
as the Acme Corporation begins to produce both 
goods? 

6. In the context of our analysis of the Edgeworth pro
duction box, suppose a new irlvention causes a constant
returns-to-scale production process for food to be
come a sharply increasing-rehlrns process. How does 
this change affect the production contract curve? 

7. Suppose gold (G) and silnr (5) are substitutes for 
each other because both serve as hedges against infla
tion. Suppose also that the supplies of both are 
irl the short nm (QG = 50, and Qs = 200) and that 
demands for gold and silver are given by the 
irlg equations: 

PG = 850 - QG + O.5Ps 

Ps = 540 - Qs + 0.2PG 

a. v\That are the equilibrium prices of gold and 
b. Suppose a new discovery of gold increas~s 

quantity supplied by 85 units, Hmv will thIS 
cove1'\' affect the prices of both aold and silver? 

• b 

!!II 

I I 

For most of this book, we have assumed that consumers and 
producers ha\'e complete information about the economic 

variables that are relevant for the choices the\' face. Now \'\'e 
will see 'what happens when some parties k~lOW more than 
others-Le., when there is asymmetric information. 

Asymmetric information is characteristic of many business 
situations, Frequently, a seller of a product kn.o"Ns more about 
its quality than the buver does. Workers usually know their 
own skills and abilitie~ better than employers. And business 
managers know more about their firm's costs, competitive 
position, and investment opportunities than do the firm's 
O"Nners. 

Asymmetric information explains many institutional 
arrangements in our society. It is one reason why automobile 
companies offer warranties on parts and service for new cars; 
why firms and employees sign contracts that include incen
tives and rewards; and 'why the shareholders of corporations 
must monitor the behavior of managers. 

We begin by examining a situation in 'which the sellers of a 
product ha\'e better information about its quality' than buyers 
have. We will see how this kind of asymmetric information can 
lead to market failure. In the second section, we see how sell
ers can avoid some of the problems associated with asymmet
ric information by giving potential buyers signals about the 
quality of their product. Product warranties provide a type of 
insurance that can be helpful when buyers have less informa
tion than sellers. But as the third section shows, the purchase 
of insurance entails difficulties of its own when buyers have 
better information than sellers. -

In the fourth section, we sho'w that managers may pursue 
goals other than profit maximization when it is costly for own
ers of private corporations to monitor their behavior. In other 
words, managers have better information than owners. \l\Te 
also show how firms can give managers an incentive to maxi
mize profits even when monitoring their behavior is costly. 
Finally, we show that labor markets may operate inefficiently 
'when employees have better information about their produc
tii'ity than employers have. 
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asymmetric information Sit
uation in which a buyer and a 
seller possess differei1t infor
mation about a transaction 

1 

Suppose you bought a new car for 520,00~, droye it 10~ miles, and ~hen l~ecided 
YOU really didn't want it There was nothmg wrong WIth the car-It pertormed 
beautifully and met all your expectations. You simply felt tha~ you COUld. do just 
as well without it and ,vould be better off saving the money tor other thmgs. So 
vou decide to sell the car. How much should you expect to get for it? Probably 
~10t more than 516,000-e\'en though the car is brand new, has been dri\'en only 
100 miles, and has a ,varrantv that is transferable to a new owner. And if you 
were a prospective buyer, yO~l probably wouldn't pay much more than 516,000 
yourself. 
- Why does the mere fact that the car is second-hand reduce its \'alue so much? 
To ans~ver this question, think about your own concerns as a prospecti\'e \:)l:yer. 
vVlw, 'lOU would wonder, is this car for sale? Did the owner really change lus or 
her~mind about the car just like that, or is there something wrong with it? Is this 

car a "lernon"? 
Used cars sell for much less than ne\v cars because there is aSYlllllletric illfo1'l11i1-

tioll abollt their qllality: The seller of a used car knows much r~ore about the car 
than the prospective buyer does. The buyer can hire a :necharuc to check the c~r, 
but the seller has had experience with it and wIll know mOl:e about It. 
Furthermore, the very fact that the car is for sale indicates that It may be a 
"lemon" -whv sell a I:eliable car? As a result, the prospective buyer of a used car 
will always be- suspicious of its quality-and with good reason.. . 

The implications of asymmetric information about l?roduct qualIty were £lrst 
analyzed by George Akerlof1 Akerlof's analysis goes tar beyond the market for 
used cars. The markets for insurance, financial credit, and even employment are 
also characterized by asvmmetric quality information. To understand the impli
cations of asvmmet~'ic i{lformation, we will start ''''ith the market for used cars 
and then see~how the same principles apply to other markets. 

The Market for Used Cars 
Suppose two kinds of used cars are available-high-quality. cars and, lo\~
quality cars. Also, SllPpOSC tlwt both sellers alld bllYcr~ ca~1 tell H~llcJl k/lld ot car 15 
wllicll. There 'will then be two markets, as illustrated m Figure 1/,1. In part (a), SH 
is the supply curve for high-quality cars, and OH is the d~mand CUlT:. Similarly, 
SL and OL in part (b) are the supply and demand curves tor l~w-quah~y cars, For 
any given price, SH lies to the left of SL because ovvners of. high-qu.alIty cars are 
more relucant to part with them and must receive a hIgher pnce to do so. 
Similarly, OH is higher than OL because buyers are \v.i11ing to 'pay mOl:e to get.a 
high-quality car. As the figure shows, the market pnce for hIgh-qualIty cars IS 
510,000, for low-quality cars 55000, and 50,000 cars of each type. are sol? 

In reality, the seller of a used car knows much more about ItS qualrty thaI: a 
buver doe;. (Buyers discover the quality only after they buy a car and drive it tor 
a '~'hile.) Consider what happens, then, if sellers knovv the quality of cars, but 
buvers do not. Initially, buvers might think that the odds are 50-50 that a car they 
bu)' will be high quality. ~Vhy? Because when both sellers alld buyers knew the 

1 George /\,. Akerlof, "The Market for 'Lemons': Quality Uncertainty and the Market ?vlechanism," 
Qllarterll! !ol!/'llal of Ecollolllics (August 1970): 48S-500 
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510,000 

55,000 --

25,000 50,000 50,000 75,000 QL 

(a) High-Quality Cars (b) Low-Quality Cars 

VVhen sellers of products have better information about product quality than buyers, a "lemons problem" may arise 
in which low-quality goods drive out high-quality goods. In (a) the demand curve for high-quality cars is DH . 

However, as buyers lower their expectations about the average quality of cars on the market, their perceived demand 
shifts to 0,11' Likewise, in (b) the perceived demand curve for low-quality cars shifts from DL to O,\~l' As a result, the 
quantity of high-quality cars sold falls from 50,000 to 25,000, and the quantity of low-quality cars sold increases from 
50,000 to 75,0000 Eventually, only cars are sold. 

quality 50,000 cars of each type were sold .. When making a purchase, buyers 
would therefore \'iew all cars as "medium" quality. (Of course, after buying the 
car, they will learn its true quality.) The demand for cars perceived to be 
medium-quality, denoted by 0.\1 in Figure 17.1, is below OH but above OLo As the 
figure shO\vs,fcwer lzigh-qllalih/ WI'S (25,000) al1d more low-qllality WI'S (75,000) will 
110W be sold, 

As consumers begin to realize that most cars sold (about three-fourths of the 
total) are lovv quality, their perceived demand shifts. As Figure 17.1 shows, the 
new perceived demand curve rnight be OU1' which means that, on average, cars 
are thought to be of low to medium quality. However, the mix of cars then shifts 
even more hea\'ily to low quality. As a result, the perceived demand curve shifts 
further to the left, pushing the mix of cars even further tOl\'ard low quality. This 
shiftillg COl1tilllles ulltil ol1ly lOIL'-qllalih/ cars are sold. At that point, the market price 
'would be too 101\' to bring forth any high-quality cars for sale, so consumers cor
rectly assume that any car they buy will be low quality and the only relevant 
demand cun'e will be 0L' 

The situation in Figure 17.1 is extreme. The market may come into equilib
rium at a price that brings forth at least some high-quality cars. But the fmctiolz of 
high-quality cars will be sl1laller thall it wOllld be ~f COIISUl1lerS cOllld idellt~fy qllality 
before ll/akil1g tlze pllrc!zasc. That is why I should expect to sell my brand new car, 
which I kllow is in perfect condition, for much less than I paid for it. Because of 
asymmetric information, low-quality goods drive high-quality goods out of the 
market. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as the lell/olls problem. 
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adverse selection Form of 
market failure resulting from 
asymmetric information: if 
insurance companies must 
charge a single premium 
because they cannot distin
guish betw·een high-risk and 
low-risk individuals, more 
high-risk individuals will 
insure, making it unprofitable 
to sell insurance. 

Our used cars example shows hoy\' asymmetric information can result in mark t 
failure. In an ideal world of fully functioning markets, consumers would be ab~ 
to choose between low-quality and high-quality cars. While some will chaos: 
low-~uality ca_rs because they cost less, others :\'i~l prefe~ to pay more for high
qualIty cars. Unfortunately, consumers cannot m tact eaSIly determine the qual. 
ity of a used car until after they purchase it. As a result, the price of used cars 
falls, and high-quality cars are driven out of the market. 

Market failure arises, therefore, because there are owners of high-quality cars 
who value their cars less than potential buyers of high-quality cars. As a result 
both parties can enjoy gains from trade. Unfortunately, buyers' lack of informa~ 
tion prevents this Inutually beneficial trade from occurring. 

Used cars are just a stylized example to illustrate an 
important problem that affects many markets-the problem of adverse selec
tion. Adverse selection arises when products of different qualities are sold at a 
single price because buyers or sellers are not sufficiently informed to determine 
the true quality at the time of purchase. As a result, too much of the low-quality 
product and too little of the high-quality product are sold in the marketplace. 
Let's look at some other examples of asymmetric information and adverse selec
tion. In doing so, we will also see ho'"" the government or priv·ate firms might 
respond to the problem. 

Why do people over age 65 haw difficulty buy
ing medical insurance at almost any price? Older people do have a much higher 
risk of serious illness, but why doesn't the price of insurance rise to reflect that 
higher risk? Again, the reason is asymmetric information. People who buy msur* 
ance know much more about their general health than any insurance company 
can hope to know, even if it insists on a 111.edical examination. As a result, 
adverse selection arises, much as it does in the market for used cars. Because 
unhealthy people are more likely to want insurance, the proportion of unhealthy 
people in the pool of insured people increases. This forces the price of insurance 
to rise, so that more healthy people, aware of their low risks, elect not to be 
insured. This further increases the proportion of unhealthy people among the 
insured, which forces the price of insurance up more. This process continues 
until nearly all people who want to buy insurance are unhealthy. At that point, 
selling insurance becomes unprofitable. 

Adverse selection can make the operation of insurance markets problematic 
in other ways. Suppose an insurance company wants to offer a policy for a par
ticular event, such as an auto accident that results in property damage. It selects 
a target population-say, men under age 25-to whom it plans to market this· 
policy, and it estimates the frequency of accidents within this group. For some 
these people, the probability of being in an accident is low, much less thm: . 
for others it is high, much more than .01. If the insurance company cannot distin:, 
guish between high- and low-risk men, it 'will base the premium. for all men 
the average experience-i.e., an accident probability of .01. With better 
tion, some people (those with low probabilities of an accident) will choose 
insure, while others (those with high probabilities of an accident) will ULlLU'U~':" 
the insurance. This in tum raises the accident probability of those who choose 
be insured above .01, forcing the insurance company to raise its premium. In 
extreme, only those who are likely to be in an accident will choose to 
making it impractical to sell insurance. 

-------9 
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These kinds of market failure create a role for government. For health insur
ance, it provides an argument in fav·or of Medicare or related forms of gOv'ern
ment health insurance for the elderly. By providing insurance for all people over 
age 65, the government eliminates the problem of adverse selection." 

By using a credit card, many of us borrow money 
without prov'iding any collateraL Most credit cards allov\' the holder to run a 
debit of several thousand dollars, and many people hold several credit cards. 
Credit card companies earn money by charging interest on the debit balance. But 
how can a credit card company or bank distinguish high-quality borrowers 
(who pay their debts) from low-quality borrowers (who don't)? Clearly, borrowers 
have better information-i.e., they knmv more about whether they will pay than 
the lender does. Again, the lemons problem arises. Credit card companies and 
banks must charge the same interest rate to all borrowers. This attracts more 101.-,'
quality borro·wers, which forces the interest rate up, ·which increases the number 
oHow-quality borrowers, which forces the interest rate up furthel~ and so on. 

In fact, credit card companies and banks can, to some extent, use computer
ized credit histories, which they often share with one another to distinauish _ '0 

"low-quality" from "high-quality" borrowers. Many people think that comput
erized credit histories irwade their privacy. Should companies be allowed to 
keep these credit histories and share them with other lenders? We can't answer 
this question for you, but we can point out that credit histories perform an 
important function: They eliminate, or at least greatly reduce, the problem of 
asymmetric information and adverse selection, which might otherwise prevent 
credit markets from operating. Without these histories, even the creditworthy 
would find it extremely costly to borrow money. 

The Importance of Reputation and Standardization 

Asymmetric information is also present in many other markets. Here are just a 
few examples: 

II Retail stores: Will the store repair or allow you to return a defective product? 
The store knows more about its policy than you do. 

II Deniers of 1'I1re stamps, COiIlS, books, alld pailltings: Are the items real or counter
feit? The dealer knows much more about their authenticity than you do. 

II Roofers, plumbers, and electricians: vVhen a roofer repairs or renovates the roof 
of your house, do you climb up to check the quality of the work? 

II Restil1l1'l1nts: How often do you go into the kitchen to check if the chef is using 
fresh ingredients and obeying the health laws? 

In all these cases, the seller knows much more about the quality of the prod
uct than the buyer does. Unless sellers can provide information about quality to 
buyers, low-quality goods and services will drive out high-quality ones, and 
there will be market failure. Sellers of hiah-qualitv aoods and services therefore ha 0 ,0 " 

ve a big incentive to convince consumers that their quality is indeed high. In 
the examples cited above, this task is performed largely by reputation. You shop 
a~ a particular store because it has a reputation for servicing its products; you 
hire a particular roofer and plumber because they have reputations for doing 

aVoid :ame general argumer:t applies to all age groups. That is one reason that insurance companies 
d\erse selection by otfenng group health msurance pollCles at places of employment 
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good work; you go to a particular restaurant because it has ~ reputation for USing 
fresh ingredients and nobody you know has become sick alter eating there. 

Sometimes, hovve\-er, it is impossible for a business to de\-elop a reputation. For 
example, because most of the customers of highway diners or motels go there only 
once or infrequently, the businesses have no opportunity to develop reputations. 
How, then, can they deal with the "lemons" problem? One way is standardiZl7tion. 
In your hometown, you may not prefer to eat regularly at McDonald's. But a 
McDonald's m_ay look more attractive when you are dri\-ing along a highway 
and \vant to stop for ILmch. The reason is that McDonald's pro\-ides a standardized 
product: The same ingredients are used and the same food is sen-ed in every 
McDonald's anyvvhere in the country. Who knows? Joe's Diner might serve bet
ter food, but at least you kl10w exactly what you will be buying at McDonald's. 

How can we test for the presence of a lemons market? One way is to com
pare the performance of products that are resold \vith similar products 

that are seldom put up for resale. In a lemons m_arket, because purchasers of 
second-hand products will ha\-e limited information, resold products should 
be lower in quality than products that rarely appear on the market. One such 
"second-hand" market was created some time ago by a change in the rules gov
erning contracts in major league baseball? 

Before 1976, major league baseball teams had the exclusive right to renew a 
player's contract. After a 1976 ruling declared this system illegaL a new con
tracting arrangement was created. After six years of major league sen-ice, play
ers can now sign ne\v conh'acts \vith their original teams or become free agents 
and sign with ne-w teams. The availability of many free agents creates a second
hand market in baseball players. 

ASYlllinetric information is prominent in the free-agent market. One poten
tial purchaser, the player'S original team, has better information about the 
player's abilities than other teams ha\-e. If we were looking at used cars, we 
could test for the existence of asymmetric information by comparing their 
repair records. In baseball we can compare player disability records. If players 
are working hard and following rigorous conditioning prograrns, we would 
expect a low probability of injury and a high probability that they will be able 
to perform if injured. In other words, more motivated players will spend less 
time on the bench owing to disabilities. If a lemons market exists, we would 
expect free agents to have higher disability rates than players who are renewed. 
Players may also have preexisting physical conditions which their original 
teams know about and which make them less desirable candidates for contract 
rene\-\'aL Because more such players would become free agents, free agents 
would experience higher disability rates for health reasons. 

Table 17.1, which lists the post-conh'act performance of all players who have 
signed multiyear contracts, makes two points. First, both free agents a~d 
renewed players have increased disability rates after signing contracts. The dIS
abled days per season increase from an average of 4.73 to an average of 12.55. 
Second, the postcontract disability rates of renewed and not-renewed players 

Ihis example is based on Kenneth Lehn's study of the free-agent market See "Information 
Asymmetries in Baseball's Free-Agent Market," Ecollolllic Illqlliry (198,1): 37--±-l, 
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DAYS SPENT ON DISABLED LIST PER SEASON 

Precontract Postcontract Percentage Change 

All players 4.73 12.55 165.4 
Renewed players 4.76 9.68 103.4 
Free agents 4.67 17.23 268.9 

are significantly different. On average, renewed players are disabled 9.68 days, 
free agents 17.23 days. 

These two findings suggest a lenlOns market in free agents that exists 
because baseball teams know their own players better than the teams with 
which they compete. 

M 

We have seen that asymmetric information can sometimes lead to a "lemons 
problem": Because sellers knm·v more about the quality of a good than buyers 
do, buyers may assume that quality is low, so that price falls and only low-quality 
goods are sold. We also saw how govenUlleIlt intervention (in the market for health 
insurance, for example) or the development of a reputation (in service indus
tries, for example) can alleviate this problem. Now we will examine another 
important mechanism through which sellers and buyers deal with the problem 
of as)'mmetric information: market sianalina The concept of market si£llalina o o· 0 0 

was first developed by Michael Spence, who showed that in some markets, sell-
ers send buyers signals that convey information about a product's quality.~ 

To see how market signaling works, let's look at a labor Illarket, which is a good 
example of a market with asymmetric information. Suppose a firm is thinkina about 
hiring some new people. The new workers (the "sellers" of labor) know much more 
about the quality of the labor they can provide than does the firm (the buyer of 
labor). For example, they know how hard they tend to work, how responsible 
they are, what their skills are, and so forth. The firm will learn these things only 
after workers have been hired and have been working for some time. At the time 
they are hired, the firm knows little about how productive they will hUTl out to be. 

Why ~on't firms simply hire workers, see how well they work, and then fire 
those ~vlth low productivity? Because this policy is often very costly. In many 
countries, and in many firms in the United States, it is difficult to fire someone 
:vho has been working more than a few months. (The firm may have to show 
Just cause or pay severance pay.) Moreover, in many jobs, workers do not 
become fully productive for at least six months. Before that time, considerable 
on-the-job training may be required, for which the firm must invest substantial 
resources. Thus the firm might not learn how good \vorkers are for six months to 
a year .. Clearly, finns would be much better off if they knew how productive 
potential employees 'were before they hired them. 

4 Michael Spence. Market Sigllalillg (Cambridge, lvlA: Han-ard University Press, 1974) 

market signaling Process bv 
which sellers send Signals to . 
buyers conveying information 
about product quality 
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\Vhat characteristics can a firm examine to obtain information about people's 
producti\"ity before it hires them? Can potential employ~es co~lvey information 
about their producth"ity? Dressing well for the job interne\\' rmght convey some 
information, but even unproducti\"e people sometimes dress ,,,'ell to get a job. 
Dressina well is thus a wellk sigllill-it doesn't do much to distinguish high-pro_ 
ductivi;;' from low-productivity people. To be strollg, II sigllill must be easier for 
lzigiz-productivity people to giL'e thail for locL'-productiI'ity people to give, so that high-
productivity people arc 1Il0re likely to giI'c it. , 

For example edllCl1tion is a strona si2:nal in labor markets. A person s educational 
I t:J tJ ~ 

le\'el can be measured by se\"eral things-the number of years ot schooling, 
degrees obtained, the reputation of the uniwrsity or c~llege that gran~ed the 
degrees, the person's grade point average, and so on. Of cou~s~, e~ucatlOn can 
directly and indirectly improw a person's productivity by provldmg utformation, 
skills ~nd aeneral kl~o-'idedae that are helpful in \york. But even if education did 

'0 0 d " b 
not improve productivity, it would still be a useful signal ?f pro ~lCtlVlty ecause 
more productive people find it easier to attain high levels at edu~ahon. Not surpris
ingly, producti\'e people tend to be more intelligent, mo~e ~nohvated, more disci
plined, and more energetic and hard-working-charactenshcs that al:e al~o helpful 
in school. More productive people are therefore mO.re likely to attam h1i?h levels 
of education in order to signal their productivity to fzmzs and thereby" obtazn better
paying jobs. TIms firms are correct in considering education a signal of productivity. 

A Simple MlOdel IOf JlOb Mall'i<et Signaling 
To understand how signaling works, we will discuss a simple l1.,ode1.

5 
Let's 

assume there are only low-productivity workers (Group I), whose average and 
marginal product is 1, and high-producti\"ity workers (Group II), wh~s~ ave.rage 
and marginal product is 2. Workers will be employed by competlhve fums 
whose products sell for 510,000, and who expect an a\"erage of 10 years o~ work 
from each employee. We also assume that half the workers in the pop~l~hon are 
in Group I and the other half in Group II, so that the avernge prod:lctlvlty of an 
workers is 1.5. Note that the reyenue expected to be generated trom Group.I 
workers is 5100,000 (S10,OOO/year X 10 years) and from Group II workers 15 

S200,OOO (S20,OOO/vear x 10 years). " 
If firms could identify people by their productivity, they would ofter them a 

waae equal to their marainal reyenue product. Group I people would be 
510~000 per year, Group II people 520,000. On the other hand, if firms 
identify productivitv before the v hired people, they would pay all workers 
armual wage equal to the average productivity, 515,000. Group I people V"{.fLU'''',' 

then eam more (515,000 instead of 510,000), at the expense of Group II 
(who would earn 515,000 instead of 520,000). 

Now let's consider what can happen with signaling \'ia education. Suppose 
the attributes of an education (degrees earned, grade point average,. etc.) 
summarized by a single index y that represents years of higher educ~hon. All 
cation involves a cost, and the higher the educational level y, the lugher the 
This cost includes hlition and books, the opporhmity cost of foregone. wages, 
the psychic cost of having to work hard to obtain lug~, grades. \Alhat .IS e 
is that the cost of eduCl1tion is greaterfor the 10'iu-procillctlI'lty group t!zOIl fOI tlz 
ducti7'it1f oroup". We miaht expect this for two reasons. First, low 

- 0 o. d .". t T workers 
workers may simply be less StudlOUS. Second, low-pro uctl\ 1 ) 

5 This is essentially the model de\'eloped in Spence, ivlnrketil1g Siglllllil1g 
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progress mor~ slowly tlu'ough degree programs in which they emaIL In particular, 
suppose that tor Group I people, the cost of attaining educationallewl y is given by 

C1(y) = S40,OOOy 

and for Group II people it is 

Cn(y) = S20,OOOy 

Now suppose (to keep things simple and to dramatize the importance of sig
naling) that eduCl1tioll does Ilothillg to illcrease olle's productivity; its only vallie is as a 
sig/la/. Let's see if 'lye can find a market equilibrium in which different people 
obtain different levels of education, and firms look at education as a signal of 
producth"ity. . 

Consider the following possible equilibrium. Suppose firms use this decision 
rule: Anyolle with an eduCl1tioll le7'el of y* or /I/Ore is a Group II persall alld is offered a 
!VageofS20,000, alld allyone witlz I1IZ educiltiolllez,el below y* is a Grol/p I persall and is 
offered /1 wage of 510,000. The particular level y* that the firms choose is arbitrary, 
but for this decision rule to be part of an equilibrium, firms must have identified 
people correctly. Otherwise, the firms will want to change the rule. Will it '\'.'ork? 

To answer this question, we must determine how much education the people 
in each group will obtain, giLlen that fil'll/s are llsing this decision rule. To do this, 
remember that education allows one to get a better-paying job. The benefit of 
education B(y) is the increase in the wage associated with each level of education, 
as 5ho'wn in Figure 17.2. Observe that B(y) is 0 initially, which represents the 
$100,000 base 10-year earnings that are earned without any college education. 

Value of 
College 

Education 

5200,000 

(a) Group I Value of 
College 

Education 

5200,000 

(b) Group n 

5100,000 5100,000 
Cn (Y) = S20,000y 

0 1 2 3 -± 5 6 ° 1 2 3 

" .;if 
y' Years of 

College 

4 5 6 

y* Years of 
College 

can be a useful signal of the high productivity of a group of workers if education is easier to obtain for this 
than for a low-productivity group. In (a), the low-productivity group >'.Till choose an education level of y = 0 

the cost of education is greater than the increased eamings resulting from education. However, in (b), the 
group will choose an education level of y* = 4 because the gain in eamings is greater than the cost. 
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For an education level less than y*, B(y) remains 0, bec.ause 10-year earnings 
remain at the $100,000 base leveL But ,vhen the educatlOn level reaches y* Or 

greater, 10-year earnings increase to $200,000, so B(y) becomes $~OO:OOO. 
How much education should a person obtain? Clearly the chOIce IS between no 

education (i.e., 11 = 0) and an education level of y*. The reason is that any level of 
education less than 1/* results in the same base earnings of $100,000, so there is no 
benefit from obtain'ing an education at a level above 0 but belo",,' y*. Similarly, 
there is no benefit from obtaining an educational level above y* because y* is suf
ficient to allow one to enjoy the higher total earnings of $200,000. 

In decidina how much education to obtain, people compare the benefit of 
education "AliB1 the cost. People in each group make the following cost-benefit 
calculation: Obtain the edllcation leI'el Y* if the bellefit (i.e, the i1lcrease ill earnings) is 
at least as large as the cost of this edllcl1tion. For both groups, the benefit (the 
increase in earnings) is $100,000. The costs, however, differ. For Group I, the cost 
is $40,0001/, but for Group II it is only $20,OOOy. Therefore, Group I will obtain 110 

education as long as 

$100,000 < S40,OOOy* or y* > 2.5 

and Group II will obtain an education level y* as long as 

S100,OOO > S20,OOOy* or y* < 5 

These results give us an equilibrium as 10llg 115 y* is between 2.5 mzd 5. Suppose, 
for example, that y* is 4.0, as in Figure 17.2. Then people in Group I w~ll find that 
education does not pay, and they will not obtain any, whereas people m Group 11 
'will find that education does pay, and they will obtain the level y = 4.0. Now, 
"",hen a firm interviews job candidates who have no college education, it correctly 
assumes they have low productivity and offers them a wage of $10,000. Similarly, 
when the firm interviews people who have four years of college, it correctly 
assumes their productivity is high, warranting a wage of $20,000. We the~efore 
have an equilibrium. High-productivity people will obtain ~ college ed~catlOn to 
si£nal their productivity; finns will read this signal and ofter them a l"ngh wage, 

o This is a hiahlv simnlified model, but it illustrates a significant point: Educa-
o J r d' 

tion can be an important sianal that allows firms to sort workers accor mg to 
o b . 

productivity. Some workers (those with high productivity) "vill want to 0 t~u: a 
colleae education even if thl1t ecillCiltioll does Ilothillg to increase their prodllctWlty. 
Thes~ workers simply 'want to identify themselves as highly productive, so they 
obtain the education needed to send a signaL 

In the real world, of course, education does provide useful knowledge an~ 
does increase one's ultimate productivity. (We wouldn't have written this book If 
'i,,/e didn't believe that.) But education also serves a signaling function. For exan:
pIe, many firms insist that a prospective manager have an MBA. One r~ason 15 

that MBAs learn economics, finance, and other useful subjects. But there IS a sec
ond reason: To complete an MBA program takes intelligence, discipline, and 
hard work, and people with those qualities tend to be very productive. 

Guarantees and Warranties 
We have stressed the role of signaling in labor markets, but it can al~o pla~ an 
important role in many other markets in which there is asymmetric intormatw

n
. 

Consider the markets for such durable goods as televisions, stereos, cameras, 
and refriaerators. Many firms produce these items, but some brands are more 
dependable than others. If consumers could not tell which brands tend to be 
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more dependable, the better brands could not be sold for higher prices. Firms 
that produce a higher-quality, more dependable product must therefore make 
consumers aware of this difference. But how can thev do it in a convincina wav? ,OJ 

The answer is glll1rt7lltccs 111le! warrt7nties. 
Guarantees and warranties effectively signal product quality because an 

extensive warrar,1ty is more costly for the producer of a 10'w-quality item than for 
the producer ot a high-quality item. The low-quality item is more likely to 
require servicing under the warranty, which the producer will have to pay' for. 
As a result, in their ovvn self-interest, producers of low-quality items will not 
offer extensive warranties. Thus consumers can correctly view an extensive 
warranty as a signal of high quality, and they will pay m~re for products that 
offer one. 

j ob market signaling does not end 'when one is hired. Even after a few years of 
employme:lt,. a wor~er 'ivill still know more about his abilities than ~vill the 

employer. ThIS IS espeCIally true for workers in knowledge-based fields such as 
engineering, computer progranuning, finance, law, management, and consult
ing. Although an lUlUsually talented computer prograrmner, for example, will 
be more skilled than his co-workers at 'writing programs that are efficient and 
bug-free, it may take several years before the finn fully recognizes this talent. 
Given this asymmetric information, what policy should ernployers use to 
decide promotions and salary increases? Can 'workers vvho are unusually tal
ented and productive signal this fact, and thereby receive earlier promotions 
and larger salary increases? 

Workers can often signal talent and producti\-itv btl workina hl1rder and 100wer _ _ 0 0 

hours. Because more talented and productive workers tend to get more enjoy
ment and satisfaction from their jobs, it is less costly for them to send this si£nal 
than it is for other workers. The signal is therefor~ sh'ona: it convevs infOl~a-
. A I 0 -han. sa resu t, employers can-and do-relY on this sianal when makl'na , _ 0 0 

promotion and salarv decisions. 
This signalling process has affected the way rnany people work. Rather than 

an hourly wage, knowledge-based workers are typically paid a fixed salary for 
a 35- or 40-hour week and do not recei\-e overtime pay if they work additional 
hours. Yet such workers increasingly work well beyond their weekly schedules. 
Surveys by the U.s. Labor Deparhnent, for example, have fOLmd that the per
centage of all ,vorkers who toil.J:9 hours or more a vveek has risen from 13 per
cent in 1976 to 19 percent in 1998.6 Manv youna lawyers accOLmtants consul-

~ '" b ... I , 

tants, investment bankers, and computer proararruners reaulal"lv work into the . h 0 0_ 
nrg t and on weekends, putting in 60- or 70-hour weeks. Is it surprising that 
these people are working so hard? Not at all. They are trvina to send sianals 
th 

' - 0 0 
at can greatly affect their careers. 
Emplo?ers rely increasingly on the signalling value of long hours as rapid 

teclmologlcal change makes it harder for them to find other ways of assessina 
k 

- 0 
Wor ers' skills and productivity. A study of software engineers at the Xerox 
Corporation,. for example, found that many people work into the night 
because they fear that othenvise their bosses will conclude that they are shirkers 

"I\. . t the Desk, Off the Clock and Below Statistical Radar," ,Yei(' Yl'rk Ti11les, July 18, 1999 



For an education level less than t(, B(y) remains 0, because 10-year earnings 
remain at the $100,000 base leveL But when the education level reaches t( or 
greater, 10-year earnings increase to $200,000, so B(y) becomes $100,000. -

How much education should a person obtain? Clearly the choice is between 110 

education (Le., 11 = 0) and an education level of y*. The reason is that any level of 
education less than t( results in the same base earnings of $100,000, so there is no 
benefit from obtain-ing an education at a level above ° but bela-IV y*. Similarly, 
there is no benefit from obtainlllg an educational level above y* because y* is suf
ficient to allo'w one to enjoy the higher total earnings of $200,0.00. 

In deciding how much education to obtain, people compare the benefit of 
education with the cost People in each group make the follovving cost-benefit 
calculation: Obtaill the education level y* if the benefit (i.e., the increase ill earnings) is 
at least as larae as the cost of this eduClltioll. For both groups, the benefit (the 

() -
increase in earnings) is 5100,000. The costs, however, differ. For Group 1, the cost 
is MO,OOOy, but for Group II it is only $20,000y. Therefore, Group I vvill obtain 110 

education as long as 

$100,000 < MO,OOOy* or y* > 2.5 

and Group II will obtain an education level y* as long as 

$100,000> $20,000y* or yo', < 5 

These results give us an equilibrium as long as y* is between 2.5 alld 5. Suppose, 
for example, that yo', is 4.0, as in Figure 17.2. Then people in Group I will find that 
education does not pay, and they will not obtain any, whereas people in Group II 
,,,,ill find that education does pay, and they will obtain the level y = 4.0. Now, 
when a firm interviews job candidates who have no college education, it correctly 
assumes they have low productivity and offers them a wage of $10,000. Similarly, 
when the firm interviews people 'who have four years of college, it correctly 
assumes their productivity is high, 'warranting a wage of $20,000. We therefore 
have an equilibrium. High-productivity people will obtain a college education to 
signal their productivity; firms will read this signal and offer them a high wage. 

This is a hiahlv simnlified model, but it illustrates a significant point: Educa-
1:). r 

tion can be an important signal that allows finns to sort ,vorkers according to 
productivity. Some workers (those with high productivity) will want to obtain a 
college education el'ell if that edllcation does Ilothillg to increase their procillctil'ity. 
These workers simply 'want to identify themselves as highly productive, so they 
obtain the education needed to send a signaL 

In the real \vorld, of course, education does provide useful knowledge and 
does increase one's ultimate productivity. (We wouldn't have 'written this book if 
vve didn't believe that.) But education also serves a signaling function For exam
ple, many firms insist that a prospective manager have an MBA. One reason is 
that MBAs learn economics, finance, and other useful subjects. But there is a sec
ond reason: To complete an MBA program takes intelligence, discipline, and 
hard work, and people with those qualities tend to be very productive. 

Guarantees and Warranties 
We have stressed the role of si!!naling in labor markets, but it can also play an 

I:) • 

important role in many other markets in which there is asymmetric infonnatlOn. 
Consider the markets for such durable goods as televisions, stereos, cameras, 
and refrigerators. Many firms produce these items, but some brands are more 
dependable than others. If consumers could not tell which brands tend to be 
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more dependable, the better brands could not be sold for higher prices. Firms 
that produce a higher-quality, more dependable product must therefore make 
consumers aware of this difference. But how can thev do it in a convincina way? 

, I:) ~ 

The answer is guaralltees llild warrallties. 
Guarantees and warranties effectively signal product quality because an 

extensive warranty is more costly for the producer of a low-quality item than for 
the producer of a high-quality item. The low-quality item is more likely to 
require servicing under the warranty, which the producer will have to pay for. 
As a result, in their own self-interest, producers of low-quality items will not 
offer extensive warranties. Thus consumers can correctlv vie\",' an extensive 
warranty as a signal of high quality, and they will pay m~re for products that 
offer one. 

j ob market signaling does not end when one is hired. Even after a few vears of 
employment, a worker will still know more about his abilities than ~"'ill the 

employer. This is especially true for 'workers in knowledge-based fields such as 
engineering, computer programming, finance, law, management, and consult
ing. Although an lU1Usually talented cornputer programmer, for example, will 
be more skilled than his co-workers at writing programs that are efficient and 
bug-free, it may take several years before the firm fully recognizes this talent. 
Given this asymmetric infonnation, vvhat policy should employers use to 
decide promotions and salary increases? Can workers who are unusually tal
ented and productive signal this fact, and thereby receive earlier promotions 
and larger salary increases? 

Workers can often signal talent and productivitv btl workilw harder alld 10l1 aer -. () () 

hours. Because more talented and productive workers tend to get more enjoy-
ment and satisfaction from their J'obs, it is less costly for them to send this Si2J.lal 

~ I:) 

than it is for other workers. The signal is therefore strong: it conveys informa-
tion. As a result, employers can-and do-rely on this sianal when makina 

_ ~ I:) I:) 

promotion and salary decisions. 
This signalling process has affected the way many people ,york Rather than 

an hourly wage, knovvledge-based workers are typically paid a fixed salary for 
a 35- or 40-hour week and do not receive Q\'ertime pay if they work additional 
hours. Yet such workers increasingly work well beyond their weekly schedules. 
Surveys by the U.s. Labor Department, for example, ha\'e fOlmd that the per
centage of all workers who toil 49 hours or more a week has risen from 13 per
cent in 1976 to 19 percent in 1998.6 Many yOLmg lawyers, accolmtants, consul
tants, inveshnent bankers, and computer proaranm1ers reaularly work into the I:) 1:), 

night and on weekends, putting in 60- or 70-hour weeks. Is it surprising that 
these people are working so hard? Not at all. They are tryirw to send Si2J.·lals 

• ,I:) I:) 

that can greatly affect their careers. 
Employers rely increasingly on the signalling value of long hours as rapid 

tedmological change makes it harder for them to find other wavs of assessina 
~ I:) 

workers' skills and producti\'ity. A study of software engineers at the Xerox 
Corporation, for example, found that many people work into the night 
because they fear that otherwise their bosses will conclude that they are shirkers 

6 "."\"t the Desk, Off the Clock and BeIO\\' Statistical Radar," NCil' l,'rk TilIICS, July 18, 1999 
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moral hazard When an 
insured party whose actions 
are unobserved can affect the 
probability or magnitude of a 
payment associated with an 
event. 

,vho choose the easiest assignments. As the bosses make clear, this fear is war
ranted: "We don't know hO\\' to assess the value of a knowledge worker in 
these new technologies," says one Xerox manager, "so vve \'alue those who 

work into the night"; 
As corporations become more reluctant to offer lifetime job security, and as 

competition for promotion intensifies, salaried workers feel more and more 
pressure to "work long hours. If you find yourself working 60- or 70-hour 

you're sending is a strong one. 

When one party is fully insured and cannot be accurately monitored by an 
insurance company with limited information, the insured party may take an 
action that increases the likelihood that an accident or an injury 'Nill occur, For 
example, if my home is fully insured against theft, I may be less diligent about 
locking doors when I leave, and I may choose not to install an alarm system. The 
possibility that an individual's behavior may change because she has insurance 

is an example of a problem known as moral hazard. 
The concept of moral hazard applies not only to problems of insurance but 

also to problems of workers who perform below their capabilities when employ
ers cannot monitor their behavior ("job shirking"), In general, 1Il0rnllUl:ilrd OCCllrs 
wizen il pilrty "whose ilctiollS ilre llilobserved ilffects tile probilbility or lIlilgllitudc of il pay
mellt, For example, if I have complete medical insurance coverage, I may visit 
the doctor more often than I would if my coverage were limited, If the insurance 
provider can monitor its insurees' behavior, it can charge higher fees for those 
who make more claims. But if the company cannot monitor behavior, it may find 
its payments to be larger than expected. Under conditions of moral hazard, 
insurance companies may be forced to increase premiums for everyone, or even 

to refuse to sell insurance at alL 
Consider, for example, the decisions faced by the owners of a warehouse val-

ued at S100,OOO by their insurance company, Suppose that if the owners run a 
S50 fire-prevention program for their employees, the probability of a fire is ,005, 
Without this program, the probability ULCreases to .01. Knowing this, the insur
ance company faces a dilemma if it cannot monitor the company's decision to 
conduct a fire-prevention program, The policy that the insurance company 
offers cannot include a clause stating that payments will be made only if there is 
a fire-prevention program, If the program were in place, the company could 
u1sure the warehouse for a premium equal to the expected loss from a fire-an 
expected loss equal to ,005 x $100,000 = $500, Once the insurance Folicy is 
purchased, however, the o,'1'ners no longer have an incentive to run the pro
gram, If there is a fire, they will be fully compensated for their financial loss, 
Thus, if the insurance company sells a policy for $500, it will incur losses 
because the expected loss from the fire will be $1000 (.01 x $100,000), 

Moral hazard is not only a problem for insurance companies, It also alters the 
ability of markets to allocate resources efficiently, In Figure 17.3, for example, D 

7 Ibid 
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, 0' 1e lIlsurance prem' "d d 

rmles dri\'en, In that case, dri\'ers assum th ' ~~m oes ~ot epend on 
thev incur will be spread \" 1 e at any ,addItIOnal aCCIdent costs that 

, 0 ei a arae aroup WIth 1 T I' , 
accruing to each of them individuall~ B ' ,~n) a neg Igible portion 
not \'ary with the number of miles th~'t t~caTus~, ~1elr msu~a:lCe pre:nium does 
portation will cost 51 00 a 1 1.. h e) dIn e, an addItional mIle of trans-

, , s s 10wn ov t e mara' 1 t M ' 
51.50. The number of miles dr" " "'11' oma cos curve C, rather than 
cient le\'el of 140, 1\ en ,VI mcrease from 100 to the socially ineffi-

Moral hazard not onlv alters behavior it 1 ' , 
TI1e inefficiencv arises be'cause th ' ',a, S? creates economIC mefficiency. 
the benefit of the acti\'itv differe~~~~~~! ~dIn_dual p~rceives either tl:e cost or 
dri\'u1g example of Fiau;e 17'-' th 'ff" lle true SOCIal cost or benefrt In the 

" 0 ,J, e e ICIent evel of drivu1g is a' T b 1 ' 
sectIon ot the marainal benefI't (MB) d' on en y t 1e mter-

h 
0 1 an maramal cost (MC) ., T W' h 

azard howe\'er the I'I"ld' "d I' ,0 - CUI \ es, It moral , , 1\1 ua s perceIved ma a' 1 (M" 
actual cost, and the number of I' " , roma cost C ) IS less than 
efficient le\'el at which marau1al ~Ilest"dtI,1\ en per week ~140) is higher than the 

o ene I IS equal to margmal cost (100). 
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For buyers of livestock, information about the animals' health is very. impor
tant. s· Unhealthv animals gain weight m.ore slowly and are less lIkely to 

reproduce. Becaus~ of asymmeh"ic information in the livestock m~rket. ~sellers 
know the health of an animal better than buyers do), most states 1eql:lIe War
ranties on the sale of livestock. Under these laws, sellers not onl~' pro.mlse (war
rant) that animals are free from hidden diseases but are responSIble tor all costs 
arisino- from any diseased animals. " 

Alt110uo-h w~rranties solw the problem of the seller's havmg better mfor~a-
t · tl °tl e buyer thev also create a form of moral hazard. Guaranteemg lOn 1an 1 -' - .. . d' 

. b ent to tl'le 11l1ver for all costs assoClated WIth dIsease ammals reln1 ursein L _ • • 

means that insurance rates are not tied to the level ot care that bu}:ers or theIr 
agents take to protect their livestock against dis~ase. As a re~ult ot th.e~e War
ranties, livestock buyers avoid paying for early dIagnoses of dIseased h\estock, 
and losses increase. . . . 

In response to the moral hazard problem, many states have m~dIfled theIr 
animal warranty laws by requiring sellers to tell. buyers \vhether ll\:e~~ock are 
diseased at the time of sale. Some states also reqUlre sellers to comply \\ lth state 
and federal animal health regulations, thereby reducing di~ease. B~yond these 
measures, however, "warranties that animals are free from rudden dIsease must 
be in the fonn of explicit written or oral guarantees to buyers. 

I n 1934, during the Great Depression, the U.s. govermnent iI:trodu~ed a 
broad-based system of financial insurance. The Federal Dep~slt Insmance 

Corporation (FDIC) provided insurance for ~eposits ~t cOI1:meroal banks, and 
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance CorporatlOn dId the sal~le (up to 
$100,000 per account) for deposits at savings and loans (S&Ls). Tl:lese .ll~suranc~ 
programs created the seeds of l1:oral ~az~rd ~n t~e part of dep~sltor,s .. ~L\ d~po\ 
itor could lend money to any tinanClal mstItutlOn, no matter hm\ llsk} tha 
institution's loans, without bearing any risk. 

Later, depositor moral hazard was coupled with moral hazard by ~wl1ers 
of savino-s and loans. Beo-inning in 1982, some S&Ls found that they c~uld 
attract la~"o-e sums of o-ov~rnment-insured capital and invest the money \'lrtu
ally with~ut restriction in highly speculative inv~stments. Because .the 
deposits were insured, S&L managers had little incentive to evaluate the nsks 

involved. . . 1 1 'o-er 
Essentiallv deposit insurance enabled S&Ls to make nskler oans on a a10 1 

scale than tf:ey would otherwise. The adverse incentive~ created by mor~ 
hazard coupled with the collapse of the real estate b?om m the Sun Belt al1 
energy-producing states led to the failure of many sa\'mgs and loans. 

8 This exam Ie is based on Terence J. Centner and Michael E Wetzstein, '.'Reducing l'vloral Ha~~~~ 
Associated \~ith Implied Warranties of Animal Health," AIil<?licilll [ollmill of AgriclIltllral ELllllOllllC> 

(1987): l·B-SO 
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In 1990, the cost of bailing out depositors whose money was lost when m'er 
1000 S&Ls failed was estimated consen"ati\'elv to be o\:er 5200 billion." The 
biggest losses were in Texas, where m"er 542 billion had been spent by October 
1990. Total outlays by the agencies responsible for deposit insurance were 
nearly S100 billion just through 1990. 

Aware of the ad\"erse incenti\"es that were created by moral hazard, the gm"
ernment has modified its insurance system. Today, the FDIC regulates the S&l 
and banking industI"ies, and S&ls now face stiff capital requirements that force 
managers to bear a stake in the outcome of their investment policies" With 
a good deal of their own money at risk, managers are less inclined to im"est 
speculatiwly. 

A number of additional reforms could help to remm"e the moral hazard prob
lem on the part of depositors and S&L owners. Proposals that would affect 
depositors include (1) lowering the amount of insurance cm"erage; (2) making 
the maximum coverage apply to each individual, no matter how many accounts 
he has; and (3) allmving for coinsurance, whereby deposit insurance reimburses 
losses on less than a dollar-for-dollar basis. Proposals directed tovvard owners 
include (1) charging an S&L insurance premiums that are based on the riskness 
of its portfolio-the greater the risk, the higher the premium; and (2) restricting 
the investment opportunities available to S&l owners. 

17.4 The Principal-Agent 

If rnonitoring the productivity of workers were costless, the owners of a business 
could ensure that their managers and workers were working effectively In most 
firms, howe\"er, owners can't monitor everything that employees do-employ
ees are better informed than owners. This information asvmmetrv creates a 
principal-agent problem. - " 

An agellcy relatiol1ship exists whene\"er there is an arrangement in which one 
person's welfare depends on what another person does. The agent is the person 
who acts, and the principal is the party whom the action affects. In our example, 
the manager and the "workers are agents and the owner is the principaL The principal
agel1t problelll is that IIlllllllgers lIlay pursue their OWIl goals, euellat the cost ofobtail1illg 
100L'er proji"ts for owners. 

Agency relationships are widespread in our society. For example, doctors serve 
as agents for hospitals and, as such, may select patients and do procedures which, 
though consistent with their personal preferences, are not necessarily consistent 
with the objectives of the hospital. Similarly, manao-ers of housino- properties mav 

• 0 0 _ 

not maintain the property the way that the owners ,'\'ollld like. And sometimes 
insured parties may be seen as agents and insurance companies as principals. 

How does incomplete information and costly monitoring affect the way 
agents act? And what mechanisms can give managers the incentives to operate 
in the owner's interest? These questions are central to any prinCipal-agent analy
sis. In this section, we study the principal-agent problem from several perspec
ti\"es. First, we look at the owner-manager problem within private and public 
enterprises. Second, we discuss ways in which owners can use contractual rela
tionships with their employees to d~al with the principal-agent problems. 

Alllericall Ballker. October 9,1990 

principal-agent problem 
Problem arising when man
agers (agents) pursue their 
O\\'n goals e\'en when doing 
so entails lower profits for a 
firm's owners (the prinCipals). 

agent Individual employed 
by a principal to achie\"e the 
principal's objective 

principal Indi\"idual who 
employs one or more agents to 
achie\"e an objecti\"e. 
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An individual familv or financial institution owns more than 10 percent of the 
shares of only 16 of the 100 largest industrial corporations. lO Clearly, most large 
firms are controlled by management. The fact that most individual stockholders 
have only a small percentage of a firm's total equity makes it difficult for them to 
obtain information about how well the finn's managers are performing. One 
function of o\vners (or their representatives) is to monitor the behavior of man
agers. But monitoring is costly, and inform.ation is expensive to gather and use, 
especially for an individuaL ll 

Managers of private enterprises can thus pursue their own objectiyes. But 
what are these objectives? One view is that managers are more concerned with 
growth than with profit per se: More rapid growth and larger market share pro
vide more cash flow, which in turn allows managers to enjoy more perks. 
Another view emphasizes the utility that managers get from their jobs, not only 
from profit but also from the respect of their peers, the pO\,ler to control the cor
poration, the fringe benefits and other perks, and long job tenure. 

However, there are important limitations to managers' ability to deyiate from 
the objectiyes of O\\'ners. First, stockholders can complain loudly when they feel 
that managers are behaving improperly. In exceptional cases they can oust the 
current management (perhaps with the help of the board of directors, whose job 
it is to monitor managerial behavior). Second, a vigorous market for corporate 
control can develop. If a takeover bid becomes more likely when the firm is 
poorly manaaed, manaaers will have a strong incentive to pursue the goal of 
profit maximization. Third, there can be a highly developed market for man
agers. If managers who maximize profit are in great demand, they will earn high 
waaes and so aive other manabaers an incentive to pursue the same goal. 

b b . 
Unfortlmately, the means by I,vhich stockholders control managers' behavlOr 

are limited and imperfect. Corporate takeovers may be motivated by personal 
and economic pmver, for example, instead of economic efficiency. The manager
ial labor market may also work imperfectly, given that top managers are fre-

quentlv near retirement and haye Ion a-term conh-acts. As a result, it is important 
J b h 

to look for solutions to the principal-agent problem in which owners alter t e 
incentives that managers face, without resorting to government interyention. We 
consider some of these solutions in the next section. 

The Principal-Agent Problem in Public Enterprises 
The principal-agent framework can also help us understand the beha\-ior of t~e 
managers of public organizations. These managers may also be ir:tereste~ In 

power and perks, both of which can be obtained by expanding then orga11l:;:a
tion bevond its "efficient" leveL Because it is also costly to monitor the behaVIOr 
of public managers, there are no guarantees that they will produce th~ ef~cient 
output. Legislative checks on a government agency are not likely to be etfechve as 
lona as the aaency has better information about its costs than the legislature has. 

Although ~he public sector lacks some of the market forces that keep pri~ate 
manaaers in line oO\'ernment aaencies can still be effectively monitored. FIrst, 

b 'b b ~ h' 
manaaers of aovernment aaencies care about more than just the size of t elr 

b b b 

10 See Merritt B Fox. Finance ami Industrial Perforl1lance in a Dynamic Econol1lY (Ne\\' York: Columbia 
Uni\'ersity Press, 1987) 
11 There ;re economies of scale in gathering information but there is no ob\-ious \\'ay in which the 
information can be sold. 
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agencies. Indeed, many choose lower-paying public jobs because they are con
cerned about the "public interest." Second, public managers are subject to the 
rigors of the managerial job market, much the way pri\-ate managers are. If pub
lic managers are perceived to be pursuing improper objectives, their ability to 
obtain high salaries in the future might be impaired. Third, the legislature and 
other government agencies perform an o\-ersight function. For example, the 
Government ~ccounting Office and the Office of Management and Budget 
spend much ot their energy monitoring other agencies. 

At the local rather than the federalle\-el, public managers are subject to even 
more checks. Suppose, for example, that a city transit agency has expanded bus 
sen-ice beyond the efficient leveL Citizens can \'ote the transit managers out of 
office, or, if all else fails, use alternative transportation or move. Competition 
among agencies can be as effecti\'e as competition among private firms in con
straining the non-profit-maximizing behavior of managers. 

D o the managers of nonprofit organizations have the same goals as those of 
for-profit organizations? Are nonprofit organizations more or less efficient 

than for-profit firms? We can get some insight into these issues by looking at 
the provision of health care. In a study of 725 hospitals, from 14 major hospital 
chains, the return on investment and average costs of nonprofit and for-profit 
hospitals were compared to determine if they performed differentlyY 

The study fOlmd that for 1977 and 1981 the rate of returns between the two 
types of hospitals did indeed differ. In 1977, for example, for-profits earned an 
11.6 percent return, while nonprofits earned 8.8 percent. In 1981, for-profits 
earned 12.7 percent and nonprofits only 7.4 percent. A straight comparison of 
returns and costs is not appropriate, howevel~ because the hospitals perform dif
ferent functions" For example, 24 percent of the nonprofit hospitals provide 
medical residency programs, as compared with only 6 percent of the for-profit 
hospitals" Similar differences can be found in the provision of speciality care, 
where 10 percent of the nonprofits have open-heart lmitS as compared 'with only 
5 percent of the for-profits" In addition, "while 43 percent of nonprofits have pre
mahlre infant units, only 29 percent of the for-profits have the equivalent lmitS, 

Using a statistical regression analysis, which controls for differences in the 
services performed, one can determine whether differences in services account 
for the higher costs" The study found that after adjusting for services per
formed, the average cost of a patient day in nonprofit hospitals was 8 percent 
higher than in for-profit hospitals. This implies that the profit status of the hos
pi:al affects its performance in the way principal-agent theory predicts: 
Without the competitive forces faced by for-profit hospitals, nonprofit hospitals 
may be, less cost-conscious and therefore less likely to serve appropriately as 
agents for their principals-namely, society at larae" 

Of course, nonprofit hospitals p~ovide s~rvicetthat societv mav ,,,'ell wish to 
subsidize" But the added cost of running a nonprofit hospital sho~lld be consid
ered "when determining \vhether it should be granted tax-exempt status. 

F 

~"~e~i,n':. E" Herzlinger and William S" Krasker. "Who Profits from Nonprofits?" Hllrl'llrd Busilless 
ccle,{ 6:) (January-Februar}'1987): 93-106 
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in 
We have seen why managers' and owners' objecti\"es are likely to differ within 
the principal-agent framework How, therefore, can owr:ers design.~·eward sys
tems so that manaaers and workers come as close as possIble to meenng O\vners' 
goals? To answer tllis question, let's study a specific problern.

13 

A small manufacturer uses labor and machinery to produce watches. The 
owners want to maximize profit. They must rely on a rnachine repairperson 
whose effort will int1uence the likelihood that machines break dmvn and thus 
affect the firm's profit leveL Re\"eI1Ue also depends on other random factors, 
such as the quality of parts and the reliability of other l~bor. As a result of high 
monitoring costs, the owners can neither measure the effort of the repairperson 
directly nor be sure that the same effort "will ahvays generate the same profit 
le\"eL Table 17.2 describes these circumstances. 

The table shows that the repairperson can work ''''ith either a low or high 
amolmt of effort. Low effort (11 = 0) generates either 510,000 or 520,000 in revenue 
(with equal probability), depending on the random factors that 'we mentioned. 
We've labeled the lower of the two revenue levels "poor luck" and the higher 
level "good luck" When the repairperson makes a high effort (11 = 1), revenue 
will be either 520,000 (poor luck) or 540,000 (good luck). These numbers highlight 
the problem of incomplete information: W"hen the firm's revenue is $20,000, the 
owners cannot know whether the repairperson has made a low or high effort. 

Suppose the repairperson's goal is to rnaximize the wage payment that he 
receives, net of the cost (in terms of lost leisure and unpleasant work time) of the 
effort that he makes. To simplify, we'll suppose that the cost of effort is ° for low 
effort and 510,000 for high effort. (Formally, c = $10,00011.) 

Novv we can state the principal-agent problem from the owners' perspective. 
The owners' goal is to maximize expected profit, given the uncertainty of outcomes 
and giwn the fact that the repairperson's behavior calUlot be monitored. The own
ers can contract to pay the repairperson for his work, but the payment scheme 
must be based entirely on the measmable output of the manufacturing process, not 
on the repairperson'~ effort. To signify this link, we describe the payment scheme 
as w(R), sh'essing that payments can depend only on measured revenue. 

What is the best payment scheme? And can that scheme be as effective as one 
based on effort rather than output? We can only begin to study the answers here. 
The best payment scheme depends on the nature of production, the degree of 
uncertainty, and the objectives of both owners and managers. The arrangement 
will not alwavs be as effective as an ideal scheme directlv tied to effort. A lack of 
information ~an lower economic efficiency because both the owners' revenue 
and the repairperson's payment may fall at the same time. 

POOR LUCK GOOD LUCK 

Low effort (a = O) 810,000 820,000 

High effort (a = 1) 820,000 840,000 

lOThis discussion \\'as moti\'ated in part by Bengt Holmstrom, "Moral Hazard and 
Bell JOllrlllli of EcolloJllics 10 (1979): 7-1-91 
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Let's see how to design a payment scheme when the repairperson wishes to 
maximize his payment received net of the cost of effort madel~ Suppose first 
that the owners offer a fixed wage payment. Any wage \"ill do, but we can see 
things most clearly if we assume that the wage is 0. (Here, ° could represent a 
wage no higher than the wage rate paid in other comparable jobs.) Facing a 
wage of 0, the repairperson has no incentive to make a high level of effort. The 
reason is simple: The repairperson does not share in any of the gains that the 
owners enjoy from the increased effort. It follows, therefore, that a fixed pay
ment will lead to an inefficient outcome. When 11 = ° and w = 0, the owner will 
earn an expected revenue of 515,000 and the repairperson a net wage of 0. 

Both the owners and the repairperson will be better off if the repairperson is 
rewarded for his productive effort. Suppose, for example, that the owners offer 
the repairperson the following payment scheme: 

If R = 510,000 or 520,000, [(1 = ° 
(17.1) 

If R = 540,000, w = 524,000 

Under this bonus arrangement, a low effort generates no payment. A high effort, 
however, generates an expected payment of 512,000, and an expected payment net 
of the cost of effort of 512,000 - 510,000 = $2000. Now, the repairperson will 
choose to make a high level of effort. This arrangement makes the owners better off 
than before because they get an expected revenue of 530,000 and a profit of 518,000. 

This is not the only payment scheme that will work for the owners, hmvever. 
Suppose they contract to have the worker participate in the following revenue
sharing arrangement. When revenues are greater than $18,000, 

w R - 518,000 (17.2) 

(Otherwise the wage is zero.) In this case, if the repairperson makes a low effort, 
he receives an expected pavment of 51000. But if he makes a hiah level of effort ... b I 

his expected payment is 512,000 and his expected payment net of the $10,000 
cost of effort is $2000. (The o-wners' profit is 518,000, as before.) 

Thus, in our example, a revenue-sharing arrangement achieves the same out
come as a bonus-payment system. In more complex situations, the incentive 
effects of the two types of arrangements will differ. However, the basic idea illus
trated here applies to all principal-agent problems: When it is impossible to 
measure effort directly, an incentive structure that rewards the outcome of high 
levels of effort can induce agents to aim for the goals that the owners set. 

Managerial 
in an Integrated 

We have seen that owners and managers of firms can have asyrnmeh"ic information 
about demand, cost, and other variables. We've also seen hmv owners can desilm b 

reward structures to encourage managers to make appropriate efforts. Now we 
focus our attention on firms that are integmteci-that consist of several divisions, 
each with its own managers. Some firms are horizontally integrated: Several plants 
produce the same or related products. Others are also vertically integrated: 

er aSSume that the repairperson is risk neutral, so that no efficiency is lost. If, howe\"er, the repair
P son \\ ere nsk averse, there would be an effIClency loss 

horizontal integration Organ
izational form in which sev
eral plants produce the same 
or related products for a firm. 

vertical integration Organi
zational form in which a firm 
contains several divisions, 
with some producing parts 
and components that others 
use to produce finished 
products. 
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Upstrean1 divisions produce materials, parts, ~nd component~ th~t do\vnstreall1 
divisions use to produce final products. Integrahon c~eates orgaruzahonal problems. 
We addressed some of these problems in the appendiX to Chapter 11, where We dis
cussed tnlllsfer pricing in the \"ertically integrated firm-that is, how the firm sets 
prices for p~rts and components that upstream divisions supply t~ ~ovmstream 
divisions. Here ,ve will examine problems that stenl. from asynuneh"lC mfonnation. 

In an integrated firm, division managers are lik~ly to hav~ better information 
about their different operating costs and productlOn potentlal than central man~ 
agement has. This asymmetric information causes two problems. 

1. Hmv can central management elicit accurate information about divisional 
operatina costs and production potential from divisional managers? This is 
importaI~t because the inputs to some divisions may be the outputs of other 
divisions, because deli\'eries must be scheduled to customers, and because 
prices cannot be set without knowing overall production capacity and costs. 

2. What re'ward or incentive structure should central management use to 
encourage divisional managers to produce as efficiently as possib~e? Should 
thev be aiven bonuses based on how much they produce, and If so, how 

~ /:) 

should they be structured? 

To understand these problems, consider a firm with several plants that all 
produce the same product. Each plant's manager has much better informati.~n 
about its production capacity than central management has. In order to aVOid 
bottlenecks and schedule deliveries reliably, central rnanagement wants to leam 
more about how much each plant can produce. It also wants each plant to pro
duce as much as possible. Let's examine how central management can obtain the 
information it v{ants while also encouraging the plant managers to run the 

plants as efficiently as possible . 
One way is to give the plant managers bonuses based on elt~~r the total output 

of their plant or its operating profit. While this approach ,vou encourage :nan-
agers to maximize output, it would penalize managers who~e 'plants ha:e higher 
costs and lower capacity. Even if these plants produced efhClently, theIr output 
and operating profit-and thus their bonuses-would be lower than those of 
plaI1tS 'with lower costs and higher cap~cities. PI.ant managers vvould als~ have no 
incentive to obtain and reveal accurate mformahon about cost and capaCIty. 

A second wav is to ask the managers about their costs and capacities and 
base bonuses 0;1 how well thev do relative to their ans·wers. For example, 
manaaer miaht be asked how ~luch his or her plant can produce each year. 
at the/:)end of the vear the manaaer receives a bonus based on how close 
~lant's output ,,>'a~ to ~his target. For example, if. the manager's. estimate of 
feasible production leyel is o.r, the annual bonus m dollars, B, mIght be 

B = 10,000 - 5(Qf - Q) 

where Q is the plant's actual output, 10,000 is the. bor:us when output is at 
itv, and ,5 is a factor chosen to reduce the bonus If Q IS belm,>' Qr· 

~ With this scheme, however, managers would have an incenth"e to 
//late capacitv. Bv claimina capacities below what they know to be true, they 

~. /:) . . t'f" tl T For ex;;u11lue, 
more easilv earn larae bonuses even It they do not operate e lClen J' . /:) 
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if a manager estimates capacity to be 18,000 rather than 20,000, and the plant 
actually produces only 16,000, her bonus increases from 58000 to 59000. Thus 
this scheme fails to elicit accurate information about capacity and does not 
ensure that plants 'will be run as efficiently as possible. 

Now let's modify this scheme. We ,\'ill still ask managers how much their plants 
can feasibly produce and tie their bonuses to this estimate. However, we will use 
a slightly more complicated formula than the one in (173) to calculate the bonus: 

If Q > Q" B = .3Qt + .2(Q Qf) 

If Q :S o.f' B = .30., - .5(Qt - Q) 
(17.4) 

The parameters (.3, .2, and .5) ha\'e been chosen so that each manager has the 
incentive to reveal the tme feasible production level and to make Q, the actual 
output of the plant, as large as possible. 

To see that this scheme does the job, look at Figure 17.4. Assume that the true 
production limit is Q* = 20,000 units per year. The bonus that the manager will 
recei\'e if she states feasible capacitv to be the true production limit is aiven bv . /:) . 
the line labeled o.r = 20,000. This line is continued for outputs beyond 20,000 to 
illustrate the bonus scheme but dashed to signify the infeasibility of such pro
duction. Note that the manager's bonus is maximized when the firm produces at 
its limit of 20,000 units; the bonus is then 56000. 

Suppose, however, that the manager reports a feasible capacity of only 10,000. 
Then the bonus she receives is given by the line labeled Qr = 10,000. The maxi
mum bonus is now $5000, which is obtained by producing an output of 20,000. 
But note that this is less than the bonus the manager would receive if she cor
rectly stated the feasible capacity to be 20,000. 

Bonus 
(dollars per 

year) 

10,000 

8,000 

6,000 

,b,000 

2,000 

° 10,000 20,000 30,000 

Qf = 30,000 

Qf = 20,000 

Qr = 10,000 

,b0,000 

, Abonus scheme can be designed that gives a manager the incentive to estimate accurately the size of the plant. If the 
tman~g~r reports a feasible capacity of 20,000 units per year, equal to the actual capacity, then the bonus received is 
.;::aXImlzed (at $6000). 
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Recall from §l-tl that in a 
perfectly competitive labor 
market, firms hire labor to the 
point at which the real ",-age 
(the wage divided by the 
price of the product) is equal 
to the marginal product of 
labor. 

efficiency wage theory Ex
planation for the presence of 
unemployment and wage dis
crimination which recognizes 
that labor productivity may be 
affected by the wage rate. 

The same line of argument applies when the manager exaggerates available 
capacity. If the manager states feasible capacity to be 30,000 units per year, the 
bonus is given by the line Or = 30,000. The maximum bonus of $4000, '''-'hich is 
achieved at an output of 20,000, is less than_the bonus she could have received 
had she reported feasible capacity correctlyb 

Because the problem of asymmetric information and incentive design comes up 
often in managerial settings, incentive schemes like the one described above arise 
in many contexts. Hoyv, for example, can managers encourage salespeople to set 
and reveal realistic sales targets and then work as hard as possible to meet them? 

Most salespeople cover specific territories. A salesperson assigned to a densely 
populated urban territory can usually sell more product than a salesperson assigned 
to a sparsely populated area. The company, ho'vvever, wants to reward aU sales
people equitably. It also wants to give them the incentive to work as hard as possible 
and to report realistic sales targets, so that it can plan production and delivery 
schedules. Companies have always used bonuses and commissions to reward sales
people, but incentive schemes have often been poorly desigll,ed. Typically, sales
people's commissions were proportional to their sales. This approach elicited 
neither accurate information about feasible sales targets nor maxiIULUll. performance. 

Today, companies are learnin.g that bonus schemes like the one given by equa
tion (17_4) provide better results. The salesperson can be given an array of numbers 
showing the bonus as a function of both the sales target (chosen by the salesperson) 
and the actual level of sales_ (The numbers would be calculated from equation 17.4 
or some sirnilar formula.) Salespeople will quickly figure out that they do best by 
reporting feasible sales targets and then working as hard as possible to meet them.

16 

When the labor market is competitive, all ,·vho wish to work will find jobs for 
wages equal to their marginal products. Yet most countries have substantial 
unemployment even though many people are aggressively seeking work. Many 
of the unemployed would presumably work even for a lower wage rate than 
that being received by employed people. \-\Thy don't we see firms cutting wage 
rates, increasing employment levels, and thereby increasing profit? Can our 
models of competitive equilibrum explain persistent 1memployment? 

In this section, we shm"-' how the efficiency wage theory can explain the 
ence of unemployment and wage discriminationY We have thus far determined 

15 Any bonus of the form B = (3Q, + a(Q - Q.) for Q > Q" and B = (3Q. - y(Q, - Q) for Q:; 
with y > {3 > a > 0 will work See Martin LWeitzman, ;'The New So\;iet Incentive Model, . 
lollrnni of Ecollolllics VII (Spring 1976): 251-56. There is a dynamic problem with this schen:e that we 
ha\'e ignored: Managers must weigh a large bonus for good performance this year agams

t 

assigned more ambitious targets in the future This is discussed in Martin vVeitzman, "The 
Principle' and Performance Incentives," Bell lollnllli of Ecollomics 11 (Spring 1980): 302-08, 

16See Jacob Gonik, "Tie Salesmen's Bonuses to Their Forecasts," HarI'llrd BlIsiness RC1.'ielV 
1978): 116-23 
17 See Janet l Yellen, "Efficiency Wage Models of Unemployment," Allicrican Ecollomic Re-"i~" 
(May 1984): 200-05. The analysis relies on Joseph E. Stiglitz, "The Causes and Consequences 0 

Dependence of Quality on Price," 10lmlni of Ecollomic Literatllre 25 (March 1987): 1-48. 
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labor p'r~ductivity according to workers' abilities and firms' investment in capi
tal. EffICIency wage models :-ecognize that labor productivity also depends on 
the wage rate. There are vanous explanations for this relationship. Economists 
have suggested that the productivity of workers in de\'elopincr countries 
depends on the wage rate for nutritional reasons: Better-paid \vorkeI~ can afford 
to buy more and better food and are therefore healthier and can work harder, 

A better explanation for the United States is found in the shirkino- model 
Becaus,e monitoring workers is costly or impossible, finns have imp~rfect in~ 
£O[:11at:on about worker p~od,uctivity, and there is a principal-agent problem. 
~ Its ~lmplest form, the shu'kmg model assumes perfectly competitive markets 
1l: whIch all worker~ are equally productive and earn the same wage, Once 
hIred, workers can eIther work productively or slack off (shirk), But because 
information about their performance is limited, workers may not get fired for 
~~. . 

The model works as follows. If a firm pays its workers the market-clearincr 
wage w", th~y have an incenti\-e to shirk. Even if they get caught and are fired 
(and they mIght not be), they can immediately get hired somewhere else for the 
same wage_ In this situation, because the threat of being fired does not impose a 
co~t on ':,orkers, they have no incentive to be productive, As an incentive not to 
shIrk, a hrm must offer workers a hicrher wacre, At this hicrher wacre wor-ker-s 

f
' - " b b b < b ' 

who are Ired tor slurkmg will face a decrease in wacres when hired bv another 
firm at w*, !f the difference in wages is large enough, ~,,-'orkers will be u~duced to 
be productIve, and this firm will not have a problem with shirkincr, The wacre at 
which no shirkulg occurs is the efficiency wage. b b 

Up to t~lis_ point, w: have looked at only one firm, But all firms face the prob
lem of shrrkmg, All fums, therefore, will offer wacres crreater than the market-
I " b b C eanng 'wage w""-say, We (efficiency wage), Does this remove the uKentive for 

:"orkers nO~,to shirk because they will be hired at the higher wage by other firms 
If they get hred? No_ Because all firms are offerincr wacres crreater than w* the 
demand for labor is less than the market-clearing ~uan~ity,band there is Ul~em
ployment. Conseque~tly, workers fired for shirking will face spells of unem
ployment before earnmg We at another firm. 

Figure 17,5 shows shirking in the labor market. The demand for labor 0 is 
?ownw~rd-sl?ping, for the traditional reasons. If there were no shirking, ~he 
mter~ectlOn ot DL WIth the supply of labor (Sd would set the market 'wage at w*, 
~nd tull empl?~ment would result (L*), With shirking, however, individual 
rms are umvIllmg to pay w*. Rather, for every level of unemplovment in the 

hlo -k t-' J l' mar et, Inns must pay some wage greater than l"U* to induce workers to 
be ?roductive, This wage is shown as the no-shirking constraint (NSC) curve. 
ThIS curve shows the minimum wage, for each level of unemployment that 
willk d ' . ' J ' ers nee earn m order not to slm-k. Note that the greater the level of 1111em-
rloy:nent, the smaller the difference between the efficiency wacre and w*, Whv 
IS thIS so 7 B ' 1 l' 1 1 - b J lono- " ecause WIt 1 lIg'1 evels of unemployment, people who shirk risk 

b penods of unemployment and therefore don't need much inducement to be 
productive, 

I~ Figure 17.5, the equilibrium wage will be at the intersection of the NSC 
cune and 0 CUlTes "\'I-th L '·\'0 k '- Th' 'l'b ' b L , ' e' l' ers earnIng Ll.le· IS equi 1 num occurs 
ecause the NSC curve gives the lowest wao-e that firms can pay and still dis-

COurao-e sl ' -k' F' b • b 111 mg. Inns need not pay more than this wao-e to cret the number of 
workers tl d ,. b 0 , ley nee ,and they WIll not pay less because a lower wacre ''>'ill encour-
age shIrk" cr NIl b 1110 - 1 ote t lat t 18 NSC curve never crosses the labor supply curve_ This 
means that there will always be some unemployment in equilibriUI~. 

shirking model Principle 
that workers still ha',"e an 
incenti\'e to shirk if a firm pays 
them a market-clearing wage, 
because fired workers can be 
hired somewhere else for the 
same wage. 

:fficiency wage Wage that a 
hrm will pay to an employee 
as an incentive not to shirk. 

In §142, we explain that the 
equilibrium wage is given 
bv the intersection of the 
demand for labor curve and 
the supply of labor curve_ 
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Unemployment can arise in otherwise competitive labor markets when employers 
cannot ac~urately monitor workers. Here the "no shirking constraint" (NSC) gives 
the necessary to workers from shirking. The firm hires L" workers (at a 

COlmr)E'-titive L * - L" of unemployment. 

ne of the early examples of the payment of efficiency wages ca:1 be found 
in the history of Ford Motor Company. Before 1913, automobIle produc

tion depended heavily on skilled workers. But the introduction of the assem~ly 
line drastically changed the workplace. Novv jobs demanded much less skilt 
and producti;n depended on maintaining assembly-line equipment. But as 
automobile plants changed, workers became increasingly disenchanted. In 
1913, turnover at Ford \vas 380 percent. The following year, it rose to 1000 per

cent, and profit margins fell sharply. . . 
Ford needed to maintain a stable workforce, and Hemy Ford (and Ius bUSI

ness parhwr James Couzens) provided it. In 1914, when the going wage for a 
day's work in industry averaaed bet\veen £2 and $3, Ford introduced a pay 
poiicy of $5 a day. Improved l~bor efficiency (not generosity) \~as bel:ll:d this 
policy. The goal was to attract better workers who would stay WIth theIr Jobs-

and evenhlally to increase profits. . 
Although Hemy Ford was attacked for it, this policy succeeded. HIS wor~

force did become more stable, and the publicity helped Ford's sales. In addi
tion, because Ford had his pick of workers, he could hire a group that was on 
average more productive. Ford stated that the ",'age increase did i~ f~ct 
increase the loyalty and personal efficiency of his workers, and quantItahVe 
estimates supp'ort 11is statements. According to calculations by Ford's chief of 
labor relations productivity increased by 51 percent. Another study found that , . ' . 1 Iv 
absenteeism had been halved, and discharges for cause had declmed s 1arp r 
Thus the productivity increase more than offset the increase il~ \:'ag~s. As a 

from million in 1914 to $60 mIlhon 111 1916. 

1. The seller of a product often has better information 
about its quality than the buyer. Asymmetric informa
tion of this type creates a market failure in which bad 
products tend to dri\-e good products out of the mar
ket. Market failure can be eliminated if sellers offer 
standardized products, provide guarantees or war
ranties, or find other ways to maintain good reputa
tions for their products. 

2. Insurance markets frequently involve asymmetric 
information because the insuring party has better 
information about the risk im'olved than the insur
ance company. This can lead to adverse selection, in 
which poor risks choose to insure and good risks do 
not Another problem for insurance markets is moral 
hazard, in which the insuring party takes less care to 
avoid losses after insuring. . 

3. Sellers can deal with the problem of asymmetric infor
mation by sending buyers signals about the quality of 

1. vVhy can asymmetric information between buyers 
and sellers lead to market failure when a market is 
otherwise perfectly competitive? 

2. If the used car market is a "lemons" market, how 
would you expect the repair record of used cars that 
are sold to compare with the repair record of those not 
sold? 

3. Explain the difference between adverse selection and 
moral hazard in insurance markets. Can one exist 
without the other? 

4. Describe several wavs in 'which sellers can convince 
buyers that their pr;ducts are of high quality. Which 
methods apply to the following products: May tag 
washing machines, Burger King hamburgers, large 
diamonds? 

1. Many consumers view a well-known brand name as a 
signal of quality and will pay more for a brand-name 
product (e.g., Bayer aspirin instead of generic aspirin, 
or Birds Eye frozen vegetables instead of the super
market's own brand). Can a brand name provide a 
useful signal of quality? Why or why not? 
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their products. For example, workers can signal their 
high productivity by obtaining high lewIs of education. 

4. Asymmetric information may make it costly for the 
owners of firms (principals) to monitor accurately the 
behavior of their managers (agents). Managers'may 
seek higher fringe benefits for themseh"es, or a goal of 
sales maximization, even though shareholders \\"ould 
prefer to maximize profit. 

5. Owners can a\-oid some principal-agent problems by 
designing contracts that give their agents the incen
tive to perform producti\"ely. 

6. Asymmetric information can explain why labor mar
kets ha\"e l.U1employment e\"en though some workers 
are actively seeking work. According to efficiency 
wage theory, a wage higher than the competiti\-e wage 
(the efficiency wage) increases worker productivity 
by discouraging workers from shirking on the job. 

5. Why might a seller find it advantageous to signal the 
quality of a product? How are guarantees and war
ranties a form of market signaling? 

6. Why might managers be able to achieve objecti\-es 
other than profit maximization, the goal of the firm's 
shareholders? 

7. How can the principal-agent model be used to 
explain why public enterprises, such as post offices, 
might pursue goals other than profit maximization? 

8. Why are bonus and profit-sharing payment schemes 
likely to resolw principal-agent problems, whereas a 
fixed-wage payment will not? 

9. What is an efficiency wage? Why is it profitable for 
the firm to pay it when workers ha\"e better informa
tion about their productivity than firms do? 

2. Gary is a recent college graduate. After SLX months at his 
new job, he has finally saved enough to buy his first car. 
a. Gan" knows verv little about the differences 

" " 

between makes and models. How could he use 
market signals, reputation, or standardization to 
make comparisons? 
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b. You are a loan officer in a bank After selecting a 
car, Gary comes to you seeking a loan. Because he 
has only recently graduated, he does not ha\'e a 
long credit history. Nonetheless, the bank has a 
long history of financing cars for recent college 
graduates. Is this information useful in Gary's case? 
If so, how? 

3. A major university bans the assignment of D or F 
grades. It defends its action by claiming that students 
tend to perform above average when they are free 
from the pressures of flunking out The university 
states that it wants all its students to get As and Bs. If 
the goal is to raise overall grades to the B level or 
abo\'e, is this a good policy? Discuss with respect to 
the problem of moral hazard. 

4. Professor Jones has just been hired by the economics 
department at a major university. The president of 
the board of regents has stated that the university is 
committed to providing top-quality education for 
lU1dergraduates. Two months into the semester, Jones 
fails to show up for his classes. It seems he is devoting 
all his time to economic research rather than to teach
ing Jones argues that his research will bring addi
tional prestige to the department and the university. 
Should he be allowed to continue exclusively with 
research? Discuss with reference to the principal
agent problem. 

5. Faced with a reputation for producing automobiles 
with poor repair records, a number of American com
panies have offered extensive guarantees to car pur
chasers (e.g., a seven-year warranty on all parts and 
labor associated with mechanical problems). 
a. In light of your knowledge of the lemons market, 

why is this a reasonable policy? 
b. Is the policy likely to create a moral hazard prob

lem? Explain 
6. To promote competition and consumer welfare, the 

Federal Trade Commission requires finns to advertise 
truthfully. How does truth in advertising promote 
competition? Why ,'>'ould a market be less competi
th'e if firms advertised deceptively? 

7. An insurance company is considering issuing three 
types of fire insurance policies: (i) complete insurance 
coverage, (ii) complete coverage above and beyond a 
S10,000 deductible, and (iii) 90 percent coverage of all 
losses. Which policy is more likely to create moral 
hazard problems? 

8. You have seen how asymmetric information can 
reduce the a\'erage quality of products sold in a market, 
as low-quality products drive out the high-quality 
ones. For those markets in which asymmetric infor
mation is pre\'alent, would you agree or disagree with 
each of the following? Explain briefly: 

a. The gO\'enU11ent should subsidize COilSilii/CF Reports, 
b. The go\-ernment should impose quality standards_ 

e.g., firms should not be allovved to selllow-qua!itv 
items -

c. The producer of a high-quality good \\'ill probably 
\\'ant to offer an extensive warranty , 

d, The government should require all firms to offer 
extensi,-e \\'arranties. 

9. Two used car dealerships compete side by side on a 
main road .. The first, Harry's Cars, sells high-quality 
cars that it carefully inspects and, if necessary, ser\'ice~. 
On a\'erage, it costs Harry's 58000 to buy and service 
each car that it sells The second dealership, Lew's 
Motol's, sells lower-quality cars On a\'erage, it costs 
Lew's only 55000 for each car that it sells. If consumers 
knew the quality of the used cars they were buying, 
they would gladly pay 510,000 on average for Harry's 
cars and pay only 57000 on a\'erage for Lew's cars .. 

Unfortunately, the dealerships are too new to have 
established reputations, so consumers do not know 
the quality of each dealership's cars_ Consumers fig
ure, however, that they have a 50-50 chance of ending 
up with a high-quality car, no matter which dealer
ship they go to, and are thus willing to pay 58500 on 
a\-erage for a car. 

Harry's has an idea: It will offer a bumper
to-bumper warranty for all cars it sells. It knows that 
a warranty lasting Y years will cost S500Y on average, 
and it also knows that if Levv's tries to offer the same 
warranty, it will cost Lew's S1000Y on a\'erage. 
a. Suppose Harry's offers a one-year warranty on all 

cars it sells. Will this generate a credible signal of 
quality? Will Lew's match the offer, or will it fail to 
match it so that consumers can correctly assume 
that because of the warranty, Harry's cars are high 
quality and so worth 510,000 on a\-erage? 

b. What if Han'v's offers a two-vear ,,'arrantv? Will 
this generate" a credible sign~l of quality? What 
about a three-year ,varranty? 

c. If you were advising Harry's, how long a warranty 
would you urge it to offer? Explain why , 

10. A firm's short-run revenue is given by R = 10e - e-, 
\\'here e is the le\'el of effort by a typical worker (all 
workers are assumed to be identical). A worker chooses 
his le\'el of effort to maximize his wage net of effort 
,[1 - e (the per-unit cost of effort is assumed to be 1). 
Determine the level of effort and the level of profit 
(revenue less wage paid) for each of the following wage 
arrangements, Explain why these different principal
agent relationships generate different outcomes. 
a. tt' = 2 for e 2: 1; otherwise w = 0 
b. tt' = R/2 
c. tt' = R 125. 

this chapter ,ve study extenwlities-the effects of produc-
and consumption activities not directly reHected in the 

market-and pllblic goods-goods that benefit all consumers, 
but that the market either undersupplies or does not supply at 
alL Externalities and public goods are important sources of 
market failure and thus raise serious public policy questions. 
For example, hm"\' much waste, if an v, should firms be allowed 
to dump into rivers and streams? How strict should automo
bile emission standards be? How m_uch money should the 
government spend on national defense? Edu~ation? Basic 
research? Public television? 

\iVhen externalities are present, the price of a good need not re
Hect its social value. As a result, finns may produce too much 
or too little, so that the market outcome is inefficient. We begin 
by describing externalities and showina exactly how they create o • • 
market inefficiencies. We then evaluate remedies. IA/hile some 
remedies involve government regulation, others rely primarily 
on bargaining among individuals or on the legal right of those 
adversely affected to sue those who create an externality. 

Next:we analyze public goods. The marginal cost ·of pro
viding a public good to an additional consumer is zero, and 
people carmot be pre\'ented from consuming it. We distinguish 
between those goods that are difficult to provide privately and 
those that could have been provided by the market We con
clude by describing the problem policymakers face when 
ing to decide how much of a public good to pro\'ide. 

l8al 

Externalities can arise between producers, between customers, 
or beh\'een consumers and producers. Thev can be /leo'ative-• 0 

when the action of one party imposes costs on another party-
or positive-when the action of one party benefits another party. 

A negatiI1e e,ytemality occurs, for example, when a steel plant 
dumps its waste in a river that fishermen downstream depend 
on for their daily catch. The more waste the steel plant dumps 
in the river, the fe'wer fish will be supported. The firm, hm·\,
ever, has no incentive to account for the external costs that it 
imposes on fishermen when making its production decision, 
Furthermore, there is no market in which these external costs 



p 
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externality Action by either a 
producer or a consumer which 
affects other producers or con
sumers, but is not accounted 
for in the market price, 

In §6.4, we explain that with a 
fixed-proportion production 
function, it is impossible to 
substitute among inputs 
because each level of output 
requires a specific combina
tion of labor and capital. 

In §8.3, we explain that 
because a competitive firm 
faces a horizontal demand 
curve, choosing its output so 
that marginal cost is equal to 
price is profit-maximizing, 

marginal external cost 
Increase in cost imposed exter
nally as one or more firms 
increase output by one unit 

Price 

can be transmitted into the price of steel. A positive extemality occurs when a 
home owner repaints her house and plants an attractive garden, All the neigh
bors benefit from this activity, yet the home owner's decision to repaint and 
landscape probably did not take these benefits into account 

Because externalities are not reflected in market prices, they can be a source of 
economic inefficiency. To see 'why, let's take our example of a steel plant dumpina
waste in a river. Figure 18.1(a) shows the production decision of a steel plant in ~ 
competitive market. Figure 18.l(b) sho'ws the market demar1.d and supply curves, 
assuming that all steel plants generate similar externalities. We assume that the 
firm has a fixed-proportions production function, so that it canl10t alter its input 
combinations; waste and other effluent can be reduced only by Imvering output. 
We will analyze the nature of the externality in two steps: first 'when only one 
steel plant pollutes, and then when all steel plants pollute in the sam.e way. 

The price of steel is PI' at the intersection of the demand and supply curves in 
Figure 18.1(b). The MC curve in (a) gives a typical steel firm's marginal cost of 
production. The firm maximizes profit by producing output '11' at which mar
ginal cost is equal to price (which equals marginal revenue because the firm 
takes price as given). As the firm's output changes, however, the external cost 
imposed on fishermen downstream also changes. This external cost is given by 
the marginal external cost (MEC) curve in Figure 18.1(a). The curve is upward 
sloping for most forms of pollution: As the firm produces additional output and 
dumps additional effluent, the incremental harm to the fish industry increases. 

From a social point of vie\'>', the firm produces too much output. The efficient 
level of output is the level at which the price of the product is equal to the 

:vISC Price 

MC 

P* 

o 

Firm Output Industry Output 

(a) (b) 

When there are negative extemalities, the marginal social cost MSC is higher than the marginal cost Me. The differ
ence is the marginal extemal cost MEC. In (a), a profit-maximizing firm produces at Ql' where price is equal to Me. 
The efficient output is q*, at which price equals MSC. In (b), the industry's competitive output is Ql' at the intersection 
of industry supply MC I and demand D. However, the efficient output Q* is lower, at the intersection of demand and 
marginal social cost MSC I

. -
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~arginal social cost ~f production: the marginal cost of production plus the mar
gmal exter~1al cos.t at dumping effluent In Figure 18.1(a), the marginal social 
cost CUr\'e IS obtamed by adding marginal cost and marginal external cost for 
each le\'el of output (i.e., MSC = MC + MIC). The maro-inal social cost curve 
Iv!SC int~rsects th~ pri~e lil:e at the output q*. Because onl)~ one plant is dumping 
ett1uent mto the flyer ill thIS case, the market price of the product is unchana-ed. 
HO'we\'er, the firm is producing too much output (q1 instead of q*) and a-en~rat-
ing too much efHuent. 0 

. Now cOI:sider what happens when all steel plants dump their effluent into 
n.\·ers. In FIgure 18.1(b), the MC! curve is the industry supply CUl'\'e. The mar
gmal ~xternal cost associated with the industry output, MEC I

, is obtained by 
summmg the marginal cost of e\'ery person harmed at each level of output. Th-e 
lv!SC! curve repres~nts the sur.n of the marginal cost of production and the mar
gmal external cost for all steel fi1l1/5. As a result, MSC! = MC! + MIC!. 

Is industry ?~ltpU~ efficient when there are externalities? As Figure 18.1(b) 
show,S, the efflClent mdustry output level is the level at \vhich the mara-inal 
benefit of an additional unit of output is equal to the marginal social ~ost. 
Because the demand cUr\'e measures the marginal benefit to consumers the effi
cient output is Q*, at the intersection of the marginal social cost MSC! and 
den:and D curves. The competitive industry output, however, is at Q1' the inter
sectlOn of the demand curve and the supply CUlTe, MC!. Clearly, industry output 
is too high. 
. In our example, each unit of output results in some effluent being dumped. 
[herefore, whether we are looking at one firm's pollution or the entire indus
try's, the economic inefficiency is the excess production that results in too much 
ett1uent being dumped in the river. The source of the inefficiency is the incorrect 
pricing of t_~1e product. The market price PI in Figure 18.1(b-) is too low-it 
ret1ects the hrms' marginal private cost of production, but not the mara-inal social 
cost. Only at the higher price P* 'will steel firms produce the efficie~t level of 
output. 

.What is .the cost to society of this inefficiency? For each unit produced above 
Q~, the sOClal cost is given by the difference between the mara-inal social cost and 
the marginal benefit (the demand curve). As a result, the aa-:rea-ate social cost is 
shown in F~~ure 18.1(b) as the shaded triangle between MSC'r, D, and output Ql' 

ExternahtIes ?enerate both long-run and short-run inefficiencies. In Chapter 
8, we sa:" that hrms enter a competitive industry whenever the price of the 
product IS above the avemge cost of production and exit whenever price is below 
average cost. In long-~'un equilibrium, price is equal to (long-run) average cost. 
When there are negatIve externalities, the average private cost of production is 
less than th~ awrage socia~ cost. As a result, some firms remain in the industry 
even when It vvould ~e efficient for them to leave. Thus negative externalities 
encourage too many hrms to remain in the industry. 

Positive Externalities and Inefficiency 

Exte~'nalities can also result in too little production, as the example of home 
repaIr and landscaping shows. In Figure 182, the horizontal axis measures the 
home owner's investment (in dollars) in repairs and landscaping. The marginal 
cost CUl:v~ for h?me repair shows the cost of repairs as more work is done on the 
house; It IS honzontal because this cost is unaffected by the amount of repairs. 
The demand curve D measures the marginal private benefit of the repairs to the 
home owner. The home owner will choose to invest L7 in repairs at the inter-
sf' 1 1 , ec Ion at 1er demand and marginal cost curves. But repairs generate external 

marginal social cost Sum of 
the marginal cost of produc
tion and the marginal external 
cost 

In §9.2, we explain that, 
absent market failure, a com
petiti\'e market leads to the 
economically efficient output 
level. 
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marginal external benefit 
Increased benefit that accrues 
to other parties as a firm 
increases output by one unit. 

marginal social benefit Sum 
of the marginal private benefit 
plus the marginal external 
benefit 

-Value 

Repair Level 

When there are positive externalities, marginal social benefits MSB are higher than 
marginal benefits D. The difference is the marginal external benefit MER A se1£
interested home owner invests (71 in repairs, determined by the intersection of the 
marginal benefit curve D and the marginal cost curve Me The efficient level of 
repair q* is higher and is given by the intersection of the marginal social benefit and 

cost cwves. 

benefits to the neighbors, as the marginal external benefit curve, MEB, shows. 
This cun'e is downward sloping in this example because the marginal benefit is 
large for a small amount of repair but falls as the repair work becomes extensive. 

The marginal social benefit curve MSB is calculated by adding the marginal 
private benefit and the marginal external benefit at every level of output. In 
short, MSB = D + MER The efficient level of output q*, at vvhich the marginal 
social benefit of additional repairs is equal to the marginal cost of those repairs, 
is found at the intersection of the MSB and MC curves. The inefficiency arises 
because the home owner doesn't receive all the benefits of her investment in 
repairs and landscaping. As a result, the price P 1 is too high to encourage her to 
invest in the socially desirable level of house repair. A lower price P* is required 
to encourage the efficient level of supply, q" 

Another example of a positive externality is the money that firms spend on 
research and development (R&D), Often the innovations resulting from research 
cannot be protected from other finns. Suppose, for example, that a firm desi~5 
a new product If that design can be patented, the firm might earn a large proht 
by manufacturing and marketing the new product But if the new design can be 
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closely imitated by other finns, those firms can appropriate some of the develop
ing finn's profit. Because there is then little reward for doing R&D, the market is 
likely to underfund it. 

1 
How can the irlefficiency resulting from an externality be remedied? If the firm 
that generates the externality has a fixed-proportions production technology~ the 
externality can be reduced only by encouraging the firm to produce less. As we 
saw in Chapter 8, this goal can be achie\'ed through an output tax. Fortunately, 
most £inns can substitute among inputs in the production process by altering 
their choices of teclmology. For example, a manufacturer can add a scrubber to 
its smokestack to reduce emissions. 

Consider a firm that sells its output in a competitive market. The firm emits 
pollutants that damage air quality in a neighborhood. The firm can reduce its 
emissions, but only at a cost. Figure 18.3 illustrates this h'ade-oft The horizontal 
axis represents the level of factory emissions and the vertical axis the cost per 
tmit of emissions. To simplify \'\'e assume that the firm's output decision and its 
emissions decision are independent, and that the firm has already chosen its 
profit-maximizing output level. The firm is therefore ready to choose its pre
ferred level of emissions. The curve labeled MSC represents the marginal social 
cost c;f elllissions. This social cost curve represents the increased harm associated 
with the emissions of the factory and is therefore equivalent to the MEC curve 
described earlier. The MSC curve slopes upward because the lI/arginal cost of the 
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The e~cient level of factory emissions is the level that equates the marginal social 
~t ot .e;nissions MSC to the benefit associated with lower abatement costs MCA. 

n e efficlent level of 12 muts is P. 

Recall from §7.3 that a firm 
can substitute among inputs 
by changing technologies in 
response to an eft1uent fee. 
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emissions standard Legal 
limit on the amount of pollu
tant that a firm can emit. 

emissions fee Charge levied 
on each unit of a firm's 
emissions. 

externalitv is hiaher the more extensive it is. (Evidence from studies of the 
~ b 

effects of air and water pollution suggests that small levels of pollutants gener-
ate little harm. Ho\vever, the harm increases substantially as the level of pollu
tants increases.) 

The curve labeled MCA is the marginal cost of abating ellzissioJls. It measures the 
additional cost to the firm of installing pollution control equipment The MCA 
curve is dO'A'nward sloping because the marginal cost of reducing emissions is 
low when the reduction has been slight, and high when it has been substantial. 
(A slight reduction is inexpensive-the firm can reschedule production so the 
greatest emissions occur at night, when few people are outside. Large redUctions 
require costly changes in the production process.) 

Because emissions reduction is costly and offers no direct benefit to the firm 
the firm's profit-maximizing level of e~issions is 26, the level at vd1ich the mar~ 
ginal cost of abatement is zero. The efficient level of emissions, 12 units, is at 
point P, where the marginal social cost of emissions, 53, is equal to the marginal 
cost of abating emissions. Note that if emissions are lower than E*-say, Eo-the 
marginal cost of abating emissions, 57, is greater than the marginal social cost, 
52. Emissions, therefore, are too low relative to the social optimum. However, if 
the level of emissions is the marginal social cost, $4, is greater than the mar
ginal benefit, 51. Emissions are then too high. 

We can encourage the finn to reduce emissions to E* in three ways: emissions 
standards, emissions fees, and transferable emissions permits. 

An Emissions Standard 
An emissions standard is a legal limit on how much pollutant a firm can emit. If 
the firm exceeds the limit, it can face monetary and even criminal penalties. In 
Figure 18.4, the efficient emission standard is 12 units, at point P The firm "",ill 
be heavily penalized for emissions greater than this level. 

The standard ensures that the firm produces efficiently. The firm meets the 
standard by installing pollution-abatement equipment. The increased abatement 
expendihlre will cause the firm's average cost curve to rise (by the average cost 
of abatement). Firms will find it profitable to enter the industry only if the price 
of the product is greater than the average cost of production plus abatement
the efficient condition for the industryl 

An Emissions Fee 
An emissions fee is a charge levied on each unit of a firm's emissions. As Figure 
18.4 shovvs, a $3 emissions fee will generate efficient behavior by our factory. 
With this fee, the finn minimizes costs by reducing emissions from 26 to 12 
units. To see 'why, note that the first unit of emissions can be reduced (from 26 to 
25 units of emis~sions) at very little cost (the marginal cost of additional ab~te
ment is close to zero). For very little cost, therefore, the finn can avoid pay.mg 

the 53 per unit fee. In fact, for all levels of emission above 12 units, the m.ar~~l 
cost of abatement is less than the emissions fee. Thus it pays to reduce eI11lSSlOn5

• 

Below 12 units, hovvever, the marginal cost of abatement is greater than the f:e. 
In that case, the firm will prefer to pay the fee rather than further reduce enus
sions. The firm will therefore pay a total fee given by the gray-shaded rectangle 

I This anah'sis assumes that the social costs of emissions do not change o\'er time If they do, the 
efficient sta~dard will also change, 

&e 
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MSC 

26 

Level of Emissions 

The efficient level of emissions at E* can be achieved through either an emissions fee 
or an emissions standard. Facing a fee of $3 per lmit of emissions, a firm reduces 
emissions to the point at which the fee is equal to the marginal benefit. The same 
level of emissions reduction can be achieved with a standard that limits emissions to 
12 muts. 

and incur a total abatement cost given bv the blue-shaded trianale under the ~ _ b 

MCA curve to the right of E 12. This cost is less than the fee the finn would 
pay if it did not reduce emissions at all. 

Standards versus Fees 

The United States has historically relied on standards to regulate emissions, 
Howe\'er, other countries, such as Germany, have used fees successfully, Which 
method is better? ~ -

There are important differences between standards and fees when the policy
ll:aker has incomplete information and when it is costly to regulate firms' emis
SIons. To understand these differences, let's suppose that because of administra
tive costs, the agency that regulates emissions must charge the same fee or set 
the same standard for all firms. 

First, let's examine the case for fees. Consider two firms 
that are located so that the marginal social cost of emissions is the same no mat
ter which reduces its emissions. Because the v have different abatement costs 
however, their marginal cost of abatement cu~ves are not the same. Figure 18.5 
shows why emissions fees are preferable to standards in this case. MCA] and 
~CA2 represent the marginal cost of abatement CUl'\'es for the two firms. Each 
hr~ i~litially generates 14 units of emissions, Suppose we want to reduce total 
emISSIons by 14 units. Figure 18.5 shows that the cheapest way to do this is to 
have Firm 1 reduce ernissions by 6 units and Firm 2 by 8. With these reductions, 
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With limited information, a policymaker may be faced with the choice of either a·· 
single emissions fee or a single emissions standard for all firms. The fee of $3 
achieves a total emissions level of 14 units more cheaply than a 7-1.U1it-per-firmemis
sions standard. With the fee, the firm with a lower abatement cost curve (Firm 2) 
reduces emissions more than the firm with a cost curve (Firm 1). 

both firms have marginal costs of abatement of 53. But consider what happens if 
the regulatory agency asks both firms to reduce emissions by 7 units. In that case 
the marginal cost of abatement of Firm 1 increases from 53 to 53.75, and the mar
ginal cost of abatement of Firm 2 decreases from 53 to 52.50. This carmot be cost
minimizing because the second firm can reduce emissions more cheaply than 
the first Only when the marginal cost of abatement is equal for both firms will 
emissions be reduced bv 14 units at minimum cost. 

Now we can see why a fee (53) might be preferable to a standard (7 tU1its). With 
a 53 fee, Firm 1 will reduce emissions bv 6 units and Firm. 2 bv 8 milts-the efficient 
outcome. By contrast, with the emi;sions standard, Fin~1 1 incurs additional 
abatement costs gi\'en by the green-shaded area between 7 and 8 units of emis
sion .. But Firm 2 enjoys reduced abatement costs given by the purple-shaded 
area between 6 and 7 units. Clearly, the added abatement costs to Firm 1 are 
larger than the reduced costs to Fim~ 2. The emissions fee thus achieves the same 
le\'el of emissions at a lower cost than the equal per-finn emissions standard. 

In general, fees can be preferable to standards for several reasons. First, when 
standards must be applied equally to all firms, fees achie\'e the same emissions 
reduction at a lower cost. Second, fees give a firm a strong incentive to install 
ne,v equipment that would allovv it to reduce emissions el'ell filrtlzcr. Suppose the 
standard requires that each firm reduce its emission by 6 units, from 14 to 8. 
Firm 1 is considering installing new emissions devices that would lower its mar
ginal cost of abatement from MCA1 to MCA2. If the equipment is relatively inex
pensi\'e, the firm will install it because it will lower the cost of meeting the stan
dard. Howe\'er, a 53 emissions fee would provide a greater incenti\'e for the firm 
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to reduce emissions. With the fee, not only will the firm's cost of abatement be 
lower on the first 6 units of reduction, but it will also be cheaper to reduce emis
sions by 2 more units: The emissions fee is greater than the marginal abatement 
cost for emissions lev'els between 6 and 8. 

The Case Now let's examine the case for standards by look
ing at Figure 18.6. While the marginal social cost CUI'\'e is \'ery steep, tl{e mar
ginal cost of abatement is relatively flat The efficient emissions fee is 58. But 
suppose that because of limited information a lower fee of 57 is charged (this fee 
amounts to a 1/8 or 12.5 percent reduction). Because the MCA cun'e is flat, the 
firm's emissions will be increased from 8 to 11 units. This lowers the firm's 
abatement costs somewhat, but because the MSC curve is steep, there ,vill be 
substantial additional social costs. The increase in social costs, less the savings in 
abatement costs, is given by the entire shaded (light and dark) triangle ABC 

What happens if a comparable error is made in setting the standard? The effi
cient standard is 8 units of emissionso But suppose the standard is relaxed by 
12.5 percent, from 8 to 9 units. As before, this '.villiead to an increase in social 
costs and a decrease in abatement costs. But the net increase in social costs, giyen 
by the small triangle ADE, is much smaller than before. 

This example illustrates the difference between standards and fees. When the 
marginal social cost-cUlve~lati~'ely steep and the margi:ll"l cost of abatement 
curve relati\'ely flat, tI1ecostgLI1QJr'ecitlcing emissions is high.In such cases, a 
standard is preferabfe fo a fee. With incomplete information, standards offer 
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':"hen the government has limited information about the costs and benefits of pollu
tion abatement, either a standard or a fee may be preferable. The standard is prefer
able when the marginal social cost curve is steep and the marginal abatement cost 
CUIYe is relatively flat. Here a 12.5 percent aror in setting the standard leads to extra 
~ocial costs of triangle ADE. The same percentage error in setting a fee would result 
m excess costs of ABC -
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transferable emissions per
mits 5vstem of marketable 
permits; allocated among 
firms, specifying the maxi
mumle\"el of emissions that 
can be generated. 

more certaintv about emissions levels but leave the costs of abatement uncerta' 
Fees, on the ~ther hand, offer certainty about the costs of a~atem.ent but leave t~ 
reduction of emissions le\'els uncertain. The pref~rable pohcy dePoends, therefore, 
on the nahlre of uncertainty and on the shapes ot the cost curves.-

Suppose we want to reduce emissions efficiently-i.e., to re.duc~ emissions to 
the point at which the marginal benefit of emissions l'e~uctlOn IS equal to the 
mara-inal cost of abatement. However, because of uncertalll.ty over the costs and 
ben:fits of abatement, we do not 'want to rely on an emissions fee. \lve can reach 
these a-oals bv usina- transferable emissions permits. Under this system, each 
firm n~ust ha;'e pen~lits to generate emissions. Each permit st:ecifies the number 
of units of emissions the firm is allowed to put out. Any fum that generates 
emissions that are not allowed by perm.it is subject to substantial,monetary sanc
tions. Permits are allocated among firms, with the total number at permits chosen 
to achieve the desired maximum level of emissions. The permits are marketable; 
they can be bought and sold. . . 

Under the permit system, the firms least able to reduce em.lSSlOns are those 
that purchase permits. Thus, suppose the two firm~ in Fi~ure 18.5 ~vere given 
permits to emit up to 7 units. Firm 1, facing a r:latlvely hlg,h n:arg:n~l cost of 
abatement, would pay up to $3.75 to buy a permIt for one umt ot elTIlSSlOns, but 
the value of that permit is only $2.50 to Firm 2, Firm 2 should therefore sell its 
permit to Firm 1 for a price between $2.50 and $3.75: . . . 

If there are enouO'h finns and permits, a competltlve market for permIts will 
develop. In market ~quilibrium, the price of a permit equals the marginal cost of 
abatem.ent for all finns; otherwise a firm will find it advantageous to buy more 
permits. The level of emissions chosen by the governm:nt '"vill be ,achieved at 
minimum. cost. Those firms with relatively Imv margmal cost ot abatement 
curves will be reducina- emissions the most, and those firms with relatively high 
marginal cost of abah~~nent curves will be buying more permits and reducing 
emissions the least. 

Marketable emissions permits create a market for externalities. TI-:is market 
approach is appealing because it combines some of tl-:e advantageous features of 
a system of standards with the cost advantages of a tee system. The agency that 
ad~inisters the system determines the total number of permits and therefore the 
total amount of ~missions, just as a system of standards 'vvoul~ do. But t~~ mar
ketability of the permits allovvs polluti<;n abatem.ent to be achle\'ed at m1l11mum 
cost, just as a system of fees would do.-' 

: Our analysis presumes that the emissions fee is le\'ied as a fixed fee per unit of emissions. If the fee 
is set too lo\\' because of limited information, the firm will generate a substantIal amount of exc~s 
emissions Suppose hO\\'e\'er that a fixed fee were replaced with a fee schedule deSIgned so tha~ t e 
hiaher th~ le\'el of ~mission, the higher the per-unit fee .. In this case, if the fee schedule is set too ~w! 
th~ increasina fee will discouraae the firm from aenerating substantial excess el11lSSlOns. In i?enera ! a 

b to to d' d . I tl nnronmen-\'ariable fee is preferable to a standard if the fee schedule can be eSlgne to malc 1 1e e ,_ "11 be 
tal harm caused bv the emissions In this case, firms kno\\' that the payment (hey make \~l 
anproximatelv equ~l to the harm that the\' cause and \\'ill i/ltcmnli=c that harm 111 mak1l1.g theIr prtD-
r, '11 "0 1 5 .. t· t CorrectIve Taxes 0 duction decisions. See Louis Kaplo\\' and 5te\'en Shave , " n t 1e uper~on} a 

Quantitv Regulation," NBER Working Paper No. W6251, No\"ember 199/. 
, . . . 11' . t . - ot always ideal. " With limited information and costly 1110nltonnc>, a l11arketa 1 e permIt s} s em b n ',," t 

. . . . 1 o. . tl" d tl arainal cost or abatemen For example, If the total number of permIts IS c 10sen mconec } an 1e m, 9 '. ,__ , . osing 
rises sharply for some finns, a permit system could dri\:e those fIrms out ot bus1l1e"~ b} Imp 
high abatement costs. (This would also be a problem for fees.) 
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The effect of sulfur dioxide pollution on the environment has concerned pol
icymakers for years, but these concerns reached a new height in the 1990s 

(with'a series of amendments to the Clean Air Act) beca.use of tl:e potential 
adverse effects of acid rain. Acid rain, formed by bunung fOSSIl fuels that 
release sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, threatens property and health 
throughout the Midwestern and Northeastern United States. 

How can we best deal with the sulfur dioxide problem? An important lesson 
comes from a policy that was pursued several decades ago. In 1968, Phila
delphia imposed air quality regulations that limited the maximum allowable 
sulfur content in fuel oil to 1.0 percent or less. This regulation decreased sulfur 
dioxide levels in the air substantially-from 0.10 parts per million (ppm) in 
1968 to belmv 0.030 ppm in 1973. Improved air quality led to better human 
health, less damage to materials, and higher property values. But these 
improvements had a cost: Industrial, manufachlring, commercial, and residen
tial fuel users had to alter their fuel choices and to install pollution-control 
equipment to abate pollution. Was the benefit-the reduction in soc.ial cost 
due to abatement-worth the additional abatement cost? A cost-beneflt Shldy 
of reductions in sulfur dioxide emissions provided some answers.4 

In Philadelphia, the emissions reductions necessitated increased costs of 
converting from coal and oil to gas to comply with the air-quality regulation. 
Emissions-control equipment also had to be added to rnanufachlring processes 
to ensure that fuels were used efficiently. Figure 18.7 shows the marginal social 
cost and the marginal cost to the firm of reduced emissions. Note that the mar
ginal abatement cost jumps whenever new capital-intensive pollution-control 
equipment is needed to improve fuel efficiency. 

The benefits of reduced sulfur dioxide emissions can be divided into three 
parts: (1) reductions in illness and death from diseases like cancer, bronchitis, 
pneumonia, emphysema, asthma, and the common cold; (2) reductions in 
materials costs caused by corrosion of metals, stone, and paint; and (3) 
improvements in visibility and other aesthetic values. 

Because benefits are the negative of social costs, \ve can obtain information 
about the mara-inal social cost curve bv askinoa- hmv each of these three types of o , 
benefits decreases in value when sulfur dioxide concentl'ations are increased. 
For very low concentrations, evidence suggests little health, material, or aes
thetic effects. But for moderate concentrations, studies of respiratory diseases, 
corrosion of materials, and lost visibility suggest that marginal social costs are 
positive and relatively constant. Thus the marginal social cost curve rises ini
tially and then becomes horizontaL 

The efficient level of reduced sulfur dioxide emissions is given by the number 
of ppm of sulfur dioxide at which the marginal cost of reduced emissions is 
equal to the marginal social cost. We can see from Figure 18.7 that this level is 
approximately 0.0275 ppm. The marginal social cost and marginal abatement 
cost curves intersect at a point where the marginal abatement cost curve is 
shamlv decreasina- because of the introduction of expensive desulfurization r • 0 

equipment. Because 0.0275 ppm is slightly below the emissions level achie\'ed by 

The stud\" is bv Thomas R. Irvin, "A Cost-Benefit Analvsis of Sulfur Dioxide Abatement 
Regulations'in Phiiadelphia," BusillC55 ECOII0111ic5 (September 1977): 12-20 
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The efficient sulfur dioxide concentration equates the marginal abatement cost to 
the marginal social cost. Here the marginal abatement cost curve is a series of steps, 
each the use of a different abatement tedmology. 

the regulation in 1973, we can conclude that the regulation improved economic 
efficiency. In fact, giwn that sulfur dioxide levels were above 0.0275 ppm for 
most of the period, it appears that the regulations vvere not stringent enough to 
achieve the most efficient outcome. 

How does the use of standards-based regulations compare to that of trade
able emissions permits? A recent Shldy of the regulation of electric utility sulfur 
dioxide emissions shows that marketable permits can cut the cost of compli
ance with a regulatory standard in hale 111e lower costs are achieved because 
firms 'with hiah abatement costs buy nermits that allow emissions, while those o ~ r 
with low abatement costs reduce emissions and sell permits. 

T he cost of air pollution conh"Ol during the 1980s ,vas approximately $18bil
lion per year. 6 An effective emissions trading system could reduce th?se 

costs substantially in the decades to come, The Environmental Protection 

o Don Fullerton, Shaun P Iv1cDermott, and Jonathan P Caulkins, "Sulfur Dioxide Co:nplian~~ of; 
Regulated Utility," \JBER vVorking Paper No, 5541, Apnl 1996 See also Dallas Bmtraw:.", Md 
Krupnick, Erin ivlansur, David Austin. and Deirdre Farrell, "The Cost and Benefits of ReduCIn" 
Rain," (Washington: Resources for the Future, September 1997). 

" See Robert W ~a11Il and Gordo.:) L H_eoster,. "The M~rket for Bads: EPA's ~:peril~n~:rmits: 
EnusslOns Tradmg,' RcglllntlL1/l (198/): 48-:).'; Bnan J rvlcKean, EvolutIOn of ivlalketa? 
The US Experience \\"ith Sulfur-Dioxide Allowance Trading," Em"ironmental ProtectIOn 
December, 1996 
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Agency's "bubble" and "offset" programs provided a modest attempt to use a 
trading system to lower cleanup costs. 

A bubble allmvs an individual firm to adjust its pollution controls for indi
vidual sources of pollutants, as long as a totlll pollutllilt limit for the firm is not 
exceeded. In theory a bubble could be used to set pollutant limits for many 
firms or for an entire geographic region; in practice, however, it has been 
applied to individual firms, The result is, in effect, that "permits" are traded 
within the firm: if one part of the firm could reduce its emissions, another 
part would be allowed to emit more, Abatement cost sa"ings associated 
with the EPA's program of 42 bubbles have been approximately 5300 million 
since 1979, 

Under the offset program, new sources of emissions may be located in geo
graphic regions in ,,,'hich air quality standards have not been met, but only if 
they offset their ne,v emissions by reducing emissions from existing sources 
at least as much. Offsets can be obtained by internal trading, but external trad
ing among firms is also allowed. Over 2000 offset transactions have occurred 
since 1976, 

Because of their limited natures, bubble and offset programs substantially 
understate the potential gain from a broad-based emissions trading program, 
In one study, the cost of achieving an 85-percent reduction in hydrocarbon 
emissions in all U.S. DuPont plants was estimated under three alternative poli
cies: (1) each source at each plant must reduce emissions by 85 percent; (2) each 
plant must reduce its overall emissions by 85 percent with only internal h'ading 
possible; and (3) total emissions at all plants must be reduced by 85 percent, 
with both internal and external trading possible? When no trading was 
allmved, the cost of emissions reduction was $105] million. Internal trading 
reduced the cost of $42.6 million. Allowing for both external and internal h"ad
ing reduced the cost further to $14.6 million, 

Clearly, the potential cost savings from an effective transferable emissions 
program can be substantial, This may explain why Congress focused on trans
ferable permits as a vvay of dealing with "acid rain" in the 1990 Clean Air Act. 
Acid rain can be extremely harmful to people, animals, vegetation, and build
ings. The government has authorized a permit system to reduce sulfur dioxide 
emissions by 10 million tons and nitrogen oxide emissions by 2.5 million tons 
by the year 2000. 

Under the plan, each h'adeable permit allows a maximum of one ton of sul
fur dioxide to be released into the air. Electric utilities and other polluting enti
ties are allocated permits in proportion to their current level of emissions. 
Companies can make the capital investments necessary to reduce emissions, 
perhaps selling excess permits, or they can buy permits and avoid having to 
make costly emission-reducing inveshnents. 

In the early 1990s, economists expected these permits to trade for $300 or 
more each, In fact, during 1993, prices were belmv $200, and, as Figure 18.,8 
shows, by 1996 they fell to below 5100. Why? Because reducing sulfur dioxide 
emissions has turned out to be less costly than anticipated (it had become 
cheaper to extract low-sulfur coal), and many electric utilities took advantage 
of this development to reduce emissions. 

From a low of S70/ton early in 1996, permit prices began to move upward, 
reaching about $210/ton in mid-1999, Why the run-up in prices? Because the 

(
" Maloney and Bruce Yandle, "Bubbles and Efficiency: Cleaner Air at lower Cost," Regulntioll 
i>1ayjJune 1980): 49-52 
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The price of h'adeable pemuts for sulfur dioxide enussions decl~l.ed from ~993 to 1996 
due in part to the reduced cost of enussions reductions, and then mcreased hom 1996 to 
1999 in to an increased demand for 

price declines in the mid-1990s were an l.U1usual and prob,ably one-time,occur
rence. Early in the 1990s, many utilities committed to makmg long-term myest
ments in ~batement on the ~ssumption that the price of emissions permits 
vvould remain hiah-hiaher e\'en than S200/ton. With hindsight, we can see 
that they 'were w~ona and, as a result, Q\'erinvested in abatement. \J\Tith abate
ment in"\'estrnents lo~ked in by Ion a-term contracts, the demand for permits 
fell, and with no decrease in ~UPPf:T of permits, the market allovved pe~mit 
prices to fall as welL As we moved into the late 1990s and the market adJu~t
ment to excess abatement had nm its course (through a substantial cutback m 
abatement), the demand for permits increased, as did permit prices.s 

Recycling 
To the extent that the disposal of waste products irlYolves little or no private cost 
to either consumers or producers, society will dispose of too much waste mate
riaL The overutilization of virgin materials and the underutilization of recycled 

S . 'd' I " 't data al'c:! for her helpful We \\'ish to thank Elizabeth Baile\' lor pron Ina t 1e emIssIons perml S , " k ". 
, "" . P L Jos '0 'I comments, For a more detailed explanation of permIt prIces, see A D Ellerman. , "p gram 

R Schmalensee. J P Montero, and E i\1. Bailey, L'vlarkds for Clcall Air: Thc US ACid RI~;I r~rmits 
(M.LT Center for Enera\' and Environmental Polic\' Research, 1999), For more on tradea 1 e p 
generally, go to the EP,A\Veb site at t~) find information on the acid rain program, 
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Scrap 

The efficient amolmt of recycling of scrap material is the amount that equates the 
marginal social cost of scrap disposal, MSe, to the marginal cost of recycling, MCR. 
The efficient amount of scrap for disposal 111* is less than the amount that will arise in 
a market, 1111' 

materials will result in a market failure that may require government interven
tion, Forhmately, given the appropriate incentive to recycle products, this mar
ket failure can be corrected.9 

To see lWIN recycling incentives can vwrk, consider a typical household's 
decision with respect to the disposal of glass containers. In many communities, 
households are charged a fixed annual fee for trash disposaL As a result, these 
households can dispose of glass and other garbage at very low cost-only the 
time and effort to put the materials in a trash receptacle. 

The low cost of disposal creates a divergence bet'ween the private and the 
social cost of disposaL The marginal private cost of disposal, 'which is the cost to 
the household of tluov\'ing out the glass, is likely to be constant (independent of 
the amount of disposal) for low to moderate levels of disposal. It will then 
increase for large disposal levels im-olving additional shipping and dump 
charges. In contrast, the social cost of disposal includes the harm to the environ
ment from littering as well as the injuries caused by sharp glass objects. 
Marainal social cost is likely to increase, in part because the marginal private tJ , 

cost is increasing and in part because the environmental and aesthetic costs of 
littering are likely to increase sharply as the level of disposal increases. 

Both cost cun-es are shown in Figure 18.9, The horizontal axis measures, from 
left to right, the amolmt of scrap material 111 that the household disposes, up to a 
maximum of 12 pounds per week. Consequently, the amolmt recycled can be read 
from right to left. As the amolmt of scrap disposal increases, the marginal private 
cost, Me, increases, but at a much lower rate than the marginal social cost MSC. 

Recycling of containers can be accomplished by a municipality or a private 
firm that arranges for collection, consolidation, and processing of materials. The 
marginal cost of recvclina is likely to increase as the amount of recycling grows, • ~ tJ ~ 

111 part because collection, separation, and cleaning costs grow at an increasing 
rate. The marginal cost of recycling cun-e, MCR, in Figure 18.9 is best read from 

------
9. Even without market inten'ention, some recycling will occur if the price of virgin material is suffi
oently high, For example, recall from Chapter 2 that when the price of copper is high, there is more 
recycling of scrap copper 
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Initially, equilibrium in the market for glass containers inv~lyes a price P and a s~p
ply of recycled glass !vI1' By raising the relative cost o~ dIsposal and encouragm~ 
recycling, the rehmdable deposit increases the supply ot recycled glass from 5, to 5, 
and the aaareaate supply of alass from 5 to 5'. The price of glass then falls to P!, the 

00 0 - 0 f :t. d 1 quantity of recycled glass increases to !vI*, and the amolmt 0 C Ispose g ass 
decreases. ., 

right to left. Thus, when there are 12 pounds of disposed material, there is no 
recycling; the marginal cost is zero. As the amount of disposal decreases, the 
am~unt of recycling increases; the marginal cost of recycling increases. 

The efficieI:lt amount of recycling occurs at the point at 'which the marginal 
cost of recycling, MeR, is equal to the rnarginal social cost of disposal, MSC. As 
Figure 18.9 shows, the efficient amount of scrap for disposal III * is less than the 
amount that will arise in a private market, IIl l · . ' 

Whv not utilize a disposal fee, a disposal standard, or even transterable dls
posal permits to resolve this externality? Any of these policies can help in theo~y, 
but they are not easy to put into practice and are rarely used. For example, a dIS
posal fee is difficult to implement because it ,>vould be very costly for a con::n:u-
nitv to sort throuah trash to separate and then to collect glass materials. Pncmg 
and billing for sc~ap disposal would also be expensive: because the weight and 
composition of materials would affect the social cost at the scrap and, therefore, 
the appropriate price to be charged. 

One policy solution that has been used with some su~
cess to encouraae recvclina is the reflilldable deposit III Under a refundable depOSIt 
svstem an initial depo~it is ~aid to th~ store owner when the glass container product 
i~ purchased. The deposit is reftmded if and when the container is returned to the 

I'See Frank Ackerman, Willi Do IVe Reel/cie: Mllrkel;;. Vllllle;;. IIlld Pl!blie PoliCiI (Washington: Island 
Press, 1997), for a general discussion of recycling 
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store or to a recycling center. Reftmdable deposits create a desirable incentive: The 
per-unit reftmd can be chosen so that households (or firms) recycle more material. 

From an indi\'idual's point of \·iew, the refundable deposit creates an addi
tional private cost of disposal: the opportunity cost of failing to obtain a refuncL 
As shown in Figure 18.9, with the higher cost of disposal, the individual will 
reduce disposal and increase recycling to the optimal socialle\'ellll". 

A similar analysis applies at the industry le\'el. Figure 18.10 shows a down
ward-sloping market demand for glass containers, D. The supply of \'irgin glass 
containers is given by 5,. and the supply of recycled glass by Sr. The market sup
ply 5 is the horizontal sum of these two curves. As a result, the market price of 
glass is P and the equilibrium supply of recycled glass is !vII' 

By raising the relative cost of disposal and encouraging recycling, the refund
able deposit increases the supply of recycled glass from 5r to 5;, the aggregate 
supply increases from 5 to 5', and the price of glass falls to P'. As a result, the 
quantity of recycled glass increases to !vI*, which means a decrease in the 
amount of disposed glass. 

The reflmdable deposit scheme has another advantage: a market for recycled 
products is created. In many COllli11LUuties, public or private firms as well as pri
vate individuals specialize in collecting and returning recyclable materials. As this 
market becomes larger and more efficient, the demand for recycled rather than 
virgin materials increases, therefore increasing the benefit to the enviroIU11ent. 

By 1990, the average resident of Los Angeles was generating about 6.4 
pOlmds of solid waste per day, and residents of other large American cities 

were not far behind. By contrast, residents of Tokyo, Paris, Hong Kong, and 
Rome generated 3 pounds, 2.4 pounds, 1.9 pounds, and 1.5 pounds, respec
tivelyY Some of these differences are due to \'ariations in consumption levels, 
but most are due to the efforts that many other cOlmh'ies have made to encour
age recycling. In the United States, only about 25 percent of aluminum, 23 per
cent of paper, and 8.5 percent of glass scrap are recycled. 

A number of policy proposals have been inh'oduced to encourage recycling 
in the United States. The first is the reflmdable deposit described above. A sec
ond is a curbside cizarge, in which communities charge individuals a fee for 
refuse disposal that is proportional to the \,\reight (or the volume) of the refuse. 
To encourage"separation of recyclable materials, all separable glass materials 
are collected for free. Curbside charges encourage recycling, but they fail to dis
courage consumption of products that might require recycling. 

A third alternative is to require the mandatory sepamtion of recyclable materi
als such as glass. Random spot checks with substantial penalties for \"iolations 
are required to make the system effective. Mandatory separation is perhaps the 
least desirable of the three alternatives, not only because it is difficult to imple
ment, but also because individuals, if the cost of separation is sufficiently high, 
may be encouraged to shift to alternative containers such as plastic, which are 
enVironmentally damaging and cannot readily be recycled. 

11
Th

, 
15 example is based on Peter S \lenelL "Beyond the Thro\\"a\\'ay Society: An Incenti\'e 

Approach to Regulating Municipal Solid Waste," Ecology Lml' Quarter/II (1990): 655-739 .. See also 
Mane Lynn Miranda et aL, "Unit Pricing for Residential Municipal Solid Waste: An Assessment of 
the LIterature," US Em'ironmental Protection Agency, \larch 1996 
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property rights Legal rules 
stating what people or firms 
may do with their property 

The potential effectiveness of these three policies is illustrated by an analysis 
that focused on the mix between glass and plastic Consumers 'were assumed to 
have varvina preferences, 'with half preferring glass and half preferring plastic 

• b ' 
for products that are otherwise identical in price, quantity, and quality. Without 
any incentive to recycle, a 50-50 di\-ision between glass and plastic would 
re~ult. From a soci;l perspective, however, greater use of recyclable glass 
'would be preferred. 

Mandatory separation fails as a policy in this case: The cost of separation is 
so high that the percentage of glass container materials purchased actually falls 
to 40 percent. A curbside charge does much better: It leads to a 725 percent Use 
of recyclable glass. Finally, a refundable deposit system does best, \-\lith 78.9 
percent of consumers purchasing recyclable glass containers. 

A recent case in Perkasie, Pennsylvania, shows that recycling programs can 
indeed be effective. Prior to implementation of a program combining all three 
economic incentives just described, the total amount of unseparated solid 
waste \vas 2573 tons per yeaL 'When the program was implemented, this 
amount fell to within 1038 tons-a 59-percent reduction. As a result, the town 
sa\-ed $90,000 per year in disposal costs. 

We have seen how government regulation can deal with the inefficiencies that 
arise from externalities. Emissions fees and transferable emissions permits work 
because they chanae a firm's incentives, forcing it to take into account the exter-

• b 

nal costs that it irnposes. But government regulation is not the only way to deal 
'with externalities. In this section we show that in some circumstances illefficien
cies can be eliminated through private bargaining among the affected parties, or 
by a legal system in which parties can sue to recover the damages they suffer. 

Property Rights 
Property rights are the legal rules that describe what people or firms may do 
with their property. When people have property rights to land, for example, they 
may build on it or sell it and are protected from interference by others. 

To see why property rights are important, let's rehml to our example of the 
firm that dumps effluent into the river. We assumed both that it had a property 
riaht to use the river to dispose of its waste and that the fishermen did not have 

b . t 
a property right to "effluent-free" water. As a result, the firm had no incentIV~ 0 

include the cost of effluent ill its production calculations. In other \-\'ords, the fum 
extemnli:ed the costs generated by the effluent. But, suppose the fishermen 
owned the rivers, i.e., had a property right to clean \vater. In that case, they could 
demand that the firm pay them for the right to dump effluent. The firm 'would 
either cease production or pay the costs associated with the effluent. These costs 
would be illtenznlized and an efficient allocation of resources achieved. 

Bargaining and Economic Efficiency 
Economic efficiency can be achieved without government intervention when the 
externality affects relatively few parties and when property rights are \-\'ell spec
ified. To see how this might arise, let's consider a numerical version of the 
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FACTORY'S PROFIT ($) FISHERMEN'S PROFIT ($) 

No filter, no treatment plant 500 100 

Filter, no treatment plant 300 500 

No filter, treatment plant 500 200 

Filter, treatment plant 300 300 

effluent example. Suppose the steel factorv's effluent reduces the fishermen's 
profit. As Table 18.1 shows, the factory ca;l install a filter system to reduce its 
effluent, or the fishermen can pav f~r the installation o(a water treatment 
plantY . 

The efficient solution maximizes the joint profit of the factory and the fisher
men. Maximization occurs when the factorv installs a filter and the fishermen do 
not build a treatment plant. Let's see how ~alternati\'e property rights lead these 
two parties to negotiate different solutions. 

Suppose the factory has the property right to dump effluent into the river. 
Initially, the fishermen's profit is 5100 and the factory's 5500. By installing a 
treatment plant, the fishermen can increase their profit to 5200, whereby the joint 
profit, without cooperation, is 5700 ($500 + S200). Moreover, the fishermen are 
willing to pay the factory up to $300 to install a filter-the difference bet\'\'een 
the 5500 profit with a filter and the 5200 profit without cooperation. Because the 
factory loses only 5200 ill profit by installing a filter, it will be willing to do so 
because it is more than compensated for its loss. The gain to both parties bv 
cooperatillg is equal to 5100 in this case: the 5300 gain to the fishermen less th~ 
5200 cost of a filter. 

Suppose the factory and the fishermen agree to split this gain equallv by hav
ing the fishermen pay the factory 5250 to install the filter. As Table 18:2 ;hows, 
this bargaining solution achieves the efficient outcome. Under the column 
"Right tp Dump," we see that without cooperation, the fishermen earn a profit 
of 5200 and the factory 5500. With cooperation, the profit of both ilKreases by 550. 

RIGHT TO DUMP ($) RIGHT TO CLEAN WATER ($) 

No cooperation 

Profit of fa etory 500 300 

Profit of fishermen 200 500 

Cooperation 

Profit of fa eto ry 550 300 
Profit of fishermen 250 500 

1'-----
~For a more extensi\'e discussion of a \'ariant of this example, see Robert Cooter and Thomas Ulen, 

LV and ECOilOiillCS (Glem'iew, IL: Scott-Foresman, 1997), ch .. ·! 

TOTAL PROFIT ($) 

600 

800 

700 

600 
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Coase theorem Principle 
that when parties can bargain 
without cost and to their 
mutual advantage, the result
ing outcome will be efficient 
regardless of how property 
rights are specified. 

In §13.8, we explain how 
firms can use strategic mO\'es 
to change their bargaining 
positions. 

Now suppose the fishermen are given the property right to clean Water 
which requires the factory to install the filter. The factory earns a profit of $300 
and the fishermen S500. Because neither party can be made better off by bargain_ 
ing, the original outcome is efficient. 

This analysis applies to all situations in which property rights are \yell speci
fied. iNilell parties COil borgoill [uitllOlit cost alld to tlzeir l7lutual aciI1alltage, the result
illg outCOIllC [uill bc ~{ficicllt, regardless of how tlze propertt/ riglzts are specified. The 
italicized proposition is called the Coase theorem, in honor of Ronald Coase 
who did much to develop it. 13 

I 

Costly Bargaining~ The Role Strategic Behavior 

Bargaining can be time consuming and costly, especially ,·vhen property rights 
are not clearly specified. In that case neither party is sure hmv hard to bargain 
before the other party will agree to a settlem.ent. In our example, both parties 
kne\y that the bargaining process had to settle on a payment between $200 and 
5300. If the parties ,vere unsure of the property rights, however, the fishermen 
might be willing to pay only 5100, and the bargaining process ·would break 

duwn. 
Bargaining can also break down even "vhen conllnunication and monitoring 

are costless if both parties believe they can obtain larger gains. One party makes 
a demand for a large share and refuses to bargain, assuming incorrectly that the 
other party will eventually concede. This strategic belzavior can lead to an ineffi
cient, noncooperative outcome. Suppose the factory has the right to emit effluent 
and claims that it \-vill not install a filter unless it receives $300-its final offer. 
The fishermen however, offer to pay $250 believing that eventually the factory 
will agree to the "fair" solution. In this situation, an agreement may never be 
reached, especially if one or both parties want to earn a reputation for tough 

bargaining. 

A legal Solution-Suing for Damages 
In many situations irwolving externalities, a party that is harmed (the victim) by 
another has the legal right to sue. If successful, the victim can recover monetary 
damages equal to the harm it has been caused. A suit for damages is different 
from an emissions or effluent fee because the victim, not the government, is paid, 

To see how the potential for a lawsuit can lead to an efficient outcome, let's 
reexamine our fishermen-factory example. Suppose first that the fishermen are 
given the right to clean water. The factory, in other words, is responsible for 
harm to the fishermen if it does not install a filter. The harm to the fishermen in 
this case is S400 (the difference between the profit that the fishermen make when 
there is no effluent [S500J and their profit when there is effluent [5100]), The fac-

tory has the following options: 

1. Do not install filter, pay damages: 

2. Install filter, avoid damages: 

Profit = S100 ($500 - 5400) 

Profit = $300 (S500 - 5200) 

The factOl'v will find it advantaaeous to install a filter, which is substantially 
,t:> d 

cheaner than navina damaaes and the efficient outcome will be achieve . 
.r r '" 0 b I 

13 Ronald Coase, "The Problem of Social Cost," JOlll'llili of Lml' Illld ECO/lll/llics 3 (1960): 1-+±. 
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An eff~cient_ outcome (with a different div-ision of profits) will also be 
achiewd If the tactory is given the property right to emit eft1uent. Under the law 
the fishermen would have the legal right to require the factOl'V to install the fil~ 
te,l~ bu~.they wO~lld have to pay the factory for its 5200 lost profit (not for the cost 
ot the trlter). ThIS leaws the fishermen with three options: 

1. Put in a treatment plant: 

2. Have factory put in a filter, but 
pay damages: 

3. Do not put in treatment plant or 
require a filter: 

Profit S200 

Profit = 5300 ($500 - S200) 

Profit = 5100 

The fis~1ermer: earn the highest profit if they take the second option. Thev will 
thus re9Ulre th~ tac:ory. to pu: in a fil~er but compensate it 5200 for its lost profit. 
Just as m the sltuatlOn m whlCh the tishermen had the riaht to clean water this 
outcome ~s :fficient because the filter has been installed. Note, howe\-er, th;t the 
$300 profIt IS. substantially less than the $500 profit that the fishermen get when 
they have a nght to clean \'later. 

This example shows that a suit for damages eliminates the need for baraain
ing beca~ls.e it specifies the consequences of the choices that the parties ~ust 
make. Glvmg the party that is harmed the riaht to recover damaaes from the 
injuring par:ty ensures an efficient outcome. (When information is imperfect, 
hO\yever, stung for damages may lead to inefficient outcomes.) 

AS a Septemb~r 1987 cooperative agreement beh,,'een New York City and 
New Jersey Illustrates, the Coase theorem applies to governments as well 

as to people and organizations. 
For many years, garbage spilling from vvaterfront trash facilities from New 

York harbor ha~ advers.ely affected the quality of water along the New Jersey 
~hore and occaslOnally lIttered the beaches. One of the worst instances occurred 
111 August 1987, when more than 200 tons of aarbaae formed a 50-mile-Iona 
slick off the New Jersey shore. t:> t:> t:> 

. New Jersey had th~ right to clean beaches and could have sued New York 
CIty to recover damages associated with garbage spills. New Jersey could have 
al~o a~ked the court to grant an injunction requirina New York Citv to stop 
usmg ItS trash facilities until the problem was removed. -

a But New Jersey '.'\-anted cleaner beaches, not simply the recovery of dam
aves. And New York wanted to be able to operate its h'ash facility. As a result 
~here was room for muhlally beneficial exchange. After two weeks of negotia~ 

ons: New York and New Jersey reached a settlement. New Jersey aareed not 
to bnng a la'wsuit against the city. New York City agreed to use ~pe~ial boats 
and other flotation devices to contain spills that might arise from Staten Island 
~~d Brooklyn. It also agreed to form a monitoring team to survey all trash facil
l~es and shut down those failing to comply. At the same time, New Jersev offi
CIals were allowed unlimited access to New York City trash facilities to m;nitor 
the program's effectiv'eness. -
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common property resource 
Resource to which anyone has 
free access. -

Occasionally externalities arise 'when resources can be used without payment. 
Common property resources are those to "which anyone has free access. As a 
result, they are likely to be overutilized. Air and water are the two most common 
exam,ples. Others include fish, animal populations, mineral exploration, and 
extraction. Let's look at some of the inefficiencies that can occur when resources 
are common property rather than privately m,\rned. 

Consider a large lake with trout to which an unlim.ited number of fishermen 
have access. Each fisherman fishes up to the point at which the marginal rev
enue from fishing (or the marginal value, if fishing is for sport instead of profit) 
is equal to the cost. But the lake is a common property resource, and no fisher
man has the incentive to take into account hO"lN his fishing affects the opportuni
ties of others. As a result, the fisherman's private cost understates the true cost to 
society because more fishing reduces the stock of fish, making less available for 
others. This leads to an inefficiency-too many fish are caught. 

Figure 18.11 illustrates this situation. Suppose that because the fish catch is 
sufficiently small relative to demand, fishermen take the price of fish as given. 
Suppose also that someone can control the number of fishermen vvith access to 
the lake. The efficient level of fish per month F* is determined at the point at 
'which the marginal benefit from fish caught is equal to the marginal social cost. 
The marginal benefit is the price taken from the demand curve. The marginal 
social cost is shown in the diagram to include not only the private operating 
costs but also the social cost of depleting the stock of fish. 

Benefits, 
Costs 

(Dollars per 
Fish) 

Demand 

When a common property resource, such as a fishery, is accessible to 
resource is used up to the point Feat which the private cost is equal to the ad,ditiional.';} 
revenue generated. This usage exceeds the efficient level F* at 'which H:e m2trgltriaJlf:" 
social cost of using the resource is equal to the marginal benefit (as gIven 
demand curve)_ 
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Now compare the efficient outcome with what happens when the lake is com
mon property. In this case the marginal external costs are not taken into account 
and eacl-:. fisherman fishes until there is no longer any profit to be made. Whel~ 
only ~" hsh a~'~ caught, the re\-enue from fishing is greater than the cost, and 
there IS a ~roht to. be earned by fishing more. Entry into the fishing business 
occurs until the pomt at which the price is equal to the marginal cost, point Fe in 
Figure 1811. At F", howe\-er, too many fish will be caught 

There is ~ relati\-ely simple solution to the cornman property resource prob
lem-let a smgle owner manage the resource. The owner will set a fee for use of 
the resource that is e~1ual to the marginal cost of depleting the stock of fish. 
Faci:1g the payment at this fee, fishermen in the aggregate will no longer find it 
profitable to catch more thaI: F* fish. Unfortunately, most common property 
resources are yOast, because smgle o\vnership is not always practical. In such 
cases government ownership or direct government regulation may be needed. 

I n recent years, crawfish has become a popular restaurant item_ In 1950, for 
example, the annual cmwfish harvest in the Atchafalava River basin in 

Louisiana was just m-er 1 million pounds. By 1995, it had grdwn to over 30 mil
lion pounds. Because most crawfish grovv in ponds to \·vhich fishermen have 
unlimited access, a common property resource problem has arisen: Too many 
crawfish have been trapped, causing the crawfish population to fall far belov~' 
the efficient le\'el. P 

How serious is the problem? Specifically, what is the social cost of unlimited 
access. to fishen~~1en? The answer can be found by estimating the pri\-ate cost of 
trappmg crawhsh, the marginal social cost, and the demand for crawfish. 
Figure 18.12 shows ~ortions of the relevant curves. Private cost is upward
slopmg: As the catch mcreases, so does the additional effort that must be made 
to ob~ain it The demand CUlye is downward sloping but elastic because other 
shellhsh are close substihltes. 

We can find the efficient crawfish catch graphically or algebraically. To do so, 
let F represent th.e catch of crawfish in millions of pounds per year (shovvn on 
the honzOl:tal aXIS), and let C represent cost in dollars per pound (shown on the 
vertIcal aXIs). In the region where the \-arious cun-es intersect the three curves 
in the graph are as follows: ' 

Demand: 

Marginal social cost: 

Private cost: 

C OA01 - 0.0064F 

C = 5.645 + 0.6509F 

C = 0.357 + 0.0573F 

Th~ efficie:lt crawfish catch of 92 million pounds, which equates demand to 
margmal socIal cost, is shown as the intersection of the hvo curves. The actual 
catcl:, 11.9 million pounds, is determined by equating demand to private cost 
and IS shown as the intersection of those hvo cun-es. The yellow-shaded trian
gle in the figure measures the social cost of free access. TI1is figure represents 
th~ ~xcess of social cost above the private benefit of fishing surnmed from the 
effiCIent lewl (where demand is equal to marginal social cost) to the actual level 

example is based on Frederick \ \' BelL u?'vlitigating the Traged\_' of the Commons," 501l1l1cII1 
Economic JOllmni 52 (1986): 653-6ch 
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public good Nonexclusive 
and nonrival good: the mar
ginal cost of provision to an 
additional consumer is zero 
and people cannot be 
excluded from consuming it 

nonrival good Good for 
which the marginal cost of its 
provision to an additional 
consumer is zero. 

c 
Cost 

(Dollars per 
Pound) 

2.10 

0.325 

92 11.9 

Crawfish Catch 
(Millions of Pounds) 

-

Because crawfish are bred in ponds to which fishermen have unlimited access, they 
are a cormnon property resource. The efficient level of fishing occms when the mar
ginal benefit is equal to the margin.al social cost HoweveI~ the actual level of fishing 
occms at the point at which the price for crawfish is equal to the private cost of fish
ing. The shaded area represents the social cost of the common property resomce. 

(where demand is equal to private cost). In this case, the social cost is approxi
mated by the area of a triangle with a base of 2] million pounds (11.9 - 9.2) 
and a height of 51.775 (52.10 - 50325), or 52,396,000. Note that by regulating 
the ponds-limiting either access or the size of the catch-this social cost could 

be a\'oided. 

18.5 
We ha\'e seen that externalities, including common property resources, creat,e 
market inefficiencies that sometimes >,varrant gm'ernment regulation, When, If 
eyer, should gO\'ernments replace private firms as the producer of goods an~ ser
yices? In this section we describe a set of conditions under which the pnvate 
market either may not provide a good at all or may not price it properly once it is 

available. 

Goods As we saw in Chapter 16, public goods have two ch~rac
teristics: Thev are llollrivni and l1ollcxcillSiL'c. A good is nonrival if for any gIVen 
leyel of prod~lction, the marginal cost of providing it to an additional consumer 
is zero. For most goods that are provided pri\'ately, the marginal cost of produc
ing more of the good is positive But for some goods, additional consumers do 
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not add to cost. Consider the use of a highway during a period of low traffic \'01-

ume. Because the highway already exists and there is no congestion, the addi
tional cost of driving on it is zero. Or consider the use of a lighthouse by a ship. 
Once the lighthouse is built and functioning, its use by an additional ship adds 
nothing to its ru1ming costs. Finally, consider public television. Clearly, the cost 
of one more viewer is zero. 

Most goods are rival in consumption. For example, when you buy furniture, 
you have ruled out the possibility that someone else can buy it Goods that are 
rival must be allocated am.ong individuals. Goods that are nonrival can be made 
available to everyone \,"ithout affecting any individual's opportunity for con
suming them. 

Nonexclusive Goods A good is nonexclusive if people cannot be excluded 
from consuming it. As a consequence, it is difficult or impossible to charge peo
ple for using nonexclusive goods; the goods can be enjoyed ,vithout direct pay
ment. One example of a nonexclusive good is national defense. Once a nation 
has provided for its national defense, all citizens enjoy its benefits. A lighthouse 
and public television are also examples of nonexclusive goods. 

Nonexclusive goods need not be national in character. If a state or city eradi
cates an agricultural pest, all farmers and consumers benefit It would L;e virtu
ally impossible to exclude a particular farmer from the benefits of the program. 
Automobiles are exclusive (as well as rival). If a dealer sells a new car to one 
consumer, then the dealer has excluded other individuals from buying the car. 

Some goods are exclusive but nonrivaL For example, in periods of low traffic, 
travel on a bridge is nonrival because an additional car on the bridge does not 
lower the speed of other cars. But bridge travel is exclusi\'e because bridge 
authorities can keep people from using it. A television signal is another example. 
Once a signal is broadcast, the marginal cost of making the broadcast available to 
another user is zero, so the good is nonrival. But broadcast signals can be made 
exclusive by scrambling the signals and charging for the codes that unscramble 
them. 

Some goods are nonexclusive but rival. An ocean or large lake is nonexclu
sh'e, but fishing is rival because it imposes costs on others: the more fish caught, 
the fewer fish available to others. Air is nonexclusive and often nonrival; but it 
can be rival if the emissions of one firm adversely affect the quality of the air and 
the ability of others to enjoy it. 

Public goods, which are both nonrival and nonexclusive, provide benefits to 
people at zero marginal cost, and no one can be excluded from enjoying them. 
The classic example of a public good is national defense. Defense is nonexclu
sive, as we have seen, but it is also nonrival because the mara-inal cost of provid-
. 0 

mg defense to an additional person is zero. The lighthouse is also a public good 
because it is nonrival and nonexclusive; in other 'words, it vvould be difficult to 
charge ships for the benefits they receive from itY 

The list of public goods is much smaller than the list of goods that govern
ments provide. Many publicly provided goods are either rival in consumption, 
exclusive, or both. For example, high school education is rival in consumption. 
There is a positive marginal cost of providing education to one more child 

15 l · I I Ig 1t 10uses need not be pro\'ided b\' the gO\-ernment. See Ronald Coase, "The Lighthouse in 
E:onomics," JOLimal of Law alld ECOIIOI/IICS 17 (1974): 357-76, for a description of how lighthouses 
Were pnvately tunded in nineteenth-century England 

nonexclusive goods Goods 
that people cannot be 
excluded from consuming, so 
that it is difficult or impossible 
to charge for their use. 
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because other children get less attention as class sizes increase. like\\'ise, charg_ 
ing tuition can exclude some children fron1 enjoying education. Public education 
is prO\'ided by local government because it entails positive externalities, not 
because it is a public good. 

Finally, consider the management of a national park. Part of the public can be 
excluded from using the park by raising entrance and camping fees. Use of the 
park is also rival: because of crO\vded conditions, the entrance of an additional 
car into a park can reduce the benefits that others receive from it 

ic 
The efficient level of provision of a private good is determined by comparing the 
marginal benefit of an additional unit to the marginal cost of producing the unit. 
Efficiency is achieved when the marginal benefit and the marginal cost are 
equaL The same principle applies to public goods, but the analysis is different. 
With pri\'ate goods, the marginal benefit is measured by the benefit the con
sumer receives. With a public good, \ve must ask how much each person values 
an additional unit of output. The marginal benefit is obtained by adding these 
\'alues for all people '\-vho enjoy the good. To determine the efficient level of pro
vision of a public good, we must then equate the sum of these marginal benefits 
to the marginal cost of production. 

Figure 18.13 illustrates the efficient level of producing a public good. 0 1 repre
sents the demand for the public good by one consumer, and O2 the demand by a 
second conSLUner. Each demand cw'Ve tells us the marginal benefit that the consumer 
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When a good is nonrival, the social marginal benefit of consumption, given by the 
demand curve 0, is determined by vertically summing the individual demand 
curves for the good, 0 1 and O 2 , At the efficient level of output, the demand and the 
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gets from consmlling ewry level of output. For example, when there are 2 mtits of the 
public good, the first consumer is willing to pay 5150 for the good, and $L50 is the 
marginal benefit. Similarly, the second consumer has a marginal benefit of S4.00. 

To calculate the sum of the marginal benefits to botlz people, we must add 
each of the demand cun'es vertically. For example, when the output is 2 units, we 
add the marginal benefit of SL50 to the marginal benefit of S-1.00 to obtain a mar
ainal social benefit of $550. When this sum is calculated for e\'erv level of public o . 
output, \ye obtain the aggregate demand curve for the public good O. 

The efficient amount of output is the one at which the marginal benefit to 
society is equal to the marginal cost. This occurs at the intersection of the 
demand and the marginal cost cun·es. In our example, because the marginal cost 
of production is $5.50, 2 is the efficient output leveL 

To see \-vhy 2 is efficient, note what happens if only 1 unit of output is pro
vided: Although the marginal cost remains at 55.50, the marginal benefit is 
approximately $7.00. Because the marginal benefit is greater than the marginal 
cost, too little of the good has been provided. Similarly, suppose 3 units of the 
public good have been produced. Now the marginal benefit of approximately 
$4.00 is less than the marginal cost of S550; too much of the good has been pro
vided. Only when the marginal social benefit is equal to the marginal cost is the 
publiC good provided efficiently.16 

Public Goods and Market failure 

Suppose you are considering providing a mosquito abatement program for your 
community. You know that the program is worth more to the community than 
the 550,000 it "will cost. Can you make a profit by providing the program pri
vately? You would break even if you assessed a $5.00 fee to each of the 10,000 
households in your community. But you calUlot force them to pay the fee, let 
alone devise a system in vvhich those households that value mosquito abatement 
most highly pay the highest fees .. 

Unfortunately, mosquito abatement is nonexclusive: There is no way to pro
vide the service without benefiting everyone. As a result, households have no 
incentive to pay what the program really is worth to them. People can act as free 
riders, understating the \'alue of the program so that they can enjoy its benefit 
without paying for it. 

With public goods, the presence of free riders makes it difficult or impossible 
for markets to provide goods efficiently Perhaps if few people were involved and 
the program were relatively inexpensive, all households might agree voluntar
ily to share costs. However, when many households are involved, voluntary 
private arrangements are usually ineffective. The public good must therefore be 
subsidized or provided by governments if it is to be produced efficiently. 

I n Example 4.5, we used the demand curve for clean ail' to calculate the bene
fits of a cleaner environment Nm-v let's examine the public-good characteris

tics of clean air. Many factors, including the weather, driving patterns, and 

. ha\"e shown that nonexc!usi\'e, nonri\'al goods are ineffiCiently pro\'ided A similar argument 
\\ould apply to nonri\"al but exc!usi\"e goods 

In §4..3, we show that a mar
ket demand curve can be 
obtained by summing 
indi\'idual demand cun'es 
horizontally. 

free rider Consumer or pro
ducer \\'ho does not pay for a 
nonexclusive good in the 
expectation that others wilL 
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industrial emissions determine a region's air quality. Any effort to clean up the 
air will generally improve air quality throughout the region. As a result, clean 
air is nonexclusi\'e: it is difficult to stop anyone person from enjoying it. Clean 
air is also nomi\'al: My enjoyment does not inhibit yours. 

Because clean air is a public good, there is no market and no observable price 
at which people are willing to trade clean air for other commodities. Fortunately, 
vve can infer people's 'willingness to pay for clean air from the housing market
households 'will pay more for a home located in an area with good air quality 
than for an otherwise identical home in an area with poor air quality. 

Let's look at the estimates of the demand for clean air obtained from a statis
tical analysis of housing data for the Boston metropolitan area17 The analysis 
correlates housing prices with the quality of air and other characteristics of the 
houses and their neighborhoods. Figure lR14 shows three demand curves in 
which the value put on clean air depends on the level of nitrogen oxides and on 
income. The horizontal axis measures the level of air pollution in terms of parts 
per hundred million (pphm) of nitrogen oxides in the air. The vertical axis mea
sures each household's willingness to pay for a one-part-per-hundred million 
reduction in the nitrogen oxide le\'el. 
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The three curves describe the willingness to pay for clean air (a reduction in. the level 
of nitrogen oxides) for each of three different households (low income, middle 
income, and high income). In general, higher-income households have great~r 
demands for clean air than lower-income households. Moreover, each household IS 

increases. 

!7 David Harrison, Jr., and Daniel L Rubinfeld, "Hedonic Housing Prices and the Demand for Clean 
Air," /o1l1'llai of' Em'iro//1l1ciltai Ecollolllics mui Mailagellleilt 5 (1978): 81-102. 
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The demand curves are upward sloping because we are measuring pollution 
rather than clean air on the horizontal axis. As we would expect, the cleaner the 
air, the lower the willingness to pay for more of the good. These differences in 
the willingness to pay for clean air vary substantially In Boston, for example, 
nitrogen oxide levels ranged from 3 to 9 pphm. A middle-income household 
would be willing to pay 5800 for a 1 pphm reduction in nitrogen oxide le\'els 
when the level is 3 pphm, but the figure would jump to 52200 for a 1 pphm 
reduction when the level is 9 pplU11. 

Note that higher-income households are \villing to pay more than lower
income households to obtain a small imprO\'ement in air quality. At 1m\' nitro
gen oxide levels (3 pphm), the differential between low- and middle-income 
households is only $200, but it increases to about 5700 at high levels (9 pphm) 

With the quantitatiYe information about the demand for clean air and sepa
rate estimates of the costs of improving air quality, we can determine 'whether 
the benefits of environmental regulations outweigh the costs. A study by the 
National Academy of Sciences of regulations on automobile emissions did just 
this. The study found that conti'ols would 100yer the level of pollutants, such as 
nitrogen oxides, by approximately 10 percent. The benefit to all residents of the 
United States of this 10-percent improvement was calculated to be approxi
mately $2 billion. The study also estimated that it 'would cost somev,'hat less 
than $2 billion to install pollution control equipInent in automobiles to meet 
emissions standards. The study concluded, therefore, that the benefits of the 
regulations did outweigh the costs. 

18mB 

Government production of a public good is ad\'antageous because the govern
ment can assess taxes or fees to pay for it. But how can governrnent determine 
hmv lIludz of a public good to provide when the free rider problem gives people an 
incentive to misrepresent their preferences? In this section \ve discuss one mecha
nism for detennining private preferences for govenunent-produced goods, 

Voting is commonly used to decide allocation questions. For example, people 
vote directly on some local budget issues and elect legislators who vote on oth
ers. Many state and local referenda are based on lIlajority-rule uotillg: Each person 
has one vote, and the candidate or the issue that receives more than 50 percent of 
the votes wins. Let's see how majority-rule \'oting determines the pro\'ision of 
public education. Figure 18.15 describes the preferences for spending on educa
tion (on a per-pupil basis) of three citizens who are representative of three inter
est groups in the school district. 

Curve W 1 gives the first citizen's willingness to pay for education, minus any 
required tax payments. The v,'illingness to pay for each spending level is the 
maximum amount of money the citizen will pay to enjoy that spending level 
rather than no spending at allIS In general, the benefit from increased spending 
on education increases as spending increases. But the tax payments required to 

other words, the willingness to pay measures the consumer surplus that the citizen enjo\'s when 
a partlcular le\'el of spending is chosen 
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\ Villingness 
to Pm" 

o 600 1200 

Education Spending per Pupil (in Dollars) 

The efficient level of educational spending is determined by sum~g the willing
ness to pay for education (net of tax payments) of each of three Clt~ze~s. Curves 
WI' W 2 and W 3 represent their willingness to pay, and. cu~ve ~W represer;ts the 
aa£Teaate willin2"ness to pay The efficient level of spendmg IS $LOO per pupil. The 
l:"~el ~f <:> actually provided is the level demanded by the median voter. In 

case, the -median voter's preference (given by the peak of the Wz 

pay for that education increase as welL The willingness-to-pay curve, which rep
re~ents the net benefit of educational spending, initially slopes up,/:ar~ because 
the citizen nlaces areat value on low spendirw levels. \;\Then spendlll.g mcreases 

r <:> <:> d . 
beyond 5600 per pupil, however, the value that the house!"lold puts on e uc~tion 
in~reases at a diminishin a rate. The net benefit, therefore, actually declrnes. 
Ewntually, the spending l;\"el becomes so great (at 52-:100 per t:upil) that the citi
zen is indifferent between this level of spending and no spendmg at alL . 

Cun'e W
2

, which represents the second citizen's willingn:ss to pay (net of 
taxes) is similarly shaped but reaches its maximum at a spendmg level of $1200 
per pupiL Finall}!, W> the willingness to pay of the third citizen, peaks at $1800 

per pupil. d 
The dark line labeled AW represents the aggregate v\'illingness to pay for e u-

cation-the vertical summation of the WI, W2, and W3 curves. The AW curve 
measures the maximum amount that all three citizens are willing to pay to . 
each spendina le\"el. As Figure 18.15 shows, the aggregate willingness to pay is 

., <:> "1 . B tl" AW curve n1easures the maxnl11zed when $1200 per pUpl IS spent. ecause Ie . h 
benefit of spendina net of the tax paYlnents required to pay for tha. t spendrngd,.t e 

• <:> • • l' ff"" t 1 "1 of spen mg. maximum pornt, 51200 per pUpIl, also represents t Ie e lClen e\ e the 
Will maJ'oritv-rule votina achieve the efficient outcome in this ca:e? s~~pose !il 

- <:> '1 T1 f 'st Cltizen ww public must ,"ote whether to spend 51200 or 5600 per pUpl. :e 11 . 

vote for $600, but the other two citizens will \"ote for 51200, ,,-'111ch 'wIll then 
been chosen by majority rule" In fact, $1200 per pupil will beat any other . 
ti\"e in a maJ"oritv-rule v~te" Thus 51200 represents the most preferred altern~tive 

" . " ., ".. 'ddl .. tOe (The first 
the IIIedll1ll I'oter-the Cltlzen WIth the Ined1an or m1 e ~le" erenc,' .,', Ted 
zen prefers $600 and the third 51800.) LIllder /lulJonty rule L'otlllg, tilL plejel " 

. . . . . . -t tlz , .. alternatIve. 
ilZg /eI'ci of tlze lIledll1ll ('oter [(1111 a/ways [[lIIlOIl electloll agallZ::' allY 0 tt 
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But will the preference of the median \"oter be the efficient level of spending? 
In this case yes, because $1200 is efficient But the preference of the median voter 
is often !lot the efficient spending le\"eL Suppose the third citizen's preferences 
were the same as the second's. In that case, although the median voter's choice 
would still be 51200 per pupil, the efficient level of spending would be less than 
$1200 (because the efficient le\'el invoh"es an a\'erage of the preferences of all 
three citizens). In this case, majority rule would lead to too much spending on 
education. If we re\"ersed the example so that the first and second citizens' pref
erences were identical, majority rule would generate too little educational 
spending. 

Thus although majority-rule \"oting allows the preferences of the median 
voter to determine referenda outcomes, these outcomes need not be economi
cally efficient. Majority rule is inefficient because it weighs each citizen's prefer
ence equally: The efficient outcome weighs each citizen's vote by his or her 
strength of preference. 

1. An externality occurs when a producer or a consumer 
affects the production or consumption activities of 
others in a marmer that is not directly reflected in the 
market Externalities cause market inefficiencies 
because they inhibit the ability of market prices to 
convey accurate information about how much to pro
duce and how much to buy. 

2. Pollution is a common example of an externality that 
leads to market failure. It can be corrected bv emissions 
standards, emissions fees, marketable emissions per
mits, or by encouraging recycling. Wllen there is LUKer
taint}· about costs and benefits, anyone of these mech
anisms can be preferable, depending on the shapes of 
the marginal social cost and marginal benefit cun·es. 

3, Inefficiencies due to market failure may be eliminated 
through private bargaining among tl~e affected par
ties .. According to the Coase theorem, the bargaining 
solution will be efficient when property rights are 
clearly specified, when transactions costs are zero, 
and when there is no strategic behavior. But bargain
ing is unlikely to generate an efficient outcome 
because parties frequently beha\"e sh'ategically. 

1. Which of the following describes an externality and 
which does not? Explain the difference. 
a. A policy of restricted coffee exports in Brazil 

causes the U.s. price of coffee to rise-an increase 
Which in hml also causes the price of tea to rise. 

b. An advertising blimp distracts a motorist who 
then hits a telephone pole. 

4. Common property resources are not controlled by a 
single person and can be used without a price being 
paid. As a result of free usage, an externality is created 
in which the current overuse of the resource harms 
those who might use it in the future. 

S. Goods that pri\'ate markets are not likely to produce 
efficiently are either nonrival or nonexclusive. Public 
goods are both. A good is nonrival if for any given 
level of production, the marginal cost of providing it 
to an additional consumer is zero. A good is none x
clusi\"e if it is expensive or impossible to exclude peo
ple from consuming it 

6. A public good is provided efficiently when the verti
cal sum of the indh'idual demands for the public 
good is equal to the marginal cost of prodUCing it. 

7. Majority-rule voting is one way for citizens to voice 
their preference for public goods. Under majority 
rule, the level of spending provided will be that pre
ferred by the median \"oter. This level need not be the 
efficient outcome. 

2. Compare and contrast the following three mecha
nisms for treating pollution externalities when the 
costs and benefits of abatement are uncertain: (a) an 
emissions fee, (b) an emissions standard, and (c) a sys
tem of transferable emissions permits. 

3. vVhen do externalities require govemment intervention? 
When is such intervention unlikely to be necessary? 
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4. An emissions fee is paid to the go\"ernment, whereas 
an injurer who is sued and held liable pays damages 
directly to the party harmed by an externality. What 
differences in the beha\"ior of victims might you 
expect to arise under these two arrangements? 

5. Why does free access to a common property resource 
generate an inefficient outcome? 

6. Public goods are both nonrival and nonexclusive. 
Explain each of these terms and show clearly how 
they differ from each other. 

1. A number of firms have located in the western por
tion of a town after single-family residences took up 
the eastern portion. Each firm produces the same 
product and in the process emits noxious fumes that 
adversely affect the residents of the commlUlity 
a. Why is there an externality created by the firms? 
b. Do you think that private bargaining can resolve 

the problem? Explain. 
c. How might the commlUlity determine the efficient 

level of air quality? 
2. A computer programmer lobbies against copyrighting 

soft,vare. He argues that everyone should benefit 
from ilUlovative programs written for personal com
puters and that exposure to a wide variety of com
puter programs will inspire young programmers to 
create even more ilUlovative programs. Considering 
the marginal social benefits possibly gained by his 
proposal, do you agree with his position? 

3. Assume that scientific studies provide you with the 
following information concerning the benefits and 
costs of sulfur dioxide emissions: 

Benefits of abating (reducing) 
emissions: 

Costs of abating emissions: 

MB = 400 - lOA 

MC = 100 + 20A 

where A is the quantity abated in millions of tons and 
the benefits and costs are given in dollars per ton. 
a. What is the socially efficient level of emissions 

abatement? . 
b. What are the marginal benefit and marginal cost of 

abatement at the socially efficient level of abatement? 
c. What happens to net social benefits (benefits 

minus costs) if you abate one million more tons 
than the efficient level? One million fewer? 

d. Why is it SOCially efficient to set marginal benefits 
equal to marginal costs rather than abating until 
total benefits equal total costs? 

7. Public tele\'ision is funded in part by private dona
tions, e\"en though anyone with a television set can 
watch for free .. Can you explain this phenomenon in 
light of the free rider problem? 

8. Explain why the median voter outcome need not be 
efficient when majority-rule voting determines the 
level of public spending 

== 

4. Four firms located at different points on a river dump 
various quantities of effluent into it. The effluent 
adversely affects the quality of swimming for home
owners who live downstream. These people can build 
swinul1ing pools to avoid swimming in the river, and 
the firms can purchase filters that eliminate harmful 
chemicals in the material dumped in the river. As a pol
icy adviser for a regional planning organization, how 
would you compare and contrast the following options 
for dealing with the harmful effect of the effluent: 
a. An equal-rate effluent fee on firms located on the 

river. 
b. An equal standard per firm on the level of effluent 

that each can dump, 
c. A transferable effluent permit system in which the 

aggregate level of effluent is fixed and all firms 
receive identical permits 

5. Medical research has shown the negative health 
effects of "secondhand" smoke. Recent social trends 
point to growing intolerance of smoking in public 
areas If vou are a sn10ker and you wish to continue 
smoking~despite tougher anti-s~oking laws, describe 
the effect of the following legislative proposals on 
vour behavior. As a result of these programs, do you, 
the individual smoker, benefit? Does society benefit 
as a whole? 
a. A bill is proposed that would lower tar and nico-

tine levels in all cigarettes, 
b. A tax is levied on each pack of cigarettes. 
c. A tax is levied on each pack of cigarettes sold. 
d. Smokers would be required to carry government

issued smoking permits at all times. 
6. A beekeeper lives adjacent to an apple orchard. The 

orchard owner benefits from the bees because each 
hive pollinates about one acre of apple trees. The 
orchard owner pays nothing for this service, ho:vever, 
because the bees come to the orchard without Ius hav
ing to do anything. Because there are not enough bees 

to pollinate the entire orchard, the orchard OI\"ner 
must complete the pollination by artificial means, at a 
cost of 510 per acre of trees. 

Beekeeping has a marginal cost MC = 10 + 2Q, 
where Q is the number of beehives. Each hive yields 
520 worth of honev. -
a. How many beehh"es will the beekeeper maintain? 
b. Is this the economically efficient number of hives? 
c. What changes would-lead to the more efficient 

operation? 
7. There are three groups in a communitv. Their demand 

curves for public teleyision in hours ;f nroO"ramminO" r- \:) 0' 

T, are given respectively by 

WI = 5150 - T 

We = $200 - 2T 

W3 = $250 T 

Suppose public television is a pure public good that 
can be produced at a constant marginal cost of 5200 
per hour. 
a. What is the efficient number of hours of public 

television? 
b. How much public television would a competiti\-e 

private market provide? 
8. Reconsider the common resource problem given in 

Example 18.5. Suppose that crawfish popularity con
tinues to increase, and that the demand cun"e shifts 
from C = OA01 0.006-1F to C = 0.50 - 0.006-1F. 
How does this shift in demand affect the actual craw
fish catch, the efficient catch, and the social cost of 
common access? (Hillt.: Use the marginal social cost 
and private cost cun"es given in the example.) 

9. The Georges Bank, a highly producth-e fishing area 
off New England, can be dh"ided into two zones in 
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terms of fish population. Zone 1 has the higher popu
lation per square mile but is subject to se\"ere dimin
ishing returns to fishing effort. The daily fish catch (in 
tons) in Zone 1 is 

\\'here is the number of boats fishing there. Zone 2 
has fewer fish per mile but is larger, and diminishing 
rehuns are less of a problem Its daily fish catch is 

F2 = 100(X 2 ) -

where X 2 is the number of boats fishing in Zone 2 The 
marginal fish catch MFC in each zone can be repre
sented as 

MFC 1 = 200 - 4(XIJ 

MFC2 = 100 2(X2) 

There are 100 boats now licensed by the US gOl-ern
ment to fish in these two zones. The fish are sold at 
5100 per ton. Total cost (capital and operating) per 
boat is constant at S1000 per day. A11S\Ve1' the follow
ing questions about this sihlation: 
a. If the boats are allowed to fish where they want, with 

no government restriction, how manv will fish in 
each zone? Wl1at will be the gross \'alu~ of the catch? 

b. If the U.S. gOl"ernment can restrict the boats, how 
many should be allocated to each zone? What will 
be the gross \"alue of the catch? Assume the total 
number of boats remains at 100. 

c. If additional fishermen want to buy boats and join 
the fishing Heet, should a government wishing to 
maximize the net yalue of the catch grant them 
licenses? Why or \\-h;: not? 
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This appendix explains the basics of multiple regression analysis, using an ex
ample to illustrate its application in economics 1 Multiple regression is a means 
of fitting economic relationships to data. It lets us quantify economic relation
ships and test hypotheses about them. 

In a linear regression, the relationships that we fit to the data are of the fol
lowing form: 

(A.I) 

Equation (AI) relates a depelldent variable Y to several illdependent (or explalla
tory) variables, Xl' X 2, .... For example, in an equation with two independent 
variables, Y might be the demand for a good, Xl its price, and Xc income. The 
equation also includes an error terlll e that represents the collective influence of 
any omitted variables that may also affect Y (for example, prices of other goods, 
the weather, unexplainable shifts in consurners' tastes, etc.). Data are a\'ailable 
for Y and the Xs, but the error term is assumed to be unobservable. 

Note that Equation (AI) must be linear in the parameters, but it need not be 
linear in the \'ariables. For example, if Equation (AI) represented a demand 
function, Y might be the logarithlll of quantity (log Q), Xl the logarithm of price 
(log P), and X2 the logarithm of income (log I): 

log Q = [J(l + b1 log P + b2 log I + e (A.2) 

Our objective is to obtain estilllates of the parameters [Jo, b1, ., /7;; that provide 
a "best fit" to the data. We explain how this is done bela-w. 

An Example 

Suppose we wish to explain and then forecast quarterly automobile sales in the 
United States. Let's start with a simplified case in which sales 5 (in billions of 
dollars) is the dependent variable that 'will be explained. The only explanatory 
variable is the price of new automobiles P (measured by a new car price index 
scaled so that 1967 = 100). We could write this simple model as 

(A.3) 

1 
For a textbook treatment of applied econometrics, it's hard to think of a better reference than 

R. S. Pind\"ck and D. L Rubinfeld, Ecollolllctric i\J(ldcl;: alld EWllolllic Foreca;:t;:, -lth ed (?\ew York: 
McGra\\'-Hill,1998) 

multiple regression analysis 
Statistical procedure for quan
tifying economic relationships 
and testing hypotheses about 
them. 

linear regression lvlodel 
specifying a linear relationship 
between a dependent variable 
and se\'eral independent (or 
explanatory) variables and an 
error term 
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least-squares criterion 
Criterion of "best fit" used to 
choose values for regression 
parameters, usually by mini
mizing the sum of squared 
residuals bet\\"een the actual 
values of the dependent vari
able and the fitted values. 

In Equation (A . .3), bo and b1 are the parameters to be determined from the data, 
and c is the random error term. The parameter bo is the intercept, while b1 is the 
slope: It measures the effect of a change in the ne,\' car price index on automo
bile sales. 

Were no error term present, the relationship bet"ween 5 and P would be a 
straight line that describes the systematic relationship between the two variables. 
Ho"wever, not all the actual observations fall on the line, so the error term e is 
required to account for omitted factors. 

Estimation 
Some criterion for a "best fit" is needed to choose values for the regression pa
rameters. The criterion most often used is to millilllize the sum of squared residu
als between the actual values of Y and the fitted values for Y obtained after equa
tion (Al) has been estimated. This is called the least-squares criterion. If i-Ye 
<;lenote the estimated parameters (or coefficiellts) for the model in (A.l) by bo, 
b1, •.. , b!:, then the fitted values for Yare given by 

(A.4) 

Figure Al illustrates this for our example, in which there is a single inde
pendent variable. The data are shown as a scatter of points ,"'ith sales on the 
vertical axis and price on the horizontal. The fitted regression line is drawn 
through the data points. The fitted value fScll' sales as~sociated with any particu
lar value for the price values P, is given by 5, = bo + b]P, (at point B). 

Sales (5) 
(billions 

of 
dollars) 

60 

Price Index (P) 

TI1e regression line is chosen to minimize the sum of squared residuals. The resid~~ 
associated with price Pi is given by line AB. ... ~~ 
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For each data point, the regression residllol is the difference between the ac
tual and fitted v"alue of the dependent v"ariable~ The residual ef' associated with 
data point A in the figure, is given by cf = 5f - 5,. The parameter values are cho
sen so that when all the residuals are squared and then added, the resulting sum 
is minimized. In this way, positi\"e errors and negativ'e errors are treated sym
metrically; large errors are given a more-than-proportional \veight. As we will 
see shortly, this criterion lets us do some simple statistical tests to help interpret 
the regression. 

As an example of estimation, let's return to the two-\"ariable model of auto 
sales given by equation (A3). The result of fitting this equation to the data us
ing the least-squares criterion is 

-
5 = - 255 0.57P (A.S) 

In equation (A5), the intercept - 255 indicates that if the price index were 
zero, sales ,,,'ould be S- 255 billion. The slope parameter indicates that a l-unit 
increase in the price index for new cars leads to a 5057 billion increase in auto 
sales. This rather surprising result-an upward-sloping demand curve-is in
consistent with economic theory and should make us question the validity of 
our model. 

Let's expand the model to consider the possible effects of two additional ex
planatory variables: personal income I (in billions of dollars) and the rate of in
terest R (the tlu'ee-month Treasury bill rate). The estimated regression when there 
are three explanatory variables is 

5 = 51.1 - OA2P + 0.0461 - O.8-:1:R (A.6) 

The importance of including all relevant variables in the model is suggested 
by the change in the regression results after the income and interest rate vari
ables are added. Note that the coefficient of the P \"ariable has changed sub
stantially, from 057 to 0.42. The coefficient - 0.42 measures the effect of an in
crease in price on sales, with the effect of illterest mtes alld illcome held COllstOllt. The 
negative price coefficient is consistent with a downward-sloping demand curye. 
Clearly, the failure to control for interest rates and income leads to the false con
clusion that sales and price are positively related. 

The income coefficient, 0.046, tells us that for every $1 billion increase in per
sonal income in the United States, automobile sales are likely to increase by $46 
million (or $0.0-:1:6 billion). The interest rate coefficient reflects the fact that for 
everyone percentage point increase in the rate of interest, automobile sales are 
likely to fall by $840 million. Clearly, automobile sales are very sensitive to the 
cost of borrowing. 

Statistical Tests 
Our estimates of the true (but unknown) parameters are numbers that depend 
on the set of observations that we started with-that is, with our sample. With 
a different sample we "would obtain different estimates." If we continue to col
lect more and more samples and generate additional estimates, the estimates of 

,------
- The least-squares formula that generates these estimates is called the lCilst-squorc, estil1lator, and its 
Yalues \"ary from sample to sample 

sample Set of obsen"ations 
for study, drawn from a larger 
universe. 
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each parameter "will follow a probability distribution. This distribution can be 
summarized by a iIlelln and a measure of dispersion around that mean, a stan
dard deviation that we refer to as the stalldard error of the coefficiellt. 

least-squares has several desirable properties. First, it is ullbiased. Intuitivelv 
this means that if ,,\,e could run our regression over and over again ,,\'ith diffe;~ 
ent samples, the average of the many estimates ,,\re obtained for each coefficient 
would be the true parameter. Second, least-squares is cOllsistellt. In other words, 
if our sample were \'ery large, we would obtain estimates that came \'ery close 
to the true parameters. 

In econometric \,,'ork, we often assume that the error term, and therefore the 
estimated parameters, are normally distributed. The normal distribution has the 
property that the area within 1.96 standard errors of its mean is equal to 95 per
cent of the total area. With this inforn"ation, we can ask the following question: 
Can we construct an interval around b such that there is a 95-percent probabil
ity that the true parameter lies within that interval? The ansvver is yes, and this 
95-percent confidence illteruill is gi\'en by 

A A 

b ± 1.96 (standard error of b) (A.7) 

Thus when working with an estimated regression equation, we must not only 
look at the point estimates but also examine the standard errors of the coeffi
cients to determine bounds for the h'ue parameters.3 

If a 95-percent confidence interval qmtains 0, then the true parameter b may 
actually be zero (even if our estimate b is not), This result implies that the cor
responding independent variable may not really affect the dependent variable, 
even if we thought it did. We can test the hypothesis that a true parameter is ac
tually equal to 0 by looking at its t-statistic, which is defined as 

b 
t = A (A.8) 

Standard error of b 

If the t-stati~tic is less than 1.96 in magnitude, the 95-percent confidence inter
\'al around b must include O. This means that we cannot reject the hypothesis 
that the true parameter b equals O. We therefore say that our estimate, whatever 
it may be, is not statistically sigllificallt. Conversely, if the t-statistic is greater than 
1.96 in absolute \'alue, we reject the hypothesis that b = 0 and call our estimate 
statistically significallt. 

Equation (A9) shows the multiple regression for the auto sales model (equa
tion A6) ""'ith a set of standard errors and t-statistics added: 

5 = 51.1 
(9,4) 

t = 5,44 

0,42P 
(0.13) 
3.23 

+ 0.0461 
(0.006) 
7.67 

-0.S4R 
(0.32) 

-2.63 
(A.9) 

The standard error of each estimated parameter is given in parentheses just 
below the estimate, and the corresponding t-statistics appear belo"w that 

3 When there are fewer than 100 obsen"ations, \\'e multiply the standard error by a number some
what larger than L96 

Let's begin by considering the price variable. The standard error of 0.13 is 
small relative to the coefficient - 0,42. In fact, we can be 95 percent certain that 
the tme value of the price coefficient is 0,42 plus or minus 1.96 standard de
\'iations (i.e., -0.42 plus or minus [1.96J[0.13; = -0,42 ± 0.25). This puts the 
true \'alue of the coefficient between 0.17 and - 0.67. Because this range does 
not include zero, the effect of price is both significantly different from zero and 
negati\'e. We can also arri\'e at this result from the t-statistic. The t of 3.23 re
ported in equation (A.9) for the price variable is equal to 0,42 divided by 0.13. 
Because this t-statistic exceeds 1.96 in absolute \'alue, we conclude that price is 
a significant determinant of auto sales. 

Note that the income and interest rate \'ariables are also significantly differ
ent from zero. The regression results tell us that an increase in income is likely to 
have a statistically significant positi\Te effect on auto sales, whereas an increase 
in interest rates w'll have a significant negative effect. 

Goodness of 

Reported regression results usually contain information that tells us how closely 
the regression line fits the data. One statistic, the standard error of the regres
sion (SER) is an estimate of the standard deviation of the regression error term 
e. Whenever all the data points lie on the regression line, the SER is zero. Other 
things being equal, the larger the standard error of the regression, the poorer the 
fit of the data to the regression line. To decide whether the SER is large or small, 
we compare it in magnitude with the mean of the dependent variable. This com
parison prm'ides a measure of the relatil'e size of the SER, a more meaningful 
statistic than its absolute size. 

R-squared (R2
), the percentage of the yariation in the dependent variable that 

is accounted for by all the explanatory variables, measures the overall goodness
of-fit of the multiple regression equation.4 Its \'alue ranges from 0 to L An R2 of 
o means that the independent yariables explain none of the \'ariation of the de
pendent variable; an R2 of 1 means that the independent \'ariables explain the 
\'ariation perfectly. The R2 for the sales equation (A9) is 0.94. This tells us that 
the three independent \'ariables explain 94 percent of the variation in sales. 

Note that a high R2 does not by itself mean that the variables actually in
cluded in the model are the appropriate ones, First, the R2 varies with the types 
of data being studied. Time series data with substantial upward growth usually 
generate much higher Res than do cross-section data. Second, the underlying 
economic theory pro\'ides a yital check. If a regression of auto sales on the price 
of wheat happened to yield a high R2, we would question the model's reliabil
ity because our theory tells us that changes in the price of wheat have little or no 
effect on automobile sales. 

The overall reliability of a regression result depends on the formulation of the 
modeL When studying an estimated regression, we should consider things that 
might make the reported results suspicious. First, have variables that should ap
pear in the relationship been omitted'? That is, is the specifimtioll of the equation 
wrong? Second, is the functional form of the equation correct? For instance, 
should variables be in logarithms? Third, is there another relationship that re
lates one of the explanatory variables (say X) to the dependent variable Y? If so, 
X and Yare jointly determined, and we must deal with a two-equation model, 

~ The \'ariation in Y is the sum of the squared de\'iations of Y from its mean RC ilnd SER pro\'ide 
similar information about goodness of fit, because RC = 1 - SERc /Variance (Y) 
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standard error of the regres
sion Estimate of the stan
dard deyiation of the regres
sion error 

R-squared Percentage of 
the \'ariation in the dependent 
\'ariable that is accounted 
for by all the explanatory 
yariables 
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not one with a single equation. Finally, does adding or remo\'ing one or two data 
points result in a major change in the estimated coefficients-i.e., is the equation 
robust? If not, \,,'e should be \/ery careful not to overstate the importance or relia
bilitv of the results. 

A forecast is a prediction about the values of the dependent variable, given in
formation about the explanatory variables. Often, ,Ye use regression models to 
generate ex allte forecasts, in which we predict values of the dependent vari
able beyond the time period over which the model has been estimated. (If We 
know the values of the explanatory variables, the forecast is ullcollditional; if they 
must be predicted as \yell, the forecast is conditional on these predictions.) 
Sometimes ex post forecasts, in which \c\/e predict ·what the value of the depen
dent variable ·would ha\'e been if the values of the independent \'ariables had 
been different, can be usefuL An ex post forecast has a forecast period such that 
all values of the dependent and explanatory variables are known. Thus ex post 
forecasts can be checked against existing data and provide a direct means of 
evaluating a model. 

For example, reconsider the auto sales regression discussed abm'e. In general, 
the forecasted \'alue for auto sales is given by 

(A.IO) 

where e is our prediction for the error term. Without additional information, we 
usuallv take e to be zero. 

Th~n, to calculate the forecast we use the estimated sales equation: 

.5 = 51.1 - 0,42P + 0.0461 - 0.84R (A.ll) 

We can use (All) to predict sales when, for example, P = 100, I = 51 trillion, 
and R = 8 percent. Then, 

, 

S = 51.1 0.-:1:2(100) + 0.046(1000 billion) 0.84(8%) 548.-1 billion 

Note that 548.-1 billion is an ex post forecast for a time when P = 100, I = 51 tril

lion, and R 8 percent. 
To determine the reliability of ex allte and ex post forecasts, we use the standard 

error of forecast (SEF). The SEF measures the standard deviation of the forecast 
error ~~ithin a sample in ·which the explanatory variables are known with cer
tainty. Two sources of error are implicit in the SEE The first is the error h::rm 
itself, because e may not equal 0 in the forecast period. The second source anses 
because the estimated parameters of the regression model may not be exactly 
equal to the true parameters. . . 

As an application, consider the SEF of 57.0 billion associated WIth ~quatlon 
(All). If the sample size is large enough, the probability is r01.:ghly 9;:, percent 
that the predicted sales will be within 1.96 standard errors of the torecasted :a~ue. 
In this case, the 95-percent confidence interval is $48.4 billion 2: 514.0 bIlliOn, 
i.e., from 534.4 billion to $62,4 billion. 

Now suppose \ye wish to forecast automobile sales for some date in the fu
ture, such as 2003. To do so, the forecast must be conditional because we need 
to predict the \'alues for the independent variables before calculating the fore
cast for automobile sales. Assume, for example, that our predictions of these 
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variables are as follow~: P 200, I = 55 trillion, and R = 10 percent. Then, 
the forecast is gil'en by P = 51.1 - 0.42(200) 0.046(5000 billion) 0.84(10) 
g1188.7 billion. Here 51190.8 billion is an ex allte conditional forecast. 

Because we are predicting the future, and because the explanatory variables 
do not lie close to the means of the \'ariables throughout our period of study, 
the SEF is equal to 58.2 billion, which is somewhat greater than the SEP that we 
calculated previously." The 95-percent confidence interval associated with our 
forecast is the interval from 5172.3 billion to $205.1 billion. 

Suppose we want to estimate the demand for bituminous coal (given by 
sales in tons per year, COAL) and then use the relationship to forecast 

future coal sales. We would expect the quantity demanded to depend on the 
price of coal (gi\'en by the Producer Price Index for coal, PCOAL) and on the 
price of a close substitute for coal (given by the Producer Price Index for natural 
gas, PGAS). Because coal is used to produce steel and electricity, we would also 
expect the level of steel production (given by the Federal Reserve Board Index 
of iron and steel production, FIS) and electricity production (given by the 
Federal Resen'e Board Index of electric utility production, FEU) to be impor
tant demand determinants. 

Our model of coal demand is therefore gi\'en by the following equation: 

COAL = bo + b) PCOAL + b2 PGAS + b3 FIS + b~ FEU + e 

From our theory, we would expect b1 to be negati\'e because the demand curve 
for coal is dovvnward sloping. We would also expect b2 to be positive because a 
higher price of natural gas should lead industrial consumers of energy to sub
stitute coal for natural gas. Finally, we would expect both b3 and b~ to be posi
tive because the greater the production of steel and electricity, the greater the 
demand for coal. 

This model was estimated using monthly time-series data covering eight 
years. The results (with t-statistics in parentheses) are: 

COAL = 12,262 + 9L3-l FIS + 118.57 FEU - 48.90 PCOAL + 118.91 PGAS 
(3.51) (6.46) (7.14) ( - 3.82) (3.18) 

R2 0.692 SER = 120,000 

All the estimated coefficients have the signs that econometric theory would 
predict. Each coefficient is also statistically significantly different from zero 
because the t-statistics are all greater than 1.96 in absolute value. The R2 of 0.692 
says that the model explains more than two-thirds of the variation in coal sales. 
The standard error of the regression SER is equal to 120,000 tons of coaL 
Because the mean leyel of coal production was 3>9 million tons, SER represents 
approximately 3 percent of the mean \'alue of the dependent yariable. This sug
gests a reasonably good model fit. 

5 For more on SEF, see Pindyck and Rubinfeld, Ecollollletrie Nlodcls illld Ecollolllie ForeCilsts, ch. 8 
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FORECAST 
CONFIDENCE 

INTERVAL 

l-month forecast (tons) 5.2 million 4.9-5.5 million 

6-month forecast (tons) 4.7 million 4.4-5.0 million 

12-month forecast (tons) 5.0 million 4.7-5.3 million 

Now suppose we vvant to use the estimated coal demand equation to fore
cast coal sales up to one year into the future. To do so, we substihlte values for 
each of the explanatory \'alues for the 12-month forecast~ng period into ~he esti
mated equation. VVe also estimate the standard error of torecast (the estrmate is 
0.17 million tons) and use it to calculate 95-percent confidence inten'als for the 
forecasted values of coal demand. Some representative forecasts and confi
dence intervals are given in Table AI. 

1. Multiple regression is a means of fitting economic 
relationships to data. 

2. The linear regression model, which relates one depen
dent variable to one or more independent \'ariables, is 
usually estimated by choosing the intercept and slope 
parameters that minimize the sum of the squared 
residuals between the actual and predicted \'alues of 
the dependent variable 

3. In a multiple-regression model, each slope coefficient 
measures the effect on the dependent \'ariable of a 
change in the corresponding independent variable, 

db 

holding the effects of all other independent \'ariables 
constant 

4. A [-test can be used to test the hypothesis that a par
ticular slope coefficient is different from zero. 

5. The o\'erall fit of the regression equation can be evalu
ated using the standard error of. the regression (SER) 
(a \'alue close to zero means a good fit) or R2 (a value 
close to one means a good fit). 

6. Regression models can be used to forecast future val
ues of the dependent variable. The standard error of 
forecast (SEF) measures the accuracy of the forecast. 

absolute advantage (page 585) Situation in 'which 
cOlmtry 1 has an advantage over country 2 in pro
ducing a good because the cost of producing 
the good in 1 is lower than the cost of producing it 
in 2. 

accounting cost (page 204) Actual expenses plus 
depreciation charges for capital equipment. 

accounting profit (page 273) The difference between 
a firm's revenues and its costs, including account
ing depreciation but excluding any opportunity 
costs. 

actual return (page 168) Return that an asset earns. 

actuarially fair (page 163) Situation in vvhich an 
insurance premium is equal to the expected pay
out. 

adverse selection (page 598) Form of market failure 
resulting from asymmetric information: if insur
ance companies must charge a single premium 
because they cannot distinguish beh·veen high-risk 
and low-risk individuals, more high-risk individu
als will insure, making it unprofitable to sell insur
ance. 

advertising elasticity of demand (page 405) Per
centage change in quantity demanded resulting 
from a I-percent increase in advertising expendi
tures. 

advertising-to-sales ratio (page 405) Ratio of a finn's 
advertising expenditures to its sales. 

agent (page 609) Indi\'idual employed by a principal 
to achieve the principal's objective. 

antitrust laws (page 360) Rules and regulations pro
hibiting actions that restrain, or are likely to 
restrain, competition. 

arbitrage (page 8) Practice of buying at a low price at 
one location and selling at a higher price in another. 

arc elasticity of demand (page 120) Price elasticity 
calculated over a range of prices. 

asset (page 166) Something that provides a flow of 
money or services to its owner. 

asset beta (page 547) A constant that measures the 
sensitivity of an asset's reM11 to market movements 
and, therefore, the asset's nondiversifiable risk. 

asymmetric information (page 596) Situation in 
which a buyer and a seller possess different infor
mation about a h·ansaction. 

auction markets (page 491) Markets in which prod
ucts are bought and sold through formal bidding 
processes. 

average cost (page 209) Production cost per unit of 
output. 

average expenditure (page 352) Price paid per unit 
of a good. 

average expenditure curve (page 510) Supply curve 
representing the price per unit that a finn pays for 
a good. 

average fixed cost (AFe) (page 209) Fixed cost 
divided by the level of output. 

average product (page 182) Output per unit of a par
ticular input. 

average revenue (page 329) Revenue divided by the 
number of muts sold, i.e., price per unit. 

average total cost (ATe) (page 209) Finn's total cost 
divided by its level of output. 

average variable cost (AVe) (page 210) Variable cost 
divided by the level of output. 
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backward-bending labor supply curve (pa~e 511) 
The portion of the labor supply curve ~t vvlllch the 
waae rate increases and the hours ot work sup-

U • I 
plied decreases, giving the curve a negatIve s ope. 

bad (page 70) Good for which less is preferred rather 
than more. 

bandwagon effect (page 127) Posi~ve network exter
nality in which a consumer wIshes to possess a 
good in part because others do. 

barrier to entry (page 346) Condition that impedes 
entI-y by new competitors. 

Bertrand model (page 437) Oligopoly model in 
which firms produce a homogeneo:ls good, .. each 
firm treats the price of its competltors as t.Ixed, 
and all firms decide simultaneously what pnce to 

charge. 
bilateral monopoly (page 358) Market with only one 

seller and one buyer. 
block pricina (paae 375) Practice of charging differ

ent prices for different quantities or "blocks" of a 

good. 
bond (page 538) Contract in which a borrower agrees 

to pay the bondholder (the lender) a stream of 

monev. 
budaet"constraint (page 75) Constraints that con
s~ers face as a result of limited incomes. 

budaet line (paae 75) All combinations of goods for 
whlch the tot~l amolmt of money spent is equal to 
income. 

bundling (page 392) Practice of selling two or more 
products as a package. 

capital (page 178) Buildings, equipmen~, and inven
tories which can be utilized (along WIth labor and 
raw materials) to produce output. 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (C~PM) (page 5~7) 
Model in which the risk premmm for a capItal 
investment depends on the correlation of t~e 
investment's return with the return on the entue 
stock market. 

cardinal utility function (page 74) Utility fU~lction 
describing by how much one market basket IS pre
ferred to another. 

cartel (page 424) Market in which some or all firms 
explicitly collude, coordinati.ng prices and output 
levels to maximize joint proflts. 

cash flow (page 204) The actual ou~lays by a firm, 
including wages, salaries, costs ot materials, and 
property rentals. 

ceiling price (pnge 54) A maximlUl1 price th~t finns are 
alhwed by the government to charge tor a good. 

chain-weiahted price index (page 96) Cost-of-living 
index tl~at accounts for changes in quantities of 
aoods and services. 
U 

Clayton Act (pnge 360) As amen~e~ by the Ro~in:o~
Patman Act, a lavv that makes It lliegal to dISCruru
nate by charging buyers of essentially the same 
product different prices. 

Coase theorem (pnge 640) Principle that 'when par
ties can baraain ,Nithout cost and to their mutual 
advantaae, fhe resulting outcome 'will be efficient 
regardle~s of ho\'.' property rights are specified. 

Cobb-Doualas production function (page 248) Pro
duction hmction of the form Q = AK"[i3, where Q 
is the rate of output, K is the quantity of capital, 
and L is the quantity of labor, and where a and f3 
are constants. 

Cobb-Douglas utility function (page 143) Utility 
function Ll(X,Y) = X"yl-", where X and Y are two 
aoods and n is a constant. 
U 

common property resource (page 642) Resource to 
which anyone has hee access. 

common-value auction (page 492) Auction in which 
the item has the same value to all bidders, but bid
ders do not know that value precisely and their 
estimates of it vary. 

company cost of capital (page 548) Weighted aver
. aae of the expected return on a company's stock 
a~d the interest rate that it pays for debt. 

comparative advantage (page 585) Situation in 
which cmmhy 1 has an advantage over country 2 
in producing a good because the cost of produc;ng 
the good in 1, relative to the cost of produc11l~ 
other goods in 1, is lov\'er than the cost. of prod~c 
ing the good in 2, relative to the cost ot producmg 

other goods in 2. 
competitive markets (page 8) Mark~ts in which ~~y

ers and sellers individually have lIttle or no abIlity 
to affect prices. 

complements (paae 23) Two goods for which ~n 
increase in the ;rice of one leads to a decrease 11l 

the quantity demanded of the other. 

completely i~elastic demand (page 32) consu~e~s 
''>'ill buy a fixed quantity of a good regardless 0 1 5 

price. 

constant returns to scale (page 198) Output doubles 
when all inputs are doubled. 

constant-cost industry (page 277) Industry whose 
long-run supply curve is horizontal. 

Consumer Price Index (page 11) Measure of the 
aggregate price le\'el. 

consumer surplus (individual) (page 123) Difference 
between what a consumer is willing to pay for a 
good and the amount achlally paid. 

consumer surplus (market) (page 124) Net benefit to 
all consumers purchasing a good. Equal to area 
lmder the demand curve above the price. 

contract curve (page 571) Curve shovving all efficient 
allocations of goods between two consumers, or of 
two inputs between hvo production functions. 

cooperative game (page 462) Game in which partici
pants can negotiate binding contracts that alhw 
them to plan joint strategies. 

comer solution (page 84) Sihlation in which the mar
ginal rate of substihltion for one good in a chosen 
market basket is not equal to the slope of the bud
get line. 

cost function (page 237) Function relating cost of 
production to level of output and other variables 
that the firm can control. 

cost-of-living index (page 93) Ratio of the present cost 
of a typical bundle of consumer goods and ser
vices compared with the cost during a base period. 

Cournot equilibrium (page 433) Equilibrium in the 
Cournot model, in which each firm correctly 
assumes hOlv much its competitor will produce 
and sets its own production level accordingly. 

Coumot model (page 431) Oligopoly model in which 
firms produce a homogeneous good, each firm 
treats the output of its competitors as fixed, and all 
firms decide simultaneously how much to produce. 

cross-price elasticity of demand (page 32) Percentage 
change in the quantity demanded of one good result
ing hom a I-percent increase in the price of another. 

cyclical industries (page 38) Industries in which 
sales tend to magnify cyclical changes in gross 
national product and national income. 

deadweight loss (page 292) Net loss of total (con
sumer plus producer) surplus. 

decreasing returns to scale (page 198) Output less 
than doubles when all inputs are doubled. 
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decreasing-cost industry (page 280) Industry whose 
long-run supply curve is downward sloping, 

degree of economies of scope (SC) (page 231) Per
centage of cost savings resulting when 1\'\'0 or 
more products are produced jointly rather than 
individually. 

demand curve (pnge 21) Relationship betiveen the 
quantity of a good that consumers are willing to 
buy and the price of the good .. 

depletable resource (page 552) A natural resource, 
such as oil or copper, vvhich if produced today is 
unavailable for fuhlre production. 

depreciation (page 204) The decline in value of a 
capital asset as it is used over time, 

derived demand (page 502) Demand for an input 
that depends on, and is derived from, both the 
firm's level of output and the cost of inputs. 

deviation (page 151) Difference between expected 
payoff and achlal payoff. 

diminishing marginal utility (page 90) Principle 
that as more of a good is consumed, the consump
tion of additional amOlmts will yield smaller addi
tions to utility. 

discount rate (page 542) Rate used to compare the 
value of a dollar received in the fuhlre to the value 
of a dollar received today. 

diseconomies of scale (page 227) A doubling of out
put requires more than a doubling of cost. 

diseconomies of scope (page 231) Joint output of a 
sin ale firm is less than could be achieved bv sepa-U , 

rate firms when each produces a single product. 

diversifiable risk (page 546) Risk that can be elimi
nated either by investing in many projects or by 
holding the stocks of many companies. 

diversification (page 161) Reducing risk by allocat
ing resources to a variety of activities whose out
comes are not closely related. 

dominant finn (page 450) Firm vvith a large share of 
total sales that sets price to maximize profits, taking 
into accolmt the supply response of smaller firms. 

dominant strategy (page 464) Strategy that is opti
mal no matter what an opponent does. 

duality (page 144) Alternative way of looking at the 
consumer's utility maximization decision: Rather 
than choosing the highest indifference curve, 
given a budget constraint, the consumer chooses 
the lowest budget line that touches a given indif
ference curve. 
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duopoly (page 430) Market in 'i'\'hich two firms com
pete with each other. 

durable good (page 36) A consumption or capital 
good bought to provide services for a long time. 

Dutch auction (page 492) Auction Ul which a seller 
begins by offering an item at a relatively high 
price, then reduces it by fixed amounts until the 
item is sold. 

E 
economic cost (page 204) Cost to a firm of utilizUlg 

economic resources in production, including 
opportmuty cost 

economic efficiency (page 294) Maximization of 
aaareaate conSUIner and producer surplus. 
00 0 

economic profit (page 273) The difference between a 
firm's revenues and its costs, ulcludulg any oppor
hmity costs. 

economic rent (page 275) Amount that firms are 
willing to pay for an input less the minimum 
anlOunt necessary to obtain it. 

economies of scale (page 227) Output can be dou
bled for less than a doubling of cost 

economies of scope (page 231) Jomt output of a SU1-
gle firm is greater than output that could be 
achieved by two different finns when each pro
duces a single product 

Edgeworth box (page 569) Diagram ShOWUlg all pos
sible allocations of either two goods between two 
people or of tv,'O inputs between two production 
processes. 

effective yield (or rate of return) (page 539) Percent
age rehml that one receives by uwestmg Ul a bond. 

efficiency wage (page 617) Wage that a firm will pay 
to an employee as an uLCentive not to shirk. 

efficiency wage theory (page 616) Explanation for 
the presence of lmemployment and wage discrinu
nation which recognizes that labor productivity 
may be affected by the wage rate. 

efficient allocation (page 567) Allocation of goods in 
which no one can be made better off tmless some
one else is made worse off. 

elastic demand (page 31) When the percentage 
change in quantity demanded of a good in 
response to a I-percent change in price is greater 
than 1 Ul magruhlde. 

elasticity (page 30) Percentage change in one vari
able resultiIlg from a I-percent increase Ul another. 

emissions fee (pl1ge 626) Charge levied on each unit 
of a firm's emissions. 

emissions standard (page 626) Legal limit on the 
amount of pollutant that a firm can emit 

Enael curve (nacre 106) Curve relating the quantity of o r 0 • 

a good consumed to ULCome. 

English (or oral) auction (pl1ge 491) Auction in 
wluch a seller actively solicits progressively lugher 
bids from a group of potential buyers. 

equal marginal principle (pl1ge 91) Principle that 
utilitv is maximized vvhen the consumer has 
equalized the margulal utility per dollar of expen
dihlre across all goods. 

equilibrium (or market-clearing) price (page 23) 
Price that equates the quantity supplied to the 
quantity demanded. 

equilibrium in dominant strategies (page 465) Out
come of a game in which each firm is doing the 
best it can regardless of what its competitors are 
dOUlg. 

excess demand (page 573) When the quantity de
manded of a good exceeds quantity supplied. 

excess supply (pl1ge 573) When the quantity sup
plied of a good exceeds quantity demanded. 

exchange economy (page 567) Market in which two 
or more consumers h'ade two goods among them
selves. 

expansion path (page 222) Curve passing through 

Points of tanaency between a firm's isocost lines o • 
and its isoquants. 

expected return (page 168) Return that an asset 
should earn on average. 

expected utility (page 156) Sum of the utilities asso
ciated with all possible outcomes, weighted by the 
probability that each outcome will occur. 

expected value (page 150) Probability-weig~ted 
averaae of the values associated with all pOSSIble 

o 
outcomes. 

extensive form of a aame (piwe 477) Representation o 0 • 

of possible moves in a game Ul the form of a deo-
sion h·ee. 

extent of a market (page 9) Boundaries of a market, 
both aeoaraphical and in terms of range of prodo 0 

ucts produced and sold withul it 

externality (page 294, 622) Action taken by either a 
producer or a consumer which affects other pro
ducers or consumers but is not accounted for by 
the market price. 

----------------

factors of production (page 178) Inputs into the pro
duction process (e.g" labor, capital, and materials). 

feedback effect (page 564) A price or quantity 
adjustment in one market that is caused by price 
and quantity adjustments m related markets. 

first-degree price discrimination (page 371) Practice 
of chargulg each customer her reservation price. 

first-price auction (page 492) Auction in which the 
sales price is equal to the highest bid. 

first theorem of welfare economics (page 574) If 
everyone trades in the competitive marketplace, 
all mutually beneficial trades will be completed 
and the resulting equilibrium allocation of re
sources will be economically efficient 

fixed cost (FC) (pl1ge 206) Cost that does not vary 
with the level of output 

fixed input (pl1ge 181) Production factor that calmot 
be varied_ 

fixed-proportions production function (page 195) 
Production function with L-shaped isoquants, so 
that only one combulation of labor and capital can 
be used to produce each level of output. 

fixed-weight index (page 96) Cost-of-livmg mdex in 
which the quantities of goods and services remain 
lmchanged. 

free entry (exit) (page 253) When there are no special 
costs that make it difficult for a firm to enter (or 
exit) an uldustry. 

free rider (page 647) Consumer or producer who 
does not pay for a nonexclusive good m the expec
tation that others will. 

game (page 462) Situation in which players (partici
pants) make strategic decisions that take into 
account each other's actions and responses. 

general equilibrium analysis (page 564) Sunultaneous 
detennmation of the prices and quantities Ul ClJI rel
evant markets, takmg feedback effects into accomlt. 

Giffen good (page 113) Good whose demand curve 
slopes upward because the (positive) Ulcome effect 
is larger than the (negative) substihltion effect. 

H 
Hicksian substitution effect (pl1ge 147) Alternative 

to the Slutsky equation for decomposing price 
changes -without recourse to indifference curves. 
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horizontal integration (page 613) Organizational 
form Ul which several plants produce the same or 
related products for a firm. 

ideal cost-of-living index (page 94) Cost of attau1ulg 
a given level of utility at current prices relative to 
the cost of attaining the same utility at base-year 
prices. 

import quota (pl1ge 309) Limit on the quantity of a 
good that can be imported. 

income effect (page 112) Change in consumption of 
a good resulting from an increase in purchasing 
power, with relative price held constant. 

income elasticity of demand (page 32) Percentage 
change Ul the quantity demanded resultiIlg from a 
I-percent uLCrease U1 ULCome. 

income-consumption curve (page 105) Curve trac
ing the utility-maximizing combinations of two 
goods as a consumer's mcome changes. 

increasing returns to scale (page 198) Output more 
than doubles when all UlputS are doubled, 

increasing-cost industry (pl1ge 279) Industry 'whose 
long-run supply curve is upward SIOpUlg. 

indifference curve (page 64) Curve representing all 
combinations of market baskets that provide a 
consumer with the same level of satisfaction. 

indifference map (page 66) Graph contaumlg a set of 
indifference curves showing the market baskets 
among which a consumer is indifferent. 

individual demand curve (page 103) Curve relating 
the quantity of a good that a smgle consumer will 
buy to its price 

industry (page 8) A collection of firms that sell the 
same or closely related products. 

inferior good (page 106) A good for wluch consump
tion falls as an mdividual's mcome rises. 

infinitely elastic demand (page 32) Consumers will 
buy as much of a good as they can get at a smgle 
price, but for any higher price the quantity 
demanded drops to zero, wlule for any lower price 
the quantity demanded increases without limit. 

interest rate (page 534) Rate at which one can bor
row or lend money. 

intertemporal price discrimination (page 382) Prac
tice of separating consmners with different demand 
flmctions Ulto different groups by chargiIlg different 
prices at different points in time. 
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isocost line (page 217) Graph shmving all possible 
combinations of labor and capital that can be pur
chased for a given total cost 

isoelastic demand curve (page 118) Demand curve 
with a constant price elasticity. 

isoquant (page 179) Curve showing all possible com
binations of inputs that yield the same output 

isoquant map (page 180) Graph combining several 
isoquants, used to describe a production hmction 

kinked demand curve model (poge 446) Oligopoly 
model in ,,,'hicll each firm faces a demand curve 
kinked at the currently prevailing price: at higher 
prices demand is very elastic, whereas at lower 
prices it is inelastic. 

labor productivity (page 188) Average product of 
labor for an entire industry or for the economy as a 

whole. 
Laaranaian (1mOe 140) Function to be maximized or 

t:) 0 r c"J 

minimized, plus a variable (the Lagrange multi-
plier) multiplied by the constraint. 

Laspeyres price index (page 94) Amount of money 
at current-year prices that an individual requires 
to purchase a btmdle of goods and services chosen 
in a base year divided by the cost of purchasing 
the same bundle at base-year prices. 

law of diminishing marginal returns (page 185) 
Principle that as the use of an input increases with 
other inputs fixed, the resulting additions to out
put 'will eventually decrease. 

learning curve (page 233) Graph relating amount of 
inputs needed by a finn to produce each unit of 
output to its cumulative output 

least-squares criterion (page 656) Criterion of "best 
fit" used to choose values for regression parame
ters, usually by minimizing the sum of squared 
residuals between the actual values of the depen
dent variable and the fitted values. 

Lerner Index of Monopoly Power (page 341) 
Measure of monopoly power calculated as excess 
of price over marginal cost as a fraction of price. 

linear demand curve (page 31) Demand curve that is 
a straight line. 

linear regression (page 655) Model specifying a lin
ear relationship between a dependent variable and 
several independent (or explanatory) variables 
and an error term. 

long run (page 181) Amount of time needed to make 
all production inputs variable 

long-run average cost curve (LAC) (page 226) Curve 
relating average cost of production to output 
when all inputs, including capital, are \·ariable. 

long-run competitive equilibrium (page 274) All 
firms in an industry are maximizing profit, no firm 
has an incentive to enter or exit, and price is such 
that quantity supplied equals quantity demanded. 

long-run marginal cost curve (LMC) (page 226) 
Change in long-run total cost as output is in
creased incrementally by 1 unit. 

macroeconomics (page 4) Branch of economics that 
deals with aggregate economic variables, such as 
the level and growth rate of national output, inter
est rates, unemployment, and int1ation. 

marginal benefit (page 80) Benefit from the con
sumption of one additional unit of a good. 

marginal cost (page 80) Cost of one additional unit 
of a good. 

marginal expenditure (page 352) Additional cost of 
buying one more unit of a good. 

marginal expenditure curve (page 510) Curve 
describing the incremental cost of purchasing one 
additional unit of a good. 

marginal external benefit (page 624) Increased bene
fit that accrues to other parties as a finn increases 
output by one unit. 

marginal external cost (page 622) Increase in cost 
imposed externally as one or more firms increase 
output by one unit. 

marginal product (page 182) Additional output pro
duced as an input is increased by one unit. 

marainal rate of substitution (MRS) (page 68) 
o 

Amount of a good that a consumer is willing to 
give up in order to obtain one additional unit of 

another good. 
marginal rate of technical substitution (MRTS) 

(page 192) Amount by which the quantity of. one 
input can be reduced when one extra umt. of 
another input is used, so that output remams 

constant. 
marginal rate of transformation (page 582) Amount 

of one good that must be given up to produce 
additional wlit of a second good. 

marginal revenue (page 256) Change in 
resulting from a 1 unit increase in output. 

marginal revenue product (page 502) Additional 
revenue resulting from the sale of output created 
by the use of one additional unit of an input. 

marginal social benefit (page 624) Sum of the mar
ginal private benefit plus the marginal external 
benefit. 

marginal social cost (page 622) Sum of the marginal 
cost of production and the marginal external cost. 

marginal utility (MU) (page 90) Additional satisfac
tion obtained from consuming one additional tmit 
of a good. 

marginal value (page 352) Additional benefit de
rived from purchasing one more tmit of a good. 

market (page 7) Collection of buyers and sellers 
that, through their actual or p~tential interac
tions, determine the price of a product or set of 
products. 

market basket (or bundle) (page 62) List with spe
cific quantities of one 01' more goods. 

market definition (page 8) Determination of the 
buyers, sellers, and range of products that should 
be included in a particular market. 

market demand curve (page 116) Curve relating the 
quantity of a good that all consumers in a market 
will buy to price. 

market failure (page 294) Situation in which an 
unregulated competitive market is inefficient 
because prices fail to provide proper signals to 
consumers and producers. 

market mechanism (page 23) Tendencv in a free 
market for price to change until the market 
clears. 

market power (page 328) Ability of a seller or buyer 
to affect the price of a good. . ~ 

ma:ket price (page 8) Price prevailing in a competi
tIve market. 

market signaling (page 601) Process bv which sellers 
send signals to buyers convevin~ information 

~ ~ , 0 

about product quality. 

markup pricing (page 341) Increasina the produc-
. 0 

hon cost of a good by a fixed percentage to deter-
mine a sales price. 

maximin strategy (page 469) Strateav that maxio. 
mizes the minimum gain that can be earned. 

median voter (page 650) The individual 'with the 
median preferred outcome among all voters. 

me~hod of Lagrange multipliers (page 140) Tech
TUque to maximize or minimize a hmction subject 
to one or more consh·aints. 
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microeconomics (page 4) Branch of economics 
that deals vvith the beha\'ior of individual eco
nomic units-consumers, firms, workers, and 
investors-as well as the markets that these units 
comprise. 

mixed bundling (page 397) Practice of selling two or 
more goods both as a package and indi\'idually. 

mixed strategy (page 470) Strategy in which a player 
makes a random choice among two or more possi
ble actions, based on a set of chosen probabilities. 

monopolistic competition (page 424) Market in 
\vhich firms can enter freely, each producina its , 0 

own brand or version of a differentiated product. 

monopoly (page 328) Market with only one seller. 

monopoly power (page 328) The ability of a firm to 
profitably charge a price higher than marginal 
cost. 

monopsony (page 328) Market with only one buyer. 

monopsony power (page 352) Buyer's ability to 
affect the price of a good. ' 

moral hazard (page 606) When an insured party 
whose actions are unobserved can affect the prob
ability or magnitude of a payment associated vvith 
an event. 

multiple regression analysis (page 655) Statistical 
procedure for quantifying economic relationships 
and testing hypotheses about them. 

Nash equilibrium (page 430) Set of strategies or 
actions in which each firm does the best it can 
given its competitors' actions. 

natural monopoly (page 350) Firm that can produce 
the entire output of the market at a cost lower than 
what it would be if there were several firms. 

negatively correlated (page 161) Having a tendency 
to move in opposite directions (said of two vari
ables). 

net present value (NPV) criterion (page 542) Rule 
holding that one should itwest if the present value 
of the expected future cash flow from an invest
ment is larger than the cost of the itweshl1ent. 

network externality (page 127) When each individ
ual's demand depends on the purchases of other 
indi\'iduals. 

nominal discount rate (page 544) A discount rate 
that includes the effects of itlt1ation. 

nominal price (page 11) Absolute price of a good, 
unadjusted for ittflation. 
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noncooperative game (page 143) Game in "which 
negotiation and enforcement of binding contracts 
between players are not possible. 

nondiversifiable risk (page 546) Risk that canl10t be 
eliminated by investing in many projects or by 
holding the stocks of many companies. 

nonexclusive goods (page 615) Goods that people 
carmot be excluded from consuming, so that it is 
difficult or impossible to charge for their use. 

nonrival good (page 644) Good for which the mar
ginal cost of its provision to an additional con
sumer is zero. 

normal good (page 106) A good for "which consUlnp
tion il1creases when income rises. 

normative analysis (page 7) Analysis examining 
questions of what ought to be. 

oligopoly (page 424) Market in which only a few 
firms compete with one another, and entry by ne"w 
firms is impeded. 

oligopsony (page 352) Market with only a few 
buyers. 

opportunity cost (page 204) Cost associated with 
opportunities that are forgone "vvhen a firm's 
resources are not put to their highest-value use. 

opportunity cost of capital (page 542) Rate of rehml 
that one could earn by investing in an alternate 
project vvith similar risk. 

optimal strategy (page 462) Strategy that maximizes 
player's expected payoff. 

ordinal utility function (page 74) Utility function 
that generates a ranking of market baskets in order 
of most to least preferred. 

Paasche index (page 95) Amount of money at cur
rent-year prices that an individual requires to pur
chase a bundle of goods and services divided by 
the cost of purchasing the same bundle in a base 
year. 

parallel conduct (page 360) Form of implicit collu
sion in which one firm consistently follows actions 
of another. 

Pareto efficiency (page 567) Synonymous with "effi
cient allocation" -an allocation of goods in which 
no one can be made better off without making 
someone else worse off. 

partial equilibrium analysis (page 561) Deter
mination of equilibrium prices and quantities in a 
market independent of effects from other markets. 

payoff (page 462) Outcome of a game that generates 
revvards or benefits for the player. 

payoff (page 150) Value associated with a possible 
outCOille. 

payoff matrix (page 443) Table showing profit (or 
payoff) to each firm given its decision and the 
decision of its competitor. 

peak-load pricing (page 382) Practice of charging 
higher prices during peak periods when capacity 
constraints cause marginal costs to be high. 

perfect complements (page 70) Two goods for which 
the MRS is infinite; the indifference curves are 
shaped as right angles. 

perfect substitutes (page 70) Two goods for which 
the marginal rate of substitution of one for the 
other is a constant. 

perpetuity (page 538) Bond paying out a fixed 
amOl.mt of Illoney each year, forever. 

point elasticity of demand (page 119) Price elasticity 
at a particular point on the demand curve. 

positive analysis (page 6) Analysis describing rela
tionships of cause and effect. 

positively correlated (page 162) Having a tendency to 
move in the same direction (said of two variables). 

predatory pricing (page 361) Practice of pricing to 
dri\'e current competitors out of business and to 
discouraae new entrants in a market so that a firm o 
can enjoy higher fuhlre profits. 

present discounted value (page 535) The current 
value of an expected fuhue cash How. 

price-consumption curve (page 102) A curve tracing 
the utility-maximizing combinations of two goods 
as the price of one changes. 

price discrimination (page 371) Practice of ch~rg~g 
different prices to different consumers for slmIlar 

goods. 
price elasticity of demand (page 30) Percent~ge 

change in quantity demanded of a good resulting 
from a I-percent increase in its price. 

price elasticity of supply (page 33) Perc.entage 
change in quantity supplied resulting tram a 
I-percent increase in price. 

price leadership (page 447) Pattern of yricing in 
which one finn regularly announces pnce changes 
that other firms then match. 

price of risk (page 170) Extra risk that an investor 
must incur to enjoy a higher expected return. 

price rigidity (page 416) Characteristic of oligopolis
tic markets by which firms are reluctant to change 
prices e\,en if costs or demands change. 

price signaling (page 447) Form of implicit collusion 
in which a firm alUlounces a price increase in the 
hope that other firms will follow suit. 

price support (page 302) Price set by gm'ernment 
abm"e hee-market level and maintained by govern
mental purchases of excess supply. 

price taker (page 252) Firm that has no influence 
over market price and that thus takes the price as a 
given. 

price-consumption curve (page 102) Cun'e tracing 
the utility-maximizing combinations of two goods 
as the price of one changes. 

principal-agent problem (page 609) Problem arising 
when managers (agents) pursue their own goals 
even vvhen doing so entails lower profits for a 
firm's owners (the principals). 

principal (page 609) Individual who employs one or 
more agents to achieve an objective. 

prisoners' dilemma (page 443) Game theory exam
ple in 'which two prisoners must decide separately 
whether to confess to a crime; if a prisoner con
fesses, he will recei\"e a lighter sentence and his 
accomplice will receive a hea\'ier one, but if nei
ther confesses, sentences will be lighter than if 
both confess. 

private-value auction (poge 19J.) Auction in which 
each bidder knows his individual valuation of the 
object up for bid, with valuations differing from 
bidder to bidder. 

probability (poge 150) Likelihood that a given out
come will occur. 

producer surplus (poge J.69) Sum (over all Lmits pro
duced by a firm) of differences between market 
price of a good and marginal costs of production. 

product transformation curve (page 230) Curve 
showing the various combinations of two different 
outputs (products) that can be produced with a 
given set of inputs. 

production contract curve (page 580) Curve show
ing all technically efficient combinations of inputs. 

production function (page 178) Function showing 
the highest output that a firm can produce for 
e\'ery specified combination of inputs. 
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production possibilities frontier (page 581) Curve 
showing the combinations of two goods that can 
be produced with fixed quantities of inputs. 

profit (page 255) Difference between total revenue 
and total cost. 

profit maximization (page 254) The goal of a firm; it 
is achie\'ed when the marginal revenue of the finn 
is equal to the marginal cost of production. 

property rights (poge 638) Legal rules stating what 
people or firms may do with their property. 

prospective sunk cost (poge 205) A cost that has not 
yet been incurred but that cannot be recovered 
once it is incurred. 

public good (page 593) Nonexclusive and nonrival 
good: the marginal cost of provision to an addi
tional consumer is zero and people cannot be 
excluded from consuming it. 

pure bundling (poge 397) Practice of selling prod
ucts only as a package. 

pure strategy (page 470) Strategy in which a player 
makes a specific choice or takes a specific action. 

R-squared (page 659) Percentage of the variation in 
the dependent variable that is accoLmted for bv all 
the explanatory \'ariables. ' 

rate-of-return regulation (page 351) Whereby the 
maximum price allowed by a regulatory agency is 
based on the (expected) rate of return that a firm 
will earn. 

reaction curve (page 432) Relationship between a 
firm's profit-maximizing output and the amoUllt it 
thinks its competitor will produce. 

real discount rate (page 544) TIle discount rate that 
applies when cash Haws are in real terms, i.e., after 
netting out inHation. 

real price (page 11) Price of a good relative to an 
aggregate measure of prices; price adjusted for 
inHation. 

real return (page 167) Simple (or nominal) rehlrn on 
an asset, less the rate of inHation. 

regulatory lag (page 351) Delays that are usually 
required to change a regulated price. 

rent seeking (page 348) Spending money in socially 
unproductive efforts to acquire, maintain, or exer
cise monopoly power. 

rental rate (page 216) Cost per year of renting one 
unit of capitaL 
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repeated game (pnge 472) Game in 'which actions are 
taken and payoffs received over and over again. 

reservation price (page 371) Maxim.um price that a 
customer is 'willing to pay for a good. 

retum (pnge 167) Total monetary flow of an asset as a 
fraction of its price. 

retums to scale (pnge 198) Rate at which output 
increases as inputs are increased proportionately. 

revealed preference (pnge 86) An approach to con
sumer theory in which preferences are determined 
bv observina the choices consumers make. _ b 

risk (pnae 150) The possibility of several different 
o . 1 

outcomes occurring when the probability ot eaCl 
outcome is knmvn. 

risk averse (page 157) Preferring a certain income to 
a risky income vvith the same expected value. 

risk-free retum (page 167) A rehlrn which is free of 
risk, \vhether of default or interest rate fluctua
tions. An example is the return on U.S. Treasury 
bills. 

risk loving (pnge 157) Preferring a risky income to a 
certain income with the same expected value. 

risk neutral (pnge 157) Being indifferent between a 
certain income and an uncertain income with the 
same expected value. 

risk premium (pnge 158) Maximum amount of 
money that a risk-averse person will pay to avoid 
taking a risk 

riskless (or risk-free) asset (page 167) Asset that pro
vides a flow of money or services that is known 
with certainty. 

risky asset (pnge 166) Asset that provides an lULCer
tain flow of money or services. 

sample (pnge 657) Set of observations for study, 
drawn from a larger universe. 

sealed-bid auction (pnge 492) Auction in which all 
bids are made simultaneously in sealed envelopes, 
the winning bidder being the individual who has 
submitted the highest bid. 

secondary supply (pnge 40) The supply from recy
cled scrap materiaL 

second-degree price discrimination (pnge 374) 
Practice of charging different prices per unit for 
different quantities of the same good or service. 

second-price auction (page 492) Auction in which 
the sales price is equal to the second-highest 
bid. 

second theorem of welfare economics (pnge 577) If 
individual preferences are convex, then every effi
cient allocation is a competitive equilibrium for 
some initial allocation of goods. 

sequential game (page 476) Game in 'which players 
mo\'e in turn, responding to each other's actions 
and reactions. 

Sherman Act (pnge 360) A law that prohibits con
tracts, combinations, or conspiracies that restrain 
trade, and makes monopolizing or attempting to 
monopolize illegaL 

shirking model (page 617) Principle that ,,,'orkers 
still have an incentive to shirk if a firm pays them a 
market-clearing wage, because fired workers can 
be hired somewhere else for the same wage. 

short run (page 181) Period of time in which quanti
ties of one or more production factors cannot be 

changed. 
short-run average cost curve (SAC) (pnge 226) 

Curve relating average cost of production to out
put when level of capital is fixed. 

shortage (pnge 24) Situation in which the quantity 
demanded exceeds the quantity supplied. 

Slutsky equation (page 146) Formula for decompos
ing the effects of a price change into substitution 
and income effects. 

snob effect (page 129) Negative network externality 
in which a consumer wishes to own an exclusive 
or unique good. 

social welfare function (page 576) Weights applied 
to each individual's utility in determining what is 
socially desirable. 

specific tax (page 314) Tax of a certain amount of 
money per lU1.it sold. 

Stackelberg model (page 436) Oligopoly model in 
which one finn sets its output before other firms do. 

standard deviation (pnge 152) Square root of the 
average of the squares of the deviations ?f the pa~
offs associated with each outcome trom thelr 
expected values. 

standard error of the regression (page 659) Estimate 
of the standard deviation of the regression error. 

't 1 stock of capital (page 189) Total amount of capl a 
available for use in production. 

, 
strategic move 479) Action that aives a plaver b , 

an advantage by constraining his beha\'ior. 

strategy (pnge 462) Rule or plan of action for playing 
a game. 

subsidy (page 317) Payment reducing the buyer'S 
price below the seller's price; i.e., a negative tax. 

substitutes (pnge 22) Two goods for which an 
increase in the price of one leads to an increase in 
the quantity demanded of the other. 

substitution effect (page 111) Change in consump
tion of a good associated with a change in its price, 
with the le\'el of utility held constant. 

sunk cost (page 205) Expenditure that has been 
made and camlOt be recovered. 

supply curve (page 20) Relationship between the 
quantity of a good that producers are willing to 
sell and the price of the good. 

surplus (pnge 24) Situation in which the quantity 
supplied exceeds the quantity demanded. 

tariff (pnge 309) Tax on an imported good. 

technical efficiency (page 579) vVhen firms combine 
inputs to produce a given output as inexpensively 
as possible. 

technological cha~ge (page 189) Development of 
ne,'\' teclulOlogies allmving factors of production to 
be used more effectiwly 

theory of consumer behavior (page 62) Description 
of how consumers allocate incomes amona differ

b 

ent goods and services to maximize their well-
being. 

theory of the firm (pnge 178) Explanation of how a 
firm makes cost-minimizing production decisions 
and how its cost varies with its output. 

third-degree price discrimination (page 376) 
Practice of dividing consumers into t,'1'O or more 
groups 'with separate demand curves and chara-
ing different prices to each group. b 

tit-for-tat strategy (pnge 473) Repeated-game strat
egy in which a player responds in kind to an oppo
nent's previous play, cooperating with cooperative 
Opponents and retaliating against uncooperative 
ones. 

total cost (TC) (pnge 206) Total economic cost of pro
dUction, consisting of fixed and variable costs. 

transfer prices (page 413) Internal prices at which 
parts and components from upstream div'isions 
are "sold" to downstream div'isions within a firm. 

transferable emissions permits (page 630) System of 
marketable permits, allocated among firms, speci
fying the maximum level of emissions that can be 
generated. 

transitivity of preferences (page 63) If a consumer 
prefers basket A to basket B, and also prefers bas
ket B to basket C, then he will prefer basket A to 
basket C 

two-part tariff (page 385) Form of pricing in 'which 
consumers are charbaed both an entrv and a usaae , b 

fee. 

tying (pnge 402) Practice of requiring a customer to 
purchase one good in order to purchase another. 

user cost of capital (page 215) Sum of the annual cost 
of owning and using a capital asset, equal to eco
nomic depreciation plus forgone interest. 

user cost of production (pnge 554) Opportunity cost 
of producing and selling a unit today and so mak
ing it unavailable for production and sale in the 
future. 

utility (pnge 73) Numerical score representing the 
satisfaction that a consumer aets from a aiven 

b b 

market basket. 

utility function (page 73) Formula that assigns a 
le\'el of utility to indiv'idual market baskets. 

utility possibilities frontier (pnge 575) CUIYe sho\\'
ing all efficient allocations of resources measured 
in terrns of the utility levels of two individuals. 

value of complete infomlation (pnge 164) Difference 
between the expected value of a choice when there 
is complete information and the expected yalue 
when infonnation is incomplete. 

variability (pnge 151) Extent to which possible out
comes of an uncertain event mav differ. 

variable cost (VC) (page 206) Cost that varies as out
put varies. 

variable profit (pnge 372) Sum of profits on each 
incremental unit produced by a firm; i.e., profit 
ignoring fixed costs. 
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vertical integration (page 613) Organizational form 
in which a finn contains several divisions, with 
some producing parts and components that others 
use to produce finished products. 

welfare economics (page 574) Normative evaluation 
of markets and economic policy. 

welfare effects (page 289) Gains and losses caused 
by crovernrnent intervention in the market. 

~ 0 

winner's curse (page 494) Situation in which the 
wilU1er of a common-value auction is 'worse off as 
a consequence of overestimating the value of the 
item and thereby overbidding. 

zero economi.c profit (page 273) A firm is earning a 
normal return on its investment-i.e., that it is 
doincr as 'well as it could bv investing its money 

o ~ -
elsewhere. 

1 

1. a. False. There is little or no substitutability across geo
graphical regions of the United States. A consumer 
in Los Angeles, for example, will not travel to 
Houston, Atlanta, or New York for lunch just 
because hamburger prices are lower in those cities. 
Likewise, a McDonald's or Burger King in New 
York cannot supply hamburgers in Los Angeles, 
even if prices were higher in Los Angeles. In other 
words, a fast-food price increase in New York will 
affect neither the quantity demanded nor the quan
tity supplied in Los Angeles or other parts of the 
country. 

b. False. Although consumers are unlikely to travel 
across the country to buy clothing, suppliers can 
easily move clothing from one part of the country to 
another. Thus if clothing prices were substantially 
higher in Atlanta than Los Angeles, clothing compa
nies could shift supplies to Atlanta, which would 
reduce the price there. 

c. False. Although some consumers might be die-hard 
Coke or Pepsi loyalists, there are many consumers 
who will substitute one for the other based on price 
differences. Thus there is a single market for colas. 

2. In 1998, Qo = 3244 - 283P and Qs = 1944 + 207P. Witl1 
new markets, Qo = Qo + 200 = 3444 - 283P, Qs = Qs, 
3444 283P = 1944 + 207P, 1500 = 490p, and P* = $3.06. 
At P*, Q* 3244 283(3.06) = 2378.02. So P = $3.06, 
Q = 2378. 

*5. a. Total demand is Q = 3244 - 283P; domestic demand 
is Qo = 1700 - 107P; subtracting domestic demand 
from total demand gives export demand 
QE = 1544 176P. The initial market equilibrium 
price (as given in example) is P* = $2.65. With 
a 40-percent decrease in export demand, total 
demand becomes Q Qo + 0.6Q£ = 1700 107P + 

0.6(1544 176P) = 2626.4 212.6P Demand is equal 
to supply. Therefore: 

2626.4 - 212.6P = 1944 + 207P 
682.4 419.6P 

So P -_ 682.4 C I 
419.6 ,j,1.626 or 51.63. At t 1is price, 

Q 2281. Yes, farmers should be worried. With this 
drop in quantity and price, revenue goes from 56609 
million to $3718 million. 

b. If the U.S. government supports a price of 53.50, the 
market is not in equilibrium. At this support price, 
demand is equal to 1700 -107(3.50) = 1325.5 and 
supply is 1944 + 207(3.50) =2668.5. There is excess 
supply (1343) which the government must buy, cost
ing $3.50(1343) = $4700.5 million. 

S. a. First, considering non-OPEC supply: 5c = Q* = 13. 
With Es = 0.10 and P* = $18, E5 = d(P*/Q*) implies 
d = 0.07. Substituting for d, 5c, and P in the supply 
equation, c = 11.74, and 5c = 11.74 + 0.07P. Simi
larly, since Qo = 23, ED = b(P*/Q*) = -0.05, and 
b = 0.06. Substituting for b, Qo = 23, and P = 18 in 
the demand equation gh'es 23 = a 0.06(18), so that 
a = 24.08. Hence Qo = 2408 - 0.06P. 

b. As above, E5 = 0.4 and ED = -0.4: E5 d(P*/Q*) and 
ED -b(P*/Q*), implying 0.4 = d(18/13) and -0.4 = 
-b(18/23). So d = 0.29 and b = 0.51. Next solve for 
c and a: 5c c + dP and Qo = a - bP, implying 
13 = c + (0.29)(18) and 23 = a (0.51)(18). So c = 
7.78 and a = 32.18 .. 

Chapter 3 

5. a. See Figure 3(a) where B represents the number of 
packages of butter and 1v1 the number of packages of 
margarine. 

b. Convexity means that the curve is "bowed inward." 
Here, the indifference curves are not "strictly con
vex," since they are straight lines. 
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Figure 3(a) 

c. The budget constraint is Y = PBB + ~\rM, 20 = 2B + M, 
B = 10 - 05!vL Given that Bill is indifferent 
behveen butter and margarine, and that the price of 
butter is greater than the price of margarine, Bill will 
buy only margarine, 

6. a. See Figure 3(b), where A is the quantity of alcoholic 
drinks and N is the quantity of nonalcoholic drinks 

b. At any combination of A and N, Jones is willing to 
aive l;P less of A to aet some N than Smith is, Thus 

A 

1:> 1:> 

Tones has a lower MRS of A for N than Smith has, 
Jones' indifference CUf\'es are less steep than Smith's 
at any point on the graph 

c. To maximize satisfaction, each consumer must con
sume quantities such that the MRS between any t\'>'o 

Figure 3(b) 

commodities equals the ratio of the prices, Their 
MRS's must be equal because they face the same 
prices, But because the,Y have different preferences, 
they will consume different amounts of the two 
go~ds, A and N, 

8. In Figure 3(c) we plot miles Hawn, L'vI, against all other 
goods, G, in dollars, The slope of the budget line is 

p\r/ Pc The price of nUles Hawn changes as miles flown 
changes, so the budget curve is kinked at 25,000 and 
50,000 miles, Suppose ~\r is 51 per mile for :s 25,000 
miles, then ~\r = 50]5 for 25,000 < !vI :s 50,000, and 
p\r = $50 for M > 50,000, Also, let Pc = Sl. Then the 
slope of the first segment is -1, the slope of the second 
segment is - 0]5, and the slope of the last segment 

is 05 
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Figure 3(c) 

1. 

5. 

a. With a small change in price, the following point 
elasticity formula is appropriate: EI' = o(,::'Q/%::'P. 
For computer chips, £1' = - 2, and for disk drives, 
EI' = -1. Let TRl = P1 Ql be revenue bef?re the pr~ce 
exchange and TR2 = P2Q2 be revenue arter the pnce 
change, Then ::"TR would be TR2 TR 1, For com
puter chips, ::'TR 12CJiTR1, For disk drives, 
::'TR = -17cTR1, 

b. Although we know the responsiveness of dem~~d 
to changes in price, we need to know the quantItles 
and the prices of the products to determine total 

sales revenues, 

a. The demand curve is a straight line with a vertical 
intercept of P 12 and a horizontal intercept of 
Q = 6 (since Q 6 - Pl2) .. 

b. 1£ there were no toll, the price P would be 0, so that 

Q = 6, 
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c. If the toll is 56, Q 3, TI1e consumer surplus lost is the 
difference between consumer surplus when P = 0 
(536) and consumer surplus when P = 3 (59), or S27, 

10. a. With small changes in price, the point elasticity for
mula would be appropriate, But here, the price of 
food doubles from S2 to $4, so arc elasticity should be 

7. Consumers with income X* \\"ill simultaneously pur
chase unfair insurance and take unfair gambles, They 
are risk averse against large losses, but risk lo\'ing for 
large income gains .. 

used: EI' (::'Q/::'P)(P/Q), We know th~t E
" 

= 1, 
P 2, ::'P 2, and Q = 5000, So, if there is no change 
in income, we can solve for ::'Q: -1 = (::"Q/2) 
[(2 + 1)/(5000 + ::'Q/2)] = (::'Q' 3)/(10,000 + ::"Q) 
We find that ::'Q = - 2500: she decreases her con
sumption of food from 5000 to 2500 units, 

b. A tax rebate of 55000 implies an income increase of 
55000, To calculate the response of demand to the 
tax rebate, we use the definition of the arc income 
elasticity: E[ = (::'Q/::'I)(I/Q), We know that E[ = 0.5, 
I = 25,000, M 5000, and Q = 2500, We solve for 
::'Q: 05 = (::'Q/5000)[(25,000 + 2500)/(2500 + ::"Q/2)J, 
Since ::'Q = 238, she increases her consumption of 
food from 2500 to 2738 urilts, 

c. On her final indifference curve, she chooses to con
sume 2738 units of food (for $10,952) and $19,0-18 
worth of all other goods, At the original food price 
of $2, this combination would have cost her 
2738 . $2 + $19,048 = $24,524, So, she would have 
had an extra $476 to spend on either food or other 
consumption, and would have been better oft 

1. The first utility fW1Ction can be represented as a series 
of straight lines; the second as a series of hyperbolas in 
the positive quadrant; and the third as a series of "L"s 
Only the second utility fwlction meets the definition of 
a strictly convex shape, 

3. The Slutsky equation is dX/dP\ aX/aP*lc=v-
X(6.X/M), where the first term represents the substihl
tion effect and the second term represents the income 
effect With this type of utility function the consumer 
does not substitute one good for the other when the 
price changes, so the substitution effect is zero. 

5 

2. The four mutually exclusive states are given in Table 5 
below, 

1. 

5. 

8. 

Congress Passes Tariff 

Slow growth rate 

Fast growth rate 

State 1: 
Slow growth with tariff 
State 3: 
Fa st growth with ta riff 

a. The average product of labor, AP, is equal to Q/L 
The marginal product of labor, MP, is equal to 
::'Q/::'L The rele\·ant calculations are given in the 
following table, 

L a AP MP 

0 0 
1 10 10 10 
2 17 8Y2 7 
3 22 7Y3 5 
4 25 6)/4 3 
5 26 5Y5 1 
6 25 4Ys 1 
7 23 3;;7 -2 

b. This production process exhibits diminishing 
returns to labor, which is characteristic of all pro
duction functions with one fixed input. Each addi
tional lmit of labor yields a smaller increase in out
put than the last unit of labor. 

c. Labor's negative marginal product can arise from 
congestion in the chair manufacturer's factOlY As 
more laborers are using a fixed amount of capital, 
they get in each other's way, decreasing output 

If the marginal product (MP) of labor is greater than 
the average product (AP) of labor, then each additional 
unit of labor is more productive than the a\·erage of all 
previous units, By adding the last unit, the a\'erage of 
all units increases, The AP is at a maximum when the 
productivity of the last unit is equal to the average of 
all previous units, 

a. Let Ql be the output of DISK, Inc, Q2 be the output 
of FLOPPY, Inc., and X be equal amounts of capital 
and labor for the hvo firms. Then, QI = lOXo 5Xo5 = 
lOXi03-0.51 lOX and Q2 = lOXo i'Xo4 10X\o6-1I~J = 
lOX, Because Ql = Q2' they both generate the same 
output with the same inputs, 

Congress Does Not Pass Tariff 

State 2: 
Slow growth without tariff 
State 4: 
Fast growth without tariff 
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b. With capital fixed at 9 machine emits, the production 
functions become Ql = 30Lo.3 and Q2 37.37LoA 

Consider the following table: 

a MP a MP 

L Firm 1 Firm 1 Firm 2 Firm 2 

0 0 0 
1 30.00 30.00 37.37 37.37 
2 42.43 12.43 49.31 11.94 
3 51.96 9.53 57.99 8.68 
4 60 .. 00 8.04 65.06 7.07 

For each unit of labor above 1 unit, the marginal prod
uct of labor is greater for DISK, Inc. 

7 

3. a. Total cost, TC, is equal to fixed cost, Fe, plus vari
able cost, Vc. Since the franchise fee, FF, is a fixed 
sum, the firm's fixed costs increase by the fee. Then 
average cost, equal to (FC + VC)/Q, and average 
fixed cost, equal to (FC/Q), increase by the an rage 
franchise fee (FF /Q). Average variable cost is tmaf
fected by the fee, as is marginal cost 

b. When a tax t is imposed, variable costs increase by 
tQ. Average variable cost increases by t (fixed cost is 
constant), as does average (total) cost. Because total 
cost increases by t 'with each additional unit, mar
ginal cost increases by t. 

4. It is probably referring to accounting profit; this is the 
standard concept used in most discussions of how 
firms are doing financially. In this case, the article 
points to a substantial difference between accounting 
and economic profits. It claims that, under the current 
labor contract, automakers must pay many 'workers 
even if they are not working. This implies that their 
wages are sllllk for the life of the contract. Accounting 
profits would subtract wages paid; economic profits 
would not, since thev are sunk costs. Therefore auto
makers may be ear~ing economic profits on these 
sales, even if they have accounting losses. 

5. If the firm can produce one chair with either 4 hours of 
labor or 4 hours of machinerv or any combination, 
then the isoquant is a straight line witil a slope of -1 
and intercepts at K = 4 and L = 4. The isocost line, 
TC = 22L + 110K, has a slope of -1/5 and intercepts 
at K = TC/110 and L = TC/22. The cost-minimizing 
point is a corner solution, where L = 4 and K = 0, and 
TC = 88. 

8. The production of gasoline involves distilling crude oil 
and refining the distillate into gasoline. Given that the 
marginal cost of production is constant up to the 
capacity constraint for both processes, the marginal 
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Figure 7 

cost curves are "mirror" L-shapes. Total marginal cost 
MC = MCl + MC", where MCl is the marginal cost of 
distilling crude oil up to the capacity constraint Qv 
and MC2 is the marginal cost of refining distillate up to 
the capacity constraint Q2' If the capacity constraint of 
the distilling unit is lower than that of the hydrocrack
ing unit, total MC is vertical at Ql' (See Figure 7.) If the 
capacity constraint of the hydro cracking unit is lower 
than that of the distilling unit, total MC is vertical at Q2' 

Chapter 7-Appendix 

1. 

2. 

a. Returns to scale refers to the relationship between 
output and proportional increases in all inputs. If 
F(JtL,JtK) > JtF(L,K), there are increasing returns to 
scale; if F(JtL,JtK) = AF(L,K), there are constant re
turns to scale; if F(AL,JtK) < JtF(L,K), there are decreas
ina returns to scale. Applying this to F(L,K) = K2L, 
dAL,JtK) = (AKf(JtL) = Jt3K"L = Jt 3F(L,K) > AF(L,K). 
So, this production function exhibits increasing re
turns to scale. 

b. F(JtL,JtK) = 10AK + 5JtL = JtF(L,K). The production 
function exhibits constant returns to scale. 

c. F(JtL,JtK) = (JtKALt5 = (Jt2t5 = (KL)03 = Jt(KL)O.5 = 
JtF(L,K). The production function exhibits constant 
returns to scale. 

The marainal product of labor is lOOK The marginal 
'" chni product of capital is 100L The marginal rate of te -

cal substitution is K/L Set this equal to the ratio of the 
waae rate to the rental rate of capital: K/L = 30/120 or 
L ='" 4K. Then substitute for L in the production func
tion and solve for a K that yields an output of 1000 
units: 1000 = lOOK· 4K .. So, i = 25°5, L = 4 . 25°.5, and 
total cost is equal to 5379.20. 

1. The table beIO\\" sho'ws the firm's re\"enue and cost 
information when the price falls to 535. At a price of 
535 the firm should produce 7 units to maximize profit. 

3. a. Profit is maximized where marginal cost (MC) is 
equal to marginal revenue (MR). Here, MR is equal 
to 560. Setting MC equal to 60 yields a profit-maxi
mizing quantity of 30. 

b. Profit is equal to total revenue (PQ) minus total cost. 
So profit = PQ 100 - q At P = 60 and Q 30, 
profit = 800. 

c. The firm produces in the short run if its revenues 
are greater than its variable costs. The firm's short
run supply curve is its MC cun"e about minimum 
AVC Here, AVC is equal to variable cost, q, 
divided by quantity, Q. SO, A VC = Q. Also, MC is 
equal to 2Q. So, MC is greater than AVC for anv 
quantity greater than O. This means that the fir~l 
produces in the short nm as long as price is positi\"e. 

5. a. :-Vith the imposition of a 51 tax on a single firm, all 
Its cost curves shift up by 5L 

b. Because the finn is a price taker, the impOSition of 
the tax on only one firm does not change the market 
?r~ce. Gi\"en that the firm's short-run supply curve 
IS ItS marginal cost curve (above average variable 
cost), and that the marginal cost curve has shifted 
up (or inward), the firm supplies less to the market 
at every price. 

c. If the tax is placed on a single firm, that firm will go 
out of business unless it was earning a positive eco
nomic profit before the tax. 

1. a. In free.-market equilibrium, LS = Lo. Solving, 1[1 = $4 
and P = LO = 40. If the minimum waae is S5 then 
" '" , L- = 50 and LO 30. The number of people 
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employed will be gi\"en by the labor demand. So 
employers will hire 30 million workers. 

b. With the subsidy, only 1(' 1 is paid by the firm. The 
labor demand becomes LO* = 80 - 10(11' - 1). So 
w 54.50 and L 45. 

4. a. Equating demand and supply, 28 - 2P 4 + 4P. 
P* = 4 and Q* = 20. 

b. The 25-percent reduction required by the ne\v 
Payment-In-Kind Program would imply that farm
ers produce 15 billion bushels. To encouraae farm
ers to withdraw their land from cultivation,~he go\'
enUl1ent mllst give them 5 billion bushels that they 
can sell on the market. Since the total supply to th~ 
mark.et is still 20 billion bushels, the market price 
remalIlS at 54 per busheL The farmers gain 520 bil
liOI: (54 x 5 billion bushels) from the PIK Program, 
\\"hlle consumers are not affected. 

c. Taxpayers gain because the government does not 
ha\"e to pay to store the wheat for a year and then 
ship it to an underdeveloped cour~trv. The PIK 
Program can last only as long as wheat r~serves last. 
But PIK assumes that the land removed from pro
duction can be restored to production at such times 
as the stockpiles are exhausted. If this cannot be 
done, consumers may eventually pay more for 
:vheat-~ased products. Finally, farmers enjoy a wind
tall proht because they hm"e no production costs. 

9. The supply and demand curves for natural gas can 
be approximated as follows: n5 = 14 +?p ..L O/J-P 

\.:.:::' - G I "- 0, 
If = 5Pc + 3.75Po With the price of oil at 512 per 
barrel, these cun"es become q = 17 + 2Pc and 
QO = 45 - 5Pc Setting If = q, 17 + 2Pc = 45 - 5Pc, 
P = 54. At this price, equilibrium quantity is 25 Tef. If a 
ceiling of 51 is imposed, producers would supply 19 Tef 
and consumers \\"ould demand 40 Td. Consumers aain 
area A B = 57 - 3.6 553.4 billion in the fig~re. 
Producers lose area A C - 57 - 9 = 566.0 billion. 
Deadweight loss is equal to 53.4 - 66 = 512.6 billion. 

Price Revenue Profit Marginal Marginal Revenue Marginal Profit Output (S/unit) (S) Total (S) Cost Revenue (S/unit) Revenue (S) (units) P = 40 P = 40 Cost P = 40 P = 40 P = 40 P = 35 P - 35 P - 35 
0 40 0 50 50 0 1 40 40 50 100 60 50 40 35 35 -65 2 40 80 128 -48 28 40 70 3 40 120 148 35 58 -28 20 40 105 35 -43 4 40 160 162 -2 14 40 140 35 22 5 40 200 180 20 18 40 175 6 40 240 35 5 200 40 20 40 210 35 10 7 40 280 222 58 22 40 245 35 23 8 40 320 260 60 38 40 280 35 20 9 40 360 305 55 45 40 315 35 10 10 40 400 360 40 55 40 11 350 35 -10 40 440 425 15 65 40 385 35 -40 
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13. No, it ,,'ould not.. The clearest case is where labor mar
kets are competitiw With either design of the tax, the 
\\'edge bet\\'een supply and demand must total 12.4 
percent of the wage paid. It does not matter whether 
the tax is imposed entirely on the workers (shifting the 
effecti\'e supply ClUTe up by 12 .. 4 percent) or entirely 
on the employers (shifting the effecti\'e demand cun'e 
dO\\"!1 LO\" 12.4 percent). The same applies to any combi
nation ~f the two that sums to 12A percent. 

2. There are three important factors: (1) How similar are 
the products offered by Caterpillar's competitors? If 
they are close substitutes, a small increase in price 
cOl;ld induce customers to switch to the competition. 
(2) What is the age of the existing stock of tractors? A 
5-percent price increase induces a smaller drop in 
demand with an older population of tractors (3) As a 
capital input in agricultural production, what is the 
expected profitability of the agricultural sector? If ex
pected farm incomes are falling, an increase in tractor 
prices induces a greater decline in demand than one 
\\'ould estimate with information on past sales and prices. 

4. a. Optimal production is found by setting marginal 
re\'enue equal to marginal cost. If the demand 
function is linear, P = 11 - bQ (here, 11 = 100 and 
[, = 0.01), so that tviR il - 2bQ = 100 2(0.01)Q. 

Total cost 30,000 + 50Q, so MC = 50 Setting 
MR MC implies 100 - O.02Q = 50, so Q = 2500 
Substituting into the demand function, P = 100 -
0.01 . 2500 = 75 cents. Total profit is 30,000 + 
50 . 2500 0.01 . (2500)2 = 30,000 + 125,000 -
62,500, or 5325 per week. 

b. Suppose initially that the consumers must pay the 
tax. Since the price (including the tax) that con
sumers would be willing to pay remains 
unchanged, the demand function can be \vritten 
P + t = 100 - O .. OlQ - t. Because the tax increases 
the price of each unit, total revenue for the monopo
list decreases b\' tQ, and marginal revenue de
creases bv t: MR = 100 0.02Q - t, where t = 10 
cents. To -determine the profit-maximizing output 
with tax, equate marginal re\'enue and marginal cost: 
100 002Q 10 50, or Q = 2000 units. 

From the demand function, average revenue = 
100 0.01· 2000 10 = 70 cents. Total profit is 
70 . (2000) - (30,000 + 50(2000)) = 10,000 cents or 
5100 per week. 

S. a. Pro: Although Alcoa controlled about 90 percent of 
primary aluminum production in the United States, 
secondary aluminum production by recyclers 
accounted for 30 percent of the total aluminum sup
ply. It should be possible for a much larger propor
tion of aluminum supply to come from secondary 
sources. Therefore the price elasticity of demand for 

MCm \lCc' \lCc 

=if=== P = MR = AR 

Qm 

Figure 10 

Alcoa's primary aluminum is much higher than we 
would expect. In many applications, other metals, 
such as copper and steel, are feasible substitutes for 
aluminum Here, the demand elasticity Alcoa faces 
may be lower than we would otherwise expect. 

b. CO~l: The stock of potential supply is limited. 
Therefore, by keeping a stable high price, Alcoa 
could reap monopoly profits. Furthermore, since 
Alcoa had originally produced the metal reappear
ina as recycled scrap, it would ha\'e taken into o - .. _ 
account in its output decisions the etfect ot scrap 
reclamation on future prices. Hence, it exerted effec
th'e monopolistic control Q\'er the secondary metal 

supply 
c. Alcoa was not ordered to sell any of its U.s. produc

tion facilities Rather, (1) it was barred from bidding 
for two primary aluminum plants constructed by 
the aoyenunent during World War II; and (2) it was 
ord;red to divest itself of its Canadian subsidiary, 
\vhich became Alcan. 

11. No, YOU should not.. In a competiti\'e market, a firm 
vie\;s price as being horizontal and equal to a\'erage 
revenue, which is equal to marginal revenue. If 
COlmecticut's marainal cost increases, price will still be 

o , I 

1. 

equal to Massachusetts's marginal cost, total margma 
cost, and marginal re\"enue. Only COlUlecticut'S quan
titv is reduced (which, in turn, reduces Q\"erall quan
tit}'), as shown in Figure 10 abow. 

'I 

a. The Saturdav-niaht requirement separates business 
- 0 . "tl veek-trm'elers, who prefer to return home tor 1e \ 

end, from tourists, who tra\"el on the weekend. 

b. By basing prices on the buyer's location, sorting is 
done by geography. Then prices can reflect trans
portation charges, which the customer pays for 
whether delivery is receh'ed at the buyer'S location 
or at the cement plant. 

c. Rebate coupons with food processors separate con
sumers into two groups: (1) customers who are less 
price sensitive (those who have a lower elasticity of 
demand) do not request the rebate; and (2) ~us
to mel'S who are more price sensitive (those who 
have a higher demand elasticity) request the rebate. 

d. A temporary price cut on bathroom tissue is a form 
of intertemporal price discrimination. Price-sensi
tive customers buy more tissue than they would 
otherwise during the price cut, while non-price-sen
sith'e consumers buy the same amount. 

e. The plastic surgeon can distinguish a high-income 
patient from a low-income patient by negotiation. 
Arbitrage is no problem because plastic surgery 
cannot be transferred from low-income patients to 
high-income patients. 

8. a. A monopolist with two markets should pick quanti
ties in each market so that the marginal revenues in 
both markets are equal to one another and equal to 
marginal cost. Marginal cost is the slope of the total 
cost curve, 30. To determine marginal revenues in 
each market, we solve for price as a function of 
quantity. Then we substitute this expression for price 
into the equation for total revenue. P"y 150 - 3Q"y, 
and Pl,-\ 120 - (3/2)QL.-\' Then total revenues are 
TRxy = QXY?'y = Q"y(150 3Q"y), and TRLA = 
QLAPLA = Qu(120 (3/2)QLA)' The marginal rev
enues are the slopes of the total revenue curves: 
MR"y = 150 6Q"y and MRu 120 - 3QL,\' Next, 
we set each marginal revenue to marginal cost 30), 
implying Q"y = 20 and Qu = 30. With these quanti
ties, we solve for price in each market: R;y = 
150 - 3 . 20 = 90 and Pu = 120 - (3/2) . 30 = 75. 

b. With the new satellite, Sal can no longer separate 
the two rnarkets. The total demand function is the 
horizontal summation of the two markets. Above a 
price of 120, the total demand is just the New York 
demand function. Below a price of 120, we add the 
two demands: QT 50 - (1/3)P + 80 (2/3)P 
130 P. Sal maximizes profit by choosing a quan
tity so that MR = Me. Total revenue is QP, where 
P 130 - 0.. TR = Q(130 - Q), so marginal rev
enue is 130 2Q. Setting this equal to marginal cost 
implies a profit-maximizing quantity of 50 'with a 
price of 80. In the New York market, quantity is 
equal to 50 (1/3)80 231/" and in the los Angeles 
market, quantity is equal to 80 - (2/3)80 = 262/,. 

Together, 50 lmits are purchased at a price of 80. 
c. Under the market conditions in (a) profit is equal to 

the sum of re\'enues h'om each market minus the cost 
of producing quantity for both markets: Q"yP"y + 
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QL\PL ,\ 1000 - 30( QX) + QuJ 20· 90 + 30 . 
/-:J 1000 + 30(20 + 30) 1550. Under the mar
ket conditions in (b) profit is equal to the total rev
enue minus the cost of producing quantity for both 
markets: QP - (1000 + 30Q) = 50 . 80 (1000 + 
30 . 50) = 1500. So Sal makes more mone\' when the 
t\\·o markets are separated -

Under the market conditions in (a), in the New 
York market consumer surplus is (150 - 90) . 
20(1/2) = 600, and in the los Angeles market con
sumer surplus is (120 - 75) . 30(1/2) 675. Under 
the conditions in (b), in the New York market con
sumer surplus is (150 80) . 23 113(1/2) = 817, and 
in the los Angeles market consumer surplus is 
(120 - 80) . 262/3(1/2) = 533. The New Yorkers pre
fer (b) because the equilibrium price is 80 instead of 
90, so their consumer surplus is higher. But the cus
tomers in los Angeles prefer (a) because the equilib
rium price is 75 instead of 80. 

10. a. With indi\-idual demands of Q1 = 6 - P, individual 
consumer surplus is equal to $18 per week, or $936 
per year. An entry fee of 5936 captures all consumer 
surplus, even though no court fee would be 
charged, since marginal cost is equal to zero.. Weekly 
profits would be equal to the number of serious 
players, 1000, times the weekly entry fee, $18, minus 
55000, the fixed costs, or 513,000 per week. 

b. When there are two classes of customers, the club 
owner maximizes profits by charging court fees 
above marginal cost and by setting the entry fee 
equal to the remaining consumer surplus of the con
sumer with the smaller demand-the occasional 
player. The entry fee, T, is equal to the consumer 
surplus remaining after the court fee is assessed: 
T (Q2 - 0)(6 - P)(1/2), where Q2 3 (1/2)P, or 
T i3 - (1/2)P1(6 P)(1/2) 9 3P + p2l! Enh,' 
fees "for all pla);ers would be 2000(9 - 3P + P2/4). 
Revenues from court fees equals P(Q1 + Q2) 
P[1000(6 - P) + 1000(3 - P/2)] = 9000P - 1500P2 

Then total re\'enue = TR = 2000[(9 - 3P + P2/4) + 
9000P 1500P2 18,000 + 3000P 1000P2 Mar
ginal cost is zero, and marginal revenue is given by 
the slope of the total revenue curve: ..l TR/..lP = 
3000 - 2000P. Equating marginal rewnue and mar
ginal cost implies a price of 51.50 per hour .. Total 
re\'enue is equal to 520,250. Total cost is equal to 
fixed costs of 55000. So, profit is 515,250 per week, 
which is greater than the 513,000 per week when 
only professional players become members. 

c. A.n entry fee of 518 per week would attract only seri
ous players. With 3000 serious players, total revenues 
would be 554,000, and profits would be 549,000 per 
week. With both serious and occasional players, 
entry fees would be equal to 4000 times the 
consumer surplus of the occasional player: T = 
4000(9 - 3P + p2j-±). Court fees are P[(6 - P)3000 + 
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(3 - P/2)1000j = (21P - 35P2)1000. Then TR = 
i 4(9 - 3P + pZ/4) + (21P - 35p2)J1000 (36 + 
9P - 25PZ)1000. Equating marginal revenue and 
marginal cost implies a price of (9/5), or 51.80 per 
hour. Then total revenue is equal to 544,100. Total 
cost is equal to fixed costs of 55000. Profit with a 
two-part tariff is 539,100 per week, which is less 
than the S49,000 per \veek with only professional 
players. The club owner should set alu1Ual dues at 
5936 and earn profits of S2548 million per year. 

Mixed bundling is often the ideal strategy when de
mands are only somewhat negatively correlated and/or 
when marginal production costs are significant. The 
following tables present the reservation prices of the 
three consumers and the profits from the three strategies: 

Consumer A 
Consumer B 
Consumer C 

Sell separately 
Pure bundling 
Mixed bundling 

For 1 

8 3.25 
8.25 

10.00 

Price 1 
8 8.25 

10 .. 00 

The profit-maximizing 
bundling. 

Reservation Price 
For 2 

8 6.00 
3.25 

1000 

Price 2 Bundled 

86.00 
8 n5 

6 .. 00 11 .. 50 

strateav 
"'" 

is to use 

Total 
8 9.25 

11.50 
20.00 

Profit 
828.50 

27.75 
29.00 

mixed 

15. a. For each strategy, the optimal prices and profits are 

Price 1 

Sell separately 84000 
Pure bundling 
Mixed bundling 59.95 

Price 2 Bundled 

840.00 
8100.00 

59.95 100.00 

Profit 

8240.00 
400.00 
319.90 

Pure bundling dominates mixed bundling because 
with marginal costs of zero, there is no reason to 
exclude purchases of both goods by all customers. 

b. With marginal cost of $35, the optimal prices and 
profits are 

Sell separately 
Pure bundling 
Mixed bundling 

Price 1 
890.00 

59.95 

Price 2 

890.00 

59.95 

Bundled 

8100.00 
100.00 

Profit 

8110.00 
120.00 
110.00 

Pure bundling still dominates all other strategies. 

1 

1. We examine each case, then compare profits. 
a. Optimal quantities and prices with no external 

market for engines are QE QA = 2000, PE = $8000, 
and PA = $18,000. For the engine-building division, 
TR = 2000 . $8000 = $16M, TC = 2(2000)" = S8M, 

and" = 58M. For the automobile-assembly dh'ision, 
TR = 2000 . 518,000 = 536M, TC =58000 . 2000 + 
16M = 532M, and" = 54M Total profits are S12M. 

b. Optimal quantities and prices with an external mar
ket for engines are Qc = 1500, Q.,; = 3000, PE == 
56000, and Po = 517,000. For the engine-building 
dh'ision, TR = 1500· 56000 = 59M, TC 2(1500)" == 
545M, and ,,= 545M. For the automobile
assembly dh'ision, TR = 3000 . 517,000 = 551M, 
TC = (8000 + 6000)3000 = 542M, and " S9M. 
Total profits are 5135M. 

c. Optimal quantities and prices with a monopoly mar
ket for engines are QE = 7700, Q .. \ 1600, PE = 
58800, and P.; = 518,400, with 600 engines sold in the 
monopolized market for 59400 For the engine-building 
division, TR = 1600 . 58800 + 600 . 9400 = 519.72M, 
TC = 2(2200f = 59.68M, and" = 510.04M. For the 
automobile-assem.blv division, TR = 1600 . 518,400 == 
TR = 1600 . S18,400 = 529.44M, TC = (8000 + 
8800)1600 = 526.88M, and" = 5256M. Total profits 

are 5126M. 

1. 

The upstream division, building engines, earns 
the most profit when it has a monopoly on engines. 
The dO'wnstream di\'ision, building automobiles, 
earns the most when there is a competiti\'e market 
for encrines Given the high cost of engines, the firm 

'" does best when engines are produced at the lowest 
cost with an external, competitive market for engines. 

12 

Each firm earns economic profit by distinguishing its 
brand from all other brands. If these competitors 
merge into a single firm, the resulting monopolist 
would not produce as many brands as would have 
been produced before the merger But, producing sev
eral brands with different prices and characteristics is 
one method of splitting the market into sets of cus
tomers 'with different price elasticities. 

3. a. To maximize profit 11 = 53Q Q" 5Q, we find 
:",,/:"Q =-2Q + 48 = o. Q = 24, so P 29. Profitis 

equal to 576 
b. P 53 - Q1 - Q2' "1 = PQ1 - C(Q1) 53Q1 - Qi -

QJQ2 - 5Q1 and 112 = PQz - C(Qz) 53Q2 - QJQ2-

~ - 5Qz· . 
c. The problem facing Firm 1 is to maximize pro~t, 

given that the output of Firm 2 will not change m 
reaction to the output decision of Firm 1. Therefore, 
Firm 1 chooses Q1 to maximize iT], as above. The 
change in 111 with respect to a change in Q! is 
53 - 2Q] - Qz - 5 = 0, implying Q1 = 24 - Qz/2 
Since the problem is symmetric, the reaction £lmc
tion for Firm 2 is Q2 = 24 - Q1/2. 

d. Solve for the values of Q1 and Qz that satisfy 
reaction functions: Q1 = 24 (1/2)(24 - Qd2). 
Q1 = 16 and Qz = 16. The price is P = 53 - ql -
21. Profit is 111 = "Z = p. Qt - C(QJ = 2:>6. 
profit in the industry is "1 + 112 = 512. 

5. True. The reaction curn of Firm 2 will be '72 
7..5 - 1/2 £)1 and the reaction curve of Firm 1 will be 
£)1 = 15 - 1/217z· Substituting yields £)z = 0 and £)1 = 15. 
The price will be IS, which is the monopoly price. 

11. a. To determine the Nash equilibrium we calculate the 
reaction function for each firm, then simultaneoush' 
soh'e for price, AsslImiilg margiilal cost is :ero, profit 
for Firm 1 is P1Q1 = P](20 Pj + P2) = 20P] -
pi + P2Pj . MR] = 20 - 2P1 + P2 At the profit
maximizing price, MR] = O. So, P1 (20 + P2)/2. 
Because Firm 2 is symmetric to Firm 1, its profit
maximizing price is P2 = (20 P])/2, We substitute 
Firm 2's reaction function into that of Firm 1: P1 = 

[20 (20 + P1)/2j/2 = IS + P1/4. R = 20. Bv svm
metry Pz 20. Then Q1 20, and bv sVI~m~trv 
Q2 = 20. Profit for Firm 1 is P1Q1 = 400, ~nd-profit fdr 
Firm 2 is also 400, 

b. If Firm 1 sets its price first, it takes Firm 2's reaction 
function into account. Firm l's profit is 1Ij = 
N20 - Pi (20 + P1)/2J. Then, d"ddP1 = 20 
2Pj + 10 + Pl. Setting this expression equal to zero, 
R = 30, We substitute for R in Firm 2's reaction func
tion, Pz = 25. At these prices, Q1 20 - 30 + 25 = 15 
and Q2 = 20 + 30 25 = 25. Profit is "1 = 
30 . IS = 450 and "2 = 25 . 25 = 625. 

c. Your first choice should be (iii), and your second 
choice should be (ii). Setting prices above the 
Cournot equilibrium \'alues is optional for both 
firms when Stackelberg strategies are followed. 
From the reaction functions, we know that the price 
leader pro\'okes a price increase in the follower. But 
the follower increases price less than the price 
leader, and hence undercuts the leader. Both firms 
enjoy increased profits, but the follower does best, 
and both do better than they would in the Cournot 
equilibrium. -

13 

1. If games are repeated indefinitely and all players know 
all payoffs, rational behavior will lead to apparently 
collusive outcomes. But, sometimes the payoffs of 
other firms can only be known by engaging in exten
shoe information exchanges. 

Perhaps the greatest problem to maintaining a 
collusi\'e outcome is exogenous changes in demand and 
in the prices of inputs. When new information is not 
available to all players simultaneously, a rational reac
tion by one firm could be interpret~d as a threat bv 
another firm. " 

2. Excess capacity can arise in industries with easy entry 
and differentiated products. Because downward-slop
ing demand curves for each firm lead to outputs with 
a\'erage cost above minimum average cost, increases in 
output result in decreases in average cost The differ
ence between the resulting output and the output at 
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minimum long-run average cost is excess capacity, 
which can be used to deter new entry. 

4. a. There are two Nash equilibria: (100,800) and 
(900,600). 

b. Both managers will follow a high-end strategy, and 
the resulting equilibrium will be (50,50), yielding 
less profit to both parties. 

c. The cooperative outcome (900,600) maximizes the 
joint profit of the two firms. 

d. Firm 1 benefits the most from cooperation. Compared 
to the next best opportunity, Firm 1 benefits bv 
900 - 100 = 800, whereas Fir~ 2 loses 800 600 ~ 
200 under cooperation. Therefore, Firm 1 would 
need to offer Firm 2 at least 200 to compensate for 
Firm 2'sloss. 

6. a. Yes, there are hvo: (1) Gi\'en Firm 2 chooses A, Firm 1 
chooses C; given Firm 1 chooses C, Firm 2 chooses 
A. (2) Given Firm 2 chooses C, Firm 1 chooses A; 
gi\'en Firm 1 chooses A, Firm 2 chooses C 

b. If both firms choose according to maximin, Firm 1 
will choose Product A and Firm 2 will choose 
Product A, resulting in -10 payoff for both. 

c. Firm 2 will choose Product C in order to maximize 
payoffs at 10, 20. 

12. Although antique auctions often have private-value 
elements, they are primarily common value because 
dealers are invoh'ed. Our antique dealer is disap
pOinted in the nearby town's public auction because 
estimates of the value of the antiques vary widely and 
she has suffered from the winner's curse. At home, 
where there are fewer well-informed bidders, the win
ner's curse has not been a problem. 

4 

1. The budget line for workers under this program is a 
straight line at 55000. There is no incentive to work 
under the new program. Only wages yielding incomes 
greater than S10,000 will yield a positive labor supply. 

5. The demand for labor is given by the marginal revenue 
product of labor; MRPL MR· MPL. In a competitive 
market, price is equal to marginal revenue, so 
MR = 10. The marginal product of labor is equal to the 
slope of the production function Q = 12L - L2. This 
slope is equal to 12 - 2L The firm's profit-maximizing 
quantity of labor occurs where MRP L = w, the wage rate. 
If ((' 30, solving for L yields 4..5 hours per day. Sim
ilarly, if ((' 60, soh'ing for L yields 3 hours per day. 

8. Economic rent is the difference between total wages for 
all employed workers minus the amount that would 
ha\'e induced these workers to work. Total wages are 
equal to '['Lv = 1200,[' 10wz. The total income that 
workers would ha\'e accepted is the area under the 
labor supply curve up to the labor demanded at (['. 
From the supply function, we know that L = 20w, or 
((' = (1200 10w)/20. Then this area is a triangle equal 
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toLo'1c,1/2 (120.0. 1o.1(')~(12o.o. 10.1(')/20. " 1/2 
36,0.0.0. 60.0.11' + 251(,2. If the union's goal is to maxi
mize rent, then it would choose a 1[' to maximize 
(12o.o.1l' - 1o.ll'C) - (36,0.0.0. 600.1(' + 251['2) = - 36,0.0.0 = 
18001(' - 12511,2 The slope with respect to 1t' is 
180.0 - 251(,. The maximum occurs where this slope 
is equal to zero, or 1(' = 72 .. At a wage rate of 572, 
-180. union members are employed .. They would have 
been willing to work for a total income of 55760. 
(0.5 . -180. . -180./20.). They receiYe $3-1,560. and enjoy 
economic rents of 528,80.0. (3-1,560. - 5760.). 

15 

1. The present discow1ted value of the first 580 payment 
one year from now is PDV = 80/(1 + 0..10)1 = $72.73. 
The \'alue of all these coupon payments can be found 
the same way: PDV = 80[1/(1.10)1 + l/(UW + 
1/(110)3 + 1/(1.10)4 + 1/(1.1o.t = $30.3.26. The pres
ent value of the final payment of 5100.0 in the sixth year 
is 10.0.0./1.16 = $564.-17. So the present value of this 
bond is $30.3.26 + $S6-1.-17 = $867.73. With an interest 
rate of IS percent, PDV = $700.-19. 

3. Redefining terms, the net present value equation 
becomes NPV - 5 - 5(1 + Rfl - 1(1 + Rfc 
0.5(1 + Rf3 + 0..96[(1 + Rf4 + (1 + Rfs + 
(1 + Rf" + (1 + Rf'] + 0..96[(1 + W') 
(1 + RfY + (1 + Rf10 + (1 T Rf!11 T 

0.96[(1 + Rflc + (1 + Rf13 + (1 + Rfl4 + 
(1 + Rf15] + 0.96[(1 + Rr lo + (1 + Rf17 + 
(1 + Rf18 + (1 + Rfl"] +0..96(1 + Rf20 + 1(1 + Rf20 
With an interest of -1 percent, the NPV becomes -S 
-±.s075 - 0..92-16 - 0.ill5 + 3.0978 + 2.6482 + 2.2637 + 
193-19 + 0.'1,381 + 0-1564 = $320,0.00. .. The investment 
is not worthwhile 

7. a. If we buy a bottle and sell it after t years, we pay 5100 
now and receive 100t"5 when it is sold. The NPV of 
this investment is NPV = -100. + e- rl 1o.o.t0 5 = 
-10.0. + e-o 1!100tO 5 

If we do buy a bottle, we will choose t to maxi
rnize the NPV The necessarv condition is dNPV /dt 
e-o It(SO - t- os ) - o..1e-o l! • -100t0 5 o.. Soh-ing, t = 5. 

If we hold the bottle 5 vears, the NPV is 10.0 + 
e-oH1o.o.·50 5 35.62. Since each bottle is a good 
investment, we should buv all 100 bottles. 

b. You get 5130 now, but los~ the $10.0. . S,lS you would 
get for selling in five years. The NPV of'the offer is 
NPV = 130. (e'01'SI)(lo.O)(S'05)) = 239 < o.. There
fore, you should not selL 

c. If the interest rate changes from 10. percent to S per
cent the NPV calculation changes to NPV = -100. + 
e- o 051 . lo.o.t1l5 

.. If we hold the bottle 10 vears, the max
imum NPV is -10.0. + e- 0051O . 10.0 '-10.° 5 = 591.80.. 

9. a. Compare buying the car to leasing the car, with 
r = 0..0-1. The present value net cost of buying is 

-15,000 + 6000/(1 + 0.0.-1)3 = -9666.0.2. The present 
\'alue cost of leasing the car is - 3600/(1 + 0.0-1) _ 
3600/(1 + 00-1f 360.0/(1 + 0..0-1)3 = - 9990.33. You 
are better off buying the car if r = -1 percent. 

b. Again, compare buying to leasing: 15,000 + 
60.00/(1 + 0..12)3 -10,729.32 with buying, versus 

3600/(1 + 0..12) - 3600./(1 + 0..12)2 - 3600/(1 + 
0..12)3 = - 8,646 .. 6 with leasing. You are better off 
leasing the car if I = 12 percent. 

c. Consumers will be indifferent when the present value 
cost of buying and later selling the car equals the pres
ent \'alue cost of leasing: -lS,o.Oo. + 60.00/(1 + Ii == 

360.0/(1 + r) - 360.0./(1 + rf - 3600/(1 + If This 
is true when I = 4.96 percent. You can solve this 
equation using a graphing calculator or computer 
spreadsheet, or by trial and error. 

Chapter 16 

1. E\'en with identical preferences, the contract curve 
mayor may not be a straight line. This can easily be 
shown graphically. For example, when both individu
als have utility functions Ll = ,\2y, the marginal rate of 
substitution is given by 2y/x. It is not difficult to show 
that the MRS's of both individuals are equal for all 
points on the contract curve y = (Y/X)/:>:, where X and 
Yare the total quantities of both goods One example 
in which the contract curve is not a straight line is 
when the two individuals have different incomes and 
one good is inferior. 

2. The marginal rate of transformation is equal to the 
ratio of the marginal costs of producing the two goods. 
Most production possibilities frontiers are "bowed out
ward .. " However, if the two goods are produced with 
identical production functions, the production possi
bilities frontier is a straight line. 

6. A change from a constant-returns-to-scale production 
process to a sharply-increasing-returns-to-scale process 
does not imply a change in the shape of the isoquants. 
One can simply redefine the quantities associated with 
each isoquant such that proportional increases in 
inputs yield greater than proportional increases in out
puts. Under this assumption, the marginal rate of tech
nical substitution would not change, and there \vould 
be no change in the production contract curve. 

Chapter 17 

5. a. In the recent past, American automobiles appeared 
to customers to be of low quality. To reverse this 
trend, American companies im'ested in quality con
trol, improving the potential repair records of their 
products. They signaled the improved quality of 
their products through improved warranties. 

b. Moral hazard occurs idlen the party to be insured 
(the owner of an American automobile with an 
extensive warranty) can influence the probability or 
the magnitude of the e\'ent that triggers payment 
(the repair of the automobile). Co\'ering all parts 
and labor associated with mechanical problems 
reduces the incenti\'e to maintain the automobile. 
Hence, a moral hazard problem is created with 
extensive warranties 

8 

4. One needs to know the value to homeowners of swim
ming in the ri\'er, and the marginal cost of abatement. 
The choice of a policy tool will depend on the marginal 
benefits and costs of abatement If firms are charged an 
equal rate eft1uent fee, the firms will reduce effluent to 
the point where the marginal cost of abatement is 
equal to the fee. If this reduction is not high enough to 
permit swimming, the fee could be increased. 

The setting of a standard will be efficient only if the 
policy maker has complete information regarding the 
marginal costs and benefits of abatement. Further, the 
standard will not encourage firms to reduce effluent 
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further if ne\\' filtering tec1mologies become a\-ailable. 
A transferable effluent permit system still requires the 
policymaker to determine the efficient effluent stan
dard. Once the permits are distributed, a market will 
de\'elop and firms with a higher cost of abatement will 
purchase permits from firms with lower abatement 
costs. Howe\'er, unless permits are sold initially, no 
re\'enue i\'ill be generated. 

6. a. Profit is maximized when marginal re\'enue is equal 
to marginal cost. \Vith a constant marginal re\enue 
of 520. and a marginal cost of 10 + 2Q, Q :) 

b. If bees are not forthcoming, the farmer must pay S10 
per acre for artificial pollination. Since the farmer 
would be willing to pay up to 510 to the beekeeper 
to maintain each additional hive, the marginal social 
benefit of each is 530, which is greater than the mar
ginal pri\'ate benefit of 520. Equating the marginal 
social benefit to the marginal cost, Q = 10. 

c. The most radical change that would lead to more 
efficient operations \\'oltld be the merger of the 
farmer's business \dth the beekeeper's business 
This merger \\'Oldd internalize the positi\'e external
ity of bee pollination. Short of a merger, the farmer 
and beekeeper should enter into a contract for polli
nation sen'ices 

l 
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Acreage limitation, 304 
Actual return, 167-168 
Actuarial fairness, 163 
Ad valorem tax, 314 
Adams, A, Frank, III, 297 
Adams, Walter, 455 
ADM (Archer Daniels Midland Company), 

348,360 
Adverse selection, 598 
Advertising, 370, 403-407 

effects of, 404 
utpractice, 406-407 
rule of thumb for, 405-406 

Advertising elasticity of demand, 405-406 
Advertising-to-sales ratio, 405 
Advil,l1 
AFC (a\-erage fixed cost), 209 
Agent(s) 

defined, 609 
managers of nonprofit hospitals as, 611 
See also Principal-agent problem 

Air, clean. See Clean air 
Air conditioner, choosing, 550-551 
Airbus Industrie 

corrunercial aircraft market and, 
486-487 

learning curve for, 237 
Aircraft industry. See Commercial aircraft 

industry 
Airlute industry 

antitrust enforcement in, 361-362 
collusion in, 475-476 
competition in, 8, 475-476 
costs in, 206-207, 215-216 
demand for jet fuel and, 508-509 
fares and, price discrimination in, 

380-381 
regulation of, 298, 299-302 

Ajinimoto Company, 360 
Akerlof, George A, 596 
Alcan, 213 

Alcoa, 213 
Ale\-e,l1 
Alka-Seltzer, 407 
Aluminum smelting 

short-run cost of, 213-215 
short-run output and, 260-261 

American Airlines, 362-363,475-476,509 
Analysis(es) 

of competitive markets, 287-323 
equilibrium 

general, 563-567 
partial, 563-564 

multiple regression, 655 
normative, 6-7 
positi\-e, 6-7 

Animal health, \\-arranties of, 608 
Antitrust laws, 359-364 

defined,360 
enforcement of, 361-364,402,403 
exemptions from, 456, 520-521 
international cartels and, 451-456 

APL (a\-erage product of labor), 182 
Apple Computer, 363, 364 
Arbitrage, 8 
Arc elasticity of demand, 120 
Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM), 

348,360 
Asset(s) 

defined, 166 
return on, 167-168 
riskless, 167 
risky, 166-167 

Asset beta, 547 
Astra, 334 
Astra-Merck,334-335 
AstraZeneca, 334 
Asymmetric information 

defined, 596 
implications of, 598-599 
in integrated firm, 614-616 
in labor markets, 616-618 
markets with, 595-620 

ATC (a\uage total cost), 209-210 
AT&T,390-391 
Auction(s),491-496 

common-value, 492, 494-495 
Dutch, 492, 496 

English (or oral), 491 
formats used in, 491-492 
Internet, 495-496 
private-\-alue, 492-494 
re\-enue from, maximizing, 495 
sealed-bid, 492 
\\-umer's curse and, 494-495 

_-'l.ustin, David, 632 
Australia 

bauxite mining in, 213 
copper mining in, 268 

Automobile industry,S 
automobile manufacturing companies 

in, monopsony power of, 359, 518 
bundling of options Ut, 399-400 
demand and, 36-40 
designing new automobiles and, 71-72, 

81-82 
emission standards and, 16-17 
import quotas and, 588-589 
pricing and, 437, 448 
sport utility vehicles and, 15-16 
total cost curve for, 238 
used car market and, 596-597 
See also specific alltolllobile cOlllpallies 

Autor, Da\-id R, 528 
AVC (average variable cost), 210 
A\-erage economic cost, 209. See also 

iwerage total cost 
Awrage expendihlre, 352, 519 
Awrage expenditure cun-e, 510, 519 
Average fixed cost (AFC), 209 
Awrage product of labor (APd, 182 
A\-erage product of labor curve, 184-185 
Average re\-enue, marginal re\-enue and, 

328-329,330 
A\-erage re\-enue cun-e, 510 
A.\-erage total cost (ATC), 209-210 
Awrage variable cost (AVC), 210 
Axelrod, Robert, 472 
Axid,10 

Badger Meter, 474 
Bads, 70-71 
Bailey, E M, 634 

687 
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Baily, lvlartin 0:, -t1, -t6 
Bajic, Vladimir, 72 
Band\\'agon effect, 127-129 
BankAmerica, -±-±8 
Banking. Sec Commercial banking 
Bargaining 

with alternative property rights, 639 
costly,6-t0 
economic efficiency and, 638-6-t0 
strategic behavior and, 6-±0 

Bargaining strategy, -t89--t91 
Barlo\\', Connie C, 5-t 
Barnett, .-\ .. H, 297 
Barney, Dwane L, 297 
Barrier to entry, 3-t6, -t29, -t83--t89, Sec II/SO 

Deterrence 
Baseball 

free-agent market and, 600-601 
o\\'ners of, cartel status and, 520-521 
players in 
lemons and, 600-601 
market for, 520-521, 600-601 

BASFAG,360 
Battle of the sexes, -t71--t72 
Bauxite mining, 213 
Bazerman, Max, -t63 
Beach location game, -t67--t68 
Beaulieu of America, 200 
Becker, Gary S, 15-t 
BelL Frederick W, 6-t3 
Bell Atlantic, 390, 391, 392 
Benefit(s) 

external, 621-625 
marginal, 80-81, 622-625 
social. Sec Social benefit(s) 

Berliner, Diane T" 589 
Berndt, Ernst R, -t06 
Berry, Ste\'en, 82, 588 
Bertrand, Joseph, -t37 
Bertrand model, -t37 --t38 
Best-selling no\'el, pricing of, 38-t-385 
Bilateral monopoly 

defined, 358, 525 
in the labor market, 525-527 

Blackley, Dixie M , 282 
Blair, Roger D" 297 
Block pricing, 375 
BMW, 399--t00 
Boeing Corporation, 215, -t86--t87 
Bond(s) 

corporate 
effecti\'e yield on, 5-t1-5-t2 
rate on, 558 

defined,538 
discount, 557 
effective yield on, 539-5-t2 
Treasury, 557 
\'alue of, 538-5-t2 

Boskin, Michael j., 97 
Boyle, Robert, 6 
Boyle's law, 6 
Braniff Airways, 362-363 

Brazil 
bauxite mining in, 213 
soybean market in, 566-567 
weather in, coffee price and, -t2--t6 

Brealey, Richard, 5-t6 
Bristol-Myers-Squibb, 10 
Bryan, Michael F, 97 
Budget constraints, 62, 75-79 
Budget line, 75-77 

defined,75 
income change and, 77-78 
market baskets and, 76 
price change and, 77, 78-79 
risk and, 169-171 

Bundle .. Sec Market basket(s) 
Bundling, 392--t03 

defined, 392 
mixed, 397-399, -t01--t02 
movie example and, 392-396 
in practice, 399--t02 
pure, 397 
relati\'e \'aluations and, 393-396 
restaurant example and, -t01-402 
tying and, -t02--t03 

Bureau of labor Statistics, 11, 97,190 
Burrows, James, 268 
Burtraw, Dallas, 632 
Business executi\'es, choice of risk and, 160 
Buyer(s) 

competiti\'e, competitive seller \'ersus, 
353 

interaction among, 356-357 
monopsonist, 35-t 
number of, monopsony power and, 356 

C Sec Total cost 
CAB (Civil Aeronautics Board), 298, 

299-300,301 
Cable television industry, bundling of 

options in, -tOO 
Cameras 

markets and, 9-10 
two-part tariffs and, 389-390 
Sec a/50 Eastman Kodak; Polaroid 

Corporation 
Canada, copper production in, -t8--t9 
Capacity constraints, -to 
Capital 

company cost of, 5-t8 
opportunity cost of, 5-±2-5-t3 
price of, 216 
rental rate of, 217 
user cost of, 215-216 

Capital asset pricing model (CAPM), 168, 
547-549 

Capital stock, 534 
Capital-intensive tecll11010gy, 196 
CAPM (capital asset pricing model), 168, 

5-t7-549 
Card, Da\'id, I-t, 522 

Cardinal utility function, 74-75 
Carpet i.ndustry, returns to scale in, 

199-201 
Cartel(s),451--t56 

baseball and, 520-521 
bauxite, -t2-±, -t52 
copper See CIPEC 
defined, 8, 424 
intercollegiate athletics and, -t55 
mercury, -t52 
milk, -t56 
oiL Sec OPEC 
pricing by, analysis of, 452-455 
success of, conditions for, 452 
US, antitrust laws and, 360, -t51-452 

Cash Hows, 20-t 
future, negative, 545 

Caulkins, Jonathan P, 632 
Ceiling price, 54 
Cellular One, 390 
Cellular phone service, two-part tariff 

example and, 390-392 
Centner, Terence J" 608 
Central tendency, 150 
Cereal, ready-to-eat, demand for, 134-135 
Chain-weighted price index, 96-97 
Chase Manhattan, -±-±8 
Chile, copper mining in, 268, 269, 454 
China 

oil production of, 50 
Chow, Gregory, 130 
Christensen, laurits, 240 
Chrysler, 429 .. See II/SO DaimlerChrysler 
Chrystal, K. Alec, 589 
Cinemax, 400 
CIPEC (International Council of Copper 

Exporting Countries), 452 
analyzing, 45-t-455 

Citicorp,448 
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), 298, 

300-301 
Clayton Act (1914), 360-361 
Clean air 

demand for, 647-649 
emissions and. See Emissions 
value of, 125-127 

Clean Air Act of 1963 
1970 Amendments to 
automobile emission standards and, 

16-17,125-127 
1990 Amendments to, 127, 631-634 

Clinton, Bill, 348 
Coal, demand for, 661-662 

Producer Price Index for (PCOAl), 
661 

Coase, Ronald, 640, 645 
Coase theorem 

defined, 640 
at work, 641 

Cobb-Douglas production function, 
248-250 

Cobb-Douglas utility function, 143 

Coca-Cola, -t28--t29 
Coffee 

brands of, elasticities of demand for, 
-t28 

market for, monopolistic competition 
in, -±28--t29 

price of, -t2--t6 
supply and demand for, 4-t-46 

Cogliano, Joseph M, 508 
Colas 

brands of, elasticities of demand for, 
-t28 

market for, monopolistic competition 
in, -t28--t29 

College education 
price of, 12-13,26-27 
trust fund for, 85-86 

Collusion, competition \'ersus, -±-±2--t-t5 
Collusion curve, -t35 
Commercial aircraft industry 

learning curve and, 237 
market and, 486--t87 

Commercial banking 
price leadership and price rigidity in, 

-±-±8--t50 
prime rate and, -±-±9, -t50 

Commercial paper rate, 557 
Commitment, 480-482 
Commodities, 252, 30-t 
Commodity Credit Corporation, 30-t 
Common property resources, 6-t2-6-±-± 

crawfish and, 643-6-±-± 
defined, 6-±2 

Common-\'alue auction, -t92 
Commonwealth Edison, 2-±1 
Company, acquisition of, 463--t6-t 
Company cost of capital, 5-t8 
Compaq, 8, 207 
Comparatiw ad\'antage, 585-586 
Competition 

collusion \'ersus, -±-±2--±-±5 
international, strategic trace policy and, 

-t85--t89 
monopolistic Sec Monopolistic 

competition 
output efficiency and, 585 
perfect, equity and, 577-578 
price. Sec Price competition 

Competitive equilibrium 
defined, 573 
long-run, 272-275 

Competitive firm 
demand for, 256-257 
input price change and, response to, 

264-266 
losses and, 260 
marginal revenue for, 256-257 
monopolistically, in the short and long 

run,425-426 
profit maximization by, 257-258 
short-run profit of, 259-263 
short-run supply ClUTe for, 263-266 

Competiti\'e input market, producer equi
librium in, 580-581 

Competiti\'e market(s), 24, 251 
analysis of, 287-323 
consumer equilibrium in, 572-574 
efficiency of, 29-t-298, 57-t-575, 

590-591 
highly, 233-25-t 
noncompetiti\'e markets \'ersus, 8 
perfectly, 8, 251, 252-25-t, 502, 51-t 

Complements, 33, 109-110 
defined, 23, 566 
perfect Sec Perfect complements 

Completely inelastic demand, 32 
Computer industry 

costs in, 207-208 
demand for computers and, 130-131 
market for computers and, 7-8 

Concentration ratio, 3-t6 
Conditional forecast, 660 
Confidence interval, 658 
Congleton, Roger D, 3-t8 
Congo (formerly Zaire), copper mining in, 

45-t 
Consolidated Edison, 241 
Constant rehlrns to scale 

defined, 198 
long-run costs with, 228 

Constant sum game, -t62 
Constant-cost industry, 277-279 
Consumer(s) 

beha\'ior of. St?t? Consumer beha\'ior 
choices of, 62, 79-86 

under uncertainty, 1-t9-176 
expendihlres by, 108-109 
groups of, price discrimination and, 

376-377 
un-estment decisions by, 5-t9-551 
preferences of. Sec Consumer 

preferences 
price supports and, 302-303 
purchasing power of, 78-79 
trade-offs and, 4 

Consumer beha\'ior, 61-100 
budget constraints and, 62, 75-79 
consumer preferences and, Sec 

Consumer preferences 
theory of, 61, 62 
Sec also Consumer choice 

Consumer choice, 62, 79-86 
under uncertainty, 149-176 
Sec a/so Consumer beha\'ior 

Consumer eqUilibrium in competiti\'e 
market, 572-57-t 

Consumer preferences, 62-75 
basic assumptions about, 63-6-t 
completeness of, 63 
indifference Cllf\'eS and, 6-t-66 Sec a/50 

Indifference cUITe(s) 
market basket and. Sec Market 

basket(s) 
more goods \'ersus less goods and, 6-t 

re\'ealed, 86-89 
transiti\'ity of, 63-6-t 

Index 

Consumer Price Index (CPI)' 62, 92-93 
bias in, 97-98 
defined, 11, 92 
real \'ersus nominal prices and, 11-13 

Consumer surplus, 123-127, 288-289 
appl~'ing, 124-125,289-293 
capturing, 370-371 
defined, 123, 269, 288, 309, 390 
demand and, 123-125 
welfare effects of gO\'ernment inten'en

tion and, 289-293 
Consumer theory, 4 

duality in, 1-±-±-145 
Continental Airlines, -t76 
Contract curve, 571-572 

defined, 571 
production, 580 

Com'exity, 69 
Cooperati\'e game 

defined, -t62 
noncooperati\'e game \'ersus, 462-46-t 

Cooter, Robert, 639 
Cootner, Paul H, -t}, 46 
Copper 

consumption of, 29 
demand for, -t6--t9 
market and, 8, -t6--t9 
price of, 29 
supply of, -to-41, -t6--t9, 268-269 

Copyright, 3-t6 
Corner solutions, 8-t-86 
Corporate bonds, yields on, 5-t1-5-t2 
Corts, Kenneth S, 213 
Cost(s) 

accounting,20-t 
changes in, dramatic, 232-237 
different, firms having, 275 
economic, Sec Economic cost 
efficiency, 29-t 
estimating, 237-2-±2 
externaL marginaL 622, 623 
fixed. Sec Fixed cost(s) 
identicaL firms ha\'ing, 275 
incremental. Sec Marginal cost 
long-run Sec long-run cost(s) 
management considerations regarding, 

261-263 
marginal. Sec Marginal cost 
measuring, 203-208 
minimization of, 2-t6-2-t7 

with \'arying output le\'els, 222 
opportunity. Sec Opportunity cost 
predicting, 237-2-t2 
of production, 203-250 
short-run, Sec Short-run cost(s) 
social. Sec Social cost(s) 
sunk Sec Sunk cost(s) 
total. Sec Total cost 
\'ariable, See Variable cost 
which matter, 203-208 
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Cost cUr\'e(s) 
long-run, short-run cost curves versus, 

2U-229 
shapes of, 211-213 
short-run, long-nm cost curves \'ersus, 

224-229 
total, for automobile industry, 238 

Cost function(s) 
Cobb-Douglas, 248-230 
cubic, 239 
defined, 237 
for electric power industry, UO-241 
measurement of scale economies and, 

239-242 
quadratic, 239 
for savings and loan industry, 

241-242 
Cost-of-living index(es), 92-98 

chain-weighted, 96-97 
defined,93 
fixed-weight, 96 
ideal, 93-94 
laspeyres. See laspeyres price index 
Paasche See Paasche index 

Cost-reducing llu10vation, 488 
Coughlin, Clehls, 389 
Coupons, economics of, 379-380 
Cournot, Augustin, 431 
Cournot equilibrium, 438, 478 

defined, 433, 466 
reaction cUr\'es and, 432 

Cournot model, 431-433, 439, 478 
Bertrand model versus, 437-438 
defined,431 
Stackelberg model versus, 436-437 

Cournot-Nash equilibrium, 433 
Couzens, James, 618 
CPL See Consumer Price Index 
Cramer, Gail L, 312 
Crandall, Robert, 362-363, 473-476 
Crandall, Robert W, 388 
Crawfish, 643-644 
Credibility, 480-482 
Credit, market for, 399 
Crime, deterring, 134-133 
Cross-price elasticity of demand, 32-33, 

144 
Cubic cost function, 239 
Curbside charge, 637, 638 
Cyclical industries, 37-38 

Dahl, Carol, 39 
DaimlerChrysler, 13,437, 318 See also 

Chrysler 
Dairy industry, 163 
Damages, suing for, 640-641 
Deadweight loss 

defined, 292 
from monopoly power, 346, 348 
from monopsony power, 357, 338 

Decision making 
public policy and, 82-84 
risk and, 133-154 

Decreasing rehlrns to scale, 198 
Decreasing-cost industry, 280 
Deere, Donald, 522 
Defense Department, 491 
Degree of economies of scope, 231 
deleeuw, Frank, 283 
Dell Computer Corporation, 8, 207-208 
Delta Air lines, 206-207, 213-216, 509 
Demand 

for clean air, 647-649 
for competiti\'e firm, 256-257 
consumer surplus and, 123-125 
derived, 502 
durability and, 36 
elastic See Elastic demand 
elasticities of. See Elasticity(ies) of 

demand 
empirical estimation of, 131-135 

approach(es) to 
interview and experimental, 

131-132 
statistical, 132-133 

excess, 54, 573 
for factor input 

when only one input is variable, 
502-505 

when several inputs are variable, 
505-506 

form of relationship and, 133-134 
individual, 102-110, 116-117 
industry, 506-509 
inelastic. See Inelastic demand 
isoelastic, 118-119 
for jet fuel, 508-509 
for loanable fLmds, 556-557 
market, 116-123 
network externalities and, 127-131 
for risky assets, 166-174 
shifts in, monopolistic market and, 335, 

336 
supply and, 20-23 
theory of, mathematical treatment of, 

139-147 
for toothbrushes, 339 

Demand curve(s), 20, 21-23, 256 
faced by competitive firm, 257, 591 
individual, 102-104 
isoelastic, 118-119 
kinked, 446-447 
for labor, 506, 507 
linear, 31, 32, 118, 433-435 
long-run, short-run demand curves 

versus, 35-44 
market, 116-117, 506-509, 647 
shift in, 24-29 
short-run, long-run demand curves 

\'ersus, 35-44 
unit-elastic, 118, 119 

Department of Defense, 491 

Department of Justice See United States 
Department of Justice 

Department of labor, 605 
Depletable resources, 551-555 

depletion of, 554-555 
production decisions and, 552 

Deri\'ed demand, 502 
Designer jeans 

advertising and, 406 
markup pricing and, 342-343 

Deterrence 
to crime, 154-155 
entry, 346, 429, 483-489 
nuclear, 485 

Detroit Edison, 241 
De\'iation 

defined, 131 
standard,152-153 

Diaper industry. See Disposable diaper 
industry 

Diesel fuel 
market for, 9,10 
short-run production and, 265-266 

Diminishing marginal returns, 191-192, 
210,264 

law of, 185-188 
marginal cost and, 211 

Diminishing marginal utility, 90 
Discount bond, 557 
Discount rate(s) 

defined, 542, 557 
determining, 542-543 
nominal, real discount rate versus, 

543-545 
real, nominal discount rate \'ersus, 

543-545 
Diseconomies of scale 

defined, 227 
long-run cost with, 229 

Diseconomies of scope, 231 
Disney Channel, 400 
Disposable diaper industry 

capital investment in, 548-549 
competition in, 488-489 

Diversifiable risk, 546 
Diversification, 161-162 
Dixit, Avinash, 466, 491, 543 
DO] See United States Department of Justice 
Dollar bill, how to buy, 463 
Dominan t firm 

defined, 450 
price setting b)~ 451 

Dominant firm model, 450-451 
Dominant strategy(ies), 464-465 

defined,464 
equilibrium in, 465 

Drevfus, Mark K, 551 
Dr~gs, prescription, markets for, 10-11 
Duality 

in consumer theory, 144-145 
defined,l44 
in production and cost theory, 248 

Duke Power, 241 
Dulberger, Ellen R., 97 
Duopoly 

Cournot model of See Cournot model 
defined,431 
example of, 435 
first mover and, 436-437 
Stackelberg model of, 436-437 

DuPont, 487-488, 633 
Durability 

demand and, 36 
supply and, 41-43 

Dutch auction, 492, 496 

E 
Earnings. See Wage(s) 
Eastman Kodak, 374, 379, 390, 548 
eBay, 495-496 
Economic cost, 204, 263 

average, 209. See also Average total cost 
Economic efficiency 

bargaining and, 638-640 
of competitive markets, 574-575, 

590-591 
defined, 294, 383 
equity and, 575-578 
monopolistic competition and, 426-427 
in production, 578-585 
See also Efficiency 

Economic forecasting, 660-661 
Economic profit 

accounting profit versus, 273 
zero,273,425 

Economic rent, 275-276, 515-516 
defined, 275, 515 

Economic Report of the President, 12 
Economies of scale 

cost functions and, 239-242 
defined, 227, 272 
in the electric power industry, 240-241 
learning versus, 234-237 
long-run cost with, 229 
monopoly power and, 346 

Economies of scope, 229-232 
defined,231 
degree of, 231 
in trucking industry, 232 

Edgeworth box, 569-570 
production in, 578-579 

Education, college. See College education 
Edwards, Richard, 527 
Effective yield, 539-542 
Efficiency 

of competitive markets, 294-298, 
574-575,590-591 

economic. See Economic efficiency 
equity and, 575-578 
in exchange, 567-575, 590-591 
input, 579-580, 591 
output, 583-584 
in output markets, 584-585, 591 

Pareto, 567-568 
in production, 578-585 
public goods and, 646-647 
technical, 579 

Efficiency cost, 294 
Efficiency wage(s) 

defined,617 
at Ford 1\'lotor Company, 618 

Efficiency wage theory, 616-618 
Efficient allocation, 567, 570-571 
Effluent fees, 220-222 
Egalitarian view of equity, 577 
Eggs, price of, 12-13,26-27 
Ekanem, Nkanta, 283 
Elastic demand, 118 

infinitely, 32 
Elasticity(ies) 

defined,30 
of demand, See Elasticity(ies) of demand 
long-run, 281-283 

short-run elasticities versus, 35-43 
of market demand, 345 
of market supply, 266-269, 356 
short-run, long-run elasticities versus, 

35-44 
Elasticity(ies) of demand, 30-33, 117-123 

advertising, 405-406 
arc, 120 
cross-price, 32-33, 144 
income, 32, 106 
long-run versus short-rwl, 35-40 
point, 119-120 
price, 30-31, 117, 165, 508 
short-run versus long-run, 35-40 
tax impact and, 316 

Elasticity(ies) of supply, 30, 33-35, 40-43, 
267 

of labor, 514 
long-run, 281-283 
tax impact and, 316 

Electric power industry 
average cost of production in, 241 
cost functions for, 240-241 
scale economies in, 240 

Elgar, Edward, 348 
Eli lilly, 10 
Ellerman, A D., 634 
Elliott, Kimberly Ann, 589 
Emissions 

abating, marginal cost of, 626 
choices regarding, profits under, 639 
efficient level of, 625 
marginal cost of, 625-626 
standard for See Emissions standard(s) 
sulfur dioxide, reduced, 631-632 
trading system and, 632-634 
transferable emissions permits and, 630, 

633-634 
Emissions fee(s), 626-627 

case for, 627-629 
defined, 626 
emissions standards versus, 627-630 

Index 

Emissions standard(s) 
for automobiles, 16-17 
case for, 629-630 
defined, 626 
emissions fee wrsus, 627-630 

Engel cun'es, 106-109 
English (or oral) auction, 491 
Enomoto, Carl E, 344 
Entry, 273-274 

barrier to, 346,429,483-489 
free, 271, 424-425 
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
effluent fees and, 220-222 
emissions trading and, 632-633 

EPA. See Environmental Protection Agency 
Equal marginal principle, 91, 141 
Equilibrium 

competitive. See Competitive equilib
rium 

in competiti\'e factor market, 314-518 
consumer, in competitive market, 

572-574 
Cournot See Cournot equilibrium 
Cournot-Nash,433 
defined, 573 
in dominant strategies, 465 
generaL See General equilibrium 
long-run, 425-426, 430 
market, changes in, 24-30 
Nash. See Nash equilibrium 
noncooperati\'e,442 
in oligopolistic market, 430 
short-run, 425-426 
Stackelberg, 466 

Equilibrium price, 23-24 
Equilibrium \\'age, 514-518, 617 
Equity 

efficiency and, 575-578 
four views of, 577 
perfect competition and, 577-578 

Espey, Molly, 39 
Estimation 

of cost, 237-242 
empirical, of demand, 131-135 
regression and, 656-657 

Ethanol, 348 
Ex ante forecast, 660 
Ex post forecast, 660 
Excess capacity, 426-427 
Excess demand, 54, 573 
Excess supply, 573 
Exchange economy, 567 
Exit, 273-274 

free, 271, 424 
Expansion path 

defined, 222 
long-rwl,224-225 
long-run costs and, 222-224 
short-nm, 225 

Expected return, 167-168 
Expected utility, 156-157 
Expected \'alue, 150-151 
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Extensi\'e form of a game, 477-478 
Extent of a market, 9-11 
External benefits, 623-625 
External cost, 622, 623 
Externality(ies) 

defined, 294, 622 
market failure and, 294, 591-593 
negati\'e, 621, 622-623 
positi\'e, 621, 622, 623-625 
property rights and, 638-641 

Exxon, 3 

Face \'alue, 541 
Factor input, demand for 

when only one input is variable, 
502-505 

\\'hen se\'eral inputs are \'ariable, 
505-506 

Factor market(s), 501-531 
competiti\'e, equilibrium in, 514-518 
defined, 501 
with monopoly pO\\'er, 523-529 
with monopsony power, 518-522 

Factors of production, 178. Sec also 
Input(s) 

Fair, Ray C, 513 
Farrell, Deirdre, 632 
FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation), 608-609 
Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), 491 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

(FDIC), 608-609 
Federal ResetTe, 557 
Federal Resen'e Board Index, 661 
Federal Sa\'ings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation, 608-609 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 361, 488 
Federal Trade Commission Act (1914),361 
Felony, 361 
Firm(s) 

competiti\·e. Sec Competiti\'e firm 
cos t CUlTes for, 211 
dominant Sec Dominant firm 
entry of, 273-274 
exit of, 273-274 
ha\'ing different costs, 275 
hm'ing identical costs, 275 
input purchasing decision of, 520 
inputs to, supply of, 509-511 
integrated. Sec Integrated firm(s) 
interaction among, monopoly pO\\'er 

and, 346-347 
multiplant, 337-339 
number of, monopoly power and, 

345-346 
principal-agent problem in, 610 
theor~' of, 5, 177, 178 
trade-offs and, 5 

First Chicago Corp, -!-±8 

First mO\'er, ad\'antage of, 436--!37, 478-479 
First-degree price discrimination, 371-374 
First-price sealed-bid auction, 492 
Fisher, Franklin M., 41, 46 
Fixed cost(s), 206-208 

a\'erage (A.FC), 209 
defined, 206 
sunk costs \'ersus, 207-208 

Fixed input, 181 
Fixed-proportions production function, 

195-196,622 
Fixed-\\'eight index, 96 
Flood, Curt, 521 
Food crisis, Thomas Malthus and, 187-188 
Food Stamps program, 61, 577 
Ford, Henry, 618 
Ford Motor Company, 5, 359,429,437,518 

decision making by, 15-16 
efficiency \\'ages at, 618 
sport utility \'ehicles and, 15-16 

Forecast(s) 
of coal demand, 660-662 
conditional, 660 
economic, 660-661 
ex ante, 660 
ex post, 660 
standard error of (SEF), 660-661 
unconditional, 660 

Forker, Olan 0, 165 
Fox, Merritt B, 610 
France 

Airbus Industrie and, 486 
labor producti\'ity in, 189-190 

Frech, H. E., Ill, 91 
Free entry, 271, -!24--!25 
Free exit, 271, 424 
Free riders, 647 
Free trade, gains from, 585-590 
Friedlaender, AIm F, 126,232 
Friedman, James \Y, 466 
FTC (Federal Trade Commission), 361,488 
Fudenberg, Drew, 466 
Fullerton, Don, 632 
Future \'alue, 535 

Game(s) 
battle of the sexes, 471-472 
beach location, 467-468 
commitment and, 480-482 
constant sum, 462 
cooperative, noncooperative game 

\'ersus,462-464 
credibility and, 480-482 
defined, 461 
extensi\'e form of, 477-478 
noncooperati\'e, cooperative game 

\'ersus, 462-464 
preemption, 482-483 
repeated,472-476 
reputation and, 482 

sequential, 476-479 
stra tegic decisions and, 461-464 
threats and, 480 

Gasoline 
demand for, 37, 38-40 
market for, 9, 10, 54 
price competition and, 438 
price controls and, 53-34 
rationing of, 91-92 
short-run production and, 263-266 
tax on, effects of, 114-115, 318-320 

Gates, Bill, 363 
Gateway, 8, 207-208 
General Accounting Office (GAO), 611 
General Electric, 39 
General equilibrium 

attainment of, 565-566 
mO\'ing to, 564-565 

General equilibrium analysis, 563-567 
General Foods, 428-429 
General Mills, 61 
Generall\'iotors, 3, 5,15,39,82,131, 166, 

167,177,239,328,359,429,437, 
-!-±8,518,548 

Germany 
Airbus Industrie and, 486-487 
labor producti\'ity in, 189-190 

Gettillg Gertie's Garter, 392-396 
Ghemawat, Pankaj, 482, 487 
Ghosh, Socumendra N " 3-!-± 
Gibson, Robert C, 39 
Giffen good, 113 
Gillette, 370 
Glaxo,10 
Gokhale, Jagadeesh, 97 
Gold market, 8 
GOlle zl'itiz tize Wind, 392-396 
Good(s) 

bads versus, 70-71 
complementary Sec Complements 
durable, 36-37, 38, 39 
Giffen, 113-ll5 
inferior, normal goods \'ersus, 106 
market-clearing, 23 
more, less goods \'ersus, 64 
nonexclusi\'e, 6-!4, 645-646 
nonri\'al, 6-!-±-645 
normal, inferior goods versus, 106 
public. Sec Public good(s) 
substitute. Sec Substitutes 

Goodman, Allen C " 123 
Gordon, Robert J., 97, 131 
GO\'ernment 

import quotas and, 309-313 
policies of, effects of, 53-55, 288-320 
price supports and, 302-304, 306-309 
principal-agent problem in, 610-611 
production quotas and, 304-306 
regulation b~' See Regulation 
subsidies and, 313-314, 317-318 
tariffs and, 309-313 
taxes and, See Tax(es) 

4 

Graham, David R., 302 
Great Britain. See United Kingdom 
Greene, David L, 39 
Greene, William H., 240 
Griffin, James M., 50, 265 
Griliches, Zvi, 97 
Guarantees, market signaling and, 

604-605 
Guinea, bauxite mining in, 213 
Gypsy Moth Tape, 440--!42, 4-!4--!45 

Haagen-Daaz,252 
Halm, Robert V-l, 632 
Harrison, David, Jr ,648 
Hauser, John, 440 
Hausman, Jerry A, 551 
Hersey Products, 474 
Herzlinger, Regina E., 611 
Hester, Gordon L, 632 
Hicks, John, 146 
Hicksian substitution effect, 146-147 
Hills Brothers, 429 
Hochman, Eithan, 197 
Hoffer, George E, 72 
Holden, Reed, 261 
Holland, free trade and, 586, 587-588 
Holmstrom, Bengt, 612 
Home Box Office, 400 
Horizonally integrated firm, 413, 613 
Hospitals, nonprofit, managers of, as 

agents, 611 
Hotelling, Harold, 553 
Hotelling rule, 553 
Housing 

demand for, 122-123 
market for, 9 
supply of, long-run, 282-283 
title insurance and, 163-164 

Hufbauer, Gary Clyde, 589 
Human kidneys, market for, 295-298 
Huntington, Hillard G., 50 

lBA (International Bauxite Association), 
452 

IBM, 3,8, 130,207,402,437,518 
bond issued by, 541-542 

Ideal cost-of-living index, 93-94 
Import quota(s), 309-313 

on automobiles, 588-589 
defined, 309 
on sugar, 312-313 

Import tariffs, 309-313 
Incentives 

design of, 614-616 
managerial, in integrated firm, 613-616 
in principal-agent framework, 612-613 

Income 
change in 

budget line and, 77-78 
individual demand and, 104-106 

demand curve and, 22 
marginal utility of, 142 
risk aversion and, 158-159 

Income consumption curve, 105-106 
Income effect, 110-111, 145-147 

defined, 112 
Slutsky equation and, 146 

Income elasticity of demand, 32, 106 
Increasing returns to scale, 198, 227 
Increasing-cost industry, 279-280 
Incremental cost. See Marginal cost 
Indifference curve(s), 64-66 

defined, 64, 159 
illustrated,65 
risk and, 171-173 
risk aversion and, 159-160 
shapes of, 67 
utility functions and, 73 

Indifference maps, 66-67 
Individual consumer surplus. See 

Consumer surplus 
Individual demand, 102-110, 116-117 
Individual demand curve, 102-104 
Individual producer surplus. Sec Producer 

surplus 
Indonesia, copper mining in, 268 
Industry(ies) 

constant-cost, 277-279 
cyclical, 37-38 
decreaSing-cost, 280 
defined,8 
demand of, 506-509 
increasing-cost, 279-280 
long-nUl supply cun'e of, 277-283 
See also specific industries 

Inefficiency 
negative externalities and, 622-623 
positive externalities and, 623-625 

Inelastic demand, 118 
completely, 31, 32 

Infinitely elastic demand, 32 
Infiniti, 399-400 
Information 

asymmetric See Asymmetric 
information 

auctions and, 492 
complete, value of, 164-165 
lack of, market failure and, 294, 592 

Input(s) 
choice of, 218-224 

cost-minimizing, 216-217 
effluent fees and, 220-222 

defined, 178 
factor See Factor input 
to a firm, supply of, 509-511 
fixed,181 
flexibility and, 180 
market supply of, 511-513 

Index 

substitution among, 192-194 
variable 

one, production with, 181-191 
two, production with, 191-197 

Input efficiency, 579-580, 590-591 
Input market, competitive, producer 

equilibrium in, 580-581 
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Input price, change in, firm's response to, 
264-266 

Insurance 
market for, 598-599 
reducing risk and, 162-164 
title, 163-164 

Integrated firm(s) 
asymmetric information in, 61-!-616 
horizontally, 413, 613 
managerial incentives in, 613-616 
transfer pricing in, 413 
vertically, 413, 613-614 

Intel Corporation, 364, 548 
Intercollegiate athletics, cartelization of, 

455 
Interest raters) 

defined, 534 
determination of, 555-558 
variety of, 557-558 

Internal rate of return, 543 
International Bauxite Association (lBA), 

452 
International Council of Copper Exporting 

Countries. See CIPEC 
International markets, interdependence of, 

566-567 
Internet auctions, 495-496 
Intertemporal price discrimination, 

382-383 
Investment(s) 

capital 
in disposable diaper industry, 

548-549 
net present value (NPV) criterion 

for, 542-545 
by consumers, 549-551 

Investor(s) 
choice problem of, 169-174 
portfolio of, 169 

Invisible hand, 574 
Iran 

oil production of, 49, 53 
revolution and, 49 
war with Iraq and, 49 

Iraq 
Kuwait invaded by, 49 
oil production of, 49, 53 
war with Iran and, 49 

In'in, Thomas K, 631 
Irwin, D A, 237 
Isocost line, 217-218, 580 
Isoelastic demand curve, 118-119 
Isoquant maps, 180 
Isoquants, 179-181,247,578-579 
Italy, free trade and, 586, 587-588 
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Jagger, Mick, 4 
Jamaica, bauxite mining in, 213 
Japan 

automobile industry in, 72, 588-589 
labor productivity in, 189-190 
learning curve in, 237 

Jeans, designer. See Designer jeans 
Jennings, Harold, 537 
Jensen, Clarence IN, 312 
Johnson, D. Gale, 312 
Johnson, Randy, 521 
Jorgenson, Dale W" 97,131 
Joskow, E L, 634 
Just, Richard E , 197 
Justice Department See United States 

Department of Justice 

Kahn, James K, 39 
Kahneman, Daniel, 160 
Kaiser, 213 
Kao Soap, Ltd, 440-441, 444-445 
Kaplan, Daniel E, 302 
Kaplow, Louis, 630 
Karier, Thomas, 527 
Kaserman, David L, 297 
Katz, Lawrence, 528 
Kawai, Masahiro, 123 
Kidneys, human, market for, 295-298 
Kimberly-Clark, 488-489, 548-549 
King's, 482 
Kinked demand curve, 446 
Kinked demand curve model, 446 
Kinnucan, Henry, 165 
Klein, Benjamin, 403 
KlenO\\", E J., 237 
Knight, Frank, 150 
Koch, James v., 455 
Kodak. See Eastman Kodak 
Kohlhase, Janet E, 513 
Korvette's, 482 
Kraft General Foods, Inc, 134-135 
Krasker, William S, 611 
Kreps, David M, 438, 471 
Krueger, Alan B" 14, 522, 528 
Krugman, Paul K, 486 
Krupnick, Alan r, 632 
Kuwait, Iraqi invasion of, 49 

Labor 
demand curve for, 506, 507 
marginal revenue product of, 502-505 
market for, See Labor market(s) 
nonunionized,524-525 
sellers of, monopoly power of, 523 

supply of 
backward-bending, 511 
elasticities of, 514 
for one-and two-earner households, 

513-514 
shift in, 505 

teenage, minimum wage and, 521-522 
unionized, 524-525 

Labor Department, 605 
Labor market(s) 

asymmetric information in, 616-618 
bilateral monopoly in, 525-527 
computers and, 528-529 
market Signaling in, 602-604, 605-606 

Labor productivity, 188-191 
defined, 188 
in developed countries, 189-191 
standard of living and, 189-191 

LAC (long-rurl average cost curve), 226 
Lagrangian, 140-141 
Land 

opportunity cost of, 275 
rent for, 516-517 

Landau, Ralph, 131 
Langley, Sudchada, 33, 121 
Laspeyres price index, 94-95, 97 

cost-of-living index and, 95 
defined,94 
Paasche index and, 95-96 

Law of diminishing marginal returns, 
185-188 

Law of large numbers, 162-163 
Law school building, choosing location for, 

205-206 
Learning curve, 232-237, 551 

for airbus industry, 237 
defined, 233 
graphing, 233 
in practice, 236-237 

Least-squares criterion, 656-657 
Least-squares estimator, 657 
Lee, William C , 91 
Lehn, Kenneth, 600 
Leisure, 512 
Lerner, Abba, 341 
Lerner's index of monopoly power, 341 
Lescol, 10 
Leverage, 172 
Levinsohn, James, 82, 588 
Lewbel, Arthur, 398 
Lexus, 399-400 
Liebenstein, Harvey, 127 
Lieberman, Marvin, 236 
Linear demand curve, 31, 32, 118,433-435 
Linear regression, 655 
Linux, 363 
LMC (long-run marginal cost curve), 226 
Loanable funds 

demand for, 556-557 
supply of, 555-556 

Long run 

competiti\"e equilibrium in, 272-275 
cost in. See Long-run cost(s) 
defined, 181 
equilibrium in, 425 
monopolistically competiti\"e firm in, 

425 
output in, choosing, 271-277 
producer surplus in, 276-277 
profit maximization in, 271-272 
short run \"ersus, 180-181 

Long-run average cost, 225-226 
Long-run average cost cun"e (LAC), 226 
Long-run competith"e equilibrium, 

272-275 
Long-run cost(s), 215-224 

with economies and diseconomies of 
scale, 229 

expansion path and, 222-224 
short-run cost and, relationship 

behveen, 227-229 
Long-run elasticity of supply, 281-283 
Long-run expansion path, 224-225 
Long-run marginal cost cun"e (LMC), 226 
Long-run supply curve(s) 

industry's, 277-283 
short-run supply curves \"ersus, 40-43 

Loreth, Michael, 268 
Loss(es) 

of competitive firm, 260 
deadweight. See Deadweight loss 

Lustgarten, Steven H , 358 

MacAvoy, Paul W" 54, 476 
MacCrimmon, Kenneth K, 160 
MacKie-Mason, Jeffrey K , 452 
Macroeconomics 

defined,4 
microeconomics versus, 3 

MacurlOvich, Diane J , 513 
Majority-rule voting, 649, 650, 651 
Maloney, M, T, 633 
Malthus, Thomas, 187-188 
Mammoth Mart, 482 
Mandatory separation, 637-638 
Mansur, Erin, 632 
Manthy, Robert S" 28 
Manufacturing in United States, monop

sony power in, 358-359 
Marginal benefits, 80-81, 623-625 
Marginal cost (MC), 80-81, 622-623 

of abating emissions, 626 
defined, 80, 209, 403 
diminishing marginal rehlrns and, 211 
long-run, 226 
profit maximization and, 255-258, 259 

Marginal expenditure, 352, 519 
Marginal expenditure curve, 510, 519 
Marginal external benefits, 623-625 

Marginal external cost, 622, 623 
Marginal product of labor (MPL), 182 
Marginal product of labor cun"e, 185 
Marginal rate of substitution (MRS), 68-69, 

104,141-142,192,568 
Marginal rate of teclmical substitution 

(MRTS), 192-194,247-248,591 
defined, 192, 219, 580 
diminishing, 193-194 

Marginal rate of transformation UvlRT), 582 
Marginal re\"enue (N1R) 

a\'erage re\"enue and, 328-329, 330 
for competitive firm, 256-257 
defined,256, 328,502 
profit maximization and, 255-258, 259 

Marginal re\'enue product, 502-505 
Marginal social benefits, 624-625 
Nlarginal social cost, 622-623 
Marginal utility (MU) 

consumer choice and, 89-92 
defined, 90,139,155 
diminishing, 90 
of income, 142 
risk and, 155 

Marginal \'alue, 352, 519 
Marginal value schedule, 352 
;vlarket(s) 

with asymmetric information, 595-620 
auction, 491-496. See also Auction(s) 
changing conditions of, effects of, 

understanding and predicting, 
44-53 

competitive, Sec Competitive market(s) 
concentrated,346 
for credit, 599 
defined,7-11 
extent of, 9-11 
factor Sec Factor market(s) 
failure of. See Market failure 
free-agent, 600-601 
go\"ernrnent intervention in, effects of, 

53-55 
input, competitive, producer equilib

ri urn in, 580-58 1 
for insurance, 598-599 
international, interdependence of, 

566-567 
labor. Sec Labor market(s) 
for lemons 

major league baseball and, 600-601 
uncertainty in, 596-597 

noncompetitive, competitive markets 
versus, 8 

output, 501 
efficiency in, 584-585, 591 

outside, Sec Outside market 
price controls and, 53-55 
reputation in, 599-600 
standardization in, 599-600 
for used cars, uncertainty in, 596-597 
Sec also specific markets 

Nlarket basket(sl, 62-63 
alternative, 63 
budget line and, 76 
defined,62 
utility and .. See Utility; Utility 

function(s) 
Market definition, 8, 9-11 
Nlarket demand, 116-123 

elasticity of, 345 
Market demand cun"e, 116-117, 506-509, 

647 
Market equilibrium, changes in, 24-30 
Market failure 

public goods and, 647 
reasons for, 294-295, 591-593 
\\'ays of correcting, 625-638 

,Vlarket mechanism, 19, 23-24 
Market power, 24, 327-367 

defined, 328 
limiting, 359-364 See also ,p"ntitrust 

laws 
market failure and, 591 
pricing with, 369-422 

Market price, 8-9 
behavior of, 553 
single, 253 

Market signaling, 601-606 
defined, 601 
guarantees and, 604-605 
in job market, 602-604, 605-606 
warranties and, 604-605 

iVlarket supply, elasticity of, 266-269, 356 
Market supply curve, 266-271, 511 
Market-clearing goods, 23 
Market-clearing price, 23-24 
Market-oriented view of equity, 577 
Matching grant, 83, 84 
Maximin strategy, 468-469 
Maxwell House, 428, 429 
MC See Marginal cost 
McDermott, Shaun p, 632 
McDonald's 

mixed bundling at, 402 
standardization and, 600 
tying and, 402 

McGwire, Mark, 492 
McKean, Brian L 632 
McMillan, John, 491 
Mean, 658 
Medicaid, 577 
Medicare, 599 
Menell, Peter S, 637 
;Vlerck, 10-11, 334 
Mercurio Europeo, 452 
Method of Lagrange multipliers, 140-141 
Mevacor,l1 
Microeconomics 

defined,4 
macroeconomics versus, 3 
study of, reason for, 15-17 
themes of, 4-7 
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Microsoft Corporation, 131, 208, 502 
United States \'ersus, 363-364,403 

Milgrom, Paul, 491 
Nlilitary 

pay in, 517-518 

695 

persOImel in, skilled, shortage of, 518 
Milk 

price of, 12, 456 
producers of, cartel of, 456 

MilIner, Edward L, 72 
Minimum prices, 298-302 
Minimum wage 

effect of, 300 
history of, 13-14 
teenage labor markets and, 521-522 

Miranda, I:Vlarie Lynn, 637 
Mixed bundling, 397-399, 400-402 
Mixed strategy, 470-472 
Mobil Oil, 403 
Model(s) 

defined,5 
theories and, 5-6 
See also specific models 

Mohawk Industries, 200 
Monopolist 

output decision of, 329-333 
pricing and, 333-335 
profit maximization by, 330, 332, 

425-426,554 
resource production by, 554--555 

Nlonopolistic competition, 423, 424-429 
defined,424 
economic efficiency and, 426-427 
makings of, 424-425 
in markets for colas and coffee, 428-429 

Monopoly, 328-339 
bilateral. See Bilateral monopoly 
defined, 327, 328 
monopsony versus, 354-355 
naturaL See Natural monopoly 
pure, 327 

Monopoly power, 327,339-351,452 
deadweight loss from, 347, 348 
factor markets with, 523-529 
measuring, 340-341 
over wage rate, 523-524 
of sellers, 523, 592 
social costs of, 347-351 
sources of, 345-347 

Monopsony, 352-355 
defined, 327, 328 
monopoly versus, 354-355 

Monopsony power, 328, 355-359 
baseball players' market, 520-521 
deadweight loss from, 357, 358 
defined, 352 
factor markets with, 518-522 
social costs of, 357-358 
sources of, 356-357 
in U.5 manufacturing, 358-359 

N[ontero, Jo P., 634 
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Nioral hazard, 606-609 
defined,606 
effects of, 607 
reducing, 608 
savings and loan crisis and, 608-609 

Morkre, Morris E, 312 
Morrison, S" 302 
Motrin,11 
MO\'ies, bundling of, 392-396 
MPL (marginal product of labor), 182 
MRS (marginal rate of substitution), 68-69, 

104,141-142,192,568 
MRT (marginal rate of transformation), 582 
MRTS See Marginal rate of technical sub-

stitution 
MU See ivfarginal utility 
Mueller, Michael j., 555 
Multiplant firm, 337-339 
Multiple regression analysis, 655 
Municipal solid wastes, regulation of, 

637-638 
Murphy, Ke\'in M, 522 
Mutual funds, 162, 168 
Myers, Stewart, 546 
Mylanta, 407 

Nabisco, 134-135 
NAFTA (North American Free Trade 

Agreement),589 
Nagle, Thomas, 261 
Narasimhan, Chakravarthi, 379 
Nash equilibrium, 433, 437-438, 439, 442, 

447,466-472,483 
defined, 430 
in prices, 440 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA),455 

National lead, 487 
National Organ Transplantation Act (1984), 

295-296,297 
Nahlral gas 

Producer Price Index for (PGAS), 661 
shortages of, price conti'ols and, 54-55, 

291-293 
Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, 54 
Nahlral monopoly, 350-351 

defined, 350 
regulating price of, 350 

Nahlral resources, prices of, long-run 
behavior of, 28-29 

NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic 
Association),455 

N ega ti ve correlation, 161 
Negative externality(ies), 621, 622-623 

defined,621 
inefficiency and, 622-623 

Neptune Water Meter Company, 474 
Net present value (NPV) criterion 

for capital uwestment decisions, 542-545 
defined, 542 

Netscape, 363, 364 
Neh\'ork externalities, 127-131 
Neumark, Da\'id, 14, 522 
Ne\'in, Jolm R, 428 
Ne\'o, Avi\', 379 
Noll, Roger, 520 
Nominal price 

defined,11 
real price versus, 11-14 

Noncompetiti\'e markets, competiti\'e 
markets versus, 8 

Noncooperative equilibrium, 442 
Noncooperative game, 443 

cooperative game versus, 462-464 
defined, 462 

Nondiversifiable risk, 168, 546 
Nonexclusive goods, 644, 645-646 
Nonmatching grant, 83-84 
Nonprofit hospitals, managers of, as 

agents, 611 
Nonrival goods, 644-645 
Nonsystematic risk, 546 
Nonunionized workers, 524-525 
Normative analysiS 

defined,6 
positive analysis versus, 6-7 

North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA), 589 

North Korea, planned economy of, 4 
Northeast Interstate Dairy Compact, 456 
Northwest Airlines, 476 
No-shirking constraint curve (NSC), 

617-618 
Novartis, 11 
Novel, best-selling, pricing of, 384-385 
NSC (no-shirking constraint cun'e), 

617-618 
Nuclear deterrence, 485 

Office of Management and Budget, 611 
Oi, \Valter Y, 385, 517 
Oil market, 8, 49-53 

monopoly power and, 345, 346 
OPEC and, See OPEC 
production decisions and, 552-553 
short-run production of petroleum 

products and, 265-266 
See also Diesel fuel; Gasoline 

Okun, Arthur M , 7 
Oligopolistic market, equilibrium in, 430 
Oligopolistic pricing, prisoners' dilemma 

and, 445-451 
Oligopoly, 429-437 

Bertrand model of, 437-438 
defined, 423, 424 
kinked demand curve model of, 446 

Oligopsony, 352 
Olson, C Vincent, 302 
O'Neill, Frank, 200 

OPEC (the Organization or Petroleum 
Exportu1g Countries), 8, 39-40, 
.J:9-53, -:!2-!, 553 

analyzing, 452-454 
monopoly power and, 345, 346 
prices and, 452 
US antitrust laws and, 360 

Opporhmity cost, 204-205 
of capital, 542-543 
defined, 204, 524 
of land, 275 

Optimal strategy, 462 
Ordu1al utility function, 74-75 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries, See OPEC 
Output(s) 

choosing 
in long run, 271-277 
in short run, 258-263 
two, production with, 229-232 
\'arying, costs with, minimization of, 

222 
Output efficiency, 583-584 

competition and, 585 
Output markets, 501 

efficiency in, 584-585, 591 
Outside market 

absence of, ti'ansfer pricing with, 413-415 
competitive, transfer pricing with, 

415-417 
defu1ed,413 
noncompetitive, transfer pricing with, 

417-420 

Paascheindex,95-96,97 
defined,95 
laspeyres price index and, 95-96 

Pakes, Ariel, 82, 588 
Pan American World Airways, 476 
Parallel conduct, 360 
Pareto, Vilfredo, 568 
Pareto efficienc:; 567-568,577 
Partial equilibrium analysis, 563-564 
Patent, 346 
Pay See Wage(s) 
Payoff matrix, 443 

defined,443 
for prisoners' dilemma, 444, 469 

Payoffs, 150-151,461-462 
POV (present discounted ,'alue), 534-538 
Peak-load pricing, 382, 383-384 
Pepcid, 10, 334 
Pepsi Cola, 428-429 
Perfect competition, equity and, 577-578 
Perfect complements, 69-75 

defined, 70,195 
production function and, 195 

Perfect substihltes, 69-75 
defined, 70,194 
production function and, 194-195 

Perfectly competitiw markets, 8, 251, 
252-254,502,514,616 

Perfectly elastic supplv, 267 
Perfectly inelastic supply, 267 
Perpehlity, 538-539 
Peru, copper production in, 48-49, 454 
P&G See Procter & Gamble 
Pindyck, Robert S, 39, 50, 54, 341, 452,543, 

555,655,661 
Pizzeria business, 207-208 
Point elasticity of demand, 119-120 
Poland, copper mining in, 268 
Polaroid Corporation, 9, 370 

bond issued by, 541-542 
h\'o-part tariff example and, 390-391 

Polinsky, Mitchell, 154 
Positi,'e analysis 

defined,6 
normati\'e analysis versus, 6-7 

Positive correlation, 162 
Positive externality(ies), 621, 622, 623-625 

defined, 622 
ineffiCiency and, 623-625 

Pravachol, 10 
Predatory pricing, 361 
Prentice Hall Inc, 328 
Prerecorded videocassettes, pricing of, 

343-344 
Prescription drugs, markets for, 10-11 
Present discounted value (PDV), 534-538 
Price(s),5 

antitrust laws and, 362-363 
bundling and See Bundling 
of capital, 216 
ceiling, 54, 288 
change in, budget line and, 77, 78-79 
controls on, See Price controls 
discrimination in, See Price discrimination 
equilibrium, 23-24 
governn1ent regulation of. See 

Regulation 
input, change in, firm's response to, 

264-266 
market, 8-9 

behavior of, 553 
single, 253 

market-clearing, 23-24 
minimum, 298-302 
of natural resources, 28-29 
nominal, 11-14 
phone call about, 362-363 
real,11-14 
relati\'e, price discrinunation and, 377-378 
reservation, 371 
of risk, 170 
transfer, 413, See IIlso Transfer pricing 
hvo-part tariff and, See Two-part tariff 
See also Pricing 

Price ceiling, 294 
Price competition, 437-442 

with differentiated products, 438-440 
with homogeneous products, 437-438 

Price controls 
effects of, 53-55, 288 
nahual gas shortages and, 54-55, 291-293 
oil market and, 49-53 

Price discrimination, 369, 371-381 
airline fares and, 380-381 
coupons and, 378-379 
defined,371 
first-degree, 371-374 
intertemporal, 382-383 
rebates and, 379-380 
second-degree, 374-375 
third-degree, 375-381 

Price elasticity of demand, 30-31, 117, 165, 
50S 

Price elasticity of supply, 33 
Price leadership, 447-448 

in commercial banking, 448-450 
defined, 447 

Price rigidity, 446 
in commercial banking, 448-450 
defined, 446 

Price signaling, 447-448 
Price supports, 302-304 
Price taker, 252, 502 
Price-consumption curve, 102-103 
Pricing 

of best-selling novel, 384-385 
block,375 
bundling and, See Bundling 
cartel, analysis of, 452-455 
discrimination in. See Price discrimination 
with market power, 369-422 
markup, supermarkets to designer 

jeans, 342-343 
monopolist and, 333-335 
monopoly power and, 341-344 
oligopolistic, prisoners' dilemma and, 

445-451 
peak-load, 382, 383-384 
predatory, 361 
of prerecorded videocassettes, 343-344 
Procter & Gamble's problem and, 

440-442 
transfer See Transfer pricing 
two-part tariff and, Sec Two-part tariff 
See IIlso Price(s) 

Prilosec, 10,334-335 
Prime rate, 449, 450, 557 
Principal, 609 
Principal-agent problem, 609-613 

defined,609 
framework of, incentives in, 612-613 
in pri\'ate enterprises, 610 
in public enterprises, 610-611 

Prisoners' dilemma, 442-451, 469 
defined, 443 
implications of, for oligopolistic pricing, 

445-451 
Procter & Gamble in, 444-445 

Private enterprises, principal-agent 
problem in, 610 
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Pri,'ate proceedu1gs, antitrust laws and, 362 
Pri,'ate-value auction, 492-494 
Probability, 150 
Procter & Gamble (P&G), 424 

disposable diaper industry and, 
488-489,548-549 

Gypsy Moth Tape and, 440-442, 
444-445 

pricing problem for, 440-442 
in prisoners' dilemma, 444-445 

Producer Price Index for coal (PCOAl), 661 
Producer Price Index for natural gas 

(PGAS),661 
Producer surplus 

applying, 289-293 
defined, 269, 288, 309 
in long nill, 276-277 
profit \'ersus, 270-271 
in short run, 269-271 
welfare effects of government interven-

tion and, 289-293 
Producers, price supports and, 303 
Product choice problem, 466-467 
Product curve, slopes of, 183-184 
Product diversity, 427 
Product homogeneity, 252-253 
Product transformation curves, 230-231 
Production 

cost of, 203-250 
in Edgeworth box, 578-579 
efficiency in, 578-585, 591 
factors of, 178 See also Input(s) 
intertemporal decisions regarding, 

551-555 
with one variable input, 181-191 
resource, by monopolist, 554 
short-run, inflexibility of, 224-225 
with h,'o outputs, 229-232 
with h\'o variable inputs, 191-197 
user cost of, 553-554 

Production and cost theory 
duality in, 248 
mathematical treatment of, 246-250 

Production contract curve, 580 
Production function(s), 177, 178-179 

Cobb-Douglas, 248-250 
defined, 248 
fixed-proportions, 195-196, 622 
perfect substitutes and, 194-195 
for wheat, 196-197 

Production possibilities frontier, 581-582 
expanded,587-588 

Production quotas, 302, 304-306 
Production teclmology, 177, 178-179 
Profit(s) 

accounting, 273 
defined, 255 
economic. See Economic profit 
maxinUzation of. See Profit maximization 
producer surplus versus, 270-271 
short-run, of competitive firm, 259-263 
\'ariable, 372 
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Profit maximization, 23'\-233, 336, 372,413 
by competiti\'e firm, 237-238 
long-rw1,271-272 
marginal cost and, 235-258, 259 
marginal re\'enue and, 235-258, 259 
by monopolist, 330, 332, 425-426 
short-run, 255 
by competiti\'e firm, 258-259 

Property rights 
alternative, bargaining with, 639 
defined, 638 
externalities and, 638-641 

Public enterprises, principal-agent problem 
in, 610 

Public good(s), 644-649 
characteristics of, 644 
defined,593 
efficiency and, 646-647 
market failure and, 647 
private preferences for, 649-651 

Public policy, decision making and, 82-84 
Purchasing power, 78-79 
Pure bundling, 397 
Pure monopoly, 327 
Pure strategy, 470 
Putnam, Howard, 362-363 

Quadratic cost function, 239 
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import See Import quota(s) 
production, 302, 304-306 

Rainville, George, 268 
Randall, James, 360 
Rate of return, 539-542 

defined, 539 
internal, 543 

Rate-of-return regulation, 351 
Rawls, John, 576 
Rawlsian view of equity, 576-577 
Reaction curves, 432-433 
Ready-to-eat cereal, demand for, 134-135 
Real price 

defined,l1 
nominal price versus, 11-14 

Real return, 167 
Rebates, economics of, 378-380 
Recreation, re\'ealed preference for, 88-89 
Recycling, 634-637 

efficient amount of, 635 
refundable deposits and, 636-637 

Reference rate, 557 
Refundable deposits, 636, 637, 638 
Regression 

basis of, 655-662 
example of, 655-656 
linear, 655 
standard error of (SER), 659 

n 

Regulation 
of emissions See Emissions 
of municipal solid wastes, 636-638 
in practice, 351 
price, 348-350, 351 
rate-of-return, 351 

Regulatory lag, 351 
Relative valuations, 393-396 
Rent 

economic. Sec Economic rent 
land,516 

Rent seeking, 348 
Rental rate, 217 
Repeated game, 472-476 
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in games, 482 
in market, 599-600 

Resen'ation price, 371 
Reserve clause, 521 
Return(s),167 

actual, expected rehlrn versus, 167-168 
on asset, 167-168 
defined, 167 
expected, actual return versus, 167-168 
rate of See Rate of return 
real, 167 
to scale, 197-201 

in carpet industry, 199-201 
constant. Sec Constant returns to scale 
decreaSing, 198 
defined,198 
describing, 198-199 
increasing, 198,227 

trade-off behveen risk and, 168-169 
Re\'ealed preferences, 86-89 
Reynolds, R Larry, 297 
Reynolds Aluminum, 213 
Rh6ne-Poulenc, 360 
Risk 

adjustments for, 545-549 
assets and, 166 
budget line and, 169-171 
describing, 150-155 
diversifiable, 546 
indifference curves and, 171-172 
nondiversifiable, 168, 546 
nonsystematic, 546 
preferences toward, 155-160 
price of, 170 
reducing, 161-165 
rehlrn and 

choosing, 170 
trade-off beh\'een, 168-169 

Risk aversion 
defined, 157 
illustrated, 156 
income and, 158-159 
indifference curves and, 159-160 

Risk lo\'e, 157-158 
Risk neutrality, 157 
Risk premium, 158, 545 
Riskless (risk-free) asset, 167 
Risky asset, 166-167 

Roche AG, 360 
Rockwell International, 474 
Rolling Stones, 4 
Rose, Nanc\' L 302 
Rose-Acke;man, Susan, 297 
Rotemberg, Julio J., 448 
Roval CrO\\'Il Cola, 428-429 
R-~quared, 659 
Rubinfeld, Daniel L, 126, 648, 655, 661 
Russia, copper mining in, 268, 269 

Saft, Lester F, 403 
Salathe, Larry, 33, 121 
SaloneI', Garth, 448 
Sample, 657 
Sandoz, 10 
Saudi Arabia, oil production of, 51-53 
Savings and loan industry 

cost function for, 141-242 
crisis in, 608-609 
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diseconomies of See Diseconomies of scale 
economies of See Economies of scale 
returns to. See Rehlrn(s), to scale 

Scale economies index (SCI), 239-240 
Scheinkman, Jose, 438 
Schelling, Thomas C, 479, 485 
Scherer, EM" 312 
Schmalensee, Richard L, 398, 634 
SCI (scale economies index), 239-240 
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diseconomies of, 231 
economies of.. See Economies of scope 

Sealed-bid auction, 492 
Second-degree price discrinunation, 374-375 
Second-price sealed-bid auction, 492 
SEF (standard error of forecast), 660-661 
Seller(s) 
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competiti\'e, competiti\'e buyer versus, 
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monopoly power of, 523, 592 

Sequential games, 476-479 _ 
SER (standard error of the regression), 6:J9 
Shavell, Steven, 154, 630 
Shaw Industries, 200 
Sherman Act (1890), 360, 361, 362-363, 

363-364 
Sherwin, Robert A, 10 
Shirking model 

defined,617 
unemployment in, 618 

Short run 
cost in. See Short-run cost(5) 
defined, 181 
equilibrium in, 425-426 
long run \'ersus, 180-181 , ' 
monopolistically competitive tirm m, 

426-429 
output in, choosing, 258-263 
producer surplus in, 269-271 

profit maximization in, 255 
by competith'e firm, 258-259 

Shortage, 24 
Short-run a\'erage cost CLllTe, 226 
Short-run cost(s), 208-215 

of aluminum smelting, 213-215 
determinants of, 210 
long-run cost and, relationship 

beh\'een, 227-229 
Short-run expansion path, 225 
Short-nm market supply CUI\'e, 266-271, 
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Short-run supply cun'e(s), 266-271, 511 

for competiti\'e firm, 263-266, 335 
long-run supply curves \'ersus, 40-43 
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Sibley, David S, 302 
Simon, Julian, 187 
Skeath, Susan, 466, 491 
Slutsky equation, 146 
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Smithkline-Beecham, 10 
Snob effect, 129-130 
Social benefits, marginal, 624-625 
Social cost(s) 

marginal, 622-623, 624-626 
of monopoly power, 347-351 
of monopsony power, 357-358 
of reduced sulfur dioxide emissions, 

631-632 
Social Security system, cpr and, 92, 97-98 
Social welfare function, 576-577 
Sofh\'are industrv, 207-208 
Solid wastes, reg~rlation of, 637-638 
Southern Company, 241 
Soviet Union, former 

nuclear deterrence and, 485 
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republics of, oil production of, 50 

Soybean market, 566-567 
Spain, Airbus lndustrie and, 486-487 
Specific tax, effects of, 314-317, 335 
Spence, Michael, 601 
Sprint, 391 
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Stackelberg model, 436-437, 440, '\66, 476, 

478,479 
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Standard error of forecast (SEF), 660-661 
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defined,461 
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defined, 462 
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maximin, 468-469 
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pure, 470 
tit-for-tat, 472-474 
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defined,317 
effects of, 313-314, 317-318 

Substitutes, 22-23, 33, 109-110 
defined, 22, 69, 564 
perfect See Perfect substitutes 

Substitution 
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rate of teclmical substihltion 
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defined,111 
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Slutsky equation and, 146 
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Sulfur dioxide emissions, 631-632 
Sunmer, Daniel A, 316 
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defined, 205, 483, 542 
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ad\'ertising and, 406-407 
markup pricing in, 342-343 
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demand and, 20-23 
durability and, 40-41 
elasticities of See Elasticity(ies) of 

supply 
excess, 573 
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to a firm, 509-511 
market, 511-513 

of labor, shift in, 505 
of loanable funds, 555-536 
perfectly elastic, 267 
perfectly inelastic, 267 

Supply clUve(s), 20-21 
long-run" See Long-run supply curve(s) 
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h\'o-part See T\\'o-part tariff 
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313-317,318-320 
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import tariffs and, 309-313 
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defined, 206 

Toyota, 5 
Trade 

advantages of, 568-569 
free, gains from, 585-590 
protectionist policies and, 589-590. See 

also Import quota(s) 
Trade-off(s),4 

beh\'een risk and return, 168-169 
Transfer prices, 413, See also Transfer pricing 
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